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ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
1riONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1977

u.s.

SENA'I'E,
COJ\DII'l'TEE ENERGY AXD NATURAL RESOURCES,

Washi-ngton, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 tun. in room 3110,
:pirksen Office Building, Hon. Henry M. Jackson, chairman, presidmg.
Present: Senators Jackson, .Metzenbaum, McClure, Domenici,
Laxalt, and Stevens.
Also present: Betsy Moler, counsel; and George Dowel, counsel.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY M. JACKSON, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF WASJHNGTON

The CnAIRi\IAN. The committee will come to order.
The hearing today begins the committee's consideration of the President's decision on an Alaska natural gas transportation system, which
was transmitted to Congress on Thursday, September 22.
\Ye are pleased to luwe Senator Stevens join us today to represent
the interests of the great State of Alaska. \Velcome, Senator.
Under the provisions of the AlaskaNatural Gas Transportation Act
of 1976, Congress must enact a joint rrsolution approving the President's drcision "within 60 calendar davs of continuous session" after
it is submitted in order for the decision to become effective.
In enacting the 1976 act, Congress explicitly recognized that the
"expeditious construction of a viable natural gas transportation system
for delivery of Alaska natural gas to U.S. markets is in the national
interest."
It seems clear that the procedures established by the act have already
accelerated the decisionmaking process and brought us close to a. final
decision on this matter.
··
This result could not have been achieved without the magnificent
cooperation of the Canadian Government and the provincial leaders
involved in this issue.
\Yhile the President has selected a transportation system ttnd the advocates of comprting routes have largely withdrawn from the field,
the Congress is not relieved of responsibility for examining the. President's decision ·with the greatest care.
I will place in the record a copy of S.J. Res. 82.
[The joint resolution follows:]
(1)

2
DGTn

CONGHES.::i

1sT SEsSION

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
8El'TIDIBEH

22, 19/7

:\11'. J.\GKsox introduce,] the following joint resolntion; "·hieh wns rcnrl hvicn
aud refcned to the Comllliltee on Energy awl Nalural Hesources

To appro\ 2 the Presidential decision on an Alaska natural gm

transportation system
Resolved by the Senate and Honse ol Bejl1'esenlatircs

1
2

o/

the United 8/otcs ol ..Jnu;rica in Con_r;J·ess assembled.

3 That the House of Representatives aml Senate approYe the
4 Presidential derision on an Alaska natural g-as transporta5 tion system submitted to the Cong-ress on September :?:2,
6 1977, and find that any environmental impact statements
7 prepared relative to snc·h system and submitted with the
8 President's decision are in compliance with the National
9 EnYironmental Policy Aet of 1969.
II

The CHAIRMAN. vV'e must be sure that the system selected is, in :fact,
viable :from social, economic, and political perspectives. vVe are delighted to welcome the new Secretary o:£ the Department o:£ Energy.
I believe this is yom· fi1·st appearance in your new capacity be:fore
this committee, to present the administration's testimony at this opening session.
Secretary Schlesinger, we m·e delighted to have yon with us this
morning.

3
STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES R. SCHLESINGER, SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Secrcta1·y ScHLESINGER. Thank you, :llh. Chairman.
Mr. Chainnan, I think that it may be better procedurally to place
my testimony in the record and to sumnmrize b1·iefty. Also, :llh·. Chail·man, some of the questions that ma:y be raised this morning are likely
to be of a technical nature.
\V c would like to have the authorization of the committee to amplify
on technical matters in the record and denote those amplifications of
the testimony.
The CnAIR~IAN. That certainly is in order, and without objection, it
is so ordered.
Secretary ScHLESINGEH. Mr. Chairman, the areas that should be
dealt with, I think-The CHAIR~IAN. \Vithout objection, yom· entire statement will go in
the record.
Secretary ScnLESINm:n. Mr. Chairman, let me attempt ,·cry briefly
to summm·ize how we got to where we are in terms of the President's
recommendation, which will be reviewed by this committee.
I will do this under three headings, Mr. Chairman. The first will be
how we define the overland route through Canada. That, I think, is
an essential element in understanding ce1~tain aspl'cts oft he agreement
that may be of interest to the committee.
Second, comparing that defined overland route with the El Paso
route, and third, to develop some viewpoints regarding "·hat the implications are of this agreement for United States-Canadian relations.
Mr. Chairman, as you will recall, the first proposaJ for a natural gas
transportation system from Alaska was the so-called arctic gas route.
That route would have crossed tlw Arctic \Vildlifc Range, come
clown the Mackenzie Delta and clown the Mackenzie Hiver, coming
into the southern 48 States in that fashion.·
The alternative route was the one proposed to nm along au existing
corridor, the Alcan Higlnvay, aml as a result of a decision by theCanadian National Energy Board, the arctic gas route was precluded.
And, on the Fomth of .July, the NEB chose the Alcan route, with
modifications. The arctic gas route thus went clown because of a variety
of considerations.
:Most importantly, I believe, wm·e the environmental considerations,
from the standpoint of both the Berger report and the standpoint of
the NEB. The Fourth of .July decision of the NEB is the takeoff
point for all negotiations betwPen ourselves and the Canadians.
The chief feature, of the. Fonrth of .July dPcision by the NEB was
to divert the original Alcan proposal through Dawson, and then to
rejoin the orig-inal route at ·white HorsP.
The ptwpose of that diversion was to bring the pipeline closer to
the Mackenzie Delta, wlwre it wou 1cl ha VP gone in the arctic gas proposal, and consequently proville inclucenwnts to Canadian proclncers
more vigorously to Pxplore the\ MackPnziP DPlta arPa.
The problem with the so-called Dawson lliwrsion was that it would
have added about $650 million to the initial capital costs of the project, something we sought to avoid. As I will state in a moment, we
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managed to negotiate back to the original A1can route, along the Alcan
Highway.
The second feature was a $200 million socio-economic impact assistance payment, which we will also manage to avoid in terms of its imposing a charge on the American consumer.
The total effect of our negotiations with the Canadians was to reduce the projected 20-year average cost of service to the American
consumer from $1.1:3-$1.12-in constant 1975 dollars-under the
NEB decision, to $1.04.
Thns, from the original authorizing decision on the Fourth of July,
we have improved that decision in a number of significant wavs.
·
At the same time, we ha.ve improved the clecis~on from th~ standpoint of Canadian consumers, and it is a display of how the two conntries, ·working together, can improve the overall benefits from the
standpoint. of the citizens of both countries, demonstrating, I think,
that what IS to the. advantage of one country is not necessarily to the
disadvantage of the other country.
·
Generally speaking, l\Ir. Chairman, we have agreed with the Canadians that if the Dempster Late.ral is built to the Canadian Mackenzie
Delta. that the American consumer will underwrite some share of the
cost of the so-called Dawson Spur, from \Yhite Horse to Dawson.
That is far more economical from our standpoint than is the Dawson
diversion. Its capital costs are lo,vei'. If, indeed, the Dempster Lateral
is not constructed, '"e avoid costs entirely.
If the Dempster Lateral is constructed, the Da.,vson Spur can be
constructed in a timely manner, so we avoid capital charges for :3, 4,
and 5 years, depending on how long it might be before the Dempster
Lateral is built.
In addition, the United States and Canada agreed to install a high
ca,pacity line south of vVhite Horse. That is a 1,680 per square inch
line, possibly, or a 54-inch line that will accommodate the much larger
volumes of gas that would be associated with the bringing in of the
delta gas.
So we have altered the nature of the route approved by the NEB
on the Fourth of .July. and the alteration in the route and the characteristics of the pipe along the route are such as to benefit consumers
in both countries.
As a result of those negotiations with the Canadians, we have
brought the a,verage cost of service clown to $1.04. I underscore that,
beca,nse the second point that we should raise is the question of the
comparison bebveen the El Paso proposal and the Alcan proposal.
Mr. Chairman, as you know, El Paso has quite graciously 'vithdrawn
from this competition, as a result of the President's decision.
El Paso has felt that further pursuing of its proposal at this time
would be disruptive to the national interest. I want to review for the
committee very briefly why it -was that El Paso was not chosen.
TheEl Paso line would carry gas to Gravina Point, where it wm~ld
be liquified and then moved in liqnifiednatural gas tankers to a pomt
in the vicinity of Los Angeles, at Point Concepcion.
That is to 'be compared with the Alcan project. The Presid~nt's
deeision was based primarily on the differences in cost of services.
Our estimate is that the cost of service for the Alcan proposal 'vonld
be $1.04 in 1975 dollars, as compared to $1.21 for the El Paso proposal-:-a difference of some 15 percent.
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Over the course of the years, the cost of selTice difference to the
American consumer woulcl amount to something on the order of $6
billion. Of conrse, in any 1 year, there is a signifi~ant difference in the
cost of service on average, a difference of some $300 million per year
in cost of service .
. In adc~ition to that, there is a much higher rate of efficiency assocwted w1th Alcan, as opposed to El Paso. This is without taking into
account the consumption of bunker fuel from Gravina Point to California, which \\·oulclreduce the efficiencies of El Paso somewhat more,
do\Yll to about 87 percent.
The consequence of these judg1nents is that we save something on
the order of six-tenths of 1 trillion cubic feet almost 1 year's movement of gas from Alaska to the lower 48 States.
There is a substantial difference, also, in terms of the national economic benefit as between El Paso and Alcan. even with all of the
ad j ustmcnts.
·
There is something on the order of $1.1 billion or $1.2 billion-constant 1975 dollars-difference between the two proposals. So I think
the judgment ;vas clearcut and I think that even the El Paso proponents have conceded that. \Yere it not for the existence of international
frontiers, there is no qu~stion but that an overland route should be
pursued.
~Ve have negotiated at considerable length with the Canadians, and
let me close on that note, Mr. Chairman. The third point involves our
relations with the Canadians, that this agreement coming at this time
is of great benefit to a furtherance of United States-Canadian
relationships.
Those relationships have varied over the years. ~Ve can go back to
the period of the DE~V Line, of the. foundation of Norad; during the
Vietnam vVar, our relations with the Canadians became somewhat
tattered.
I think we are launching ourselves to a new era of good relationships
with the Canadians. This proposal contributes to it, so in that broader,
political sense, it is desirable, in addition to the narrower economic
sense.
I think we can all understand that cooperation between our two
countries has great ad,·antage; that it provides mutual benefits that
can be shared.
This is not a. zero sum gain. The construction of this joint pipeline
will take place at lower cost and provide higher benefits for both
countries.
vV e could have proceeded independently. ~V e could have gone on the
El Paso route and the Canadians could have gone on their :l\1aple Leaf
route. The consequence \Vonld have been higher construction costs,
higher cost of service in both countries.
Thrmwh cooperation there are mutual benefits that I think have
been fai1':ly shared. ~Ve have established a new political climate with
the Canadians, which \vill be beneficial in the largest sense, but will
also be beneficial, Mr. Chainnan, I believe, in terms of our future
energy relationships with Canada.
Thank yon very much.
.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Schlesmger follmvs :]
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STATEl\rENT OF HoN. JAMES R. SCHLESINGER, SECllETAUY, DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Mr. Chairman, I am honored to address this committee in sup1)ort of the
President's Decision and Report on an Alaska Xatural Gas Transportation System, which was transmitted to the Congress Thursday, September 22, 1977. The
submission on this decision and report represents the culmination of a unique
study and review process, established by the Congress in the Alaska Xatural Gas
Transportation Act of 1976, to select a superior and cost-effiicent transportation
system.
The discovery of 24 trillion cubic feet of natural gas in Prudhoe Bay resulted
iE submissions by three applicants to the Federal Power Commission for a certificate to construct a pipeline to move Alaskan gas to the Lower 48 States. In
~Iarch 1974, Ardic Gas Pipeline Co. filed an application before the FPC and the
Xational Energy Board of Canada to construct a pipeline across tl!e Xorth Slope
through the Arctic Xational ·wildlife Range.
In .July of this year, the Canadian XEB rejected the Arctic Gas proposal for
environmental and socioeconomic reasons. In September 1974, El Paso Alaska
Co. filed an application to transport Alaskan gas by a pipeline adjacent to the
Alyeska oil pipeline to the Gulf of Alaska, liquify it and then ship it to California
by LXG tanker.
'Finally, on .July 9, 1976, Alcan Pipeline Compan~· and Xortllwest Piveline Comvany (Alcan) filed the third application with the FPC for a certificate to transpm·t .Alaslmn gas. •r11e Alcan plan, as modified in :uareh 1ll77, calls for a pipeline follo"·ing existing utility corridors from Prudhoe Bay through Canada to
U.S. markets.
'Under the 'l'rans-Alaska Oil Pipeline Act of 1973, Congress authorized the
President to explore thf' pofisibility of a gas pipeline across Canada with H1e
Canadian Government. As a result of those discussions, a transit pipeline treaty
of general applicability to all energy transportation systems shared by both
countries was de1·eloped and finally signed on January 28, 1[}77,
'Congress, recognizing the shortages of natural gas, and the potential for delay
inhert in the normal regulatory approach to a project of this magnitude, enacted
the Alaslmn Xatural Gas Traa1sportation Act of 1976. 'l'he study and decision
process established by tlH' act has called on the collectiYe expertise of many Federal and State agencies. In :\Iay 1977, aftpr months of lwarings, which <leYeloped
oyer 50,000 pages of testimon~· and exhibits, the Federal Power Commission
(':B'PC) issued a one-1·olume report, "RecommeJI(lation to the President," urging
tho designation of an oYerland pipeline system through Canada. After the l<'PC's
report, pursuant to statute, 10 Federal interagency task forces were organized
to report by .July 1, 1977, on the Yarious issues underlying the selection of a
transportation system. Thousands of pages of analysis from these interagency
task forces, as well as priyate indiYiduals, were snlnnitterl to the ·white Honse.
That 1·oluminous reconl aww supports the conclusion in the decision and report
that tho Alcan pipolino system will drliYer more natural gas at less cost to a
greater number of Americans than any other transvortation s~·stem. 'l'he decision
and report explains in some detail the ,·arious aspects of the natural gas transvortation system designated for approYal. Ratlwr than summarize each chapter
of the report, I shall briefly discuss the major a<lnwtages of the Alcan system
and the agreement negotiated with the Canadians to protect those advantages.
Tho recent agreement ou principles !Jetween tlle enited States and Canada
ensures the basic superiority of the Alcan systPm proposal OYer thf' lDl Paso Alaska Cop. provosal to liquefy Alaska gas anrl ship it to the west coast. The cost
of sen·ice adYantagP of the Alcan system is perhaps the pri·ncipal factor in determining the Yalue of the projpct to F.S. consumers. OYer a 20-year period under
the expected cost oYerrun case, the Alcan systf'm '"ill delivPr Alaska gas to U.S.
consumers at a significantly lower eost of sen·ice tlmn IiJI Paso-estimated to be
$1.04 per ~DIBtu for Alcan and $1.21 per :\IMBtu for El Paso. This $.17 differencl'
represents an ultimate sa,·ings of $6llillion for r.s. consumers o1·er the life of the
Alcan project. The lll'OlJOSE'll Alcai1 s~·stem will cleliYer Alaska gas at the lowest
possible cost of servicP to T".S. cousumers----'helow thr co:;t of importell oil ana
substantiallr below the <·ost of otltPr fuel alternath·es .
.A!can also has a markedly higher net national economic benefit than El Paso.
The calculation of the NNIDB compares the present v-alue of real resource exvenclitures for a projrct with the present 1·alue of future benefits. :B'or expected
case cost oyerruns of 40 percent, Alcan has an estimated Ni\'EB of $5.57 billion,
more than $1.1 billion higher than the estimated NNEB of El Paso'. But eyen
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for the worst case overruns, both parties still have a positive NNEB. The
analysis incorporated in the Presidenfs decision and report supports the finding
that construction of an Alaska Natural Gas transportation system at the earliest
possible time is in the national interest.
'l'lle fundamental difference between the El Paso and Alcan systems is that
an overland pipeline system is inherently more efficient than an LNG transpm·.
tation system. The liquefaction process consumes more natural gas, raising the
direct cost to consmners and lowering the !Jase oyer which that cost can he
spread. Furthermore, El Paso has approximately 100 percent higher operating·
costs than Alcan. For these reasons alone, Alcan has a 16.5 cent per l\DIBtu
advantage oYer El Paso.
Beyond these cost-of-service adnmtages, Alcan has Rignificant technical and
resource adYantages oYer El Paso. These inclnrle:
'l'he superiority of pipeline transportation over LNG transportation for
the safest and most reliable delivery of gas, and for expansil.Jility of capacity
to deliver increased volumes from reserves other than the Prudhoe Bay pool;
The substantial adYantage of pipeline facilities o\·er I2\G faci.\ities in
haYing a useful life of oyer 40 years ;
The need to anticipate future shipment O·f natural gas from the Gulf of
Alaska which may require L;'\G deliveries to the west coast, thus preserving
LNG delh·ery potential on the west coast.
l!'urthermore, virtually all Federal agencies and private parties that compared
the two projects determined that the Alcan system is enYiromuentally superior
to El Paso.
'l'he agreement with Canada on the Alcan system guarantees the basic economic superiority of the Alcan project. 'l'he agreement on principles provides
assurances on routes, taxation leYels, project delays and other critical matters.
This agreement, along with the transit pipeline treaty, protects the project from
unfair or discriminatory charges that would otherwise threaten the savings
to u.S. consumers.
Xegotiations over the elements of a joint United States-Canadian system l.Jegan
in earnest after the .July 4th decision of the Canadian Xational Energy Board
(;'\ED). 'l'he NEB permitted the construction of the Alcan system through
Canada onl~· with substantial modifications that made the system considerably
less attractive to the united States on economic grounds. 'l'he Canadians insisted
on an expensive route di,·ersion of the main line to Dawson City in the Yukon
ancl a front-end $200 million impact assistance payment to the Yukon aboYe and
beyond any nroperty tax that might be imposed.
'l'he agreement signed with the Canadians eliminates both these conditions.
First, the agreement provides that the Alcan pipeline \Yill follow the original
Alcan Higln"ay route. This provision alone saves the ·c.s. consumer up to $630
million in initial construction costs, or the 6 cents in cost of senice that would
ha\·e been added by the route diwrsion. From the Canadian perspective, the
route diversion was designed to bring the Alcan system within reach of their
l\facl{enzie Delta Resen-es. From the u.S. perspectiYe, it was a costly and
inefficient modification of the main line to accommodate an uncertain eventuality-construction of the Dempster line-which might never occur.
In place of the route di\·ersion, the U.S. agreed to pay a portion of the cost
for extension of the Dempster lateral from Dawson to 'Whitehorse-if and when
the Ia teral is built.
This limited extension or "spur" wi.U connect the Dempster line with the main
Alcan system. A higher capacity system will then l.Je installed south of ·whitehorse, with cost of service shared on u volumetric lJasis, to carry l.Joth u.S. and
Canadian gas.
·without some limited U.S. contribution to assist Canacla in developing the
l\Iackenzie Delta Resen·es, no pipeline agreement could lm ve been reached. Howe,·er, the formula share for U.S. cost of senice of the Da\YSon Spur is more
limited than cost for a main line diyersion. and this share is tied to the percent
of actual cost overruns on construction of the main line. Thus, the cost-share
formula creates a formidable incenth·e for Canada to !mild the main Hue as
efficiently as possible, and decrease the overall cost of service to U.S. consumers
to the maximum extent. Furthermore, 'l'hese favorable concessions aside, it is
in the long-run interest of l'.S. consunwrs to asRist Canada in developing these
reserves.
Paragraph 6 of the agreement explains the cost-share formula for the Da\Yson
Spur. The more efficiently the Canmlians can construct the main Alcan line, and
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lower the cost of sel'Yice to U.S. consumers, the higher the U.S. sharEJ for construction of the spur. For example, with an overrun of 25 percent i'n Canada,
the U.S. pa~·s 100 percent. However, the average U.S. cost of service in this case
over a 20-year period will be approximately $1.00 per ::\Il\IBtu (in 1975 dollars),
or 4 cents less than the cost of service under the expected overrun case of 40
percent. In this latter case the United States would pay only 831/.; percent of the
Dawson Spur.
At a minimum, the United States will pay a two-thirds share, or the percentage of U.S. gas volumes in the main line, for the total cost of service of
the Dawson Spur. '!'his \Yould also have been the U.S. cost share for the route
diversion required by the NEB.
'!'he agreement additionally impm;es a ceiling on the costs to which the minimunL share applies. 'l'hus, the United States will not be Hable for costs of the
Rpnr in excess of 35 percent above the filed costc;, unless the Canadians can
credit cost overrun savings they achieve on the main line to the Dawson Spur.
The U.S. share of the Dawson Spur cost of service can ne,·et\ he less than the
U.S. percentage of gas volumes in the line south of \Vhitehorse, multiplied by
the actual costs of the Dawson Spur, notwithstanding the Dawson Spur ceiling
and the overrun formula. However, this last condition is only rele,·ant in the
case where substantial ovet-runs in excess of 50 percent are experienced on the
entire system. Furthermore, the agreement ensures that the system installed on
the Dawson Spur wiU be the same as that for the whole Dempster line in order
to prevent loalling of costs onto the Da wsou Spur.
Second, the agreement on principles eliminates the requirement of a $200 million impact assistance payment, and imposes a comprehensive (:eiling on taxation
of the pipeline. The three western Pro,·inces have agreed to abide by the principles
of the Transit Pipeline 'l'reaty, and lutve stated publicly that treatment of the
Alcan line will be the same as for similar pivelines in their jurisdiction. In the
Yukon 'Territory, where there are no similar ]Jipelines, special ceilings were negotiated as part of the agreement on principles. The rate of vroperty taxation is
essentially the same as that for Alaska. 'l'he agreed rate will continue for 25 years
or until a similar pipeline is built. It is expected that the Dempster lateral, or
some other lateral to the Mackenzie Delta will be in service in H)85, 2 years after
the main line is operational. At that point the treaty will apply, and the tax on
the main line will be similar to the tax on the Canadian-built lateral. Otherwise,
the negotiated ceilings will apply only in the extremely unlikely event that the
Canadians do not deYelop their Mackenzie Delta reserves.
After 1988, the Yukan tax le,·el could he adjusted to rise either with the GNP
deflator or with the rate of increase of per capita revenues for the Yukon Territorial GO\'ernment, from sources other than the pipeline. It might also be adjusted
retroactively for the period 1983 to 1987 if the Yulwn per capita tax rate or the
Alaskan property tax has increased at a rate higher than the Canadian GNP
deflator.
Any required impact payments neellecl in adnmce of taxes will be treated as a
loan hy the conipanies to the GO\·ernment to be pnirl ha~l;: out of future tax revenues. 'l'he United States will have no role whatever in this arrangement. The
ceiling on Yukon taxes represents only a modest increase over the level of taxes
includecl in original cost of service estimatefl for .lUcan. '!'his agreement is, therefore, a substantial gain for the United States over the NEB decif;ion, and removes
a potentially troublesome open-ended tax anll a large additional impact payment.
l<'inally, the agreement commits both countries to a timetable for construction
of the Alcan system. 'l'he agreement calls for main line pipelaying to begin in the
Yukon by .January 1, 1981. In addition, the Canadian Gm·ernment has made a
clear public statement that settlement of Nati,·e claims in the Yukon will neither
delay the project nor increase costs.
As a result of the agreement on principles, both the United States and Canadian
Governments lu!Ye measurably improved their positions from the NEB decision.
'l'ho modifications of the NEB clecision will lower the cost of service price of
Alaskan and Canadian gas for consumers in both countries. But the agreement is
particularly acl vantagPous to the United States by providing ceilings on every
aspect of potential United States liability while creating new incenti\·es for efficient construction on a portion of the project that woulcl normally be subject to
exclush·e Canadian juriscliction.
In general, the Canallians will luwe the greatest incentive to minimize cost of
service because Canadian, as well as United States, shippers will share the Alcan
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cost of service on a volumetric basis. The consumers of both countries will be
adYersely affected if the cost of service tariff is unreasonably high.
Furthermore, although the Canadian NEB has authority oYer tariff mutters in
Canada, the tariff must ultimately be accepted by the FPC, which can refuse to
certificate the project if the tariff is inappropriate.
Beyond its cost of service superiority, howeyer, only a joint undertaking negotiated \vith Canada could haYe proYided United Stutes consumers with energy
supplies from Canada in addition to Alaska gas. These potential supply advantages would almost surely haYe been lost in a unilateral all-United Stutes project
like El Paso's. Specifically, the Alcan system willAssist Canada to continue supplying gus exports under existing contracts
by providing it with access to substantial Muclwnzie Delta reserYes;
Provide the opportunity to obtain additional gus at an early construction
of portions of the southern Canadian and Lower 48 sections of Alan, with
delivery of gas from Alberta-where there is temporary excess supply-in
advance of the delivery of Alaska gus;
Encourage exploration for new reserves and stimulate expansion of the gas
industry in Canada, which might ultimutely.,!Jenefit United States consumers
through the enhancecl potential of Canadian supplies.
Furthermore, this point United States-Canadian undertaking coulcl result in
significant cooperation with Canada on a variety of other energy issues, such us
oil exchanges, pipelines and strategic reserves. Choice of the all-United Stutes
route would hu ve resulted in sacrifice of these benefits.
:!<'inally, this joint undertaking between the United States ..and Canada has
implications that go beyond the supply and cost of service advantages thuf,vill be
providell by this particular project to United Stutes consumers.
Almost four years have passed since the industrialized countries were brought
face to face with the energy crisis. Since that time, each has been exploring its
own options for coping with the problem, with only limited attempts at cooperation. In the course of analysis and discussion during that period, the need for
!Jetter international cooperation in dealing with energy problems has become
increasingly evident.
The Alcun joint pipeline project is a concrete example of how cooperation
between t\YO countries in energy matters can make both !Jetter off than they would
!Jo if constrained by a timid kind of energy isolationism. 'l'he United Stutes and
Canada working together can move more volumes of energy more efficiently than
either country acting by itself.
I urge the Congress to approve the President's decision and report, and authorize a project that will sen-e us a symbol of the benefits to be derivecl from enlightened recognition of mutual interest.

The. Cn.\IR::\IAN. Mr. Secretary, what is the situation regarding the
financmg of the line~
Secretary ScnLESIXGER. \Vith regard to the financing of the line it
is the agreement of both countries that the line must, indeed, be privately financed.
Both countries have agreed, and the Prime Minister has stated, and
the President has stated for the United States that no public fundsthe avoidance of investing public funds in the construction of this
pipeline is an underlying principle of the decision in both countries.
\Ve have received as'SnrancB from the various underwriting houses
that, indeed, this line cnn be privately financed and we expect that it
will be privately financed.
\Ve have underscored to them that the risks of noncompletion must
fall on the entrepreneurs of the line. \Ve will not accept an all-events
tariff.
vVe have, in addition, created certain incentives with regard toprivate financing, notably the variable rate of return, which \Ve hope
will hold down costs and avoid a repetition of the cost overruns associated with the Alyeska development.
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The CHAIRl\fAN. Let me read the financing issue on page 104 of the
report:
The conclusion reached here regarding private financing without consumer
noncompletion guarantees differs substantially from the position taken by most
parties in the Federal Power Commission proceeding and by representatives of
El Paso in their most recent statement.
'
These statements were made prior to significant steps that have been taken
in recent weeks to reduce uncertainty and to create proper planning, control and
incentives.
'

\Vhat are these significant steps?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. They are listed here, A'fr. Chairman, on
pages 102 and 103.
The CHAIRUAN. Has there been any kind of a letter of intent from
the financial houses?
·
Secretary SciiLESINGER. \Ve have one of those. :Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Indicating that there will be private financing?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir, \Ye have these letters and we will
submit them for the record.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the reconl:]
NORTHWEST PIPELINE CoRP.,
Salt Lake City, Utah, .clttgust 10, 1977.
Hon. JAMEs R. ScHLESINGER,
Assistant to the President,
The White House, Washington, D.O.
DEAR DR. ScHLESINGER: A meeting was held on August 2, 1977, at the request
of the Department of Treasury attended by representatives of your Alaska Natural Gas Task Force and the Office of Management and Budget.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the impact of the National Energy
Board decision on our financing plan, the sponsor guarantee approach to financing and our thinking on alternative approaches to financing which would minimize
consumer risl;: bearing. The first two items were summarized in written fonn and
presented to the Task Force at the meeting. In connection with the third item,
I have asl;:ed Mark J. Millard, Vice Chainnan of Loeb Rhoades and Co., Inc. to
summarize our financial advisors' thinking for you, a copy of which is attached.
Best personal regards,
JoHN G. McMILLIAN,
President.
Enclosure.
LOEll RHOADES,
New Yorlc, N.Y., Augttst 10, 1977.
Memorandum to: John G. McMillian.
From: Mark J. Millard.
We were asked by the White House Task l!'orce to consider the feasibility of
private financing without a "consumer guarantee" before completion. We have
concluded that such private financing is possible and we discussed certain credit
support and tariff techniques to assure that natural gas consumers would not be
obligated to support the project until it was completed. The following is a summary of remarks that I made to the Task Force on August 2, 1977:
Concern and doubt has been expressed about the practicality of implementing
legislative and regulatory assurances in support of the financing of the Alaskan
gas project. It is important to understand the background on which the demands
for maximum financial assurances arose. The testimony before the Federal Power
Commission of the other two applicants (preceding that of Alcan) sought to
establish that because of tlle size of the project, the financial risks associated
with construction and operation of an Alaskan gas transportation system exceeded tlle financial capability of the natural gas transportation industry. In
addition to the sheer size of the project, the parties were acute;ly aware of the
history of a number of important energy projects launched in the late 1960's and
1970's which had run into regulatory and environmental delays and h~d end.ed
either in abandonment or in large cost increases. An answer to these d1fficultles
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proposed by the two original applicants was a fail-safe regulatory approach labeled an "all-events" tariff and a "perfect trucking" of charges.
In substance, the new formulas were an attempt to ·provide for tlw automatic
recovery of all legitimate costs and to minimize the exposure of the lenders to unpredictable developments. The olwious aim was to put to rest tlw worries of the
prospective lenders to the new pipeline and to by-pass the \'eto pmvers of the
creditors of the line's future stockholders.
'\Ve are now asked to reassess, under today's conditions, the minimum requirements for a private financing of the Alaskan gas pipeline. '\Ve submit the following as our main points:
1. The risl>:s associated with construction and operation of an Alaslmn gas
system, as extensively discussed by all applicants' financial advisors, must be
borne by credit-worthy parties in order to achieve a successful private financing.
2. There is sufficient creclit support capacity among the primary beneficiaries
of gas pipelines, excluding the consumer, to assure completion of the pipeline.
This is the single most important risl{ to be addressed in arranging a private
financing. Such beneficiaries are the gas transmission companies, gas producers,
and the State of Alaslm.
3. It is essential to establish mutually satisfactory and speedy procedures in
three areas: first, the monitoring of engineering and enviromnental decisions by
the apvropriate government agencies for definitive apvroval of expenclitures;
second, the creation of the efficient cooperation between U.S. aml Canadian officials with authority to make the final joint decisions where needed; and third,
continuation and further development of a positive regulatory climate tmder the
Department of Energy.
4. The obligations of consumers to pay certified costs of the project can be
limited to a minimum bill tariff commencing when initial gas deliveries are made.
I do not believe legislation obligating gas consumers to an "all-events" tariff,
which proYides for payment of cost prior to the completion of construction, is a
necessary condition of successful private financing if sufficient o\·errun funds arc
provided.
5. By remO\·ing the consumers from the pre-completion risk, the remaining
beneficiaries must increase tlw:ir .~hare of the risk, for which they \\ill require
compensation, thus increasing cleliw~red cost of ga;; to the con:;umer.
There are certain mat.ten; requiring prompt gon•rnment action which must be
resolved before actual financing negotiations ean commence. Three of the most
itnportant are:
1. Rolling-in the price of Alaskan g·as into the overall charges of the participating gas companies.
2. A decision on the pattern of di."tribntion of the Prudhoe Ba~· gas h1 the
lower 48 states.
3. Appro\'al of a pricing mechanism for Alaska gas whereby the non-consumer
beneficiaries of Alaska gas will be imlnced to provide sufficient financial support
to finance the line.
Possibilities for ll\'Oiding consumer support for completion o.f the pipeline
exist in three areas. They are (1) the •term;; on which the equity wliU be invested, (2) the participation of the State of Alaska in the financing, and (3) the
participation by the gas producer;;.
As to the form of equity financing, Alc:an will be willing to propose to its
prospectiYe Htockholders the foll!;\ving features:
1. The equity will be at risk.
2. The equity will be vre-paicl and pre-spent as compared to the collection
and expenditure of the proceeds of clebt securities.
3. AdclitionHJl equity on a pro-rate basis will be~ precommitted for the event
Of O\'e!TlU1S.

4. 'l'he equity rate of return will be reduced if overruns occur, Ums adding
strong financial incentives for efficient management.
'l'he State of Alaska ha:; indieatc·cl that it woulcl mal;:e twailable state support,
presumably in a ;;uborc!inatecl position, to the ])l Paso project. Alcan has been
gh·en to unclerstand that es:<entially the samE> HUl)port would be available if it
were SPil'ctecL Such a finanl'ing, at an attractive interest rate, would enhance
the feasibility of a pri\·ate financing and reclnce the overall cost of money.
'l'he most important outsi<le contrilmtion to the suecpss of a prin1te financing
could be made by the proclucers. It i.~ clos<"ly relatE'cl to the fjnestion of thE' gas
price. The \'alue of Alaskan gas at the wellhead is close!~· linked to the cost
of transporting it to market. Other things being equal, the wellheacl Yalne
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changes inversely w'ith changes in tile cost of transportation. However, since
the gas economy of the U.S. will remain subject to r<>gnlation, market values
are not the sole criteria of price. Regulation follows other yardsticks, including
the cost of production and proeessing, which appears to he especially high or
Alaskan gas. Regulation can also recognize the economic value of a wiHiugness
of the oil cmnpanies to participate in the financing of the pipeline. 'l'llen; is a
trade-off between regulatory n'Cognition of snell a financial. eontrihution in a
higher g:u; price aml the advantages which the varticipation of the oil companies in the financing of the vipeline can bring to tile coo1sumers.
At the time of the meeting, we made in a pn;liminary form specific proposals
on how tile interplay between the gas price omd tile pipeline financing could be
used to tlw adnmtage of all concerned ,parties but in the !interest of tl1e constuners as the main point of reference. Alcau believes that a further discussion
of these matters could be fruitful before the govel'nment makes its decision as
to the price of Prudhoe Bay gas.

Secretary ScnLJCSIXGEH. This is a memorandum addressed to John
McMillian by Mr. Mark Millard of Loeb, Rhodes & Co., which discusses at considerable length the feasibility, indeed, the likelihood of
private financing.
The CHAnnrAX. Are. they attaching any conditions or unequivocal
assnrances that we. are. getting on the financing~
Secretary ScnLESIXGEH. I beg your pardon?
The CnAlRiiiAX. I say, clo these letters that you refer to, the one. from
Loeb, Rhotles and maylbe some others, nm they unequivocal in their
willingness to provide. and make arrangements fort he financing?
~\re there qnestions here tamt involve conditions that would haYe to
he met that are umlsual. other than those conditions that are normal
in any financing of a brge project~
Secretary Scnr,ESINGEH. That is a matter of judgment, Mr. Chairman. I would be inclined to say no to that question. Of course, there
are a.lways unique features in any financing. But they are unequivocal
in saying that they believe that financing can be arranged.
They are unequivocal in their commitment to aHempt to arrange that
financing. There are certain contingent issues and they indicate that
two of the contingencies, contingent issues that may be of significance,
are the contributions by the producers and the State of Alaslm.
Those are complex questions, and I do not know whether you wish
me to go into those matters a.t this time.
The CnAIHJ\IAN. No, on that point there is only one large one that I
referred to. That is, \vill the producers pay for the gas-processing
plant that I understand would be built at Prudhoe Bay •and which is
necessary in order to upgrade the gas before it is moved into the
pipeline?
The staff informs me that the cost is around $2 billion, and that is a.
rather sizable item. I am trying to !bring up the larger ones, not tluJ
smaller ones.
Secretary ScnLESIXGEH. Yes, sir. The underlying point, I think, Mr.
Chairman, is that the processing of this gas is not a normal part of the
transportation system.
It is not the responsibility of those who would arrange transportation. Indeed, it is the responsibility of the producers.
The figure. for $2 billion I think is rather an all-encompassing figure.
It inclndes investments that have 'already been or \Yotdd be. mack in
connection with the production of oil.
It is our estimate that the, net additional cost for processing of gas
\\'ill be something less than $1 billion. That charge, the responsibility
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for achieving that investment, will be on the producers, rather than on
the part of the transportation company.
The CnAIRl\IAN. And that is very clear in the decision~
Secretary ScHLESINGEH. Yes, sir.
The CnAIHliiAN. So that is nn item that will bB bome by the producers, whatBver it is, wha-tever they Bst.imate?
·
SecrBtary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir. Until such timB as Federal jurisdiction is requested, t hBrB is no involvement of thB Federal Government in
that issue.
ThB responsiPoi1ity rests \Vith thB State of ..'\Jaslm for the regulation,
·ns it were, of that processing facility.
The CnAIHl\IAN. As I understand it, it is madB very clear here that
thB Federal Government is not involved ·in any manner, shape, or
form, in guaranteeing the financing in connection with the building of
the linB.
·
·
SecrBtary ScnLESINGEH. That is correct, sir.
ThB CHAllDIAN. \Vhat if thB project is not complBted ~ Are the
financial houses asking for a gua1•antee, in that contingency'?
Secretary ScnLESlNGEH. No, they have stated that t•hey do not expect
that there would be an all-events tariff. Responsibility for noncompletion \Yould rest with the entrepreneurs for this line.
The CIL\IJDIAN. To follow up on the financial side of it, I take it that
you lutve guarantees from thB Canadian Fedm·al Government rBgarding tlw issue that always comBs up in a matter of this kind regarding
discriminatm7 taxes that might be levied by a Provincial government
against the pipelines.
I ask that in light of the fact that-m1d correct me if I a,m wrongthat under Canadian law a treaty is not the supreme law of the land
in Canada, as it is in thB United States, since ilfissouri v. Holland \YltS
handed clown by our court in about 1920.
There forB, under Canadian law, the Provinces are not bound by the
trBaty, pm· se. Does thB Federal Government of Canada propose to
gnal'tmteB thB pBrformancB of the Provinces in connection \vith their
somBwhat exclusive authority to deal 'vith-under their constitution-with natural resom·ce,s in all mannm·, shapes, and forms?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir. I think the documents on pages 81,
82, and 83, of tllB President's decision and report to the Congress are
relevant hBre.
ThosB arB statements by British Columbia, Alberta, and Saskatchewan, indicating that thB governments of thosB Provinces expect to
collaboratB with the Federal Government in terms of the cooperation
on the pipeline itself, and to accBpt the 1winciples elaiborated in the
treaty.
ThB Government of-thB Federal Government has been promised
by these threB Provinces that, indeed, they will enter into further
commitmBnts, which we will scrutinize carBfully to insure, indeed,
that the principles of tllB treaty a.re accepted by thB three Provinces.
In addition to that, Mr. Clminnan, as you have indicated in your
question, the Federal Government of Canada would be liablB for the
pBrformance of the Provinces and shan ld, for some reason or another,
if onB can 'hypothesizB, the Provinces fail to live up to their commitment in this regard, it would be thB FeclBml Government that would be
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responsible to us, rather than the weight of such additional costs falling upon the American consumer.
The CnAIRl\IAN. In their covenant with us, do they guarantee the
performance of the Provinces ?
Secretary SCIILESINGER. The answer is yes, sir, in the agreements
they guarantee.
The CnAIRl\IAN. They do. Now, on pages 81, 82, and 83, I note that
on page 81 that the British Columbia statement, and I guess it is similar to the others, their statement is contingent upon the working out a
negotiation of the Federal-Provincial agreement.
Those agreements-have they been negotiated?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. No, sir, that is what I was referring to.
The CnAIRl\IAN. I got diverted here for a minute on some other
matters, and I am sorry.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Making these matters effective will depend
upon a Federal-Provincial agreement. vVe will monitor the progress
toward those agreements very carefully.
I underscore what British Columbia has said, at as early a elate as
possible it is the expectation that these Provincial-Federal agreements will be forthcoming very shortly.
The CnAIRUAN. On the bottom of page 81, could we have that telegram: "Such agreements should guarantee that the British Columbia
position expressed in its telegram of August 31 is protected"? Can we
have that?
Secretary SCHLESINGER. Yes, sir; we will get that for you.
The CHAIRMAN. vVe do want that for the record.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
The United States Government has been informed that the contents of the
31, 1977, telegram referred to in the statement of the Government of
British Columbia is considered a privileged matter between the Cana.dian Federal
Government and the Government of the Province of British Columbia. Secretary
Schlesinger was not aware of the privileged nature of this communication at
the time of his testimony before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee.
The statement attached has been received from the Government of Canada
with regard to the August 31, 1977, telegram and Senator Jackson's recruest for
insertion of that telegram into the record.
Attachment.
CANADIAN EMBASSY,
AllfUASSADE DU CANADA,
~ugust

Washington, D.C., October 11, 1977.

Mr. GERALD A. ROSEN,
Director of Fuels and Energy,
Department of State,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. RoSEN: We have noted that on page 19 of the transcript of the hearings on the President's Decision and Report on an Alaskan natural gas transportation system of the United States Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources dated September 26, 1977 that reference was made to a August 31 telegram between the Government of the Province of British Columbia and the Government of Canada.
We think it appropriate to point out that the Government of Canada and the
Government of British Columbia consider that telegram to be a privileged document which will not be made public, that deals with matters solely of concern
to those governments.
We trust that this will clarify the status of the document to which reference
was made.
Yours sincerely,
N. R. CHAPPELL, Minister Comtsellor.
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The CnAIRUAX. J\1y concern, of course, is to make sure that the
Canadian Government--'the Federal Government-is in a position to
enforce wirthin Canada, within the Provincial structnre-no question
about the Federal structure-the provisions of this agreement.
I would raise the question about wlwther or not a subsequent or a
new government could come along under Canuclian law and repudiatB,
rescind, modify, or nullify the agreement that wvulcl be negotiated or
will be negotia.te be:tween Ottawa and the Pl'Ovincial governmen'ts?
Secretary ScHLlCSI::->GER. :Mr. Chai11man, I hesi,tate to advise you on
legal matters, since you are a lmvyer-The CnAIRl\IAN. I am in no man's land here. No one seems to know
what the Canadian law is."\Ve know a little bit-Se{;retary ScnLESIXGER. Such an act-ion rescinding those agreements would be contrary to internati01mllaw.
The CnAIRl\IAX. You know :this question actually was raised in connection with the Colombia River Tre.aty. The provincial lea•der, Mr.
Barrrtt, indicated t.hat the previous agrremen)t was unfair and even
though his predecessor, Premier Bennett, hacl entered into an a.greement with our Government, separate and apart and in addition the
Federal Government had guaranteBd the performance of British
Columbia. He raised it.he question seriously that the trewty, could be
nullified, because under Canadian law, in areas of na,tural rrsources
t:he Provincial governments ·have the authority, as expressed in the
Canadian Constitution.
The reason I am asking all these questions in this area is that I
want to be sure to make a record here that will indicate that the
Provincial governments are, indeed, bound.
It is the Provincial governments, under Canadian law, that. have
the authority. Anything that Ottmm does is not 'binding on them,
unlrss there is a mechanism by which the Provincial governments can
be legally bound under Canadian law.
I rbhink we have to take judicial notice of ·the, fact that Canadian
law is different from ours.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir, we are, I think, however, doubly
proteetecl, in that there will be the agree1Jl1ent between the Provinces
and Federal Govemment which "·ill be a contract.
And it would seem to me, a conltract tthwt can be violated only at
penalty by the P1·ovinces. In addition, tlw Federal Government has
gnamnteed the behavior of the Provinces, so t-hat liability for nonperformance would fall on the Federal Government o.f Canada, rU~t:her
than upon the United S'tllites.
The CnAIRl\IAN. Now rthe agreement with Canada recognizes that
legislation will be required, as 'I understand it, to implement the
agreement.
I wonder if you can indicate to us \vhat legislation will be required,
both Provincial and Federal, if thrut is the case.
Secretary ScnLESIXGER. 'l'he Federal legislation that will be required will be to adjust the NEB decision of the, Fourth of ,July.
As yon will recall, :Mr. Chairman, there \vas legislative enactment
to adjust that decision, and the NEB decision included a description
of a route that went through Dawson, and we ha.ve now gone back
to the Alcan, and so legislation in the first part-The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the NEB decision is being modified
by this agreement which comes from Parliament~
1
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Secretary ScrrLESINGEH. That will require legislation to modify
the decision of the NEB, \vhich is an independent regulatory body.
The CnAIIDIAN. At the Federal level. \Vhat about a.t the Provincial level in connection with the negotiations that will take place between Otbnva and the Provincial governments'!
Secretary ScHLESINGER. The agreements will suffice in the case of
the Provinces. As you pointed out a moment ago, :Mr. Chairman, we
expect a. much more detailed agreement to come into existence between the Federal Government and these three Provinces shortly.
But they should be sufficient for the Provinces. In addition, all of
the Commissions of Inquiry in Canada ha 1·e proposed strong monitoring authority for the pipeline in Canada, and it ·will require Canadian
legislation to insme that strong monitoring authority for pipeline
construct on that ·will be part of the paclmge.
The CnAnnrAN ..Mr. Secretary, I do not ·want to monopolize the
time here, but I do have some questions regarding the gas that ·will be
allocated to Califoruia and the Pacific North west.
I think we can handle them bv some interrot:atories that I can submit and we can have responses fi:om you later oil.
[The interrogatories and responses follo·w :]
U.S. SENA'rE,
Co::.nu'lvrEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RIOSOU!lCES,
1Vashin,qton, D.O., October 3, 1977.

Hon ..LBIES R. SCHLESINGER,
-Secretary, Department of Energy,
1VaBhinqton, D.O.

DEAR 1\ht. SECRETARY: Subsequent to the Energy and Natural Resources
Committee hearing on September 26 on the President's decision r<'garding an
Alaskan natural gas transportation system, I <leYeloped the following questions
to be answered for the record:
(n) "\Vhat assura!llces can you gh·e that the current contracts for delivery of
Canadian natural gas to the Pacific Northwest will not he terminaterl prematurely as a result of early delh·err of Alberta ga>: to the Midwest?
(b) "\Vhat assurances can you gh·e that early delivery of natural gas from
Alberta will not subsequently be recouped from thP total throughput of Alaska
natural gas rather than from that Rlmre of the Alaskan gas that is lledieaterl
to those comDanies receiving such Parly rleliYerips?
(e) I notP on page 231 of the Presi<lent's Deeision al]l(l Report that the 4
states of the Pacific NortlnveRt will get 22 :\I.HCFD and the balance of 637
1\DICFD will go to California. Does this appear to you to he a fair rliviRion of
the ·western Leg allocation in your jndgment, varticularly since tlw Pacific
Xorthwest is so heavily depPndent upon Canadian gm; import contracts which
will eXJ)ire iul198D'!
I would apprPciate it if you could pro,·ide the Committee with a complete,
written response to these questions at the earliPst practieaille date.
Sincerely yours,
HENRY :\I. ,JACKSON, 071Cli1'11W1l-.
ANSWERS FROM SECRI-:'rARY SCIILESINGER
The first two qnPstions relate to the general issne of whether early <leliverieR
from Canada would prejndice fnture rights of tmy person or company. It will
he the policy of the Department of Energy that earl;~· <leli\·eries of natural gas
from Canada he allow('(] only to the extent Umt the particular purchaser holds
future rights to equivalent volumes of Canadian or Alaska gas (or other :o;npply)
that coul<l he used RIJecifically to pa;~· back to Canada the amount of the ('arly
<leli,·ered Yolumes, if va;~·back is required. No perflon, whlerever locatPd, will he
<]('pri\·rd of rights to future deliver;~· of Canadian or Alaska gas, unless snell
verson consents thereto.
'!'he thin! question rPlaies to tllP staiPmeut on page 2:-ll of thP President's
Deci~ion anrl RPIJOrt that Pacific Gas 'Transmission (PGT) intends to deliyer
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only 22 mmcfcl of up to 65!} nuncf<l to the Pacific Northwest. The 22 mmcf<l
amount is from the plan provided by PGT. It does not represent an Administration proposal. The final determination regarding the distribution of Alaska gas
must await the execution of actual gas sales contracts. The Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission will revie\V all such contracts to assure that they are
consiRtent with tlw public interest. Among the public interest considerations
specified the Decision and Report at page 220 is whether any region is " . . .
arbitrarily and unequitably deprived of its share of Alaska gas."

Secretary ScuLESINGEH. Very briefly, I have noticed a letter, Mr.
Chairman, from you and Senator Magnuson on this particular point,
rcfel'l'ingto the 22 million cubic feet ner dav.
That is referred to, of course, in the P~esident's decision, but that
represents the total contracts that have been entered into at this point.
vVe are j uclging only on the basis of contracts that are the plans
of the companies. That in no way constitutes a limit on the amonnt of
gas that might go into the Northwest, but that represents kind of a
running scorecard of where the companies stand at the moment.
The CuAIR~IAN. vVe are worried about a pullback of the Alberta
gas later on, which, of course, could cut. our supply in the Pacific
North \Yest.
I will prepare specific questions so that we can go over that problem and try to get it resolved. One final question, in connection with
the authorization of the Alaska pipeline.
I put in an amendment which provided for minority participation
in the pipeline construction. I think that has worked out fairly well.
\Ve wrote that into the statute. \Vl' arc in a little bit. different situation here, and I think it. is important that before we take final action
that "'e hano an understanding, at least as it pertains to the American
side, that is, f1·om Prudhoe Bay to the Canadian line. \Ve cannot and
shmild not dictate to Canada~but I hope they wo·uld follow a similar
policy, because they do have a number of minorities in Canada,
namclv, natiyes that would be involved in this.
.,
,
But'J' wonder if yon have any c~munent on that~
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, s1r. \Y e have, as part of the PreSlCLent s
decision, on page 31, terms and conditions for the applicant, a provision regarding minority business enterprise participation which follows the legislature language.
The CIL\llUL\N. AU right, sir. Senator Stevens.
Senator STEVENS. Thank yon, 1VIr. Chairman, and I want to thank
you again for your normal "courtesy in allowing me to return to the
committee fm·matters that pertain to Alaska.
The CnAm~rAN. \V care glad to welcome you back.
Senator STEVENS. Sometimes I wish I never left. Secretary Schlesinger, tomorrow I will be stating as a witness 1ny personal position on
the President's recommendations, so I am not going to go into any
of that today.
But I do ":\vant to _get to some questions concerning the decision and
the statements you ha,'c made. -With regard to the gas-conditioning
plant, it is my understanding that it was the position taken by all
of the producers that the costs attributable to the conditioning of gas
to meet the quality requirements of the pipeline applicants is not a
production function, and that it is normal gasfield practice for the
purchasers of the gas to pay for the cost of the conditioning and
treatment of the gas in onler to meet pipeline specifications.
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Are yon saying that it is the position of the administration that the
costs attributable to gas conditioning on the North Slope must be
considered to be prewellhead costs? ~
Secretary SmrLESINGER. That is the question that, in part, will be
left to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to divide those
costs that should be prewellhead from those costs that will be postwellhead.
That is indicated, I think, in the decision. \Ve would expect that
some cost of processing would be borne by the producers from the
wellhead price and some might not. And that the Federal Power Commission or its successor should decide on such matters.
Senator STEVENS. If the costs are attributable to the conditioning,
must come out of the wellhead price. and I understand that the President's decision indicates that that is about 30 cents per 1,000 cubic
feet, our State officials inform me that it is somewhm·e between 75
cents and 97 cents million cubic feet. what "·ill that clo to the financeability of this project if the wellh~ad price must include this very
large gas-conditioning cost?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. I would think it would not affect the
financeabil1ty of the transportation project. It would affect the returns
of the prod ncers.
Or, if this is not home from. the wellhead price, it would affect the
cost of the gas to the consumers in the lower 48 States, but this would
be independent of the cost to the transportation system.
Senator STEVENS. Is there to be any particular legislation submitted
by the administration to change the· normal gasfield practice and the
normal FPC past practice, so far as gas-conditioning costs are concerned with regard to this pipeline?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. No, sir, there is no such legislation intended.
The decisions would be by the FPC or its successor, the FERC, presumably in relation to past practice.
Senator STEVENS. I told the chairman the other clay, ,ylwn we create
a czar, no matt0.r how benevolent he might be, "·e sh~nlcl expect him
to act like a czar.
Let me ask yon the question: As I recall, the legislation gives you the
authority to submit to the regulatory agency chang0s in policy for their
consideration. Are yon going to submit to the regulatory agency, when
it beconws effective October 1, a change in past FPC polici0s, insofar
as gas-conditioning costs are concerned as it affects this gas deposit on
the North Slope?
Sec1·etary ScHLESINGER. I cannot-, give a categorical answer to that,
Mr. Stenns. It is my und0.rstanding that the sitnation in Alaska is
unique, their pmcessing costs are quite different from the relatively
trivial processing costs that normally occur in the lower 48 States.
Therefore, since circumstances in Alaska are relatively nnique, it is
hard to go on the basis of prior prececl0nt. However, at this time we
have no intention of providing such a pr0scri ption as yon describ0.
Those mirrht be the duties carried out by a czar. But since I am no
longer a cza~·, I shall no longer carry out those duties.
Senator STEVENS. Yon are not one yet, any,vay. A benevol0nt mw,
albeit, I understand, I hop0. Lrt mr go to this agrremen~. \Vhen the
pipeline tnaty was before the Forrign Relations Comnnttee and on
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the floor of the Senate, we had rather complete exchanges as to \vhat
would or would not be considered as reqniring a protocol to that treaty
that we previonsly ratified.
,
That treaty does not apply to any particular pi]ielinr. This agreement dors apply to tt particular pipeline. Is it my understanding that
the President's decision, as expressed in this report that we have got
before us, is that there is nothing in the agreement with Canada that
will require the submission of a protocol with regard to this particular
pipeline?
Secretary ScnLEStNmm. Your understanding is correct; yes, sir.
Senator STEVENS. Notwithstanding the commitments made to us at
that time.
Secretary SmiLESINGER. The legislation in the Alaska N atnral Gas
Transportation Act envisioned what is happening at this time.
It envisioned that the President would make a recommendation.
These negotiations that we have carried on are negotiations to firm Llp
one of the options which the President chose from.
Consequently, this is drsigned in accordance with that legislation,
the recommendation is made to the Congress, the Congrrss, in accordance with that legislation, votrs it up or clown.
Senator STEVENS. It is my understanding that the agreement indicates that the Federal Governnwnt in Canada will make the ProvincialFederal Government agreemrnts with Alberta, British Columbia. and
Saskatchewan, and yon have relied upon an exchange of letters which
ha ,-e not yet been completed; is that corrrct?
Secretary ScnLESINGER. The letters refer to the Yukon taxation and
the way in which that Yukon taxation should be interpreted.
\Vhile they have not been completed, Mr. Stevens, they are not
directly relevant to this particular point.
Senator STEV.ENS. I am particularly concerned with the British
Columbia statement on page 81; is that, in fact, the British Columbia
statement? Or is that your summary or the administration's summary
of the British Columbia position?
Secretary SCHLESINGER. That is a statement by British Columbia.
Senator STEVENS. \Vith regard to that, and keeping in mind the
history of the dealing on the Columbia River Treaty, which the
chairman and I and others here recall too we11. could yon tell the
committee: Does the agreement that yon have with Canada and the
understanding that they will negotiate with the Provinces and, specifically, British Columbia govern in any \Yay the charges that British
Columbia may make for the use of Provincial land as a right-of-way,
as an owner of the land?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator STEVENs. In what way?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. The 'Federal Government, as I understand
it, has the right of eminrnt domain for such rights-of-way through
the Provinces.
Senator Sn;VENs. It is my memory that what got us into difficulty
\Yith our neighbor in Canada over the Cohnnbia River Treaty was the
fact that British Columbia owned the public lands in the Province and
refused to consent to the area that would be flooded until there was an
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amendment to the agreement that ln·m1ght about the construction of
the Peace Ri,·er Dam at the cost of U.S. consumers.
At that time the position was taken that the Govemment had no
\\·ay-the Federal Gm·ernment had no way to acquire that land from
British Colembia. An' you saying there is existing authority in
Canada for the Federal Gonmment to acquire British Columbia's
land ag·ainst its will aiHl establish a. right-of-way charge that is not
cliscr~minatory against a U.S. pipeline going throngl1 British Columlna?
Secretary ScrrLESlXGEH. I belie,·e that that i::, the case. Bnt in addition, )fr. 'Stevens, the agreement states that all charges fm· such
permits, licenses. certi11cates, rights-of-\vay. leases, and other authorizations, \Yill be just a1Hl reasonahlr' anrl apply to the pipeline in the
same nondiscriminatory manner as to any other similar pipeline.
That is. once again, a pledge of nonrliscrimination. The Canadian
Gowmment has inclicnterl its responsibility in this matter. so the aclditional bnrdens, should they materialize, would not fall on the American
consumer.
Senator STEVEXS. During the course of the negotiations I transmitter[ to VOlll' staff somr' of thP statements we had heard in Alaska,
concerning· the charges that cm·tnin public. officials in British Columbia
ancl forme1· public officials in British Columbia should be assessed
against tlw right-of-\vay. because of the. ownership of the land and not
as a g·overnmental action.
\Vere those/:;tatenwnts cheeked out at all dnring the negotiations·~
Secretary ::-icrrLESIXGER. Yes, sir. \Ve went through them Yery carefully, and we thank von for calling them to mn· attention.
Your calling those statements t~ om· attentioll helped in the process
of clPliberation to nail clown certain points that might or might not
have been attended to.
Senator STEVEXS. Isn't the key question: Ha \'e yon nailed clown
British Columbia~ Can we relv on the fact that British Columbia will
not hold up this pipeline, as it Clid holclnp the Colnmbi~tRiver project~
Sccretarv ScnLESIXGER. I think the ::ms1Yer to that. is yes, bnt we
have prepared a legal memorandum for the committee oi1 this issue
regarding the relative rights and rPsponsibilities of tlw Canadian (iovernment and the Provineial g·ovnnment in such matters nncler Ca.naclian law, and "·e \Yill have 'that memorandum for the inspection of
the committee.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
Statements by public figures in British Colnmbia regarding possible intentions
with respect to a trans-Canada pipeline projPct for deJiypry of Alaska gas camp
up in the negotiations betwePn Canada and the United States regarding such a
project. Althongh all manner of possible discriminatory charges are intended
to be coYerecl by the Transit Pipeline Treaty, paragraph 2 (!J) of the Agreement
on Principles applicable to a trans-Canada project (see page 48 of the PrPSident's
"Decision and Report to Congress on the Alaska Natnral Gas Transportation
System") was worked out to explicitly preclnde any unusual fees which any
Jll'OYincial goyernment, or any other taxing authority, might be temptecl to
impose.
In the course of those discussions, a question was raised as to l!01V the Canadian Federal Qoyernment might enforee iiUCl! a pro\·ision. 'J'he response to that
question was that adequate condemuaHon power exiBted wit!J the Xal"ioual
l~nergy Board'fl (NEB's) eminent domain anthorit~· to allow the NEB to acquire
rigltts·of-way on reasonable terms. Aur other eharges \YOuld lm H' to be in ac.cordance with the non-discrimination proyisions of the Treaty. 'J'he memo mentiOned
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by Secretary Schlesinger and attached was prepared by the U.S. Embassy in
Ottawa to elaborate on the Federal Government's eminent domain authority.
As indicated in the memo, it was prepared based on <liscussions with and research by the XEB's Chief Counsel. 'l'he formal statement referred to in the last
paragraph was deemed not necessary.
The Columbia Rivet· 'l'reaty is not a good precedent for considering the respective authorities of the Canadian Federal and Pro1·incial Gm·ermnents with respect to the pipeline project. 'l'he Columbia Rh·er Treaty was an undertaking
directly affecting only a single Pmvince, British Columbia. It involved the expott
of irreplacable natural resources to the United States, a sensitive matter for
both Provincial and national governments in Canada. 'l'he water rights allocated
under the Treaty belonged to the Province, and the Province's active participation in the construction of major clams in Canada was required. In short, the
Proyince of British Columbia had a unique degree of political and economic
interest in the system for the joint development of the Columbia Riyer.
In contrast, the pipeline im·olyes considerations of primarily national, rather
than provincial, concern. It is an inter-provincial undertaking clt>arly within the
competence of the Government of Canada. Although the line must pass through
the Province of British Columbia, the Province will not be the agent for its construction . .Moreover, unlike the Columbia River case, the pipeline does not im·olve
the selling of pl'ovincial resources to the Unitecl States. Accordingly, the experience of the Columbia River 'l'reaty need not be a precedent for the construction
of the pipeline in Canacla.
In the Colmnbia Ri1·er matter, there was ne1•er a specific challenge to the authorit~· of either Federal or Provincial Govermnents. In that instance, the uniqueness of British Columbia's interest prevented the Federal Govermnent from overriuing that interest. As regards the pipeline project, there can he no question of
the inter-rn·o\·incial character of the undertaking and, consequently, the clear authority of the Federal Government. It is clear that the Agreement on Principles
\Yith respect to this project, in combination with the generalized protection afforded hy the 'l'ransit Pipeline T1·eaty, offers adequate assurances of responsible
treatment lly all of the public authorities whose jurisdictions are encountered by
the project.
Attachment.
E;-.mASSY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

August 31, 1977.

::IIemorandum for: DOE-::Ilr. Goldman, State-::IIr. 'l'rimble.
CAN A PROYINCI' OF CANADA INTERFERE " 7 1TH CONSTRUCTION OF A FEDERALLY APPt\On;D PrPELlXE BY \VI'l'HIIOLDING E)IINENT DO)IAIN, OR IN ANY OTHER WAY?

1. 'l'he answer is that there is a high probability that any such attempt would be
disallowecl hy Cana<lia n courts.
2. The Xational Energy Board Act provides for access !Jy pipeline companiesTo privately owned land under paragraph 62 ( 1) a;
To the Crown Lands of hoth provinces and Federal Government under
paragraph 66 (1) and (2), proYidecl the Go,·ernor in Council (Canacliim Federal Government) so decides;
'l'o Indian Lands under paragraph 67 (1) and (2), provided the Governor
in Council so decides.
The XEB Act also provides for the use of private lands without consent of the
ownPr, including through expropriation in paragraph 73 through 75.
3. There are two reasons for believing the courts would uphold the Federal Government in the exercise of these authorities the Constitution, and previous
court cases.
Under Section 92(10a) and !J1(29) of the British North American Act (BNA
Act) the Federal Go1·ernment Ita>< pxclusive authority to regulate "works and
UtHlPrtaking:< connecting the l'ro\·ince with any other or others of the Pro1·inces
or exterior beyond the Limits of the Province."
Application of this prm·ision has been upheld both considering the construction
and the operation of interprovinrial undertaking8. In Corporation of the City of
Toronto v. Ben Telephone Compnny of Oannclc~ (1925 Appeal Case page 52), the
court enabled Bell to proceed with telephone installation in the streets of Toronto
pursuant to Federal legi~Iation, in spite of laws vassecl by the City Corporation.
In Commission rln Salaire Jlin imum ''· the Bell Telephone Comz)(ln1J of Canada
(1966 SCR 767) the court found that "All matters which are a vital part of the
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operation of an interprovincial undertaking as a going concern are matters which
are subject to the exclush·e legislative control of the Federal Parliament within
Section 91(29) [of the BNA Act]." ]'inally, the authority of the Federal Government to legislate for an interprovincial undertaking in all of the Provinces
through which it passes was uphelcl in Canadian Pacific Railzcay , .. 7'hc Parish of
Notre Dame dn Bons Sncconrs (1889 Appeal Cases page 367).
4. We should ask for the above (which is based on re~earcll by NI•JB Chief
Counsel Soloway) to he confirmed to us in a formal statement by a competent
Canadian authority. However, I think we have enough to go ahead and eliminate
eminent domain and other impediments in construction and operation as a
signitican t issue.
'l'IIO)fA,S 0STRO~f ENDERS.

Senator STEVENS. Thank you. I will \Yait, then, to ask any :further
questions about that as :far as I am concerned. Let me turn to the sbttement on page 115 o:f your report, where yon indicate-or tlw President's report indicates that tradition in equity suggests that the parties which benefit directly :from Alcan pipeline should participate in
financing their share o:f the burden o:f these risks.
It is my understanding that the recommendRtion is that the State
o:f Alaska should consider extending some offer o:f participation guaranteeing this project, as it did the El Paso line.
I am sure you know that the Governor o:f Alaska 1 week before the
President's decision clarified the statement that had been made bv
the Alcan proponents with regard to the State's participation.
•
And, :further, that the State's participation had been limited to the
El Paso line. I have no intention o:f discussing the El Paso line today.
They have withdrawn.
But with regard to the State's position, have you ascertained the
Federal Government's return :from taxes on the development of this
project, its right-of-way return, and the benefits to the Federal Government, per se ~
Secretary ScHLESINGER. No, sir; we will prepare such a statement
:for the record.
[The :following was subsequently supplied :for the record:]
The payment most directly attributable to the Alcan project that the Federal
Government will receive will be the right-of-way fees for crossing Federal lands.
In Alaska the fees will be approximately $70,000 lJer year or $1.4 million over
the first 20 years of the project. No right-of-way evaluation has yet been made
for the lower-48 States, but the mileage of Federal land Iight-of-way will be
less than half that in Alaska.
The project also will generate substantial Federal income taxes. However. it
is not possible to attribute the total amount of snell taxes to clirect Federal Government benefits derived from the Alcan project. The taxes will be paid because
of the productive investment of capital. If the Alcan project is not constructed,
it is probable than an equivalent amount of capital would !Je invested in other
projects that should be expected to be equally as productive, and therefore slwulcl
generate essentially the same level of income taxes.
Nevertheless, au estimate of Alcan's total J;~ederal income taxes is included
for the record. In the expected cost overrun case, the project would generate in
the first 20 years an average of about $188 million per year in Federal income
taxes, and a total of $3.76 !Jillion.
Additionally, certain items purchased for the project will he subject to Federal excise taxes. A determination of the amount of such taxes is not possible at
this time, but such taxes are subject to the same difficulty in a ttlibution as in•
come taxes.

Senator STEVENS. Yon seem to come to the conclusion that my State,
because it has n royalty gas interest, should participate in the con~
struction o:f the pipeline tha.t it did not support in a. :foreign country
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that has extremely clonhtfnl financial capability, as far as we are concerned. in terms of t•isk, when the Feclernl Go\·ernment itself should
not pa{·tiei pate in any guarantee oft he risk.
Can yon explain to mP "·hy a State with 4;)0,000 people should be
pla.cecl in tlw position that the Fe(lcral CJ.overnment is unwilling to
take~

Secretary ScnLESIXGEH. Only on the basis, I think, Senator. of past
interest in such projects .•\.s you have indicate<l, the State was prPpare<l
and had ill(licate(l willingness to nnclennite padly the El Paso line.
\Yith the waning of the El Paso altemative, this is. from .\.laslm's
point of view. the only pipeline they haYn. I think them may [Je some
interest in seeing that it is smcrssfully ln·ought to a conclusion.
Senator STlWENs. Yon mulerstancl, of com·se. that the, .\.laskan objecti,·es are not totally met by this pipeline, ancl I willmah my statement tomotTow concerning that.
But as lt prnctimlmattet'. what it means is that somehow or other \Yc
must fincl some \Yay of getting om· royalty gas to Ti(lewatrr. This will
not take our t·oyalty gas to Ti(lewater.
It will not take, our royalty g•as to major markets in the sonth-central
portion ·of Alaska. So if the State of Alaska is to commit its funcls to
nnyt hing to meet its internn 1 purposes, it seems that it \Yonld commit
its fn1Hls to guarantee a line to be. built to hook np the Prudhoe Bay
reserves with the Swanson Rivrr Unit rese.t-ves.
The point of my questioning is the. financing of the "\.lean project, so
far as your advisers 'arr. concerned, contingent upon the State's participation to the e.xtent oft he $900 million guarantee.
Sncretary ScnLESINGEH. I think "contingent" is far too strong a
wonl. I think that such financial involvement woulcl be helpful to the
project, but I don't know that the project is contingent upon it. I
\Youlcl doubt it.
Senator STEVENS. Again, in not wishing to be, too obstrepe.rons, hut
since you are soon to be in the position of being the head of the DPpartment of Energy, and will have suQJstnntial authority over energ_y consiclem.tions, is it to be the policy of yonr Department "to cmwince"-I
put that in quotes-my State that it shoul(l participate in the financing
of this pr·oject~
Secretary ScHr,ESrNGEH. I think that \m will nse om· poot· powers of
persnnsion to help per·snade, Senator, if we can.
But to convince is, perhaps, too sh·ong a. verb to employ.
Senator STEVENS. Yon are familiar, I assume, "·ith the fact that
Govrrnor Brown recently met with our Governor Hammond~
Sect·ettu·v Scnr,t<:sr~TGlcR. \Ve took notice of that fact.
Senator Sn:vENS. Governor Brown's effort was to try to convince the
State of Alaska that it should commit its royalty gas to California
to be sm·e that California would have the gas for the western leg.
Our Gow.mm·notifiecl the Gm·ernor of Califomia. that that was not
possibk Has the financing of this projrct been ascertained from the
point of view of its conveying seven-eighths of the gas from Prudhoe
Bay anclnot eight-eighths~
\V e have the right to take the gas as it is procl ncecl and nse it in
our State. It is a State right to take either gas or the value of the gas.
\Ve have a considerable number of communities in our State that
are paying the highest costs for energy, I think, in the world. Has
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the financing of this project been checked out on the basis that >Ve
would use our gas in our State tmd only seven-eighths of it >vonld be
transported to the Alcanline ~
Secretm·y ScHLESINGER. No, sir, we have checked the project out
in terms of eight-eighths. \Ye should have to review the question for
seven-eighths.
·
Senator SncVENS. Might I respectfully suggest that you do so~ And
if the chairman "·ould permit me to do so, I would like to see such an
analysis, because I think the committee and the Congress ought to
know.
For instance, in this agreement with Canada, and I congratulate
yon and the people who negotiated for Canada in doing so.
You have assured that gas to northern Canadian communities >vould
be supplied from the Prudhoe Bay deposit as an obligation of the
Alcan system. I find no similar gnanwtee, though, that the Alcan
system must meet the needs of the small Alaskan communities through
which this line goes.
And there is a considerable cost, as I understand it, in a transportation system like this, for the takeoffs for such purpose.
Are we to assume that we would have the same support for service
for Alaskan communities inrnral Alaska that Canada has received for
rural Canada?
Secretary ScnLESINGEH. I believe that's the intent. Quite obviously,
such matters we1·e not questions for international negotiation.
\Ve had to deal with the Canadian problem in the international
negotiations, but the provision of such gas for Alaskan communities
along the route is not a matter to be included in the agreement.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
If the Alaslm royalty gas is withdrawn from the Alcan system for use in
Alaska, the unit cost of service will increase for the volumes delivered to the
lower-48 States. However the amount of increase would not significantly affect
the long-term marketability of the gas or feasibility of the project.
The 20-year average cost of service iu 1975 dollars if the Alaska royalty gas
is transported the entire distance to the lower-48 is estimated at $1.04 per
?\L\IBtu, assuming the system transports 1.2 billion cubic feet per clay (hefd) of
Canadian gas as well as 2.4 befcl of Alaskan. However, if the royalty gas is withdrawn from the Alcan system at Fairbanks, for example, the 20-year average
cost of service to the lower-48 States would increase to between $1.11 and $1.12
per ?\BIBtu.
In this example, Alaska's royalty gas would share the cost of service in .4Jaslm
as far as Fairbanks. SDuth of l<'airbanks, the percentage of throughput consumed
aH fuel would decline in relation to the case im·olving full cleli\·eries to the lower48 States, and the U.S. share of operating costs in Canada would decline. The unit
eapital charges on the other hand, would increase. The net of these factors would
increase the 20-year average cost of sen·ice to the lower-48 States by about 8 cents
per MJ\!Btu. The increase would he higher in early years; the aYerage increase
for the first 5 years would be a!HJut 13 cents per 1\IJ\IBtu.
'l'hese figures assume that the withdrawal of Alaska gas was contemplate(] at
tlle time transportation contracts were executed, but that the pipeline \\'as not
redesigned for lower volumes. \Vhether redesign would occur would depend upon
the assessment of need for economical expansibility.
It is important tlmt the question of whether Alaska will withdraw its royalty
gas for use in the State he resolved prior to the final certification of s~·stem design and execution of transportation contracts both in this country and in Canada. The Federal Energy Regula tory Commission ( FERC) l~as so recogni~ed in
its recent report to Congress and should be expected to eonsuler the questwn of
appropriate design capacity for t11e system in light of Alaska's expressed desires in this matter in the course of its final certification proceedings.
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Senator STEVENS. Assuming those provisions will be negotiated, the
ability of Alaska to use royalty gas in Alaska is considerably improved, and the probability of its use in Alaska is very great.
I would say that anyone that proceeds to compute the financeability
of this line on its throughput based on eight-eighths of the gas is not
looking at the total reality of the situation in our State.
Secretary SCIILESINGEH. I think that does raise a point, Senator,
that \Ye will have to review.
Senator STEVENS. I would appreciate it if we could do that. You mentioned the Loeb-Rhodes concept. I understand they said that financeability is contingent upon marketability, risk, and certainty of Government regulation.
Secretary ScHLESINGEH. I am sorry-marketability, risk, and what
else?
Senator STEVENS. Marketability, risk, and certainty of Government
regulation. Is it not premature to make a conclusion as to whether the
line is financeable if certainty of Government regulation is one of the
questions?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. I underscore that point, :Mr. Stevens, because we included such a reference in the recommendation of the
President.
To the extent that the regulatory regime is alterea, that that raises
questions about financeability particularly because it directly impacts on the proposed price of natural gas.
vVe would have to luwe finn contracts and firm prices for natural
gas before the project could be financed.
Senator STEVENS. The chairman has been very patient with me. I
have three more questions. One is the position of the administration as
I take it is that producers of the Prudhoe Bay field should not participate in an equity po.sition in this pipeline.
But you have indicated that they. too, should be encouraged to participate in guarantees of the financing. During the consideration of the
three proponents' applications, I, personally, undertook to contact all
of the producers and urge them to particiapte in financing.
I would be glad to make the letters a vail able to you and the committee. I think I cliclmake some of them available to your staff, where
all of the producers indicated that they were unwi1ling to take such a
position and did not feel that it \YaS their role to participate in guaranteeing financing of a project of this type.
Have you any indications to the contrary that the producers will, in
fact, change their position and now become guarantors o£ the transportation system costs?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. That, of course, was their negotiating posture, Senator. I should underscore that the producers of Prudhoe Bay
have very powerful incentives to see to it that a transportation system
is achieved. The gas is essentially costless to produce some years down
the line.
The inability to ship gas will become a financial burden of sorts on
the companies, ancl the shipment of the o·as will give them on the order
of $20 to $25 billion worth of profit.
"'
Under those circumstances, I should think they would be eager to
provide whatever margin is necessayy to assure the success of this
transportation system.
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Quite obviously, they may wish to avoid a commitment, but in the
final analysis they 'vould not want the project to fail.
Senator STEVENS. Let me direct your attention to page 124. It is
part of the same question. The indication there is that these assurances
should be for cost-ovenun financing.
The previous reference was to guaranteeing of financing. Do you envision the State of Alaska and the producers being involved in guaranteeing the cost-overrun portion of this financing, or of the basic
financing?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. I think the answer to that is either possibility, Senator.
Senator STEVENS. I am put in the strange position of the cost overruns on the Alcan "·ere projected by the staff to have the greatest potential. The people who opposed that-including my State-if they are
to be put in a position of guaranteeing the cost-overrun project, they
warned against approval because of cost overruns.
It seems to be a rather strange position for the administration to
take. I would hope that that particular subject would not be the area
for participation for my State.
Let me turn to the second question I had in mind, and that is,
throughout this decision and report is the indication-if I believe correctly-you once said in my presence that there is a belief that there
would be increased amounts of gas beyond the current total of committed contracts from Canada available to U.S. consumers if the Alcan
project is completed.
My question to you is: Have you any commitment from any government official or agency in Canada that the limitation currently existing upon the export of gas to the United States, contracts already
entered into, will, in fact, be expanded, and we can expect increased
Canadian exports beyond the current level of commitments in existing contracts ifthis project is approved?
.
.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. There are two aspects to that questwn,
Senator, I believe. In the first place, the co~nmitments in existing contracts are not so much commitments because they are subject to national need in Canada.
I think it is quite clear that we will get more gas than we would
otherwise have received becanse the Alcan line will be built.
There was every likelihood that there would have been further reductions in the amount of Canadian gas moved into the United States
as a resnlt of potential restraints in Canada.
Senator STEVENS. Even with the Alberta surplus, and with the increased amount of surplus projected under the national needs formula
of Canada. Do you believe that without this project the United States
could not have expected Canadian exporters to live up to the commitments of existing contracts?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. I said there was every likelihood and there
'Yas a diffei·ence between what is pragmatically going to be the case and
what is committed to.
I would underscore that everv indication we had from the Canadian
Government in the past has be~n the possibility of further reductions
in gas shipments.
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It was plain in our discussions with the Canadians as a result of
the construction of the lUcan project the likelihood of the maintenance or augmentation of existing contracts was enhanced.
There is no question, it seems to me, that we wiH get more gas when
wo need that gas, as a result of time swaps. Bnt wo have also had
indications from Canadian Government officials that there will be an
augmentation of the gas flow from Canada.
Now, if by "commitment" yon mean: Do we have a hard, finn contract? No; we do not. But we have every indication that that will be
tho case.
Senator STEVENS. Part of your proposal is that U.S. consumers
should pay the cost of the Dawson diversion, if it is built.
Secretary ScriLESINGEH. The reason for paying the cost of the Dawson spur-I assume you are referring to the Dawson spud
Senator STEVENS. Yes.
Secretary SCI-ILESINGER. It is because we avoid the costs associated
with the Dawson diversion. That is far cheaper, from our standpoint.
As yon will recall, Senator-Senator STEVENS. Let us make sure \Ye are talking about the same
thing. It is the lateral that wiH have to be built to go up and connect
with the Dempster lateral if the Mackenzie River gas is to be placed
into the Alcan line; are we in agreement with that~
Secretary ScHLESINGER. That is right, the spur from Dawson to
\Vhite Horse. The reason for that is that the only approved pipeline
route, as of the Fourth of July, was the pipeline route that included
the Dawson diversion departing from the Alcan Highway and swinging east out of Alaska to Dawson.
That would have been far more expensive from our standpoint, and
by going to this agreed position with the Canadians, we "~ill save
American consumers something on the order of 8 cents per 1,000 cubic
feet as compared to the NEB decision.
Senator STEVENS. That is only if you assume we wou1d have been
stupid enough to build a $1 bi!'lion Dawson bulge to carry Alaskan
gas northeast, in order to pick up the Mackenzie, River Delta gas.
That spur was never needed to meet the U.S. consumers' needs;
was it~
Secretary SciiLESINGER. That is correct.. But that happened to have
been the only approved route. That was the route that was approved
by the NEB.
·That route would have cost $1.12-that decision would have cost
$1.12 for the American consumer. As a result of the negotiations, we
havo reduced the costs to the American consumer to $1.04.
Senator STEVENS. If we are to pay a portion of the cost of the Mackenzie River transportation system, are we to get a portion of Mackenzie River Delta gas~
Secretary ScHLESINGER. In a1llikelihood; yes.
Senator STEVENS. Do yon have, any assurance of that~
Secretary ScHLESINGER. vVe have no commitment, if that is what
yon are suggesting.
.
.
Senator Sn:YENS. Has any rPsponsihle Canachan official stated pu?liely that he wonld recommend that the Government won1d make avmlable Mackenzie River Delta gas for export to the 1Tnited States, if the
U.S. consumer pays a portion of the cost of that Dawson lateral~
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Secretary ScnLESlXGEIL I think there have been indications of a desire to export sonw portion of that gas to the Fnitecl States.
Indeed, one of the reasons that the participation in the spnr seemed
to ns to be a relatively lmv-contingent risk is the expectation that a
substantial part of the cost of SPnice \Youlct in any evPnt, have been
borne by American consunwrs, simply because JUackPnzie Delta gas
is likely to be the gas that comes through to the Fnitecl States.
Senator STEYEXS. It sPems to me to be another Peace River clam. It
seems to me to be another one-sided commitment of tlw United States
to Canada, and it makes sense only if we are to get a portion of the
:\Iackenzie River Delta gas.
Let me go to the last note. The chairman is getting a little disturbed
with me here. The Canadian Government has apparently made a clear
public statement that settlem('nt of the native claims in the Yukon
will not delay the project, and the cost of settling claims will not be
imposed on U.S. consumers.
\Yhy was that commitment not made part of the agreement~
Secretarv ScnLESIXGE!l. Because that is an internal Canadian matter on \Yhi~h the agreement, I think, was contingent. But it is still an
internal matter, aml the Fnited States has no responsibility for settling the Canadian claims or to intPrvene in matters intPrnal to
C'm{ficla.
Senator STEVEXs. \Ve have enh'recl into the intcmal matters. the
Lysyk Commission report indicates no construction should be ,permitted in the Yukon until at least Au,Q)ISt of 1981.
The agreement sets a target date pri~r to that for commencing construction in August 1981. You have entered into an internal Canadian
matter alreadv with reQ"ard to the Canadian claims.
Yon lra ve agreed wi,th the Canadian Government that construction
should take place before the responsi,hle Canadian authorities indicated it \Vonld be safe to commencp consh·nction.
My question is: Since we have gotten in that far, why did we not
get an absolute commitment from the Canadian Government, rat.her
than a statement of principles, that the Canadian native claims will
not be assPssed in any part against the U.S. consumer'?
Secretary ScnLESIXGEIL Senator Stevens, on page 48. we lay out the
timetable. Let me reiterate that Lysvk role was merelv an advisor for
the Canadian Government, and tlu1t the agreed-on timetable is one
that is different from the Lysyk report.
Senator STEYEXS. I know that.
Secretary SCJTLESIXGEH. \Ve, of course, are quite interested in the
joint timetable. for proceeding, because that affects directly the cost
of service to the American consumers.
Once the Canadians had agreed that the resolution of the native
claims issue was no responsibility of the. TJnited States in any way,
and that the cost of such settlement \vould in no way be imposed upon
American consumers, that seemed to us to be the most satisfactory way
of resolving that issue.
Senator 'STEYExs. \Vhat arc. we going to do if they do assess the
charges and they assess them against other pipelines, too?
\Vhat are \Ye going to do? This is the. largest pipeline system through
Canada. If they assess charges to all pipelines to assess native Canadian claims, there is no discrimination.
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If I understand the investment ratio, it wotild be about lto L We
would pay half of the native claims, if all the native claims were
assessed against all pipelines in Canada, and that would be consistent
with the treaty, Mr. Schlesinger.
\Vhy was that not in the agreement, that no charge would ever be
assessed against this pipeline for the settlement of those claims?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. It is an internal Canadian matter, and it
struck us that it would be inappropriate for us to press what is an
internal Canadian matter.
The agreement indicates that only those charges which are just and
reasonable or in the event of unexpected developments limited to acts
of God and the like would be appropriate charges to make against
the pipeline.
Senator STEVENS. Let me say-I will ask my last question. Let me
preface this by saying that if you had decided the other way and chose
the route that most Alaskans supported, the table would be filled, and
you would be here for days.
I think you should realize that the fact that we are prepared to assist
in any way possible to get this line built is demonstrated by the position that our State has taken so far on the decision, particularly after
El Paso withdrew.
I do think, though, that it is incumbent upon the Congress to make
certain that the decision that the President is recommending has the
capability of fulfillment within the time frame of necessity for U.S.
interest.
I see nothing coming from Canada that indicates, other than the
language in the agreement that says that construction ought to commence by a certain elate, that indicates a Canadian interest in our time
frame for construction yet.
I hope that the Congress will find a way to assure itself that the
Canadian Government, not only the Federal Government, but the
Provincial governments are ready to react within the time frame
of necessity, as far as our national needs are concerned.
I have a lot of other questions, perhaps when my colleagues get
through I can come back again. ·with regard to tax ceilings, we have
nothing in the record, as I understand it, on tax rates.
Could you provide for us tax rates that are applicable in Canada
now?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
The primary taxes which will be applicable to the pipeline project in Canada
are Federal and Provincial taxes on corporate income, and property (ad valorem) taxes applicable within the Provinces and municipalities traversed by the
pipeline. Corporate organization fees will also be imposed on the company which
will be created to own the pipeline in Canada, and Federal and Provincial sales
taxes will be levied on certain purchases of ma•terials and equipment used in
constructing the pipeline.
1. Federal tax rates
(a) Corporate income tax-46 percent, subject to a 10 percent abatement for
Provincial income tax. (Ten percent of a corporation's taxable income earned in
a Province may be deducted from the Federal tax otherwise payable.)
(b) Corporate organization fees-Canadian $600 plus 25¢ per $1,000 in excess
of Canadian $500,000.
98-069-77--'3
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(c) General sales tax-Much of the expenditure associated with construction
of the pipeline will be exempt from this tax. However, pipe, valves and fittings
are subject to a 5 percent sales ~tax, and compression equipment is subject to tlH~
12 percent general sales tax.

2. ProvinoiaZ tax rates
(a) Corporate income taxes:
Alberta-11 percent of the 'taxable income earned in the Province;
British Columbia-15 percent of the taxable income earned in the Province; and
Saskatchewan-14 percent of the ·taxable income earned in the Province.
( b ) Property taxes :
The property taxes which apply to piplines in the Canadian Provinces are
based on valuations of pipeline assets which are contained in the respective
Provincial tax codes. Typically, pipeline assessments are according to schedules
of pipe diameter valuations per unit of length ; buildings and machinery h:we
separate valuation procedures. In Alberta and Sa:-:katchewan, only local governments collect property taxes. Those taxing authorities adjust 1their millage
rates such that, when applied to the valuations determined according to the
Provincial tax codes, their revenue requirements are met. The average annual
tax rate is now 8.8 percent of assessed value in Alberta, and is expected to increase to 9.5 percent in Saskatchewan this year.
The Province of British Colnmbia taxes pipelines and lmildings a't 1 percent
of their assessed value annual!~-. School districts and mnnicipali,ties tax these
facilities plus the value of machinery at an average of 4.6 percent per year.
Additionally, the right-of-way is taxed at Canadian :j;27.50 per acre.
(c) Sales taxes :
Alherta has no sales tax.
Saslmtchewan and British Columbia have sales taxes of 5 percent and 7
percent, respectively, of the sales price of iangible personal property. In both
Provinces, sales tax is paid on the purchase of materials and equipment by the
project sponsors or their contractors. Installation of materials and equipment
is considered au improvemPnt ·to realty and is not taxable. Hence, sales tax
will be paid on :tangible items bought for installation of the pipeline, but the
labor and administrative costs associated with installation are not taxable.
3. The Yulwn Territory

The Yukon Territorial Government (Y'l'G) has no TerrHorial income tax.
Instead. the full 46 percent Federal income tax applies to enterprises operating
in :the Yukon, and the YTG receives a grant in lieu of taxes from the Federal
Government. The size of the grant is based on the taxable incomes of the enterprises doing business in the Yukon.
Likewise, tlwre is no sales tax in the Yukon. Property taxps are covered by
the Agreement on Principles; they start at Canadian $5 million in 1980, and go
up :to Canadian $30 million in 1983 and thereafter, adjusted for i!lflation.

Senator STEVENS. vVith regard to taxes, the agreement says that as
far as the Yukon is concerned, and that is a Federal territory and can
he committed by the Federal Government, there is a nondiscriminatory
provision and because there are no pipelines in the Yukon, there i"s
legitimately and logically a ceiling in the agreement.
Ho"·ever, if the Demstcr lateral and the Dawson spur are built, there
then will be pipelines in the Yukon. And, as I understand it, the ceiling then comes off, because it is only applicable so long as there is no
pipeline.
\:Vhat assurance do we have that there will then be a tax rate that
will be reasonable under the circumstances?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. The same assurance that we have, Senator
Stevens, generally under the treaty, which is nondiscriininatory
treatment.
Senator STEVENS. vVe are paying part of the cost of their pipeline to
start with, so the taxes could be imposed against that pipeline by Cana-
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dian interests could, of practice, be higher, since it would be the only
pipeline in the Province.
It would seemdo me that that is-I respectfully suggest-a loophole in your agreement, and there should have been something to assure
what the tax treatment would be, once the pipeline, partially financed
by U.S. consumers, in the Yukon was constructed; what the level of
taxation against the pipeline canying Alaskan gas should be.
I just make that comment. I thank you. I do have other questions
and my State has some otJher questions, :but I have monopolized the
morning and I, again, express my thanks to my colleagues and to you
and to your staff, Mr. Goldman in particular, for cooperation in keeping us informed as we went through these negotiations.
It is not an easy proposition to be put in the position of representing
a State that is resource rich and population poor, and, to a certain extent, not totally involved in those negotiations, as were the Canadian
Provinces.
I still believe we should have been involved more, and before we, are
through, I think we probably will be, but that will have to be determined by our State.
I thank the two gentlemen for their courtesy.
Senator McCLURE [presiding]. I would say to the Senator from
Alaska that we have one more witness this morning, and I think he
would be interested in questioning that witness as well as to make the
comment that any written questions you desire to submit will 'be submitted, so we can get tJhe answers to those questions in writing.
\Vith that, I will yield to the Senator from New Mexico.
Senator DmrENICI. Let me say, Jl.ir. Chairman, and to the Senator
from Alaska, I will be brief and because of your involvement and expertise I would be delighted to yield as much of my time as you might
need.
I want to ask a couple of general questions first, Dr. Schlesinger. I
am not as familar with this overa.ll arrangement as is my friend from
Alaska.
\\Tith reference to the kinds of delays that have occurred, heretofore,
when we tried to construct a major pipeline, Alaskan pipeline, what is
there in this agreement that gives more certainty to the construction
phase than was in that proposal~
Are we apt to be delayed by things we are not aware of~ Litigation,
and H1e like, even if Congress approves this arrangement, or have we
provided some very specific authorities that will minimize the delays?
SE'cretary ScHLESINGER. I think if one reviews the Alaskan oil pipeline history-Senator Stevens is familiar with it-the principal source
of delay emerged from the governmental decision process.
The discussion started in 1969 and it was not until 1973 that the
Congress moved to brush away some of the problems associated with
construction of the line.
So we had a 4-year delay, simply from an impasse. \\TI1ereas the natural gas pipeline, the Congress learning from experiences in the case
of Alyeska, has legislated a formula to avoid these kinds of political
or clE'cisionmaking delays.
Senator DmrENICI. So, Dr. Sehlesinger, the environmental concerns
that were some part of the delay will be protected by the formula in
this agreement; is that correct~
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S_e?retary ScHLESINGER. Yes; I think if you reacl on page 145 of the
dec1s10n and report, that you have somewhat more detail on this issue.
As you know, in that case there was a conflicting jurisdiction of the
F_ederal agencies involved, and a duplication of effort, frequently conflicts among them. \Vhat we are proposing is a limited reorganization
plan that would be sent to the Hill so that all of the authorities and
powers of these several Government agencies would be in the hands of
the Federal inspector who would be appointed for this purpose, and he
would be confirmed by the Senate.
Senator DollmNICI. So what we are saying is that the protection will
evolve with the reorganization when it comes to the Hill and if it is
basically suggested, then that inspector will have the authority to take
care of the environmental issues and all the other issues?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator DoliiENICI. Just two other questions. If Canada uses this
line to bring us natural gas, their natural gas is unregulated in terms
()f price as far as the U.S. consumers are concerned?
· They will sell it for whatever they want under Canadian law, not
subject to our regulatory price mechanism; is that correct?
Secretarv ScHLESINGER. That is correct. I should modifv that. Not
for whate,~er they want under Canadian law. They will sell it at the
price agreed upon through negotiation.
Senator DoliiENICI. On the other hand, our regulatory scheme is not
binding upon-·- Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Senator Dollm:l'rrcr. Third, there is a great deal of discussion in this
report, trying to tie it in some way to what the Congress does on the
pricing of natural gas, new versus old, price controls, no price controls, will it be $1.45 or $1.75?
I try to read that part to see how it is relevant, and aside from your
abiding interest in the American consumer, where yon have one version
of how they get the best out of natural gas pricing and others have
another version.
Aside from that concern, is there anything else relevant to this that
has to do with what kind of natural gas law we pass?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir, the question of financing, in this
case. As I indicated, I think in response to Senator Jackson's question, the financing depends upon the signing of firm contracts.
vVe must have firm contracts. Under the existing regulatory scheme,
the establishment of firm prices is fairly simple.
vVhereas, under the possibility of deregulation there is no simple
procedure at all. The producers testified before the Federal Power
Commission that they would expect to get in the deregulated market
$3.82 perl,_OOO cubic feet.
At $3.82 per thousand cubic feet plus the cost of transportation, even
if it remains at $1.05 in view of potential delays under those circumstances, one is talking about natural gas at something in excess of $5.
That of course, implies that it has become more expensive than synthetic natural gas. How much the producers in an unregulated market
would receive from their initial demand for $3.82, I do not know.
Bnt I lmow that under those circumstances the issue of pricing
would be up in the air, that it could lead to delays in getting firm contracts and firm prices, which are a prerequisite for financing.
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Senatoy DmrENICI. }Vho would be waiting for these fil'm contracts?
Yon are taJking about certainty versus uncertainty?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. That is right, the various financing houses,
insurance companies, investment houses, would expect before they
proceeded with the financing would be able to say, indeed, that there
are firm contracts in hand.
Unless there are firm contracts they cannot build the pipeline, and,
in principle, there is no gas to be delivered.
Senator Do:MENICI. If I understand you correctly, then, what you are
tellings us is that the marketplace for financing this project might
respond quicker and more favorably. to a regulated market under
your proposal to the President than they would under deregulation.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. That puts it very well. .
.
Senator DmmNICI. If the outcome were to the contrary, then the
pricing scheme \Yould have very little to do.with this construction,
other than your abiding conviction that the consumer might be forced
to pay more; is that correct?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. ·what you are saying is that you are dismissing, that you might be dismissing the issue of whether or not the
uncertainties involved here might delay the project.
And, if so, is there any other issue other than the question of the
division of the spoils between conslNilers and producers?
Senator DoliiENICI. Correct.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. The answer to that is "no."
Senator Do:arENICI. As a general proposition, I really find it rather
incredulous that it will be harder to finance this pipeline lmder your
regulated scheme than deregulated.
That is just an intuitive feeling at this point, but obviously we will
have to get some additional testimony on it and make our own decisions.
I find it rather strained in terms of.the marketplace, but I understand your reasoning and I thank you for yol~r answer.
Senator McCLURE. I have just a few questiOns. I would comment at
the outset that I am a little puzzled at the fact that the }Vhite House
made a public announcement on September 9 of this agreement, but the
agreement was not available to the members of this committee until
this past weekend.
That makes it a little difficult for us to have gone through the agree!11lent and to try ferret out what might be matters of concern to us,
and I would express-it may be necessary as a result of that to submit
more questions in writing at a later time for answer, and perhaps we
will delay our committee deliberation, rather than expedite it.
On page 8 of your statement, Mr. Schlesinger, with reference to the
agreed increased capacity from \Vhite House southward, it says: "A
higher capacity system will then be installed south of W'hite Horse."
Do you mean at the time the Dempster Lateral is completed or at this
time~

Secretary ScHLESINGER. No, sir, at this time.
Senator McCLURE. Then it also suggests that the cost of the-if I
might refer to page 7 of your statement, the front-end $200 million
impact assistance payment, which you say is avoided, the agreement
eliminates that, but it eliminates it as is shown on page 11 of your state-
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ment, by saying that any required impact payments needed in advance
of taxes will be treated as a loan.
I assume that is what you are referring to; is that correct?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes,· sir.
Senator McCLURE. So if there is $200 million of impact payments
required, those will be loans by the constructors to the Government,
to be deducted from future tax payments; is that correct?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. That is cor'rect, and there is a complex financial arrangement between the contractors and the Canadian Government that I will not go into, but could be available for the record.
In any event, it does not impact the cost of service for American
consumers.
. Senator McCLURE. vVill those impact payments be discounted for
mterest?
Secretary SCHLESINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator McCLURE. So the interest, if any, will be paid out of future
tax revenues?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes.
Senatbr McCLuRE. Is that applicable to all of the Provincial governments and their subagencies
Secretary Scnr,F..SINGER. No, that is the only impact payment.
Senator McCLURE. That is the only impact payment?
Secretary ScnLESINGEn. Yes, sir.
Senator McCLURE. There is a statement with regard to the limitation on taxes forthe Yukon. Is there any similar arrangement with
limitation on taxes on the other provinces
Secretary ScHLESINGER. The Yukon, of course, is a territory. It is
unique in two respects. First, it is a territory, rather than a province.
Second, there are no other pipelines in it and, therefore, at this
time the treaty requiring nondiscrimination, while relevant. while
binding the Canadians, it is not particularly relevant to the Yukon,
because there are no other pipelines.
And they cannot have any efficacy in a nondiscriminationclause :for
any pipeline. The provinces, of course, are in a different position, and
they are bound by the treaty.
Senator McCLURE. The only limitation on tax burden, then, will rely
upon the nondiscrimination provisions of the current treaty?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. No, the treaty is augmented by our understandings in the agreement, which state that only acts of God and
what-not would be the basis for increases of cost beyond what is just
and reasonable in accordance with traditional practices of regulatory
bodies, such as the FPC or NEB.
Senator McCrJURE. Is there any limitation in the existing treaty
with regard to throughput taxes?
Secretary SmrLESINGER. They are nondiscriminatory, and that is the
on]y protection that I am aware of, Senator.
Senator McCLURE. Then they could impose a tax on U.S. gas, passing through th~s line as a means of raising revenue for the provincial
government or Its subagencies.
· Secretary ScHLES.INGER. Yes; but they would have to impose a similar tax on all Canadian gas-Senator McCLtJ"RE. I understand that, but the major volume of that
gas is destined for U.S. markets and they have a way, indeed, of rais-
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ing revenues on this without respect to the limitation on taxes expressed in this agreement.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. I think we would have to do a careful analysis in view of the total dependency of Canadian consumers on the
network of Canadian pipelines. It would seem at first blush that the
impact on Canadian consumerswould be greater.
This seems to us to be a hypothetical case, but it is one we will pursue for you, Senator, and place it in the record.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
The State Department has informed us that throughput taxes are prohibited
by the Transit Pipeline Treaty, although throughput may be used as a factor in
calculating taxes such as property taxes. Article III reads as follows:
ARTICLE

III

1. No public authority in the territory of either Party shall impose any fee,
duty, tax or other monetary charge, either directly or indirectly, on or for the use
of any Transit Pipeline unless such fee, duty, tax or other monetary charge would
also be applicable to or the use of similar pipelines located within the jurisdiction
of that public authority.
2. No public authority in the territory of either Party shall impose upon hydrocarbons in transit any import, export or transit fee, duty, tax or other monetary
charge. This paragraph shall not preclude the inclusion of hydrocarbon throughput as a factor in the calculation of taxes referred to in paragraph 1.
Paragraph 2 effectively guarantees "in bond" treatment for the hydrocarbons
of either nation which transit the other.

Senator McCLUP.E. I am concerned about it because I remember
when the world oil prices received the impetus of the embargo and
prices doubled and tripled and quadrupled and doubled again, that
our friends to the north immediately levied taxes upon the gas that
was being supplied to us by contract, and successfully obviated the
limitations of the contracted agreements, and got the world price
equivalency for the gas which was being supplied under existing contracts.
That is not the background against which we can conduct these
negotiations with a great deal of. assurance that they may not attempt
something like that again, if they can find means by which they can
load the cost on the American consumer.
Secretary ScnLESIXGER. In that particular case, Senator, there is no
treaty applicable.
Senator McCLuRE. No; there were just binding agreements.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. In this case they are bound by the treaty.
Senator McCLuRE. There were binding agreements then but they
obviated by them by the indirect route of taxation. As I understand,
these agreements refer only to direct taxes.
Secretary ScHLESINGER.' There is no preclusion of taxing in the eontracts to which you refer. By contrast, in this case we have a requirement for nondiscrimination and we have a limitation on the Alcan tax
regime, which I think gives ample protection to the American consumer.
Senator McCLURE. You are de-pendent upon the fact that in the
existing agreement between the United States and Canada them can
be no discriminatory tax and, therefore, any tax which is levied must
be levied also against their own consumers.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Thttt is indispensable, it seems to me, in our
approach to this problem.
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.. Sena;tor._ McCLuRE. Are the provinces bound by that treaty~ .
Secretary ScHLESINGER. If you look at pages 81, 82, and 83, we have
statements from the three provinces, and their indication that they
;woul4 enter into firm agreement with the central government of
Canada regarding their respect for the principles of that treaty.
Senator McCLURE. That is an indispensable precondition as far
as the Senatoris concerned, based upon our past experience.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. "YVe so regard it, Senator, and wesharethat
concern.
Senator· STEVENS. There is no national Canadian benefits analvsis
inth~ President's report. Do you have any statement of what will
be the total taxes, the total estimated payments over the period of the
years to Canada~
I think there was one prepared to in the negotiations.
Secretary. ScHLESINGER~ There is no inclusion in the repor.t, we
should be happy to make it available in the record.
[The following was subsequently s111pplied for the record:]
The benefits to Canada from the Alcan system are substantial. .Over the 20year.. period,. 1984-2003, total tax revenues to the Federal and Provincial
.(Territorial) Governments and tDtal cost-of-service payments to the Canadian
pipeline companies are. projected. for the expected cost overrun case to be:
[In billions of dollars (nominal)]

Canadian income taxes ••••••.. -----~-------------------------------------------Canadian ad valorem taxes, •• __ ••.•.•••.• "· .••••••••••••••••••••••• ______ ••••••••
Total cost of service( excluding fuel) .•• -------------~--------------------------- •.

Total system

U.S. sham

$2. 418
1..613
20.870

$1. 965
I. 268
16. 67&

Senator McCLURE. On page 6 of your statement you talk about the
need to assure future shipment of natural gas from the .Gulf of Alaska,
which may require liquid natural gas deliveries to the west coast..
. Under what conditions would that be. necessary. if, as a matter. of
fact, there is availability to both California and the Pacific Northwest
through the Pacific Gas transmission line permits interconnection
withthe Alcan project~
Secretary ScHLESINGER. The point here is that it may requireit and
it may not.
Senator McCLURE. Is that provided for under these contracts, under
these agreements?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. No, sir, there is no provision with regard to
that. All that this refers to is that ifthe El Paso project hadgone ahead
at this time, that we would be overloading the west coast with liquid
natural gas and that would leave little latitude for the future introduction of liquid natural gas from the Gulf of Alaska.
By contrast, that particular capability for absorption will not be
utilized at this time and will be available in the future.
Senator McCLuRE. You are referring to the conflict in the landing
and distribution facilities of the west coast.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. I think it is landing and distribution facilities that will continue to be available, from our point of view.
Senator McCLURE. Thank yon very much, Mr. Schlesinger. Again,
I will say that when I have had an opportunity to read this voluminous
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report, I may have some additional questions to be submitted in writing.
·
Having seen it for the first time this morning, I could not represent
that I have had a chance to analyze it very carefully.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. There is one ;point that I should call to your
attention, Senator, in light of the questwns that you were raising, and
that is the section that begins on page 63, item 12, so called other costs.
That is specified in the agreement. It is understood there will be no
eluu:ges on the pipeline having an effect on the cost of service, other
than those imposed by a public authority as contemplated in this
agreement, or in accordance with the treaty, second, caused by acts of
Gocl and other unforeseen circumstances, or third, normally paid by
natural gas pipelines in Canada, in accordance with accepted regulatory practices.
I stress this particular element because it underscores our concern
with the issues that you've raised, Senator, and this was referred to
when we included it in the agreement as the cap of caps.
Senator McCLunE. I appreciate that. I will be looking at it with a
great deal of interest as we go forward, and develop these agreements
with the Provincial goverrunents. Having once gone through these
agreements, we're not likely to walk into it again without some trepidution. "'We've gone through it at least twice, it has been referred to
on the Columbia River Treaty and again on the adjusted cost of
Canadian gas delivery in the American market.
In my State, we are better than 60 percent deregulated right now,
and the threat of deregulation is somewhat different in my area of the
country than it might be in other areas where our Government still
controls price because our Government ha~ not controlled price in the
delivery of Canadian gas.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. I think, Senator, that the price of Canadian
gas coming into the United States reflects the existing regulatory
regime in the United States, and our negotiations with the Canadians
have been on that basis.
In a deregulated market, if the price of new gas were to go to $4.50,
or thereabouts, that would be immediately reflected in a subshmtial
increase of Canadian gas export prices to the United States.
Senator McCLunE. I'm sure they would find a way to do that. I have
no question on that score.
Secretary ScarLESINGER. They would have an obvious way to do that.
Senator McCLURE. H, on the other hund, the price of deregulated
nat.ural gas or price in a natural gas dere.<rulated market did not go up,
their price would not either, presumably. o
Secretary ScHLESINGER. That is correct.
Senator 'McCLuRE. Assuming thut the consumers do not participate
in project financing, if they elect not to participate, can tJhe project
be financed without U.S. Government or consumerparticipution~
Secretary ScHLESINGER. I think the answer to that is· "yes". It is
easier to finance it if there is producer participation in the financial
arrangements.
.·
Senator McCLURE. The FPC report to the President states to the
contrary. Maybe your conch1sion is different from that of the FPC.
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Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir, there have been new developments
in the financial area, which we covered somewhat earlier in the discussion with the chairman.
Senator McCLURE. If I understand, the project will not be financed
with an all-events tariff.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. That is correct.
Senator 'McCLURE. I understand that to mean that the pipeline company is allowed to amortize in all of its tariff where the pipeline company is allowed to amortize its debt through collection of the rates
from the consumer, even if the project is not completed, the noncompletion risks,
In periods of extended service interruptions, and in case the project
is abandoned after service has commell'.:ed. As I understand the administration proposal is a modified all-events tariff, sometimes called
a minimum-bill tariff.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Yes, but it is no modification of an all events
tariff. It is a non-all-events tariff, whi1 his as far as one can get from
the all-events tariff. It is a some-events tariff, in effect.
Senator McCLURE. vVhether von call it a modified all-events or a
some events, or a minimum-biii tariff, I understand that the term
means that the pipeline company is still protected against the risk of
flow interruption and abandonment, but not in the case of noncompletion.
Am I correct in my understanding?
Secretary ScHLESINGER. It is not protected in the case of abandonment. In that case the equity would be wiped out. vVhat we have
planned here are three types of tariffs, an all-events tariff, a cost-ofservice tariff, and a minimum-bill provision.
Cost-of-service tariff basically says there is a temporary interruption in the service, there will be a continuing charge to the customers
for the cost of service that continues during this period of interruption.
It does not apply to noncompletion and it does not apply to abandonment but during a period of interruption. A minimum-bill provision is
a modification of that cost-of-service tariff that in the event of service
interruption what one does is to reduce or eliminate the equity charge&
associated with the cost of service during that period of the internlption.
That generally is what we have agreed upon with the Canadians.
Senator :McCLURE. As I recall, or as staff has reminded me, every
investment advisor testifying during the FPC hearings said that the
lenders, being fiduciaries, w1ll not undertake any of the three risks
under the all-events tariffs.
If that is true, then someone has to undenvrite the risks that are
included in the administration proposal. vVho is that someone, as yon
see it. If the Government is not to be involved then you cannot get
financing forthe risks which are included in the minimum-bill tariff,
who then will be the guarantor to make the financing possible.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. The entrepreneurs are the ones that underwrite the risk. vVhat we have here is a case in which a set of companies
has an application to build a pipeline. They have equity in the companies that underwrite the risks until such time as service starts up.
They are entitled to a continued pa,yment for service, even in the
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event of temporary interruption. But in the event of abandonment of
the pipeline their capital is once again at risk.
Beyond that, the lenders are at risk under those circumstances, and
last of all the consumers.
Senator McCLURE. As I understand the evidence, the testimony of
the investment advisers was that the lenders were not--would not be
willing to assume those risks and, therefore, there wquld be no
financing.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. The risks will be borne principally by the
entrepreneurs and by the equity of the pipeline. This is a pipeline that
is believed to have proven technologies, and outstanding economics in
an area of high and steady demands.
Consequently, it is believed that the risks of failure in a proven technology or failure in the market is very low, and those !lre risks that the
entrepreneurs are willing to take.
Senator McCLuRE. If I could summarize your answer, and if I try
to boil it clown to a simple Rnswer that I understand, please tell me if
I have oversimplified. But what you ~tre simply saying is th!lt you disagree with all of the evidence of the witnesses.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. They, of course, were dealing in the abstract.
\Ve happen to have a concrete project before us. They were dealing
with some type of hypothetical possibility. I think that the answer on
that point is: 'While lenders may sav that they bear no risk,they may
enn tell those :from whom they have borrowed that there is no risk;
there is.
Senator :McCLURE. And they may also say that they don't want to
accept any risk in the hope that somebody will relieve them of it.
Secretarv ScHLESINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator "Mc0LDRE. I have no way of evaluating that except that I
can look at their te.stimony and they say it just isn~t going to happen.
You say it will happen, financing can be arranged. Thank you verymuch.
·we may submit some additional questions in writing for your'
response, thank yon.
Secretary ScHLESINGER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Jl.fcCLURE. \Ve have one further witness this morning, and
that witness is Mr. Canfield, the Director of the General Accounting
Office.
Mr. Canfield, we have your prepared statement. You may summarize
it, it will appear in the record in full, and you may proceed as you wish,
in whatever :form you wish.
Mr. CANFIELD. :i\fr. Chairman, it would be important for me to know
whether you would prefer it sunmmrized or not. It is a very detailed
problem and I would prefer to read it, but in view of the time it
might be preferable from your point of view if I summarize it.
Senator McCLURE. ·well, I have your prepared statement and you
might hit--I realize in a detailed statement you might think that
each one of the details is as important as the others and·, therefore,
hard to highlight. I have your statement. It will appear in the record,
and as you will note there are no other members of the committee here
at this time, so the reading of it would benefit only me, and I don't
need that benefit. But that's up to you.
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Mr. C.A;NFIELD. I anticipated this and I am delighted to summarize
it for you. I will go through it and you can follow it as we go.
Senator McCLURE. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF HON. MONTE CANFIELD, JR., DIRECTOR, ENERGY
AND MINERALS DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE;
ACCOMPANIED BY VINCENT AROSTEGUI, PROJECT MANAGER;
AND KEVIN BOLAND, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

J'vfr. CANFIELD. I should identify myself. I am Monte Canfield, Director of Energy and: Minerals Division of the General Accounting
Office. I have on my immediate left Vincent Arostegui, project manager of our work on the trans-Alaska pipeline, and to my immediate
right, Kevin Boland, Assistant Director in charge of our work in
thisarea.
.
vVe appreciate your invitation to appear here today to discuss the
preliminary conclusions of our study of the plan, and construction
~>f the trans-Alaska pipeline. From our study, we believe there are
Important lessons to be learned, and we urge that these lessons be
applied in the assessment of the gas pipeline which the Alcan consortitml plans to build.
vVe will give you a brief review of the work of our study. On the
bottom of page 3, we state that in 1969 the owner companies estimated
that a pipeline system for transporting oil from Prudhoe Bay to
Valdez would cost $863 million. The final cost, with construction substantially completed, is estimated to be about $7.8 billion.
'Ve examined the basis of the original estimate to determine why it
proved to be so low. One factor was the lack of historical experience
on which forward projections could be made.
In 1969, there was no experience on pipeline construction in the
Arctic. The 1969 estimate was based on limited information available
at that time. It was prepared before the pipeline had been designed
or engineered and before extensive soil studies were performed.
It was based on material and labor prices prevailing in 1968-69,
with no allowance for cost escalation and no expectation of the subsequent 4-year delay in start of construction because of environmental
lawsuits.
The oil companies' estimate provided very little leeway for such
tmforeseen de;·elopments. It included a contingency allowance of only
about 10 percent even though in normal engineering practice, initial
estimates based on an outline design are only expected to be accurate
to within a margin of 15 to 30 percent.
Even a 30-percent contingency would have been way off, given the
fact that the actual cost will be several hundred percent over the original estimate. vV:hile Alcan does now have the experience of Alyeslm to
draw on, we note that Alcan has included less than a 10-percent contin,gency allowance in its original $6:7 billion estimate.
Turning to the top of page 5, interim budget estimates. From 1969
to J\fay of 1974, the cost estimate increased several times to reflect
more detailed system definition and design, additions to system size
and sophistication, delay costs, and the results of cost estimates prepared by outside companies under contract with Alyeska.
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:Alyeskadid not gear up to develop a detailed comprehensive budget
until after May 1974, by which time they had already been granted
both Federal and State right-of-way agreements.
vVe note that Alcan's estimate of costs is growing rapidly. In March
1977, Alcan's budget estimate was $6:7 billion, including interest, in
1975 dollars. The administration's current cost estimate for the Alcan
project is between $10.5 and $13.7 billion.
Bec3oUSe of inflation, the final costs are likely to be higher than the
administration's $13.7 billion estimate. Further, we believe the estimates a.re likely to increase significantly, exclusive of inflation, because
they are based on minimal site-specific data and several important
technical uncertainties remain to be overcome.
Skipping to the middle of the page, a budget control estimate of $6.4
billion, as of April 30, 1975, was ultimately developed as a control
mechanism and accepted by the owner companies. The base control
estimate was the first estimate supported by firm commitments for
nearly all permanent materials and for most of the construction equipment, support services, camps, and other temporary facilities.
What were the reasons for the increase over the base-control budget~
As pipeline construction proceeded from 1975 to 1977, the control
budget was continually revised upward through hundreds of amendments. By J nne 1977, the approved control budget had increased to
about $7.8 billion, about $1.5 billion, or 23 percent, in excess of the
control budget.
The principal reason for the increase was that 53 percent more direct
labor hours, about 20 million hours, were needed to complete the project than estimated. The direct labor-hour increase was caused primarily by unexpected site conditions and construction difficulties, worker
inefficiency, and inexperience, and more winter work than planned.
All these factors were not beyond :Alyeska's control. ~fore geoteclmical and site-specific work prior to start Df construction would have
reached the number of surprises encountered once construction started.
For example, unexpected subsurface conditions were encountered at
the Valdez Terminal site once excavation was started.
This led to much more extensive site preparation work than planned.
Also, once ditching operations were started to lay the pipe, it was found
that many a.reas had more groundwater than miticipatecl. Both of these
surprises were costly.
Turning to the bottom of page 8, it is clear that it is in the public
interest to insist on realistic initial assessments. The most reliable basis
for establishing budget estimates is the development of as much sitespecific data as is economically practical.
In the case of the gas pipeline, for example, the earlier and more
thoroughly that site-specific work can be done, the better will be the
project engineering. If project engineering and system design are
based on more complete data, both become less subject to change.
I would like to talk for a moment about project management. When
:Alyeska was organized to engineer, design, and construct the pipeline
system, t.he oil companies retained control of the project through an
o·wner's construc.tion committee.
Alyeska top management also consisted primarily of personnel on
loan from. the owner companies. They met monthly w1th the committee, which made or approved all major decisions.
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Going to the top of page 10, the primary objective of management
was to complete construction at the earliest practicable date in order to
start oil flowing on schedule, and to avoid the large ~osts to the owner
companies that would have resulted from constn1ct10n delays.
Construction began on April 29, 1974, with the goal of getting oil
flowing in the line 3 years later, by the summer of 1977. The project
managers' primary objective was to insure that milestone dates were
met. If they were not, t;his meant hiring more workers, paying for
more overtime, and/or having more wor:k done <in the winter, when
productivity was lower.
The managers from the eight owner companies faced strong internal
pressures for quick devel-opment.
Alyeska's contracts with its management and execution contraetors
were reimbursable cost plus fixed fee and fixed oved1ead. Tl1e advantage to Alyeska in awar,ding these reimbursable type contracts was
that this form of contract could be negotiated and settled more quickly
than fixed-price-type contracts.
Alyeska also lacked adequate information on which fixed prices
could be negotiated. Contractors would not bid fixed-price-type contraets because there was no definitive design, and other factors such
as soil conditions and labor productivity in extremely cold climates
were unknowns.
Tinder cost-reimbursement contracts. the contractor has little financial interest in controlling costs because his profits are not affected
by the final project costs. Th~1s, the contractor does not have the same
incentive to minimize costs as would exist under other contractual
arrangements, sueh as fixed-price contracts.
This type of contract provides the most incentive for efficie,ncv hecause contractor profits require precise project specifications and detai1Bd design, this is yet another reason why site-specific data should
be developed early and thoroughly.
Werecognize that it is notalways possible to enter into this type
contract. However, it is desirable to provide the contractor with such
incentives to control costs whenever possible.
Turning to management control systems, the ones in place when
construction began in April 1974 were less than ideal. The systems,
including cost control, inventory control, and seeurity programs, had
to be changed over the 3-year construction period.
For example, Alyeslm's cost reporting system initially could not
provide up-to-date information on actual costs. The May 1975 budget
control estimate was not based on actual outlavs bBcanse of inconsistent and erroneous coding of costs in 1974 ancl early 1975.
Furthermore, even though Alyeska's first overall pipeline cost report was not published until September 1975, at that late date the
report could not use actual costs, since no central computerized system
to collect actual costs had been developed.
It was not until December 1975, the end of the second construction
year, that the cost-control system' began to function properly.
How a project is going to be managed is clearly impottan·t for an
adequate assrssment of its feasibilitv. \Ve believe this aspect of the
A1can gas pipeline has been given little attention to date. Although
the Federal Power Commission's hearings on the alternative gas line
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proposals resulted in an impressive volume of information, we noted
that most information involved the environmental, technical, and
economic merit of each proposal.
Only minimal information on details of project management and
control systems has been assembled.
Since Alcan probably will be subject to the same internal pressures
for quick development as was the case with Alyeska, we believe it is
extremely important for Alcan to develop effective management systems early in the planning phase.
This will enable Alcan management to develop the information required to exercise better management control over project execution.
Alyeska's experience as to negotiating a project agreement shows
that the no-strike clause in the labor agreement prevented any sectionwide or projectwide strikes. As far as we could determine, there were
relatively few work stoppages for a project of this size-76 as best we
could determine.
But they were small and did not last long. On the other hand, there
were slowdowns. Although we don't know how many, our discussions
with Alyeska and contractor personnel indicated that slowdowns may
have occurred often enough to interfere with productivity. vVe could
not determine the significance of this interference since adequate records were not maintained.
We also examined the impact of Government requirements on construction of the Alyeska pipeline, which always seems to be a sore
point in this sort of thing. Both the U.S. Government and the State of
Alaska granted Alyeska right-of-way agreements to construct the
pipeline of public lands.
To protect the public interest in these lands, the agreements contained requirements, many of which were to minimize environmental
degradation during construction, with which Alyeska had to comply.
T'o assure that Alyeska did comply, both the State and Federal Governments reviewed Alycska's system design and construction plans,
and monitored construction activities to see that plans were being
implemented as approved.
Some disagreements did arise during construction over the meaning
of the requirements. Alyeska personnel generally interpreted the requirements ·less restrictively than Government personnel.
Because of the difference in interpretations, Alyeska had to make
some adjustments to accommodate the Government interpretation of
the requirement. It was also claimed that the requirements complicated the task of designing and building the pipeline system.
However, in response to our requests, Alyeska did not provide any
evidence showing where significant construction delays had been
caused by this type of problem.
I would like to turn to the problem of not having an ongoing audit.
The right-of-way agreements granted to Alyeska did not contain
any requirement that the Government be allowed to conduct an ongoing audi~ during construction to insure that moneys expended were
nrudently mcurred and, therefore, were an allowable expense to be
included in tariff submissions.
As you know, there are-there havr. been many allegations about
mismanagement and moneys being improperly spent by Alyeska.
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The Interstate Commerce Commission is currently conducting an·
audit to determine which costs should be allowable.
Because of the size of the project, tllis is an extremely difficult task
to do within available time constra:ints. Beca:use it has proved to be
so difficult to post-audit the Alyeska project, we believe a decision
should be made now that Alcan's costs will be audited during construction.
IV"e believe ·this ·would benefit both Alcan and the Government,
Alcan would not be left in doubt until project completion as to
whether its costs would be recoverable through the tariff.
The Government would be in a far better position to conduct a
more effective audit of costs. In this regard, it should be pointed out
that no agency of the U.S. Govermnent will have the authority to
audit the· costs of constructing that portion of the line, about 2,000
miles, that goes through Canada.
These costs in Canada will constitute a significant portion of the
total costs of building the pipeline. If they are unrestrained, total costs
could increase greatly. IVe believe the U.S. Government's agreement
with the Canadian Government should be amended to stipulate that
requirements identical to, or at least similar to, those imposed by the
United States, such as for budgeting, management, and audit controls,
will be implemented by Canadian Government overseers of the pipe-;
line construction there.
IVe fmiher believe that a clear and specific requirement must be
established in the agreement to provide the Government with direct
access to project files and records. At the time of our study, three
separate audit groups needed Alyeska data.
To respond to these requests, Alyeska hired a law firm to act as
liaison. In the interest of obtaining as much information as possible
for these hearings, we agreed to this. While we can appreciate Alyeslm's need for the arrangement, it causes us procedural difficulties
in getting the information necessary to carry on our review, and left
us with much uncertainty about the completeness and accuracy of
the information given in response to our requests.
·
· Before turning to two other important aspects of the proposed gas
pipeline project, I will sum up the key lessons to be learned from the
Alyeska experience, which we hope will be applied to the Alcan proj-:
ect. V\T e should be skeptical of initial and interim cost estimates. Final
costs are bound to be significantly higher than these estimates.
IVe should insist on site-specific data and on thorough investigation
of technical and geological uncertainties. This is the only way to avoid
unpleasant and costly surprises during development.
Government approval should be contingent on detailed planning for
management control including budgetary controls. IV"e believe Alcan
should have its managerial house in order before construction is allowed to begin.
\eVe were given no evidence that governmental restraints to minimize environmental degradation created significant complications in
Alyeska's construction schedule. This may also prove to be the case
with gas pipeline construction.
lYe should then insist on an ongoing government audit of the Alcan
project's expenditures. This is clear from the difficulties of auditing
Alyeska costs after construction was completed.
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Om• agreement with the Canadian Government shoulcl be amended:
to stipulate that an ongoing audit and other U.S. requirements affect'ing the gas pipeline construction will be implemented during construction in Canada.
!would like to discuss briefly two related issues which are of concern to us, and which, Mr. Chairman, you asked questions about a
moment ago. They do not arise as a result of our audit of the Alyeska
experience, but stem from concerns we have expressed in other reports
dealing with high-cost energy supply situations.
First is the question of Government guarantees of the cost· of the
pipeline. Considerable discussion developed this year over a so-called
"all events" tariff which would amount to a guarantee to return at least
debt service and, perhaps, equity should the project not be completed.
In essence, such a guarantee would shift the risk from the company
to the U.S. ta.xpayer.
We understand that both Alcan and the administration now say that
there is no need for such a guarantee. vVe also see no need for such a
guarantee and support the administration's position.
Should the issue arise again, however, we believe careful thought
should be given to whether the Federal Government should undertake
such risk. There may simply be much more attractive alternatives for
Government risk-taking than the Alcan pipeline. The Government
should more thoroughly explore those alternatives before making any
such commitments.
That brings me to the second point. Any assessment of alternatives
should be made on the basis of incremental cost. The cost of Alcandelivered gas should be compared at the margin against other energy
supply or demand reducing strategies.
This is particularly important since there will be great pressure to
roll in the price of Alcan gas when it is delivered to relieve consumers
of Alcan gas from a sudden price spike. Whether or not such roll in
should be allowed is a question of equity, which can be decided after
further study at a future date.
But the actual rolling in of the price should not be confused with
the need to base decisions on whether or not to subsidize Alcan on the
true marginal cost of that alternative as compared to others.
In closing, I emphasize that our comments should not be construed as taking a GAO position either for or against the eventual
construction of the Alcan project. Rather, we believe the final project
cost cannot be realistically estimated, until more site-specific data is
obtained, the technological problems solved, the project substantially
designed and engineered, and a base-control budget established.
\Ve expect the current project estimates will be revised upward.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of :Mr. Canfield follows:]
STATEMENT OF HoN. MoNTE CANFIELD, JR., DIREC1'0R, ENERGY AND JYILSERALS
DIVISION, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mi. Chairman, we appreciate your invitation to discuss the tentative conclusions of our study of the planning and construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. As you know, we are in the process of drafting our report, which we hope
to complete and issue in a matter of weeks. I would appreciate it if the full
report could be made part of the record at that time.
()8-069-77--4
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Building the oil pipeline in Alaska was a pioneer experience not only for the
oil companies and \YOrkers involved, but also for the Federal Government. It
turned out to be a costly experience, but we now have the benefit of hindsight.
From our study, we believe thPre are important lessons to be learned. We urge
that these lessons be applied in the assessment of the gas pipeline which the
Alcan consortium of companies proposes to build from Alaska through Canada
to the lower 48 states.
We believe, for example, that the costs of building the proposed gas line
may be grossly under-estimated. This was the case with the Trans~Alaska Pipeline. l!'rom an original estimate in 1969 of $863 million, final costs will be about
$7.8 billion exclusive of interest charges.
A ·Significant factor in this under-estimation was that plumbing was based
on minimal site data, with several teclmical uncertainties left unresolved. We
believe Alcan's budget estimates will increase significantly, for the same reasons.
Some of these escalating costs may also have been avoided with fixed price
contracts. more systematized budgetary controls, and government auditing of
costs during construction instead of after construction was completed.
Alye8ka gave us no evidence to support its claims that Government requirements to minimize environmental damage during construction caused significant
construction delays.
"\Ve believe present data may he insufficient to judge the economic feasibility
of the proposed gas pipeline. Such feasibility and the need for the system's
construction should be weighed carefully in view of pressure which can he
expected to build for guaranteed financing of project costs and for rolled-in
pricing of the delivered gas. In these cases. financial risks would be shifted
from private lenders to the public, as either taxpayers or consumers. We believe
this "·arrants careful consideration before proceeding with the gas pipeline.
1: will expand on each of these points and spell out our recommendations in
the following brief review of the work of our stndy. It focused on the issues
of project budget estimates, project management, and project labor.
PROJECT BUDGET ESTIMATES

In 1970, the 8 owner companies involved in planning the proposed TransAlaska Pipeline entered into an agreement to form a separate corporation,
Alyeslm Pipeline Service Corporation (Alyeska), to act as their common agent
to engineer, design. and construct the pipeline system.
The first estimate of construction costs had been developed the previous year.
In 1969, the owner companies estimated that a pipeline system for transporting
oil from Pruai10e Bay to Yal{iez ·would cost $863 million. 'I'he iinal cos~:, wi ~:h
construction substantially completed, is estimated to be about $7.8 billion.
We examined the basis of the original estimate to determine why it proved
to he so low.
One factor was the lack of historical experience on which forward projections
could he made. In 1969, there was no experience on pipeline construction in the
Arctic. The 1969 estimate was based on limited jnformation available at that
time. It was prepared before the pipeline had been designed or engineered and
before extensive soil studies were performed. It was based on material and
labor prices prevailing in 1968-69. with no allowance for cost escalation and
no expectation of the subsequent four-year delay in start of construction because
of environmental lawsuits.
The oil companies' estimate provided very little leeway for such unforseen
developments. It included a contingency allowance of only about 10 percent even
though in normal engineering practice, initial estimates based on an outline
design are only expected to be accurate to within a margin of 15 to 30 percent.
Even a 30 percent contingency would have been way off, given the fact that the
actual cost will be several hundred percent over the original estimate. While
Alcan does now have the experience of Alyeska to draw on, we note that Alcan
ha!'! included less than a 10 percent contingency allowance in its original $6.7
billion estimate.
The 1960 oil pipeline estimate also omitted the costs of increasing system capacity tD 1.2 million barrels per day: grentl:v underestimated the number of miles of
P-levnted pipeline required: did not. anticipate tbe need to construct a highway
bridge across the Yukon River; assumed a sy~tem and design which reflected a
mn!'h lower level of environmental concen1 than was eventually required, and
failed to grasp the magnitude of the support structure such as camps and airstrips that would be required.
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INTERIM BUDGET ESTIMATES

From 1969 to l\fay 1974. the cost estimate increased several times to reflect
more detailed system definition and design, additions to system size and sophistication, delay costs, ·and the results of cost estimates prepared by outside companies under contract with Alyeska.
Alyeska did not gear up to develop a detailed. comprehensive budget until
afte1' May Uf74, by which time they had already been granted both Federal and
State right-of-way agreements.
IVe note that Alcan's estimate of costs is growing rapidly. In :March 1977,
Alcan's budget estimate was $6.7 billion, including interest, in 1975 dollars.
Alcan's current estimate is $9.6 billion, including interest. However, Administration officials have stated that their current cost estimate for the Alcan projed is between $10.5 billion and $13.7 billion.
BPcause of inflation, the final costs are likely to be higher than the Administration's $13.7 billion estimate. Further, we believe the estimates are likely to
increase significantly, exclusive of inflation, because they are based on minimal
site specific data and several important technical uncerta_inties remain to be
oyercome.
AL1'ESKA.'S BASE CONTROL BUDGET

Substantial efforts were made by Alyeska, the owner com]m.nies, management
contractors, and execution contractors in 1974 and early in 1975 to develop a
morE' acc'Urate and detailed budget estimate. A budget control estimate of $6.4
billion, as of April 30, 1975, was ultimately developed as a control mechanism
and accepted <by the owner companies. The base control estimate was the first
estimate supported by firm commitments for nearly all permanent materials and
for moBt of the construction equipment, support services, camps, and other temporary facilities.
The design engineering was about 90 percent complete at this stage, but uncrrtainties still existed as to soil conditions, labor productivity, and equipment
durability and effectiveness. The haul road had been built, and pipeline con:;tnwtion had begun, with the terminal and pump stations being about 5 and 3
percent complete, respectively.
REASONS FOR INCREASE OVER BASE CONTROL BUDGET

As pipeline construction proceded from 1975 to 1977, the control budget was
continually revised upward through hundreds of amendments. By June 1977, the
apl)ro>ed control budget had increased to about $7.8 billion, about $1.5 billion, or
23 percent. in excess of the control budget.
About $1 billion of the increase occurred in pipeline construction, the other
80.5 billion inct·ease occurred in terminal and pump station construction. The
in·incipal reason for the increase was that 53 percent more direct labor hours
(about 20 million hours) were needed to complete the project than estimated.
The direct labor hour increase was caused primarily by unexpected site condition;, and construction difficulties, worker inefficiency and inexperience, and more
winter worl;: than planned.
All these factors were not beyond Alyeska's control. l\fore geotechnical and
site-specific work prior to start of construction would have recluced the number
of surprises encountered once construction started. For example, unexpected subsurface conditions were encountered at the Valdez Terminal site once excavation was started. This Jed to much more extensive site preparation work than
planned. Also, once ditching operations were started to lay the pipe, it was
found that many areas had more groundwater than anticipated. Both of these
surpises were costly.
'[here have been similar patterns of costs spiraling after optimistic estimates
in other projects of the same type. It happened in North Sea oil development, for
example. A 1975 management study pointed out that many North Sea project
developers submitted grossly optimistic initial cost estimates-estimates which
made totally inaclequate allowances for the cost of overcoming the many problems
likely to occur during any large de\'elopment project. These difficulties are inevitable in untried area;; such as the Arctic and the North Sea.
Why do project managers tend to make such unrealistic assessments? The study
noted a cluster of beliefs which have widespread industry acceptance:
1. Teams assessing a project's feasibility generally believe that realistically high estimates might result in worthwhile projects being rejected too
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early. Since these teams frequently develop a deep personal involvement with
a project, they may in fact become promoters rather than pbjective
evaluators.
2. It is also widely held that estimates which start at a low level and then
gradually rise over time, are more acceptable than those which are realistic.
3. Furthermore, it is believed that costs will tend to rise to meet any approved estimate or amount of money available.
It is clear that it is in the public interest to insist on realistic initial assessments. The most reliable basis for establishing budget estimates is the development of as mucli site-specific data as is economically practical. In the case of
the gas pipeline, for example, the .earlier and more thoroughly that site-specific
work can be done, the better will be the project engineering. If project engineering
and system design are based on more complete data, both become less subject
to change.
PRO.JECT MANAGEnlENT

When Alyeska was organized to engineer, design, and construct the pipeline·
system, the oil companies retained control of the project through an owner's
construction committee. Alyeska top management also consisted prima1ily of
personnel on loan from the owner companies. They met monthly with the committee, which made or approved all major decisions. For instance, the committee
made the final decision on selection of the management contractors and construction executioncontractors. They also approved the budget control E'stimate,
and had to pass on all construction amendments in excess of $5 million.
A four tier management structure existed. After Alyeska was formed in 1970.
the corporation hired two management contractors: ·Fluor Engineers and Con:.
structors, Inc. in December 1972 for the terminal and pump station construction
and Bechtel, Inc. in October 1973 for the pipeline construction. In .June 1974,
Alyeska contracted with five execution contractors for pipeline construction,
while Fluor became the execution contractor for the terminal and pump stations.
Alyeska assumed management responsibility for pipeline construction in early
1975.
The primary objective of management was to complete construction at the·
earliest practicable date in order to start oil flowing on schedule, and to avoid
the large costs to the owner companies that would have resulted from construction delays. Construction began on April 29, 1974, with the goal of getting oil
flowing in the line 3 years later, by the summer of 1977. 'l'he project managers'
primary objecti>e was to insure that milestone dates were met. If they were
not, this meant hiring more workers, paying for.more overtime, and (or) having
more work done in the winter, when productivity was lower. The managers.
from the eight owner companies faced strong internal pressures for quick
development.
·
TYPES OF .CONTRACTS

Alyeskri's contracts with its management and execution contractors were
reimbursable cost plus. fixed fee .and fixed overhead. The advantage to Alyeska
in awarding these reimbursable type contracts was that this form of contract
could be negotiated and settled more quickly than fixed-price-type contracts.
Alyeska also lacked adequate information on which fixed prices could he neg-otiated. Contractors would not bid fixed-price-type contracts because there was.
no definitive design, and other factors such as soil conditions and labor producti>ity in extremely cold climntPs were unlmown.
Under cost-reimbursement contracts, the contractor has little financial interest in controlling costsbecanse his profits are not affected by the final project
costs. Thus, the 'contractor does not have the same incentive to minimize costs
as would exist under other contractual arrangements, such as fixed-price contracts. This type of contract provides the most incentive for efficiency because
contractor profits are directly affected by costs. Since fixed price contracts require·
precise project specifications and detailed design, this is yet another reason why
site-specific data should be developed early and thoroughly. We recognize that
it is not always possible to enter into this type contract. However, it is desirable to provide the contractor with such incentives to control costs whenever
possiblE'.
MANAGEMENT CONTROT, SYSTEI.IS

The management control systems in place when construction began in Apri!
1974 were less than ideal. The systems, including cost control, inventory control, and security programs, had to be changed over the 3-ycar construction
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period. For example, Alyeska's cost reporting system initially could not providE!
up-to-date information on actual costs. The May 1975 budget control estimate
was not based on actual outlays because of inconsistent and erroneous coding
of costs in 1974 and early 1975. Furthermore, even though Alyeska's first overall
pipeline cost report was not published until September 1975, at that late date
the report could not use actual costs, since no central computerized system to
collect actual costs had been developed. It was not until December 1975---the
·end of the second construction year-that the cost control system began to
function properly.
How a project is going to be managed is clearly important for an adequate
assessment of its feasibility. We believe this aspect of the Alcan gas pipeline
has been given little attention to date. Although the Federal Power Commission's
hearings on the alternative gas line proposals resulted in an impressive volume
of information, we noted that most information involved the environmental,
teclmical, and economic merit of each proposal. Only minimal information· on
details of project management and control systems has been assembled.
Since Alcan probably will be subject to the same internal pressures for quick
·development as was the case with Alyeska, we believe it is extremely important
for Alean to develop effectiYe management systems early in the planning phase.
'l'his will enable Alcan management to develop the information required to exer·cise better management control over project execution.
NO-STRIKE CLAUSE

Alyeska negotiated an umbrella-type project labor agreement with 16 international unions in late 1973 and early 1974. 'l'he agreement was for the duration
<Of construction and included a strong, enforceable no-strike clause with procedures for resolving all types of jurisdictional· disputes. It provided for uniform
working conditions and adopted Alaska wage rates and contractor contributions
to Union benefit funds.
Alyeska's experience shows that the no-strike clause in the labor agreement
prevented any section-wide or project-wide strikes. As far as we could determine, there were relatively few work stoppages for a project of this size---76
as !Jest we could determined. On the other hand, there were slowdowns. Although
we don't know how many, our discussionns with Alyeska and contractor personnel indicated that slowdowns may have occurred often enough to interfere with
productiYity. \Ve could not determine the significance of this interference since
:adequate i·ecords were not maintained.
GOVERNMENT INVOLVE1fENT

\Ve also examined the impact of government requirements on construction
of the Alyeska pipeline. The U.S. Government tand. the Strute of Alaska granted
AJ.yeska right-of-way agreements to construct the pipeline on public lands. To
protect the public i•nterest in these lands, the agreements contained requirements-many of which were to minimize environmental. degradation during
construction-with which Alyeska had to comply. To assure that Alyeska did
~omply, both the :State and Federal Govemments reviewed Alyeslm's system
design and construction plans, and monitored construction activities to see that
plans were being implemented as approved.
Some disagreements did arise during constructivn over the meaning of the
requirements. Alyeska personnel generally interpreted the requirements less
restrictively than governmental personnel.
Because of the differences in interpretations, Alyeska had to make some
adjustments to ·accommodate the government interpretation of the requirement.
It was also claimed that the requirements complicated the task of designing
and building the pipeline system. However, in response to our requests, ~.Uyeska
{lid not provide any evidence showing where significant coiistruction delays
had been caused by this type of problem.
NO ON-GOING AUDIT

The right-of-way ·agreements granted to Alyeska did not contain any requirement that the government be 'allowed to conduct an on-goi,ng audit during
cmu;truction to insure that monies e~1)ended were prudently incurred and, therefore, were an allowable expense .to be included in tariff submissions. As you
know, there have been many allegations a:bout mismanagement and monies
being improperly spent by Alyeska. 'l'he Interstate Commerce <Commission is
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currently conducbing an audit to determine which costs should be allowable.
Because of the size of the project, this is an extremely difficult task to do
·within availa:ble time constraints.
Because it has proved to be so difficult to post-audit the Alyeska project,
we believe a decision should be made now that Alcan's costs will be ·audited
during construction. We believe this would benefit both Alcan and the government. Alcan would not be left in doubt until project completion as to whether
its costs would be -recoverable through the tariff. The government would be
in a far better position to conduct a more effective audit of costs. In this
regard, it should be pointed out that no agency of the U.S. Government will
have the authority to audit the costs of constructing that portion of the line,
about 2,000 miles, that goes through Canada.
These costs :i<n Canada will constitute a: significant portion of thei total costs
of building the pipeline. If they are unrestrained, total costs could increase
greatly. We belieYe the U.K Government's agreement with the Canadian government should be amended to stipulate thaJt requirements idenitical to, or at
least similar to, those imposed by the U.S.-such as for budgeting, managenwnt,
a·nd audit controls-»ill he implemented by Canadian government overseers.
of the pipeline construction there.
The Fedei·al Power Commission also has recognized the need for an on-going
audit during construction of the gas pipel-ine. The Commission's recommendation to the President dated May 1, 1977, stated that quarterly audits should'
be established ito cletermine wlwther costs incurred would be permitted to be
recovered through the project's tariff.
\Ve furthei· believe that a clear and specific requirement be established
in the agreement to provide the government with direct access to project files
and records. At rthe time of our study, three separate audit groups needed
Alyeska data. To respond to these requests, Alyeska hired a law firm to act
as liaison. In the interest of obtaining as much information as possible for·
these hearings, we agreed to this. \Vhile we can appreciate Alyeska's need:
for the arrangement, it caused us procedural difficulties in geltting the information necessary to carry on our review, and left us with much uncertainty
about the completness and accuracy of the information given in respon;;e to ou1'
requests.
Before turning to the orther important aspects of the proposed gas pipeline
project, I will sum up t.lle key lessons to be learned from the Alyeska experience, which we hope, will be a:pplied to the Alcan project.
\Ve should be skeptical of initial ·and interim cost estimates. Final costs are
bound to be significantly higher than these estimates.
We should insist on site-specific data and on thorough investigation o:t'
technical and geological uncertainties. 'l'his is the only way to avoid unpleasant
and costly suprises during development.
Government ·approval should be contingent on detailed planning for management control including budgetary controls. \Ve believe Alcan should have
its· managerial bouse in order before construction is allowed to begin.
\Ve were given no evidence that governmental restraints to minimize environmental degradation created significant complications in Alyeslm's construction schedule. This may also prove to be the case with gas pipeline construction.
We should insist on an on-going government audit of the Alcan project's
expenditures. This is clear from the difficulties of auditing Alyeska costs
after construction was completed.
Our agreement with the Canadian government should be amended to stipulate
that an on-going audit and other U.S. requirements affecting the gas pipeline
construction will be implemented during construction in Canada.
OTHER ISSUES

I would like to discuss briefly two related issues which nre of concern to
us. They do nDt arise as •a result of our audit 'Of the Alyeska experience, but
stem from concerns we have expressed in other reports dealing with higll
costs energy supply situations.
First, is the question o:t' government guarantees of the cost of the pipeline.
Considerable discussion developed th~s year over n so-called "all-events" tariff
which would amount to a guarantee to return at least debt service and,
rperhaps, equity should the project not be completed. In essense, such ;a guarantee
would shift the risk from the company ro the U.S. taxpayer.
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We understand that both Alcan and the Administration now s·ay that there
is no· needed for such a guarantee. '\Ve also see no need for such a. guarantee
arnd support the Administration's position. •Should the issue arise again, however, we believe ·careful thought should be given to whether the Federal
Government should unde1'11Jake such risk. There may simply be much more
attractive alternatives for government risk-taking than the Alcan pipeline.
The •govermnent should more thoroughly explore those alternatives before making such commitments.
'l'hat brings me to the second point. Any assessment of alternatives should be
made on the basis of incremental cost. The cost of Alcan-delivered gas should
be compared "at the margin" against other energy supply or demand reducing
strategies. This is particularly important since there will be great pressure to
"roll-in" the price of Alcan gas w·hen it is delivered to relieve consumers of
Alcan gas from a sudden price spike. Whether or not such roll-in should be allowed is a question of equity, which can be decided after further study at a future
date. But the actual rolling-in of the price should not be confused with the need
to base decisions on whether or not to subsidize Alcan on the true marginal cost
of that alternative as compared to others.
In closing, I emphasize that our comments should not be construed as taking a
GAO position either for or against the eventual construction of the Alcan project.
Rather, we believe the final project cost cannot be realistically estimated until
more site-specific data are obtained, the technological problems solved, the project substantially designed and engineered, and a base control budget established.
'Ve expect the current project estimates will be revised upward.
'l'hat concludes my statement, l\Ir. Chairman. I Thill be happy to answer any
questions.

Senator McCr~unE. Thank you. On page 7 of your statement, you
refer to the difficulties of making estimates and the surprises-you outlint' two surprises that Alyeska encountered. You point out that both
surprises were costly. In the beginning of that paragraph you said:
"All these factors were not beyond Alyeska's control."
I suspect "·hat you really mean there, rather than control is expectation.
J\Ir. c.~~TFIELD. Anticipation would be a better word.
Senator McCLURE. These were not controllable factors, but these
two that yon mentioned might have been anticipated and might possibly need to be anticipated in the Alcan project.
Mr. CANFIELD. That's the critical point. We found it was absolutely
crucial to have a better understanding of the underlying geography
and site-specific information in order to have been able to budget these
things appropriately.
Senator McCLURE. 'What seems to be implicit in most of the discussions, the expectations that regardless of cost, the energy to be produced will be less expensive than a.lternatives.
You are at least questioning that premise.
Mr. CANFIELD. You have to question the premise, Mr. Chairman. It
seems to me obvious that if we really don't know what the Alcan pipeline is going to cost, and the estimates already have ranged from a little
over $6 billion in April of this year to a Government operating-level
estimate of twice that, a little over $13 billion, and we are not at all
convinced that that estimate is anywhere near where it's going to come
out, each one of those increases add to the cost of that alternative.
And when you start to compare it against other alternatives, it is
difficult if not impossible to figure out which alternative is more
economical.
Senator McCLURE. ·when you are speaking of other alternatives, you
are not speaking of other alternative pipelines but other alternatives
to meeting the goals of energy self-sufficiency in this country.
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Mr. CANFIELD. That's right, we are referring to developing an equirtable supply-and-demand balance of energy in this cmmtry which could
come from other natural gas sources, or could come from demand reduction, or any number of technological solutions we have waiting for
us on the shelf.
Senator McCLURE. I guess one of the other things that has to be considered in that formulation also has to be the time frame of those alternative solutions, as well as the time frame for this one.
Mr. CANFIELD. Absolutely, and that brings me to the same point that
you were raising earlier. There is going to be considerable pressure
once this thing starts to bring this thing on line, in order to make it as
profitable as possible as quickly as possible, and to bring it to where
the customers are.
Senator McCLunE. You make the point that you don't believe that
Government guarantees will be necessary in terms of the all-events
briffs. You think, as I gather it, that the some-events tariff, as Dr.
:Schlesinger described it, is a sufficient arrangement to make financing
available.
Mr. CANFIELD. vVe have not studied that in detail; I don't know
whether it is a sufficient arrangement or not. \Vhat we were trying to
say, in essence, was that an all-events tariff should not be necessary.
vVe were trying to say that if an all-events tariff were necessary, we
have a lot more thinking to do.
Senator McCLunE. I have some doubts in my own mind whether financing can be arranged, if the producers do not participate and if
there is not some kind of guarantee. I may be mistaken in that, but I
am impressed by the evidence that has been presented to this committee.
There has to be a broader base of security than just the financing
and the equity and the pipeline itself.
.
On page 15 of your statement, and I think repeated later also m ~he
statement, you have set forth your belie£ that the agreement w1th
Canada should be amended to stipulate that the budgeting management audit controls imposed on Alcan by the U.S. Government would
also be applied by the Canadian Government to the pipeline construction within its territory.
Do you recommend that without such an amendment the Congress
shon]d disapprove the agreements~
Mr. CANFIELD. I don't think I would go that far. I think with 2,000
miles of it goin.q: throuQ"h Canada, it st~ikes me-let's take something
like cnrrent auditing. I£ they are not auditing that project on a day1)y-day basis, they are not going to be able to understand how much is
.going to be spent, what tlie management controls are, and what the
'budgetary controls are.
I think if we don't have a very firm understanding of how much
oversight we, are going to get from the Canadian Government, we
could find ourselves in a real pickle down the road.
I would not want to say that we would want to stop everything,
but it strikes me that some sort of an understanding should exist
betwec:m the United State,s and Canada. that they will as diligently
monitor and audit this pipeline as we will.
·
It is very, very crucial to the success of the pipeline. Otherwise,
the costs -would be borne by the American consumer.
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Senator McCLURE. Has the GAO looked at the question of guaranteeing against future price increases caused by governmental actions of
the Government of Canada or the Provinces?
Mr. CANFIELD. Not specifically; no, sir, we have not.
Senator McCLURE. I remain concerned with that question that I do
not think thrut the assurances I got from Dr. Schlesinger are sufficient
to remove that concern from my mind.
That the agreements that have been presented to us do not necessarily guarantee that there will not be inequitable treatment of the
cost of the gas as delivered to the American consumer. If you have any
studies, or if without going to inordinate work you could supply us
with any conclusions on that subject, I would appreciate your furnishing it for the record.
Mr. CANFillLD. \V"hy don't we study the proposal a little more carefully in that light, and see if we can come forward with a brief white
paper in a short period of time for you.
Senator McCLunE. I think that would be very helpful, and I would
appreciate it. [Not received.]
Thank you, very much, Mr. Canfield.
Mr. CANFmLD. Thank you.
Senator McCLunE. All right, the committee will stand adjourned
until10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[IV"hereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene·
at 8 a.m., Tuesday, September 27, 1977.]

AI~ASKA

NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1977

u.s. SENATE,
Co1rniiTTEE oN ENERGY AND NATURAL REsouRCEs,
Washington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 8 a.m~, in room 3110,
Dirksen Office Building, Hon. Clifford P. Hansen presiding.
Present: Senators Hansen, Jackson, and Forcl.
Also present: Betsy Moler, counsel; and George Dowel, cmmsel.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFFORD P. HANSEN, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF WYOMING

Senator HANSEN. The hearing will be in order.
This is the second day of information on the President's decision to
·designate the Alcan pipeline project for approval pursuant to the
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976.
Yesterday, the committee received information from Dr. Schlesinger
·and from Monte Canfield. Today. our first witness will be the distinguished senior Senator from Indiana, Mr. Bayh.
'STATEMENT OF HON. BIRCH BAYH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF INDIANA; ACCOMPANIED BY EVE LUBALIN OF HIS
STAFF

Senator BAYH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. If you have no objection,
I would like to ask Ms. J~ve Lubalin of mv staff-Senator HANSEN. vVithout objection, w~e are pleased to have you
here.
Senator BAYH [continuing]. To join these hearings.
I want to express my deep appreciation to you for not only your
normal hospitality and cooperative nature in helping to move the
legislative process and accommodate other Senators, but also for being
here at this early hour. Indeed, Cliff Hansen's normal tendencies have
been stretched t'hat extra mile by his presence here this morning and
I am very grateful.
Mr. Chairman, we are here, of course, to carry on at the committee
stage the discussion in which this committee has been actively involved-the d.iscussion of better meeting this country's energy needs.
There are, m the Senate, some very strong differences of opinion
on these matters. I see my distinguished friend from Alaska here, for
whom I have the greatest respect, but I suspect he and I have differing
-opinions on the issue which brings us here today.
(55)
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But despite these differences I think all of us are determined to do
what we can to ultimately resolve our problems and try to represent
our constituencies the very best we can and, in the final analysis, to
do what is in the national interest.
In a country as diverse as the United States of America, with institutions set up' to represent our differences, Senators will naturally
come to varying conclusions and hopefully this committee and the
Senate can iron these out and come up with what is in the national
interest.
.
I might suggest, :Wir. Chairman, that the quickest way for me to
proceed, is to read a statement that I have. I have the normal senatorial
tendency to take twice as long to summarize a statement as to read it.
Senator HANSEN. l¥hatever manner you wish to proceed in, Senator
Bayh.
Senator BAYH .. I ask unanimous consent to put the first page and
a hal£ into the record and just move on to page 2.
Senator HANSEN. Hearing no objections, so ordered .
. Senator BAYH. 1\fr. Chairman, these hearings could not be more
t1m~ly. As we are all aware, the Senate has spent much of its time
durmg the last week debating the crucial issue of how to assure that
American towns and cities, and farms and factories will not again
suffer the hardships and dislocations experienced last winter as a result
of natural gas shortages.
Natural gas is a critical component of the Nation's total energy supply, making up about. one-third of aU energy used in this country.
Although many of us have differed about the best way to provide ourselves a,n adequate supply of natural gas as >ve gradually move toward
use of alternative and more plentiful fuels, all of us agree that we must
do every thing possible to reduce the probability of continued gas
curtailments in the winters a:head, One critical factor in giving us
this assurance will be prompt access to our Alaskan gas and continuecl
exports of Canadian gas until we can manag·e comfortably without it.
Re~ognizing the need to act quickly to build a transportation system
to brmg our Alaskan gas south; last year the, Congress passecl.the·
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act which established speciaJ
procedures for selecting an Alaska gas transportation system. At the·
time we passed the act, there were three competing systems proposals.
The exhaustive selection procedures prescribed by the act, as well as
those undertaken by the Canadian Government, have clearly indicated Alcan's superiority. Alcan's two competitors-Arctic Gas and
El Paso-haNe voluntarily withdrawn as a result of this extensive
scrutiny and the strong support for Alcan evident within the executi'Fe and legislative branches of Government.
Early this month, the President formally recommended t:he Alcan
route to the Co:ngress. ~esponsibility for prompt action, whieh will
permit a quick start on constructivn, now rests with those of us who
sit in Congress for ~e must, as you know, 1\{r. Chairman, confirmthe
Pres.ident's decision befor.e itean be implemented.
I certainly. hope that. this committee and the Senate as a whole
will move rapidly to approYe the President's deeision.
· It seems to me, Mr. Cha.irman, after a great deal of discussion, analysis and debate and, taking into consideration the need to distribute
Alaskan gas equitably, and to areas such as the one I come from which
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is short of energy, that President Carter's choiee of the Alcan pro}Josal reflects its superiority in almost every respect.
It has lower cost of service for delivery of Alaskan gas and it can
deliver this gas at the earliest date. It has a special provision to provide new volumes of Canadian gas at an even earlier stage. It also
offers the possibility of continued Canadian gas exports to this country, if the Canadian Government decides to go ahead and build the
Dempster lateral.
The Alcan proposal has clear-cut environmental superiority. The
private i1nancmg system proposed by Alcan is freer of Government
influence than others have proposed. The direct pipeline delivery of
Alaskan gas to regions both east and west of the Rocky Mountains is,
I think, an equitable system and will prevent the kind of problems
we now have with Alaskan oil.
Alcan's pipeline system also has a high degree of safety and reliability and provides significant savings in the amount of gas that will
be required as fuel for the transportation system.
I will not go into these advantages in depth. This committee will,
I understand, have other witnesses before it who will describe, in
greater detail, some of the strong pluses that the Alcan route represents. I am sure my distinguished friend from Alaska will address
these points and ped1aps come to a different assessment.
If the Chair has no objection, I would like to introduce into the record a fact sheet which I have circulated to every Senator, which describes Alcan's advantages in some detail, and not belabor the committee with that.
Senator HANSEN. ·without objection, it will be received.
[The fact sheet referred to follows:]
FACT SHEET ON THE ALOAN NATURAL GAS PIPELINE PROJECT

On September 8, the President announced his selection of the Alcan system
to transport natural gas from Alaslm's North Slope to the lower 48 states. Under the provisions of the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976, Congress has the responsibility for approving this decision by joint resolution within
GO calendar. days.
The President's decision on a transportation system for Alaska natural gas
required a choice between two radically different alternatives. Originally, three
major proposals for transporting Alaska gas-those advanced by Arctic Gas,
Alcan and El Paso-were submitted to the Federal Power Commission. One of
these, Arctic Gas' proposal to bring gas across the Arctic National Wildlife
Range and then down Canada's Mackenzie Valley, was eliminated by environmental objections and decisions of the Canadian government. Significantly, the
U.S. Artie Gas sponsors then decided to support Alcan due to their belief that
Alcan promises the earliest and lowest cost delivery, the fewest adverse environmental consequences, and the possibility of access to Canadian frontier
reserves.
The second, the Alcan system selected by the President, will be an all-pipeline system which ·will parallel the Alyeska oil pipeline from Prudhoe Bay, Alaska
to Delta Junction, which is near Fairbanks. From there, it will follow the Alcan
highway into Canada and existing transportation corridors to the U.S. border.
Canada will be able, at a future date, to connect its Mackenzie Delta reserves to
this system by a new pipeline known as the Dempster link.
The Alcan system includes western and eastern legs in the lower 48. The westen1 leg will deliver gas to the states of the Far \Vest while the eastern leg will
carry gas directly to the Midwest, from where it can be transported to the East.
Thus, Alcan satisfies the requirement, which the Congress imposed last year, for
direct delivery of Alaska gas both east and west of the Rocky Mountains.
In the third proposal, E! Paso advanced a combined pipeline-liquefied natural
gas (LNG) system. The El Paso pipeline would follow the Aleyska line to Alaska's
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south coast. The gas would be liquefied there and then shipped by cryogenic
(super cooled) supertanker to California, where it would.have to undergo a regasification process.
The President's decision is a reflection of Alcan's superiority over the competing El Paso proposal in almost every respect. This fact sheet lays out the relevant
considerations concerning the most critical factors £nvolvec1 in the selection of the:
Alaska natural gas transportation system.
COST OF SERVICE

The cost of service, which includes all operating charges and annualized capital costs, measures the cost of transporting gas.
Alcan has a clear advantage in cost of service for Alaska gas, which is the mo~t
important factor in system selection. 'I'he Administration's estimate as to Alcan's:
20 year average cost of service, which includes an allowance for substantial cost
overruns, is $1.03 to $1.05 per million BTU's (l\IMBtu) in 1975 dollars. Alcan's:
own estimates as to cost of service are significantly lower, but even if the highe1·
estimates for Alcan are used, Ell Paso's cost of service would be 16 percent greater.
The Administration's estimates as to Ell Paso's cost of service is $1.19 to $1.21 pe1··
MMBtu in 1975 dollars.
Similarly, the Federal Power Commission and the Federal government task.
force which commented to the President on .Tuly 1 found that Alcan would he·
the less expensive means of transporting Alaska gas. The FPC's cost estimates·
were 79 cents per MMBtu for Alcan and $1.09 for Ell Paso; the task force's
estimates were $1.09 per MMBtu for Alcan and $1.26 per l\Il\IBtu for Ell Paso.
If escalated costs-the costs that will actually be incurred at the time the proj~.
ect is bnilt-are used, Alcan's cost of service advantage becomes even greater.
This results from the greater labor intensiveness of the EL Paso project which
causes Ell Paso's construction costs to increase with inflation faster than Alcan's.
EARI.Y DELIVERABILITY

Alcan offers important advantages >\ith respect to early cleliverability, which is
critical for alleviating the existing natural gas shortage.
If the Alcan project is approved soon, we will likely begin receiving additional'
volumes of Canadian gas during the winte1· of 1979-80 and Alaska gas in thewinter of 1982-83. The 1979-80 delivery elate is possible because Alcan llas already·
contracted for additional Canadian gas from Alberta for delivery to the lmYer
48. The Canadian government has indicated that this gas can be sold to the United'
States and that it will permit the prompt start of construction of the southern end·
of the pipeline system. Thus, additional Canadian gas can be distributed to the·
lower 48 by the winter of 1979-80 and these deliveries can be continued untir
completion of the entire pipeline system for bringing our own Alaska gas south.
Additional amounts of Canadian gas delivered through the southern part of the
Alcan pipeline could amount to as many as 800 million cubic feet per clay.
By contrast, Ell Paso's presently predicted completion elate is 1984. Thus. Alcan
will be able to deliver additional volumes of Canadian gas and our own Alaska:
gas long before the Ell Paso system could become operational.
CONTINUED CANADIAN GAS EXPORTS

Only Alcan offers the possibility of continued Canadian exports of natural'
gas to the United States in the coming decade. Canada now supplies some 5 percent-2.7 billion cubic feet per clay-of U.S. gas consumption. These Canadian·
exports are greater than the 2.4 bcf per clay of new Alaska gas flows that will be·
available through the proposed transpm·tation system. Further, in some arens,
Canadian exports constitute a sizable portion of total supplies~for example, 65
percent in Washington and Idaho, and 45 perct'nt in Oregon fund California.
Canada's National Energy Board has indicated that indefinite continuation of
these exports would require the curtailment of domestic Canadian consumerdeliveries. In order to avoid such curtailments. exports to the U.S. may have to he
cut back as early as 1982 or 1983 and completely stopped hy 1989, which would'
have a devastating effect. The most effective means to avoid such cutbacks in
the early 1980's is for the United States to facilitate Canadian access to its·
frontier reserves. If Canada is able to utilize these pre,;ently inaccessible reserves,
it "·ill be better able to continue exports to the United States and supply its own•
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domestic needs. The Alcan route will facilitate such access. thus substantially
decreasing the possibility of cutbacks of exports to the U.S. ·
'l'he Iill Paso system could not assure the continuance of exports from Canada,
since it would not affect the accessibiiity of any ill the Canadian frontiel'
reserves. Thus, selection of the El Paso system could lead to an actual reduction in gas supplied to the lower 48; the 2.4 bcf per day of Alaska gas would bemore than offset JJy the loss of 2.7 .bcf per day of Canadian gas.
ENVIRO:i'\ MENTAL COl\ SIDERATION S

In addition to greater ec()lJl'Omic benefits, the Alcan project is enYironmentally
preferable. Thus, t11is decision does not require the normal tntde-off of environmental preferences against higher costs. By utilizing an aU-pipeline system
which largely follows existing corridors, Alcan assures miuilnal disruption of·
t11e environment.
By contrast, El Paso wiH create significant environmental impacts, primarily
from tlle liquefaction and vaporization facilities which are not required for an
all pipeline system.
The facilities which would be needed in Maska to liquefy the gas would be
located at Gravina Point in one of the greatest areas of seismic hazard in the.
n·orld. As the Federal Power Commission noted, El Paso has uot provided su:tn-cieut information to determine whether a seismically safe system has been
developed.
l<'urther, the Alaska liquefaction facility would discharge large quantities of
heated water into Prince 'YiUiam Sound, thus tl1reatening aquatic life. The
FPC concluded, its recommendation to the President, that "an acceptable soln-.
tion to the 'heat discharge problem for the El Paso proposal has not been_
proposed."
Enormous siting problems are presented by the California vaporization, or·
regasification, facility. The California leg•is1ation has been cousiO,ering two biHs.
for expedited LNG terminal siting. A compromise has reportedly been worke<t
out whereby the plant which will benefit from the expedited siting procedurewill lut ve to be located at a remote coastal site. The only presentty acceptable
site is Point Conception, which El Paso has sought to utilize for Prudhoe Bay
gas. However, the compromise 'legislation limits the facility to a. size which,
would only accommodate LNG under contract from Indonesia and Alaska's:
Cook Inlet. Thus, the El Paso project is effectively prevented from utilizing
the expedited siting procedure. At the least, this will substantially delay theEl Paso project; further. it creates substantial uncertainty as to n•hether California will permit any onshore LNG terminai for the :IDl Paso project. Major·
environmental questions will tllerefore have to be resolved in deciding- this sitingis~ue.

In addition to the imports from the liquefaction and vaporization facilities,
tlle F}l Paso proposa 11 would affect the Chugach National Forest, a de facto
wilderness area on Alaska's southern coast. El Paso would ,have to construct a
large liquefaction facility and approximately 43 miles of pipeline across previously undisturbed terrain. The impact of this construction and of consequential
development would be significant.
Alran's environmental superiority has been recognized by all agencies and!
interested parties which have reviewed the Alaska gas transportation proposals.
'l'he Council on Environmenta1 Quality, in its report to the President, found that
Alcan "is the most environmentaHy acceptable" proposa-l while the El Paso
alternative "presents risks to the environment, public safety and to system
integrity not present in the overland corridors." Indeed, the Council on Environmental Quality concluded that there was not enough information to determine.
whether the El Pa:so proposal was environmenta1ly acceptable. Similarly, tlJe,
Interagency Task Force on Environmental Issues reported to the President
that Alcan's route appears to promise tlle least environmental impact.
Other agencies and groups have reached the same conclusion. The Federal·
Power Commission unequivocally found that the "Alcan route prom:ises the
least environmental impacts . . . " The Conservation Intervenors in the FPC proc
ceedings (the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, the National Audubon Society
and the Alaslm Conservation Society), stated that " . . . if a pipeline must he
built, the pnb1ic interest would be best served by an all-overland pipeline sys-.
stem that follows the Alyeska Oil Pipeline, the Alcan Higlnv{t:)' an.d· o.th.er exist-.
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jug utility corridors in Canada." Firually the Canadian agencies which have
examined the Alcan proposal-the Nationrul Energy Board, the. Berger Come
mission, and the um· Inquiry-have an concluded that Alcan's environmental
impacts In Canada are acceptable.
CAPITAL COSTS

Alcan has estimated that its capital costs, including both eastern and western
lc;gs, will be $7.6 billion in 1975 dollars. The Administration's estimate, which
includes provisions for substantial cost overruns, is $8.8 billion. These figures
include a portion of the estimated costs of a segment of the "Dempster link"
between Dawson and Whitehorse, which will be buHt sometime in the future
to allow Ca·nada to a<:cess her frontier Mackenzie Delta reserves. As is discussed
below, the U.S. will not provide the i·nvestruent capitati when this segment is
constructed, but will pay a portion of the annual cost of service when operations
commence.
The Dempster link .will be a separate Canadian project and it is not appropriate to consider any other part of its costs as ·part of Alcan's capital costs.
Indeed, when the Dempster link connects Canada/s Mackenzie Delta .gas reser-ves to the Alcan system and. Canadian gas begins to flow through Alcan, a
portion of the costs of the joint project will be allocated to tlle users ·of the
Canadian gas, thus reducing the capital costs of the Alaska gas transportation
systein.
El Paso has estimated its capital costs to be $G.6 billion in 1975 dollars and the
Administration's estimate is $7.6 billion but the figures may be =realistically
low. First, El Paso has assumed that it can construct the necessary facilities
to accomplish its complex .displacemf'nt plan for '$400 million. However, tbe
Mexican government bas recently announced that it will be selling large amounts
of l\Iexican gas to the United States. These volumes of. Mexican gas will take
up existing excess capacity in pipelines delivering gas. to the. east. 'l'herefore,
additional facilities and additional capital costs will be requirecl to transport
Alaska gas from the west coast of the United States to those areas of the ;;ountry which need it.
'El Paso's capital costs are also based on optimistic assumptions with respect
to the construction of a liquefaction plant at Gravina Point, Alaska and a vaporization plant in. California. 'l'he development of a seismically safe design and
of an adequate water cooling system to avoid pollution in Prince Willi11m Sound
may well require a substantial i!Ilcrease in presently projected investment. The
uncertainties surrounding tbe location of the vaporization plant in California
make judgements as to the validity of tlle estimated capital costs for that facility
quite clifficult. However, it is clear that if an offshore facility is required, substantial increases in capital costs, as well as extensive delays, will result.
FINANCING

The Alcan project can be privately financed without U.S. or Canadian government guarantees. The same cannot be .said of the El Paso project since it would,
at ·the very least, require substantial taxpayer support in tbe form of U.S. government guaranteed financing of .the ,proposed tanker fleet. In addition, El Paso
has proposed an "all events" tariff or rate structure..Under this type of tariff,
the <:onsumer would hear all or a part of the credit risks stemming from the
possibility that tile project would not be completed or that gas deliveries would'
be interrupted for an extended period of time.
IJ'he President's decision requires the Alcan project to he. privately financed
in its entirety: neither the U.'S. or Canadian govel·nrnents nor the consumer will
be called upon to provide financinl guarantees. The financial backing will <:orne
from the other primary beneficiaries of.the projed, such as, the gas transmission
companies, the State of Alaska, and the gas producers. Ale an will have to demonstrate that acceptable provisions have been made against the rislr of noncompletion before construction cacn ·begin. The return on the equity invested in the
system will be based upon a variable rate of return designed to provide incentives
to avoid cost overruns and minimize costs consistent with sound pipeline
management.
l!l.nally, it is clear that Alcan can obtain the necessary project financing fNJJn
Canadian and U.S. sources. Alcan's present financing pla·ns will require Camtdian
bani< loans of $510 million and Canadian long term debt of $419 million. These
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amounts are well within the capacity of each of these Canadian capital ma'rkets.
Similarly, demands on U.S. capital marlmts will not be beyond the capacity of
those markElts.
DIRECT DELIVERY VERSUS DISPLACEMENT

t..<l,.lcan proposes direct delivery by pipeline .to the areas of the country in need
of additional natural gas. El Paso proposes to ship the Alaska gas to the west
coast, where it is not needed. El Paso would then move it by a complex displacement scheme from the Los Angeles area on the far edge of the nation's gas transmission system to the remainder of the nation. Displacement has never before
been attempted nor relied upon 011 such a massive scale.
!Displacement, the delivery of gas for transportation at one location and the
redelivery of an equivalent amount of gas at another location, creatElS physical,
contractual and regulatory complexities which increase as more companies and
greater distances are involved. Even less massive displacement efforts than those
proposed by El Paso have not succeeded. For example, during the emergency
gas ·shortage last winter, shippers in the western U.S. made gas available to
eastern shippers through displacement. Although significant volumes of gas were
delivered in this fashion, additional volumes of gas which were desperately needed in the east and available in the west could not be delivered because of facility
limitations,
[n addition, El Paso's difficulties with displacement have been exacerbated
by the Mexican government's recent announcement of its intent to sell major
volumes of Mexican gas to U.:S. shippers. Initial deliveries of Mexican gas to
the United States will commence in 19'79 and will utilize the presently existing
excess capacity in the South Texas pipelines. 'l'hus, El Pa,so will not be able
to utilize this existing excess capacity, as it had previously planned, with the
result that addi·tional facilities and greater delivery costs for displaced Alaskan
gas will be required.
In sum, displacement is an inadequate means for delivering gas over long distances and is an unsatisfactory 'basis for long tenn delivery of Alaska gas reserve's,
WESTERN LEG

The President's decision provides for a full western leg for the Alcan system,
which will 'transport Alaska gas directly to the states of 'the Far West. The
western leg will run from the Canandian border to Antioch, California, near San
Francisco. Its exact capacity will be determined at a later date but in time for
the western leg to be operational when the main line comes .on stream. Parts of
the western leg will be built early to permit additional volumes of Canadian gas
for which Alcan has already contracted ,to be shipped to the far west.
!AUthorization of the western leg will assure equitable distribution of the
Alaska gas and of the additional volumes of Canadian gas. This will enable all
regions of the country to share in this new source of gas; no region will be
forced to rely on older sources whose declined production may not provide an
adequate long"term supply.
'SAFETY AND RELIABILITY

As both the Federal Power Commission and the Administration have noted, an
all-pipeline system such as Alcan, is inherently more reliable than an LNG system. The complexity of the liquefaction and regasification facilities and tanker
shipments-all of which are required for an LNG system-create a substantial
probability of service interruption. Indeed, Western LNG, the sponsor of El Paso's
California regasification facilities, has urged that two or more facilities be constructed because of "the very real possibility of a·n event which could cause the
plant to shut down."
An LNG system also presents significant public safety risks. Although El Paso
has vigorously asserted the safety of its system, the Council on Environmental
Quality concluded that the "analyses of LNG public safety risks on the record are
inconclusive." This contrasts with the established safety record of natural gas
pipelines.
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

'When both Alaska and Canadian gas are flowing, the Alcan system will deliver
92.1 percent of the Alaska gas entering the system. El Paso will be able to deliver
98-069-77--5
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only 89.1 percent. The difference is 600 trillion Btu's (600 billion cubic feet) over
the first 20 ~·ears. The annual savings-30 billion cubic feet-would be sufficient
to heat over 245,000 homes.
EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS

El Paso has claimed that its project will create many more jobs than will
Alcan. Specifically, it bas asserted that it would create 730,000 person-years of
employment in comparison to only 235,000 person-years for Alcan. However, the
Federal Agency 'l'aslc l!'orce on :National Economic Impact reported to the President that the relative difference between the two systems is considerably smaller.
It found that El Paso would provide 271,000 person-years of employment "'bile
Alcan would provide 240,000 person-years. Although El Paso will provide more
employment for Americans, the difference is not nearly as significant as El Paso
suggests.
CANADIAN ISSUES

The Canadian aspects of the Alcan system have been the subject of a number of
arguments that Canada would esert improper control over the pipeline system
or impose discriminatory taxes of it. These arguments are simply not supported
by the facts.
In the first place, there is nothing in the history of U.S. Canadian relations that
would indicate the likelihood of such action by the Canadian government. Alcan
will improve these relations; as Energy Secretary Schlesinger has noted. the
Alcan system will be "mutually beneficial to the two countries and . . . the start
of a new era in Canadian-American relationships." Second, as a practical matter,
Canada has no incentive to take such action since a substantial portion of its oil
and gas cross the U.S. by pipeline. Finally, the recent U.S.-Canadian Treaty on
Transit Pipelines and Agreement in Principle on the Alcan project negotiated last
month will ensure that Canada does not exercise improper control or impose discrimina tory taxes.
TRANSIT PIPELINE TREATY

'J'his treaty, whieh was ratified by the Senate in August, applies to allhydrocar"
bon pipelines of one signntory that cross the territory of the other signatory. It
establishes, as a matter of treaty law, the principle that. each signatory shall
treat tlle.pipelines of the other in a non-discriminatory manner.
AGREE~IENT

IN PRINCIPLE

Following ratification of the Transit Pipeline 'l'reaty, 1·epresentatives of ·the
Canadian and American governments engaged in extensive negotiations concerning the Alcan project. The result of these negotiations was a Agreement in Pri~lCi
ple between the U.S. and Canada which applies the Treaty's general principle of
non-discrimination to the Alcan project and also resolves other key issues concerning the project. The basic components of this agreement include:
Routin.q.-In July, Canada's National Energy Board recommended a realignment of the Alcan route so that it would pass through Dawson, Yukon Territory
in order to facilitate Canadian access of her frontier gas resources t·hrough construction of a "Dempster Link'' from Dawson to the Mackenzie Delta. As a result
of the inter-governmental negotiations, the realignment was dropped. The pipeline in Canada will follow the original Alean highway route.
In exchange for Canada's agreement not t.o require this route diversion, the
Agreement provides that the U.S. portion of the project will pay between twothirds and 100 percent of the costs of service of the segment of the Dempster link
originally recommended by the Canadian Energy Board. The exact share of these
U.S. costs for this small segment of the Dempster link will be determined by the
cost overruns on Alcan construction in Canada. The lower the cost overruns on
the Alcan system, the higher the U.S. portion's share of the cost of this segment.
'!'his cost sharing agreement creates new incentives-on a portion of the project
within Canada's jurisdiction and not otherwise subject to U.S. control-which
could significantly lower the cost of service to the U.S. and enhance the project's
financibilit~'.

System Ejficicnr!I.-A higher capacity pipeline system than was proposed by
Alcan will be installed s.outh of \Vhitehorse, the point at which the Dempster link
from the ~I'ackenzie Delta will connect with Alcan. A joint testing program will
evaluate the technical feasibility, safety and reliability of alternatives to the proposed 1260 p.s.i. 48-inch design in order to permit transportation of higher volumes of Alaska and Canadian gas.
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Cost SJ/'{/ring.-For that part of the pipeline in Canada thrQugll which both
Alaska and Canadian gas will flow, cost of service \Viii be allocated in proportion
to the volumes of gas transpo1ied for each country. This will enable the cost of
service f(Jr Alaska gas to he reduced and will benefit both countries.
Tamation and Other Oosts.-Canada's l\EB also proposed that a special fund
for indi.rect socio-economic costs of pipeline construction in the Yulwn he estab-·
lil-;hed. As a result of the intergovernmental npgotiations, it was decided tlrat
these costs will be paid out of tax reYenues, which \Viii 'he determined in accordance with mutually-agreed upon rules. 'l'he _J,greement in Principle provides that
tho Yukon 'l.'erritory propeiiy tax will be levied at the same rate as the proverty
tax in Alaska. '!.'his tax \\"ill be subject to a fixed ceiling of $30 million Canadi<Ul'
annually (as adjusted for inflation).
Such an approach is appropriate since it embodies the principle that the costs
oJ' a vroject should he borne by its beneficiaries. In recent years, the U.S. has
come to realize that large construction vrojects create major secondary effects
and lms taken steps to compensate those who are ;ulversely affected. Examples
are the Coastal Zone :IIanagement Act Amendment, the Strip :IIining Act, :til(!
the OCS hill recently passed by the Senate.
Other charges will inc! ude only those direct costs normally paicl by pipelines,
snell as highway maintenance caused !Jy the moving of heavy equipment.
~[UTUAI,

BEXEFITS

The joint pipeline project has a nmnbe~; of advantnges over alternatives which
were considen~d ·!Jy each country. The advantages .to the U.S. have !Jeen described
above ami im·lude such factors as lower costs. enviromnenta.J superiority. nnd
earlier gas deliven-. Advantages to Cmw.da include lower costs of trarvsporting
Macl,enzie Delta resenes, the ability to phase development and construction,
and additional ·time ·to prepare for the social impacts of pipeline aece-ss to thP
:\Iaekenzie Delta.
XATIVE .CLAIMS

A final Canadian' issue, the nati\·p claims di!'pnte in the Yukon. deRen·es brief
mention. It haH been E'rroneously a.><serted that Canada will attPmpt to force U.S.
consumers to pay the cost of settling .Otis dispute and that the settlement would
delay·pipeline construction by three to four ~-pars.
'!.'he Canadian Government, however, has informed the 'Cnited Stn tes that it
i·egards the settlement of the Yukon native daims as an exclusive .Canadian
responsibility and that no charges rein ted to the :-;ett!E;ment of such elaims will
be levied against the pipeline.
'!.'he arguments .all to a three· to four yPar construc-tion delay arise from a
misunderstanding of the Lysylc Inquiry report to the Canadian government on
native claims issues in the Yukon. This report recommended a four year moratorium on pipeline construction, beginning August l, lfl77. The Canadian gO\-ernment has since reduced the moratorium period to 31/z years and has clearly in'Cli•
cated that it does not apply to ])reconstruction activities so that Alcan will be
able to undertake all steps except actual eonstruction during the moratorium.
Thus. Alaska gas will lJe.~in to flow .January l. lfl83. Further, this moratorium
will not affect earlier deliveries of additional Canadian gas, which has already
been contractE'd for by Alcan.
POTENTIAl" DELAYS

IN

COXSTUUCTTOX

OF TilE I:L PASO

SYSTE)I

Any potential minor delay in constructing the Yukon segment of the Alcnu
srstPm. must !Je compare(] to several potentially sprious sources of delav for tl!P
El Paso proposal. The most ·serious rpsults from the controversy sm:rounding
siting of the Caiifornia vaporizatio)l fucility. As discovered above. tlte bill now
under considerati·on in the California lpgislation would not enable gl Pa>o to
brmefit from an expeditecl siting procedure. In addition, this legislation create-;
substantial uncertainty as to whethE'r California will vermit any onslwrP. I2\C
terminal for the E! Paso project. If an offshore location is requirE'cl, clPlays of
as much as 8 to lO years might result since. the neeessary technology for an
offsltore facility is not yet available.
Sho·uld this legislation not he enacted. ]pngtlty (]elays are still likely. TllP
onshore locations that are heing considered would require a clwicf' !Jet\Y€('n
concerns for public safety and the environment. In addition, the l']l'Onsor of th~
California vaporization faeilitiE's has indicated that two suc!I faciHties will !Je
necessary despite California Ia w \Yhieh provides thu t only one sneh facility can
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be sited in California. Resolution of this controversy could take time and lead
to extensive delays even under existing 'law.
Another potential source of delay concerns the design of the Gravina Point
liquefaction facility. The Federal Power .Commission found that Ell Paso has not
yet proved that it can design a seismicaHy safe liquefaction facility for this
location. Further, the IJl'Oblem of heated water discharges: has not been solved.
Resolution of these problems will not be easy and could significantly add to the
time required for completion of this facility.
No LNG project anywhere near the size of that proposed by.El Paso has ever
been attempted. The massive scaling up of complex technology required by the
much larger Ell Paso proposal could also lea·d to delays. Finally, implementation
of Ell Paso's proposed displacement scheme could be a further source of delay,
particularly in view of the changes necessitated by imports of gas from Mexico.

Senator BAYH. I would like to take this opportunity to comment
on two particular points this morning, Mr. Chairman, the project's
financing and the possibility of continuing Canadian exports of gas
to the United States as well as to make clear the importance of quick
congressional action.
The President's decision specifies that the Alcan project will be
financed without any Federal Government or consumer guarantees.
The administration envisions that the equity funds for the project
will be provided by gas transmission and distribution companies.
Both Alcan and the administration anticipate that the necessary
equity and debt can be raised because of the economic desirability of
Alaska gas and the reliability of the Alcan transportation system.
Nonetheless, the President's report does indicate that because of the
possible cost overruns associated with a project of this magnitude and
character, it may be necessary for some sort of cost overrun guarantees to be extended to creditors to assure them that overruns will not
lead to abandonment of the project.
I think what the President is anticipating and what I think we
should anticipate, Mr. Chairman, is an insurance policy. Thi-s insurance policy is necessary to guarantee that the original financing will be
available.
There are, in my opinion, two appropriate sources of such gua,rantees, the producers of Alaskan gas and the State of Alaska, both of
whom will benefit enormously from this project. The only alternatives
to these two parties guaranteeing 'against these risks is for the Federal
Government or gas consumers to take up the financial burden.
The State of Alaska and the n1ajor producers have previously indicated that they are not inclined to gtmrantee the Alcan project and I
think it is extremely important to take a few moments to indicate why
it is more appropriate for these parties to guarantee financing assistance tha,n for either the Federal Government or American consumers
to do so.
Al·askan gas producers stand to profit handsomely from their large
gas reserves in Alaska once a transportation system is in place. In his
testimony yesterday, Secretary Schlesinger indicated that the major
Alaskan producers expect approximately $20 to $25 billion in profits
from the gas sales that the Alcan project will make possible.
It seems to me that asking them to assist in financing the project is
reasonable ~and equitable in light of their vast financial resources and
the profits they will realize as a result of the 1woject.
Let me emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that my first preference would be
to have the project carry itself. However, given the scope of this
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project, the desire of creditors for an auxiliary fallback finance system
is understandable, and here it seems fair to place the risk on those who
will ultimately reap the profits.
For that reason, I think the producers are the first parties to which
we should direct our attention. They are in the gas business to make
money and indeed, it seems to me they ought to share some of the
burden in the event we need financial guarantees.
I want to say that although I would prefer that producers bear this
primary responsibility, I think the same logic can be applied to the
State of Alaska, which would receive up to $7Ih billion in revenue from
rovalties and severance taxes.
In addition, if this pipeline is built, the State will receive other substantial benefits, including $50 million per year in property taxes.
Given this benefit, it seems to me that asking tho State to assist financially is not unreasonable.
Here again, I would hope that the State of Alaska is not needed as a
contributor to any auxiliary financing plan. But, in assessing who
should bear the burden, if there is a necessity for a backup financing
mechanism, it seems reasonable to direct our attention to those who will
profit most.
Senator HANSEN. If I might interrupt there, Senator Bayh, let me
ask you this. It is my understanding that tmlike the situation in the
United States, in Canada, the Provinces there, not the Northwest
Territory but the Provinces have far greater 'autonomy in deciding
what may be done insofar as natural resources are concerned as is true
in the United States.
Supposing that just part of the delay that was experienced in the
construction of the Alyeslm pipeline were to be reexperienced in the
building of this pipeline across Canada and in the meantime, we had
a continuance of the inflationary experiences we have had in the past.
Do yon anticipate that this overnm could be a mther sizable
amount?
Senator BAYH. \Vell, cost estimates included in the President's
report anticipate signifioant cost overruns. If one compares the President's figures with Alcan figures, there is a significant built-in fudge
factor there.
I don't anticipate significant cle1ays because of tho provinces. A good
deal of progress has been made in resolving the Natives claim probleni
in tho Yukon Territory. This issue would have been much more difficult
if the northern Arctic route had been selected.
I think it is important to nail clown the extent of Provincial authority with an inter-Provincial agreement and I understand the Ottawa
Government has assurances from the Provinces on that now. I would
rest more easily if they would follow up on these assurances with the
incumbent Provincial governments to protect us and the Canadian
Government from a change of Provindal governments later on.
I would hope that the administration is pursuing that now that the
initial negotiations are over.·
Senator HANSEN. Yon made a statement that you would hope that
the State of Alaska would join with the producers of natural gas, as I
understand you to say, in giving the backup insurance necessary to
assure completion of the line by peovicling the additional financing.
Am I correct in understanding ~\ron on that point~
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Senator BAnr. Yes, there are some rather tender negotiations going
on right now, I understand.
Senator HANSEN. \Vhat do you mean by tender?
Senator BAYH. They are between the Alcan people, the State of
Alaska and the producers and are in the earliest stages. I don't know
all o ~the details but I would hope they can iron them out in an amicable, n.wmer nnd not be forced to do something by the Congress.
Senator HANSEN. If the, State of Alaska were to provide some ·additional financing, how woulcl it be repaid?
Senator BAYII. I would assume that since the State of Alaska is
going to bene.fit from some $7% billion of revenues plus annual property taxes, this would mean thev would make a little less money.
I think that when we deteni1ine how "·e will deliver that gas, we
must look at it as a natural resource.
The GoYernment could get into a public \Yorks project and make
this a public utility anclmove that g:as out. of there. Fran,ldy, I prefer
to let the free enterprise system, basrd on a profit. motive, which has
done pretty \YPll in this country, build the projeet. But th0 free enterprise system has done well because he who makrs a profit, takrs a
chance. Although we are talking about an insurance policy, an auxiliary system that we hope is not necrssary, I see nothing wrong with
first seeing that thr producers who havr by far the. most to gain from
the building of this pipeline take the first. risk and then, the State of
Alaska, which stands to gain next, take the second risk.
I prefer not to ask the F0drral Govrrnment to get involve.cl although
I gn0ss I "·onld be prrpa1wl, if necessary, to do this. as long as the
producers' returns are modified accoi·dingly. I don't think those "·ho
are going to make the profit should be absolved of any responsibility
for bearing the burde,ns that go along with their gains.
Se.nator HANSEN. I am not familiar with the State government of
Alaska but as a former Go.-ernor of the State of \Vyoming, I can say
that it would srem to me to be a rather unusual circumstance for a
State to g·ive an open endrd blank check guarantee that it wo11ld provide the financing for a venture of this kind.
I am crrtain, althongh I conld not cite yon chapter and ve1·se, that
there are. some specific Jaws in \Vyoming that would probably pmhibit that. Is there arlequate legal provision in the constitution of the
State of Alaska to do what yon propose that State does?
Senatm· BAYir. I must say I am not sure of the State of Alaska, I
am sure that t hr State of Ii1cliana would not permit any open endrd
gnanmtee. \Ve/re not talking abm1t an open ended g·uar::mtee.
As brst I recall tlw drtails, the State of Alaska offerrd to g-uarantee
np to $900 million of the El Paso project debt with the hope that it
would nevrr have to ante np on that.
Srnator I-IANSEN. You do ha,·e a specific amount in mind or you do
not have a Sl)ecifie amount in mind?
Srnator BAYTI. Thrrr is a specific amount cited in the Prrsidrnt's
report for the State of Alaska-$900 million-and I believe Alcan
has suggested $2 billion for the producers.
Senator HANSEN. That's a rather trivial differrncr. I would not
think it would be. of any concern rxcept to the prople in the. State of
Alaska.
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Senator R\YH. I don't think $2 billion istrivial even in the frames
of reference that we are used to discussing, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, I have no further questions at this
time.
Senator BAYII. Mr. Chairman, I just have problems with the other
alternative-an all events tariff-which is the one that was proposed
by the companies, and, I assume, is favored by Alaska and the producers. This type of guarantee would have the consumers, or the
would-be consumers, paying for the cost of something before they
get any benefit from it.
Maybe you can explain that to the people in ·wyoming but I imagine
it would be very difficult, and understandably so, to explain to people
in Indiana why they ought to pay for something from which they
may never benefit, especially whrn there are companies prepared to
make a profit from the pipeline if everything goes well but not to take
a loss if things do not go well.
Senator HANSEN. I sure don't disagree with yon on that, despite
the fact that this project will involve the State of Alaska and indirectly, I gness, it certainly can be fairly stated that the typical Alaskan, the average Ala"'kan would benefit directly or indirectly from its
construction.
I thinkto ask the State as a political entity to undertake this sort
of obligation that I understand you to spell out seems to me to be
one that would be clearly prohibited by law, by Constitution. That may
not be the case at all, but I would think it won 1d be.
Senator BAYH. I understand the State of Alaska offered backing
like this to the El Paso project.
Senator HANSEN. It could be.
Senator BAYH. Obviously, I think if I were. a Senator from
Alaska-·SenatorJIANSEN.1Vho made the offer, do yon know?
Senator BAYH. I do not know.
Senator HANSEN. 1Vonld it have been the Governor?
Senator BAYH. I imagine it would have been the Governor. I could
argne, if I ·were a Senator from Alaska, how the EJ Paso project
would benefit my State more than the Alcan route, and I can understand that.
And if I were in Alaska. a citizen, or if I were a. producer with all
that gas sitting up there, I would like nothing better than not to have
to bear any of the risk associated with financial guarantees.
I think the important question to ask is: 1Vhat is equitable? First
of all, the producers will make somewhere between $20 and $25 billion
profit.
Senator HANSEN. Yon mean that's what they expect to make.
Senator BAYII. That's what they expect to m"ake, that's right, and I
hope they do because I want to develop not only the gas reserves that
we know are there now, but additional gas that we have reason to believe may be there.
Senator HANSEN. On that point, speaking of revennes, I expect it
would be fair to assume that any investor in the pipeline would look
to revenues in order to recover the investment he had made plus a
reasonable amount of interest.
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Let me ask you this. If the cost of the pipeline were to increase rather
sharply-as indeed was the case with tl1e Alyeska pipelinfl---'and if the
attitude of the President continues as it is-I notice over the weekend
he said he would veto any bill which would de-regulate the price of
natural gas-would it be fair to assume that, when you look at the
burner tip costs, if the cost of transportation were to be sharply escalated, would that not mean that, in order to keep rates uniform or on
an even keel, you would have to drop the va.lue that would be paid the
producers of the natural gas?
Is this 'a fair conclusion to reach?
Senator BAYH. No, Mr. Chairman, I don't look at it that way.
Senator HANSEN. How would it be different?
Senator BAYH. I would assume that as the price of transporting gas
goes up, that the price of gas at the end of the pipeline would also go
up. No regulation scheme that I have seen is ba.secl on any other provision than reasonable fair cost which would have to include the cost
of transportation.
\V"e might disagree about what reasonable fa.ir cost is, but I have
not seen anyone who suggested that transportation is not a reasonaible
cost to be added to the price of gas, once the gas is paid for from
those who produce it.
Senator HANSEN. I have interrupted you a great many times and I
appreciate your clarification.
Senator BAYH. No; that's all right. I understand your concern and
I share it. As I have said, I am hopeful that this very controversial
issue is one we will never have to deal with, but I think it is only •vise
to anticipate the possibility and try to resolve it in advance.
I note that the Alcan cost estimate is $7.6 billion. The administration
upped that to $8.9 billion in its study and the financing plan presently
being proposed is $10.3, ta.lring inflation into account. So there is pretty
good cost escalation in there, plus the fact that they have the Alyeska
experience which I am sure was considered in the original Alcan cost.
One of the things that I like 'about the President's plan is the resolution of the Dawson Spur matter. I know there has been some controversy about why the United States should pick up a small portion of
that.
But I think one of the most important features of that agreement is
that in exchange for assuming some of those costs, there is a real incentive for the Canacli:an companies involved in the project to keep
the cost overruns clown, because as those cost overruns increa.se, then the
amount that the U.S. companies have to pay for that small section of
the spur goes clown. So that's a real incentive for them to keep the
costs clown there.
Mr. Chairman, I think that I have pretty well covered most of what
I wanted to say. I should point out that one of the things that :appeals
to me about this route is that it offers the possibility of continued imports of Canacli·an gas.
In it.s latest analysis of Canada's gas demand/supply projections, the
Canadian N atiorml Energy Board has indicated that access to Canadian frontier reserves .;1ll be necessary to avoid curtailment and
eventual cutoffs •of present Canadian gas exports to the United States.
Construction ,of the Alcan system will give the Canadians access to
their northern frontiers economically at the time they decide it is in the
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lbest interest of both our countries. Thus, selection of Alcan offers the
most certa.in way to avoid reduction or cessation of present importsa cessation of up to 2.7 billion cubic feet of gas per da.y-which, should
it occur, would not even be entirely offset by new Alaskangas flows
through the pipeline.
Put another way, within a decade or so, gas supplies tot·aling 5.1
billion cubic feet may be aV'ailable daily as a result of an Alcan selection. In other words, we will not be in the situation of bringing in
Alaskan gas in the one hand and turning off Canadian gas with
another.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, I would like to emphasize the
importance of prompt congressional action so that the Alcan project
can be started. Any delay will increase the cost of building the pipeline
because of inflation, and postpone the availalbility of Alaskan gas, and
the additional volumes of Call'aclian gas to U.S. markets.
If we act quickly, by the winter of 1979-80, Alcan can be delivering
up to 800 million cubic feet of Canadian gas per clay to the United
States. When the pipeline begins full operation in 1983, it will carry
2.4 billion cubic feet of Alaskan gas per clay. This represents a new
supply of domestic gas of 876 billion cubic feet per year.
I must note, Mr. Chairman, the prompt congressional action required includes not only approval of the President's decision but also
the passage •of legislation regarding the pricing of natural gas. An
essential step that must be taken before financing can be committed,
rand construction started, is the negotiation and approva1 of contracts
for the sale of Alaskan gas. It is highly unlikely that such contract
agreements will/be reached until there is some certainty as to Federal
pricing policy.
In this regard, Mr. Chairman, I would like to express my own view
that deregulation of Alaskan gas would be very unfortunate for the
American consumer. Alaskan gas was discovered 9 years ago. It is
there with the Alaskan oil and is readily accessible. Indeed, it must
eventually be disposed of if the producers are to efficiently use their
oil reserves. To provide them windfall profits through deregulation
would be a clearly unnecessary incentive, be most unfair to American consumers, and probably add only more uncertainty to the ultimate cost of Alaskan gas.
·with this said, Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for permitting me
to testify today. I hope that the Congress, led by the committee, will
oversee the construction of the Alcan system so that we can be sure
that both Alcan and the executive branch are doing their jobs.
It has been a pleasure to be with you today and I appreciate very
much the opportunity to share these thoughts with you.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Bayh follows:]
STATE~iENT OF HoN. BIRCH BAYH, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA

Mr. Chairman, I am happy to be here today to testify in support of the President's decision selecting the Alcan project to bring natural gas to the lower 48
states from Alaska.
These hearings could not be more timely. As we are all aware, the Senate has
spent much of its time during the last week debating the crucial issue of how
to assure that American towns and cities. and farms and factories will not again
suffer the hardships and dislocations experienced last winter as a result of
natural gas shortages.
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Natural gas is a critical component of the Nation's total energy supply, making up about one-third of all energy used in this country. Although many of us
have differed about the best way to provide ourselves an adequate supply of
natural gas as we gradually move toward use of alternative and more plentiful fuels, all of us agree that we must do every thing possible to reduce the
probability of continued gas curtailments in the winters ahead. One critical
factor in giving us this assurance will be prompt access to our Alaskan gas and
continued exports of Canadian gas until we can manage comfortably without it.
Recognizing the need to act quickly to build a transportation system to bring
our Alaskan gas south, last yea.r the Congress passed the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act which established special procedures for selecting an Alaskan
gas transportation system. At the time we passed the Act, there were three
competing system proposals. The exhaustive selection procedures prescribed by
the Act, as well as those undertaken JJy the Canadian government, have clearly
indicated the superiority of the Alcan project over the others. In fact, Alcan's two
competitors-Arctic Gas and El Paso-have voluntarily withdrawn as a result of
this extensive scrutiny and the strong support for Alcan evident within the executive and legislative branches of our government.
Earlier this month, the President formally recommended the Alean route to the
Congress. Responsillility for prompt action, which will permit a quick start on
construction, now rests with those of us who sit in the Congress, for we must
confirm the President's decision before. it can be implemented. I urge this Committee and the Senate to move rapidly to approve the Pr.esideut's decision.
~Ir. Chairman, President Carter's choiceof Alcan reflects its superiority in almost every respect. Its advantages include:
Lower cost of service ;
Early delivery of Alaskan gas:
Even earlier delivery of new volumes of Canadian gas;
The possibility of continued Canadian gas exports to this country;
Clearcut environmental superiority;
Prh·ate financing of the system;
Direct pipeline delivery of Alaskan gas to regions both east and west of
the Rocky Mountains;
A high degree of safety and reliability; and
Significant savings in the amount of gas required as fuel for the transportation system.
I will not go into these advantages in depth. Other witnesses will de:;;crille them
fully. In addition, I have circulated a fact sheet to every Senator which I would
like to suJJmit for the hearing record which describes Alcan's advantages in some
detail. Instead, I would like to take this opportunity to comment on two particular point:;;-the project's financing and the possibility of continuing Canadian
exports of gas to the United States-and make clear the importance of quicl;:
congressional action.
The President's decision specifies that the Alcan project will he financed without any federal government or consumer guarantees. The Administration envisions that the equity funds for the project will be provided by gas transmission and distribution companies. Both Alcan and the administration anticipate
that the nece:;;sary equity and debt can be raised because of the economic de:;;il·ability of Alaska gas and the viability of the Alcan transportation system. Nonetheless, the President's report does indicate that because of the possible cost
overruns associated with a project of this magnitude and character, it may he
necessary for some sort of cost overrun guarantees to be extended to creditors
to assure them that overruns will not lead to abandonment of the project.
·Mr. Chairman, there are, in my opinion, two appropriate sources of such debt
guarantee:;;-the producers of Alaskan gas and the state of Alaslm, both of whom
will benefit enormously from this project. The only alternatives to these two
parties guaranteeing against these risks i:;; for the federal government or gas
consumers to take up the financial burden. The state of Alaska and the major
producers have previously indicated that they are not inclined to guarantee the
Alcan project, and I think it is extremely important to take a few moments to
indicate why it is more appropriate for these two parties to provide financing
assistance than for either the federal government or American consumers to
do so.
Ala5kan gas producers stand to profit handsomely from their large gas reserves
in Alaska once a transportation system is in place. In his testimony yesterday,
Secretary Schlesinger indicated that the major Alaskan producers except approxi·
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mately $20 to $25 billion in profit from the gas sales the Alcan project will make
possible. It seems to me that asking them to assist in financing the project is
reasonable and equitable in light of their vast financial resources and the profits
they will realize as a result of the project.
Although I would prefer that the producers bear this primary responsibility,
the same logic applies to the state of Alaska, which could receive up to $7.3
billion in revenues from royalties and severance taxes. In addition, if this pipeline is built, the state will receive other substantial benefits, including $50 million
per year in property taxes. Given these benefits, it seems to me that asking the
state to assist financially is not unreasonable.
Contrast these two options, :Mr. Chairman, with the other two possible risk
guarantors-the federal government and American consumers. The President's
report has clearly pointed out that federal guarantees would be inappropriate:
it would set an unnecessary precedent for large energy projects; cause all taxpayers to subsidize the project when all will not receiYe benefits from it; yield
artificially low gas prices through low interest rates; reduce incentives for sound
management practices; and place the government in the conflicting roleH of
guarantor and regulator.
As the President's report also points out, the risl;:s of noncompletion should not
be borne by consumers. To ask consumers to assume this risk does not sPem
warranted, especially when other parties with a strong business interest and the
opportunity to profit from the project, stand by and refuse to assume any of the
burden at all. Simple justice seems to me to suggest that major beneficiaries of
the project should be willing to hPlp get it off the ground before we reach further
into the pockets of American consumers.
:Mr. Ghairman, I would also lil;:e to comment on two attractive and unique
assets associated with the Alcan proposal: the ability to deli>er significant
amounts of additional gas to the United States lW the winter of 1979-80 and
the hope of continued Canadian exports to the United States in the coming
decades.
Alcan has already contracted for up to 800 million cubic feet of additional
Canadi.an gas daily ·from Alberta for delivery to the Lower 48 starting in the
'vinter of 1979-80. By planning to start construction of the southern end of the
pipeline first, Alcan can distribute this desperately needed Canadian gas to the
Lower 48 b~· the winter of 1979-80 and continue these deliveries until the northern
segments of the pipeline are built to bring our own Alaskan gas south in the
winter of 1982-83.
In addition, Alcan offers the possibility of continued imports of Canadian gas.
In its latest analysis of Canada's gas demand/supply projection, the Canadian
National Energy Board has indicated tl1at access to Canadian frontier resen·es
will be necessary to avoid curtailment and eventual cutoffs of present Canadian
gas exports to the United States. Construction of the Alcan s~·stem will gin~ the
Canadians access to their northern frontiers economically at the time they decide
it is in the best interest of both our countries. Thus, selection of Alcan offers
the mo;;t certain way to avoid reduction or cessation of present imports-a cessation of up to 2. 7 billion cubic feet of gas per da~·-which, Rhould it oecur, would
not even be entirely offset by new Alaslmn gas flows b~- pipeline flows. Put
another way, within a decade or so, gas supplies totaling 5.1 billion cubic feet
may be available daily as a result of an .Alcan selection.
]'inally, l\Ir. Chairman, I would like to emphasize the importance of prompt
Gongressional action so that the Alcan vroject can he started. An)· delay will
increase the cost of building the pipeline hPca use of inflation, and postpone the
availability of Alaskan and the additional volumes of Canadian gas to U.S.
markets. If we act quickly, by the winter of 1979-80 Alf•an can be delivering up
to 800 million cubic feet of Canadian ga;; per day to the United States. ·when
the pipeline begins full operation in 1983, it will carry 2.4 billion cubic feet of
Alaskan gas per day. This represents a new supply Of domestic gas of 876 billion
cubic feet per year.
I must note, l\Ir. Chairman. the prompt Congressional action rP.quired inclmles
not only apprm·al of the Pre:-:ident's decision, but also the passage of legislation
regarding the pricing of natural gas. An essential step wlliell must be taken
before financing can be committed and construction started is the negotiation
and approval of contracts for the sale of Alaskan gas. It is highly unlit;: ely that
snell contract agreements will be reached until there is some certainty as to the
federal pricing policy.
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In this regard, Mr. Chairman, I would like to express my own view that deregulation of Alaskan gas would be very unfortunate for the American consumer.
Alaskan gas was discovered nine years ago. It is there with the Alaskan oil and
is readily accessible. Indeed, it must eve1itually be disposed of if the producers
are to efficiently use their oil reserves. To provide them windfall profits through
deregulation would be a clearly unnecessary incentive, be most unfair to AD1eri,
can consumers, and probably add only more uncertainty to the ultimate cost of
Alaslmn gas.
·with this said, Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for permitting me to testify
today. I 11ope that the Congress, led by the Committee, will oversee the construction of the Alcan system so that we can be sure that both Alcan and the executive
branch are doing their jobs.
It has been a pleasure to be with you today and I appreciate very much the
opportunity to share these thoughts with you.
Thank you.

Senator HANSEN. Mr. Bayh, I have one final question or at least it's
final for the moment. Do yon know if the State of .Alaska favors deregulation of the price of natural gas or does it favor continued
reg·ulation?
·senator BAYH. I would assume they would favor deregulation, Mr.
Chairman.
Senator FoRD. I have no questions, Senator.
Senator R<\YH. Mr. Chairman, both of you gentlemen, I want to say
how much I appreciate-I am very grateful, gentlemen, for thepossibility of being heard, particularly rat this very unsenatorial hour.
Senator FoRD. \Ve are trying to change that image of coming in late
and leaving early, we a.re coming in early and leaving late. Thank you.
Senator BAYH. Thank vou.
Senator FoRD [presidl.ng]. The next witness this morning is the
Honorable Ted Stevens, U.S. Senator from .Alaska. Senator Stevens.
STATEMENT OF HON. TED STEVENS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ALASKA; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN BURNETT AND
JACK FERGUSON

Senator STEVENS. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I find it is very
nice to have a seat warmed up by a Hoosier. Being a former Hoosier,
I understand what the gentleman who preceded me said, notwithstanding the fact that I don't quite agree with it as he indicated.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to have here at the table with me John
Burnett and ,Jack Ferguson who have worked with me on this pipeIine issne in case there are any questions that come np that they might
assist in discussing.
As my colleague did, I think perhaps the best thing to do would be
to try and present this statement and answer any questions that you
might have.
i\rr. Chairman, let me thank you again for permitting me to sit with
the members of the committee during these hearings and for the opportunity to appear before you.
The selection of a route to ship Alaska's natural gas to the South
48 has been an issue of vital concern to me and to the residents of mv
Statt> for some time. vYe are here to look into the President's decisioi1
on selection of the Alcan proposal.
I am sorry that the one alternative, the one option left to the United
States in case of default by Alcan, has withdrawn its apl_)lication. If
for any reason the Alcan pipeline is not built or completed, I hope that
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we can reconsider an LNG route from Tidewater, Alaska to the west
coast.
In any event, I am not here to discuss the all-American concept of
transporting natural gas. \V e in Alaska take some comfort in the fact
that the most favorable of the two Canadian routes was selected.
The effort of Arctic Gas to ship Alaska's natural resources out of
our State without benefit to the people of Alaska was defeated, primarily by Canadians and this is a fact we shall not forget.
vVe are, in fact, indebted to our neighbors for blocking the Arctic
proposal. \Ve won, but only if the Congress can be assured that in
fact the Alcan pipeline will. be built and built without delay. There
is a very real possibility that the Alcan pipeline may not be built
under the circumstances foreseen by the administra:tion and as expressed by Dr. Schlesinger to this committee yesterday.
In the brief time I have today, let me outline some of my concerns
which have led me to question the optimistic timetable for the Alcan.
pipeline expressed by Secretary Schlesinger.
First with regard to financing. There is serious question that this
project can be built with the financing scheme presented in the Presidential report. The President has predicated his assessment for AJcan~s
financeability on the assumption that the State of Alaska and the
producer companies of the North Slope will participate in equity
ownership and debt guarantee of the pipeline.
I told Dr. Schlesinger this yesterday and I think it bears repeating
today-to my knowledge, the State of Alaska has no intention at this
point to participate in any financing of the Alcan line nor have the
producers indicated their willingness to participate.
In fact a week prior to the President's decision, the Governor of
the State of Alaska wrote the President stating the State had no intention of financially involving itself in the Alcan project. The Governor also said that even if he were to change his mind, it was unlikely
the legislature would approve such a plan.
Similarly, none of the major producers of the North Slope natural
gas have stepped forward and indicated a willingness to participate
in either the equity ownership or a debt guarantee of Alcan as is indicated in the Presidential report.
I personally asked all of the producers of North Slope gas if they
were willing to participate in financing the all-American project and
in no instance did I receive any indication that they were willing to
do so.
The report's financial analysis concludes that the project can be
privately financed. However, when asked, Dr. Schlesinger testified that
their conclusion was based on eight-eighths of the gas.
He conceded the administration had not seriously considered the
State's options of keeping their one-eighth of the royalty gas within
the State. The report may have erroneously concluded that there were
sufficient incentives for the State to commit its one-eighth of the ga9
to the Alcan line.
I am told that the State's commissioner of revenues, who will testify
before the committee later this week, believes that the inherent risks
in the Alcan line, put with the opportunity for gas-based industries
within the State, may result in the State's selling only a portion of its
gas or none at all.
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The residents of my State pay the highest price for the use of natural
gas in the United States. I am sure that they cannot be faulted for
demanding that the State exercise its -options to use one-eighth of the
gas for their own use rather than take payment for :the royalty gas.
So, Mr. Chairman, in view of that possibility, I urge the coinmittee
to take exception to the President's report with respect to the financeability of the Alcan line under a seven-eighths transmission mode.
Mr. Chairman, we all understand that delay will increase the costs
·of service to the consumer. Financing aside, there are other reasons
to believe that there will be substantial delay in the construction of the
Alcan pipeline.
\Ve cannot permit history to repeat itself. As everyone knows, we
suffered from a 4-year delay because of court action and congressional
approval vlith the trans-Alaska pipeline and it is my hope that this
will not happen.
But, there are problems with regard to Canadian approval, native
claims, and provincial conditions that may well result in untimely
delay. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that there will be cost
overruns resulting from actions that the builders of this pipeline will
have no control over.
Understandably then, the variable rate of return which this report
states is the incentive to the builders to keep costs down are only one
part of a. very complicated problem. "Without even questioning the
ttdeqnacy of the variable rate of return concept, it is questionable
whether the incentive to prevent delay will in fact have any impact
on those who mav cause the delnv.
In fact, it might be sa.id that" the provinces themselves might profit
from delay.
Let me amplify that a little bit. They have a tax base. As the tax
base increases, the return to the province increases. There is nothing
in this agreement at all to encourage the Provinces of Cauda to keep
the taxes dovm except the antidiscrimination provision.
If this is the largest project in those Provinces, the smaller Provinces could well add to their taxes, as long as the taxes were not discriminatory, the bulk of the taxes will be coming from a non-Canadian
project and the Provincial income will increase with a rate of valuation of this project which is an incentive to cost overrun and not a
disincentive.
At this point, it is of little benefit to question the filings of each of
the applicants and the interpretation of the departments which concluded that there would be a 17 cents cost of service benefit should the
Alcan be built.
But, the President has overlooked the inevitability of LNG facilities being built in Alaska. As yon know, we have 15 highly potential
oil ·and gas basins in Alaska on and off shore. Only two of them are
producing now, and I would remind you that 70 percent of the outer
Continental Shelf is off Alaska. The estimated potential recoverable
gas offshore Alaska alone totals more than 188 trillion cubic feet.
These reserves will have to be transported by LNG. This is a subject
that I personally pointed out to the President. It is reasonable to assume that the American consumer will bear the cost of the LNG facilities which have to be bu:ilt to transport tidewater offshore gas
from Alaska.
L
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Gentlemen, if you examine this map, you will see one of the reasons
why we were not over-enthusiastic about the Alcan line. The Gulf of
Alaska Province, Cook Inlet, Kodiac Island Province, Bering Sea,
all the way up to the Chukchi, all of those Provinces that have great
potentiaL for gas production are offshore or near shore.
\Ve wanted to have the LNG tankers and LNG major plant built
now associated with Prudhoe Bay gas which is a known reserve and
have those tankers available to serve smaller LNG plants around
the coastline of Alaska for export to the South 48 as the other reserves
become producible.
That is not possible now. That is behind us ~as far as Prudhoe Bay
is concemed. But I think it bears well to remind the American public
that ultimately the consumers of the United States will pay for that
LNG mode of transportation and ultimately they will pay for the
LNG plants and it will result in a duplicate charge.
They will pay twice because once this pipeline is through it will not
serve those offshore potential areas. As a matter of fact, once we have
completed use of this pipeline, it will be owned by Canadians. The
equity will not be owned by the United States and it will not be
available for U.S. service, it will be available for transporting Canadian gas to Canadian customers.
The Alaska Natural Gas Transport~ation Act of 1976 provided for
a limitation of judicial review. The President was authorized to submit a wa.iver of all laws which he felt need to be waived to expedite
issuance of permits for a pipeline.
The President's decision requested waiver of only two provisions
of Federal law. I suggest this committee and its competent staff will
'vant to review all other applicable laws to determine if the President's
request is all-inclusive if we are to avoid delay.
Canadian Federal/Provincial approval. I am surprised, Mr. Chairman, that according to Dr. Schlesinger and the President's report, the
onlv commitment that the United States has from the Provinces is a
"statement of agreement in principal" and an offer to "cooperate"
under the terms of the Hydrocarbon Treaty ratified last month by
the Senate.
I direct your attention to page 81 of the President's report in which
the Province of British Columbia says that the extent of cooperation
with any agreement must still be worked out. Dr. Schlesinger said
yesterday that the letters of exchange have yet to be completed.
Because of strong Provincial autonomy in Canada, this executive
agreement is founded on a very thin thread, far too thin and far too
weak to assure compliance by the Provinces. One need only to look
into history.
One such example is the Columbia River Treaty. Following signing
of the treaty, British Colmnbia held up the project until it received
nearly a quarter of a billion dollars for a nonrelated project-the
Peace River Dam. It was a classic Provincial finesse and a valuable
lesson to be learned by the Americans.
The concern we in the Congress should have is that the Provinces
have a far greater degree of leverage in extracting concessions from
Ottawa than any State has on the. administration in Washington.
Regardless of the agreement between the United States and Canadian Governments, we must realize that it is not binding on the
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Provinces. Ottawa cannot unilaterally preclude the Provincial legislatures from exercising their lawful rights to impose direct taxes on
this pipeline. And the United States would have difficulty holding
the Camtdian Government liable for the Provincial right of the Provinces .to levy whatever lawful direct taxes they wanted on portions
of the line that cross their lancl.
Although I would be glad to discuss this at some length under
questioning, there are statements by British Columbia to extract every
penny possible from the pipeline. vVe in Alaska who go through
Canada on our way home and spend a great deal of our personal time
with our neighbors know some of these comments better than anyone
else.
For example, former Premier and candidate David Barrett told an
emergency debate in the British Columbia Legislature that it should
impose a right-of-way charge of $842 million for crossing British
Columbia territory and for the resulting "social upheaval" in the
northern regions of the Province-an area of unsettled Native claims.
None of those costs are included in the financial analysis of this
pipeline.
Although the payment of Native claims is prohibited, according to
Dr. Schlesinger, under the terms of the agreement the Province might
levy such a charge as a right-of-way fee or a direct tax, such as a
property tax-to pay for the settlement and implementation of Canadian Native claims, as it did to pay for another nonrelated project such
as the Peace River Dam in the Columbia River Treaty.
Mr. Chairman, the possibility that another Columbia River Treaty
snafu may develop is all too real. The only assurance the administration has from Canada and the Province is that they intend to
"cooperate."
Perhaps, this committee should ask the provincial leaders themselves if the Provinces will submit to Congress statements concerning
what they intend to extract from the pipeline consortium, and ultimately the American people.
Perhaps we should ask them what added charges are they going to
put on the line and ask British Columbia whether it will pay the
settlement and implementation of the Nishga Indians' claims from
funds derived from the pipeline.
The sorry thing aboutthis arrangement with our neighbors to the
north is that it is in the form of an executive agreement. The largest
project ever undertaken by private financing in the history of mankind
is submitted not as a formal treaty or protocol for the advice and consent of the Senate as such international agreements are usually handled, but by an agreement between two chiefs of state.
Labor and Canadian content. :Mr. Chairman, I want to briefly touch
on another nettlesome problem that has not been solved but one which
may cause a great deal of concern to the American people.
Noticeably absent from the agreement is any mention of "content"that is the nationality of labor and material used in the construction of
the line. Can we ·assume by omission that the Canadians intend to
build their portion of the line lock, stock, and barrel?
Mr. Chairman, according to the NEB, they are indeed planning just
that. According to the Canadian Government, the pipeline through
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Canada will mean an expenditure of more than $7 billion in the Yukon
and Alberta alone. Two Canadian steel corporations, Stelco and Interprovincial Steel have both been earmarked to produce the pipe for the
2.000 miles through Canada.
·
' Yet, Mr. Chairman, the agreement barely addresses the question of
Canadian content, otl1er than on page 60 where it states simply that
"each Government will endeavor to ensure that the supply of goods
and services to the pipeline project will be on generally competitive
basis." The question here is whether or not the competition ranges
across tl1e border opening the contracts to bidding in both nations.
Considering that the Alcan route means an additional deficit in the
balance of payments of about $10 to $12 billion, American labor at
least should have a fair share of those contracts awarded inside
Canada.
For example, U.S. Steel is building a plant in Bay Town, Tex., with
the capability of producing 48-inch pipe. \Vill this plant have an opportunity to bid on the contracts for the pipe~ That is a question that
is as yet unanswered, in my opinion, Mr. Chairman, and one that this
committee ought to look into.
I am also concerned that contractors with extensive experience in
building the trans-Alaska pipeline be allowed to participate in tha
construction of the pipeline that is to be paid for by American consumers ultimately.
I have attempted here to delineate some of the concerns I have and
those which are problems to the completion of this line. That there are
benefits to both nations from the Alaska line is unquestioned.
But I want to caution this committee and the Congress that although
this agreement has been touted as an example of international goodwill and cooperation between the United States and Canada, it may
very well have the opposite effect.
Indeed, unless we are absolutely certain that all the questions have
been answered and all the problems solved prior to our approval of the
President's decision, then, Mr. Chairman, I fear that we are faced
with the prospect of havingno pipeline at all.
I want to stress that we in Alaska want to work with Alcan to make
certain that there is actually a pipeline fl'om the North Slope to the
South 48. \Ve will do everything we can to make sure that Alcan is
welcomed in our State. But, Mr. Chairman, I also hope that we are
assured here in vV ashington that the line will be built.
As I state, I am very concerned about the possibility of delay-delay
which the President himself in his letter of transmittal to the Congress
said would "greatly increase the total cost of the pipeline".
I ask that, as I did yesterday, that the record remain open that we
might submit detailed questions to the administration. But, gentlemen,
let me again reiterate, we do not oppose the construction of the Alcan:
pipeline, there is no other alternative now.
On the other hand, ifthis Congress creates a record which is merely
a rubber-stamp of the President's report without inquiring, as the act
we passed last year contemplateclthat we would, into the basis of that
recon1mendation and satisfying ourselves that the project will in fact
be built, that it is in fact financeable and that the governments of our
neighbor to the north have committed themselves to our time frame
98-069-77--6
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for construction, then we will have brought on the American public a
delay which will make the 4-year delay of Alyeska pipeline seem very
insignificant.
Tho delay in the St. Lawrence Seaway, gentlemen, from the elate of
the signing of the treaty to the initiation of construction was 22 years.
The delay in terms of the Columbia River Treaty alone, a very small
project compared to this, was well over 4 years.
I submit to you that in both instances, both the St. Lawrence Seaway
and the Columbia River Treaty, the agreements between our two governments were more precise, more exact, and more designed to prevent delay in the original instance. This one is not and I think that the
Congress itself must take upon itself the task of assuring that this
pipeline will be built.
Again, I hope the record is dear that as far as Alaska is concerned,
we are not ta.king the position that the Federal Government should not
be involved in financing this pipeline, either through guarantees or
direct participation.
I for one believe that without a Federal guarantee, it may neve.r be
built. Thank you very much.
I think I could answer the Senator from1Vyoming that the Alaskan
position is almost unanimous on natural gas for the reason that we desire certainty in the industry and we think that certainty will come
when market factors are inYolvecl in supply and demand and it can be
projected that Alaska's gas will in fact be in demand and the market
will pay for it.
The lmcertainty involved in the picture today is going to lead to the
questions of financeability that the Senator from Indiana and Dr.
Schlesinger and the President's decision and report have mentioned.
The unfortunate part of it is that the conclusion is that Alaska and
the producers ·who stand to profit from development of the resource
which is true, we are one-eighth owner and we will obta.in the rights
to use the gas or take the value of one-eighth of the gas, are looked
to as a prospect for guaranteeing cost overruns.
It is a very interesting thing because the profit of the State and of
the producers will decrease as the cost of transportation increases,
assuming a controlled market or a free market.
But they want the State of Alaska producers to guarant~e against
cost overruns. 1Ve are the very people who stand to lose the most if in
fact there are cost overruns and the idea is that we should guarantee
against those cost overruns ''hich in fact would bring about an incentive to make them occur.
There is no mechanism involved in the cost overrun to prevent them
from occurring and that is one of the great problems about this State
entering into this. The. State of Alaska did offer $!JOO million if the
other route was selected in the form of guaranteeing of the lowest
form of the bonded indebtedness entered into by that pipeline
company.
I will get into this map behind me in a moment to show yon why
we did that. It had nothing to do with either of these proposals but it
had to do with the future potential of Alaska gas anct what we view to
he our interest in the full development ·of that gas potential ancH.he
cost of developing that full potential and why we think the otherronte
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·would have been more suited to the full development of Alaska's
})Otential.
Let me state with regard to these overruns, we don't believe that
companies cause overruns. vVe think cost overruns are caused by governments, by inflation, by excessiveregulation, by taxes, by discriminatory charges.
\Ve don't feel that the mechanisms in the President's report to control cost overruns would be affected because they will be applied
against the pipeline company. The company itself will do everything
it can to keep the cost clown because it will increase its profit margin
if it does.
It is the Government of Canada that we fear in terms of cost overruns and I am certain that, as I mentioned yesterday, the United States
stands to gain a great deal more as a government than the State of
Alaska does in terms of taxes upon the pipeline company, income from
the pipeline, income from the producers, the total income generated
from the use of the resource that we are prepared to export and I hear
nothing that talks about putting the credit of the United States at
risk as far as cost overruns are concerned beca.use the Government has
refused to recognize that requirement.
I think, as I will go into later here in my statement, that we ought
to keep the door open for Federal guarantees of the cost of this
1n·oject in order to assure financeability. This is a government-to-government proposition we have entered into for the first time and, as I
said, we feel that the cost overruns will come from the actions of
·Canadian Governments, either Federal or Provincial and not from
Canadian private enterprise.
If there is any entity in a position to keep clown the costs on this
project, it is the Federal Government and it is the actions of the
Federal Government vis-a-vis the governments of Canada that will
in the final analysis protect the American consumer against excessive
costs in Canada.
Senator FoRD. I thank the Senator. I have a question or two and I
think you have raised some serious concerns that this conunittBe should
face.
On page 5, Senator, you refer to a waiver of all laws to expedite issu-ance of permits. You say, "I suggest this committee and its competent
staff will want to review all other applicable law to determine that the
President's request is all-inclusive if we are to avoid delays."
Of course, you have experienced-if the stove is hot, you don't
touch it again. Do you have any recommendations to the committee
of the various areas that should be reviewed in order to avoid the
delay you are so concerned about in your statement~
Senator STEVENS. \V e will be glad to submit to. the committee a list
of la>vs that other applicants suggested should be reviewed in connection >vith the project if they were to receive the approval.
Our experience indicated, with regard to the right-of-way law that
n. very technical deficiency in the right-of-way law led to a. 4-year
(lelay. vVe also know that under the National Environmental Protection Act, dissidents can raise objections and we have no way of controlling those who oppose ultimately the construction of any pipeline
in our State.
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They have the right also to go to court to challenge the construction
of this line through the United States, either through Alaska or
through the south 48 in our courts under our laws to challenge this line.
I submit that we have n9t included in this legislation that authorize
the President to take this action, the type of judicial review limitation
which was contained inthe Alaska Oil Pipeline Act.
As a consequence, we can, I think, anticipate the probability that
court action may be involved as far as this line is concerned. For political reasons, perhaps, the President might not have desired to request
such waivers, but nothing prevents the Congress from insisting upon
such waivers if it is, in fact, to accelerate the constnlction of this line.
I think that the proponents of Alcan ought to be the first to welcome
a complete review and a precise statement as to the waivers of Federal
law that will preyent unnecessary delay through vexations litigation
that might be brought.
fSubsequent to the hearings, Senator Stevens submitted the
following:]
UNITED STATES SENATE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTA'J'ION,
Washington, D.C., October 11,1977.

Hon. HENRY M. ,JACKSON,
Chalirman, Committee on Energy amcl Naf!wal Reso1trces,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

•DEAR ScooP: Enclo~ed is a list of permits and legal requirements that would he
applicable to the Trans-Alaska LNG proposal for the transportation of North
Slone natural gas.
'J',bis is the list which I mentioned in my testimony to the committee on September 27 and which the committee askPd me to provide for the record. As the EI
Paso pToject would involve both land and water links. not all of the pe'rmits lh:ted
here would be applicah'le to an all-land route. But. those requiTements on this list
which are applicable to the overland portions of the project are so numerous ancl
so diverse that waiver of only two provisions of Federal law may not be adequate
to insure timely completion of the Alcan project.
Thank you for this oppOT.tunity to provide this material to the committee.
·with beRt wishes,
Cordially,
TED STEVIDNS,
U.S·. Senator.
Enclost~re.
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9 PERMITS AND COMPLIANCID WITH OTHER REGULATIONS AND CODES
9.1

PERMITS

This section identifies those permits. licenses, certificates and approvals which
may be required for implementa tiou of the proposed Alaskan Project. If requirements additional to those presented herein are determined subsequent to the
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:filing of this Report, Applicant will, of course, take whatever action is necessary
w secure such requisite authorizations.
In iteinizing these permits, licenses, certificates and approvals, Applicant does
not necessarily concede the jurisdiction of any agency or governmental unit, or
the validity or applicability of any of the statutes, codes or regulations here
-enumerated.

Fedeml permits
The ~lineral Lands Leasing Act, 30 U.S.C. § 181, et seq., requires approval of
the Department of the Interior for temporary use of and the grant of rights-ofwa~' across most federal lands.
The ~Iineral Lands Leasing Act was amended in 1976 and regulations pursuant to these amendments have not been promulgated. Regulations under the
prior act .are found at 43 C.F.R. Part 2800.
ri'he Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 authorizes the C011)S of Engineers to
.approve and issue permits for the construction of any improvement to a harbor
or navigable river. 33 U.S.C. § 417, § 472. Regulations are found generally at 33
C.:B'.R. § 209.120, et seq.
On December 23, 1970, the Chief Counsel, U.S. Coast Guard, concluded that a
.sufficient factual basis existed to· require permits for bridges and pipeline c!·ossings to be constructed over the following named waters of Alaska:
Lowe River
Tonsina River
Klutina River
Copper River
'l'azlina River
Gullmna River
Tanana River
Salcha River
Piledriver Slough
Chena River and T1·ibutaries
Chatanika River
Tolovana River
Hess Creek
Fish Creek
Bonanza Creek (North and South
Forks)
Jim River
!South :B'orl~: Koyukuk River
~Iidclle Forie Koyukuk River
Sagavanirktok River
On .January 28, 1974, based on additional information, the Chief Counsel
further concluded that a sufficient factual basis existed to add the following
named waters to the list of waters for which permits will be required:
Dietrich River
Slate Creelc
Hammon River
Shaw Creek
The EPA, pursuant to §§ 402 and 405 of the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1342 and 1345 has authority to issue permits for wastepower
·discharges. Regulations are found at 33 C.F.R. § 209.120.

Pederal licenses
The. Federal Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. § 301, et seq., requires
licenses from the Federal Communications Commission, should the applicant's
facility require extensive radio communications ..A.pplieable regulations are found
.at 47 C.F.R. Chapter I.
The Vessel Bridge-to-Bridge Radiotelephone Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1208
:requires that all large vessels have radiotelephone equipment of a specifid capability. Regulations are found at 33 C.F.R. Part 26, Radio licenses are issued by
th Federal Communications Commission pursuant to.47 C.F.R. Parts 81 and 83.
46 U.S.C. §§ 541-713 contains extensive codification of the .obligations and
clnties owed between merchant seamen and the officers and ·owners of a vessel.
The captain, all licensed officers, and 75 percent of the crew of U.S. vessels must
be U.S. citizens, 46 U.S.C. § 221, 672 (a). Restrictions and qualifications relating
to competence ancl physical condition, including license requirements, are imposed
by numerous sections in Title 46 and by Coast Guard regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto-46 C.F.R. Parts 10-16. For example, pursuant to 46 U.S.C.
§ 391 (a), tankermen must be specifically certified as being qualified to handle
LNG.
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46 U.S.C. §§ 11-63, 252, 264 states that no vessel may transport merchandise
between points in the United States embraced within the coastwise laws unless
it is owned by citizens .of the United States, was built in the United States and
has been documented under the laws of the United States. Documentations of
such vessel must be either by registration or by enrollment and license. Both
forms of documentation are administered by the Coast Guard. Applicable regulations exist at 19 C.l!'.R. § 4.80. Additional requirements for enrollment and
license are set forth in 46 U.S.C. §§ 251~335 and 46 C.l!'.R. Part 67. In audition,
46 U.S.C. §§ 71-83 (k) and 46 C.R.l!'. Part 69 concern the inspection, survey and
measurement requirements for documentation.
Federal certificate8

Section 7(c) of the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C. 9 717(f) (c), requires that a
certificate of public conve'nience. and necessity be issued by the l!'ederal Power
Commission prior to the construction m· operation of any pipeline and related
facility for the transportation of natural gas in interstate commerce. The regu~
lations issued pursuant to the Natural Gas Act are found at 18 C.l!'.R. Chapter I.
The Coastal Zone Management Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1451-1464, encourages states
to develop, i'n cooperation with federal and local governments, land and water
use programs for coastal waters and adjacent shorelands. Pursuant to 33 C.l!'.R.
§ 209.120 (g) (17), applicants for federal licenses and permits are required to
have certification from the state that the Applicant's activity is consistent with
the state's plan.
The Coastwise Load Line Act, 46 U.S.C. §§ 8S-88(i), requires each large merchant \""essel to have hull marl;:ings indicating the maximum depth to which the
vessel may safely he loadPd, aml to abide by tile markings. ApplkahlP Coa,;t. Gunnl
regulatio'ns for assignment of load lines are found at 46 C.l!'.R. § 2.85-1 and 46
C.F.R. Part 42. J,oad line certificates are iHsued by the American Bureau of
Shipping. Additional certificates required include:
(a) Cargo Ship Safety Construction Certificates issued by the Coast Guard
or the American Bureau of Shipping. 46 C.l!'.R. § 31.40-5;
(b) Cargo Ship Safety Equipment Certificates issued by the Coast Guard,
46 C.F.R., § 31.40-10;
(c) Cargo Ship Safety Radiotelephone Certificates issued by the Federal
Conmmnications Commission, 46 C.F.R. § 31.40-20, and
(cl) Federal Maritime Commission Certificates of Financial Respo'nsibilit~·.
§ 31.1 (p) of the l!'ederal ·water Pollution Control Act Amemlments of 1072,
33 U.S.C. § 1321 (p) and 46 C.F.R. Part 542 .
.Ala8ka pet·mit8

AS 16.10.010 requires a permit for interference with sahnon spawning streams
or areas.
AS 38.05.330 requires right-of-way easements or permits for secondary roads.
ditches and pipelines not subject to AS 38.35.
S 46.03.020 and 46.03.740 require a permit to apply surface oil for dust control
or road compacting.
AS 46.03.100 requires a waste disposal permit for discharges into state waters.
AS 46.03.720 requires a permit for the construction or operation of sewage
treatment facilities.
AS 46.03.730 requires a [Jermit from Department of Environmental Conservation for use of certain pesticides.
AS 46.15.030 requires a permit from Department of Natural Resources if substantial state waters are appropriated.
11 Alaska Administrative Code (AAC) 12.190 requires a permit for use of explosives.
11 AAC 58.200 requires a permit for roads, trails, ditches, pipelines or similar
uses.
11 AAC 58.210 requires specialla'nd use permits.
11 AAC 72.050 requires water appropriation permits.
11 AAC 76.540 requires special material use permits.
11 AAC 62.810 requires tidelands right-of-way easements permits.
18 AAC 50.030 requires open burning permits .
. 18 AAC 50.000 requires a permit for operations in areas involving potential
1ce fog.
18 AAC 50.120 requires an operations ]Jermit for industrial processes im'olving
certain types of air quality emissions.
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18 AAC 60.020 requires solid waste management permits.
18 AAC 72.020 requires subsurface waste water discharge permits.
18 AAC 72.040 requires sludge disposal permits.
18 AAC 75.010 requires surface oiling permits.
Alaslca certificates

AS 42.06.240 requires a certificate of public convenience and necessity from the
Alaska Pipeline Commission, to the extent not preempted by the Natural Gus
Act.
18 AAC 70.081. requires a certificate of reasonable assurance of compliance
with Federal ·water Pollution Act.
The Division. of llfurine and Coastal Zone :lfunagement requires a certificate
of compliance with the Coastal Zone Management Act. (The regulations have not
yet been promulgated.)
Local pcnnUs

l!'airbanks Ordinance 49.20.025 requires a special permit for construction in
any flood plain area.
l!'airbanks Ordinance 45.05.060 requires a burning permit for any burning
connected with a construction .project.
In addition, the zoning requirements of two burroughs will have to be complied with. Fairbanks Ordinance 49.15.010 governs zoning requirements for the
Fairbanks area. 'l'he other burrough is North Slope. Presently, the North Slope
Burrough ordinances are undergoing revision. When the new ordinances are
enacted, it is expected there will be zoning restrictions, as well as other requirements, pertaining to pipelines.

9.1.1

Autho1·itics Consulted

The required list of permits, licenses, and certificates was dra"·n up by internal
research and consultation "'ith others. The basic research material was composed of applicalJle federal and state statutes and regulations and consultation
with ou1tside counsel.
In addition to internal research and consultation, in order to finalize formal
application to secure the necessary permits for a surficial reconnaissance it was
necessary to contact and consult with several federal and state agencies. The
federal agencies were :
United States Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
United States Forest Service, Anchorage
Alaska Command, Military
The Alaskan state agencies were:
Department of Natural Resources
Departmen<t of Highways, Central District
Department of Fish and Game
At Valdez, contact was made with the State of Alaska Department of Highways, Valdez District, and at Cordova, contact was made with the U.S. Forest
Service Office.

9.1.2

Permits and Autl!oriztttions Obtained to Date

On .July 9, 1973, Applicant filed applications with several federal and state
agencies seeking permits authorizing the surficial reconnaissance of the proposed
Alaskan Gas Pipeline route. This surveillance was to consist of two El Paso
Natural Gas Company representatives, a construction specialist, a geologist, an
environmen<tal specialist, support personnel, and a party chief.
On .July 19, 1973, Applicant received from the U.S. Bureau of Land Management a special land use permit authorizing a route reconnaissance for a proposed
natural gas pipeline in the utility corridor. The Company had to post a $25,000
bond. The permit was for one year expiring on July 18, 1974. On September 21,
1973, Applicant sent a letter to the Bureau of Land l\Ianagemeu't informing the
appropriate officials that Applicant had completed its reconnaissance of the area,
ther~by terminating its need for the permit. On August 8, 1974, Applicant
rece1ved a letter from the Bureau of I~ancl :i\Ianagement informing them that
tile permit had expired.
On .July 19, 1973, Applicant received letter authoriztl'tion from the U.S. Bureau
of Land l\Innagement to proceed wiih tlte requested study in the Copper River
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Valley. This letter was in response to Applicant's notice of request to study the
surface geology in Section 17 D-2lands.
On July 9, 1973, Applicant senta letter to the United States Forest Service
requesting permission to conduct aerial reconnaissance in the Chugach National
Forest lands. On July 11, 1973, El Paso received letter authorization 1to conduct
the requested route reconnaissance. This letter also authorized El Paso to land
helicopters on the Chugach National Forest lands. The only restriction was that
1the pilots not disturb the wildlife. The letter contained no specific termination
date, therefore, the authorization is still current.
On July 9, 1973, Applicant sent to the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of Lands, a letter identical to the le1Jter sent the U.S. National
Forest Service. On July 11, 1973, Applicant ~·eceived letter authorization to'
conduct an aerial reconnaissance over state lands. This authorization was good
for one year, and terminated on July 11, 1974.
On July 9, 1973, Applicant sent an identical letter to the Alaslm Department
of Fish and Game. On July 12, 1973, Applicant received letter authorization to
conduct aerial reconnaissance of. the proposed gas pipeline route. This authorization contained no termina'tion date; therefore, it is still current.
In addition, on July 9, 1973, Applicant sent letters to Mr. Max C. Brewer,
Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Conservation, and l\'Ir.
Charles F. Herbert, Commissioner of the Department of Natural Resources.
These letJters advised them of the various agencies that Applicant had been
contacting regarding the requested permits and authorizations to conduct the
necessary route reconnaissance of the proposed natural gas pipeline.
9.2 COMPLIANCE WITH HEALTH AND SAFETY REGULATIONS AND CODES

This section includes a compilation of federal, regional, state, and local safety
and health regulations and codes requiring compliance and pertaining to the
construction, maintenance, and operation of the proposed Alaskan Project. Other
health and safety standards and codes, such as underwriter codes and voluntary
industry •codes, are also included. Again, if additional requirements are determined subsequent to Applicant's filing, necessary measures to ensure compliance
will be taken.
Ji'e(lcral 1'egu.lations and. cocles
The Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Act of 1968, 49 U.S.O. § 1671, et seq., administered by the Secretary of Transportation, permits the Secretary to establish
federal safety standards for the construction and maintenance of natural gas
pipelines. The actual administration of the Act has been delegated to the office
of Pipeline Safety. Subsequent regulations issued pursuant thereto are found at
49 O.F.R. Parts 191-192. (Two of the applicable sections are listed below.) In
addition, provisions of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authorization Act of 1973 may
vest certain safety-related authorities in the Secretary of the Interior.
(a) Title 49, O.F.R. 192 provides applicable standards for the transportation
of natural gas and other gas by pipeline, and is based upon 'the minimum federal
safety standards (DOT).
(b) Title 49, O.F.R. 192, Amendment 192-10, Docket No. OPS-14, provides
applicable standards for liquefied natural gas systems.
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, 29 U.S.O. § 651, et seq., administered by the Secretary of Labor, provides for the establishement of certain
minimum federal safety and health standards. The regulations issued thereunder
are found at 29 O.F.R. Chapter XVII.
(a) Title 29, O.F.R. Part 1910 provides the basic occupational safety and
health standards for pipelines. (OSHA)
(b) Title 29, O.F.R. Part 1926 provides the safety and health regulations for
pipeline construction. (OSHA)
(c) Title 29, O.F.R. Part 1910.23 provides the health and safety regulations
for liquefied natural gas systems. (OSHA)
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, 33 U.S.O. § 1251, et seq.,
controls the disposition of any liquid waste from construction, operation, or
maintenance of the Applicant's facility which may reach the natural waters
of a state. Regulations issued thereunder are found at 40 C.F.R. Part125.
The Noise Control Act of 1972, 42 U.S.O. ~ 4901. et seq., administered by the
Environmental Protection Agency, requires that noise emission sources comply
with certn5n standards. The applicable regulations are' found in 29 O.F.R.
§§ 1910.95, 1926.52.
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46 U.S.C. § 391 (a) governs the transportation of flammable liquid .cargoes in
bulk. General requirements are found in 33 C.F.R. Parts 30--40. Each vessel subject to regulation under § 391 (a) must be inspected ·before service and at least
every two years thereafter. Coast Guard inspection procedures are found at 46
C.:B'.R. Part 2.
Under the Ports and Waterways Safety Act, 33 US.C. §§ 1221-1227, the Coast
Guard may restrict access to vessels and waterfront areas, and otherwise act to
enhance their security, especially if dangerous cargoes are being loaded or
unloaded. See 33 C.:B'.R. Parts 6 and 125 for pertinent regulations. 'l'he Coast
Guard may require the use of electronic or other devices, may control and
restrict vessel movement in almost any manner, may establish cargo handling
procedures, and may prescribe safety standards for vessels and certain shore
structures.
33 U.S.C. § 471 authorizes the Coast Guard to establish anchorage grounds for
vessels in U.S. harbors, rivers and bays and to issue regulations for safe navigation in the. vicinity of these grounds. The appropriate regulations are found in
33 C.F.R. § 110.
Title 33, C.F.R. § 209.120 (g) (7) provides that the Corps of Engineers is to
regulate the construction of piers, docl;:s, and other boat structures.
International Rules of the Road, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1051-1094, apply to vessel navigation on the high seas, and the Navigational Rules for Harbors, Rivers, and
Inland Waters, 33 U.S.C. §§ 151-232, apply to vessel navigation within the inland
waters of the U.S. The Coast Guard has jurisdiction to enforce both of these
navigational rules, 14 U.S.a. § 2, and to prescribe to a limited extent, regulations
interpreting and implementing certain of their provisions. For additional relevant
statutes, see 33 U.S.C. §§ 171-183, 191-192, 1062--1074, 1075, 1076, 1090.
Title 33, C.F.R. 239, provides U.S. Coast Guard's regulations covering the
security of vessels and waterfront facilities.
The Federal Aviation Act of 1958, 49 U.S.a. § 1350 requires consultation with
the Administrator of the Federal Aviation Administration for the installation
or improvement of airfields or landing areas along the Applicant's right-of-way.
Pertinent regulations are found in the Federal Aviation Administration Advisory,
Circular No. 70-2, July 23, 1973.
Alaska 1·eoulaUons and codes

AS 18.70.050 and regulations of the Department of Public Safety relate to fire
prevention and control during construction.
7 Alaska Administrative Code 14.000 requires approval from the Department of
Health and Social Services before entering into contracts for installation or operation of public water systems.
Other ind1fStrv anrl1mderwriter health and safetJJ Carles

In addition to the preceding federal and state health and safety regulations
and codes, the following standards pertaining to pipelines may apply:
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) B31.8 Gas Transmission
and Distribution Piping,
American Petroleum Institute (API),
American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM),
Manufacturer's Standardization Society of the Valve and Fittings Industry
(MSS), and
American Waterworks Association.
In addition to the above pipeline standards, the following industrial standards
pertaining to LNG facilities will be adhered to:
ACI-315, ":i\:Ianual of Standard Practice for Detailing Reinforced Concrete
Structures,"
AGA-Gas Engineers Handbook-Purging,
AISG--Code of Standard Practice,
American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) Specification
M145--66-Recommended Practice for Classification of Soils, Soil Aggregate
Mixture for Highway Construction Purposes and Standard Specifications for
Highway Bridges,
American Concrete Institute (ACI) -Concrete Construction Methods,
American Concrete Institute (ACI) -318, "Building Code Requirements
for Reinforced Concrete,"
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) -"Specification for
Design Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings,"
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American Institute of Timber Construction-"Timber Construction
:Manual,"
American Welding Society-Standard D1.1-"Structural ·welding Code,"
ANSI Bi31.1 Code for Pressure Piping.
B31.3 Petroleum Refining Piping.
B:~I.i"i
Refrigeration Piping.
API-RP2A-"Planning, Designing and Construction of Fixed Offshore
Platforms,"
API Standard ?\o. RP-500A-Classification of Areas for Electrical Installations at Petroleum Refineries,
API-RP520-"Design and Installation of Pressure Relieving Systems in
Refineries,"
API Standard 2510A-"Design and Construction of LNG Installations at
Petroleum Terminals, Natural Gas Processing Plants, Refineries, and Other
Industrial Plants,"
ASCID, HJ61 'l'ransactions, Volume 126, Part 2, Paper No. 3269-"\Yind
Forces on Structures.
A.S)fE, Section VIII, Div. 1-Boiler and Pressure Vessel,
Diesel Engine :Hanufacturer's Association (DElilA),
Illumination IDngineering Society (INS),
Institute of Electrical and mectronics Engineers (IIDEE),
Insula ted Power Cable Engineers Associn tions ( IPGEA),
"International Oil Tanl•er and Terminal Safety Guide" Published by
Institute of Petroleum, London, England.
NBFU-National Board of I!'irefighting Underwriters,
NEG-NationalliJlectric Code NFPA, No. 70,
NE)lA-National Electrical Manufacturer's Association,
NFPA No. 80 "I!'lammable and Combu-stible Liquids Code,''
N.FPA 5f}A. "Liquefied Natural Gas at Utility Plants,"
NJi'P AN o. ()8 "Explosion Venting Guide,"
NFPA No. 77 "Static Eledricity,"
NFPA No. 78 "Lightning Protection Code,''
NFPA No. 87 "Piers and Wharves,"
NFPA No. 321 "Classification of Flammable Liquids,"
NFPA Code 325M "Properties of Flammable Liquids,"
The Metal Grating Institute--Standard MG-1-"Metal Grating,'' and
Uniform Building Code-Zone 3.
9.2 ..1 Jlutlwrities Consulted
The federal, regional, and state safety and health regulations listed •above
were determined using appUcal.Jle federal and_ state statutes and regulations, and
consultation with outside counseL

9.2.2 Proce(lnrcs to be Follotcecl
Steps will be taken to insure that all personnel associated with the Project will
be educated as to the appropriate rules and regulations and the procedures necessary for ·compliance.
9.3 COMPLIANCE WITH OTHER REGULATIONS AND CODES

'.rhe following comprise all other federal, regional, state. and local regulations
and codes requiring compliance •in • the construction, maintenance, and operation of the proposed Alaskan Project.

Federal re,qulMions and codes
30 U.S.C. § 601, ct 8eq., require, unless already covered by an express provision
of a federal permit, a separate authorization from the Secretary of the Interior
or Agriculture for the use .of material from areas on or adjacent to rights-of-way.
Regulations issued pursuant to this statute are found at 43 C.F.R., Part 3600.
The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, 15 U.S.C. § 661, et seq., 16 U.S.C. § 472,
16 U.S.C. § 551, and 42 U.S.C. § 687 controls construction practices in U.S. Forest
Service lands and National Forests.
'l'he Rivers and Harbors Act o1' 1899, as amended, 33 U.S.C. § 401 et seq, requires permission from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for bridges, causeways. or 1:1ther elevated structures over navigable waterways. In this regard,
certain regulations are found at 33 C.F.R. Part 114. Similarly, the Transportation
Act of 196, 49 U.S.C. § 1665, et seq., may vest some control over the location of
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.!Jridges oYei· naviga!Jle wa:tei·ways in the Department of Transportation, exercised through the Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard.
33 U.S.O. § 565 provides that Corps of Engineers' approval must !Je o!Jtainecl
!Jefore a private party may improve any of the naviga!Jle waters. For regulations,
SPe 33 O.l!'.R., § 209.120(b) (6), (g) (2), and (g) (8).
Permis::;ion for the temporary occupation or use of pu!Jlic works, such as sea
wall:;, jetbies, levees, or other works built for improvement of navigable waters
or control of floods must be obtained from the Corps of Engineers pursuant to
33 U.S.O. § 408. See 33 O.F.R. § 209.120(!J) (5) for pertinent regulations.
41) U.SO § 18 states that every vessel described in the preceding paragraph must
have a "home port" in rthe U.S., the name of which mu:>t appear on the vessel's
!Jow and stern, 4 U.S.O. § 46; 46 C.F.R. § 67.13-1, and in the vessel's clocument of
euruliment anclllcem;e, 46 U.S.O. § 18; 46 O.F.R. § 67.19.
18 O.l!'.R., Ch. 1, Part 2, § 2.69, Guidelines to !Je Followed by Natural Gas
Pipeline Companies in the Planning, Locating, Dt>signing, and Maintenance of
Rights-of-\Yay and for the Construdion of Aboveground FacilitiPs, requires an
Applicant and its contractors to comply with certain clelineated procedures for
environmental enhancement during design, construction, and operation and
maintenance of facUities within the jurisdiction of the J<'PO.
:llaslw ?'C[!Ulations anrl corles

AS 16.05.870 requires from the Depa rtmeut of ]'ish and Game for crossing,
1.1sing, obstructing or diverting any river, stream or lake.
AS 38.25.020 reqnires right-of-way leases across state lamls, including tidelands and submerged lands.
11 AAO G8.810 requires permission to proceed (from the Department of Fish
.and Game or the Corps of Engineers) with activities onleasecl land which would
nse, divert, obstruct, pollute or change the natural flow of bed of any river, lake
vr stream, 01; affect the navigability of any stream.

9.3.1 Authorities Gonsulte1l
The abm·e list of other fecleral, regional, state, and local codes and regnlatiol!s
was prepared using applicable. federal and state statutes and regulations and
~onsultation with ot1tside counsel.

9.3.2 Procerlnrcs to be Follotocll
Appropriate measures will be instituted to ensure that all personnel associated
with the Project will be educated as to the applicability of the above rules and
regulations and the procedures necessary for compliance.
9 ..4 SPECIAL ·CASES

9.lt.1 Liquefiecl Nntural Gns Fneilitics
For the applicable standards aml requirements governing liquefi,ed natural
gas transporting and.processing, see the previous!~· cited federal and state eodes,
regulations, and voluntary inclustry stanclanls. For the required technical details
illustrating the various design features of the LNG Plant, marine terminal and
carrier fleet, see Section 1 of this Report. See also Secti011 11 of this Report fm·
a description of potential hazards associated with LNG storage and transport.

Senator Fonn. Senator, yon also make the statement on page 7 that
perhaps this committee should ask the provincial leaders themselves
that the Provinces submit statements to Congress stating what they
intend to extract •from the pipeline consortium.
This gets into a political arena and it could be, as yon say, the ability
to tax an outside source and we find that even in this country a good
way of taxation. Somebody outside of your State is always easier to
apply a State tax.
Taking that fact into considerationand the emotional and political
arena that could develop, clo you think that the provincial leaders themselves, if they come forward with a statement, that it would be binding
under the a ntonomy that is granted to the Provinces in Canada?
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Senator STEVENS. As to binding, I don't think one provincial government can bind another provincial government anymore than one Congress can bind the next Congress. But so far as being sufficient, it would
be much better than we have now.
V\Temerelyhavenow a statement that they intend to negotiate with
their Federal Government and intend to cooperate. I have to think the
best way to maintain good relations with our neighbors, particularly
our Canadian neighbors, is to be very precise and exercise some of the
leverage that we, too, have on them.
The problem is that this agreement is a one-way street. The only
thing in this agreement that benefits the United States is the right of
transit across their country. "\Ve have granted the right of transit for
Canadian oil across our land for quite sometime without extracting
anywhere near the concessions in these agreements.
One of the concessions is that Alaskan gas will be served to Canadian
communities at U.S. expense en route as the gas comes through northern Canada. V\Te applaud the fact that our Canadian neighbors to the
north, actually to our south, southwest-southeast, are going to get gas
but we wonder whether it should be at U.S. expense.
"\V"e hope that our Alaskan small communities will similarly get the
opportunity to have gas. vVe are told that the cost of takeoffs of this
pipeline are substantial and there are some problems about taking off
gas for each small community but on the Canadian side, we have made
a commitment to take itoff for each small community.
"\Vl1en you look at the problems involved in this relationship with
Canada, it is a problem that requires certainty and defining our relationships and mutual obligations. There is no question about the obligation of the United States under that agreement or the obligation of
the U.S. consumers.
There is serious question about what obligations the Canadian Governments have undertaken other than to prevent discriminatory taxation. Again, as I tell you, if you have a line worth $3 billion in your
Province, the portion of this line going through one Province would be
about $3 billion, and all other pipelines add up to about $250 million,
discriminatory taxation is a weak protection because it would be to the
advantage of the people of that Province to have their property taxes
assessed against pipeline.
Under .those circumstances, ten-elevenths of the revenue of the
Province would come from outsiders. No one has really looked at the
incentives that are in this agreement for the Canadian governments to
in fact extract additional tolls and additional charges from the U.S.
consumer, even though they are not discriminatory.
I don't think that we should permit this project to proceed, and
again, I am saying so as one who no longer supports any other project.
"\Ve need a project, we must have this one, and we must have it completed within a reasonable time and at a reasonable cost, both for the
Nation and for the State of Alaska.
vVe have a great fear of delay, and we learned the lesson of delay.
Mr. Chairman, I saw friend after friend after friend, small company,
go bankrupt after the delay of 4 years in the oil pipeline. Are we to
have a similar tooling up now of companies on both sides of the
border ready to start construction of this project and have it delayed
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by Canadian native claims, litigation on either side of the border,
refusal of one Province or another to grant a right-of-way?
There is nothing in this agreement that sets any timetable for
initiation of construction. 1t sets a goal for initia:tion, but it does not
say that the pipeline must be started in Canada or any particular
pmtion of Can:acla by any particular elate or that the Canadian Government will take similar action to what is taken 'by the Federal
Government in this country in tenns of waiving any national law or
requesting any Province to expedite the approvals that are required
under Canac11an Provincial law.
I do believe that we've got our head in the sand on this project,
and the euphoria of international cooperation and good will is going
to be lost when it comes down to 'the nitty-gritty of dealing with local
government people.
~ "\Ve should, this Congress should find some way. If nothing else, we
should ask these Canadian leaders to ;provide us with resolutions of
their Parliament which indica;tes a Willingness to be bound by the
Hydro-Carbon Trea!ty.
vVe don't have tha!t yet. We ihave a statement from the ·chief executive that they will, subject to negotiations with Ottmva, be bound by
the Hydro-Carbon Treaty. They are not yet bound by that treaty.
Senator FoRD. You raise another very interesting point, too, ·senator, thrat not only the problems you just related, that there is a good
possibility that most of tbhe purchases or a grea!t portion o'f the purchases to !build therpipeline will be expended in Canada.
You refer to iflhat on page 8, I believe, where you say tlmt $7 billion
alone in the Yukon and Allberta and the two Canaduan steel corporations have been earmarked to produce !the pipe for 2,000 miles through
Canada.
You also raise a legitimate question of a company here that has the
ability to manufacture !this pipe, will it be allowed to bid? I think
we see here a resource tha;t the United Staltes has in your :State subject
to many applica;tions of tax, rightt-of-wa;y, and then not h'a.ving the
ability to manuf,a;cture the product that is necessa;ry to build the line
anc1 we are financing the whole thing.
Senator STEVENS. We are exporting our financial capability to build
this line rt:Jhrough Canada. It seems to 1ne tha''t we oughlt to at least
have had some open competition across the border concept. That is
not the way the ra;greement reads. It might be interpreted tha.lt wa;y,
but that's not what it says.
I think, Mr. Chairma;n, when we ha;ve Youngstown dosing down,
wlwn we have a projection of a; declining econo1ny on our side of the
border 'UJnd we have unemployment problems on our side of :the border,
to utilize this nroject on a basis of 80 to 90 percent Canadian content. as the NEB and proponents of the line indic1a.te it might be with
re.o-nrc1to the Canadia;n portion, is just wrong.
If we a;re to pay for this line, if we are to treat it DS if it is a. higovernment arrangement, there ought to be a fair division of the
employment and manufacturing opportun~ties involved in its
construction.
SE~ATOR FoRD. You also referrerl to a statement by Dr. Schlesinger
that they were counting eight-eighths, and you indicate that one-eighth
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could be retained by Alaska. \Vhat damage to the financial structure of
the line would the retention of one-eighth by Alaska be?
Senator STEVENS. If the throughpttt is only seven-eighths, then
only seven-eighths of the volume will bear the full cost of construction
and operation and maintenance, and the unit cost has got to go up,
Senator FonD. The unit cost will go up one-eighth compared to the
estimate being given to us now by Dr. Schlesinger.
Senator S'rEVENS. It may go up-Senator HANSEN. It would go up one-seventh, wouldn't it?
Senator STEVENS. It may go np our-seventh, and it may go up more
than that. The problem-it is not a threat, we are not talking about
intrastate gas, we are talking about gas produced from lands owned
by the State, a State that faces very high costs in all sectors of energy.
\Ve have announced our intention from thr verv first to utilize this
resonrcr, in our State if it is at all possible. \Ve now believe it is possible, not only possible but probable and it is the stated intention of our
State g~vernment, legislative and executive, that this royalty gas will
be usedm Alaska.
To ha v~e the Federal Government calculating the financeability and
total financial structure of this pipeline on the basis that somehow or
other we will be coerced into sending that gas out permanently: is:
just wrong.
I think that somehow or other we will be enticed because of some
financial arrangements to do. so, and there are no enticements that will
lead us to change that State policy. It goes back to what the Senator~
from Indiana was talking about.
If we take. the gas, we.won't have the rcvenur. If we don't have the,
revenue. we can't guarantee any portion of that line based upon projrctecl revenues. \Ve are going to takr thc gas and nse it for the Pnlumcement ·of om~ own lifestyle ami to improve the way of lifr of
Alaskans that live in the Arctic nncl .in tlw very Tural areas of our
State, as well as provide some permanent joh opi)ottunities in the intcrior in the hope of ultimately connecting this gas·fmpply to the gas
supply in Swanson River and Cook Inlet so that \Ye can have a protection against disasters such as earthquakes Ol' floods, and have a sharing of supplies throughout our State ofthis basic energy.
\Ve are not asking for something· that is not ours, we' own one-righth
of this gas. \Ye own the g;ronnd from which it \vill be produced and
we rrtain the right to take the gas in kind. I think it is very unfortunate that the Federal Govrrnment has based its analysis of these
projects on the basis that all of the gas will be exported. and it is misleading to the American consumer to think that all of the gas will be
exported.
It is Eke saying to the, Senator from Indiana that no matter how
big the corn crop is, all of it will be shipped to ..1\Jaska. I would assmnr>
that if we attempted to legislate or decree that everything of any partiwlar product produced in a State had to be exported, we would ha \'e
a fight on our hands in any State.
I can assure yon that there will be an immense fight from our State
if we are denied the rig;ht to use our royalty gas.
Senator Fmm. I have fnrtlwr CllF'Stions hnt I think Yon han'
answered most. of them and I will yield to the Senator from 'Vyoming,
Senator Hansen.
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Senator HANSEX. Thank yon, l\Ir. Chairman. Is it your l!nderstanding, Senator Stevens, that the State is willing to participate in the
conditioning plant on theNorth Slope'?
Senator Sn:vEX·S. The State is unwilling to participate-Senator HANSEX. Is willing to participate in tlw conditioning plant
on the North Slope?
Senator STEVEXS. This is one thing we are r.xploring and the whole
key to this is this conditioning plant and I hope the committee will
look at this. Producers of the oil say the gasconditioning plant is not
part of oil production. The producers of the gas say the conditioning
plant is not,part of the gas production. The pipeline company says the
conditioning plant is not part of the transmission system.
Yet it is an intrgral part of all three because 11nless there is a conditioning plant, the gas cannot be transported. If the gas cannot be
transported, the oil associated with the gas it has prodnced cannot be
produced. Gas cannot be tmnsportecl nnlrss it is in fact conditioned.
Here we have a $21j2 or $3 billion plant sitting there that no one
wants to be identified with until the purchasers of the gas are identified and in fact guarantee the cost. I have been urging the State for
sometime to step in and use its 1evedtge to assure that the gas
conditioning plant is built in a timely fashion. I think that's an entirrly different matter.
. It' is an asset entirely within onr State and it is necessary for the
transportation of the oil and the gas. It is something that we will
seriously considrr being invo1 ved in the financing of.
Senator HAXSEN. Do von think it should be an ndd-on cost. would
that be your thought? •
·
Senator STEVEXS. It ought to be an ex-we11hrac1 cost. It has to do
with transportation and processing and certainly has nothing to do
with production.
Senator HAXSEX. One final question. 1Y1mt does history tell us about
the delays >vith respect to Canada. a.pproving treaties?
Srnator STEVEXS .. The history, Senator, is that unless we are precise in our relationships. with Canada. the Provinces will utilize their
authority and leverage on the Federal Government in a manner that
no one in this country can comprehend tlwt uilclerstands StatesFrdrral relationships.
They do not have a constitution, they have the British North American Act. They have in fact a federation of highly independent and
powerful Provinces. The Provinces own the public lands. The rightof-way across British Columbia, is primarily on public lands owned by
the Province.
Under these circumstan~f's, instead of negotiating 100 percent with
the Federal Government 1n Ottawa as we did, we have urged for a
long time that they include the Provincial Governments and this was
not done. 1~Te have yet to negotiate with the key Provincial Government, British Columbia, which has a history of dmnanding concessions
beyond those which \Yere demanded by the Federal Governmell't. in
Canada.
I think historv, as I point ont in my stnJement, oup-M to lead us to
conclude that therr is a potr.ntial for delay here and that potential
shon 1d lw ,-e been tied down in this agreement in some manner or at the
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very least, ourGovernment should have demanded that the Provincial
Ottawa agreements be entered into before this agreement was signed.
That has not been done and I don't think we have any leverage now,
vis-a-vis this line, in the Provinces.
Senn;tor, we have other leverages. vVe have other leverages vis-a-vis
our nmghbors and they must be explored and they must be used. vVe
cannot permit the situation to continue which exists in this line and
that is that there is every incentive for the Provinces to bring about
cost overnms and there is every incentive for this agreement for the
builders to prevent them but the builders have no leverage on the
Provinces. Only the U.S. Government has the leverage m1 Canada
and its Provinces, in my opinion, and it should be used.
Thank you, gentlemen.
[The prepared statement of Senator Stevens follows:]
STATE:HENT OF RON. TED STEVENS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF ALASKA

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to testify before your committee today and I especially thank you for permitting me to sit with the
Members of the Committee during these hearings. As you know, the selection
of a route to ship natural gas from my state to the South 48 has been an issue
that has been of vital concern to me and to the residents of my state for some
time.
'Ve are here to look into the President's decision on the selection of the Alcan
proposal. I am sorry that the one alternative, the one option left to the U.S. in
case of default by Alcan, has withdrawn its application. If for any reason the
Alcan pipeline is not built or completed, I hope we can reconsider an LNG route
from Tidewater Alaska to the West Coast.
In any case, Mr. Chairn1an, I am not here to discuss the all-American concept
of transporting natural gas. 'Ve in Alaska take some comfort in the fact that
the most favorable of the two Canadian routes was selected. The effort by Arctic
Gas to ship Alaska's natural resources out of our state without benefit to the
people of Alaska was defeated-primarily however, by Canadians. This is a
fact we shall not forget.
We won. but only if the Congress can be assured that in fact the Alcan pipeline will be built and built without delay. There is a very real possibility that the
Alcan pipeline may not be built under the circumstances foreseen by the Administration as expressed by Dr. Schlesinger to this committee yesterday.
In the brief time I have today, let me outline some of my concerns which have
led me to question the optimistic timetable for the Alcan Pipeline expressed
by Secretary Schlesinger :
Financing

Mr. Chairman, there is serious question that this project can be built with
the financing scheme presented in the Presidential Report. The President has
predicated his assessment for Alcan's financeability on the assumption that the
State of Alaska and the producer companies of the North Slope will participate
in qnity ownership and debt guarantee of the pipeline. I told Dr. Schlesinger
this yesterclay and I think it bears repeating today-to my knowledge, the State
of Alaska has no intention at this point to partici!pate in ru1y financing of the
Alcan line nor have the producers indicated their willingness to participate. In
fact a week prior to the President's decision, the Governor of the State of Alaska
wrote the President stating the state had no intention of financially involving
itself in the Alcan project. The Governor also said that eve.n if he were to change
his mind, it was unlikely the legislature would approve such a plan.
Similarly, none of the major producers of the North Slope natural gas have
stepped forward and indicated a willingness to participate in either the equity
ownership or a debt guarantee of Alcan as is indicated in the Presidential Report.
I personally asked all of the prorlucers of North Slope Gas if they were willing
to participate in financing the all-American project and in no instance did I
receive any indication that they were willing to do so.
The report's financial analysis concludes that the project can be privately
financed. However, when asked, Dr. Schlesinger testified that their conclusion was
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based on eight-eighths of the gas. He conceded the Administration had not seriously considered the State's options of l•eeping their one-eighth of the royalty
gas within the State. The report may have erroneously concluded that there
\Yere sufficient incentives for the State to commit its one-eighth of the gas to the
Alcan line. I am told that the State's Commissioner of Revenues, who will testify
before the Committee later this week, believes that the inherent risks in the
Alcnn line, put with the opportunity for gas-based industries within the State,
may result in the State's selling only a portion of its gas or none at all.
The residents of my state pay the highest price for the use of natural gas in
the United States. I am sure that they cannot be faulted for demanding that the
State exercise its options to use one-eighth of the gas for their own use rather than
take payment for the royalty gas. So, Mr. Chairman, in view of that possibility,
I urge the Committee to take exception to the President's report with respect
to the financeability of the Aclan line under a seven-eighths transmission mode,
:\fr. Chairman, we all understand that delay will increase the costs of service
to the consumer. l<'inancing aside, there .are other reasons to believe that there
will be substantial delay in the construction of the Alcan pipeline. vVe cannot
permit history to repeat itself. As everyone knows, we suffered from a 4-year
delay because of court action and Congressional approval with the trans-Alaslm
pipeline and it is my hope that this will not happen. But, there are problems
with regard to Canadian approval, native claims, and provincial conditions that
may well result in untimely delay. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
there will be cost overruns resulting from actions that the builders of this pipeline will have no control over. Understandably then, the variable rate of return
which this report states is the incentive to the builders to keep costs down are
only one part of a very complicated problem. Without even questioning the
adequacy of the variable rate of return concept, it is questionable whether the
incentive to prevent delay will in fact have any impact on those who may cause
the delay. In fact, it might,)Je said that the provinces themselves might profit from
delay. At this point, it is of little benefit to question the filings of each of the
applicants and the interpretation of the Departments which concluded that
there would be a 17 cent cost of service benefit should the Alcan be built. But, the
President has overlooked the inevitability of LNG facilities bemg built in Alaska.
As yon know, we have fifteen highly potential oil and gas basins in Alaska on
and off shore. Seventy percent of the outer. continental shelf is off Alaska. The
estimated potential recoverable gas offshore Alaska alone totals more than
188 tcf. 'l'hese reserves will have to be transported by LNG. It is reasonable to
assume that the American consumer will bear the cost of the LNG facilities which
havP to be built to transport tidewater gaR.
The Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976 provided for a limitation
of judicial review. The President was authorized to submit a waiver of all laws
which he felt need to be waived to expedite issuance of permits for a pipeline.
The President's decision requested waiver of only two provisions of Federal law.
I suggest this Committee and its competent staff will want to review all other
applicable laws to determine if the President's request is all inclusive if we are
to avoid delay.
Canadian Federal/Provincial approval

I am surprised, Mr. Chairman, that according to Dr. Schlesinger and the President's report, the only commitment that the U.S. has from the provinces is a
"statement of agreement in principal and an offer to 'cooperate' "under the terms
of the Hydro Carbon Treaty ratified last month by the Senate. I direct your
attention to page 81 of the President's report in which the Province of British
Columbia says that the extent of cooperation with any agreement must still be
worked out. Dr. Schlesinger said yesterday that the letters of exchange have yet
to be completed.
Because of strong provincial autonomy in Canada, this executive agreement is
founded on a very thin thread, far too thin and far too weak to assure compliance
by the provinces. One need only to look into history,
One such example is the Columbia River Treaty. Following signing of the
treaty, British Columbia held up the project until it received nearly a quarter of
a billion dollars for a non-related project-the Peace River Darn. It was a
classic provincial finesse ·and a valuable-lesson to be learned by the Americans.
The concern we in the Congress should have is that the provinces have a far
greater degree of leverage in extracting concessions from Ottawa than any state
has on the Administration in Washington. Regardless of the agreement between
98-069-77--7
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the l!.S. ancl Canadian governments, we must realize that it is not binding on the
provmces. Ottawa cannot unilaterally preclude the provincial le"'islatures from
exercising their lawful rights to impose direct taxes on this pi;eline . .And the
U.S. would have difficulty holding the Canadian government liable for the
provincial right of the provinces to levy whatever lawful direct taxes they wanted
on portions of the line that cross their land .
.Although I would be glad to discuss this at some length under questioning,
there are statements by B.C. to extract every penny possible from the pipeline;
For e;xample, Former Premier ancl camliclate David Barrett told an emergency
debate m the B.C. Legislature that it should impose a light-of-way char"'e of
$842 million for crossing B.C. territory and for the resulting "sociai uphe~val"
in the northern regions of the province-an area of unsettled native claims.
~\ltlwugh the payment of native claims is prohibited, accorcling to Dr. Schlesinger,
under the terms of the agreement, the province might levy such a charge as a
right-of-way fee or a direct tax, such as a property tax-to pay for the settlement
and implementation of Canadian native claims, as it clicl to pay for another nonrelated project such as the Peace River Dam in the Columbia River Treaty.
Mr. Chairman, the possibility that another Columbia River Treaty snafu may
develop is all too real. The only assurance the Administration has from Canada
ancl the provinces is that they intend to "cooperate". Perhaps, this committee
should ask the provincial leaders themselves if the provinces will submit to Congress statements concerning what they intend to extract from the pipeline
consortium. and ultimately the American people. Perhaps we should ask them
what added charges are thE'y going to put on the line ~:mel ask B.C. whether it
will pay the settlement and implementation of the Nishga Indians from funds
derived from the pipeline.
The sorry thing about this arrangement with our neighbors to the North is
tlmt it is in the form of an executive agreement. The largest project ever undertaken by private financing in the history of mankind is submitted not as a formal
treaty or protocol for the advice and consent of the Senate as such international
agreements. are usually handled, but by an agreement between t"·o Chiefs of
State.
Labor ancl Cctnet(lian content
:\Ir. Chairman, I want to briefly touch on another Nettle-some problem that has
not been solved but one whicllmay cause a great deal of concern to the American
people.
Noticeably absent from the agreement is any mention of "content"-that is
the nationality of labor and material used in the construction of the line. Can we
assume by omission that the Canadians intend to build their portion of the line
lock, stocl;: and barrel? :\Ir. Chairman, according to the NEB, they are indeed
planning just that. According to the Canadian Government, the pipeline through
Canada will mean an expenditure of more than $7 billion in the Yukon and
Alberta aln11e. T"-o Canadian steel corporations, Stelco and Interprovincial Steel,
have both been earmarked to produce the pipe for the 2,000 miles through Canada.
Yet, :\11·. Chairman, the agreement barely addresses the question of Canadian
content, other than on page 60 where it states simply that "each government will
endeavor to ensure that the supply of goods and services to the pipeline project
will he on generally comp~titive basis." The question here is whether not the
competition ranges across the. border opening the contracts to bidding in both
nations.
Consideling that the Alcnn route means an additional deficit in the balance of
payments of ahuot $10 to $12 billion. American labor at least should have a fair
share of those contracts awardE>d inside Canada. For example, U.S. Steel is building a plant in Bay Town, Texas with the capability of producing 48 inch pipe. ·wm
this plant have an opportunity to bid on tlle contracts for the pipe? That is a
question that is as ;rE>t unanswered. in my opinion. :\Ir. Chairman.
I am also concE>rnecl that contractors with extensive· E'XperiE>nce in builrling the
Trans:}.Jaskau Pipeline he allowed to participate in the construction of the pipeline that is to he paid for by American consumers ultimately.
I have attempterl he1·e to delineate c;ome of the concerns I have and those
which are problems to the completion of this line'. That there are bE>nefits to both
na tinns from tl1e Alcan line is nnquestionerl. But I 'vant to caution this committee and the Congress that nltlwngh this ngreement has been touted as au example of international goodwill and cooveration lwbvE>en the United States and
Canada, it may very well ha ,·e the opposite eiT:ect. Indeed, unless we are ab-
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solutely certain that all the questions have been answered and all the problems
solved prior to our approval of the President's decision, then ~Ir. Chairman, I
fear that we are faced with the prospect of having no pipeline at all.
I want to stress that we in Alaska want to work with Alcan to make certain
that there is actually a pipeline from the North Slope to the South 48. \Ve will
do eyerything we can to make sure that Alcan is welcomed in our state. But Mr.
Chairman, I also hope that we are assured here in \Vashington that the line will
be built.
As I state, I am very concerned about the possibility of delay-delay which
t)le President himself in his letter of transmittal to the Congress said would
"greatly increase the total cost of the pipeline."
Ur. Chairman, I ask that the record remain open for my submission of detailed questions to the Administration.
Thank you.

Senator FoRD. Thank yon very much, Senator.
Under the Rules of the Senate, the committee can stay in session. It
has t~w unanimous consent and therefore we intend to come back..
There is a vote on the Senate floor and they will be numerous today.
"\Ve hope to come back and start at approximately a quarter of 10.
At that time, the Junior Senator from Alaska, Senator Mike Gravel,
will be the witness. \Ve will have two witnesses then from-one from
Alcan Pipeline and the Alberta Gas Trunk Line Co.
\Ye will recess until approximately a quarter of 10.
["\Vhereupon, a recess was taken.]
Mr. GARSIDE. Ladies and gentlemen, may I have your attention,
please? Because of the situation on the floor, we will have to reschedule this hearing at a. later date. I apologize to the witnesses who came
from out of town, this was an unforeseeable situation and it is impossible to get Senators here to listen to important testimony.
So the Chairman has asked us to reschedule the hearing until hopefully the week after next. "\Ve will be in touch with the witnesses as soon
as possible when the hearing is rescheduled. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 10:15 a.m., the committee recessed, sub]ect to the
call of the Chair.]

ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEl\'1
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1977

u.s. SENATE,
Co11onTTEE oN ENERGY AND NATURAL REsoURcES,
Washington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 8 a.m., in room 3110, Dirksen Office Building, Ron. Howard M. Metzenbaum presiding.
Present: Senators Metzenbaum, Hatfield, McClure, and Stevens.
Also present : Betsy Moler, counsel ; and George Dowd, counsel.
OPENING STATEMENT OF liON. HOWARD M. METZENBAUM, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Senator 1'11ErzENBAU1\L Good morning. The Committee on Energy
and Nat ural Resources is resuming its hearing today on the President's
decision to designate the Alcan pipeline project for approval by the
Congress pursuant to the Alaska Nat ural Gas Transportation Act.
Sei1ator Stevens will sit with the committee again this morning to
represent the people of his State and will participate in questionmg
the witnesses.
The committee's hearing on the President's decision began on September 26, 4 days after the decision was sent to the Congress. The September 27 hearing had to be cut short because of the Senate's consideration of the Natural Gas Policy Act. I am pleased to reconvene the
hearings and want to thank the witnesses for their cooperation in rescheduling their testimony.
The President's decision and report to Congress on the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System raises important questions about the
viability of the project. ·while it states that the project can be privately
fin:tnced, a,nd specifically rejects the prospect of Federal assistance, it
ma,kes certain assumptions about the participation of the producers
:tnd the State of Alaska,. I hope that the President's optimism about
the financing is well-founded and that the witnesses will be able to
clear up any remaining questions.
I hope the witnesses this morning will address themselves specifically in the mmmer in which the .A.lcan pipeline is to be financed.
Today's witnesses are the "winners" in the 3-year old proceedings
on this decision. Although .A.lcan did not file an application before the
FPC until July of 1976, the late entry into the competition did not
prejudice the result . .A.lcan has proved its ability to respond to criticism and to changing circumstances. I congratulate the project's sponsors on. their successes so far and look forward to hearing today's testim.ony,
(97)
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We have JHr. J olm McMillian, chairman and chief executive officer
of the Alcan Pipeline Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, as our first witness.
Good morning. Do you have a prepared statement?
STATEl'IIENT OF JOHN G. McMILLIAN, CHAIRmAN AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ALCAN PIPELINE CO., SALT LAKE CITY,
UTAR; ACCOMPANIED BY BOB BLAIR AND BOB PIERCE, ALBERTA
GAS TRUNK LINE CO., LTD.; ED PHILLIPS, CHAIRMAN, WEST
COAST TRANSMISSION; MARK MILLARD, VICE CHAIRTdAN, LOEB,
RHOADES & CO.; AND PAUL :MILLER, FIRST BOSTON

Mr. McMrLLIAX. Yes. \Ye filed the prepared statement. I would
first like to make a stnJement. I first v>nnt to introduce the people 1vith
me. I have Mr. Bob Blair, Chairman o:f Alberta Gas Trunk Line Co.,
Limited, and Foothills Pipelines (Yukon), Limited, CaJgary, Alberta,
who will make a brief statement.
\Ve also have with him, Mr. Bob Pierce, with Alberta Gas Trunk
Line and Eel Phillips, the chairman of \Vest Coast Transmission which
is Mr. Blair's full partner in Canada. \Ve also have with ns Mr. Mark
Millard, who will join us here at the table. He is vice chairman of
Loeb, Rhoades. \Vo also have Paul Miller with First Boston. \Ve also
have in the audience Mr. Art Seeler, chairman of American Natural
Resources Co. and Michigan-\Visconsin Pipeline Co., one of the shipper group. \Ve have Mr. Sy Orlofsky, senior vice president, Columbia Gas Service Corp. with us today and Harry L. LePape, president
of Pacific Interstate Transmission Co., Los Angeles. \Ve have Mr. R
Clyde Hargrove, the counsel to the shipper group which consists of
the eight companies involved with the project and Cliff Davis, chairman of the Peoples Gas Co., National Pipeline of _A_merica.
Senator METZEXBAU:i\I. Thank you.
Mr. McMrLLIAX. \Ve are pleased to be here today to support the
President's decision to name Alcan to bring Alaskan gas to the lower
48. \Ve believe it is a right decision. It is an overland route. It will
deliver gas to our market areas much faster and cheaper than the
competing projects and will give more reliable service. \Ve think it
is also irnportant that the projed establishes a better working relationship with Canada which assures the continued export of approxima~ely.2.7 billion cubic feet of gas we now export from Canada today,
wluch rs a great help and need to our country.
Senator METZEXBAUJ\L How much gas did yon say?
Mr. McMrLLIAX. The amount of exports of gas that we have today
from Canada are 2.7 billion cubic feet a clay. By selection of the Alctm
system, we provide the Canadians a route for their frontier gas which
will help continue this export of gas to our markets, so this is in addition to the 2.4 billion cubic feet of gas a day we are going to receive
from Prudhoe.
Senator METZEXBAUJ\I. How much additional gas will this make
available to the States?
Mr. McJ\IJLLIAN. As far as additional gas, it is just the amount of
gas 1-ve are going to receive from Prudhoe Bav in Alaska which is 2A:
billion.
"
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Now, several companies, including my mn1, have export licenses
today by which we export 2.7 billion cubic feet from Canada. One of
the reasons and advantages for our project is that we give Canada
access to their frontier gas that will allow these exports to continue.
So this is not what you would call a new supply of gas but it is insuring the present supply of our current exports.
In addition to that, Canada has discussed and will give us, the right
to some precleli very of some of their surplus Alberta gas in the early
eighties, which will allow us to have preclelivery of Alaska gas in
effect, but this gas has to be paid back to Carmela.
\Ve would like to compliment Dr. Schlesinger and his staff. They
had a difficult negotiation to conclude with the Canadians. It was done
in a very timely il1anner. The Canadians worked with Dr. Schlesinger
and his staff. Usually negotiations of this type take from 6 months to
2 years. They were conclnclecl in a month's time and they are to be
congratulated.
These ~n·e some of the points I want to bring out. In conclusion, I
'vrmt to assure you Alcan will do everything that is reasonable and
possible to insme the timely completion of this project for appropriate
quality cost control and em'ironmental protection.
This concludes my formal sttement and I will turn to Mr. Blair
now, unless there are some questions, and let him make his statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. McMillian follows:]
STATE~IENT OF JoHN

G.

]Uc~IILLIAN, CHAIR~fAN AND CHIEJ<' EXECUTIVE OFFICER,

ALCAN PIPELINE Co.
~Ir.

Chairman, I am .John G. Mc~Iillian, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
of 1\lcan Pipeline Company. 'tVith me today are the chief executive officers of
three of the Canadian companies wllo "·ill be our partners in the construction and
operation of the Alcan project: Kelly Gibson of FoothiHs (Yukon) Pipeline
Limited, S. Robert Btair of Alberta Gas Trunk Line I.imitecl, and Edwin Phillips
of vvestcoast Transmission Company Limited.
\ve are very pleased to appear here today to support the President's decision
selecting Alcan as the system for transporting natural gas from Alaska's North
Slope to the lower 48 states. The Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of
l!J76, which both of your Subcommittees considered last year, established a carefully structured selection procedure. 'l'he mandated process resulted in one of
the most extensive and detailed inquiries that ever preceded a major decision,
and clearly led, we think, to 1-l1e right decision.
'J'he correctness of the President's selection is el'idenced by the findings of the
federal agencies "·hich stndied the issue as well as by the strong support for
Alcan from concerned and informed groups such as shippers, environmentalists.
nml state regnlaton' agencies. All of these agencies ancl groups hn ve concluded
that our overland pipeline system acro"'s Canada wns twefel'able to a liquefied
natural gas system and that an LXG system should only 'be selected if no acceptnble overland transit was obtainable from Canada. The all around superiority
of an overland pipeline to a pipeline/tanker system >vas well E's1·ablisbec1 in the
lengthy hearing process with compelling proof that a complex multi-mode LNG
system would be significantly less efficient, utilize technology untested on the
scale required, create substantially greater E'nvironmental dangers and impacts
as WE'll as require the deliven• of unprecedented volumes of energy to the far edge
of our country's natural gas distribution networl;: ra tller than directly to the
markets where the gas is needed.
It thus became of critical importance to J·he selection of a system best suitrd
1·o our country's needs to work out a mutually beneficial agreement with Canada
for a pipeline to transport .AJaska gas. Fortunately, Canada's own need for n
pipeline from the Far North, described in the Canadian National Energy Board's
decision of .July 1, lfl77. and the long history of cooperation between the United
States and Canada made it possible for our two goncrnments to reach an agree-
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ment on the Alcan project. The negotiators for each country had the long and
close inter-relationship of the two countries in oil and gas matters as a firm
foundation on which to build. For example, all oil shipped from western Canada
to eastern Canada and large volumes of Canadian oil imports cross the United
States by pipeline. Similarly, 40 percent of the gas shipped from Canada's western
provinces to its eastern provinces cross the United States by pipeline. Another
important aspect of the energy interdependence of our two countries is the
Canadian natural gas exports to the United States. Currently, 2.7 billion cubic
feet per day-5 percent of total United States' gas consumption-is imported
into this country from Canada.
Alcan strongly supports the Agreement in Principle that has been carefully
negotiated between the two countries. It exemplifies the historic tradition of
cooperation between Canada and the United States wherein each country maintains its independence, but both recognize their interdependence. The Administration has described the details of this Agreement so I will not go over it but
will merely reiterate that it very significantly benefits the interests of both countries and represents an unusual negotiating success resulting in improvements
over the National Energy Board decision for both parties. This is extremely important since such a mutually beneficial agreement will encourage everyone
involved to enthusiastically carry out its terms and expeditiously accomplish its
objectives.
The 1976 Act found that the "expedition~ construction of the Alaska natural
gas transportation system is in the national interest." In view of this nPNl for
accelerated action, it is now appropriate for Congress to approve the Presidential
decision promptly for the project decided upon has been proven to be in the best
interest of our country. If congressional action is put off, construction of the
system will be materially delayed and the short-term Alberta supplies which
Canada will make available cannot be delivered as now planned for the 1979-80
heating season.
The Alcan project, which will use the Alyeska right-of-way, the Alaska Highway
and other existing corridors to minimize environmental damage and to facilitate
more predictable and reliable construction and operation, is superior to the
alternative LNG system in almost every respect. Let me briefly state some of
Alcan's important advantages:
1. Economics.-Alcan has a clear advantage in cost of service. which is the
measure of the cost of transporting gas. The Administration has estimated thnt
Alcan will have a twenty-year average cm;t of service of $1.03 to $1.05 pE>r
million Btu's in 1975 dollars compared to $1.19 to $1.21 per million Btu's for
the LNG option. These estimates include substantial allowance for cost ovenuns.
Alcan's own estimates of its cost of service excluding such theoretical cost overruns are significantly lower, at $.90 per MMBtu.
The Administration's cost overrun estimates appear to be of the same magnitude as the percentage difference between the final preconstruction cost estimates
for Alyeslm and Alyeska's actual total costs. We do not believe that we w•ill confront cost overruns of the magnitude experienced by Alyeska since our situation
differs significantly from that which Alyeska had to confront.
The oil line is located entirely in Alaska and was built almost entirely across
virgin terrain. In contrast, the Alcan system can be. divided into five segments:
Alaska, the Yukon, the rest Of Canadian construction, and the eastern and WE>Stern
legs in the lower 48. The Canadian construction and the construction in the lowN'
48 will be built un<ler fixed price contracts. Construction in British Columbia,
AlhE>rta and Saskatchewan will be carriE>d out by experienced pipeline companies,
which will be lmilrling in their own "hack yard." Thus, substantial cost overruns
on these three segments are unlikely.
Although overruns are a greater possibility in Alaska and the Yukon. our
Canadian partners have construction ex11erience in the Yukon and, both there
and in Alaska, we will be able to utilize existing hig·hways and utility corridors,
such as the Alyeska corridor. Further, the cost e>;timates for the Alaska section
have been based on Alyeska experience and were not questioned during the
Federal Power Commission proceeding. Thus, we believe that careful examination of our project shows that significant cost overruns can be avoided.
Alcan also has a higher Net National Economic Benefit (NNEB). which is a
method of measuring the economic benefits and costs to the country from a giren
project. The Administration has calculated that Alcan will have an NNER of
$5.76 billion; over $1. billion greater than the alternative project. We believe
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that our NNEB will be even greater, but by any standard, Alcan provides the
United States a significant net economic advantage.
2. Early Dclivcrability.-'l'his factor is important in view of the existing natural
gas shortage.
\Ve estimate that the Alcan system can begin to deliver Alaska gas by January
1, 1083 if it is expeditiously approved, over a year before an LNG system could
be operational. With prompt regulatory action and expeditious construction of
the southern encl of the Alcan system we should be able to begin deliveries of
ndditional volumes of Canadian gas during the winter of 1970--80 which could
be as much as 800 million cubic feet per day.
3. Continued Canadian GM Emports.-The Canadian gas export of 2.7 billion
cubic feet per day is approximately 5 percent of United States gas consumption.
If Canada is to supply its own domestic markets from presently accessible reserves, it will be required to cut back or eliminate these exports to the United
States in the 1980's unless Canada can then transport its frontier reserves. The
most effective way for the United States to avoid such cutbacks is to facilitate
Canadian access to thee presently inaccessible frontier resen-es. Alcan will provide economic transportation for Canada's frontier reserves but an LNG system
obviously would not. As a consequence, the 2.0 to 2.5 billion cubic feet per day
'()f Alaska gas delivered by LNG tankers could be more than offset by the loss of
2.7 billion cubic feet per clay of Canadian gas.
4. Gas Distribution and DcUvc1·y.-The Alcan system will deliver gas directly
by pipeline to both the western and eastern United States. 'l'he President's decision provides for a western leg for the Alcan system to transport Alaska gas
directly to the states in the Far \Vest and an eastern leg for delivery of gas
directly to the Midwest; from there it can be transhipped to the eastern part of
the country. Thus, Alcan will permit equitable ancl efficient distribution of Alaska
gas to all regions of the country.
An LNG system would deliver all of the Alaska gas to the Southern California
area. From there it would have to be moved to the rest of the country by displacement, which is the exchange of gas at one location for an equivalent amount of
gas at another location. Displacement on such a massive scale is not a satisfactory
basis for long-term delivery of AUaska gas reserves.
5. Environmental Facto1·s.-The Alcan project was determined to be environmentally preferable to all alternative projects. It assures minimal adverse
-environmental impacts by utilizing an all-pipeline system which [argely follows
existing utility ancl transportation corridors.
All agencies and clistinterestecl parties in the United States and Canada which
ba ve reviewed the Alaska gas transportation proposals have recognized Alcan's
enyironmental superiority. 'rhe Council on Environmental Quality, in its report
to the President, found that Alcan "is the most environmentailly acceptable
proposal."
\Ve will exert our best efforts to build Alcan as the most environmentally sound
project possible. We have met on numerous occasions with the interested environmental groups and have informed them that we will involve them in the pipeline
planning and design process at the earliest possilJile time. In this way, we hope
to flag potential environmental problems so that they can be avoided to the fullest
extent possible. \Ve believe that this effort together with close cooperation with
involved governmental agencies will materially assist our efforts to bu~lcl a
s~·stem that minimizes environmental disruption.
It should be noted that the Alcan system developed as a direct result of the
National Environmental Policy Act ancl is testimony to its value. The Council on
Environmenta~ Quality stated in their July 1 report to the President:
'"'!'he Alcan proposal ancl the FPC Supplement (environmental impact statement) were direct outgrowths of this federal agency analysis of reasonable alternatives. This development is a tribute to NEPA ancl illustrates the value of the
environmental impact statement process to federal clecisionmaking."
G. Fuel Ejficicncv.-'l'he Alcan system witU utilize 7.9 percent of the Alaska gas
for trrrnsportation purposes while an LNG system would require at least 10.9
percent of the Alaska gas for fuel in its pipeline and LNG systems plus fuel for its
tankers. This improved fuel efficiency of Alcan on an annual basis is 30 billion
enbic feet, sufficient to heat over 245.000 homes. Alcan's effective ftlE'il use can be
further substantially reduced by utilizing gas from Alberta for compressor fuel
in Canada, a possibility we will be pursuing.
7. Safety and ReliabiUty.-.An all pipeline system is inherently more reliable
than an LNG system, which is subject to a substantial probability of service
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interruption. The Council on Environmental Quality concluded that the "analJ'SeS of LNG public safety risks on the record are inconclnsiYe.". By contract,
natural gas pipelines have a long and well established record of bemg extremely
safe.
8. Finrmcenbility.-The President's decision rer(nires the Alc::m project to be
priYately financed in its entirety. 'l'he United States and Canadian governments
will not be called upon for financiwl guarantees. Nor will the consumer have to
bear the hypothetical burden of the noncompletion of the project. Instead, other
primary beneficiaries of the project will be called upon to provide the necessary
financial backing. \Ve believe that Alcan can obtain the necessary project financing from Canadian and United States sources. This pipeline will! l1a ve a reserve
life of at least 25 years which is greater tlJan any other pipeline in this country.
iVith these large proven volumes, the manageability of t11e teclmological and
engineering reQuirements of our project and t11e great need for the energy supplies, there is little doubt that the pipeline ""iH be successfully financed and built.
These are some of the major advantages which make Alcan the best choice for
an Alaska natural gas transportation system and which merit prompt approval b~·
the Congress of the President's decision.
In closing, I would like to briefly mention some issues connected \Yith the actual
building of the project. iVe are concerned that the system be built in the most
efficient, expeditious and cost conscious manner tlmt is possiblle. To accomplish
this goal, we have reached several conclusions which I would like to share \Yitll
yon. First, we intend to profit from the Alyeska experience. Rational planning
ancl careful ser(nencing of work can greatly reduce the risl;: of cost OYerrlUJS and
schedule delays. Further, as I mentioned earlier, we hope to work closely with
environmental] groups, in order to develop enviromnenta!ly souncl designs and
plans at the outset. \Ve will, of course, work closely with the numerous government agencies which will be involved in the authorizing and approval process
and cooperate with the Federal inspector of construction, whose role of assuring
the building of a sound system was established by the 1976 Act. iVe are also
preparing to institute and diligentJ!y pursue a positive program of assuring
minority business enterprises participation in provision of material and construction.
.lUcan welcomes the coordinated federal oversight of project management and
construction that has been proposed to avoid needless construction delays and
cost increases for we strongly believe that this coordinated regulatory approach
recommended in the Presidential decision is essential to minimize cost overruns
aml insure the lowest possible cost of service price to United States consumers.
iVe point out that as experienced members of the regulated gas industry, we are
comfortab~e working with close regulatory supervision and that the United
States-Canadian agreement provides us with powerful incentives for effective
project cost control. I<~urthermore. we believe that this reQuired close government-industry cooperation will materially assist us in obtaining project financing.
In conclusion, let me assure yon that Alcan will do everything reasonably
possible to insure the timely completion of the project wit11 appropriate construction r(lwlity. cost control and safety and environmental protection.
I will be happy to answer any Questions you may have.

STATEiliENT OF S. ROBERT BLAIR, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, ALBERTA GAS TRUNK LINE CO., LTD., AND
FOOTHILLS PIPELINES (YUKON) LTD., CALGARY, ALBERTA,
CANADA

Mr.

BLAIR.

There was a general opening statement prepared in

~:ehalf _of th; operating comp_anies and perh~, ps ra!her than read it-

consists or five nagcs-I Im.r_·ht remnrk a little b1t more on the subject of our nositim{ or wonlcl yon like me to rend the statement~
Semttor 1\IETZEXn.\1:'2\L I think >Ye nnderstancl the aclTantnges and
the need for a pipeline. \Ve will insert your statement in the'recorcl.
I think ,,-e nre somP\Yhnt interested in \yho is Alcan. \Ve. know the
nmnes. lYe would like to know >vhat this total project "-ill cost. \Ve
>Youlcllike to know what each of the partners is going to put into the

Ju
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project. \V e 1voulcllike to know where the financing is going to come
from, hmv it is going to come, and what assurances you have the producers will or will not participate in the project. There seems to be some
confusion about that.
I think 1ve would like to know what this business project is all
about in order that we may evaluate it in its light of success as well
as its impact on the American economic picture.
Mr. BLUR. May I open up then. I will open up in respect to the
project that is located in Canada. There are t\vo main gas pipeline
companies operating in western Crmacla.
I am the president and chief executive officer of one, the Alberta
Gas Trunk Line Co. Seated directly behind me is 1\fr. Edwin Phillips,
who is the president and chief executive officer of the other, which.
is \Vest Coast Transmission Co .. Ltd.
I am speaking for the momei1t for our Canadim1 companies jointly.
They can join in any of these answers if yon wish.
Our two companies operate gas transmission systems which are
relatively large. Between us, \VC operate about 8,000 miles of pipelines. In respect to quantities of gas moved, my own company moves
1.9 trillion cubic feet a year, which 1vould rank itself somewhere in
the top two or three companies in North America measured by
that standard.
\Yc build quite considerable quantities of new pipeline each year.
Our program this year is about 700 miles. \Yest Coast builds on oc61s.ion some hundreds of miles per year and we finance these extensions
of our gas transmission services regularly and principally in the
Canadian capital and in terms of long-term debt in the United States
market. Our financings run to several hundreds of millions of dollars
a year between these t~vo companies.
For this project which will require about three and three-quarters
of a billion dollars of capital investment in Canada, a financing plan
has been developed consistent with our current and past experience of
the best manner to fina.nce such installations and consists also of
the projections for the Canadian and United States' capital markets
in the years we are anticipating.
Our financial advisers in the investment community arc the firms of
Pitficld-McKav and Dominion Securities, 1vhich are bvo of the be.st
firms in Canacla for such advice and ou1' bankers arc the Imperial
Bank of Comme1·ce, the Bank of Nova Scotia, and the Bank of :Thfontreal, which are three of the iivc largest banks in Canada, which would
[tlso rank considerably intemationally in the seale of their operations.
I think in speaking to the financing, since emphasis is be.ing pnt on
that this morning, I wonld turn particularly to Robert Pierce, who
is sitting on my left, and who is executive vice president of Alberta
Gas Trunk Line Co., >vho also was the officc1· of a Canadian company, the most senior such officer in all of the testimony that has been
put ~n for our Canadian companies in these ntrious regulatory and
mqmrv nrocecdin&rs.
I w1llL ask him 'to speak with respect to financing. On his left is
Paul Miller who is President of the First Boston Corp., who has
managed by considerable margin the placement of securities, Canadian securities, in American markets in recent years.
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'Senator METZENBA"C])r. Mr. Blair, the financing will be in one whole
-project you are a partner in, the total Alcan Pipeline Co. "Will the
~ownership of the pipeline company own the Canadian part as well as
the United States part or will there be separate ownership?
Mr. BLAIR. vVe will have sepa-rate ownership. \Vithin Canada, the
'nwnership arrangement is this: one single company, the. name of
·which is Foothills Pipelines (Yukon) Ltd., has been designated by
the National Energy Board which it approved to control the ownership of the various segments of pipeline. which are needed in Canada.
The. proposal is it will control that ownership to a series of subsidiaries, subsidiary companies, which will operate in the different
Provinces and Territories in which the pipeline is located in Canada,
employing the local gas pipeline transmission, to build the pipeline., so
we may optimize the efficiency of using the people and the structures
that are in place there with a single ove,rall ownership under that Federal company 1vhich will be a separate company from the Alcan PipelinR Co.
Perhaps the most efficient way for us to answer would be~ in terms of
financing would be, to put the microphone in front of Robert Pierce
and nsk him to coordinate the financing question between Paul 1\filJer
and mvself.
["Tlie prepared joint statement of Messrs. Blair, Gibson, and Phillips
and the joint statement of Messrs. Lepa,ge and Orlofsky follow:]
JOIN1.' STATEUEN'.r Ole S. ROBERT BLAIR, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
ALBERT GAS TRUNK LINE Co., LTD., AND FOOTHII~LS PIPELINES (YUKON) LTD.;
KELLY H. GIBSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, Foo•.rHILLS PIPELINES (YUKON)
LTD. ; AND EDWIN G. PHILLIPS, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
\VESTCOAST TRANSMISSION Co. LTD.
M~- name is Robert Blair and I am President of The Alberta Gas Trunk Line
Company Limited (AGTL) and Foothills Pipelines (Yukon) Ltd. (Foothills).
\Vith me today are Kelly Gibson, Chairman of Foothills, and Edwin Phillips.
President of Westcoast Transmission Company Limited (Westcoast). On behalf
of Pach of our companies, I would like to express our apprecintion for the opportunit;> to appear before ;>ou today and provide our views on the pipeline syRte.m
whieh has been recommended by President Carter and Prime Minister TrndPau
for the transportation of gas reserves from Alaska and Canada's Mackenzie
Delta.
As the Canadian sponsors of the Alaska Highway project, we are obviously
delighted with the President's decision, as well as the Principles of Agreement
which has been negotiated between our two countries. After years of study and
-intense hearings, it is rewarding to be on the threshold of a solution which will
·Pl'ovide substantial benefits to both Canada and the United States. and continue
our long tradtion of cooperation in matters of mutual economic interest .
.John McMillian and others have described the basic advantages of our project
. to the United States, and we will not reiterate these points. Instead, we will pro.vicle you with our companies' views as to what Canada has to offer in this project
. and what it has to gain. At the conclusion of our prepared statement, my col-leagues and I will be happy to respond to your questions.

PROFILE OF THE CANADIAN SPONSORS
Let me begin by briefly describing the role which each of our Canadian companies will play in the Alaska Highway Project. In addition, I would like to
tell you something of our background and experience. As you will see, our companies are not newcomers when it comes to the construction and operation of
gas pipeline in the far north.
The Canadian portions of the Project will be under the control of a single corporate entity, Foothills Pipe lines (Yukon) Ltd. Foothills (Yukon) is presently
pwned equally by two of Canada's largest gas transmission companies, AGTL
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and Westcoast. An agreement has been announced that the third major Canadian
transmission company, TransCanacla Pipelines Limited, will take a twentv percent position in the company at a future elate.
•
One of the strong features of our Project is that in each main area of western
Canada the pipeline will be constructed by the gas transmission company which
has already performed major construction responsibilities locally. Thereby, the
section in northern British Columbia, to be owned by l!'oothills Pipe Lines (North
B.C.) Ltd., will be constructed by ·westcoast; and similarly, the pipeline across
Alberta, to be owned by Foothills Pipe Lines (Alta.) Ltd., will be constructed by
AGTL and so on. This arrangement provides the ideal combination of ownership
and regulatory control being integrated under the single parent company while for
physical construction the management resources and field expelience ~f the local
operator will be applied in entirety. For the one area in which there is no established operator yet, the 500 miles through the south-western Yukon, we are
establishing a complete construction management team.
These arrangements should have substantial advantage toward the most efficient project management and cost control.
Together, "\Vestcoast and AGTL have constructed approximately 7500 miles
of gathering lines and large diameter mainlines in western Canada. 'l'his construction has been accomplished in all types of weather and all types of terrain,
including some discontinuous permafrost. Through it all, however, we have established a consistent record of completing projects on schedule and typically within
five percent of the budget.
In terms of size, AGTL now ranks among the top two or three when :Xorth
American pipelines are rated according to the volumes of gns they transport.
Together, Westcoast and AGTL transport nearly 90 percent of the gas produced in
Canada and handle virtually all of that gas which is exported to the United
States. At the present time, we are responsible for transporting approximately
2¥2 billion cubic feet of gas per day which eventually is consumed in markets
across the United States. This volume exceeds the amount of gas expected from
Prudhoe Bay.
Both of our companies are acth·ely involved in gas pipeline construction. In
some years, we have added as much as 750 miles of pipeline to our system in
western Canada. As a result, rather than rely upon outside consultants, we have
built up our own engineering and construction management organizations so that
we now have a most competent and experienced engineering units, actually the
largest in Canada.
Also, of course, the addition of TransCanada Pipelines, the largest gas transmission operation in Canada, and Alberta Natural Gas Company will add further
strength.
I emphasize the size and experience of these Canadian companies because, in
my judgment, this will provide strength to the Project. Our Project construction
will simply be an extension, albeit a large one, of the planning, financing, and
installation work which we accomplish year after year with the present infrastructure. This is part of the base for our confidence that we can meet the schedules and capital cost budgets which have been published.
BENEFIT TO CANADA

In Canada this particular Project is seen, both by our industry and our Government, as rather special in that it results in commercial benefits to industries m~d
companies in both the United States and Canada, and also in political benefits m
both countries. This combination does not exist often and there is a really strong
enthusiasm now inside Canada for securing those benefits in the Canadian
interest. The NationallDhergy Board in Canada has defined this particular Project
as in the Canadian national interest; and, as has been well publicized, the Prime
l\Iinister of Canada has declared expressly that the Government finds that it will
serve our national interest.
One of the benefits to Canada is that the Project will provide for a manageable
and economical connection of gas .reserves which have already been identified in
the Mackenzie Delta and of the potential additional gas resources in the Beaufort
Basin. Recognition of this should encourage continuing, gradual development of
the gas discoveries which have already been made in those areas. Another area
of substantial benefit in Canada is derived from the employment and mannfacture that will go into the construction of the Project.
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Also, this Project will produce a substantial flow of reve1111e throuo-h our companies to the public of Canada as taxes and also eventually as capit~l dividends
for reinvestments and to our shareholders. Importantly all of these benefits can
be achieved with acceptable effects on environmental and social interests in
Canada. The Canadian Government agencies, inquiries and independent societies
and panels have concluded generally that the Alaska Highway route is preferable
to any alternative and is environmentally aeceptable. Similarly, our Government
has concluded, after public inquiries, that our Project is acceptable in terms of
social and local and national economic impacts.
ALBERTA SURPLUS GAS
At the present time, there are approximately 20 trillion cubic feet of proven,
but unconnected, gas reserves in the conventional producing areas of Alberta.
The National Energy Board, with our Government's approval, has suggested that
some of this surplus could ·be made available to United States' consumers in the
near term and ultimately repaid when Alaskan gas comes on stream.
Our companies fully endorse this exchange arrangement. In fact, one of AGTL's
subsidiaries, Pan Alberta Gas Limited, has already entered into a five-year contract with Northwest Pipeline Corporation for the sale of up to 800 million cubic
feet per day. By "prebuilding" certain facilities, this gas could be in full flow
by the end of 1979, at least three years prior to the advent of Alaskan gas. Prebuilding the downstream project would also be positive in terms of overall Project
management and procurement.
TESTIMONY OF MESSRS. H. L. LEPAPE, AND S. 0RLOFSKY ON BEHALF
COMPANIES 1 SUPPORTING THE ALCAN PROJECT

0]'

U.S. GAS

As these subcommittees know, the group of companies for whom we appear
were members of the Arctic Gas consortium for several years. Previously, Arctic
Gas was one of the three applicants (and the first applicant) for an Alaskan
North Slope gas transportation system. Today we appear in support of the Alcau
Pipeline proposal which the President has recommended to the Congress for
approval. It was our thought that these subcommittees \Vould be interested in
knowing why this group, who had for so long supported Arctic Gas, elected to
support Alcan, and their intention for future participation in that project.
On July 4, 1977, the Canadian National Energy Board denied approval of
Arctic Gas' Canadian components ,and issued approval to Alcan's Canadian
components. Thereafter, these eight U.S. gas companies ;jointly undertook a
new appraisal of the relative merits of the Alcan and El Paso projects. It
was the unanimous view of these companies that they had ,a responsibility to
their customers, and to the public at large, to advise them of their views as
to the transportation system which would best serve the needs of the United
States to effect delivery of the Prudhoe Bay gas.
The companies, of course, had the .advantage of long p,articipation in regulatory proceedings involving all projects proposed. and possessed an extensive.
body of kno\vledge and data concerning all details of the rival El Paso and
.Alcan projects. They had already conducted extensive inYestigations of those
systems and had in place highly sophisticated computer programs to permit
rapid evaluation of the economic performance of those systems. As a result
of tile reappraisal, the eight companies unanimously elected to support Alcan
because it far better serves the needs of the gas consuming public than does the
El Paso proposal.
Perhaps the primary reason for the decision in fayor of Alcan was economic.
Rather than simply relying on the figures compiled by the other applicants
themselves. or by the agencies of any government, the eight companies reestimated
the cost of service of each system on the basis of their own estimates of what
1 Pnrific Gn~ and Electric Com pan~~ ~erving· Northern California: Pacific Lighting Cor~
poration suhsidiariPs serYin.e: SonthPrn California; Northern Natural Gas C01npany sel'\'"ing
t1~e Plains areas; Natural Gas Pipeline Compan;{ of An1erica, a subsidiary of Peoples Gus
ComrPlllV serving Chien go and the ?.Iid,ye::;t; "i\IichiganM\ViRconRin Pipeline Cmnpnn;\'", a
f;llhsidin'r;r of America 1\'aturnl RPsources Company, serving Detroit and the :..\Iidwest;
Pnnhnnrlie Eastern Pineline Con1pnny serYintr throughout the Thiidwr~t: rrexas Etlf->tPrn
':rranF!mission Corporation serying the South. Appalachia and to New England; Columbia
GaR Transmission Company, a subsidiary of the Columbia Gas System, serving frmn Ohio

to the Eastern Seaboard.
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they expected those costs to be. This reev,alnation indica ted significantly lower
costs for the Alc::m system than for the El Paso proposal. 'l'he probable margin
of difference was in the order of $.45 per l\DIBTU delivered to markets in the
lo\Yer 48 states on a 20-year national average in1975 dollars.
A second critical factor was the importance of retaining Canadian gas exports
to the United States at the current level of such exports, or at least at tlw
maximum level possible. It is obvious that the prospect of cm~tinuing Canadian
exports to the U.S. is direcLl.v related to a level of gas supiJly in Canada in
excess of Canadian domestic requirements. All the studies available to us inclicate that maintenance of such a supply over the long term is dependent upon the
addition of so-called "frontier gas" to Canadian supplies. In our view, the only
frontier gas presently identifiable which can !Je brought to market \Yitl1in the
needed time frame is the ~Iaclrenzie Delta gns.
The Alcan system m,akes it possible to attach the Mackenzie Delta gas S·Ul1plies for Canadian nse within the near term aml on a basis sufficiently economical
to lJe feasible. TheEl Paso proposal offers no prospect of an economic connection
of the Canadian frontier resen-es. Approval of El Paso, therefore, would clearly
jeopardize the continued m,aintenance of Canadian exports at present levels,
and those levels are now in excess of the volume expected to be received from
Prudhoe Bay. Therefore, El Paso's 11roposal for shivrnent of Alaskan gas without
preservation of Canadian exports could resnlt in a net loss rather than a net
addition of gas to U.S. supplies. lYe deem this situation critic,al to the United
States as a whole, and extremdy critical to tlw~e areas of the country "·hich
rely directly on Canadian gas for large portions of their supply. Furthermore,
Alcan's fuel requirements would be substantially les:S than those of El Paso.
This, too, would provide a further supply n1argin in favor of the Alcan project.
Another matter of concern "'ith the El Paso project is the problem of receipt
and delivery of gas in the lower 48 states. The question of a regasification site in
California appeared to us to !Je largely within the control of the state of California. Even after the siting problem in California is resolved, there are further
problems associated with the deliven' of that gas from California throughout
the remainder of the lower 48 states. The El Paso proposal for construction of
certain facilities in Texas and California, and thereafter for use of excess capacity in existing pipelines from Texas through the rest of the '18 states is subject
to great uncertainty. While both Arctic Gas ancl El Paso were able to construct
theoretical clelivery methods for delivery of this gas to the mid-west ancl east !Jy
use of excess capacity within and from Texas, these theoretical studies necessarily were based on assumtions as to the volumes of gas 'vhicl! would otherwie !Je
moving in such pipelines. It is impossible for anyone to verify today with any
degree of accuracy what the actual excess capacity of those pipelines, if any,
will prove to !Je some years hence when the Alaskan gas begins to flow. The
recent public announcement of purchases of large quantities of gas from Mexico
proves this point. 'rhe expected Mexican gas supply is of such a magnitude that
it will completely a!Jsor!J all the excess capacity now present in those existing
lines in south 'l'exas and along the Gulf Coast that El Paso had proposed to use
for delivery of Alaskan gas. It would, therefore, be necessary for El Paso to
build new facilities different from and in addition to those presently proposed
!Jy El Paso in order to move gas from Texas at least as far as Louisiana.
It is not possible at this time to determine precisely what facilities would !Je
!Jest suited to this purpose. But it is clear, observing the extensive distance from
Texas to points within Louisiana, that large additional sums of money oyer and
above those contemvlated by El Paso would be necessary to effect this delivery.
The eight companies strongly preferthe more direct fonn of delivery offered by
the Alcan system with its eastern and w-estern leg-s.
·with the enactment of the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 197G,
Cong-ress wisely chose to insist on the certification and construction of the facilities necessary to assure contemporaneous, direct pipeline delivery of Alaskan
North Slope gas both east and west of the Rocky Mountains. '!'he Alcan project,
with its eastern and western legs. complies with this legal requirement fot· contemporaneous direct delivery. Both eastern and western legs are integral parts
of the Alcan proposal. 'l'he elimination of either leg would impair the efficiency
of the total transportation s~·stem; without the "·estern leg, for example, the
resulting inefficiencies would increase transportation costs, adversely impact the
environment and result in the l0ss to the U.S. consmner of over 480 trillion BTU
of natural gas m·er 20 years; without the midwestern and eastern leg, the same
problems posed by the l~ll'aso proposal woultl be presented.
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We are pleased that the President has recommended contemporaneous certification and construction of both the eastern and western legs of the Alcan project.
If short term excess supplies of gas in Alberta are made available to U.S. customers on satisfactory terms and conditions, prebuilding of portions of the eastern and western delivery legs, if economically and financially feasible could
provide direct access to this short term supply.
'
After arriving at our unanimous determination to support the Alcan project,
the eight companies approached Alcan to offer their support and cooperation.
Despite the highly contested nature of the previous adversary proceedings in
which we had been engaged with Alcan, we are pleased to state that we were
most cordially received and welcomed by Alcan on a basis contemplating a partnership. Since that time, we have actively worked with Alcan in close liaison at
multiple executive and technical levels. Through the creation of an executive
committee, we have been kept fully advised of Alcan's activities and in turn
have advised and counseled Alcan. We foresee no undue difficulty in perpetuating our joint participation with Alcan on a permanent basis as partners in the
operation and ownership of the transportation facilities in Alaska. Tlle facilities
in the lower 48 states will be owned and operated by the various members of our
group located in the geographical areas to be served. It is our intention to participate, to the extent we are prudently able to do so, in the equity financing
of Alcan's Alaskan facilities as well as in the equity financing of lower 48
facilities. Obviously, terms and conditions adequate to attract equity investment
must be allowed by the regulatory authorities in order to permit us to make
snell investments.
One final point: it is quite obvious that no facility to transport Prudhoe Bay
gas to the lower 48 states can actually be financed and constructed by anyone
until the Prudhoe Bay gas is sold to buyers in the lower 48 states. Financing is
completely dependent upon final identification of the buyers and the volumes
which will be required by each; certain refinements in lower 48 and Canadian
facilities will be needed to accommodate precise volumes of gas to be delivered
to precise delivery points, and these refinements must await firm identification
of all of the purchasers and the volumes purchased. There are obviously limits
to the 'amount of money which any of these companies can justifiably risk before
they have obtained contracts for the purchase of gas, and before permanent
financing has been committed. Each of these companies individually is not only
willing, but anxious to negotiate for tlle purchase of Prudhoe Bay gas at the earliest opportunity. We trust that opportunity will be afforded to us promptly upon
conclusion of Congressional action on tlle President's recommendation.
Thank you for your consideration. We welcome any questions members of the
subcommittees may have.

Senator METZENBAUU. Do I understand Mr. Pierce will testify with
respect to the financing in Canada, the Canadian portion?
Mr. BLAIR. That is correct.
Senator ]\.fETZENBAUIII. Then maybe we ought to go back to Mr. McMillian to see what we are going to do about the U.S. portion of the
financing. I need to get an overview of what this economic picture
looks like and what they are being called upon as a company to do
and what Alcan itself is doing, what the producers are doing. I have
never been quite able to understand this.
Mr. McMILLIAN. To briefly summarize this, I think what you are
asking has been summarized by the President's Report on page 108.
Senator METZEJ\TBAUIIL vVould you put the microphone closer,
please?
Mr. McMILLIAN. The financial structures, the financial requirements of the different companies are outlined on pages 108 and 109
of the President's Report. It is divided into five different groups on
p~ges 108 _and_109. The first group is Alcan Pipeline. That is over 700
m1les of p1pelme through Alaska. That amounts to about $3.5 billion.
The companies that would be involved in this section of the line will
all be American companies. There will be our company, and we haYe
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had several other companies indicate support for us and a willingness
to join in the construction of this portion o~ the line. .
.
I will name the names of these compames: Amencan N atwnal Resources Co., Columbia Gas Transmission Co., Pacific Interstate TransMission Co., Pacific Gas & Electric Co. of San Francisco, Peoples Gas
Co. Panhandle Eastern Pipeline Co., Northern Natural Gas Co., and
Te~as Eastern Transmission Co., which are eight of the largest transmission companies in the United States.
The exact equity distribution of this portion of the system is yet to
be determined, because the gas contracts have yet to be executed by
the producers, and the amount of gas to be purchased by. each transmission company will be a function of the amount of eqmty each one
of these companies will have in this section of the line.
Senator M]<:TZENBAUJII. How much equity money will be going in?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Seventy-five, 25 percent, approximately $180 million for the Alcan or Alaskan section of the line.
Senator METZENBAUJ\f. vVould you explain to us, when Senator
Stevens-he indicated the producers have absolutely no intention of
participating in the financing of the project. These companies you
just mentioned, you would not consider them the producers?
Mr. McMILLIAN. No. These are the transmission companies regulated under theN atural Gas Act that have responsibility to transport
this gas. He is talking about using companies, Exxon, Arco, Sohio,
BP, those type of companies. Those producers have not testified before any committee in Congress. They are supposed to be before the
House committee on Friday.
Now, we think--on that portion, I would like to introduce Mr. Millard, and let him make a brief statement as to how we plan to obtain
these dollars and from what sources and how some of these things can
be done. This is Mark Millard, of Loeb Rhoades.
Mr. MILLARD. I did not come with a written statement because I
though my function would be primarily answering questions. But if
I may contribute to clarifying the issues involved, I would like to
sketch in a few words the overall structure of this financing.
Let me say first that it is project financing, which is a technical
expressiot meant to mean that it is not the credit of existing entities
which stands behind the debt of the new companv but the business,
the economic viability of the project itself.
"
Now, when it comes to the architecture of this financing, we have to
use a number of technical terms. All estimates in this world of inflation, obviously, are of limited validity. Hence you have to define the figures with which you work. Our most usual estimate of the cost of the
investment for this company which was used in most of the proceedings
in this case, is a figure of $9.6 billion, which is essentially 1975 costs
escalated at 5 percent with a small contingency reserve of also approximately 5 percent. These $9.6 billion are divided between United
States and Canada in such a way that the Canadian section is approximately $3.9 billion, and the balance is United States. The source of
ftmds is distributed in a different way. A substantial part of the investment in Canada will be financed in the United States, although for
the two main lines the investment costs as between Canada and the
United States is about equal.
98-0G9-77--8
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As to the sonrce of funds, the United States will contribute the
lion's share; all but, if I remember correctly, $11/z billion will be
raised in the U.S. market. The Canadian contribution is $800 million,
which is $500 million in bank loans and $300 million of long-term debt.
All of the balance comes from the United States.
The majority of the investment is made in the United States. As
always in the development of Canadian facilities, the U.S. capital
market will have to provide a large part of the needed funds.
Now, so far as equity is concerned, Mr. McMillian has 'llready
pointed out that the equity which will be subscribed by the Canadian
pipeline companies and by the gas pipelines transporting the gas in
the United States and will amount to 25 percent of the total.
Senator METZimBAUlii. You are saying the pipeline companies, the
common stock being sold. will that be bought by pipeline companies,
paid for by them, or would it be by way of public offering?
Mr. MnoLARD. The thinking has ahvays been in terms of the pipeline
companies buying all of the stock. However, as Mr. McMillian said,
so many issnC'S underlying and conditioning the final form of the
financing, issues which belong in the purview of government, are still
unresolved, that it would be. I think, premature to try to answer all
questions in a completely definitive form with respect to detail. It is
conceivable that some part of the equity will be sold to the public.
But this was not a part of our plans.
Senator METZDXBAUlii. Are the pipeline companies in a position to
provide over $2 billion of N]uity funds~
Mr. JHrLLARD. Yes, sir. I think the easiest way to look at it is to look
separately at the Canadian side and the American side. The three companies active in Canada, the three parent comp:mies-1\Ir. Blair's company, :Mr. Phillips' companv, and Trans-Canada-are certainly able
to provide the $800 million. Since it is antieipatecl that the majority of
the great gas transportation industry of the United States ·will participate as shipper.-owners in the American property, it is equally easy
to assume that they will be able to subscribe for the issue of $1.2
billion of common stock.
SenatorJ\fDTZENBAU.l\I. Under "·hat circumstances ""l':ould there be a
public stock issue~
Mr. MILLARD. Your question is speculative. I must answer in the
san1e wav.
Senator METZEXBAUlii. My question isn't speculative; maybe your
answer will be.
Mr. MILLARD. I am sorry ancl von are right. At the time when finan·
cing is :finalized, whieh is 'the C0~1clition m·aking a public sale possible,
we wonld welcome the sal!:' of a part of the stock to the public. Essentiallv this is a nublie service company, and I think its nature can be
em1)hasized if the public has a stake in it.
Senator ~IETzEXBAF:i'.I. Ha,·e the comnanies made mw ecml.omic projections with respect to the operation of the Alcan pipeline~
J\Ir. MruARD. Yes, sir.
Senator l\iETZEXBAUl\1.
ould those be made available to the
commi.Uee?
Mr. MILLARD. Yes, sir. I "·ill arran.!!e it. As von know tlwre has
been a great deal of paper in these proceedings. \Ye ha,·e ample docu-
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mentation on all of these questions. I 1vill arrange for it to be delivered
to von.
Senator lVIr::rZENBAU:li. I think the committee iYill appreciate getting
your 5, 10, and20 year economic projections with respect to the Alcan
pipeline.
[Due to the voluminous nature of the materiaJ submitted only the
cover letter and summary charts are reproduced here. The rest of the
materials are retained in cmmnittee files :J
ALCAX PIPELINE Co.,
Washington, D.C., October 21, 1917.

Hon HENRY l\I. JACKSON,
Chairman, Energy anil Natttral Resonrces Committee, U.S. Senate, Dirksen
Senate Office Bttil(Zing, Washington, D.C.
DEAl\ SENATOR JAcKSON: Pursuant to Senator ::\Ietzenbaum's request, in the Energy ancl Natural Resources Committee hearings, October 11, 1977, of Mr. ::\Iark
::\Iillarcl eoncerning financial projections for the Alcan Project, \Ye are submitting
copies of pro forma financial stu tements, cost of sen·ice and resulting unit cost
per million Btu. 'l'he information contains 20-year cost of service information
for all segments of the Alcan system based on the assumptions underlying the
negotiations between the Canadian and U.S. governments and certain select assuinptions defined by the "White House Staff for use in preparing the comparatiye studies. You will note that a 5 percent escalation factor was assumed
as clirectecl by the ·white House Staff. You will note that the unit cost per million
Btu contained in this study Yaries from that shown in the President's message
to Congress. This results primarily from the ·white House Staff assuming a cost
ov0rrun level not inherent in Alcan's studies.
If we can be of any assistance in interpreting any of the information or answering questions about the study, we would be happy to do so.
Sincerely,
DARRELL B. "IAclL'I.Y,
Yice Presiilcnt.
ALCAN PROJECT-NEGOTIATED CASE-CASE NO. 7a: NATIONAL AVERAGE ANNUAL UNIT OF COST SERVICE

[Dollars per MMGTUI
Escalated
1983-------------------1984--------------- ----1985-------------------1886_--- --------------1987- ------------------1983- ------------------1989--------------- ----1990- ------------------199[_ ------------------1992-------------------1993--------------------

1

Discounted'

$2.29
2. 21
2. 24
2.17
2.11
2. 05
2. 00
1. 94
I. 89
1. 85
1. 82

$1.59
1. 46
1. 41
1.30
1.20
1.12
1. 03
.96
.89
.83
.78

Escalated'

1994 ------------------$1.79
$0.73
1995_ ------------------1. 77
• 68
1996_ ------------------1.75
• 64
1997____________________
1.74
.61
1993____________________
1. 74
.58
1999____________________
1. 74
• 55
2000_ ------------------1. 73
. 52
2001____________________
1. 75
.51
2002____________________
1.73
.47
---------20-yr average___________
1. 92
. 89

Costs (including fuel) escalated 5 percent per year from mid-1975 in computation of cost of service.
'Unit cost of service figures discounted in mid-1975 at 5 percent compounded annually.

1

Discounted'

ALCAN PROJECT NEGOTIATED AGREEMENT VERSION OF COST OF SERVICE

AI can
Pipeline
Co.
1983----- ---- ---- -------1984--------------------1985_ -------------------1986--------------------1987--------------------1988_ -------------------1989--------------------1990--------------------1991 _____ ---------------1992--------------------1993----- ---------------1994--------------------1995.-------------------1996--------------------1997--------------------1998 _______ -------------1999----------- ---------2000--------------------2001_ -------------------2002 ___ ------------------

$768. 1
739.9
710.8
676.7
635.7
598.2
562.9
530.3
499.7
472.0
450.6
430.0
411.0
398. 1
386.9
378.2
373.1
367.3
356.1
336.9

FoothillsYui<on
section

Foothills
Dawson/
Whitehorse
link

$343.3 -----------330.1 -----------277.7
$116.8
272.8
112.1
269.7
108.6
267.5
106. 5
105. 3
265.5
262.5
104.3
259.6
103.2
256.7
101. 7
254.4
100.5
252.6
98.9
251. 4
97.9
250. 6
96.9
249.9
96. 2
249.7
95.6
95.0
250.1
243.6
94.6
94.5
252.0
249,4
91.2

Westcoastnorthern
section
$252. 2
240.9
185. 5
180.9
177.6
175.0
172.5
169.2
166.3
162.9
160. 1
157.4
155.0
153.0
150.8
149.0
147.5
141. 1
144.9
140.7

AGTL
(Canada)
$235. 8
224.7
188.5
183.1
179. 5
176.4
173.7
170.1
166.5
162.9
159.8
156.8
154. 1
151.6
149.1
146.8
145.0
138.1
141.6
137.2

Alberta
FoothillsNatural SaskatcheGas wan section
$16. 1
15. 3
14.7
14.4
14. 1
13.8
13.6
13.4
13.0
12. 7
12.5
12.2
12.0
11. 8
11.6
11.3
11. 3
10.6
10.9
10.5

$40.8
39.0
37.5
36.6
36. 1
35.6
34.9
34.4
33.6
32.9
32.4
31. 8
31.3
30.9
30.5
30.1
29.8
28.3
29.3
28.5

Lower 48
facilities
$395. 3
387.8
382.0
376.0
366. 1
361.9
347.8
335. 3
323.9
314.3
314.0
306.5
307.6
304.0
303. 3
303.6
305. 3
307.9
309. 7
305.9

Subtotal
$2, 051. 6
1, 977. 7
1, 913. 5
1, 852.6
1, 787.4
1, 734.9
1, 676.2
1, 619. 5
1, 565. 8
1, 516. 1
1, 484. 3
1, 446.2
1, 420. 3
1, 396.9
1, 378. 3
1, 364. 3
1, 357.1
1, 331.5
1, 339.0
1, 300. 3

Fuel
costs
$90. 6
93.9
133. 7
138.0
145. 5
151.2
157. 1
163.7
172. 3
179.6
188.2
196.9
205.8
215.2
224.7
233.7
246.0
258.4
274.0
288.5

Total cost
of service
$2, 142. 2
2, 071. 6
2, 047. 2
1, 990.6
1, 932. 9
1, 886.1
1, 833. 3
1,783. 2
1, 738. 1
1, 695. 7
1, 672. 5
1, 643. 1
1, 626. 1
1, 612. 1
1, 603. 0
1, 589.9
1, 603.1
1, 589.9
1, 613.0
1, 588.8

Volumes in
MMBTUS
935. 495
936. 116
914. 654
916.004
915. 858
916. 698
917. 355
918.012
917.647
918. 267
918. 596
918. 887
919. 034
919.581
920. 019
920. 567
920. 530
920.493
919. 727
919. 362

Unit cost of
service (per
MMBTU)
$2. 290
2. 213
2. 238
2.173
2. 110
2. 057
1. 998
1. 942
1. 894
1. 847
1. 821
1. 788
1. 769
1. 753
1. 742
1. 736
1. 741
1. 727
1. 754
1. 782

f-'
f-'

tv

iiLcAN PIWJECT NEGoTiATED vERsioN-DIREcT coNsT!iucTioN cosrs;cAPiTAL cosTs
[5 percent escalated dollars in million<)

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

Total direct
1935 and construction
after
costs

AFUDC

Total capital
costs

Alcan Pi peline Co_._. ________________ .. _.. _._. ______ . _________ . __________ _
$922. 4
$1, 141. 8
$590. 0
$3, 334.8
$680.6 ------------------------------------ $2, 744. 8
Foothills-Yukon:
$8.1
$70.2
179.6
(a) North of Whitehorse________________________
221. 1
509. 2
652.2
143. 0
30.2 ·----------------------------------(b) South of Whitehorse________________________
9.1
78.4
214.8
890.2
267.6
183.2
707. 0
50. 0
$74.6
$12.5 -----------(c) Dawson/Whitehorse link •• _____ . _______ • _________ ._. __ • __ ._ ..... _.. __ .. __ ._ .....
509.3
18.4
416. 9
92.4
126.0
200.0
72.5 -----------Westcoast-North:
39. 5
86.6
214. 1
734. 2
111. 5
845.7
(a) North of N-2·----------------------------------------280.0 -----------114.0 -----------365.8
74.8
163. 0
440. 6
31.2
68.5
(b) South of N ·2·----------------------------------------80.9 -----------22.2 -----------AGT (Canada):
(a) 48 in·-------------------------------------·---------------------------------451.0
230.0 -----------68.7 -----------749.7
102.3
852.0
(b) 42 in_____________________________________
. 4 -----------------------79.8
113.8
61.1
15.3 -----------270.4
34.3
304.7
• 2 -----------------------59.4
42.5 -----------------------------------102.1
13.8
115.9
(c) 36 in .. ·---------------------------------Foothills-Saskatchewan_._ .... _______ . ________ . __ ._. __ .. _... _. __ ._ .. _._. _____ ...... _._._ ..... __ . ___ ..... _... _. ______ . __ ._. __ ... __ ._ .... _.•. _______ . ____ ... _._ ... _____ ._ .... _. ___ ..... .
50.9
13.9 -----------------------------------Westcoast-Southern__________________________________________________________________
64.8
10.7
75.5
17.8
219.3
1, 471.9
Subtotal to Lower 48 .. ----------------------37. 9
Northern border------ •• ____ ... _________ ._. ___ . ____ . ______ .. __ ------ ____ ._.
PGT __ •. ____ • ___ •. __ •• ____ • ______ . __ .. ___ .... _...... ___ . __ ••• ------- __ •. _
i 4. 5
P.G. & L ................ __ ----- _... _.. __ .. __ . _. _. _______ .. __ ... ----- ............ __ .. .

2, 667. 1
448. 9
171. 0
52.2

1, 647.9
335.7
305. 2 -----------808.2 -----------------------------------69.7 -----------------------------------234.3 -----------------------$173.2

G, 664. 9
1, 295. 0
315.2
509.7

1, 356. 0

Total project._______________________________
17.8
Memo: Delta-Dawson lateraL.. ______ . ____ .------_------- __ •••••

3, 339. 2
63.8

2, 810. 1
209.3

8,784. 8
864. 6

1, 576. 3

219.3
9. 0

1, 584. 3

4. 5

335.7
391.2

305. 2
173. 2
186. 8 ------------

131. 6
52.1
36.6
155.6

8, 020. 9
1, 426. 6
367.3
546.3
10, 361. 1
1, 020. z
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Senator HATFIELD. \Voulcl you explain again very slmv ly for me how
you are projecting the method of handling your debt guarantee when
you are computing 1975 dollars in value of, say, 1983 and 1984 and so
forth?
Mr. ::HILLARD. Senator Hatfield, you said debt guarantee. That implies an obligation by a third party. \Ye do not plan on obligations of
third parties to support this project. vVe ,believe this project under
certain conditions of ·which we think there are present in this case, cnr
stand on its own feet.
In other \Vords: we believe we can face the long-term debt and the
bank debt which the financing of this project will assume without outside guarantees, just based on the arrangements which these transportation companies will make with the producers \Yho will deliver the
gas to them and the pipeline transportation and distribution companies.
Senator HATFIELD. \Vhen you talk about the third parties obligation,
could I carry that then to the western leg? Is the westem leg predicated on any dedication of the States' royalties or any such third party
role?
Mr.J\IrLLARD. No, sir. I think of al1 of the sea:ments of this financimt,
the financing of the \\'estern leg may be the ea'siest. The two compaJ1ies
which will dominate the western leg, the two great gas companies of
California, have enough credit to stand behind everything which is
needed for the financing of the western leg.
Senator HATFIELD. And any impact on the price structure on that leg
as differentiating from, say, price structuring for the deliveries.
Mr. MILLARD. Senator Hatfield, I nmst admit I do not knmY enough
of the details about California .gas economics to be specific in answering your question. Every new si1pply of gas at a price different from
the a,-erage cost of the gas in the present supply must have some effect
on prices. But I am not aware of anything which makes the western
leg in this respect different from the rest of the system.
Senatoe HATFIELD. Speaking of supply, supply alone. of course, is
not the factor von must consider, vou must consider clcliverv as ,wll.
Mr. MILLARD: Yes: these compalllCS are regulated by a very'vigorous
public service commission.
Senator "1\{cCLURE. Do vou have contracts with the producers for
the deli verv of gas ?
•·
Mr. niiLr,Ann: No.
Senator McCLunE. Do you have projected delivery costs to the
customer~

)fr. ·HILLARD. Senator j\fcClure, we have projected in great (1etail the
cost of transportation, \Yhich is the part for which we arc responsible.
Senator )IcCL<'nE. I understand that.
j\fr. MILLARD. But wc have not been caUcd upon to do anything,
even express opinions, about the wel1head price. I do not haYe to
remind anvbodv of the gwat debate, ·which is Foing on in this matter
and, of em\rse, 'the only 'thing wbich we can cl~ in thinking about the
de1iverrd price of the gas is to make wide assumptions within the scale
of the, differing opinions on the subject.
Senator j\fcCLl.CRE. Your assumption must be either it is regulated
and therefore not a matter of concern to the transmission company, or
that the market will pay whatever the price is regardless of whether or
not it is regulated.
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Mr. MILLARD. This is exactly correct.
Senator I\IcCLUHE. That causes a number of people some concern and
I think would cause you some concern as to whether or not this is a
viable project, if as a matter of fact the delivered price of the gas to
the ultimate consumer gets too high then your project is no longer
feasible. If as a matter of fact it is lower, then it becomes more feasible
and with no external guarantees, I would think that would have a great
bearing upon the financeability of the pro:ject.
:Mr. 1VIrLL,\HD. There is no question your statenwnt is corrr.ct, sir.
However, if it addresses itself to the genera.l probability that reason
in one definition or another will prevail, I wonldlike to say the amount
of gas on which these three companies sit is mnch too momentous in
terms of the overall amount of gas to be supplied to assume that no
solution will be, found.
Senator nfcCLURE. I recorrnize that. There are two elements of risk
that have been injected here: One is the price to the ultimate consumer
and the other is the lack of guarantee. \Vhenever the element of risk
enters, the cost of financing goes up. \Vith those two elements of risk
present, it seems to me we can anticipate the higher of the. possible.
ranges of cost and therefore a larger bill to the consumer.
Mr. J'drLLI\RD. Maybe yon will permit me to ans1wr this question in
concrete terms. No price of gas suggested by responsible people for the
Prudhoe Bay natural resource resulted in a delivered price which is
higher than 'the prices which 1vill have to be paid for -the import of
LNG from such !ar amty places as Indonesia :mel Malaysia which is
now actively being prepared. I don't believe-and this is my individual
opinion-that natnral gas from Indonesia and Malaysia should set
the level of domestic gas prices, I think any kind of reasonable assumption about the sum total of this project's prices and transportation
costs still falls within the fram.ework which is practical for the U.S.
economy at this point.
Senator McCLunE. It is suggested in the statement there will be
some substitution of Canadian gas, or at least some substitution is possible. As a matter of fact, one of the justifications is if this arrangement is npproved and nnder way, some of the Cannclian gas can be
shinped to the United States for future substitution of Alaslmn gas. At
wh~t price would that Canadian gas be furnished to the U.S. n~arkct ~
Mr. McJI,IrLI,IAN. The current export price now is slightly over
$2, $2.12 to $2.16. \Ve would expect those gas volumes, those predelivery gas volumes would be at the current or then-cunent export price of
Cann,dian gas as experienced in the other contracts.
Senator 1\icCu:TRE. \Yould the future renlacement of Canadian i"aS
·with Alaskan gas be on a volume basis or a price basis?
~'
:Mr. ::UdirLLL\N. That has yet to be negotiated but I would assume
it would be on a volume basis. That is the easiest accounting method
to use.
Senator McCLurm. I would think it might assure the lowest possible
price for the current deliveries and that, I assume, has some interest
to tho members of this committee.
~[r. 1\JcMrLLIAN. Yes, sir. To get to yonr wellhead pricing problem
again, which is a problem, and that is the reason gas contmcts with
producers have not been signed, the FPC has not estnblished a well-
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head price, or, if we assume the price mentioned in the House energy
bill of $1.45 plus 10 cents escalation, we are looking at $1.55 for the
wdlhead price of gas.
The question there is: at the wellhead or tailgate plan. vVe are looking at the processing charge in the field. In reading this report here
and in listening to some other governmental people who have talked
to us, it should range from zero to 70 percent and the processing charge
and the fees to get this in condition to go in our pipeline, and it is a
matter of who pays that processing charge, whether it is paid by the
producer or the transportation system. You see some actual transportation costs used in economic comparisons in the President's report. Also
in the President's report is a year-by-year analysis of the costs.
I believe the Chairman asked that these be presented, and we will.
Depending on who pays the processing charge and what functions
producers have in the financial package, you are looking at probably
$3.75 or $-1 gas at that time.
Senator McCLURE. The delivered price~
::\1:r. :McMILLIAN. Yes.
Senator McCLlJRE. You indicated you expected the Canadian gas
would be at what was then the current export market level. Do you
have any agreement to that effect~
Mr. McMILLIAN. These prices are established by the National Energy Board in relation to several factors, world price of crude oil, the
competing forms of energy in our market. But they establish that
price. IVe are talking about the total price of bringing Alaskan gas
down through our systems to our markets, in that time, Ul83, you will
be looking at approximately $20 a barrel oil. IVe think it will be very
competitive.
Senator McCLL:RE. I was looking at that ncar-term delivery of
Canadian gas.
1\Ir. McMILLIAN. Yes, sir. IVc have a contract with some of the
Canadian companies where we are now in the process of going through
the regulatory procedures in Alberta and Ottawa for 200 million cubic
feet a clay. That is our previous delivery volume we discussed. "\Ve
anticipate that will be at the $2-plus marlmt export price-that Canada sells her gas to us for.
Senator HATFIELD. I have one question. I would like to go back to
Mr. Millard. Mr. Millard, it is my understanding your decision contemplates it will be necessary for the producers to extend their line of
credit to the banks for the debt guarantees for which Alcan would
reimburse them with some sort of fee system for the service. It is
fmt.hcr my understanding that the producers so far have been unwilling to make this kind of ag:reement. Is that correct~
1\Ir. MILLARD. Senator Hatfield, not entirely. vVe have had no conversations with the producers on this matter, but we do not contemplate the producers should guarantee any thing. V\Tc, being very much
av.-are of the size and novelty of this project, of course, are also very
much aware of the fact that there are very many uncertainties with
respect to events that will take place 2, 3, 4 years from now, as the
financing goes along.
One of the most important aspects of this unpredictability of all
aspects of this financing is the possibility of over-runs in cost. IV c have
not believed the producers should play a basic initin1 role in this proj-
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ect in relation to its financing, but we believe it will be necessary to
provide :fallbacks in the event in which the money provided :for in
the initial financing should not be sufficient to finish the project.
vVe believe the rproducers would be logical participants in additional
finaneial efforts to complete. The stake :for the producers in this thing,.
as I said before, is very large. I believe the operating profits of the
three companies :from the sale o:f gas which, in :fact, are incremental
profits, because mosto:fthePrudhoe Bay costs has been expended and
debited to the production of oil, would be on the order of a billion
dollars a year. So they have a reason and in fairness a real interest to·
participate in line with what this means to them.
Senator HATFIELD. You are saying it was not contemplated they
would be expected to extend their line of credit to this~
Mr. MILLARD. Absolutely not.
Senator HATFIELD. One last question. You talk about cost overruns·
as being the detenninate factor. The Report indicates, I believe,
some possibility of 32 percent overrun. Yet Mr. McMillian this morning indicates that in his testimony that, I assume is the Report based
on the Alaska experience, that was experienced as high, yon indicate
the costs were unduly high and you gave a few reasons why yon
thought you could keep them at a mininmm. Now Mr. Millard raises.
the cost over-run factor.
I :feel a little uneasy, frankly, about the Report language and reading your testimony this morning. Do you have any way to allay some
of my fears on that~
Mr. McMILLIAN. I will try, Senator. There is a problem. As yon
know, Alyeska had one of the greatest cost overruns of any project~.
Senator HATFIELD. You haven't dealt with the military very mnch.
Mr. McMILLIAN. \Ve are not criticizing Alyeska which har:l a first
time project under hazardous conditions and they did build a system
and it is operating, but I think we have learned a Iot by the Alyeslm
experience. There were faults of management, faults of labor, faults·
of the governmental coordination. But I think we have learned enough
from that to n1.ake this project work smoothly.
\Ve have been fortunate enough to take the actual Alyeslm cost
experience and build up from increments of their actual unit production costs. \Ve have derived our estimates from the actual Alyeska
eXJperience. There are still a lot of outside factors that can influence
major cost overruns. One is a type of inflation that put everything
out of kilter and affcocted all projects. The second, the coordination we
will have with our Government, regulatory agencies, we know certain
specific standards we have to meet, stipulations with DOl, DOT, we·
know the Alyeska situation when they had troubles getting this effort
organized in any workable manner. \Ve hope the Federal inspector
mentioned in this report will help expedite that.
These factors can fall in place if we work together with the Government and with these other parties. I think we can keep withm our
cost estimates. A lot depends on these factors. The other thing, Senator
Hatfield, is we have to look at our Canadian partners who have been
constructing in their area, in their backyard, for many, many years ..
They have had an actual construction experience under similar conclitions, in similar territories, and they have been within budget ancr
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within their cost estimates for many years. So we feel confident their
cost analyses are a good basis.
In some of these factors they took the overrun, the Presidential
report applied some of these factors and these numbers. That is what
I was addressing my answer to.
Senator METZENBAUl\I. One question I can't get through my head,
where are yon with respect to the producers in your negotiations~
Mr. McMILLIAN. \Ve are standing on their door waiting to enter and
mention negotiations. The first step has to be the establishment of a
:vellheacl price or a tailgate gas price for the processing plants, but
1t has to be established bv the FPC. Until we know what that would
be, for us to sit down ancl go through these negotiations-Senator l\fETZENBAUl\I. Have vou discussed the matter at all 1vith
the producers?
Mr . .l\fcl\fiLLIAN. I think every transmission company I have named
involrecl in the United States has had at least several talks with all
of the major companies. They all say they arc 1vaiting to see what the
wellhead price will be.
Senator .MJ<:TZENB,\Ul\L There is [)" report a professor of petroleum
.a:eology at the University of Southern California has clone for the
State of Alaska. He concluded the production of natural gas from
the Prudhoe~ fields could bring about a decrease in oil production
of up to 4 billion barrels of oil, of up to 44 percent of the Prudhoe
rese_rves. I lmow nothing at all about his credibility. He is going to
testlfv tomorrow.
Y Oll are before Congress asking for approval of the decision that is
before the Congress, and mv cmestion is-what will vou do if the
producers turn their backs on th-e entire subject? As Senator Hatfield
has pointed out, there is a clear indication in the decision that the
producers are expected to be called upon, He just pointed this out to
me. The producers and the State of Alaska ar·e directly major beDeficiaries of this project. The decision says they should participate in
the financin,Q.' either directly or in the form of debt guarantees.
I have difficulty in understanding this whole situation. That statement says they are going to be called upon for debt guarantees. Mr.
Millard says they are not really being called upon for that exactly.
Certainly, you eannot have any pipeline operation without an availability of product, and p-overnment is moving but there have been no
clirect conversations as I understand it between Alcan and the producers. I have difficulty understanding that situation.
Mr. McMn~LIAN. There has been a lot of contact with U.S. producers. Let me answer yonr questions one by one.
First, the professor that is ~oi.ng· to testi-fy is going to say there is
about a 4 billion barrel loss. I don't know the professor. But I know
this, I know we made extensive studies, including: one by Core Laboratories, an outstanding engineering firm of the United States: and the
State of Alaska used the Van Poollen stuclv which is another outstanding engineering firm in Denver. Our studies were about the same,
in that by takinp.: reasonable volnmes of gas out of this reservoir and
bv haYing· a water pressure maintenance program, that we believe,
thrre will be no appreciable loss of oil clue to gas production.
This professor could not have had the knowled,cTe of the depth of
the study we had and the State of Alaska had. Also we lmow our
v
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reservoir performance studies closely agree with the major oil companies that have spent considerable time and effort in this.
I think whoever this professor may be, whoever he may be, he is
wrong if he says so-we will come up here and prove him \Yrong in
that statement.
Senator .iVfETZENBAUJ\I. I don't lmow if he is right or wrong, but it
relates to my basic question, and that is \Yhy you haYe not opened the
discussions with the oil companies.
Mr. McMrLLIAX. \Ve have discussed, we ha,·e tried to discuss with
them. Yon look at the finished p1·ice of this gas~ if yon did not ha.ve
any energy bill-you went on the standard basis today that you haveand at the time of this field of ch·ill you \Yonld be looking at 24 cent
gas. If you go to the U.S. area pricing today, it \Yould be $1.45, $1.50,
in that range. If you took the President's bill, it would be $1.75. So
the variations that producers receive from this gas would V[Lry, so the
1)roclucers are saying, wait a minute, we don't want to make a contract
today that might prejudice us by [1, penny higher price at [1, later date.
They are waiting for this price to be established by the FPC before
they enter into a contract. I think everybody has talked to them.
Everybody wants to deal with them. But they are saying we are going
to set this price np so we will see what we ::u.·e going to get. As for
them keeping th[Lt gas, I don't think they can afford to do it.
In the first place, it is going to cost them around $350 million [L
year to reinject this gas back in the reservoir. They are going to burn
up 4 to 6 percent of the gas volume in energy to do that, to continue
that and for them to do this over a period of time \Yould be a considerable economic loss to them. R[Lther than receiving $1 billion
a year for sales like they could, they would be spending $350 million
to put it back in the ground.
Senator METZENBAUJ\I. That is what you say as the buyer. \Yhat have
they said as the prospective seller? Have they said to you they will sell
yon the gas?
:l\ir. McMILLIAN. They have indicated they want to sell us the gas.
They are wiUing to work with ns in designing the processing plant, but
they want to defer the definit•ions of where they \Yant to stand in the
entire picture. \Vhen we •are ta.lking about producer gua.rantees, participation in debt, I will let Mr. Millard explain this better, but I
think we are not asking them to guarantee something. They can participate in a layer of debt where their debt becomes part of the overall
structure, where they repay this debt back. It is not just an obligation
'"here they pay out something and not recei w :::omething in kind.
Senator :l\IETzENBAUJ\L Are you assuming the producers will develop
the gas processing plant at their own expense?
Mr. McMILLIAN. That depends on the incentive the FPC or Dr.
Schlesinger gives them for the price of their gas. Nobody can make
them .do anything like that. They can only make them ·wish they had
done 1t.
I think to rect>ive $1.45 wellhead or $1.45 tailgate or whether they go
to another pricing mechanism, it could lbe to the oil companies' advantage to build these gas plants. If I were one of the producers, I
think I would try to optimize my dollar recovery from that field.
Senator niETZENBAUJ\I. How much additional money would you
need in order to build a gas processing plant?
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Mr. McMILLIAN. About $2 billion.
Senator METZENBAUJ.VI. Two billion more~
Mr. McMILLIAN. Yes.
Senator 1\fuTZENBAUl\I. Has that contingency been provided for~
Mr. McMILLIAN. Not in the costs you have before you, the transportation costs. vVhen I mentioned the costs to you of zero to 70 percent on
processing costs, that is amortizing, this cost 'and processing costs, and
I also mentioned to you the $1.45, either at the wellhead or the tailgate
of the plan, it is according to the FPC's discretion.
Senator McCLURE. If I understand it correctly, the Department of
,Justice has indicated the producers can have no equity position in the
pipeline.
Mr. McMILLIAN. vVe don't expect them to. But it doesn't say anything about not having any debt into it or layered debt.
Senator McCLURE. They might have indicated they might have a
debt guarantee but I don't think they have said anything <about layer
~leQJt.

Mr. McMILLIAN. I think we are getting messed up on the technicai
terms. I will let Mr. Millard speak to that.
Mr. MILLARD. I believe the findings of the Department of Justice say
while there is no reason why the producing companies could not guarantee debt or own debt securities, the report to Congress clearly excludes <as far as Government policy is concerned any ownership of theproducing companies in the equity of the transportation companies.
Senator McCLURE. But you don't think it prevents them from owning debt securities~
Mr. MILLARD. It specifically says they would be a1lowed or it would
be in accord with Government policy if they would own debt.
securities.
Senator McCLuRE. \Vould you, Mr. McMillian, object from your
standpoint, to the producers 1m ving an equity position or is that simply
a reflection of acceptance of Government policy~
Mr. McMILLIAN. I think basically we don't think they should havean equity position. vVe are in the transportation company business~
vVe are regulated, we have different incentives. I think we are better off
without them as active participants in our business. It is two different
lines of thinking. Fi1mnciaily we are structured much smaller than the
oil companies. We think they ought to do their thing. vVe don't mind.
the debt position lbut we don't think it should be an equity position.
Senator McCLURE. You would like their money but not their controL
Mr. McMILLIAN. That is one way of putting it.
Senator HATFIELD. Could I make an observation~ I could not help·
but thinking as I listened to this, the magnitude of this project, Mr.
McMillian, that historically I guess you could say this is the largest
private undertaking since Canal Interll'ationale was formed in Paris:
in the 1870's. But also I am mindful questions were not asked then that.
should have ·been asked.
I am hopeful you understand our concern. This comes at a time when
some of us are immersing ourselves in the history of the canal ex perience, which was such a l<arge private endeavor and which had to be
broadened to salvage it for defense for ourselves.
I must say I have ambivalent feelings. I have great admiration for
your vision and undertaking. I have strong reservations about what
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.one can expect from this kind of undertaking based on the data we
have had thus far. I do appreciate, Mr. Chairman, the opportunity to
inject these questions at this time to satisfy our curiosity and our obligation to interrogate and understand dearly what the commitments
·are -and what the 'assessment of success will be. I want to congratulate
you for putting together a very remarkable session in a. very short
·time.
I have to ask these questions not to cast doubt but to become better
acquainted with the overall picture.
Mr. McMILLIAN. Thank yon sir. 1Ve appreciate the questions.
Senator METZENBAU3I. I think you were going to get into this question of when debt guarantees are not debt guarantees as far as the
producers are concerned. I am not sure that has been clarified.
· Mr. MILLARD. Senator Metzenbaum, when the great oil companies
will find it convenient to sit clown and talk to us about it, we would
like to propose to them that they would stand ready to participate in
.overrun financing in a manor to be determined.
\Vhat that means in the most general terms is if, for instance, the
basic financing will be arranged in a framework of a $10 billion project
and it turns out the project will cost $12 billion, that at that point the
.oil companies will be ready to purchase additional bonds in part or
in whole which will be needed, which would have to be sold in order
to provide the higher cost of the line.
It is a riskless proposition. This line will be built under the very
-close scrutiny of Government agencies. vVe hope based on many pages
. of this report, that it will be predetermined which part of the cost is
.acceptable from the regulatory point of view.
In other words, what we say the oil companies should do is to be
-coinvestors in the public utility framework, at peace with the regulatory a.uthorities, and therefore, in a riskless fashion.
Senator METZENBAUM. You are saying they ought to be investors.
'The Department of Justice is saying they should not be investors.
Mr. MILLARD. If I may clarify that, the Department of Justice does
not want them to own stock in the company. The Department of Jus·tice has no objection to their owning bonds.
Senator :NIE·.rzENBAUl\1:. You don't consider that as an investment?
Mr. MILLARD. No. The Department of Justice and the Department
-of Energy are clear on that.
Senator METZENBAUlii. Mr. Millard, educate me, if you will, please.
First of all, there is a question of going into these negotiations as to
·whether the producers will be willing to enter into agreements at all.
I don't gather from the testimony there is any absolute assurance along
that line except to indicate they are being led to talk with you-Mr. MrLLARD. That is entirely correct.
Senator METZENBAUliL Now you go into negotiations and you say
we want to buy your gas and we want to pay so much per million cubic
·feet. That is one set of negotiations that you have to assume somehow
relates to world market prices. It has some limits on it because the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission is going to allow a fair rate
.of return to you, but that does not mean they are going to let you overpay for gas.
Now, along the line you are going to say incidentally, one of the last
items in our negotiations, is what will happen in the event the project
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gets in trouble and has a cost overrun of $3 billion. \Ve would like yon
to put up the $3 billion. vV e know that yon will have to provide some
kind of incentive over and above the normal interest factor.
\Vhat kind of incentives would the producers demand, or what do
von have in mind for the producers at that point, assuming a gas price
tho wellhead has been negotiated, and assuming the companies are
not going to accept a flat rate of return for their dollars that they can
use them more effectively than that? vV11at is the line of ftpproach that
yon see at that point? I am certain yon have thought about it.
Mr. MILLARD. The producers have invested approximately $8 billion in a system of oil transportation owned by them in order to bring
to market oil in which their operating profit can be estimated to be
somewhere between $2 and $3 billion. Their operating profit, using
tho proposals which have been made for the price of Alaska gas, would
be on the order of $1 billion.
Senator METZEXBAU:i\I. Over and above the $2 to $3 billion?
Mr. MILLARD. Over and abovo the $2 to $3 billion.
Senator METZEXBAU::.I-I. \Vhat you are saying here is they would then
have a return of $3 to $± billion a year on the $8 billion investment
if they sell their gas?
Mr. MILLARD. I dicl not use the same aggregates, but what I wanted
to really say was it would not be an nnfavora ble proportion of additional return to original investment judging by their own standards.
if they \Yere asked to supply in bonds-and risklessly-$2 to $3 billions in order to get an additional return of $1 billion a year.
Senator METZEXBAUJL To put it another way, they could increase
their profits anywhere from 33113 percent over their normal return?·
Mr. ::HILLARD. In a riskless fashion, making an investment which
will be essentially riskless.
Senator 1\bn'ZEXBAU:i\I. 1\fr. McMillian, the variable rate of return
whieh will be holding down cost overruns, leaves the job of establishing that return up to the new Energy Commission. How high would
that ratB of return have to be for you to complete the project?
Mr. 1\IclHrLLIAX. I think this is essentially the point. \Ve want to do·
everything we can to build this system as economically as we can.
\V e also have a point, if our rate of return, if one of our partners
or supporters, as mentioned yesterday, would have to be sensitive about
this rate of return, if onr rate of return is too high, then we have a
market question. \Ye get lynched in the marketplace. As yon mentioned here, several factors, gas has to be marketable, it has to be sellable in tho market areas.
\Ve think-there is some discussion now on this variable rate of
return, how effective it would be. As far as my company and any of
these eompanics think, incentive eould be built in there that would
give us r~nges that would be very heplful. To give yon the exact ranges
of what 1t would be, how high, how low, I think we have not really
addressed that qnc>stion. \Ye will have to sit clown at the FPC.
~enator lVb~TZENBAU::II. I am sure you have made some business projections. \Vhat do yon antieipate that rate of return to be?
l\Ir. ::\Icl\IILLIAN. The rate of return is 16 pereent in Canada, 15.
pereent in tho United States, with a 10-percent debt charge.
Senator 1\IETZEXBAU3L Is that after amortization on the debt?
1\Ir. ::\IcMILLIAX. Yes, s1r.

at
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Senator 1IETZENBA UJ\I. How much are you figuring on the anwrtization ~ "What are you figuring as the debt rate, and what are you
figuring as the debt service charge?
Mr. McMILLIAN.
e figure all of our cost estimates are based on
10 percent debt.
Senator MwrzENBAU:i\I. "What I am asking is, when you say 10 percent debt, you are talking about the 10-percent rate as far as the debt
charges are concerned, or are you talking about the 10-percent amortization rate~
Mr. nfcl\IILLIAN~ Ten percent rate on the 20-year depreciation
schedule.
Senator METZENBAUl!I. vVhat kind of amortization rate would that
require?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Twenty years.
Senator METZENBAUN. I guess I am not making my question clear.
If you pay a 10-percent interest rate, then you have to pay back the
money within 20 years. That then requires an amortization rate of
111j2 or 12 or 121j2 or 12.2 or something like that, I am not sure.
\Vhat I am asking is, \\hat are yon figuring it to be? I gather the
15-percent return on equity over and above the debt service charges
1\hich 1\ould include the 10-percent interest rate plus the am.ortization of the debt?
Mr. MILLARD. May I answer?
Senator l\1ETZENBAU11L I am sorry if I am confusing you.
Mr. 1\fiLLARD. Maybe that is in our domain. All of our projections
were made; Mr. McMillian said, on the basis of the 10~percent interest,
of a 20-year amortization of the debt, or depreciation charge of over
25 years and not with a constant debt service.
In other words, in every year we amortize one-twentieth, generally
speaking, and we pay interest on the debt outstanding in that year.
Senator l\fETZENBAUl!L So yon are saying the rate of retnm ·would
be 15 percent plns 5 percent which is on the 20-year basis for the
retirem.ent of the debt; thus, 10 percent interest clmrges. At the end
of 20 years, you would then, assuming the pipeline was still operable
and there was still gas flowing, your_ return at that point, absent
any other considerations, would then be 20 percent per annum, is
that correct?
Mr. MILLARD. Senator, we are in a well-established regulatory
framework in this thing. 'Ve charge the customer based on .a rate base
'which represents the imrestment and th cost of service. Th~ main
elements of the cost of service, abOllt which yoll are inquiring, are not
the amortization rate but the depreciation rate.
The depreciation rate is based on a 25-year life. There is further
interest on the aniount outstanding; in any 1 year. \Ve are facing
the phenomenon of avanishing rate base.
Senator METZENBAm.r. _,Vill Alcan accept the risk of an interruption of service on the pipeline or would that risk be borne by the
eonsumer ?
Mr. Mcl\In"LIAN. Oncethe line was in operation and once the gas
\Yere flowing, if lYe have a prolonged interruption for some reason,
which is highly mmsual in our business, a portion of that interruption or that cost would !!O to the consumer.
Senator METZENEAu:~~r. 'r did not get that.
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Mr. McMILLIAN. I said.ifwe had a prolonged interruption, which
is highly unlikely in our business, we don't usually experience that,
but if we had that interruption once service has been commenced, then
-that charge would go to the consumer.
Senator :ME.TzENBAUJ\I. The consumers would pay it, is that what
yon are saying?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Yes, sir.
Senator McCLURE. The President's proposal and report to the Congress made some extensive reference to the possibility of preconstruction of the eastern and western leg and predicated upon that the
possibility of earlier delivery of the so-called Canada bubble, the
excess total short-term supply. Is it essential there be preconstruction to increase the deliveries of CanacEan gas?
Mr. McMILLIAN. No, sir, it is not necessary.
Senator McCLuRE. But it would be necessary to ask preconstruction to reach the volume of predelivery contemplated in the President's report?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Yes, sir. \V"e are negotiating with the Canadians
for 800 million a day. Under those volumes there would be somepreconstruction of the eastern and western legs we would have to do before this gas could be delivered.
Senator McCLURE. I would assume the volumes of delivery under
any such arrangement would depend upon the negotiation of contracts of sales of those volumes.
Mr. McMILLIAN. Yes, sir. There are several phases we have to go
through to do this. First, the Alberta regulatory agencies, the governmental agencies, and second, the Ottawa decision and the FPC,
it is equivalent procedures.
Senator McCLURE. The statements you have filed here today seem
to be in concert with the President's recommendations on that point,
am I correct?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Yes, sir.
Senator McCLURE. So the statements you make on page 6 about
early deliverability and under point four on page 7 with regard to
the western leg, the dates of delivery and the construction of the western leg are as contemplated in the President's decision in his transmission to Congress?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Yes, sir. We feel there is a need for a western
leg, there is going to be a western leg. We very strongly believe that.
Senator McCLURE. Again, the details of that western leg, volumes
and delivery, would depend upon the financing, the contracting, and
the regulatory approval to which you have made reference.
Mr. LMcMILLIAN. And the amount of gas the California companies
and ourselves are able to contract with the producers or other parties
for delivery to the Western part of the United States.
Senator McCLURE. Let me try something 1as an idea then and see if
yon agree with me on it. In regard to the willingness and the likelihood
of the financing, the participation in financing by the producers, if
I guess correctly and if I understand you correctly, the expected
delivered cost of this gas to consumers is likely to be the Btu equivalency of the lowest possible alternative supply. It is probably not
going to be less than that?
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Mr. Mcl\fiLLIAN. No, sir. It would be in that range. It could be
hiaher.
Senator McCLURE. If that is true, the higher the risk of financing
and therefore the higher. the risk premium in financing, the lower
the possibility of the wellhead price to the producer? In other words,
just so many dollars available, if it goes into financing because of
higher risk there is less ~vailable to the produced
Mr. McMILLIAN. I think that is relatively correct.
Senator McCLURE. It would seem to me if that is correct the price
is really covered by external events rather than internal events. The
producer has a powerful incentive to help reduce the risk inherent in
the financing.
Mr. McMILLIAN. vVe feel that way, sir.
Senator McCLURE. Thank you verv much.
Senator l\1ETZENBAUl\I. Mi·. Blair, I have some questions for you.
The agreement between the United States and Canada that provides
a ceiling on the imposition of Yukon taxes states that any advance
payment of tax by the pipeline will be treated as a loan to.the government to be paid back with interest in future tax revenues but in no
event will the loan affect the cost of service to the U.S. consumers.
How will that be worked out in practice?
Mr. BLAIR. In practice, we, as the operating company, would borrow the money required and advance it to the Government agencies
that ha.ve been designated as requiring capital to pay for certain additional senices that would .be required because of the installation. of
pipeline. 'Ve would develop with the Government a formula for the
cost of that money, issue payments, and the carrying costs of money
being credited to our municipal tax account or its eqnivalent of municipal taxes to our taxes for the right to use laud in subsequent years.
Senator METZENBAU::l'I. There will be a cost of the money used during
that period. 'Von't the American consumers ultimately have to be
paying the cost of that money?
Mr. PIERCE. No, Senator. The amount that wiJl be advanced will
carry the cost of n1oney. and when the crediting procedure comes into
effect, there will be an interest charged on that.
Senator METZENBA UM .. There will be an allowance made by the Yukon government?
Mr. PIERCE. For the interest on that money. So, for instance, if the
amount were $180 million interest would be accrued on that amount
and when it came time to credit it against taxes, it would be the $180
million plus interest amortized· over the period of the lifetime of it.
Senator METZENBAUM. Is the cost of construction in Canada, per
mile orper foot, substantially lower than that which it is in the
United States?
·
Mr. BLAIR. Senator, there is a good deal of variation in construction costs across Canada as between regions of Canada as there is between different regions of the United States. Generally, in thewestern part of the continent, pipdi.ne construction costs are less on a unit
basis than they are in the usually more intensively settled eastern parts
of the continent.
There is a general experience that pipeline construction costs, installation costs, in Canada are a degree less than in corresponding
parts of the United States. Our. construction rates are generally some·98-069-77--9
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what low~r altho1igh they vary in both coui1tries, o:f course, ':from
. .
place. to place. ..
·. In productivity o:f pipeline(?onstruction, our record happens to be
high. It is on~ o:f the occupations in which Canadians have become
well_ expeRienced and skilled in. We had tremendous _amount o:f pipeline construction in Cm~ad.a during the 1950's, in the period :from 1949
through about 1961 therewas an unusual amount o:f pipeline installation. which gaye us the experience in building the largest diameters
and so1ne o:f the longest pi pelim:s in the world. .
' ·
Some o:f the trades that have become particularly proficient in
building pipelines-productivity is high and over the years our costs
o:f steel pipe have tended to. be somewhat lower than those. in. the
United States on a unit basis: As a result sometimes our.cost o:f debt
capital are similar or higher..
.. .
.
.. It is :fair to say overall the Canadian experience in pipeline installation is .so1newhat more econmnic than that o:f corresponding areas in
the 1Jnitec1 .St[Ltes.
Senatpr ~IETZENBAUM. The Alaska Natural Gas Pipeline Act provides th(l :Fed(\r[Ll inspector with 'a statutory basis so he may. exa;mine
company recoi·ds and documents in order to carry out his duties. Three
o:fthe companies involved in this project, I think there are three; there
may l;>e . more, :Foothills (Yukon) Pipeline, Ltd., Alberta Gas 'J:'runk
Line Co., and ·west Coast Transmission Co., are not subject to the
laws o:f the United States.
. There mayl;>e others. 'Would those. companies make availabl~ to.the
Fe~leral inspector such docriments he dee:ms essential in order to carry
out his responsibilities to our Govemment ~
·
JYI:r. BLAIR. Senator, lguess the best way to address that would be
through the Canadi~n Federal regulatory authorities. They have pl'escribed, :for this purpose, that all o:f the pipeline in Canada is to beunder the conti·ol o:f the single company, Foothills Pipe Lines (Yukon)
Ltd., anc1 it will be under regulatory control o:f the National Energy
Board.
In Canada we are very accustomed to an examination o:f our accounts and all Q:f that information woulcl be 1;eadily available to the
Canadian authorities and I suppose all o:f that would be available to
the -U.S. authorities. I don.'t hesitate to say the capability would 1e
ther.e but. a. Canadian eompm~y reporting on its own costs, is somethingJ don't know about :for sure.
..
.
Senatpr METZENBAUJ\L I woulc1 say :for myself, I cannot speak :for
any otherMember o:f the Senate, i:f this decision is to receive approval,
I would want assurances in writing :from the various Canadian par~
ticipants that those company· records and documents which would
have to beavailable by American companieswouldalso be available to
the inspector, regardlesso:fthe procedure. I would ask you, Mr. Blair
and Mr. McMillian if you would :facilitate thatproeedure-or at least
that answer. I gather :from your answer there isa willinQ11ess to make
the information available. It is a question o:f the m~ehanics ancl
procedures.
·
·
·
Three Y.ears :frqm now that will have been :forgotten. That is the reason I think some aclviceto this committe(\ oh that subject \VOuld be
at least :from ~his Senator's standpoint, extremely important.
'
Are there three or more Canadiari companies involved~
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Mr. BLAm.. There are sever.al Gp,naclian/co:rnpanies involved. However1..the entire Ganadian.project will J?eunder theo:wnership and col}trol of a singleeompany,FoothillsPiJ?e 'Lines (Yukon) Ltd. B:ut b~
sides 1it will be also involvyd, ·w.est. Coast Transmission, Alberta Gas
Trunk Line, Trans7 Ganada ~ipeline, and others..
Can. I emphasize, Senator, please, IIJ_y caution in the last !11lS\V.eJ:' w.as
only directed toward protocol.
.
. ... , . ·. . .. . •
f313nator MET~BNBAUl\;L I fully understand your answer. I donot
mean to make an issue. of it. On the other hand, sincey<,m could riot have
ant1cipft't~d my question, lth.ink if I had been in yourposition I would
Jmve. a,nswei·ecl in.~he same manner. But having answered it in that
IIJ_anner, I, would indicate to yo}l;, I 1:wpuld like for Alean and its repre. sentatives a11d its staff to advise us of the availability of that inform.atiqn in the.fnture anc~ i~1 writing. ·
There will be a Board that oversees this, composed of the Secretary
of Energy, the Secretary of Transportation, the EPA . Administrator, and the Gom1cil on Environm,ental Qu[tlitychairman and the Chief
pf.the Corps of EIJ.gineers: So it wilL .not be a fishing expedition but
a very responsible kind o1)nquiry, . . / . · .... ·.
·. . .
[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was submitted
for the record :J
.
. ..
FOOTHILLS PIPE LINES (YUKON) LTb.,
Calgai·y, Ll.,lberta, Octobc1· 11, 19//.
Senator HENRY 1\.J.JAcKSON, ·

ChiJrinhan., Eneruit a.na
.Waslfington, D.C.
· l)EAR

SrcNAT~I~

Natura~

·

'Resources Committee, S'enate Office Buil<ling,
..
.·

JAC.KsoN: ,l)uring the .course of my testimony before.the. Senate

Committe~. on Energy and Natural Resources on October 11, 1977; Senator

lVIetzenbaum asked whether the Canadim; sponsors of tl)e Alcau Pro:ieet ,would
be 'IYilling to make their :books, records and other pertinent documents• available
to' the Federal' Energy RegulatorY Commission or the Federal Inspector which
. will]Je appointed by the· President.
. ..
..
.'
.. ..
.
,
. Le.t 111.e begin by stating that Foothills and its subsidiaries wil1 be subject to
the complete juritsdiction of the Canadian .National Energy Board. That Board
will bo clrarged' with the i·esponsibility 'of insuring that all tariffs, charges, and
conditions of service for the Canadian segments are entirely just,· reasonable,
andJawfuL• Any ·party opposing our proposed tariff arrangements will have the
right to appear beforetheBoard and seek appropriate recourse.
As responsible tJtilities, Foothills and its subsidiaries have no inclinaUon to
object to public e±aniination•of their books, i·ecords, and accounts in connection
with the Alcan Project. We do believe that such examination should ibe directed
through the .National·Elnergy Hoard.>vhich has· jurisdiction over the Canadian
segn~~nts of ~hes;vstem.
. ... .
, .·
.,
. If, .the FERO:.pr the Federal Inspector desires to obtain particular. information 'concerning Foothills or its subsidiaries, we suggest t.hat such request be
addresseil.first to the Natiomil Enei·gy Board. In. our view, this is a procedure
which is anticipated by Section 9 of the Agreement •between the United States
. and Canada :
·

. 9 .. Regulato1·y a.ttthorities: ConsuUa.tion
. The. respective regulatory authorities. of the two Governments will consult
from time to,.time OIII;elevant I]Ul tters arising tmder this AgTPement particnlarly on the matters referr'ed to in paragraphs 4, 5 and 6, relating to. tariffs
for the transportation of gas through the Pipeline.
If the National Energy Board also decides tbat it is appropriate for our' companies to .provide. material directly to U.S. authorities on occasio·h, we would
cpo~rate ,fully. In malting this c.ommi.tment, our companies recognize the importance of intergovernmental coordination in the construction. and operation of an
Alaskan ga's transportation system.
·
·
·
I trust tliat this adeqUately responds to Senator Metzenbaum's inquiry;
Sincerely,
S. R. BLAIR.
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Senator METZENBAmr. Mr. McMillian, recently Governor Brown
was in Alaska to negotiate the purchase of Alaska's oil and gas, which
as I understand it, amounts to one-eighth of the total Prudhoe Bay
supply. Supposing the State of California and the State of Alaska
were able to come to agreement. How would the Alcan group react if
one or both of these States were to take a one-eighth ownership interest
in the Alcan pipeline~
Mr. MoMrLLHN. Mv first reaction would be mad because we did not
get some of this royalty gas ourselves.
I think as far as a responsible State having ownership, in the project, I am certain if they had that volume of gas they would have that
ownership and system, if they did have that gas contracted for, there
would not be anything we could do so therefore· we ·would welcome
them to have the ownership. I don't know whether that will happen
tlr not.
Senator METZENBAUM. How do you view the entire question of the
Alaska royalty gas and their· usage of it. Alaska is indicating they
1night be willing to sell it on terms where they can take it back if they
\vant to use it at home and the AlaskaN atural Gas Transportation Act
gives the State that right.
'Vould such arrangements jeopardize the Alcan project's viability?
Mr. McMILLIAN. It depends on the contract and the vohunes of gas
·and where they were delivered. Basically I lmow Alaska wants to optimize the use of its royalty gas to their maximum benefit, which is
good. But if a variable of 121/z percent of the gas and ljgth of the gas
Was unknown when that gas would be produced or where it would be
transported on the initial design of the system, it would add a different degree of complexity, not only clue to the design of our system but
clue to the facts, but for the volume of gas we are talking about. 'Ve
really feel like the way Alaska could optimize this gas wolllcl be in sale
and dollar revenue to thH State, because they do have excess gas at the
tidewater. That would be much cheaper gas to use for industry and
other businesses.
It is a matter of how this is structured and when it is brought in.
But, yes. if it was withheld or there is some uncertainty about how this
gas would go to a market, it would make the financing of the system
morp, difficult.
Senator METZENBAUl\L Mr. Blair, how would the Foothills Pipe
Lines (Yukon) group react to such a proposal if one of the States of
the United States owned one-eighth of the pipeline in Canada? ·would
the Canadian Government allow such an interest and would the corporate partners be agreeable to such participation?
.. .
.
Mr. BLAIR. 'Ve really have not had a reason to address that, SenatOr.
The cornorate, partners are capable of furnishing the equity required
in the Canadian portionof the system and we have not had any reason .t.o suppose equity investment from the United States would be
sought.
There is a strong disposition in Canada toward a very high degree
of Canadian ownership of gas pine.lines. 'Vehavefeatured our ability
to divide the equity in Canada.. ,Ve. certainly don't seek investments
from a State of the United States. nor do we suppose it would be
appropriate or serve any particular basis for them to be included on
that basis in Canada.
·
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Senator }.fE'rzENBAUlii. Let me come back to another question. What
is the equity value of the Canadian companies involved in this project?
~Ir. ,BLAIR. I can develop .that figure, Senator.
Senator ~fETzENBAUlii. Roughly.
, Mr. BLAIR. Up toward $1 billion in the aggregate.
Senator :METZENBAUM. "\'Vould you then tell me how the Canadian
common stock commitment would hemet, which is $855 million, whichc
is obviously an unbelievably high proportion of the total net worth,
of the companies?
Mr. BLAIR. Senator, Mr. Pierce has worked in this area more than
I have, and I would like to pass the microphone to him, please.
Mr. PIERCE. The Canadian equity proponent would beprovided, it
is expected, over a period of 4 years. It is expected each of the companies who are ongoing property companies now will provide it in the
normal course of the financing they carry themselves. Our company
last year had something like $160 million in the Canadian public
equity market.
A lot of the companies involved, the main companies being West
Coast Transmission-Senator :METZENBAUlii. ·what were the earnings of your company?
Mr. PIERCE. Last year? About $40 million, taxpaid.
Senator l\fETzENBAUlii. Are you suggesting you can go back to the
marketplace each year for 4 years and raise substantial equity capital,
particularly for a project of this kind which does not have an earnings
bachlp but only has earnings projections?
Mr. PIERCE. Senator, ~Ve won't be matching necessarily equity dollar
for equity dollar. vVe have the ability to go to the debt market as well
as the common equity market.
Senator METZENBAUU. For the purchase of common stock?
Mr. PIERCE. Yes.
Senator METZENBAUl\L vVhat is the total ammmt of money raised
annually in the Canadian equity and debt market, the investment
market?
Mr. PIERCE. Might I just check that? My advisers tell me the corporate debt market, corporate bonds in Canada run about $3 million
a year; the equity market fluctuates in Canada.
Senator l\1ETZENBAUlii. From where to where?
Mr. PIERCE. Some years, I am advised, the equity rates in the public
market might be in the neighborhood of $200 million; in other years
as much as $500 million.
Senator l\fETZENBAUlii. This would require the raising of $1 billion,
would it not? More than $1 billion.
Mr. PIERCE. I think it is $880 million.
Senator METZENBAUlii. $855 million in the common stock, $445 million in long-term debt, $542 million from Canadian banks. That is
without any cost overruns.
Mr. PIERCE. Right, Senator. I think you indicated earlier both the
Canadian banks have assets in excess of $100 million, and our money
over that period of time would be no problem there. On the corporate
debt side, the $3 billion, which is normally raised in corporate debt
market, in Canada, that would be no problem.
Insotar as. the borrowings of our company are concerned, I would
think mcluclmg a 20-percent overrun, for Westcoast, we would each
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be looking somewher~ in thenei~hborh~dd of$400'million; \Ve<woUld
anticipate raising that over a .5,-yea;r period and would ~ave a combination of the use of the issuance of common stock from our company's preferred stock, from our,companies, orordinacy bor1~owing
from the debenture market or the first moltgage market . .. ·
Senator 1Y1E.TZENBAUl\L All of this assumes the economy is going all
right, going well. If it doesnot, 'a~d there are times in Can!,tdaar well
as in the United States and in other parts of the world that you cannot
go to the market. for money, what contingency, backup ]Jlm1, do you
have?
··
·· · ·
· ·.·
' ·
Mr.. PIERCE:. \Ve have ba:rik loans in our comp~ny to the .extent of
$4:00 million which would carry us over ~ period of time. I might say
this: The Canadian capital market has never been quite a¥ bullish as
the American capital I]1ai·ket,but our company has never had any
diffic~lty raising funds in the public market in the years we have
needed to raise the issue.
Senator 1Y1ETzENBAUl\L You have never needed to raise this amount
of n1oney.
Mr. PIERCE. \Ve have raised as much as this over a 4- or 5-year
period.
. · ··
.
.
,
Senator 1Y1ETZENBAUl\I. My question is, you have a baclmp and that
is only to go to a bank, is that what you are saying?
Mr. PIERCE. $400· millim1 of contingency with.the banks. That is
more than the amount of equity we are required to subscribe.
Senator METZENBAUl\I. I didn~t hear you.
Mr. PIERCE. The $400 million contingency fund we have arranged
for with the banks is more than the equity we are required to subscribe.
Senator.METZENBAUlVL The $400 million contingency with the banks
you have arranged, is that specifically for this purpose or other purposes?
ML PIERCE. For this purpose.
Senator M:ETZENBAUl\I. How about for the other competing firms,
do vou know?
~ir. PIERCE. Generally, the other provisions apply; the other main
company is \Vestcoast Transmission, it is basically in the same
·.. ·.. .
position.
·
·
Senator JYiETzENBAUl\r. Are you all about the smne size?
Mr. PIERCE. Trans-Canada Pipelines would be about the largest
company. \Ve and \Vestcoast would be basically second.
Senator METZENBAUl\I. You don't anticipate the need to come into the
American investment market in order to raise any of the dollars
yon are talking about?
Mr. PIERCE. Senator, we expect very much to be in the American market with respect to debt . .Excuse me, Alberta Gas Trunk Line per se
does not intend per se to go to the American market, although it could.
The Foothills project itself.will be seeking to borrow funds in the U.S.
market.
Senator METZENBAUM. That is. the projection as submitted to us.
That is ah·eady contem.plated to be American long-term debt. Is that
what you are saying?
Mr. PiJJ'JRCE. That is it, Senator.
Senator METZENBAUl\r. Mr, Miller, dq you have anything you would
like to add on this subject?
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Mr~ JYL:rLLJm. Senator, I might volunteer if I may, thisprojectwill,
as Senator McClure pointed out, depend on economics. If it is an
econo:mic project thatproduces economic gas toU.S.• em~sumers. 'Ve
are at a stage where such elementary matters such as size of the pipe
and gage of the pipe are known. vVe should apologize. Tam particularly embarrassed not to be specific about plans. vV e know: from aggregates, from experience, from the strength of all of tlie entities, that
are receiving benefits from this project, provided it is economic, that it
can be financed.
Senator METZENBAUlVI. Mr. Miller, what are the p1~oblems, what are
the areas of concern that you would advise any investment banking
house, any regular banking house, or any common stock investor, concerning his investing his dollars at this point with this project?
Mr. Mn.LER. I guess I would pick three elements. Qne is any .investor
looking at the project would want to be assured it would be completed
and produce a transportation system which has gas going in one end
and coming out the other end with customers to buy it.
I would tell them to look very strongly at the regulatory and intergovernmental relationships. That we're watching the project as one
of the biggest risks, not as one of the biggest protections.
.
Finally, they would be looking at either the tailgate, the plant tailgate price and the resultant economics of gas to the consumer, and
that makes sense on a Btu basis, then the project willwork.
Senator METZEJ\TJ3AUJ\L There are a lot of "if's" at this point. vVhat
about the fourth "if," if the producers would be willing to sell?
Mr. MILLER. I think that is part of it. You put yourself in the position
of a producer. They are private enterprises that own assets. If they
are going to be required to sell the gas at 2'4 cents or whatever price
was used, they won't sell it and there won't be a pipeline.
Senator JYlETZENBAUlVI. If they are persuaded by this geologist who
sa.ys as a consequence of the gas being taken from the wells, that there
will be a loss of four billion barrels of oil. If they !happen to be persuaded there 1nay be some merit to that point, then there would be
no gas, the gas would not become available.
1\fr. Mn.LER. They own it. If they were so persuaded, which I find
unlikely, they would not sell the gas for transmission.
Senator 1\fETZENBAu:tvL As a business advisor in this matter, I gather
yon are an investment banking con:=mlltant for the Canadian companies?
1\Ir. MILLER. That is correct, sir.
Senator JYfETZENBAUlVI. Do you not find. it somewhat mmsual that
there have not been any assm~ances given at this point from the producersthat the gas will be available and subject only to negotiation of
priee?
Mr. MILLER. Frankly, no, sir, I do not. All I ean do is put myself
in .the position of a producer which is a rather ridiculous position to
put myself in, but I will do i·t. If I had the uncertainties associated
with the discussions going on here in Washington about what my assets
were going to be permitted to be worth. I would not have a discussion
on what I would sell for or whether I would sell.
Senator METZENBAUJ\:1:. Is First Boston primary investmeirt bankers
for any df the producers in Alaska, Exxon, Arco,. Phillips-·
..-·-• ·
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Mr. :NIILLER. There are thre-e principal produc-ers. \Ve a.re not-1
·will use your word "primary"-we are not primary investment
bankers. \Ve have done transactions for A reo. \V"e were one of the
managei·s of the BP stock offering in the United States. \Ve ihave a
certain kind of relation with Exxon. \Ve rare not what I think what
you would mean by calling us a primary investment banker for any
of those three companies. e 'vould he delighted to become so.
Senator METZE.NBAUlii. \Vhich investment banking house negotiated
the Sohio-BP transaction?
Mr. MILLER. "Which transaction·~
Senator JYIE·rzE.NBAUlii. The menrer.
Mr. MILLER. Morgan-Stanley has been assoc.iated with Sohio and
BP. I don't want to attribute to them the negotiation of it without any
better knowledge•df it as to who did what.
Mr. MILLARD. I believe it was Morgan Guaranty.
Mr. MILLER. I would not be suDprised if that were correct. It was
not the First Boston Corporation, I do know that.
Senator METZENBAUllf. Loeb Rhoades, do yon have a particular
banking relationshin with Sohio. BP or-M:r. 'MILLARD. \Ve have no conflicts of any kind in representing
Alcan in its future relationship to the producers.
Senator METZE.NBAUlii. Have vou been-Mr. MILLARD. Only in the most general way, not direct line.
Senator METZE.NBAUl\I. How about Amerada-Hess, Texaco,
Phillips?
Mr.-MILLARD. I used to be. years ago, a director of Amerada-Hess.
\Ve have been co-manager of issues for Amerada-Hess but have not
had any managerial relitionship for the other companies.
Mr. JI.1ILLER. Perhaps I should volunteer we are the princi!pal investment banker for Phillips. You asked :Yir. Millard about Phillips.
SenaJtor METZE.NBAUllf. Gentlemen, our committee appreciates your
being with us this morning. \Ve would a:ppreciate some further advice
from. the Canadian companies concerning the question I posed to you.
You will hear from Betsy Moler of the commititee staff. I hope the
committee sees fit to ask you to return. If the committee asks you to
return you would make yourselves available for that purpose?
Other than that, if von have no fut.her comm.ents the committee
stands adjourned-exclise me. Senator Stevens, I apologize. I regret
I must leave for another meeting, would you mind presiding?
Senator STEVENS. Not at all.
\Ve rare anxious to develop a. record with regard to this project,
gentlemen, and I wonder if any of yon would comment upon the concept of Canadian content with regard to the line both in Canada and
in Alaska? Has that been determined as to what Canada policy will
be with regard to materials or contractor activity in Canada or nonCanadians?
Mr. BLAIR. Yes, it has been. The company that builds the ·pipeline,
and which company we control, will endeavor to 'purchase goods and
materials, equipment, and services from domestic suppliers which is
a practice that we follow in our form of business from year to year
and which has been shown over the years to produce sufficient and
completively produced pipeline components.

''T
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Senator STEVENS [presiding]. There is a reference, Mr. Blair, in
the statement at:tached to the PresidenFs recommendation that commits each government to the principle that supply of goods and services
will be on generally competitive terms. Is that to be interpreted as competitive within each cmmtry as compared to being openly competitive
between, say, contra:ctors for the United States as well >as Canada with
regard to the Canadian section~
1\1r. BLAIR. I am not sure if there is any difference, Senator. I suppose that would be competiti,-e within each country, but I suppose
also the result would be the same as if there were complete competition
between both countries.
vVe recognize a real need to do business year after year and to have
the competitive firms that will bid against each other and give us
reasonable costs and services. I think both countries are interested in
keeping that supply line open.
I certainly do not avoid your question. To come to it a more direct
way, I would say our expectation is that we can obtain sufficient competitive bids from our Canadian firms and the supply of bids for contracts and services so we can build the line economically and so the
total cost will be-will not compare unfavorably witli the United
States.
Senator STEVENS. I am not being critical. I have a memory of coming
into Kenai on a competitive basis and at the time the Kenai field was
developed I distinctly recall when the Atko units were the first units
bought by the Alaska oil pipe.line, Alyeska, and some of the feelings
that ensued thereafter.
I know the Canadian people must have similar feelings but I wonder
whether the competition of our companies to Canadian firms is going
to be available. whether this Canadian content we read in the NEB
statement-the' NEB statement as I understand it, is 80 percent of the
line in Canada must be Canadian content. 1Ve are trying to understand
whether that means American firms will not be permitted to compete
and whether that statement that is in the President's report means
its competition within each conntr:v as opposed to competition openly.
Mr. BLAIR. I think the assumption has been in Canada the U.S.
firms supplying the pipes to the project would supply to the U.S. part
of the proiect and the Canadian firms would supply the equivalent to
the Canachan part.
Senator STEYE~S. vYho is going to supply the money on the Canadian
markets, :Mr. Bla1r?
Mr. BLAIR. The canital markets in Canada and the United States.
Senator STEYENS. 1Ve have some nroblem with that. I am sure vou
know. I have rrreat respect for YOU ~nd for your firm.'\Ve have some
problem with the fact that wheri the Alaska projects were developed, it
was Canadian firms that came in and did a considerable portion of
the work. Now that the Canadian side is going to open up with the
Alaskan firms h!Lving experience coming out of the Alaska pipeline
stage are not Q:omg to be able to compete. I understand that is a national policy. You are not making that, Mr. Blair.
I thi!1k some of my friend~ ~n ~~laska are standing by thinking they
are gomg to have opportumhes lil Canada. which I do not perceive
they are going to han.
,
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Mr. BLAIR. Senator, I know there have been quite a number ofeases
ofprotBst in Canada that Canadian firms had difficulty from project to
project in becoming qualified to bid on work in the United State~. I
suppose the policies will be as the governments of the two sovere1gn
jurisdictions establish from time to time.
· I do think we are entitled to make the one point. The policy of
Canadian purchasing need not be associated with any assumption it is
going to produce a more expensive project. .
.
.
I do believe in our nroductivity, our acquisition costs over the years.
vVe can show there is reason to "expect Canadian portion of this line
and the U.S. portion can be measured on equal basis.
.
Senator STEVENS. Knowing your background, I am sure you w1ll
do your best to see that is the case. But can you tell me, does the
Canadian steel industry have the capacity now to produce all of the
steel required for the pipeline on the Canadian side~
Mr. BLAIR. Thank you for your comments, first. vV e will want to
maintain your confidence very nmch.
Yes, the Canadian pipeline, the pipe-steel industry does have the
capacity to furnish all of the pipe required for the project. Also we
have tested there is sufficient capacity to continue to supply the ongoing supplies of pipe in Canada for other projects and anticipated
in which our own company and vVestcoast Transmission and other
compa.nies will be involved. vVe have checked that very carefully to
make sure that pipe will be sold.
Senator STEV1CNS. There has been some indication that Canadian
pipe suppliers qught to be expanded at the time when our steel mills
are shutting down, onr financing of this pipeline through Canada,
with the expansion of the Canadian capacity, H1at does not seem to be
the case from what you say. That would not be your opinion~
Mr. BLAIR. The Canadian steel industry is pre..sently undergoing
an expansion and the result of the expansion will 'be to make it fully
capable to supply all of the steel for manufacture of the pipeline.
Little or no pipe rolling capacity is required of the project.
There may be some increase in pipe rolling capacity for competitive
reasons between companies. I lmow of one company that has indicated
advancement in one mill, but that is not required in terms of the aggregate national pipe rolling capacity in Canada.
Senator STEVENS. Part of the agreement is Alaska gas would he
provided to the small communities on the Canadian side of the border.
I believe there is a specific cost mentioned in the agreement that gas
would be replaced as it goes down through your fields and will be sort
of a swap as I understand it, handled by your company internally in
Canada .
. ·would _you tell me who would pay the capital costs for the install abon req.mred, a take-off from the pipe and distribution among small
compmues
vVould it be your company~
Mr. BLAIR. N 0, Senator. vV"e have undertaken to install with our own
company the high pressure lines from the main line to the town gate
and to include that cost in the capital and take that into accom~t in
the cos~. o.f th.e pineline. It is a v~ry, very minor cost actually, I think
$2% nulhon lS allowed for the mght communities perceived as large
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enough to be interested in gas supplies. We are talking of a small frac•
tion of 1 percent of the total capital cost of the plant.
Senator STEVENS. I commend .you for thinking. about those small
communities. vVill it require just one take-off from a line to serve them
or a series of take-offs?
Mr. BLAIR. A series of take-offs which will be. at the point of the·
main line closest to each settlement. This is similar to the way we operate in the Provinces, that has been part of the ethic of cross-colmtry gas pipeline management in Canada, that the people along the way
get gas service as well as the people in the large population centers the
pipeline eventually goes to.
·
.
.
Senator STEVENS. The cost of the takecoff, the local commumty pays
for distribution within their community but not for the capital costs
of the take-off?
Mr. BruuR. That is correct. As this has been laid. out from Yukon,
those local consumers would pay on a share basis of the high pressure
line. It all rolls into the sum total. They are a relatively small component.
Senator STEVENS. Mr. McMillian, will you make the same arrangement with the small communities in Alaska?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Yes, sir;Tam sure we will. We are wimng to do
that: vVe will look forward to it.
Senator STEVENS. vVill the capital costs pay for the total cost of the
project or will we pay for the take-off and the line to the city gates?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Usually thetake-offs are borne by the transportation system, the distribution system is .usually a separate corporate
structure but the take-off point will be part of it, sir.
Senator STEVENS. I could get a list of all of the small communities involved. They are quite a distance apart as you know. \¥hat I
want to know is whether the small communities in Alaska are going
to have the same treatment as the small communities in Canada? I
applaud Canada for what they have done. Mr. Blair has done it, from
my knowledge, in his system in Alberta already.
It is something our gas industry has not done. If the community
wants to takeoff here, the cost of the takeoff and the line to go to
the community and provide its own community-wide distribution system; this is a contrary concept. The pipeline system pays the whole
cost of takeoff and the cost of delivering to the city border, community border. Are we going to follow that policy in Alaska?
Mr. Mc~frLLIAN. I don't think we have approached that problem. I
k~ow we hav~ on the takeoff point, th~ line to that community, I don't
tlunk t~1ose hues have been brought mto overall costs, of analyses or
evaluations.
I think all of these different points have yet to be defined.
Senator STEVENS. Then my knowledge of that portion of Canada,
some of them are, as we would say, a "fur piece" from that line, yet we
are going to build a line over there, and again, I applaud you. But I
want to be sure these sma 11 communities on our side of the line are
going to get the same treatment from this pipeline.
Mr. McMILLIAN. Senator Stevens, to go back to your question about
deliverJ; to .these points, traditionally these are taken up on a one by
one basis with the FPC and the FPC handles them on an individual
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basis. But as far as our initial design to permit communities in Alaska,
those costs have not been taken into consideration.
Senator STEVENS. I understand. But what I am saying our FPC has
not followed that policy, as I understand it, and Anchorage wanted-to
ask the line be built up from Kenai and the communities in between
had to pay their own take-offs.
I would hope we would try to find some w-ay to make certain these
small communities, most of them are I think, with one exception, a:re
native communities, quite similar to those on the Canadian side of the
line as a matter of fact and I think they should be treated the same
way. I would be happy to work with you to see that that is the case.
I hope our new Department of Energy will insist it is the case. They
now have some authority to change tl1e policies and practices of the
FPC. I ·hope this is one they approve.
Mr. McMillian, I examined the situation with reg·ard to the Federal law waiver that you have indicated to the President's task force
and our Department of Energy that you need. Have yon now made
any changes or are you seeking any additional waivers of Federalla ws
pursuant to the Alaska Nat ural Gas Transportation Act?
I am not trying to embarrass you. I am trying to urge you to ask
for them if you need them. Have you examined them to see if you need
them? 1Ve have set into the record a complete set of waivers. Your
former competitor thought it would seek if it had been chosen bv the
President. and vours was nil as I understand it.
"
I would like "you to urge the President to exercise that authority if
it is at all required to get this line built.
Mr. l\ticMILLIAN. Senator Stevens, we have examined all of the pres€nt problems of the law and we think our system can be built under the
existing laws. There is one waiver I think asked for in the President's
message, but we have no additional waivers to ask.
Senator STEVENS. The agreement contemplates construction will
~ommence on the elates set in Canada and in Alaska. Do "·e have any
assurance of when it will be completed, any deadline for completion
of this project?
Mr. McMn"LIAN. Our estimate is it will be completed the first of
1983. Those are our estimates. 1Ve believe we can meet tha.t schedule.
As far as having any guarantee as to those elates, it would depend on
a lot of factors, but we feel there is enough leeway in our construction
time schedules, to allow us to meet that deadline.
Senator STEVENS. The Senator from Ohio asked von about the
Alaska royalty gas and I had previously asked Mr. Schiesinger to give
us an analysis of this proposal that is before us on the basis that only
%ths of the gas would actually leave Alaska. I am sure you are. ~a
miliar then with the proposals before our State "-hich "·oulcl ut1lrze
100 percent of the royalty gas in Alaska for petrochemical and pharmaceutical concerns. I assume you are familiar with those?
Mr. McMILLIAN. Not all ofthose, Senator.
Senator STEVENS. vVe are taking a lesson from Mr. Blair. There is
an added concept involved and being pursued very intensely by the
State. Have you yourself examined the contents of this system without
that gas. The Alaska gas mav not leave Alaska.
Mr: McMILI"IAN. vVe ha v~· not redesigned our system.
Senator STEVENS. I didn't say redesign it. Have you reexamined the
economics of it?
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Mr. McMILLL\N. Not until we know the exact volumes that will be
produced from the field. \Ve are estimating 2.4 billion and, of course
we think we have about 400 million down in Alberta that can be ex~
ported. You talk about gas thereSenator STEVENS. The State of California seems to think it is going
to come up and take the gas ~t\nchorage is already using. If I understand their plan, they will take all of the gas from the Cook Inlet and
not leave any for Aachorage. Again, we might take a lesson from Mr.
Blair on that. I don't think that will happen, and I don't see any~
excess gas in the Cook Inlet under the circumstances now before us
with the California gas utilities. But in terms of this project from
the point of view of its financeability and feasibility, I think we would
like to know what impact the State's decision to use its royalty gas in
Alaska would have?. Incidentally, to say, parenthetically, there are
still a lot of people who don't understand it is gas produced from State
lands and owned by the State under a very unique constitution
whereby we have declared oil and gas is owned publicly and is not
subject to private ownership. It is entirely a publiedecision and not
a private decision as to what lmppens to that oil ,and gas and I am
confident what that decision is going to be and I think most people
in Alaska are. But I don't know if the companies involved have accepted thatfact yet.
Can that be .stated? Are we going to keep our oil and gas in Aln,ska?
Mr. McMILLIAN. I .can understand your trying to do this and your
State's efforts and goals, but the economicreality of doing some of the
things "~e hope to do, we are going to have to reach to do them ..I think
:for the price of this gas to be processed, to be put into petrochemicals
to cmnpete in the world market, would be very difficult with some of
your big Middle East plants coming on to().ay where gas is considered
zero value.
I frankly-we think a large part ofthe gas .will be .sold or else used
for some smaHertype of businesses, smaller type of n·on ore processing, things like that. That would be really beneficialtoput in a world
type of petrochemical complex.
·~
•..
.. ·~
Senator STEVENS. I am sure you are familiar with the cost of energy
there nm·v ?
Mr. McMn.LIAN. Yes. sie.
Senator STEVENS. Tl1e Eskimos are the .only• people. who. have. gas
in the North Country. There is no gas in the North Pole, and I think
they are going to react the same way Mr. Blair is speaking to, ifthat
gas goes by. I am suggesting to you thee as.smnption must be the gas
is going to be used in Alaska. If the United States changes its position
and helps us build new hydroelectric dams, which \Ve only have one·
of in the State of Alaska., an~l helps us .use some of our other power
resources, and helps develop some of those resources, we mighLthinl<
seriously about exporting the gas. But we see .no reason to set. there
and pay the highest price for eriergy in, the country and let ourgas
go out ofthe State;
•
.
.
.
\Vith due respect, as Mr. Blair knows we have had a considerable
number of people down in.Albe1·ta finding out how they didit,and we
do our best to improve on the model.
Let me ask one last question. I have a letter sent to Mr. Coleman by
our Commissioner o:f Revenue, Mr. Gallagher, that goes into the question of this gas~ conditioning plant.
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This is a subjectthat bothers Alaska considerably. He was told and
I was also. told the best estimate for the completion time for the gasconditioning plant was 4 years and'10 months once the authority to
proceed with final design commitments have been awarded, but did
not include the time for prelin1inary studies for the definitive design
process nor any questions concer1iin.g regulatory hearings.
As a matter of fact, he thinks it is the State.'s position that the
process could easily take 6 years. vVe have, I am sure you know, considerable economic volume. He says this plant will produce 3.51 tons
o:f sulfur, 100 parts per million of hydrogen sulfide, both of which
come under the Olean Air Act and the national ambient standards that
it produces 1800 parts per million of benzene, which OSHA controls.
This isthe keystone arch of the system, yet we don't see anyone that
even looks like they are ready to design a plant. Will this plant be
part of the gas pipeline system~
Mr. McMILLIAN. No, sir, it. will not. I think the producers during
the FPC hearings have alwa:ys indicated they would be willing to build
and operate the plant; I think the time fiactors mentioned in Mr.
Gallagher's letter are unrealistic. I'don't think they are right.
Senator STEVENS. They are the same time factors that come from
theproducing companies ..
Mr. MoNlrLLIAN. I don't think they are right. We made a study
ourselves. Aplant can be built within o% years. I think: they are going
up like strawlllen, negotiating for a higher gas price.
..
Senator STEVENS. l have discussed it with the chairman of this committee to fll:I:doutwho is going to initiate this. It is my understanding
the position taken before the ]!'PO was the plantwould be started when
the gas purchasers would be identified. This is normal gasfield prac~
tice. In this situation, I don't see we are going to get the purchasers
identified for another year unless I am wrong; tlley also say they
want your project approved by both Governments and the financing
completed.· Would you tell me what your time frame would be 'j What
would be your feeling as to when you will have approvals from the
Canadian Goverrunent, both National and Provincial, and have the
financing inline~
.
No one is going to enter into a contract to buy the gas until they
see that is the case.
·
Mr. MoM!LLIAN. I ,don't believe that is so, Senator. I believe it would
be· pretty irresponsible.· for the companies to· do that.
Senator STEVENS. Assuming.thatis their position, I agree with you;
I think someone ought to start right now; I would like to see the State
build' one.
.
.
Mr. MoMrLLIAN. I think assuming they take that position, that·
choice would be taken out of their hands, and I don't think they are
that foolish.
·
Senator STEVENS; No one has the right to selltheir gas~
Mr. McMILLIAN. If there is a: game plan like you are talking about,
there :q1ight be party that will take themaway from it. Oonaress has a.
lot of power. What Congress gives, Oong:ress can take away~
Se~at<;>r STEVENS. Th·at is something Co~gress can't do, take a company s nght to make a contract and make 1t for them, not if I understand the fifth amendment, not as I understand the contract clause.
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Mr. McMILLIAN. You are assuming these comp~nies are irresponsible. They are not. They want to sell this gas. They will negotiate in
good faith with us. They are not going to delay us, Senator. 'V"e are
going to work with them in good faith. To imply otherwise, Senator,
I think is unfair.
Senator STEvENs. Do you know anything to the contrary? I am told
they are going to enter into gas contracts with the ultimate purchasers;
you are not, you are going to assume you are going to sell this gas to
the ultimate purchasers.
Mr. McMILLIAN. No, sir.
.
..
Senator STEVENS. It is the producer that is going to sell it.
Mr. McMILLIAN. Yes.
Senator STEVEN's. How can thev determine the risks to sell it unless
there is a pipeline and what the pl.peline is going to look like and what
the costs are going to look like for transportation;
Mr. McMILLIAN. Senator, they tell us the only factor they want to
see before they enter into contract, all of these pieces 'have to fit together. We can run around like the Little Red Hen waiting for the
sky t() hit us on the head, but I don't think we have to do that. There
are things that have worked in this industry for many years. They have
always fit together and people have worked togeth·er.
Once the gas price· has been established· by the FPC, and the producers know what they are going to reasonably receive, I think the
responsible companies will enter into a contract for this gas. They
don't. ,have to wait for a domino effect for each one of the serie§ of
things to happen.
There will be certain conditions. If something happens:_like '1ii: all
contracts, you have to judge for that. But I think-Senator STEVENS. I hope you are right. That is not what we are
hearing. That is not what we heard at the FPC hearings. And, that is
not what we heard at the NEB hearings either. We heard the contracts
are going to be entered into when there was a determination of the
pipeline and the approvals of the governments had been obtained and
the financing had been obtained. If you are telling me there is some way
to get these contracts entered into before that, I would be-and Congress can in some way get involved-we will be glad to talk to your
lawyers. We would like to help you. Above all, I would like to see that
gas conditioning plant started.
I understand everyone has said the same thing, it will be started
when the purchasers are identified. Do you know of anything to the
contrary on that?
Mr. McMILLIAN. I think the gas contract, if all of the design factors
and all of the planning for building this processing plant are not
underway, I would be highly surprised. I think it would be very irresponsible of the parties.
Senator STEVENS. I •am going to suggest to the committee then we
get the producing companies in here. I have not been informed and
neither has the State-Mr. McMILLIAN. It might be a good idea.
Senator STEVENS [continuing l. That it is nnderwa y. I hope there is
not a delay factor here that will be disturbing to you, to your company,
or to my State as royalty owner.
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Mr. Mo:nfrLLIAN. A_nd to the Nation as a whole. This is too important
an energy source for a game plan. I don~t think responsible companies
would act irresponsibly.
Senator STEVENS. It is not just one conditioning plant, by the way.
vVe are informed there is also a need for initial gas separatwn centers
throughout the field. There is one major gas conditioning facility and
we are talking about a cost that is $1.8 billion, minimum, in 1975
figures. So we are talking about $21/z billion by the time it gets started.
At least somebody has to underwrite that. I have urged the State to
step in and do it. That is one thing our State could do and would be
very advantageous to everyone concerned.
Mr. Mo:M:ILLL<~.N. I am not sure that could be done without initiating
an FPC procedure to do it.
Senator STEvENS. Do you think it is up to. the committee? And I
hope the committee will ask the producer-owners and give us a schedule
of the producing facilities, and again I would urge you, if you find
any of these laws that ought to be waived because of the circumstances
involved, I would urge you to take the initiative and bring it to our
attention.
I think Congress is more than willing to recommend to the President
that he initiate action to expedite action for construction of this
pipeline.
I appreciate your courtesy. The committee sta.nds in recess until
tomorrow morning.
["\Vhereupon, at 10 :40 a.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 8:30a.m., Wednesday, October 12, 1977.]
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TV ashington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 8 :30 a.m., in room 3110.
Dirksen Office Building, Ron. James Abourezk presiding.
Present: Senators Abourezk, Jackson, Durkin, Bartlett, Gravel, and
Stevens.
Also present: Betsy :Moler, counsel; and George Dowel, counsel.
Cmn!TI'TEE

ON

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES ABOUREZK, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA

Senator .A.noUREZK. The committee will come to order.
Senators Gravel and Stevens will join us at the committee table, and
will question the witnesses, in the interest of their State.
The first two witnesses will appear as a panel, Stephen Bosworth
and Roger Altman. Are they here~ I wonder if, for the benefit of the
reporter, you would introduce yourselves in order so that she might
know who is sitting where.
Mr. BoswORTH. I am Stephen Bosworth, Deputy Assistant.Secretary of State. On my right is Mr. Phillip Trimble, Acting Deputy
Legal Adviser of the Department of State.
Mr. ALTli!AN. I am Roger Altman, Assistant Secretary for Domestic
Finance of the Treasury.
Senator AnoUREZK. I would:like to •welcome you to the Energy Committee. You are welcome to begin testifying. Please do.
Mr. BoswoRTH. Mr. Chairman, I have a brief statement which I will
be happy to make a vail able to the conunittee for the record.
Senator STEVENS. Could you pull the mike up, please, so that we
can hear you ?
l\fr. BoswoRTH. I have a brief statement whieh I will be hn.ppy to
make available for the record. If you agree, I would propose to summarize that statement briefly now.
Senator AnouREZK. So ordered. Your eomplete statement will be
ineluded in the reeorcl atthe end of your testimony.
(141)
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'STATEMENT OF HON. STEPHEN W. BOSWORTH, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INTERNATIONAL RESOURCES AND
FOOD POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF STATE, ACCOJ.IIIPANIED BY
PHILLIP TRII'dBLE, ACTING DEPUTY LEGAL ADVISOR

:M:r. BoswoRTII. I an1 pleased to be here to appear in support of the
President's decision in favor of the Alcan project for the transportation of Alaskan natural gas. In my testimony today I will discuss
some of the considerations on wl1icl1 the decision is based including
the relationship of the United States-Canada Transit Pipeline Treaty
to the Alcan project; and the main points of the agreement between
the United States and Canada on principles applicable to a northern
natural gas pipeline; as well as the impact of the decision on United
States/Canadian relatioJ1S.
•. . . ..
. . . ·..
. . ,
I believe, Mr.. Chairman,. that Secretary. Schlesinger has provided
the committee with a full description. of the economic factors whicl1
led the President to select the Alcan project, and I will not repeat
those at this time.
As we. have observed in recent years, the energy systems of the
United States and Canada are closely r~lated. The United States obtains about 1 trillio11, C\lbic feet per ye~rof, natural gas from Canada,
about 5 percent of om; total annual supply. During last year's energy
crisis, Canada provided on, an emergency basis large, additional sup. ·
plies of natural gas. ·
Oil imports from Canada, while substantially reduced from the
level reached e~rlier, remain important to U.S. refineries in theN orthern tier States. U.S. coal exports to Canada, exchanges of electricity
along theborder, ancUhe transit of Canadian hydrocarbon pipelines
through the United States are further elements of the important
United States-Canada epergy relationship..
.
.
.·.. . . ·
h the·legislation which authorizedconstruction.of thetrans"Alaska
oil pipeline, the Congress authorized and requested the President to
enter into negotiations with the Government of Canada· to .determine the willingness of that government to permit construction of
pipe1ines across Canada for the transportation of natural gas and oil
from ~Alaska to the lower 48 States, and the terms and conditions
under which such pipelines could be built.
In response to this mandate from the Congress, ·and an expression
of interest by the Canadians in developing such an agreement, negotiations began in 1974.
At the outset, the Canadians made it clear that they were not prepared to discuss, or approve, a specific pipeline project. The negotiations centered on an agreement to provide general, reciprocal assurances applicable to all existing and future pipelines transiting the
United States or Canada.
The United States-Canada Transit Pipeline Treaty, to which the
Senate gave its advice and consent on, August 3, and which has since
been ratified by both countries, provides the following principal assurances: noninterference with the flow of hydrocarbons in transit;
nondiscriminatory taxation; and in bond treatment of hydrocarbons
in transit.
The AJcan project will benefit from these assurances. Protection
against interference and in bond treatment are unambiguous con-
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cepts and present no problems of interpretation when anpliedto the
.t'I.Jcan project.
-"
However, the assurances of nondiscriminatory taxation require
that a standarcl be chosen against which to measure possible discrimination. The treaty provides· that "similar pipelines" within the jurisdictiC?n of a taxing public authority will serve as the standard of
.companson.
The Canadian portion of the Alcan pipeline will be subject to the
·taxing authority of four distinct public authorities in Canada: The
Yukon Territory, the Province of British Columbia, the Province of
Alberta. and the Province of Saskatchewan.
In the three provinces, pipelines exist which provide a standard of
comparison under the treaty. For example, 1¥estcoast Transmission,
Alberta Gas Trunk Line, and Trans-Canada are pipelines which can
.
·
be usecl for comparison.
The treaty provides for binding arbitration should a dispute arise.
1In addition, the United States would have recourse against the Federal
·Government of Canada under international law in the event of a viola. tion of the terms of the treaty.
As stated earlier,· the treaty's nondiscrimination protection relies
·upon the existence of a standard of comparison. Since no pipeline
similar to the Alcan line now exists in the Yukon Territory, there is
not now ari appropriate standard of comparison for purposes of tax
treatment.
If the Canadians build-as they presently intend-'--the Dempster
Lateral from the .Mackenzie Delta to 1¥hitehorse to connect with the
A.lcan line, this pipeline will be "similar'' for purposes of the treaty
.and will provide a sta.ndard of comparison for tax purposes.
Ho\Yever, to guard against the contingency .of the Lateral not be"
ing built or being long delayed, the Agreement on Principles Applicable to a Northern N atnral Gas Pipeline provides .for an alternatire
tax regime applicable to the Alcan line in theYukon until the Dempster Lateral is constructed.
This cregime specifies the maximum levels .of taxation which may
be imposed in the Yukon during the construction of the line.
Concern has also been expressed, Mr. Chairman, that the cost of
settling Native land claims in. the areas traversed by the pipeline
carrying Alaskan gas might have to be borne by the pipeline and
indirectly by the U.S. consumer. This issue was specifically addressed
during the negotiation of the agreement.
Paragraphs 11 and 12 of the agreement identify the types of
charges. which may be imposed on the pipeline by Canadian public
authorities. Payment for the settlement of Native claims is not
among tlwse, and the Government of Canada has confirmed our understanding that any cost of settlement of Native claims will not be
borne by the Alcari project.
In addition, there has been some concern also that selection of a
trans-Canacliiri route might expose the United States to a greater
risk of costly delays in construction than the alternative proiects.
Therefore. in the course of negotiating the Agreement on Prin~iples,
we asked .for and obtained. commitments by the Canadian officw ls to
specific dates for authorization of commencementto construction
The Canadians have done so. The agreement specifies that both
·Governments will take measures to insure tlw prompt issuance of all
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authorizations with a view to allowing main pipelaying in the Yukon
to begin on January 1.1981.
Tl~is would, of coui·se, include insuring that the settlement of N ative. claims does not delav construction. Other construction in Canada
will be allowed to begin on a schedule which will enable initial operation o·f the pipeline on .rannary 1. 1983.
Const.ruction of the pipeline is likely to disrupt the normal development of northern communities along the pipeline right-of-way, as
was the case in Alaska during construction of the trans-Alaska oil
pipeline.
However, the agreement specifies that indirect socioeconomic costs in
the Yukon associated with construction of the pipeline" . . . will not be·
reflected in the cost of service to U.S. shippers other than through :the
Yukon property tax."
vVe understm1d tha.t the government of the Yukon will borrow
money, on commercial terms,~trom the pipeline companies involved in
building the pipeline in the Yukon in order to meet the indirect socioeconomic costs associated "·ith the pipeline construction. The borrowed
funds will be repaid from tax revenues.
I have not, ~fr. Chairman. mentioned all of the provisions of the·
agreement. The agreement also covers pipeline routing, cost-sharing,
implementing legislation. and consultati,-e procedures.
I would like to say a few words. Mr. Chairman, concerning the impact. on United States and Canada relations.
The U1iited States and Canada have a long tradition of cooperation
on mutually beneficial projects. Examples include the Distant Early
Warning System, the Alaskan Highway, N1e. Saint Lawrence Seaway,
the Auto Agreement. and the transportation of Canadian hydrocarbons across the United States.
Our decision to work together on the Alcan pipeline fnrthers and
strengthens this tradition of cooperation. In our vie'v the pipeline
agreement exemplifies the type of project where bilateral cooperation
is most clearly called for-projects which lead to benefits which could
not be obtained. by either country were we to address separately the·
problems concerned.
Thank yon, Mr. Chairman.
.
[The prepared statement of Mr; Bosworth follows:]
STATEMENT':OF Hox. STEPHEN W. BOSWORTI'I:. DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR INTERNATIONAL RESOURCES AND FOOD POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

ram pleased to appear before your Committee in support of the President's
decision in' favor of the Alcan project for the transportation of Alaskan gas.
through Canada to the lower .48 states. I am accompanied by Phillip Trimble,
Acting. Deputy Legal Advisor of the.Department of State.
In Jl1Y testimony today in support of the President's decision, I will discuss:
-'-'-some of the considerations upon which the decision is based.
-the relationship of the U.S.-Canada Transit Pipeline Treaty to the Alcan
project.
-,-the main points of the Agreement bet\veen the U.S. and Canada 011 Principles Applicable to a Northern Natural Gas Pipeline.
,-the impact of tile decision on U.S./Canadian relations.
Advantage.s of tl1e A lean Project

Secretary Schlesinger has provided the Committee with a full description of
the economic factors which led the President to select the Alcan Project. The
Project will deliver gas from Alaska to the lower 48 States at an estimated cost
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of service of $1.04 per thousand cubic feet of gas; 15 cents lower than the estimated cost of service of the alternative systems. Over the life of the pipeline,
the lower cost of service on the Alcan system will save US consumers on the
order of $6 billion.
As we have observed in recent years, the energy systems of the US ancl Canada
are closely related. The US currently obtains about one trillion cubic feet pe1·
annum of natural gas from Canada, which represents about 5 per cent of our
total annual supply. During last winter's energy crisis, Canada provided on an
.emergency basis large, additional supplies of natural gas to US communities
hard hit by natural gas shortages. Oil imports from Canada, while substantially
!'educed from the level reached earlier, remain important to US refineries in the
Northern Tier states. US coal exports to Canada exchanges of electricity along
the border and the transit of Canadian hydrocarbon pipelines tln·ough the US
.are further elements of the important US-Canada energy relationship. The joint
gas transportation project will add a major new dimension to that relationship.
Moreover, by offering a potential transportation system for Canadian gas from
northern areas of Canada, the construction of the Alcan Line will provide a
strong stimulus to exploration and development activities in that area. Each
·Government has a strong interest in assuring the maximum availability of energy
in our respective countries. This joint gas transportation project thus clearly
meet the common interest.
-US-Canacla TransU Pipeline Treaty

In the legislation which authorized construction of the trans-Alaska oil pipeline, the Congress authorized and requested the President to enter into negotiations with the Government of Canada to determine the willingness of that Gov·ernment to permit construction of pipelines across Canada for the transportation
-of natural gas and oil from Alaska to the lower 48 states. and the terms and
-conditions .under which such pipelines could be built. In response to this mandate
from the Congress, and an expression of interest by the Canadians in developing
:such an agreement, negotiations began in 1974.
At the outset, tbe Canadians made it clear that they were not prepared to dis-cuss, or approve, a specific pipeline project. The negotiations centered on an agreement to provide general, reciprocal assurances applicable to all existing and future
pipelines transiting the US or Canada. The US-Canada Transit Pipeline Treaty,
to which the Senate gave its advice and consent on August 3, and "·hich has since
.been ratified by both countries, provides the following principal assurances:
-non-interference with the flow of hydrocarbons in transit;
-non,discriminatory taxation;
-in bond treatment of hydrocarbons in transit.
The Alcan Project will rely upon these assurances. Protection against interference and in bond treatment are unambiguous concepts and present no problems
of interpretation when applied to the Alcan Project.
However, the assurances of non-discriminatory taxation require that a stand.arcl be chosen against which to measure possible discrimination. 'l'he Treaty provides that "similar pipelines" within the jurisdiction of a taxing public authority
will serve as the standard of comparison.
The Canadian portion of the Alcan pipeline will be subject to the taxing
authority of four distinct public authorities; the Yukon •.rerritory, the ProYince
of British Columbia, the Province of Alberta, aml the Province of Saska tachewan.
In the three provinces, pipelines exist which provide a standard of comparison
under the Treaty. For example, ·west Coast Transmission, Alberta Gas Trunk
Line, and 'l'rans Canada are pipelines which can be used for comvarison. The
Treaty provides that the governments of these ProvincE'S may levy only those
taxes upon the Alcan Pipeline which are also levied UIJon the similar pipeline
within their jurisdiction. Furthermore, all three Provinces have ,assured the
J<'ederal Government of Canada that they will observe the principles of noninterference and non-discriminatory tax treatment contained in the Transit
Pipeline Treaty. These assurances are annexecl to the .t'dcan Agreement on
Principles recently concluded with CUI~ada and are included among the documents
the President has provided to the Congress in support of his decision.
The Treaty provides for binding arbitration slwuld a dispute arise. In adclition. the US would have recourse against the Federal Government of Canada
under international law in the event of a violation of the terms of the Treaty.
Apart from the legal remedies available under the terms of the Treaty and
international law, there is also a strong tradition of cooperation which exists
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between tile US and Ganada.In previous joint projects, such as the Saint Law•
renee Seaway and the Alaskan Highway, the Government of Canada has met
its commitments and honored ·the terms of its agreements. For our part, we·
have not interferred with, nor discriminated against the important' pipelines;
which carry Canaclian gas and oil across U.S, territory; We believe that this
traclition of coop<eration, recognition of shared interests, and respect for lawful·
agreements will continue in the case of the Alcan Pipeline.
Yukon taxation

As stated earlier, the Treaty's non-discrimination protection relies upon the·
exist0nce of a standard of comparison. Since no pipeline similar to the Alcan
line now exists in the Yukon Territory, there is not now an appropriate standard
of comparison for purposes of tax treatment. If the Canadians build-as they
presently intend-'-the Dempster Lateral" from the Mackenzie Delta to Vi"hitehorse to connect with the Alcan line, this pipeline will be "similar for purposes
of thE' Treaty ancl will provide a standard of comparison for tax purposes.
However, to guard against the contingency of the Lateral not being built or
being long-delayed, the Agrement on Principles Applicable to a Northern Natural
Gas Pipeline provides for an alternative tax regime applicable to the Alcan line
in the Yukon until the Dempstel' Lateral is constructed. This regime specifies
the maximum levels of taxation which may be imposed 'in the Yukon during
the construction of the Line. The regime also. establishes a $30 million ceiling
on taxation of the Line after. completion. This amount is subject ;to adjustment
annually from 1983 to reflect the r.ate of inflation in Canada, or to correspond
to irlcreases in Alaskan taxes on the portion of the Line in, Alaska. After the
first five years of expected operation of the line, the tax ceiling may also be
adjusted to correspond proportionately to increases in the levels of Yukon
taxes or grants from sources other than taxes on tl1e pipeline. This.alternative
tax regime would of course be superseded if the Dempster Line is b11ilt because
the Alcan line· would then enjoy the assurances on taxation provided by the
Transit Pipeline Treaty.
··

Native claims
Concern has been expressed that the cost of settling natiye land claims in the
areas traversed by the pipeline carrying Alaskan gas might have to be borne by
thePipeline and indirectly by the US consumer. This issue was specifically addressed during the negotiation of the Agreement. Paragraphs 11 and 12 of the
Agreement identify the types of charges which may be imposed on the Pipeline
by Canadian public authorities. Payment for the settlement of native claims is
not among these, and the Government of Canada has confirmed our understanding tllat any cost of settlement of native claims will not be borne by the A lean
Project. Canadian Deputy Prime Minister Allan .L M:acEachen, speaking at the
signing ceremony held in Ottawa on September 20, said; ''(native claims) exist
independently from the Pipeline and will not give rise to any charges on the
pipeline project. Their settlement is a purely Canadian responsibility."

Constnwtion timetable
There has been some concern also that selection of a trans-Canadian ronte
might expose the US to a greater risk of costly delays in construction than the
alternative projects. Therefore, in the course of negotiating the Agreement on
Principles, we asked the Canadian officials to commit to specific dates for authorization of commencement to construction. The Canadians have <lone so. The
Agreement specifies that both Governments will take measures to ensure the
prompt issuance of all authorizations with a view to allowin,~ main pipe-laying
in the Yukon to begin on .January 1, 1981. This would, of course, include ensuring
that the settlement of native claims does not delay construction. Other construction in Canada will he allowed to begin on a schedule which will enable initial
operation of the Pipeline on January 1, 1983.
The cost-sharing formula for the Dempster LatPral containPCl in the Agreement also provides strong incentives for the Canadians to minimize tlw cost of
building the Canadian section of the Ale an main pipeline. Inasmuch as construction delays are inherently costly, the incentive formula gives the Government of
Canada good reasons to prevent construction delays.

Indirect 80cio-economic costs
Construction of the Pipeline is likely to disrupt the normal development of
northern communities along the pi11eline right-of-way, as was the case in Alaslm
during construction of the Trans-Alaska oil pipeline.
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However, the Agreement makes clear that indirect socioeconomic costs in the·
Yukon associated with construction of the pipeline " ... will not .be reflected in
the cost of service to United States shippers other than through the Yukon property tax.'! We understand that the Government of the Yukon will borrow money,
on commercial terms, from the pipeline companies involved in building the Pipeline in the Yukon in order to meet the indirect socio-economic costs associated
with the Pipeline construction. The borrowed funds will be repaid from tax
revenues. 'l'herefore, the. loan of money to the Yukon Territory by the pipeline·
companies will hav-e. no impact on the cost of delivering .Alaskan gas to US consumers other than through the agreed levels of taxation.
I have not mentioned· all of the provisions of the Agreement. The Agreement
also covers pipeline routing, cost-sharing, implementing legislation, and consultative procedures. I will be happy to discuss .those areas further if the. members
of the Committee lmve questions.
Impact of the Ll.lcan pro'ject on Unitea States-Oanaa·ian r·elations

The United States andCanada.have a long tradition of cooperation on mutually
beneficial projects~ Examples include the. Distant Early Warning System, the·
:Alaskan Highway, the Saint Lawrence Seaway, the Auto Agreement, and the
transportation of Canadian hydrocarbons across the United States. Our decision
to work together on the Alcan ·Pipeline furthers and strengthens this •tradition
of cooperation ..In our view the pipeline Agreement exemplifies the type of project
where bilateral cooperation is most clearly called for-projects which lead to·
benefits which couldnot be obtained by either country were we to address. sepm·ately the problems concerned.
The pipeline '\\ill be one of the largest construction projects even undertaken
in North ..A...merica. Its successful,completion will engage the skills and productive
capacity of both countries and will provide important economic benefits. to both
countries. I t will .enable the two countries to provide substantially more gas to
consumers at a lower cost than if either of us were to act independently. At the
same time, agreement on the Alcan pipeline enlarges the opportunities fol' ·further cooperation with Canada in the energy field, and strengthens possibilities for·
continued expansion .of mutually beneficial collaboration between. the two coun7
tries on a broader range of issues of common concern.

Senator AnoUREZK. Any other statements from members of the
panel before we have questions?
Mr. ALniAN. Thank yon, Mr. Chairman. I also have a prepared
statement, much of which I will offer to submit for the record, and I
will try to briefly summarize.
Senator AnouP.EZK. Your prepared statement will be included in the
record £.allowing your testimony, Mr. Altman. vVe would like you to·
summanze.
STATEMENT OF RON. ROGER ALT1viAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR DOMESTIC FINANCE, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. ALniAN. As I think yon lmow, the Treasury Department has
participated in the Alaskan gas decision process from its initial stages.
Among other activities, the Department led an interagency task force,
which on July 1, 1977, delivered a public report to the President on
financing a transportation system.
As, of course, yon know and Mr. Bosworth has reiterated, the President has designated the Alcan system to transport Alaskan gas across
Canada. His report discussing the reasons for that decision was forwarded to Congress, and it includes a detailed discussion of the financing issues. Let me again by summarizing the discussion of financing
contained in that report.
It observes that the "Alcau project will be one of thelargest-if not
the largest-privately financed international business ventures of alr
time."
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Obviously, the amount of financing required for such an undertalnng
is enormous, and raising it is a complex task. Indeed, certain financing
issues still remain unresolved.
My central conclusion, however, is that the Alcan project can be
privately financed, assuming equitable participation of those parties
who will benefit directly from its construction.
The Treasury Department has consistently argued that an Alaska
natural gas transportation system could be privately financed given
a proper Federal regulatory climate. The President's decision, with
the accompanying terms and conditions, would eliminate much of the
potential uncertainty of Federal regulation and insure that such
regulation will be conducive to both an efficient project and a private
financing.
To be specific, the President has recommended a modified form of
incremental pricing for Alaskan gas to assure marketability to consumers. He has recommended the creation of an Alaska Nat ural Gas
Office directed by an appointed Federal inspector to coordinate the
government's involvement in construction of the project and to insure
the project proceeds efficiently.
He has prepared an agreement with the Government of Canada
which largely eliminates binational regulatory problems. The President has recommended establishing a rate of return on equity which
discourages cost overruns.
He has discouraged the use of new and controversial tariff arrangements which would be subject to time-consuming litigation with uncertain results. Finally, the President has recommended that the field
price to the producers of Alaskan gas be established in accordance with
his national energy plan, thus eliminating a lengthy price proceeding
before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and subsequent
litigation.
By adopting these recommendations, the Carter administration
expects to resolve much of the uncertainty which earlier characterized
the Federal regulatory environment for this project. This should
eliminate what had been perceived to be a major risk of the project.
In effect. the President's recommendations go far to encourage an
~conomically viable Alaskan gas project, which is the key to a
private financing.
One of the issues mentioned above, the form of the tariff paid
by gas consumers, is particularly central to financing the project
privately. The project applicants ori_ginally requested a novel form
of tariff referred to as the "all events. full cost of service" tariff, ''hich
would have reimbursed the project co.mpany :for its costs, including the
return on and of equity, under any and all possible circumstances,
including noncompletion. It was argued by the proponents of that
tariff that such a tariff was necessary to induce sufficient private lending :for this project .
.:'\Jean's financial advisers have recently concluded that such a tariff
wi11not be necessary. Aican is prepared, instead, to finance its project
with a more conventional tariff commencing only after the project
1ms been completed.
Such a tariff would assure that the project's debt would be serviced
·upon completion and should satisfy lenders that principal and interest
}Jayments on the project's debt will be met.
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Essentially, our anticipation of an economically viable proJect,
coupled with this assurance of debt service, leads me to believe that
the Alcan project can be financed in the private sector.
Let me emphasize, Mr. Chairman, there are a series of financial
questions tlutt are not final~zed. ~he project should be vie;ved 1 then,
as tentative because these Issues mclude the final determmatwn of
the field price, the completion of sales contracts for gas, and the final
determination of the rate of return that will be allowed on the equity
of the project.
A small o-roup of the largest U.S. insurance companies will provide the bulk of the U.S. debt capital required. Accordingly, their
perceptions of the risks involved in financing this project will be
critical.
At this initial stage, we cannot be sure how these key lenders will
assess the risks or even which risks they will perceive as dominate;
for example, the risks of marketability and noncompletion. It will take
more than a year before we will know with certainty whether the
financing can be arranged.
One important aspect of our conclusion on the private financing
is that the parties who benefit from the project can and should participate in its financing. The major and direct beneficiaries of this
project are natural gas transmission corporations, the producers of
North Slope natural gas, and the State of ..t\Jaska..
Their participation will increase the overall private financeability
by reducmg the amounts which must be raised on the strength of the
project's credit alone. I will discuss each of these parts briefly.
As you know, natural gas transmission and distribution corporations comprise the Alcan consortium, and they must provide the necessary equity for the project as well as the equity portion of any cost
overrun financing. The strength of this sponsoring consortium, therefore, is a key element of the financing.
Our analysis shows that the firms currently involved in the Alcan
project have the capacity to provide these required equity investments.
Furthermore, we expect that the consortum will continue to expand
and eventually 'vill include a large portion of the entire natural eras
transportation industry.
o
In addition, the Alcan project has the advantage of the substantial
equity investment of Canadian transmission corporations, which will'
total at least $800 million.
The owners and producers of Alaskan natural gas are major U.S.
energy companies. This g-roup is primarily composed of· Exxon,
Atlantic Richfield, and the Standard Oil Co. of Ohio. These companies
will benefit substantially from the sale of their natural gas reserves .
and obviously require a 'transportation system to sell the~.
'
These three companies had total assets of $51 billion in 1976 and
net i_n?ome ~n excess of ~3 billion. They clea~·ly have the capacity to
parhc1pate m the finll:ncmg of a transportatwn system, especially as
full returns f~·om thmr North Slope oil and related pipeline investments are realized.
These companies have demonstrated varying degrees of interest
~md have not yet agreed to participate in the project. It seemsin their
mterest, however, and they should be encouraged to do so.
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We think that financial parti<;i pation by the producing <;ompanies
<:an bestructmed so as. to avoid anticompetitive,practices, a continuing
concern of the Department of Justice.. This issue is specifically addressed in the report which has been .forwarded to you with President Carter's decision.
Lastly, Mr. Chairman, the State of Alaska.wil.lrealize,substantial
revenue in the form of royalty payments and taxes from the sale of
North Slope gas. The State.will also benefit from.useof the pipeline
for natural gas distribution and resulting commercial developine11t
withil't the State itself..
.
•
The State of Alaska can use .a portion ofitsrevenues from the sale
·of Alaskan oil to assist in the firrancing of this project. Originally, the
State offered to assist in the financing of the El Paso project by guaranteeing•$900 million of project debt. SimilarSta~e~of-Alaska support
for the Alcan project is considered advantageous.and is encouraged.
Let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by discussing the issue of possible
Federal financing asistance. '¥'e have intensely evaluated this question, because ea.rlim' in the process a number of parties claimed that
·(lirect Federal financing assistance was necessary in. the form of
loan guarantees or direct loans. It was argued at that time that this
was necessary because of the uncertain regulatory environment ;yhich
then existed and that only on .the basis of such Federal assistance
would lenders be assured of repayment in the event that the project
was not economically viable.
In.particular, Mr. Chairman, the arctic gas consortium, which has
\vit.hdrawn, claimed that financing assistance by both the Canadian
and U.S. Governments, was. required for financing their project.
In addition, the El Paso proposa1 incorporated approximately $L5
'billion in loan guarantees under the existing Maritime Administration
shipbuilding program. On the other hand, no Federal financial assist. .
.
ance has been requested for the Alcan project.
:\Jean's investment banking advisers do not believe that Federal
financing assistance .is necessary for the Alcan project. The administration shares this conclusion.
In addition, the administration believes that Federal assistance to
this project would be undesirable for several reasons which we regard
as very important.
One. Federal financial support substitutes the Government for private lenders in the critical risk assesment function normally performed
by the private lenders.
Two. Financial assistance also reduces incentive for efficient management of the project.
Thr~e.S0;rious questions of equity would result from the transfer
of proJect nsks to ta:lc-payers, many of whom are not gas consumers or
will not receive additioiml gas supplies as a result of the Alaskan
project.
Four. A subsidy in the form of lower interest rates yields an artificially low price for the gas.
·
. F.ive. Other large energy projects might not be undertaken without
·s1m1lar Federal assistance.
The Government of Canada also opposes Canadian governmental
financial assistance to a binational project.
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Mr/Chairmair, li will simply conclude by reiterating our, ,central
conclusion which isthat this project can be financed, that the Treasury
Department's assessm_ent of the capacity of the gas companies to supply
the equity, and of the basic economics of the project to support. the
-project debt leads to that conclusion of private financeabihty.
Let me emphasize that this is an unprecedented project in terms of
the size and complexity, the related financing task is unprecedented.
No one can be certain that this will proceed in a conventional private
basis, but all of the i'egulatory decisions proposed by the President
:are aimed-primarily aimed at an efficient project.
1Ve are confident of the ultimate financing on a conventional private
'basis. Thank.you, sir.
Senator AnoUREZIL Thank vou. Are there any other statements be•
·
fore we get to qhestioning?
All right. Senator Stevens would like to ask smne questions.
Senator STEVENS. Mr. Bosworth, you indicate that the timetable
is such-I want to make sure that I get your correct statement-that
you asked the Canadian officials to commit the specific dates for authorization and commencement, and the Canadians have done so. I am
reading frmi1 page 48 of the decision report to Congress.
It indicates that, paraphrasi1ig, both Governments will take measures to assure H1e prompt issuance of all permits required for expedition of construction and commencement with a view to commencing construction according to the following timetable.
Do you feel that is a binding, specific date for the commencement
of construction?
Mr. BosWORTH. vVe feel it is a binding, specific commitment by the
Canadian Government, Senator, that they will have taken all of the
Rclministrative requirements necessary to insure thatthe private companies can commence construction.
Senator STEVENS. Could yon tell me just where they bound themselves to do anything by any specific time? vVe have got just one pipeline. Let's understand this. I want to do everything I can to get. it
built, but I don't see that the State Department ought to be coming up
here telling us that the Canadians have agreed to specific dates for
authorization in commencement of construction when they. haven't
clone it.
J'lfr. BosWORTH. vVell, Senator, in section 7 of the agreement between
the United States and Canada on principles in paragraph 2, expeditious construction and timetable, subparagraph A, it says that both
Governments will take measurements to assure the prompt issuance
-af all necessary permits, licenses, certificates, right-of-way, leases, and
-ather authorizations with a view of commencing, et cetera.
\\Te l>ould consider that to be a firm commitment by the Canadian
Government that they will, in fact, do that, so that the private companies who are doing the actual construction will be able to have the
proper framework of authorization available so that they can commence construction on those specific dates.
Senator STEVENS. vVell, I assume that someone has taken into
-account-I will ask Mr. Altman this later-the fact_ that no borrower
is going to loan money to start working in Alaska until they have
completion of the permit and all of the approvals necessary to complete work in Canada. Don't you agree with that?
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Mr. BoswoRTH. I would think that any lender to the pipeline companies for construction is going to want to have assurance that, in
fact, all sections of the pipeline will be built on schedule. Yes, sir.
Senator STEVENS. I would assume they would have-they would
want to have the permits from Canada. that would allow the construction from Canada, at least, before they started this pipeline. I mean
we have control over our side of the border, but we don't have any
control over their side of the border.
My question is, why does the timetable that is set forth in section
2A put the agreements from Canada after those from Alaska? I
mean, theoretically, the pipeline company will have all its permits
to start on January 1, 1980, to Alaska, but it will not have its permits
to start in the Yukon until January 1, 1981.
If you interpret that agreement the way I do, what kind of an
agreement is it with a foreign country that says that we are going
to have-that is an expeditious timetable.
Mr. BoswoRTH. I think, Senator, that the purpose and objective
of this was to assure that all sections of the pipeline would be built
and available for service by January 1, 1983.
Now, the specific chronology of the timetable is a question, perhaps,
which would be better answered by the companies concerned.
Senator STEVENS. It may be early, and maybe I am not articulating
my question.
My question is in terms of dealing with mechanics, why didn't
you get an assurance that all permits and approvals that have to be
issued by Canada for this line to go through Canada would be issued
by a certain date?
Mr. BoswoRTH. I believe that we have that, Senator.
Senator STEVENS. You don't either. It says, "with a view toward
commencing construction." There is no agreement here that by a
specific date Canada is going to give approval to everything that is
necessary to go through their country.
If there is, I would like you to point it out to me.
Mr. TR!liinLE. Senator, I think the dates refer to the respective. dates
that construction would commence.
Senator STEVENS. I understand that. But where is the elate by "·hich
they are going to issue all approvals that are necessary to deal -n·ith
Canada?
Mr. Tm:unLE. \Ve have not gotten a specific date by which Canada
would have to issue all of its permits, but we do have a firm and
binding commitment that they will issue all the necessary permits.
Senator STEVENS. So, in effect, "·e have the same St. Lawrence Seaway Agreement again. I am sure you are familiar with the St. Lawrence Seaway Agreement. And I know Mr. Bosworth's statement
about the correct cooperation from our Canadian, southern neighbors
on that project.
It was signed in 1932. I am snre you are familiar with that. And
construction was started in 1954. Now, do you hold that up to the
world as an international agreement of great cooperation?
Mr. BoswoRTH. Senator, there was a long delay between the signing
of the agreement and the commencement of construction.
Senator STEVENS. Are you familiar with how that happened?
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:Mr. BoswoRTH. I think there was room for honest men to disagree
as to why; the Canadians, I think, would maintain that there was a
certain delay on the U.S. side.
Senator STEVENS. ·what about the Columbia River Treaty? I notice
that you left that one out. vVe neglected in a negotiation with Canada
to tie that clown.
Did you tie clown this negotiation, the approval of the ProvincialGovernment of British Columbia, the use of the public lands that
are owned by British Columbia?
.M:r. BoswoRTH. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. vVhere in the agreement is that tied down?
Mr. TRillfBLE. I assume you are referring to the issuance of rightsof-way for the pipeline?
Senator STEVENS. I am. They own the public lands through which
this pipeline is going to go. That is why they held up the Columbia
River Treaty until we agreed 3 years later to build the Peace River
Dam at our expense.
Now, where in this agreement do you have anything wherein the
British Columbia Government says they will allow the right-of-way
at a reasonable charge and they will grant that right-of-way by any
specific elate?
l\Ir. TRIMBLE. The British Columbia Government is not a party to
the agreement. The Canadian ·Federal Government is, and they are
responsible for the a.pp-lications undertaken in the agreement.
Senator STEVENS. They were responsible in the Columbia River
Treaty. I was hei'e then. I was part of the Government .at the time.
They were responsible. They assumed the solemn responsibility that
that project would go ahead, and for 3 years the British Columbia
Government held it up.
If I amright, you are relying on the letter that is on page 81, the
British Columbia Government's statement which says specific details
as undertaken will be subject-the subject of the Federal provision
agreement to be negotiated at an earliest date as possible. Such agreement should guarantee the British Colmnbia ·position expressed in
the telegram of August 31 as protected.
Do you have that telegram of August 31?
:\Ir. BoswORTH. No, Senator. vVe do not. The Canadian Government
has taken the position that that telegram of August 31 deals with
matters which are solely the responsibility of the two Governments
concerned and are not relevant to the implementation of this agreement.
Senator STEVENS. So we don't have an agreement with British
Columbia?
Mr. TRIMBLE. Senator, we are relying primarily not on that letter
to which you refer, but on the provisions of section 2 which provide,
among other things, that charges for rights-of-way must be just and
reasonable, and this is an assurance, in our view, acle.quate to prevent
the government of British Columbia from imposing ~unreasonable
charges for the issuance of rights-of-way for thepipeline through
their territorv.
Senator STEVENS. ·well, I don't think my Canadian neighbors to
the south are going to be unreasonable. I just don't think they are
going to act by any specific elate. And I don't think you have got any
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specific date in'here tHat they will have to act by •.A.nd: I d:on'tlmow
what: the pou'nd: of flesh you are goingto get this done, but I know them
pretty .well. ~l'hey are going to get one.
.· _
.
-·· · . · ·
I don't tlnnk you people who have negotiated: this agreement. did a.
very good job for· Alcari or for the United States in: not tieing clown
British Columbia in view of the history of British Columbia.
:Mr. Bosw·oRTii. Senator, we have a commitment from the Federal
Government of Oanacla that all the authorizations; i'ights-of-way will
be issued in order that the construction in the Yukon and in the Prov~
inces cancommence by certain dates. That does not specify the elate
by which the authorizations niust be issuecL But they must he issued
before the elates of construction.
\Ve would eonsider that to he an undertaking by the Canadian
Federal Goveimnent.
In addition, the Canadian Federal Government has assured us that
they have the requisite understandings and agreementsnecessaryfrom
the Canadian Provincial governments.
Senator STEVEN's: My friends in the Canadian Parliament told me,
and I have told those of you who are-negotiating this agreement, that
it. would he necessary for the Provinces, the· Provincial- Governments,.
to ratify that treaty. And we didn't require that, did we?
·
JHr. BoswoRTH. No, sir. The Canadian Federal-Government says it
is not necessary for the Canadian Provincial Govel'nments to ratify
the treaty.•
Senator STEVENS. I understand. They say we have agreed, \Ve ha,·e·
told· yon what will happen; now it will happen. Now,' if it doesn't
happen, what are yon going to do to them? .
·
JHr. BoswoRTH. \Yell, we have, in• effect, commitments -•ftom the·
Canadian Federal Government under internationallaw.
SenatorSTEvENs:Allright. Suppose BritishColmnHia doesn't give
you the I'ight of way by the; tim.etable in this agreement, what are you
going to do ? \Vhat is Alcan going to do ?
Mr. BoswORTH. vVe wonldthen, I presurne~it would depend upon·
the circumstances of that particular tin1e, but we have a binding arbitration clause in the Canadian Gas Pipeline Agreemerit.
There are consultation 1wocedures1 under this agreeme.nt on principles ·m1d the Canadian Federal Government has assured us that this
will not be the case ;"that they will, in fact, issue or insure that all of·
the rights of way, authorizations, et cetera, are 1issued in time for the
construction to commence prior to the States.
Senator STEVENS. \Vell, I pray to God yon are right. \Ve are going·
to leave this issue, butT pray to God )•on arr' right..
I know British Columbia better than Ottawa does apparently, because they don't even read the papers out in British Columbia. vVhatthey are sa.ying, they are in no rush to do this. And they have not
gotten their pound of flesh yet and they are going to get it.
One of their people mentioned $842 million. Another one mentions·
paving the Alaskan Highway at our cost. That is at the cost of the
users of the pipeline.
·
·
This British Columbia statement, as I understand it, is in the form;
of a le"tter from the cn1·rent ProvinCial Governor; is that correct~
1\fr. Boswoll.Tli:: That is my n'n,derstanding. Yes.
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Senator STEVENS. \Vas it r'atifiecl by the parliament of British
Columbia?
Mr. BoswoRTH. I believe it is a con1mnnication between the Provincial Government and the Federal Government. I do not believe it
woul~l be. ratified. ·
. Senator STEVENS. I think some of yon people better start studying
what is going on over there becai1se that governor can be changed
awful fast, but thep~r~iament can't. Not that fast.
.
.
IYm'tld you take a letter from the Governor of the State of Alaska
saying ofe?urs~ the State of Alaska is going to pledge $900 million?
\Youlcl you take that letter and accept it as being binding?
Or would you i'equire that the legislature of the State .of Alaska
authorize him to niake the statement?
Mr. BoswoRTH:. I don't think that the Government of British
Columbia has pledged money. That is not the issue.
Senator STEVENS. Oh, but they have pledged:.._they didn't pledge
anything. They sAy' that they are prepared to cooperate to insure the
provisions with respect to this pipeline treaty adhered to, but subject
to the position expressed in a telegram of August 31, which, incidentally, Mr. Schlesinger told this committee and my State they
could have a CQIPY of, ariel you apparently say that we are not going
to be getting a copy of it; is that correct? ·
::\{r. BoswoRTH. That is correct. Senator. The Canadian Federal Goventment has told us that that teleg:ram relateslto matters which arc
solely nncler tl1e jurisdiction of th~ Provincial and Federal Governments.
·
Senator SiEvEN's. Did the State Department sec that telegram?
Mr.pciswoRTII. No. I have not seen that telegram.
Senator S·mvENS. But you are prepared to accept their statement
thatwlrat is qualified by telegram that we m;e not to see?
l\Ir. BoswoRTH. \Ve have what we consider to be, Senator, a statement of bindirJ.g commitment from the Canadian Federal Government.
Senator STEVEN;S. \Vell, I hope it is. I hope yonr trust is 'veU placed,
particularly ifymlhave bought the Alaska Highway as an ii1dicntimL
Have you ever driven the Alaskan Higlnvay?
· Mr•. Boswonn.I. No, I havenot.
Senator STEvEN's. Diclyouknow.we are paving iti·ight riow for the
first time betwc,:en Haynes and \Vhitehorse and up to the border at
the experise Of the United States? Did you know that?
~h. BoswoRTII. No, I. did not.
Senatpr STEVI~NS. Did you lmow that they have refused to pave it in
the Jiast through their country?
Mr. Bos,vonTrr. No,'sir.
Senator S·rEVENs: All right. \\Tell, I would advise you to drive it,
particularly in the springtirne and just see how rnnch cooperation we
have had~
·
. At one time I lost three new tires, Double Eagles, on one trip, going
throug:h that road that has got such· a great history of cooperation.
I will be a little bit shorter with Mr. Altman.
, ::\fr..AHn1im, J.want to, tha1rl{ you personally for your cooperation
;with, our Sta.ty ar1<;1l say so pnb'licly as a Republican that I think,'vhethei· it is cJi1b,ar!lsSiiig to yon or not coming from a Rep1iblican-'-
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that you are a bright young man in a new administration and I hope
yon are listened to.
I do have a little problem, however.
Mr. AI,TMAN. Thank von, sir.
Senator STBVI•JNS. Yon have suggested that our State should pnt
up $900 million to give the guaranteed sum of financing for a pipeline
we didn't want. Did von ask our State if we would do that?
Mr. ALniAN. First of all, Senator Stevens, I appreciate your kind
remarks. It is very nice of yon. Our position, Senator, is not that the
State must do anything-Senator STEVEXS. But I read between the lines here when you are
talking about establishing a field price that perhaps you might t~ink
or someone in the government might think that Alaska may see-might
have an offer it can't refuse in connection with this guarantee.
Is that implied here at all?
Mr. ALTMAN. No. sir. I don't reallv think that it is.
Senator STEVENS'. I am sure you"lmow, for instance, that the company hasn't made an application, to my knowledge, for right-of-way
across State lands.
Mr. ALTMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator STEVExs. And I am sure yon lmow that it is State gas that
they are pumping from State lands.
Mr. ALTl\IAX. Yes, sir.
Senator STEVExs.' And that our re,gulatory commission can set the
rate at which that gas is produced and our right-of-way people can be
just as hard as British Columbia about what the terms are of going
across our State land. So yon wouldn't want to imply at all that the
State has got an offer here that we are not going to be able to refuse.
Mr. ALTMAN. No. I think that is clearly that the financing participation, if any, by the State is purely an intrastate matter. Our view is
simplythat it would, for obvious reasons, facilitate the overall financing of the projeet.
In addition, we do think, Senator, that if necessary the State ought
to participate in the financing before the general taxpayer of the
United States would participate.
Senator STBVEXS. vVhy is that? You know, we calculated it and the
return to the United States is going to be something like 100 times the
amount that is the potential return to our State. And ours is the ownership interest. And a tax interest return in the Federal Government is
solely a tax interest return.
vVhy is it you take the position that the public assistance from the
Federal Government is going to have this tremendous income from this
projeet is wrong, but the State should be in aposition of doing so
because it is going to derive some returns, both tax and royalty
interest ?
Mr. ALTl\IAX. Senator, as I discussed brieflv in my testimony, we
tJ:ink there are a whole series of reasons why the dir~et financing asSIStanc~ at the Federal level; namely, general taxpayers supporting
the proJect, has not been assessed.
.,
S~nat?r STBVENS. But don't you think they apply to our State, too?
I thmk Ideally the thrust of your remarks, I agree with. Namely, that
this project would be financed on a purely conventional basis and that
the financing participation by the State wouldn't be necessary since
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your State would get the benefits of this project, the industrial development projects and others without participating in the financing .
.Mr. Aw'UAN. I am not sure-Senator STEVENS. But we are going to have to pay for the transportation of gas. vVe are no different if we have an industry in Fairbanks
that gets gas from this project, it is no different than one in Chicago.
Why does this put us in any different position?
Mr. ALTUAN. Let me simply reiterate, Senator. It is not our position
that the State must participate. I don't agree that--I don't even imply
that this is being orchestrated in a way that would present the State
with an offer it can't refuse. That is not the point I am trying to make
or that we are trying to make.
Senator STEVENS. I would liketo tell my friends-it is like trying
to trap a polar bear by the tail. He doesn't have a very long tail. I
have never known anyone to succeed in holding one.
I would not make that-I mean I am serious. I hope no one downtown thinks they can find a way to give us an offer we can't refuse
with regard to this gas.
My last question to you is-I don't notice any comment in here about
the gas-conditioning plant. Has the Treasury looked into the problem
of gas-conditioning plant costing $2ljz to $3 billion. vVho is going to
finance it?
Mr. ALTl\iAN. To some extent, yes, Senator. Probably the Department of Energy has the experts on the technology involvement.
It is our understanding that gas-conditioning costs which are very
large for that plant, which would be the responsibility of the pToducer.
Senator STEVENS. Of the gas or both?
Mr. AmuAN. Both.
Senator STEVENS. They are going to take a gas-they are going to
take associated gas as produced with the oil. That gas contains liquid
hydrocarbons, and there will be temporary separators when the oil
. comes out of the ground. It will then be transported in pipelines and
sent to a gas-conditioning plant.
That gas-conditioning plant will take off the liquid hydrocarbons
plus the carbon dioxide, plus the sulfur, plus a few other things. I
read the numbers yesterday, but the quantities were staggering.
It is my understanding that the liquid hydrocarbons go in the oil
pipeline, and the dry gas would go in the gas pipeline. Why is not
this a time to decide that the users of the liquid hydrocarbons are
f!:Oing to pay something that will be going in the old pipeline and
the users in the gas pipeline are also going to pay?
In other \Yords, this suggests the keystone of the whole North Slope
system, and shouldn't that cost be separated between the users of the
liquid hydrocarbons and the users of the gas?
Mr. ALniAN. Senator, I probrubly should supply an answer of that
for the record. And I wilL But I would just say I think the gas-conditioning costs associated with this project are the responsibility of the
producers and in terms of dividing participation of the type user items
that the new Federal energy regulatory commission will be involved
in deciding that, but I would prepare an answer for the record on
that.
rThe information follows:]
!JS-069-77--11
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Hon. HENRY J\I. JACKSON,

THE DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
Washington, D.C., Octo.ber 25,19/7.

Cha·irman, E11er1JJJ (tnd NaturalReso!wces Committee,
U.S. {Jen:ate, Washington, D.C.

DEC\HJUR. CHAIR::.UN: I appeared before your Committee on October12. 1977.
to represent the Treasury Department in support of the President's Decision on
an Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System. This letter is in response to Senator Stevens' question regarding the gas conditioning facilities.
'l'hegas conditioning controversy revolves around the question of which parties
will. own and operate the facilities needed to process the gas so ·that it meets the
technical standarcls required by the Alcan pipeline. Reliable cost data for these
facilities are not available, but the producers hm·e claimed costs .could range as
high as .'j;2 billion. Throughout the review process mandated by the. Alaska
Natural Gas Transportatipn Act of 1976. these conditioning costs ha\'e not been
considered as a cost of the transportation system. In the lo\ver 48 States,
such facilities are sometimes providecl l!y the producer and sometimes by the
ptuchaser.
·
The issue now clearly falls .. within the purview of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, which has the authority to re~olve this issue when presented
with the question. I assume that tlJe interested parties will reqt1est some form
of "interpretive ruling" from the Commission in the near future, because, of
course. the issue mnst be resolved before sales contracts can be negotiated.
I hope the above informalion serves to clarify the p1;ocess by .which. tlw gas
conditioning issue can be resolved, and I asl;: that you insert this letter into the
official hearin~ record so that it may be complete:
Silicerely,
RoGER 0. ALT.:HAX.

Senator STEVENS. I appreciate that. I think it is time for some
innovative thinking if you want the State to participate in that. H we
do use some imiovative thinking, I ·will help you.
Mr. ALTJ\fAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you.
Senator AnouREZIL Thank von.
[The prepared statement of Mr: Altman follows:}
STATEMEX1' OF HON. ROGER 0. ALT~fAN, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF TREAS'GRY FOP.
DO:>IES:riC .FINANCE, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
Mr. Chairman and members of the committeE', I am pleased to have this opportunity to assist you in your consideration of the President's De<"ision on an
Alaslm Natural Gas Transportation System, and, in particular, the :finauc:ing aspect;; of the Decision.
·
The 'l'reasury Department has participa tE'Cl in the Alaskan gas decision proeess
from its initial stages. Among other actiYitips, the Dppartment led an interagency task force, which on July 1, 1977, delivered a public Report to lhe PrPsident on financing a transportation system.
The President has designated the Alcan systPm to transport Alaskan 7:1S
across Canada for delivery to consumers in the lower forty-eight stateR. The
PresidPnt's Report discussing the reasons for that decision was forwarded to·
Congress. It included a detailed discussion of the financing isstws. Let me begin,
Mr. Ohnirman, by summarizing the discussion of financing contained in that
Report.
The President observes that "the Alcan project will be one of the lnrgrstif not the largest-,-privately financed interna tiona! business ventures of all
time." Obviously, the amount of financing requirE'd for such au mHlertaldng
is enormo.us and raising it is a complex task. Indeed, certain financing i>:snes
still remain unresolved. My ceJJtral conclusion, howpver, is that the Alcan lll'OjPct
can be privately financed. assuming equitable participation of tliose varties who
wHl benefit directly from its construction.
FEDERAL REGULATIOX
'l'he Treasury Department has consistently argued that an Alaska X a tttral
Gas 'l'ransportation System could be privatPly financed given a ]Jl'oper Federal
regulatory climate. The President's Decision, with the accompanying 'l'erms and
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Conditions, wot'W . eliminate much of the. potential uncertainty of Federal
regulatiOll and ensure that SllCh regulation Will be conducive to botll an efficit•n t
prqject and a private fhu~ncing: . . .· . . .
..
. · .
·. ·
· 'l'o be specific, the President has recommended a modified form of in'"remental
pricing for Alaskan Gas to assure marketability to consumers. He has recommended the creation of an Alaska Natural Gas Office directed by an nppointell
l!'ederal Inspector to coordinate the government's involvement in constrnetion
of the pNrject and to ensure the .project proceeds efficiently. He l;laspreparedan
Agreemcmt with the government of Camtcla which largely eliminate~ binational
regulatory in·oblems. The .President has .reconunendecl establishing. it rate o:!'
return on equity whicluliscourages cost overruns. He has discouraged tlw use of
new and controversial tarifj' arrangements that would.lJe subjc•ct to. tinkceonsnming litig(ttiou with uncerta1n results. Finally, the. Presiclent has· reconunend<~cl
that the field price to the producers of .Alas1mn gas be established iuaccordancP
"·ith his National Energy Plan, thus eliminating
lengthy price procec•(!ing
before the ]'ederal Energy .Regulatory .Commission an.d subsequent litigation.
By adopting these recommendations, the Carter Administration exppds to
res<;lve much ·of the uncertainty which earlier characterized the FedPral l'egnlatory environment for this pr.oject. This should eliminate wlmt had been perceived to be a major risk of the. project. In.effect, the President's.,i·ecummendations go far to encourage an economically viable Alas!;: an. gas pro jed, wllidl i:s
the keytu a private financing.
One. of the issues mentioned above, the form of the .tariff paid by gas consumers, is particularly central to fin(lncing the ,project privately. The project
applicants originally requested a novel form of tariff· referred to as the '·nll
events, full cost.of.service" tariff. This tariff would hm·e reimbursed the project
company for its costs, including .the return on and of equity, under any anc1
all possible circumstances, inclucling non-completion. It was argued such a tariff
was necessary to induce sufficient private lending for this project.
Alean's financial ach·isors have recently concluded Hmt such a tariff "'ill not
be necessary. Alcan is prepared, 'instead, to fina1ice its project with a more conventional tarif'f' comemencing onlf after the project has been .completed. Su.ch
a tariff would assure that the project's debt would be serviced upon completion
alHl should satisfy lenders that principal and interest payments on the project's
debt will be met.
Essentially, oui· anticipation of an economically viable project coupled with
this assumnce of debt service leads me to• believe that the Alcan project can
LJe financed in the private sector.

a

A lean's financing plan, which is included in. the !'resident's Report estimate~
the total capital re<!Hirements uf tl!.e project at $9.7 !Jillion. in esealaterl dollrrrs,
most of which is to IJe·raised .over a three ;rem·· Perior:L beginning in 1980. Of t11is
total, ::!2 percent >~·ill represent equity investments and 78 percent will he in the
form of debt capital. Alcan expects approximately 82 percent of thif> $!1.7 billion
tot;; I ( $7.!1 billion) to lJp raised in the U.S., and the remaining- 18 percent ( $1.8
billion) to h~' rai,;ecl in Canada:
~
'l'lle U.S. and Canada private capital mark!'ts combined represPnt the largest
and moRt resili!'nt capital markets in the world and have tile inllerPnt capacity
to supply the>;e amounts. As an example, Alcan plans to raise approximately
$5.5 !Jillion during three years in the U.S. corporate long-term de!Jt market.
Overall long-term borrowing by nonfinancial corporations in that market is
proj.ected to rPaell $300 billion this year. In 19R2. the final year of Alcan's borrowing, it is projected to increase to $466 billion. Alcan's borrowings would
represent only 1.2}wrcent of this total.
The Alcan financing plan should he vie>~'Nl as tentative because several im]>ortant issues must he rf'solved before funds will be committed to it. 'l'hese CUi'rently nnrPsol:ve<lissues include.:
1. The final determination of the field price of Alaslmn gas;
2. Tile eomplPtion of saleseontracts for the gas ; and
3. The final determination .of the rate .of retur.n th.at will be allowed on
the equity investlllent in the project.
""",:mall group of the largest.U.S. insurance companies will provide the bulk of
the. U.f'. rlept capital rPquired. Accordingly, their perceptions. of the :J'L~ks ·.will
be critical.
·
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At this initial stage, we cannot be sure how these l(ey lenders will assess the
risks or even which risks they will perceive as dominate, e.g., the risks of marketability and non-completion. It will take more than a year before we will know
with certainty whether the financing can be arranged.
PARTICIPANTS IN A PRIVATE nNANCING

One important aspect of our conclusion on the private financing is that the
parties who benefit from the project can and should participate in its financing.
The major and direct beneficiaries of this project are natural gas transmission
corporations, the producers of North Slope natural gas, and the State of Alaska.
Their participation will increase the overall private financeability by reducing
the amounts which must be raised on the strength of the project's credit alone.
I will discuss each of these parties ·briefly.
NATURAL GAS TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION CORPORATIONS

Natural gas transmission •and distribution corporations comprise the Alcan
. consortium and they must provide. the necessary equity for the project as well
as the equity portion of any cost overrun financing. The strength of this sponsoring consortium, therefore, is a key element of the financing. Our analysis
shows that the firms currently involved in the Alcan project have the capacity
to provicle these required equity investments. Furthermore, we expect that the
consortium will continue to expand and eventually will include a large portion
of the entire natural gas transportation industry. In addition, the Alcan project
has the aclvantage of the substantial equity investment of Canadian transmission corporations, which will total at least $800 million.
PRODUCERS OF ALASKAN NATURAL GAS

The owners and producers of Alaskan natural gas are major U.S. energy companies. 'l'his group il' primarily composed of E:Jc'XOn, Atlantic Richfield, and the
·Standard Oil Company of Ohio. These.companies will benefit substantially from
the sale of their natural gas reserves, and obviously require a transportation
system to sell them.
'rhese three companies had total assets of $51 billion in 1976 and net income
in excess of $3 billion. They clearly have the capacity to participate in the fin<\ncing of a transportation system, especially as full returns from their North Slope
oil and related pipeline investments are realized. These companies have demonstrated varying degrees of interest, however, and they should be encouraged to
do so. We think that financial participation by the producing companies can he
stru.cturecl so as to avoid' anticompetitive .practices, a continuing' concern of the
Department of Justice. This issue is specifically addressed in the Report which
has been forwarded to you with President Carter's Decision.
THE STATE OF ALASKA

The State of Alaska will realize substantial revenue in the form of royalty
payments and taxes from the sale of North Slope gas. 'l'he State will also benefit from use of the pipeline for natural gas distribution and resulting commercial
development within the State.
The State of Alaska can use a portion of its revenues from the sale of Alaslmn
oil to assist in the financing of this project. Originally, the State offered to assist
in the financing of the El Paso project by guaranteeing. $900 million of project
debt. Similar State of Alaska support for the Alcan project is considered advantageous and is encouraged.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

Possible Federal government support to the project, viz., loan guarantees or
insnrance, has been evaluated intensively by the Treasury Department because
certain parties earlier claimed that it was necessary. These parties asserted
that Federal financing support was necessary to finance the project in the nn.certain regulatory environment which then.existed. They argued that only such
assistance would aHRUre lenders of repayment in the event the project was not
economically viable and only this would assure their participation. In particular,
the Arctic Gas consortium, which withdrew earlier, claimed that financing as-
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sistance by both the Canadian and :U.S. governments was required for the financing of their project. In addition, the El Paso proposal incorporated approximately
$1.5 billion in loan guarantees under the existing Maritime Administration Shipbuilding program. On the other hand, no Federal financial assistance has been
requested for the Alcan project.
~\Jean's investment banking advisors do not believe that Federal financing
assistance is necessary for the Alcan project. The Administration shares this
conclusion. In addition, the Administration believes that Federal assistance to
this project would be undesirable for several important reasons.
1. Federal financial support substitutes the government for private lenders
in the critical risl' assessment function normally performed by the private
lenders.
2. Financial assistance also reduces incentive for efficient management of the
project.
3. Serious questiom; of equity would result from the transfer of project risks
to taxpayers, many of whom are not gas consumers or will not receive additional
gas supplies as a result of the Alaskan project.
4. A subsidy in the form of lower interest rates yields an artificially low price
for the gas.
5. Other large energy projects might not be undertaken without similar Federal assistance.
The Government of Canada also opposes Canadian governmental financial
assistance to a binational project.
TRANSFER OF FINANCIAL RISKS TO CONSUMERS

'l'he isRue of a new mechanism by which gas consumers bear some or all of
the finaneial rist;::s of this project also has received careful study by the Executive
Branch. "l'he moRt frequently discussed mechanism for consumer support would
entail a consumer financial guarantee by means of an all events tariff with noncompletion arrangements. The non-completion features would provide for a consumer guarantee of at least debt service in the event of non-completion.
The Alcan sponsors and financial adviRors have stated that the Alcan projectcan be financed without such a consumer guarantee prior to completion and'.
without Federal financial assiRtance. The Administration has concluded that thebearing of financial risks by consumers prior to completion is unnecessary for
this project. Furthermore, the Administration believeR that consumer guarantees
are undesirable for many of the same reasons that Federal financing assistance
is undesirable.
CoNCLUSION

The Alcan project is the largest construction project ever contemplated by
private enterprise. The requisite financing is uniquely large. complex and most
diffi'cult: Let me emphasize, however, that the Administratioi1 currently believes
that this project can be financed privately-that is, without Federal financing
assistance or consumer guarantees. We encourage appropriate and equitable
financial participation by the parties benefiting directly from the project. In
conclusion, I urge Congressional approval of the President's Decision recommending the Alcan project.

Senator AnounEZK. I want to ask the staff counsel, Betsy Moler, to
put some ques6ons to the panel. hut before I do that. I was jnst advised that one of the members of the panel is Mr. Phil Trimble-is
that right?
Mr. TmiiiBLE. That is correct.
Senator. AnouUEZIL
ere yon the same Trimble who led the U.S.
team up Mount Evr,rest last yead
l\fr. TmliiBLE. Yes, Senator. I am.
F;enatol' ABOUREZIL And yon made it to the top?
l\'Ir. Tnrl\IBLE. \Ve pnt two people on the top just about 1 year ago.
Senator Anommzrr. I wonder, then, if you would give us a comparative observation on the difficulty of climbing Mount Everest and then
climbing Capitol Hill?

''r
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Mr. TRnmLE. I thought yon were going to ask for a comparison of
the difficulties of negotiating with the Canadians.
Senato'r ABOUREZK. That is his depaTtment.
Mr. Tml\IBLE. Nllthree,areronghly comparable.
Senator ABOUREZK. I guess we ought to congratulate yon for your
efforts.
Mr. TmliiBLE. Thank yon, Senator.
Senator ABOUREZK. Betsy.
.
Ms. MoLER. Mr. Bosworth, the agreement assumes that the Canadian
Government will pass legislation to settle the land claims. vVhen will
that le,eislation betaken up?
Mr. BoswoRTTL The agreement does not assume that the Canadian
Parliamsnt will pass legislation. The Canadians have said that the
settlement of the native claims is an internal Canadian matter and
how they do itis up to the Canadian Government.. They may or may
not require legislation. vVe don't know that at this point.
However, we do have the Canadians, as I indicated earlier, committed to a firm time table for the issuance of permits. et cetera, to enable
construction to go forward by the dates as set forth in the agreement.
Ms. MoLER. If they choose not to pass legislation, what other avenue
would be available to them to settle their claims?
Mr. BoswoRTII. I really can't answer that question at this point. I
would be glad to supply something for the record on the way in which
conceivably options under ·which the Canadians conld settle native
elaims. But the position that the Canadians have taken Oil this issue
is that that is not directly relevant to the agreement between the
United States and Canada since the settlement of native claims is an
internal Canadian matter.
J\Is. M:or,ER. Senator Stevens questioned you earlier abont the agreements to be negotiated bstween the Provinces and the Federal Government. Do you have a timetable on when these agreements are to be
ne.<rotiflJed? bo we understand they are being negotiated presently?
Mr. TRiliiBLE. If I may address tl1at. The Federal Gover:r@ent was
consulting witli the Provinces throughout the n~gotiation. of this
agrr.ement and we are in the process of negotiating these documents
at that time.
I assume that tlwy are continninp; that process so it will be complrtecl within a relatively short time frame.
Ms. ]\foLER. If the agreements are not negotiated and finalized, is
the whole deal off as far as the President's recommendation is
concerned?
Mr. TRlliiBLE. N 0. vVe regard the Canadian Federal Government as
responsible for carrying o{lt the commitmruts that it has unrl~rtaken
in this agrrement. How they implement those commitmrnts, whether
it is through a formal agreement with the Provinces or through some
othrr means is np to them.
Ms. MoLER. If, for some reason, the Canadian Government is 1mable to carry out its half ofthe agreen~ent, what happens?
1\Ir. TmniBLR. \Ve regard the Canadmn Federal Governinent as responsible for the eonsequences. I am afraid there is no international
court that we can haul them into and levy on their assets.
Bnt we would !'xpect them to carry onf their undertakings in these
ag-reements and if they are unable to do so, to take care of the
consequences.
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Ms. :MoLER. It was my understanding .that there was. an understanding among those who negotiated the agreement that if oneor the othei·
of.the governments were unsuccessful inimplementingitshalf of the
deal, that it was implicit that the whole thing would fail; is that not
correct~

Mr. BoswoRTH. It is clear that both governments have legislative
processes which haveto be completed with regard to the agreement.
Ours and the natural gas pipeline legislation that the Canadians would
regard, the extent to which they are modifying or changing the original recommendations of the National Energy Board.
Now, if one or the other of those legislative processes is not completed, then clearly we are back to the drawing board.
:Ms. MoLER. The decision contemplates the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission will set a rate of return based, in part, on cost overruns. FERC will obviously have to have access to all the appropriate
documents, including documents that will be solely in the possession
of Canadian companies.
Is there any way that you can assure us that FERC and other U.S.
FedBral entities will have access to Canadian companies' relevant
documents?
Mr. BoswORTH. As you point out, Ms. Moler, the FERC will require
in order to approve the rates, et cetera, set to the Canadian portion of
the line will require documentation. There is a provision in the agreement for full and regular consultation bet\veen our regulatory authorities and the Canadian regulatory authorities.
\Ve have not specified any of the things that ·will be consulted upon,
but clearly that is one of the relevant points of consultation.
Ms. MoLER. So it is your interpretation of the agreement that we will
coordinate with FERC through the NEB or whatever appropriate
Canttdian entity will have access to the documents on costing and contracting procedures and so on of Alberta Gas Pipeline, for example~
}Ir. BoswoRTH. Yes. They would clearly require all of this information in order to make a decision.
Ms, MoLER. Mr. Alt1nan;on page 1 of your statement you conclude
that the Alcan project can beprivate1y financed, assuming the equi~
tableparticipation of those parties who will benefit directly from its
construction. Ai'e yon using Bq\litable as a term of al't, therefore,
advocating that the State of Alaska will buy an equitable position in
the pipeline~ .
.
.
.
1\Ir. ALTl\IAN; No. I am only pointing out the extent,: the financeability, the private financeability of the project is somewhat proportionate to the participation of the producers in the State of Alaska,
\Ve don't view that pa1·ticipation, as I, said later in my testimony, as
financing this project. But. the project's financeability;. is e;nhanced
quite measurably so by the participation of the producers or the State
or both.
I am not talking about equity in the financhl sense.
:Jis. MoLER. If the producers and/or the State do not participate in
the financing,do you belieye that an all-events tariff is necessary or
that it would be Priva.tely financeable?
:Mr, ALTnrAN. No. Even absent the participation of the two parties
and absent a so-called all-events cost-of-service tariff, that the basic
economics of the project, particularly the regulatory regime, which
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will govern it, will be sufficient to permit any finauce without resorting
to direct Federal participation.
.
Ms. MoLER. The calculations in the President's decision showmg
that it is financeable, were based upon a throughput of 2.4 BCF per
day. That throughput includes the State of Alaska royalty gas.
If the State or Alaska chooses not to commit its royalty gas to the
pipeline, do you still believe it is privately financeable?
Mr. ALTJ\fAN. Yes; we do. It seems to me that that gas, if not documented through the pipeline, is gas that will be paid for by thoseby the entities in the State of Alaska which use it and that does not
sharply diminish the basic economics of the project. It would not
change our basic judgment on the financea.bility.
Senator STEVENS. Even if one-eighth of the gas were not committed?
Mr. ALTJ\fAN. No. Because it is gas that would be paid for anyway:
And in addition, my understanding, Senator Stevens, I am sure as
illustratBd in my remark, is that even at the high end of the range of
estimates, which is the gas that might be used within the State for
productive development in its normal uses, is not in the range of the
length of the overall gas.
Something like one-third of that.
Senator STEVENS. The State has informed me it has applications for
industrial use that will consume 100 percent of thr one-eighth.
Mr. ALTl\fAN. I stand corrected, sir. I am glad I referred to yon.
\V"e have looked into that somewhat. Not exhaustively at this point.
Our conclusion is that it still can be financed becauee it is not goin~
to be given away. It is going to be paid for. And looking at the product as a whole in its economics, we don't think that they would be so
changed as to prevent private financing.
Ms. MoLER. There would be an effect upon the cost of service, obviously?
Mr. ALTUAN. Yes.
Ms. :M:oLER. The agreement has a complicated formula governing
the Yukon property taxes. The formula ties those taxes to the Canadian GNP deflator and the U.S. taxes. Would whoever on the panel
cares to, please attempt to explain that for me in English so that the
committee can understand its practical effect.
Mr. BoswoRTH. Well, if I can summarize it 'briefly, Ms. Moler. There
is a specific level of taxation set for the years of const.ruct.ion. In 1983
when the pipeline is scheduled to open, 'the level of the Yukon property tax issue is fixed for the next 5 years at $30 million, plus an
escalator which is the Canadian GNP deflator.
In 1988 the tax regime, assuming always that the Dempster Lateral
has not been built, because if the Dempster Lateral has been built,
that provides a basis for the United States-Canada transit pipeline,
and we will not need this alternative tax regime, but if it has not been
built by 1988, the level of property taxation in the Yukon is then subject to review against three criteria, one of which is still the Canadian
GNP deflator or rate of inflation. The other is the rate of property
taxation under the pipeline in Alaska.
The third is the per capita property tax exclusive, of the property
tax on the pipeline in the Yukon, plus grant to the Yukon Provincial
government. Then after 1988, the property tax on the pipeline in the
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Yukon will be fixed at the highest of those of the rates produced by
those three criteria.
That property tax regime lasts for a total of 25 yea1's.
Mr. TRIMBLE. It goes to 2008.
Ms. MoLER. So if the State of Alaska Legislature increases the
Alaska property tax on all pipelines, the Yukon tax level could be
increased as well ?
· Mr. TRIMBLE. Yes. If Alaska increases the property tax rate on
the gas pipeline.
Ms. Mor,ER. Does it have to be solely on the gas pipeline, or can it be
on the TAPS line as weJl?
Mr. ThiMBLE. Let me just check that, but I believe that the Alaska
adjuster is computed with reference solely to the Alaska property tax
on'the gas pipeline. So it would have to be-at least the annual-there
are two adjustments for the Alaska-two adjustments made with regard to the Alaska property tax.
There is a one-time adjustment in 1983, and that adjustment is made
with reference to the Alaska property tax on pipelines in general.
That would include the oil pipeline. The annual adjustment thereafter is fixed solely with the Alaska property tax on the gas pipeline.
Ms. MoLER. Thank you very much, lVIr. Chairman.
Senator BARTLETT [presiding]. Does that complete the questions
that you have, Senator Stevens?
Senator STEVENS. Yes.
Senator BARTLETT. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT BATINOVICH, PRESIDENT, PUBLIC UTILI~
TIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PRESENTED
BY FREDERICK E. JOHN

Senator BARTLETT'. Our next witness will be Frederick E. John, elirector of policy and program development for the Public Utilities
Commission in San Francisco, Calif.
You have the statement of Robert Batinovich.
Mr. JoHN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Frederick ,John. I am director of policy and program
development for the California Public Utilities Commission. I am
here on behalf of Robert Batinovich, president of the public utilities
commission.
President Batinovich expresses his apologies for not being able to
be here today, but we had a commission conference today on several
very important matters on the agenda as far as the gas consumers
of California are concerned. I am here in his behalf. The statement
I am about to read is being made on behalf of the State of California.
On September 22, 1977, President Carter transmitted his decision
and report ~o Congress .on t2le Alaska natural gas transportation system as reqmrecl by sectwn { of the Alaska Nat ural Gas Transportation Act of 1976. The ~resident's decision favors approval by Cong;ress of the Alcan proJect to transport natural gas from the North
Slope of Alaska to the lower 48 States via Canada.
Almost simultaneously with the transmittal of the President's decision to Congress, El i)aso Co., the sponsor of the El Paso Alaska
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project--the only remaining competitor to the Alcan project..,-dropped
its proposal to transport North Slope gas to the lower 48 States. .
Therefore, for. all practical purposes the Congress .has . before 1t
for consideration only one proposal to transport North Slope gas to
the lower 48 States. Of course, this fact shollld not deter the Congress
from.determinina whether the Alcan project, as presently structured,
provides the natl~ral gas consumers of the United States with a viable,
economically efficient and environmentally sound method of transporting North Slope gas to lower 48 markets.
California is prepared to comment briefly on those portions o£ the
President's decision which most directly affect the interests of California's gas consumers.
A. Approval of Alcan Project. In the proceedings before the Federal Power Commission. relating to an Alaska N wtural Gas Transportation System, the California Public Utilities C@1mission and the
California Energy Commission supported the construction of an overc
land transportation system through Ca1~.ada, as oppose~l to an LNG
delivery system, to transport North Slope gas to the lower48 States.
Therefore, we find no fault. with the President's choice of Alcan over
the El Paso-Alaska project.
B. United States-Canada Agreement in Principle. California is
favorably impressed with the contents of the agreel'nent between the
United States and Canada with respect .to the portion of the Alcan
project to be constructed in Canada. The agreement seems to provide
a reasonable compromise considering the conditions originally. proposed by the NEB and the various Canadian governmental study
groups.
Hopefully, by .the time final certification of the v•arious segments
of the Alcan project occurs in late 19'78 or early 1979, the Canadian
Government would have taken major steps to'settle the native claims
in the Yukon, and the provinces of Alberta, British Columbia and
Saskatchewan would have signed form. agreements with the Canadian
Federal Government supporting the United States/Canadian Transit
Treaty.
C. ''.Western Leg" Delivery Facilities. California fully supports
those portions of the President's decision dealing with the .construction of "western leg" facilities to deliver North Slope gas and potential additional supplies of Canadian gas-eyen prior to delivery of
North Slope reserves-to markets west of the Rocky ~fountains
Decision, pp:viii, 5, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 19, 20, 21, 40, 217-234,236.
California submits that the approach taken by the President complies with the mandate of section 5 (b) ( 1) of the Alaslm Natural Gas
Transportation Act of 1976 that the transportation system for-North
Slope gas which is ultimately .choseninclude provision for new facilities to the extent necessary to assure direct
pipeline delivery of Alaska natural gas contemporaneously to points both east
and west of the Rocky Mountains in the lower continental United States.

Further, the President's decision regarding "western leg'' facilities
would make .it possible for areas east and west of the. Rocky Mountains
to obtain direct access to Canadian gas reserves prior to thetime the
proposed transportation system is reaclv:.to deliver natural gas from
the North Slope of Alaska.
"
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Finally the President's dedsion would allow California to support
the aband~nnient of a portion of the existing natmal gas pipeline system owned and operated by El Paso Natural Gas Company for cone
version to a crude oil pipeline system as part of the proposed SOHIO
West Coast to Midcontinent Pipeline Project~SOHIO Project-to
transport Alaska .North· Slope oil to· t:he mid western and gulf coast
areas of the lower 48 states, provided the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission makes a reasonable determination as to the fair market
value of the facilities to be abandoned.
D: Pricincr of North Slope Gas. The President's decision urges that
AlaskaNorth Slope gas be classified as "old gas tmder a new contract"
subject to a $1.45 per mcf ceiling price, as specified in his proposed N ational Energy Act.
California aoTees with the President's concern that deregulation of
the price of N o~'bh Slope gas would result in serious uncertainties and
delays concerning the development of an Alaska natural gas transportation system, as well as a strong possibility that this gas would
not be financeable.
In order to guarantee the marketability of North Slope gas, California submits that the price of the North Slope gas entering the Alcan pipeline system should not exceed $1.45 per mcf.
Unless this ceiling price is maintained, the President's goal of delivering North Slope gas "below the cost of imported oil and substantially below the cost of other fuel alternatives" cannot be met.
In this respect, this Committee should take notice that in his initial
decision in the FPC proceeding relating to the transportation of
North Slope gas to the lower 48 states, Administrative Law Judge
Nahum Litt indicated that a field price of $1.00/M:IYIBtu-based on
1975 dollars-at the inlet of the transportation system-i.e., after
gathering and conditioning-was "dose to the maximum that this gas
could command in the field and still be marketable under present
market conditions".
Judge Litt stressed that there would appear to be a substantial return to the producers from a total field price at or below $1.00/MMBtu.
Further, in its recommendatiouto the President, dated May 1, 1977,
the FPC indicated that a field price of $.50/MMBtu-based on 1975
dollars--was supportable. This price would include the cost of gathering and conditioning with a 15 percent discounted cash flow 'after
tax rate of return on incremental investment related to gas
production.
According to the FPC, if recovery of some joint oiljgas costs-gas
in the Prudhoe Bay field is associated gas-the field price of theN orth
Slol?e.gas ;might be higher, but no amount was specified by the FPC
for JOmt b1ljgas costs.
r'\.ssuming a field price of $1.45 permcf at the inlet of the transpoFtation system on the North Slope, the average cost of North Slope eras
during the first 5 years of operation would be $3.16 per mcfb~sed~n 19?5 dollars. At this price, _North Slope gas would be sigmficantly lngher than the Btu eqmvalent world ma.tket price D:f
crnde oil based oil 1975 dollars.
Californ~a urges that Congress decide the issue of pricing Nort11
Slope gas m the near future· so tthat the producer-a and the State of
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Alaska can proceed to enter into gas purchase contracts with the
putative shippers at the earliest possible t~me.
. .
.
California also strongly urges tl.1at m determ!nmg the pn~e o~
North Slope crude, Congress recogmze that a max1mum field pnce of
$1.45 per me£ would provide ample profits to the North Slope pro<:lucers and ,the State o£ Alaska and would provide sufficient incentive
to the producers £or future development o£ the North Slope and £or
some type of financial support of the Alcan project.
.
E. Financing o£ Alcan Project. During the FPC proceedmgs relating to a North Slope gas transportation system, California alleged
that without financial participation by the producers and the State o£
Alaska, some form o£ Federal financial participation would be required for any North Slope transportation system. .
.
.
California also suggested that because o£ the cap1tal mtens1ve natme o£ this project Federal financial participation might be required
in addition to financial participation by the North Slope producers
and the State o£ Alaska.
The President~s decision seemed to confirm. California's position that
financial participation by the North Slope producers and the State o£
Alaska was needed to assure private financing o£ the Alcan project.
The Presidrnt's decision concludes that the Alcan project, both in
the United States and Canada, can be privately financed on the following conditions :
1. The equity investment in the project would be placed at risk
under all circumstances and the. budgeted equity invest!lw.nt be considered the first funds spent. The rate o£ return on eqmty would compensate sponsors £or bearing this risk.
2. Producers and the State o£ Alaska, as direct and major benefieiaries o£ this project, should participate in the financing either
directly or in the form o£ debt gttarantees.
3. The burden o£ cost overruns be shared by equity holders and
consumers upon completion through the application o£ a variable rate
o£ return on common equity.
4. Provision o£ debt service in the event of service interruption
would be borne by consumers through a tariff that becomes effective
onlv after service commences.
The decision further states that:
The Alran sponsors and financial advisors have staterl the Alcan projert can
lw privately financed. The financial analyRis above supports this conclusion.
ThPrefore, it is reasonable to anticipate that the Alcan project can be financed
in the private sector.
Novel regulatory schemes to shift this project'R riRks from the private Reetor
to consumers are found to be neithl'r neCE'SRar:v nor desil'ahle. Federal financing
asRistance is also found to be neither necessary nor desirable, and any such
approach is herewith explicitly rejected.

The feasibility o£ the proposed private financing plan assumes capital requirements o£ $13.2 billion based on projected cost overruns o£ 32
perce,nt and an operational date o£ ,January 1, ·HJ83.
It is especially note,worthy that the President's decision indicates
that producers o£ North Slope gas could participate in financing this
expensive transportation system through guaranteeing some portion
of the project de.bt, consistent with the administration's antitrust
objectives, especially under a continuing system o£ price regulation.
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California is cognizant of recent statements by Secretary of Energy
Schlesinger to this committee and by Mr. Altman's statement this
moming that the Alcan project conld be privately financed without
any financial participation by theN orth Slope producers or the State
of .Alaska. It appears that the capital markets will have to decide
whether the President's written decision or the Secretary of Energy's
oral statements better reflect financial reality.
California must withhold final comm<:mf on the concept of a "vari~
able rate of rctnrn" for eqnity sponsors of the Alcan project until the
FPC and the NEB have established the methodology to be used i~1
establishing the variable rate of return.
However, California thinks that the "variable rate of return" approaeh may be a significant method of avoiding excessive cost oveJ'runs, as well as avoiding the necessity for consnmer prepa;yments or
surcharges prior to operation of the transportation system.
Finally, California agrees with the President's statement to the
Congress that any unnecessary delay in acting npon the President's
recommendation wonld g]'(:atly increase the cost of the pipeline system.
Therefore, Califomia urges the Congress to aet expeditiously in this
matter.
Thank yon for the, opportunity to submit this statement.
Senator BARTLETT. Thank you very mueh, Mr. John.
Senator Stevens, do yon have some questions?
Senator STEVEXS. Please say to Mr. Batinovieh that there is not
going to be any delay in approving the P1·esiclent's recommencla6on.
There may well be a long delay becanse of the nature of the negotiations with Canada and inadequacies of the agreement.
.
Ionly wish I had been the one to negotiate with Canada. I tellyori,
there would have been some specifie dates in that agreement and t1mes
for completion, not times for an attempt to start eonstruetion.
Tell him rest assured we will get it out on the Senate floor and get it
approved as fast as we can. F1·om there on I suggest that we pray
a little.
Mr. JorrN. Thank yon, Senator Stevens.
Governor Brown has called President Batinovich the ambassador to
Alaska. T think the Govemor would hope that this wonld help with
Canada also.
Senator BAR'l'LE'l"I'. Thank von. Senator.
Ms. MoLER. Mr. John, in the i)ast the California PUC has opposed
the abandonment of the El Paso gas line before the FPC be~ause of
your view that. that line is necessary in the future to supply California's
gas· reqnirements.
Is your willingness now to consider abandonment basecl in part
upon the western leg commitment of the President's decision?
Mr. Jorrx. I think it is much more than a part. I think it is a specific
prerequisite of California support. There are two issnes. I am just talking about the pipeline. I am not talking abont air qnalitv problems in
California. But from a gas snpply standpoint and from" protection of
the rate in California there \Yel'e two issnes in the procee.cling.
One \Yas we felt very stronglv ancl still dothat if the El Paso line
was abandoned for use for the. SOHIO projeet, Califomia consumers
have to have some assurance of direct acress to both North Slope gas
and recently discovered Alberta bubble gas.
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I feel very strongly aboutthat. Ancl we thin:k that the way the President wrote the section of his decision on the western leg gives Cali"
fornia that type of assurance.
The other issue was the rate impact on the gas consumers as a result
of abandoning the pipeline and what we really neecl is the fair market
value. And hopefully within the next week the Federal Power Commission will make a determination on that.
Ms. MoLER. The decision is silent on the volume that will be put
through the western leg. Is California PUC's position contingent
upon any specific volume?
Mr. ,JOHN. I think on a couple of places on the western leg volumes
'vere specifically mentioned, namely, 669 miJlion feet per day and one
other was 700. That was based on the design that the specific gas
transmission company and Pacific Gas & Electric Co. had applied for
before the Federal Power Commission. That would require a complete looping of the existing BDTBT system~ from King's Gate a~l
t]w way to Antioch with 36-inch pipeline.
That, without any compression, would allow up to 700 million cubic
feet of gas per day to open the system. I¥e feel that those are the kind
of assurances that the State .of California and the utilities will seek
.
since they filed,that specific application.
Ms. MoLER. So you need a specific .commitment or assurance that the
.700 million cubic feet per day volume would, in fact, be utilized~
1'fr. JoHN. Again, the President's decision was written on a .conclitionn.l basis. He said based on the circumstances we see toda.y, na.melv
additional supplies from Mexico, additional predelivery of 1\Jberfa
bubble gas phisNorth Slope gas if California goes out and contracts
for that gas, based on those circumstances here is the design we would
approve; between now and 1 year from now, facts may ehange.
And if at a later time, late 1978 or early 1979, we need a bigger
system or a smaller system based on those facts, the Se.cretary of.Ene.rgv made that recommendation to the Federal Power Commission.
I¥e' don't think that we could ask for n1.uch more than that :because
we realize eircumstanees change.
IVe didn't think chances of getting Mexican gas existed a year ago
or Alberta bubble gas, but things change on a daily basis.~ So we apprPeiate the way the President wrote that portion of his decision.
l\{s. J\1oLER. Thank von verv much.
Senator BAR'I'LETT:Mr. John, there are some of ns who are hopeful
that when the curtain comes down in Congress on energy and pRrtietilarly the price of natura.l gas, that it will be a. free market at some
point.
In view of that do you feel that the $1.35 that yon mentioned. if
the parties were free to negotiate that contract price, that it would be
that high or would yon thii1.k it would be higher or would it be lower?
Mr. JoHN. IV"e don't really know, Senator. Our feeling is inCalifornia that notwithstanding what Congress does on deregulation in
the lower 48 States, some exception should be made for the North
Slope gas and we would urge that even if there was deregulation in
the ]ower 48 gas, some provision be specifica1ly written in, hopefully
in the conference committee, to take cog·nizance of the unusual situition on the North Slope. Namely, the very expensive transportation
costs.
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Senator BARTLETT. You say something spe~ial should be written
in intimating then a price limit?
Mr. J OIIN. Yes. Assuming that we specify the President's statem.ent,
namely, a field price at the inlet o·f the transportation systemno higher
than $1.45. "VYe think with that price in the first year of operation
based on 1975 costs, we are already talking about $3.16 which is sig~
nificantly higher than the world market price based on 1975 dollars.
Senator BARTLETT. Senator Stevens?
Senator .STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, do you think if that were ever
passed that we would allow our State not tobe regulated and the rest
deregulated?. You ha,ven't seen a real filibuster. I would help.
I just want you to ln1ow that on deregulation we think the price
would be lower and we are willing to pay it, so it doesn't make any
difference.
Mr. JOHN. Again, the reason that we brought it to the committee's
attention, we felt that statements by Judge Litt and }Jy the Fe,der1J..l
Power Commissionas to wl~at wouldit be on a cost situation should
be very, very instructive h) the committee.
····.··· .. •
But we also Pealize that' some. incentive is necessary to get the producers and, hopefully, the State of Alaska to come in with some kind
of financial participation on the project.
Senator STEVENS. All right. I don't have any other comments. Just
to say that the national system is a national system and deregul,ation
effect, if they lower the price of Alaska's gas and can't increase it in
proportion to that price.
Mr. JOHN. "VVehopethatyou are right.
Senator 13AR'rLEF· I would just say that I think those who have
favored special price controls.--of course, we have been down there
in a long time, interstate shipment, that their case was justified, but
I think the history of it is shown very clearly that the costs that were
used \Vere no replaceable costs and were not sufficient to guarantee us
a snffieient supply.
So we•are. kind of short. And that is the reason we·are in this with
the Alaska pipeline. For some reason they seem to I'ely on the judgment of a few people well placed in \iV ashington, rather than thousands
and thousands of people who established the price on supply and demand in their deeisions.
I think what you are asking for is out of order if-unless that is the
law. But I don't think California should have any speeial consideration. say. on this gas over Oklahoma.
I think we. would be glad to have the assurance that there is going
to be ti Federal supply on that line. It was built for a long time and
not just the first year or the second.
Senator Jackson, do you have any questions?
The CHAIR:i>IAN. No. I just arrived. I want to thank you, Senator
Bartlett, for helping out here.
Senator BARTLETT. Would you like tositin this seat?
The CnAIR:i>IA.N. No.
Senator STEVENS. vVhen you go home, get that Sohio project ap:proved, then we will be sure to get the gas out.
:Mr. JmiN. vVe recognize that the projects go somewhat hand' in
hand.
Senator BARTLETT. Any other statement you would like to m.a.keV
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:L\h. .JouN. No, sir. Thank.you.
Senator BARTLETT. All right. Thank Mr. Batinovich.
Mr. Doscher is here. We would like to receive yonr testimony; if yon
don't mind, however, we would like to proceed ahead with the next person, because Senator Durkin wants to hear his testimony, and the Senator has not arrived yet. Our nex•t ·witness is Mr. Sidney M. \Volf, Assistant Professor, Division of Public and Environmental Affairs Progmm, Indiana University in South Bend, Indiana, representing the
Environmental Policy Center.
I understand that Senator Dm·kin is expected very soon. As soon
as he arrives, you may proceed, :Mr. Doscher.
l\lr. \Vol£, i:f you would proceed with your testimony, you may either
read it or summarize it.
Mr. WoLF. Thank yon, sir.
Senator BAR'l'LE'rr. You are recog11ized immediately.
STATEMENT OF SIDNEY M. WOLF, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DIVISION OF PUBLIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS PROGRAM,
INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND, SOUTH BEND, IND.

Mr. \VoLF. I thank the committee for th~, opportunity to make a
statement on this very important energy, environmental, and let us not
forget, consumer issue.
Since the passage of the Alaska N atnral Gas Transportation Act
of 197G, the Environmental Policy Center has been deeply concerned
with the repercussions of this project on the gas consumer. Contrary
to the assumptions of many, notably the \7\Thite House and Alcan,
this project is not nece~sarily in the best interest of the gas consumer.
In faet, under the pricing and tariff measures advocated by Alcan
and the -White Honse the Alaska gas project will likely bring down
grevious harm npon the. gas cons-umer, the national economy, and
onr prospects for sound national energy development in the future.
The Jitmus test of the economic merit of virtually all pro&'Pective
business ventures in whether sufficient financing from private lenders
can be obtained. Reluctance to invest on the part of private lenders
implies a venture seeking investment faces serious risks jeopardizing
investment.
This is the case with the Alaska gas project. Excessive cost overruns, premature project abandonment after completion, and prolonged seTvice interruptions are very real risks for the Alaska gas
project, at least to the. critical minds of investors.
Senatm· BARTLFJJ'T. Mr. \Vol£, if you wouldn't mind, your statement is rather long. I£ you could smmnarize to some extent, we would
appreciate it. \Ve are not trying to have you reduce the effect of your
testimony.
\Ve have two other witnesses.
l\Ir. \VOLF. I will resort; to briefer notes.
Senator BARTLETT. That will be. appreciated, Your complete testimony, as written, will be. placed in the record.
Mr. \VoLF. Thank yon very much ..
I have previously noted that in our economy the gas consumer
prospects for energy development. Let me indicate-discuss these
implications.
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The Alaska gas project will have these results if .the project overruns enormously and gas consumers are forced to bny the gas no
matter how exorbitant it becomes ancl also to bear mnch of the financial risk of the project. The risk of excessive overruns and prolonged
service interruptions for the Alaska gas project are great.
Private lenders will not invest billions of dollars in the project
unless their investments are well protected. Should these risks become a reality, to entice private investment to the Alaska gas project
would not otherwise re{;eive, Alcan and the \Vhite Honse propose
strong measures to protect debt capital in the project.
First, Alcan ancl the vVhite House-Second, gas consumers will
be compelled to pay the debt charges of the project in the event of
prolonged service interruptions and I think possibly premature
abandonment of the project after completion, if that is interpreted
as a prolonged service interruption.
Third, project sponsors will be allowed a handsome rate o£ return
even if overruns skyrocket to celestial heights for any number of Peasons, including gross project mismanagement by A lean.
'Ve have previons.experience of that with the Alaska project. The
Alcan project will not run over 800 percent as the only large scale
price project with which we have had experience to elate, the trans.Alaska oili1:>ipeline. The Alcan project will not even overrun to (100
percent, as clicl the Snperdome stadium built in the warm ancl friendly
climate oLNew Orleans.
·
The Alean project will overrun at least 200 percent from its filed
cost. An overrun of this magnitude will result in $4.50 gas at the city
gate, which is wholly>nncompetitive with other gas supplies and relative to other :forms of energy, chie.fly fuel oil and electricity. The
cost of Alaska gas will be boosted eNen higher if weJl head deregulation becomes a reality during the 20-year life of the project ..
Virtually all gas consumers would not voluntarily purchas~ $4.15
A.Jaska gas. Fearing that mammoth project overruns will yield unmarketable Alaska gas, private lenders will not invest in the project
un.less consumers are forced to purchase the gas no matter what the
pnce.
Incremental pricing gave the;gas customers the choice to buy or
not buy AJaska gas. And this pricing method is advocated for industrial customers by the 'Vhite House.
\Vhile the pricing for the Al:askn, gas and the ow,ra.ll majority of
gas use,rs, 40 million residential gaB consumers, it is clePmed absolutely
necessary by the vVhite House. T1his pricing method which 'ad ,·oeat{'B
high pricing methods like Alnska gas wpre lower cost supplies ~ulCl
passPs them on to gas consumers at a single rate has the effeot of forcing to ·purchase of Alaska gas.
The pernieions e.ffects of pricing for Alaska gas m·e nu,mm·ous rand
alarming. Rolled in pricing would ttrtific.ially indnce the building of a
project requi1·ing a:t ]past. $13.6 billion of investment capital which is
mw-half the valne of the assets held by the entire gas transmission industry at the end of 1976, nnd $30 billion of investment capital if t:he
proied m·errunruns 200 percent.
The capita.! struetnre would'be severely contm•ted by t:his project.
Interest rates would go up, but to w·hat extent depends upon the
magnitude of cost, overruns and forced gas ·purchases.
DS-OGD--77--12
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Risina interest rates could dampen economic actlvity in already
weak sedtors of the economy, such as the housing· industry which is
extremely sensitive to interest I'ates.
Eighty billion dollars of forced consumer .purchases over ~ 20 year
period for gas on a :.;oo percent Alcan proJect would depnve manY
sectors of the economyof this vast consumer investment.
Of equal sig1lificance, the scores of billions spent on Alaska gas
would produce more energy with longer ter•m benefits and 1ess environmental disruptions if invested i.n enei·gy producing and saving alternatives ranging from residential solar heating, insulation retrofitting,
deeper, tighter gas formations and existing producing production
ranges, the Devonian shale and combinations of many other
alternatives.
These better al:terna.tives are deprived in the same government creating artificial opportpnity for attracting enormous amounts of capital
ttnd for rrnassive consumer purchases.
Two hundred percent overrun· Alaska gas will push up gas prices
in genem1_and be a gia11t step towards ~·aising gas prices to.t.he high
levels needed to make cogas and energy 1mports cost competitive.
If deregula.tion beccmies a rea.lity, high cost gas supplies such as
Alaska gas, would: generate windfa.ll profirts for the producers of lower
cost gas through a ~phenomena called !price changing. The price of
lower cost gas would tend to run a step ·behind that of larger volume-c.;
of lligher cost gas, although the cost gap between the two is muca1
greater than the price gllip.
Rolled in pricing for Alaska gas with or without enormous project
overruns would ca.use wasteful consumption and nm1conservation of
this huge gas find ballyhooed as saving us from the folly of previous
wasteful uses of gas.
Averaging high cost Alaska gas with lower cost gas, masks the true
cost of Alaska gas and the gas consUtmer does not find the need to use
it frugally. In a.ddition, 'thri:fity gas users are penalized because.of ~cost
averaging. They pay for Alaska gas whether or not they want to use
it and they pay more for the lower cost gas supplies they actually use.
To 'protect the investors from J>rolonged service interruptions, the
\Vhite House proposed debt service dnringsuch an event, and possibly
in the event that premature project abandonment after completion,
if ·that is inJterpretecl as a prolonged service interruption.
Major service interruptions are inevitable for the Alcan project,
as they had been for its predecessor, the trans-Alaskan oil pipeline.
The explosion of pump station No. 8 this year shortly after taps
were turned on has significantly curtailed delivery of Alaskan oil
for several months.
An outage of the deeply burned Alcan system during the brutally
cold and mostly dark winters in Alaska and the Yukon would be impossible to repair promptly, leaving gas consumers to pay the debts for
a system not delivering gas when they most need it.
The 'White House adopts the variable rate of return previously proposed by the FPC. The variable rate of return is meant as an incentive
to Alcan to keep overruns down.
Under this proposal return on equity after taxes decreases from a
specified maximum level toward a mimmum level as project costs exceed the project budget fixed by the Federal Go-vernment. The higher
the overnm, the lower the rate of return.
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However, the effectiveness of the variable rate of rehlrn as a check
on overnms depends on the level of minimum return allovved. A variable return formula which falls all the way to no ret~u'n is the most
effective.
A minimum allowed return comparable to the project-sponsored
customary return is a weak barrier to overruns. If overruns become too
difficult to manage, the project sponsors may decide to live with the
usual husky rate of return regardless of how costly the gas becomes
clue to overregulation.
The \Vhite House proposes a legal calculation tq the FPC. This is
a mistake since the FPC previously recommended a minimum allowed
rate o:f return of 11 percent for the Alaskagas projed as an average
rate of return of the corporate participants in the Alcan project.
Both the minimum allowed rate of return and the rolled in pricing
are indirect but strong forms of consumer guarantee.s for Alcan's project debts since they enable Alcan to repay those debts. .
. .
In closing, let me express my greatest fear about the pncmg proposed by Alcan and the "White House. The .fear is a precedent, they
said. The Alaska gas project would involve the most massive forced
gas purchase and consumer risk bearing for an energy project ever
seen.
In the future, energy companies may be relucta11tto engage in major
energY projects unless the Federal and. State governments strong-arm
consumers into bearing much of the financial risk of these projects
and into purchasing their energy products.
.
I fear the day when the kind of consumer financing proposals for
the Alaska gas project, some indirect, :but all very strong, are. applied
to svngas and LNG imports on a broad scale.
The consequence of these measures broadly applie'<:l ;would. be ruinous to .our acquiring sounder energy technology .in the future and
conld cripple the economy.
Thank.vou.
[Thepr:epared statement of Mr. W olffollrnvs :]
STATEMENT. OF SillNEY M. WOLF, ASSISTANT. PROFESSOR, DIVISION .OF PUBLIC AND
ENVIRON:!IIEN'l'AL AFFAIRS PROGfuUI, INDL~,NA UNIVERSITY a:J' ,SOU'HI BEND, IND.

I thank the Committee for the opportunity to make astatemeriton this very
imvortant energy, environmental, anclletus not forget, consumer issue: Since the
rmssage of the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976. '!'he Environmental Policy Center has been deeply concerned with the repercussions of this
project on the gas consumer. Contrary to the assumptions of mll.riy, notably
the White House ancl Alcan, this project is not necessarily in the bestinterest of
the gas consumer. In fact, under the pricing ancl tariff measures advocated by
.Alcan aml the White House the Alaska gas project will likely bring clown
grevious harm upon the gas consmne~·, the national economy, and our prospects
for sound national energy development in the future.
The litmus test of the economic merit of virtually all prospective business
ventures is whether sufficient financing from private lenders can be obtained.
Reluctance to inYest on the part of private lenders implies a 'irentnre seeking
inve:stment faces serious risks jeopardizing investment. Thisis the case with
the Alaska gas project. Excessive cost overruns, premature project abandon~
ment after completion, and prolonged service 'interruptions are ver:v real rii'kS
for the Alaska gas project, at least to the critical minds of investo~s. In: Ol"cler
to attract sufficient private financing to the project, these risks must be either
P!iminatecl, substantially reduced or transferred in great part to parties other
than the investors. Alcun ancl the White House choose to resort to risk tran&-fer
to entice hesitant private filiancing to the project it could not otherwise acquire;
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Based on the .view.that the. gas field owners, the State of Alaslm and consumers
will IJenefit from the project, various measures for their snbstantial sharing of
the risks of the project are proposed. Before examining the specific metb.ods of
consumer risk-sharing in the project, le.t's scrutinize the validity of the contention that the project is beneficial to the gas consumer, for this contention is extended afl the principal justification for consumer risk-sharing.
The price paicl by the gas consumer for Alaska gas will determine whether tile
gas consumer is harme.d or hene.fite.d by this project. If the price is sn!'h that the·
gas is economic, aR ifl believed b~· the 'IVhite Honse, then Alaska gas will no douht
be of great lle.nefit to the gas consumer and tb.e national economy. By economic.
it is meant that the. Alaska gas price ifl Pmnpetith·e with alternative energy supplies, and into the near future that would principally be fuel oil and electricity.
The principal de.terminants of whe.ther A!iu:ka gaf' can be delivered at a competitive price will IJe its wellhead priee and the capital costs of its transportation·
system.
Alaska gas will be the most e.xpe.nsive large supply of domestic. natural gn s
ever offere.d for. purchase to the American consumer due. to tile fact the Alean
project delivering it costs $6.7 !Jillion, making Alcan the second most expensive·
construction project in history (behind Uw Trans-Alaska oil pipeline). The gas
de.livered h~' this project would he eompetiti1·e. if Alean does not ex11erie.m·e
excessive overruns and the we.llhead price does not substantially exceed the·
NEP $1.45 per mcf field price recommenrl.e.d by the ·white Honse. In renl'hinf! the.
conclusion that the delivered price of Alaska gas would be economic, the 'White·
House aF<smned XIDP wellhead prieing and no future deregulation pushing the
wellhead price of· Alaska gas heyond the. NEP formuln, nnd further nssume.(r
the project would not suffer overruns exceeding 100 percent hut could expect
overruns of 40 percent. These nssnmptions. float on quicksand. A forty peree.nt
overrun case is ridiculous and even a one hundred percent overrun case n highly
optimistic underestilnnte. The only experience we have had with large-scale pipeline construction in arctic and sulJ-aretic environments is the Trans-Alaska oil
pipeline and it suffered a phenome.nnl 800 percent overrun, to $7.7 billion from an·
origina I efltima te of $000 million. I do not expect an 800% overrun for the Alcan
project principally because of its extensive use of existing developed road and'
piveline rights-of-way. But all large-scale construction projects are afflicted with
e.xtensive overrnnF< nnd tb.e rule is the bigger anrl more exotic the project the·
large.r the magnitude of tl1e overrun.
The Superdome, !milt in the benign nnd balmy climate of Ne1v Orlenns, overran
300 percent. Cnn we expect much less for 2,700 miles of custom-engineered pipe-·
line and associated facilities traversing vnst expnuses of Alaska and Canada and
built by tens of thousands of worke.rs and large piPces of equipment in the most
problematic climate and land .environment on earth? At leaHt a.200 percent overrun for the Alcan project is a virtual certainly in mr estimation.
The White House Report to congrePseoncluded thnt even at \Yllat they deemed
to be the "worst ease" of cost overrun of 100 percent thnt Alaska gas would he
mnrginally eeonomic and produce n net national economic benefit, albeit n smnll
one. A 200 pe1·cent overrun would balloon the capital ·costs of the Alcan project
to $2.40 per mmhtu from Alcan's FPC filed cost of 80¢ per mmbtu. Assuming n
NEPfield price of $1.45 and a processing cost of at most 30¢ per mmbtu, which
is what the ·white House Report did. the wholesale or "eity gate" price of 200 percent ove.rrun Alaska gas would I1e nn a;;:tounding and wholly uncompetitive $4.15
per mmhtu. T!Iis price is nearlr three times thnt of current interstnte gas price·
levels nnd roughly equivalent to $25.00 per barrel OPEC crude (the curre.nt p1ice
of. imported oil is around $13.00 per barrel). $4.15 gas L~ not even competitive
with the minimum costs of highly costly .nonconventionnl gns supplie.s such ns
I,NG imports and coal gas, respectively $3.25 anrl $3.75 per mmhtu. 'J'he stratospheric p1ice of 200 perce.nt overrun Alaskn gas would he hom;ted furthe.r into the·
unre.nchable heavenH if complete field price deregulation becomes a reality during- the 20-yenr life of the project.
Ohvionfll:V, tb.e private investment community would not finance the Alean projeet if it delivered $4.15 gas unless Aln~kn gas is assure.d of F<ale h;v administrative
a·ction or legislation no matter what it.~ price .. Such an nction would in effeet
shift the burden of overruns.from debt financierR to _g·afl purclmserfl and wonld
thereby. entice financing. It would he grossly hypocritieal to recommend any measure. with. the knowledge. thnt it compels the purchase of Alaska gas no matter
1vhat itfl price while at the Rame time clniming Alaska gns will not snffer
dehahilitating overruns and will be yolnntarily purchased by gns consumers. And
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_-yet this is what the White House report does in recommending as absolutely
necessm·y rolled-in pt·icing for the sale of Alal'ka gas to residential gas consumers, for rolled-in pricing in effect fot·ces gas consumers to purchase the gas no
Jnatter how much it costs.
Ourrently, the costs of all natural gas supplies, regardless of source, are aver.aged together and passed onto gas consumers at a single rate. This is called
:rolled-in pricing because new expensive supplies like Alaska gas are "rolled into"
.less expensive, older gas supplies. The "rltite House recommends allocating the
true high cost of Alaska gas to industrial gas consumers who can better afford
the cost of conversion to other fuels. 'l'his is called incremental pricing, a form
•Of marginal cost pricing.l!'or the remaining overwhelming majority of residential
gas consumers .l'Llcan.and. the ·white House contPnd rolled in prieing is required.
Rolled-in pricing absolutely assures the sale of ~~laska gas even at tlte theo:retically unmarketable price of $4.15 pet· mmbtu. Because it averages gas costs,
rollPd-in pricing compels the gas consumer who is serviced by a gas suppliet· re•ceiving Alaska gas to pay for the gas even if he does not want it or actually use
it. This pridng method is blatant economic totalitarianism. Unlike rolled-in pricing, marginal cost pricing gives the gas consumer the choice to buy or not buy
;new, higher cost gas supplies added to his supplier's gas stores. Even without
substantial cost overruns to the Alcan project, under marginal cost pricing many
gas consumers would reject altogether or sharply reduce their consumption of
costly Alaslm gas. As marginally cost priced Alaska gas becomes progressively
more expensive due to overruns more rejected or curtailed purchases would oc•cur. Virtually every residential gas ~onsumer would refuse 200:percent overrun
Alaska gas if it is marginally cost priced, which is why Alcan demands rolled-in
_pricing.
The presence of rolled-in pricing makes false 'Vhite House and Alcan's state:ments that the Alaska gas project will only be financed privately and not involve
·public financing. They apparently have a uniquely broad view of what constitutes
;private financing, for it includes the financial participation of the 40 million gas
-consumers in this country. In assuring the purchase of Alaska gas, rolled-in pricing f·unctions imlirectly, but almost as strongly as most direct means, as a con•snmer guarantee of project investment, since the. forced sale of the gas enables
:the project sponsors to recover equity and pay back debt charges.
So many of us are awed hy the capital costs of the Alcan project, whiclt with•out overruns is an impressive $6.7 .billion. But we should be flabbergasted by the
more than $80 billion in consumer purchases of Alaska gas devoured by rolled-in
pricing o,·er a twenty yeat· period for a 200 percent overrun system. $80 billion
for the purchase of gas which would not othet·wise be bought means that other
·sectors of the economy would to their ,detriment be deprived of $80 billion of
eonRumet· purchase,; and investnwnt ovet· the t\Yenty-year life of the project.
·:while other parts of the economy suffer from the loss of scores of billions, the
corporate beneficiaries of Alaska gas re,·enues will be buried in profits. In response to questioning by the joint House Interior Indian Affairs and Public Lands
.:and House Commerce Energy subcommittees several weeks ago, Northwest Pipeline President Jolin i\Ic:Millian claimed his company \YOnld stand to gain $200.$300 million. in profits from the project and the gas field owners (principally
Exxon, Atlantic Richfield, and Standard Oil of Ohio), collectively, $1-2 billion in
vrofits. This is called ineome redistribution, but it apvears to be nmning head1ong- in the wrong direction.
The capital requirements of the Alcan project are staggering, approximately
$13.6 billion if the project suffers from the 'Yhite House projected overrun of
:32 percent. Astoundingly, this amount for a single gas transportation project is
·one-half the value of the assets of the entit·e gas transmission industry held at
the end of 1976. Industry assets would be surpassed by the $30 billion capital
demands of a 200-pPrCPnt overrun project. It is patently obviom; that the eapital
structure would be distorted by Alcan's huge appetite for capital, with or
without overruns. This distortion, or more descriptively, this contortion of the
.capital structure grows progressively more harmful as cost overruns increase.
vVe can expect the exertion of upward prpssures on interest rates, though
:to what extent is greatly dependent upon the magnitude of cost overruns
and forced consumer gas purchases. Rising interest rates could dampen economic
activity in other critical and already weak sectors of the economy such as the
housing industry, which is extremely sensitive to interest rates. The Administration has made no effort to examine the relative gains and losses to various
'sectors of the economy due to the rise of interest rates induced by the Alcan

project, particularlY: inhigh overrun cases. 'J:'radeoffs are going to be. ma~le
across .various sectors of the eco;nomy, but apparently. no one cares enou,h
to determine who loses although we certainly know that Exxon, Atlantic Richfield Standard Oil of'Ohio and Northwest Enei·gy will gain immensely.
E{•en more importantly 'than the difficult to measure rise in interest rates
caused by the Alcan project is thediversion of massive amounts of capital fr?m
other sectors of the economy. ·Nowhere are .the. deliterious effects . of mass1 ve
capital shifting due to the building of an uneconomic Alcan project greater
than in :the area of energy development.
.
. . .
..
. ..
Capital, like fossil. fuels, is a limited reso11rce subject to vigorous. c.ompetltwn
for its use. This is particularly true for the wide variety of competmg energy
teelmqlogies available to us now and in the future, some of which are less costly
and sounder than others. "\Vhen the federal g·overnment contemplates art.Uicially
creating an extremely attractive opportunity for massive investment in one
form. of energy developnient, common sense tells us to compare the gains and
losses produced by ~he favored form. of energy development with those of alternatives not so favored. The billions invested either in the building of the
Alaska gas project. with orwitllout huge oven'llns, or in the purchase of its
gas would if instead invested in an array of other conservation and domestic
production alternatives produce not only more energy, but also more secure and
environmentally desirable forms of enei·gy with longer term benefits than 20
years of Alaska gas. I am speaking of investment in Devonian shale; deeper,
tighter gas formations in existing producing regions; residential solar heating;
home and commercial insulation retrofitting, industrial energy efficiency standards, and many otherenergy creating and saving actions.
Not only are these wiser alternatives denied the same highly advantageous
government created artificial opportunity for attracting huge amounts of private
financ~ng and for coerced consumer purchases, but from another and more·
signifi.cant vantage point, commercial bank and consumer investment which
they might other"'ise freely receive is diverted away from theni. This is a classic
case of government advantaging large-scale, centralized, and major energy
company ventures over smaller, more diversified, more competitive, and le:;s
costlY and equally productive energy technologies.
Exhorbitantly priced Alaska gas forced down the throats of gas customers
through rolled-in pricing will' blast a way the chief obstacle to massive LNG
import and coal gas projects, and that is price competitiveness. For those
favoring these technologies, Alaska gas at excessive cost and cost averaged
''ith conventional gas supplies will be one giant step toward placing gas prices
in general closer to the higher levels needed to make coal gas and LNG import,;
competitive. We must keep in mind that tlle 20 tcf of Alaska gas will supply 5
percent of our gas needs for the next twenty years, a proportion hundreds of
times greater than any other single source of domestic gas. As the largest source
of domestic gas, it cannot help but influence overall gas prices when costaveraged with othergas supplies.
High cost Alaska gas will also contribute to gas price "chasing" should
deregulation become a·reality. In a situation of deregulation and great market
demand for gas, the price of lower cost gas supplies would tend to run a step·
IJehind the price of large volumes of higher cost gas supplies even though the
actual cost gap between the two is much greater than the price gap. In other·
words, deregulated low cost gas benefits greatly in terms of price in the company
of higher priced but still marketable gas. Thus, the presence of Alaska gas ancl
other costly gas supplies such as LNG imports and coal gas which are made
de facto marketable by rolled-in pricing will procreate windfall profits for
low cost gas supplies in an atmosphere of deregulation. ·without an excess
profits tax or other compensatory measures, we arrive at a situation where the·
pockets of gas interests aTe transformed into money bags and those of gas consumers and the public in general into air holders.
Deregulation n.ncl rolled-in pricing are polar opposites philosophically. Hypocritical gas industry insistence on bbth greatly profits them while grossly
harming the gas consumer. This is especially the case for Ala•slm gas. We cannot
free. the gas· industry from. the coercion of price controls and then shackle the
gas consumer with forced· pul'chases of huge ·volumes of Alaska gas. This is
highly unjust.
The final insult to the gas consumer is that the forced purchase of Ala:::lm
gas ironically exposes this gas supply to the very . same disastrous belw vi or
compelling us .to seek Alaslm gas in, the first place~wasteful consumption.
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Rolled-in pricing encourages.excessive gas demandand not gas conservation. Th~s
effect trao-ic . whether Alaskan gas is attractively. or exorbitantly pTiced: 18
princfpauy" caused by the incorrect price signal rolled-in pricing gives the g~s
consumer. By averaging its higher cost with the lower cost of old gas, rollen-m
pricing makes the. Alaska gas appear cheaper and hides its true cost. With its
cost hidden the gas .consumer does not feel the need to use the new gas as.
frugally .as he would. in the case where he is straightforwardly .charged for its
true high cost, as is the case with marginal cost pricing. In addition, frugal
gas purchasers are penalized by. rolled-in pricing. Whether .or not they use the
new increment of . their .gas supply at~ributa,bl~ to Alaska gas because of cost
averaging they pay for it anyway with the added penalty of paying more for the
lower cost gas they actually .use.
Compounding the injury to· the gas· eonsum~r, economy, ·and. future energy
development, the ·white House and Alcan recommend two other strong formS·
of project risk transfer to the. consumer for tl~e sole purpose. of attracting
private financing to the project it probably would not .otherwise receive. One is a
form of direct consumer debt guarantee whereby gas consumers would maintain
debt service in the event. of. prolonged service interruption, and possibly, premature project abandonment after completion. The .other is a high minimum
rate of return on equity after taxes to which Alcan would be entitled no matter
how catastrophic overruns become.
The advocacy of explicit measuresto protect debt investment in the event of
the. prolonged service interruptions and premature project abandonment tacitly
admits these contingencies are very probable, whereas insistence on no such
measures indicates sureness. that these contingencies· are· remote. The 'White
House, Alcan, and the FPC contrlJ:dict themselves in proposing consumer debt"
servicing in the event of prolonged service interruption or premature project
abandonment while also claiming these events are at most only slight possibilities. The recent breakdO"I\'US of the Trans-A·laska oil pipeline, mentioned pre~·i
ously as the only real experience we have \Vith monumental pipeline systems in
the far North, tells us that prolonged service interruptions are inevitable. The
explosion of Pump Station #8 just weel's after the system was turned on has
curtailed significantly deliver:Y of Prudhoe oil for the next few months. No one·
can hope for· quick repair of a. broken pipeline· buried deep in frozen· tundra in
the all-night, -50° l!~. or worse winters of Alaslm and the Yukon, leaving gas
consumers to pay Alcan's debt charges while the gas ballyhooed as saving them·
from winter gas •shortages is not forthcoming. Call this the freeze and pay plan,.
if you like.
The White House Report adopts the vm'iable rate of return proposal put forward. earlier by the F'PC. Under the variable rate of return proposal return on
equity" would decrease from a ma:'{hnum l.evel as project costs exceed a project
budget fixed by the federal government. However, the proposed ·rate of return
would not be completely tied to cost performance ror the clecrease would stop at
a minimum level of retumand not be allowed to reach the no ret,urn level. T~·ing
the rate of return to cost ·performance is intend·ed as an incentive to control
overruns on the project •sp011sors' pa,rt, fortlte)•owe1· the overnm,the higher the
rate of return.
'
However, effectiveness of the variable rate of return as a check on overruns
depends on its lower lin1it. The varial:ile rate of return is 'most effective when it
is allowed to drop to zero and becomes progressively less effective as it moves
away from the null return. When the' minhnum nllowed rate of return is comparable to the return customarily obtained 1by project sponsors then it is of dubious value .as a weapon against ov:e,rruns.
'l'he ·white House recommends leaving the calculatinn 'ancl implementation of·
the variable rate of return to the FPC and the Cu,nadiarl NEB. 'l'llat would be
a mistake if. the FPC sticks to its previous formula'for the variable rate of return.
The FPC proposed an 18 percent maximum. and 11 percent minimum allmved
rates of return. An 18 percent maximum allowed rate of return considerably
exceeds the 11.8 percent rate of return averaged by the integrated energy industry
over the past ten years (19G3-73). When compared with the industry averao·e. a
minimum. allowed rate of return of 11. perceut seems quite comfortable and
in
fact ~h.e average rate of return of the companies iuvolYed in the Alcan proposal.
A m1mmum return equal to the sponsors present return is a. weak barrier to·
intense overrun. pressu~·es. The projeCt sponsors might very well resign themselves to -endurmg then· mma:L heal<blty 11 percent rate of•return if they C!Jil-·
elude overruns are too difficult, :wearing, or jusLplain·impossible to manage effec-
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tively. Their subm~tting to overruns witha high minimum rate of return is even
more lil'ely if the ga.s is assured of sale th1•ough rolled-in pricing and their debts
are bacl,stopped by consumers in the events of service interruptions or project
.abandonment. Only when profits are severely penalized for cost overruns by
~<harply reducing or eliminating altogether the minimum rate of return can we
·be absolutely certain project sponsors will worl' themselves •silly to hold clown
project costs. It should be added that a high allowed minimum rate of return
is, like rolled-in pricing, an indirect but strong form of consumer guarantee for
project financing since the lenders .are assured that the project sponsors will
garner a return ample enough to go a long way in meeting debt· charges.
I close this statement with my. greatest fear about the transfer of tl1e investment risks of the Alcan project from tile major banks to million'S of gas consnm·ers such as myself. I fear the precedent consumer financing for the Alcan project would set. Rolled-in pricing and high minimum allowed rates of returns are
commonly used for new gas projects and have for years received considerable
criticism from consumer interestJs who have been harmed by them. But never
before have consumer risk transfers been used on such a mmnmoth seale for an
energr vroject, or any other kiml of private ·development project for that matter.
'Though the most profitable large industry in the U.S., the energy industry has
become increasingly less willing to invest their huge capital resources in energy
development and have ~ong. pressured governn1ent regulators to require consum·
ers to play a lead role in financing and bearing the financial risks of major energy
projects. Apparently, tl:\e energy industry. is succeeding. The l<'PO recently denied
a petition by the State of California to limit the charges that gas utilities could
hill their customers in advance for builcli[lg coal gasification piants, which cost
.$800 million and $1.2 bHli'on and are of dubious •teclmological aml economic feasibility. Once the capital voracious energy industry is given a healthy helping of
consumer financing for massive runcl costly energy development projects lilm the
Alcan project, their appetite for more for other projects will become insatiable.
The very existence of consumer financial involvement in an enormous energy
p1•oject like Alcan could reduce .the future willingness of the energy inclustry to
initiate major projects unless consumers are required to parUcipate in risksharing and pay for the energy product no matter how steep the price.
Around the corner looms the prospect ·of the federal government strong-arming
consumers over and over again to financially assist the already profitable and
·pampered energy industry. The Alcan project is the beginning of a new era of
energy financing, where the consumer bears the investment risks of costly energy
technologies whose presence prejuclices.the cleYelopment of less costly and environmentally and economically sounder alternatives at the same time major energy
companies shed in vestment responsi·bility !Ulmost completely but not their control
over energy profits and the determination of the character of ,future energy
development.
Finally, for what H i's worth, massive coerced consnmer financing and risksharing are antithetical to the cardinal principle of free enterprise. And that is,
private entrepreneurs and financiern must fmly assume the initial risks of investment in a venture they back, with the consnmer playing the exclusive role of
returning invested capital only if the venture fulfills a need or a demand. Can
anyone tell me what consumer need or demand a runaway overrun Alcan
ppoject fulfilL<;?

Senator BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. \Vol£.
Senator Jackson~
The CHAIRMAN. I don't have any questions.
Senator BARTLETT. SenatDr Stevens~
Senatur STEVENS. No. Thank you. lYe appreciate your testimony.
Senator BARTLETT. Mr. vVolf, we have no questions. We thank you
· very much for your testimony.
Senator BARTLE'I'T. Barbara Graham, attorney, representing the
Sierra Club, \Vilderness Society, Nationa.l Audubon Society, and the
. Alaska Conservation Society.
\Velcome, Ms. Graham. \Ve are happy tD have you.
If you could summarize yonr statement, we would appreciate it and
· the entire statement, will be nlaced in the record.
1\Is. GRAIIAM. I wilL Semitor.
Senator BARTLET1'. You may proceed however you wish.
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STATEMENT OF BARBARA .GRAHAM, ATTORNEY, REPRESENTING
THE SiERRA CLUB, WILDERNESS SOCIETY, NATIONAL AUDUBON
SOCIETY, AND ALASKA CONSERVATION SOCIETY

Ms. GRAHAM. My name is Barbara< Graham. I represent the Sierra,
Club, the 1Vilderness Society, the National Audubon Society and tlH~
Alaska Conservation Society. I am also authorized to state that I
am speaking for the Environmental Policy Center today.
I would like to summarize portions of my statement today in the·
interest of time. 1Ve have been in this case for some years and the·
position of the conservation groups has been stated many times.
Our position is that the vast pipeline that has bren chosen by the·
President, or the Alcan project, presents the most rational approach
of the available alternatives and is likely to be least luu-mful to the
environment if it is properly constructed.
On the whole, Alcan offers the best available solution if a pipeline
is to be built. The decision on whether any pipeline is to be built
at all is fundamentally acknowledged, although the environmental
costs and benefits must be part of the equa.tion.
Thus, we approve of the President's decision vvhich wonld require
the private financing of this project for if it can attract private
investors, that would be a mnch more, reliable indicator than a government decision would be that it makes economic sense.
We have long supported serious consideration of A1can route along·
the Fairbanks corridor and we see selection of this route as the validation of the process. For the environmental impact statement forced
tlris route out into the arena as an alternative to the original Artie
gas project.
Of course, some problems remain with the Alcan project as no
large construction job could be perfect. The Northwrst Pipeline Company andAlcan management are making a sincere rffort to design this
project soas to minimize disturbance to natural values and they have
provided comments from many outside interests.
However, there are many site specific studies which must still be
done to pick tJ1e exact pipeline route.. Se:r:tsitiveareas, snch as mt~,rshes,
or the habitats of rare or easily disturbed species, mnst be icleutifird
for the route changes of special construction teclmiqnes. And in Canada many such problems must be dealt with since a large portion of
the pipeline would diverge from highway or other borders and several recreation areas would be crossed or skirted.
Bnt we understand that further discussions would be hrld brtween
the applicants and residents and conservation groups in the affected
areas to work out a suitable route.
In addition, there are several specific problems with routing with
re,q:ard to the Northern border section along Montana, the Dakotas,_
Minnesota, Iowa and into Illinois. vVe feel that a route passing farther ·
north and east in North Dakota would aYoid many of these problems.
1Ve are particularly concerned about the 0rossings of srveral scenic
rivers anclthe prairie pothole region in the Dakotas, which is a crucial·
waterfowl breeding area. But even some minor route changes could
reduce damage to this region.
vVe wil1 be working with representatives of the Northen1 Border
Pipeline Co. and we hope that many of the conflicts over these
areas can be resolved.
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Bntthe crux ofthiscase,1JO\Vfornsistheimplementation oHhe project. \Ve view the congressional role now and in the future as more
acti,·e than simply approvingthe President's decision.
First, the Senate has the responsibility to scrutinize the President's
nomination of a; Federal inspector. This must entail exacting assurances from the nominee that the inspector's authority will he fullY
utilized in requiring proper. engineering design, and environmental
protection measures, a fully a.dequate quality control program, an edueation prop;ram for all employees and tight scheduling and cost control.
The Federal inspector m11st. pledge that he would require full compliance with the terms and conditions imposed by the President's decision, andthose imposed by the relevant Federal agencies and the
State of Alaska.
He must also pledge that environmental stipulations and terms and
conditions will be vigorously enforced, mid that theserequirements will
1m giwm equal emphasis with engineering matters in both the design
and construc6on phases of the project.
The Senate must be prepared 'to foJlow the official actions of thPFederal ins])ector and if necessary toconsider a reprimand or his removal. The impotence, the lack of central responsibility, rmd the blame
passing that occurred during construction of the Alyeska project cane
not be permitted to recur.
Second, we believe that it is appropriate for the committee to describe in fairly specific terms, in the report accompanying the Senate's
approval resolution, how it expects the Executive to proceed in: planninp;. monitoring, and enforcing the terms and conditi<ms to be imposed
i1pon the builders of the pipeline.
Therefore, we suggest here for your consideration some measures
which we believe 'Youlcl contrilmte to a more successful construction
proiect than the Alyeska oil pipeline proved to be. .. . . . . .
·
. First, this committee must make it very dear that the Federal in~pector will be held responsible for all phases of monitoring and en~
forcing this construction project.
If the actual issuing of permits must ~ome through each individual
responsible agency, the inspector 11111st nevertheless tightly coordinate
the standards an rl terms and conditions to· be imposed in each permit.
Conflicts here will only engender confusion later on.
And it is crucial. thatthe Federal inspector have the authority to
enforce the stipulations, terms .and conditions. There must be a single
responsible figure for the project buildersto.resnonrr to. And the Federnl ins])ector must he accountable for failure of enforcement.
The cmnmittee nmst make it clearthat it expects the Federal insncctor to ordee or require. f:\nforcement actions when that is needed.
And ifthis will require ~clditionalstatntorv authority forthe Federal
inspector~ throu,g.·h a I'e()rganization plan; as. was suggested in. the
J'resirlential decision, the Congress mu~t address this· expeditiously.
For if this P~'oject is to be under any better control than Alyeska was,
tlw Federal mspector mu~t be fully accountable.
Two. It is crucial that there be a balance between the engineering and
environmental staffs of the Federal inspector, during both project design and construction. The staff must be equal in authority between en-
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-vironn1ental and engineering people and. access to the de~isionmaker,
not just equal in number.
vYe .Gannot accept .1_1 repeat .of the Alyeska situation in which the
biologists were merely advisers, and only the engineers had authority
to issue anclenforce notices to proceed. . ·
It is our expectation that proper construction techniques are no more
expensive than. sloppy damaging ones. and they may, indeed, be
cheaper. And delays are not needed in order to take precautions for
the benefitoffish and wildlife if the planners have sufficient data be~
forehand to plan to schedule· each procedure when it will cause the
least damage.
The key .is to build the proper measures into·the. plan.:from the.be~
ginning. And for thisto occur 5 the environmental experts must have
an equal voice in the· planning process, as. well as later during construction.
Three. One of the most important functions of the Federal inspec~
tor must be to tightly coordinate the actions and objectives of the authorized offiGers of the relevant agencies. Theauthorized officers must
not only know what ead1 of the others is doing, but alsowork together
to a void conflicting requirements.
Furthermore, interdisciplimtry reviews by this group, of various
permits and conditions to be imposed by each ofthem, go a long way
toward the required balance between environmental protection and engineering efficiency.
Four. One lesson of the Alyeslm experience is that the quality control program o:f tlw pipeline builders must be :fully acceptable. and in
operation before construction begins. On the. Alyeska project, that
program was inadequate or unready for the wb.ole first year.
Thus, the Fecleralc.State monitoring staiiwas forced to attempt to
perform part of the quality control for the whole line. This required
many more inspectors than• were available, and the inevitable result
\Yas that quality control 'vas almost nonexistent.
Five. iuwther Alyeska lesson is that the environmental monitors
must have elear authority to continue in operation through cleanup
and revegetation stages o:f the project.. Uncertainty surroundi_ng
.nqVAT's continuing existence is currently hampering its efforts in
prodding the last stages o:f cleami.p and mitigation of clarimgeon the
Alyeska]ine.
The biological teams must begin work immediately, surveyin,g
streams :for appropriate crossings, and marking sensitive habitat to be
avoided. Unless adequate data is available so the route m1cl construQtion plans can be properly designed beforehand,the conflicts, inefficiPnt late changes, and unnecessary damage that occurred on. Alyeska
will be repeated.
Finally, in one of the most i~nportant qhangcs. :frml1 the Alyeska
project, we believe there must he a.n independe11t citizen's council to
owrsee and advise the Federal Inspector 011the.emTironmental, social,
and economic aspects of the project in Alaska:
vVe woulclsuggest that theeouncil consist of fi'Te 111ell}bers. Two
should be A1askan Natives, one representing the North Slope Borougl~
and one representing Doyon, both of whose lands willbe affected; two
members shonld be sele.etecl by interested environmental groups, and
one by a group such as the Alaska League of \Yomen Voters.
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A set ofseveral candidates nominated by these groups would be pnt
before the Federal Inspector and the Executive Policy Board for ultimate selection.
·
The council must have a professional staff consisting of perhaps one
engineer and one environmental specialist, and a coordinator, who
should have either a managerial or legal background. The councn
should have its headquarters in Alaska.
Such a council and its staff must have access to all relevant Federal
and Stateclocuments and reports during project planning and construction design, and guaranteed independent and unannounced access to the project, including use of runways by private airplane, if
necessary, during all phases of construction.
This access will preclude the hostility and misunderstanding that
occurred during construction of the Alyeska line. And it will also reduce the possibility of public frustration that might lead to litigation
over enforcement or other ·aspects of the project. Our objective is that
the council participate constructively in the implementation of the
project, not hold it up.
\Vith the above assurances of access, the council could be funded by
the proieet builders if that is otherwise appropriate.
It is important that this council and its staff be involved in planning
from the beginning, so that public views can be efficiently channeled
into the very heart of the project. This will reduce the possibility of
:friction later on.
vVe believe that the Alcan management would not only accept but
endorse these ideas, as formalizing the type of cooperation that they
hope to realize in any event. \Ve believe they agree with us that such
measures ean only improve the project. \Ve hope that you agree as well.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Graham follows:]
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fact, in his Report of the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry, .Justice Thomas
Berger suggested an agreement on this issue between the United States and
Canada: he said the U.S. should agree to grant W'ilderness status to the Range,
and Canada would afford similar protection to both the North Slope of the
Yukon, in order to fully protect the great international Porcupine caribou herd,
and a white whale sanctuary off the Yukon North Slope. tVe believe such an
agreement should be pursued;
.
,
· But we had, and still ha'l·e, a second goal here, and that is to prom,qte sensible
land use planning in Alaska. Alaska is our last chance to learn 'to plan for
development instead of letting it just happen. It is very important that undisturbed territory be invaded only where absolutely necessary, so that a balance
may be achieved betwepn resource development and preservation of the great
reservoir of wilderness that the State contains. ]'or any remaining wilderness
will be of inestimable value long after the hydrocarbons and minerals are gone
and the pipelines are empty. Thus we have always believed that if a gas pipeline
must be built, the route .choHPn should be the one which causes the least possible
damage to the renewable resourses. of the .State of: Ahu:ika, and.·· which uses
existing utility and tram;portation· routes, so .that. it does not. invade Alaska's
large but fast diminishing reserves of wilderness.
Therefore, we advocated from the beginnning serious consideration of a pipeline
route along the TransAlaska oil pipeline through Fairbanks, and from there
following the Alean highway and existing pipeline corridors in Canada.
ln a classic and heartening example of the way NEPA should work, the Staff
of the Federal Power Commission studied this route and concluded in the environmental impact statements that such a route was environmentally preferable to
the two projects already applied for and several alternatives. As a result, an
indnstry group came forward to file an application for the Fairbanl;:s route, and
that was the birth of the Alean project. This is the route that is now before you
as the President's selection.
POSITION OF THE CONSERVATION GROUPS

Our position on this gas pipeline decision has been stated many times: if a
pipeline is to be built, the Alcan pwject presents the. most rational. approach
of the available alternatives, and it is likely to be the least harmful to the·environment if properly constructed. '£his is not to say that there are no problems with
the Alcan project. The1·e are some, and they will be discussed below. But on the
whole Alcan offers the best available solution if a pipeline is to be built.
The decision on whether any pipeline should be built at all is a. f1mdamentally
economic one, although environmental costs and benefits must be part· of the
equation, We .approve of the portion of the President's decision. which. would
require private financing of this project. For if it, can attract private investors,
that will be a much more reliable indicator than a government decision would
be that it makes economic sense.
RElfAINING PROBLEMS Wf'l'H THE ALC.\N PROJECT

The Northwest Pipeline and Alcan management are maldng a sincere effort
to design this project so as to minimize damage to natural values and undisturbed
·territory in Alaska and they have invited comments from many outside-interests.
But since the proposal is still relatively new, much scientific and engineering
work must be done to ensure t11at this ideal can be accomplished. Even the pipeline route itself cannot be fixed in jletail until walking surveys have been carried
out. including identification of sensitive areas, such as marshes, habitat of rare
or easily disturbed species, and areas with high present or potential recreational
values. Since the preliminary routing was selected without this information,
many changes will he needed, including in some areas, re-positioning of
compressor sites or work camp~.
In Canada, many such problems must be dealt with. since a lar?;e portion of the
pipeline will diverge from the highway or other corridors, and several important
recreation areas would be crossed or skirted. We understand that further discussions will be held between the applicants and residents ancl cQnservation
groups in affected areas, to work out a suitable route. Wewonld hope and expect
that the project sponsors will continue their efforts to accommodate the concerns
of people who will be affected by this pipeline, as well as .the needs of fish and
wildlife populations, which are so important to the character and economy of
these regions.
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"\Ve want to emphasize what many involved in this project already knowthat site specific .studies to determine preCise routing, design, scheduling, construction techniques and mitigation measures, I11ust begin as soon as possible.
T!'or only \Vith good data can this ,pipeline be built the \vay we hope it TI'ill. Thus
this next year will be the critical tim<:l for gathering the information UJ!On \Yhirll
the c.Qnstruction techniques and plans will depend:
Several specific ·problems with routing exist with regard to the ?\orth,rn
Border section of the route reaching across i\lontana, the pakotas; l\linnesiJta,
Iowa and into Illinois. But a route. passing farther north and. eaf't in ?\mth
Dakota would avoicl many of them. "\Ve. are.particularly c01ii:ernecl i1bont the
crossings of several scenic rivers and the pri1irie pothole region in the Dalwta~.
which is a crucial waterfowl breeding area: But e1'en some minor route changes
could reduce damage to this region. 'Ve will be working with representatiyes
of Northe1;n B.order, and hope that many of the conflicts o1·er these areas can be
resolvecl.
In ·general, construction of any project of this size will disrupt and deRtroy
land, 1labitat, water courses and wildlife, and will have a more or less tt>mporary IiegatiYe impact on the towns and villages which must absorb the great
influx of workers, machinery, traffic and noise. Our hope is, ho\Yever, that because of good intentions on all sides, every effort will ht> made to ]Jlmi ancl
carry out this project with as little disruption'and lasting damage as·1Jossil:ile.
OF THE PROJECT UNDER THE ALASKA
NATURAL GAS TRANSPOR'l'A'l'ION AC'l'

I~IPLE:MENTA'l'ION

We view the Coi1gressional role now and in the future as more actil·e than,
simply approving the President's decision. I<'irst, the Semrte has the responsiliility to scrl.Itinize the President's nomination of a Federal Inspector. This must
entail exacting assurances'froni the noniinee that ·the Inspector's authorit~- will
be fully utilized in requiring proper engineering design, and enyironmental protection measures, a fully adequate quality control program, an eduration lll'Ogram for all employees, and tight scheduling aml cost control, by the pro.:e(·t
sponsors. The Federal Inspector must pledge that he will require full compliance
with the terms and conditions imposed by the Pl·esident's decision, and those
imposed by. tlw releYant federal agencies and.tlw State of Alaslm. He must al~o,
11ledge. that environmental stipulations and terms ancl conditions \Yill he Yigorously .enforce(!,· and that these requirements will be giyen equal empasis with
enirineering niatters in both tlie desigl1 and cons.trnction phases of the ]>rojert.
Tl1e Eeh~te must be prepared to follow the official actions of the Federal
Im:pect01: and if necessary. to consider a reprimancl or .his remontl. The impotence,the lacl' of central resporisihili'ty and the blame passing that occm-rpd
during constructio~ of the Alyeska project cannot he permittPd to rPcm·.
Second, we belieYe that it is appropriate for the Committee t0 de,;crille in
fairly specific terms, in' the Report accoinpanying the Senate's approYal rp,:olution, how it expects the ExecutiYe to proreecl in planning, monitoring ancl enforcing the terms.and conditions to be imppserl upon the builclprs of the pipPlinP.
Therefore, we sugge~t here for your consideration some meaRm'eR whirh \YP
helieve would contribute to a .more suceessful eom;truction project than the
Alyeskn oil pipeline proved to be.
(1) Tl1e Presiclent's deci~ion leaves somewhat unclear the exact line of
authority for a) the issuance of permits, stipulations. and ;o:ite specific terms ancl
.
conditions, b) monitoring of their compliance. and c) enforcement.
As we interpret the documPnt. the authorized officers of the various fpcleral
agenciPs are. to retain individual responsibility for issuing the rights of way
]Jermits or other approvals under their statutory jurisdiction and a1so for inclnrling their own site specific tprms and conditionR in the permits. ·And whilP tl!e
F.ecleral Inspector is clearly authorized to coordinate the monitoi·ing phase (Deci~ion, p. 41), the President still must seek authority "to transfer to the Fec1Prnl
Inspector supervisory authority over enforcement of terms and conditions."
( DeciRion, p. 42).
In other ~vords, the authority to set the standards of performance for this construction project may be scattered .among several agencies with diffPrent or
('onflicting requirements, and the enforcement power nmy or may not lie cpntralized in the Federal Inspector.
·
This is a formula for confusion. and mny breed some of the very prohlems that
occurred on. tl)e Alyeslm project .that everyone is trying to avoid this time.
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This Committee pmst ,make it very. clell,r that the Fede.ra:t Inspector will be held
responsible fol· all phases of monitoriilg anq enforcement of this co~Ist~·u:tioil
project. I:f tl1e .actual issuance.of pernWs must con_1e through~ach mchndnal
responsible agency, the Inspector must nevertheless tightly coordmate the standards and conditions to be imposed in each permit. Conflicts here will OJ1l.Y
engender confusion later 011. .. ... • •• . .
.
.• • . . • . . .
. .
·
And it is. crucial that. the Federal Inspector have the authority to. ep.forc~ tl1~.
stipulalions, tenns and conditions. There must be a sing:le responsiple fi~ure £01:
the project builders to respond to. He must also be accountable for failure ot
enforcement. Thus while the President's . decision. would allow th~ . Federal
Inspector to overrule an enforcement .action by an agency Authorizell Officer
(Decision, p. 42), the Committee must make it clear .that it also e::pect~ the
Federal Inspector to orller or require enforcement actions when that IS need eel;
If this will require additiona:l statutory authority for the .Federal Im;pector,
through a reorganization plan, the Congress mm;t address this expeditiously. For
if this project )s to be under any better control than Alyeslm was, the Fe<1eral
Inspector must b.e fully accountable.
(2) It is crucial that there be a balance between the engineering and enYironmental staffs of the l!'ederal Inspector, during both project cle:;;ign and construction. They must be equal in authority andacce;;s.to the decision-maker, not jnst
equalin number. \Ve cannot accept a repeat of theAllyeska situation in which the
biologists were merely ad~·isors, and only the engineers had authority to issue
and enforce notices to proceed,
Because biologists and engineers see the world through different eyes, botl1
yiews must be equally representefl to the decision maker. Otherwise, .all the
promises of environmental protection may lJe sacrificed for tl!e sal'e of construction efficiency. Certainly the balance nmstnot.tinthe other way t'ither, for
we must all concede that some wildlife, terrain anclllabitat damage is ineYitable.
But it is om· expectation that proper construction techniques are no more
expensive than slopp~', damaging ones, and they may indeed he clleaver. A!Hl
delays are not needed in. order to take precautions for the benefit of .fish antl
wildlife if the planners have sufficient data beforclland to plan to schedule each
procedure "\vhen it will cause· the least dainage. The key is to build the proper
measures into the plan :from. the 'beginning. And for this to occur, the environc
mental experts mnst have an equrul.voice in the planning process, as \Tell as later
during construction.
(3) Similarly, one of the most important functions 1of the Fe.fleral Infipcctor
must be to tightly coordinate the actions and objectives of the Authorized Officer;;;
of the relevant agencies. The Authorized Officers must not only know what each
of the others is doing, but also worl'. together to avoid conflicting requirements.
Furthermore, interdisciplinary reYiew by this group, of the various permits and
conditions to he imposeg by each of them. would go ·a long way toward the required balance between environmental protection and .engineerilig efficiency. ·
( 4) One lesson of the Alyeslm experience, is that the quality.control progmm of
the pipeline builders must. be fully acceptable arid· in operation before construetion hegins. On the Alyeska p'roject. that pro!!ram was inadequate or unready for
the whole first ye[lr. Thus, the Federal and Stnte monito.ring staff was fcn·eed, to
attempt the qnali ty control of the whole line. This required rnnny more inspeetors
tlmn were a vailablle, and the inevitable result was that quality control was almost
non-existent.
( 5) Another Al~·eslm lesson is that the environmentalmonitors must lla Ye clear
authority to continue in operation through cleanup and reYegetation,sta"'eS of the
11roject. Uncertainty surrounding JF,VAT's continuing existence iR ~:nrrentlv
hampering its efforts in prodding the last stages of cleanup and mitigation .~f
da)nage on the Al:veslm line.
(6) The biological teams mustbegin workimmecUately, suneying streams.for.
amwonriate crossings. and marking sensitive h~hitat to be aYoidecl. Unless adec
quate data is available so the route and construction planscan be properly designed beforehand, the conflicts, inefficient late changes and unnecessary damage
that occurrecl.on Alyeska will be repeated.
"
(7) ?"inally, in one of the moRt important changes from, the Alyeska project,
we bel! eve there must be an indepenflent citizen's council to. oYersee a ml advise
the .Fed.eral Inspector on the environmental, social and economic asvects of the
proJect m Alaska.
\Ve would suggest that the council consist of five members. Two slwt~ld be
Alaslmn.NatiYes, one representing the North SlopeBorough and one.representing.
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Doyon, both of whose lands will be affected; two members should be selected by
interested environmental groups, and one by a group such as the Alaska League
of ·women Voters. A set of several candidates nominated by these groups would
be put before the Federal Inspector and the Executive Policy Board for UJltimate
selection.
The council must have a professional staff consisting of perhaps one engineer
and one environmental specialist, and a coordinator, who should have either a
managerial or legal background. The council should have its headquarters .in
.Alaska.
Such a council and its staff must have access to an relevant federal and state
documents and reports during project planning and construction design, and
guaranteed independent and unannounced acceRs to the project, including use of
runways by private airplane, during all phases of construction. This access will
preclude the hostility and misunderstanding that occurred during construction of
the Alyeska line. And it will a[so reduce the possibility of public frustration that
might lead to litigation over enforcement or other aspects of the project. Our
objective is that the council participate constructively in the implementation of
the proJect, not hold it up.
"\Vith the above a>'surances of access, tlie council could be funded by the project
builders if that is otherwise appropriate.
It is important that this council and its staff be involved in ·Planning from the
bPginning, so that public views can be efficiently channeled into the very heart of
the project. This will reduce the possibility of friction later on.
vYe believe that the Alcan management would not only accept but endorse these
idem;, as formalizing the type of cooperation that they hope to rea.lize in any
evpnt. vVe beQieve they agree with m: that such measures can only improve the
project. ·we hope that you agree as well.
·

Senator BARTLE'IT. Thank von. Senator Jackson.
The CHAilli\fAN. I want to simply say that we >are very appre6ative
of Ms. Graham's statement. I would hope that if you mn into any
trouble in connection with the monitoring and other proposals that
yon have made ·with the Department of Energy, yon will let us know.
I think you have made some very g-ood suggestions. I gather the
Secretary of Ene.rgy js interested in this proposal.
Ms. GRAHAl\L Yes. I have made several of them, although not this
entire list, to the Secretary through Mr. Goldman already. I think I
will make a fopnal presentation of our list.
The CnAIR.l\"IAN. I hope you will let us know if you encounter any
trouble there.
Ms. GRAHAM. Thank von, Senrator.
Senator BARTLETT. Thank you, Chairman Jackson.
Senator Stevens?
Senator STEVENS. I, too, would welcome that colmsel. I assume that
you would agree that the State of Alaska through whose land this
pipeline will go and perhaps the burrongh in the Fairbanks area and
members of the Department of the Interior ought to be on that council.
I would welcome that council provided it had the balance of representation.
Ms. GILUIAl\L That is very important. That is why I was trying to
stress what I did. I would expect that the State willl1ave other averiues
of perhaps much more direct control, certainly over the right-of-way
permit in terms of conditions there.
I would hope that the Federal Government and the State would be
cooperating s-o that the State peonle would be actively involved in
actually setting terms and conditions which may have much more
direct power than this council may ever have.
.
So, too, for the Secretaryof Interior. But I was assuming that none
of the groups you represent have access to that kind of activity and
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this council has sort of an outside-would he the only way they would
have that information about what was even going on.
Senator STEVENs. That is a good idea as far as I am concerned. I
think the Alaska League of Women Voters and the North Slope people
could be involved. That is a good suggestion.
But I think .the State and theNmth Slope Burrough should also be
involved.
Senator BARTLETT. Nis. Graham, thank you very much for your
testimony.
Professor Doscher, professor of petroleum engineering from the
University of Southern Ca'li:fornia in Los Angeles.
I am sorry you had to wait. You may proceed as you desire. You may
read your statement in its entirety or summarize as you wish, but your
entire statement will be placed inthe record.
Dr. DoscHER. I believe I will start out-Senator BARTLETT. It is a very short statement.
STATEMENT OF DR. TODD M. DOSCHER, PROFESSOR OF PETROLEUM
ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, LOS
ANGELES, CALIF.

Dr. DosCHER. I believe I will start out with the statement. I believe
I can read itexpeditiouslv.
I should say that I was retained by the Department of Legislative
Affairs for the State of Alaska several months ago to audit and review
the plans for operating the Prudhoe Bay field as they were represented
by the operators this past May.
As a result of that l')tudy, the report has been submitted to the State.
It is not yet in its final draft. But I am informed that the substance
of it rnay relate to you in this presentatio!1.
There is a danger that a decision nowto construct a pipeline to withdraw gas from the Prudhoe BayField will reduce the total amount of
oil that may ultimately be recovered from the Sadlerochit Reservoir.
The stated conclusion of the operators of the field that the early
withdrawal of gas will not affect the recovery of the crude oil is based
on mathematical modelling of the reservoir and its performance.
Mathematical modelling is. a powerful tool for analysis. of reservoir
performance, but the results of such modelling exercises are preordained bythe values of certain parameters that are chosen to represent
the performance of the reservoir. Unfortunately, it is only from the
performance of the reservoir that the values of these critical parameters can be assigned with a high degree of confidence.
The stated conclusion of the operators that early gas withdrawals
will not diminish oil recovery is in contradiction.to the lore of reservoir engineering. This lore, substantiated by significant history and
scientific observations, leads most re.servoir engineers to call for complete pressure maintenance and no withdrawal of gas in the absence
of natural water encroachment or an induced water flood.
The Sadl(3rochit reservoir is bigger than any other reservoir discovered in the United States, but the principles underlying the production of fluids therefrom are no different tban those controlling fluid
flow il1 smaller reservoirs. The much greater thickness of the S.adlerochit reservoir will however lead to greater recovery efficiency than
98-069-77--13

would be anticipated from smaller reservoirs. This increase will result
from gravitY drainage supplementing .the basic solutiongas drive of
the reservoir.
The operators have estimated that crude oil recovery will amount to
40 percent of the original oil in place even with concurrent early withdrawals of gas and without the implemei1tation of a major water flood
early in the life ofthe reservoir.
· Such anunusually high recovery efficiency can be anticipated only
by invoking the hypothesis that the expanding gas cap will reduce the
oil saturation in the pores 6f the rock to very low values during the
relatively short life of the Prudhoe Bay Field.
This hypothesis cannot be substantiated :by the study of field ease
histories. The Prudhoe Bay Field will be prodi.1ced at maximum erucle
oil rates for the order of only 7 to 10 years after which it will
begin a precipitous decline.
A total economic life of perhaps 25 years is anticipated. This is a
far shorter time period than the geological eras which permitted the
almostcmiipletesegre,gation Ofoil and gas.
No one will know ~for at least 2 and perhaps 5 years from now
how effective the expanding gas cap is in displacing crude oil, and
therefore whether gas can be safely withdrawn frori1 the reservoir
without affecting the ultimate recovery of crude oil.
The operators themselves have implied that it is impossible to draw
firm conclusions as to the need and extent of water flooding the Sadlerochit reservoir until reservoir. performance is observed for several
years. It is this very same logic that should be applied in reaching a
conclusion as to the advisability of early gas withdrawal on reservoir
performance.
It must be borne in mind that some one-third of our Nation's reserves
of liquid fuels are in the Prudhoe Bay Field. No iota of this precious
reserve should be jeopardized.
I must 'also ;call your attention to the f:l!ct that some 12 billion barrels of crude oil wl.ll be left behind in t:he Sadlerochit reservoir even
given an ont,imistic outcome of tht>. present plans :for producing the
reservoir. No significant planning or development studies to my
lmmvledge are underway to seek means for recovering some of this
residual crude oil.
I know of no method that can be stipulated at this time that will for
certain achieve such enhanced recovery,. but I do know that much rest>areh and development is underway on reservoirs of lesser stature.
There is some indication that a reduction in reservoir pressm·e may
><mrk against the optimum utilization of tertiary recovery processes
that are currently being studied.
I submit that this is still an additional valid reason fDr being warv
of early gas withdrawal which leads to a reduction in reservoir
pressure.
Let me now turn. to a brief discussion .of the significance of the
Prudhoe Bay gas itself, and the decision as to whether or not to construct a pipeline at this time. Should the line be constructed at this
time, at a cost that surely must exceed the $10 billion cost of
the Altwslm oilline-surelv because of its greater length and eontinniwr inflntion, and should ft subsequently become clear tha.t early gas
withdrawal will reduce the recovery of crude oil, the Nation will then
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have a staggeringly expensive white elephant on its hands. It could
only be paid out under such circumstances by sacrificing the recovery
of desperately needed liquid fuels.
It is most important to consider whether, even if early gas withdrawal from the Prudhoe Bay Field were not to jeopardize ultimate
oil recovery, the construction of the pipeline and the deli very of North
Slope gas is in the best interest of theN ation at this time.
I submit that it is not.
At the very best, the delivery of gas from Prudhoe Bay will not
attain a value of 1 trillion cubic feet a year-probably only three~
fourths of a trillion. This amount is less than 5 percent of the
amount of gas we now use in this country.
Moreover, it will not be delivered. m1til 1983 at the earliest. It is
difficult to believe that its delivered cost in today's dollars will be less
than twice that which the President has reconm1ended as :the ceiling
on new gas.
I sincerely believe that somewhat larger amounts ofgas in the same
time frame can be provided by allowing new and enhanced gas production to be sold at somewhat higher prices than now permitted by Federal regulations. Based on the.studies of myself and my associates I do
not beheve that gas from tight and deeper reservoirs, from new exploration plays, from geopressured aquifers, eastern shales and Appalachian
coal seams will ever be the bonanzas that some have reputed them to
be.
But they will get us by for another decade or two if you permit
them to be cle,veloped and sold at prices significantly less than what I
believe would be the cost of PrucU1oe Bay gas to the American people.
This increase in the cost of natural gas will not constitute .a rip-off
of the American people; \Ve don't have cheap energy resources available to us and our resources of fluid energy sources are rapidly
diminishing.
The most important aspect of gaining additional gas reserves at
modestly higher prices that will get us through another decade or two
is that it will help us avoid something approaching social and economic disaster. During these coming decades you would have the opportunity to plan for the widespread utilization of alternate energy
sources of which coal must figure prominently.
e will ultimately
need the equivalent of 10 billion barrels of crude oil a year which is
w liat we now burn in the form of oil and gas.
A delay in constructing the gas pipeline and associated delay in
marketing North Slope gas will not hurt the economy of Alaska nor
will the gas be lost. \Vhen, ultimately, it would be produced it will
have greater intrinsic value to the people of Alaska, of the people in
the other 49 States, and I daresay the world. There is a good chance,
given a cle1ay in its withdrawal, it will never he burned hut converted
to the useful products which can be made with equivalent efficiency
only from gas itself.
·
Senator BARTLETT. Professor Doscher, could you coniment on what
the current plans are for gas injection 1n the .time of 1983 or in the
time shortly after that when the gas line migl1t be operative?
Dr. DosCHER. Plans now call for injection of the gas produced in
the first 4 or 5 years at which time a maximum production of 2. billion cubic feet, net withdrawal of 2 billion cubic feet is planned.

"T
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Senator BARTI~ETT. Have you taken into consideration your figures
that gas injection-. Dr. DosCHER. There will be no gas injection after 5 years accordmg to the current plan.
Senator BARTLETT. JYiy question was have you taken into consideration in the figures that you are giving us the current injection pian?
Dr. DosCHER. Yes.
Senator BARTLETT. I see. I will reserve some questions for later on.
Senator Jackson?
The CHAIRliiAN. Senator Durkin had a number of questions. I will
ask them forhim if that is all right.
Senator BARTLETT. Yes.
The CHAIR:UAN. I am a little surprised about this testimony. I
-wanted to ask you what is your professional background. You are
:a profe._ssor of petrolemn engineering.
Dr. DosCHER. And a consultant.
The CHAmllrAN. At USC.
Dr. DoscHER. Yes.
The CHAIRllfAN. You have been involved in a number of assignments
as a consultant and so on-over how long a period of time?
Dr. DoscHER. I retired from a major oil company a year and a half
ago. During 25 years I was consulting petroleum engineer for the head
office, exploration and production department of this oil company.
The CnAIRliiAN. Which oil company?
Dr. DoscHER. Shell Oil Co.
The CHAIR?>IAN. You were with them for how long?
Dr. DoscHER. Twenty-five years.
The CHAIRMAN. Now you are a professor at USC?
Dr. DosCHER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN vVere you involved worldwide?
Dr. DosCHER. Yes. vVorlclwicle.
The CHAIRliiAN. vVhat in your judgment is the total amount of oil
in place in the reservoir?
Dr. DosCHER. Twenty billion barrels.
The CHAIRliiAN. Twenty billion in place?
Dr. DosCHER. Yes.
The CHAIR~.rAN. If you don't take the gas out, what is the total recoverable amount of oil in your judgment?
Dr. DoscHER. This number is not available. It was a numbe.r which
was not presented in the testimony presented by the operators during
the work clone under the auspices of the State. I cannot estimate that
without going through the rigorous procedures that are required.
I would say it would be in excess of that quantity which is now
anticipated of 8 billion barrels.
The CHAIRi\IAN. "\V"e have been talking about 9 billion as a recoverable amount.
Dr. DoscHER. I think the evidence given, the testimony given at the
May hearings in Anchorage would suggest that it is now probably
closer to 8.
The CHAIRMAN. That is--Dr. DoscHER. That is with gas injection.
The CHAIRMAN. That is associated gas with it.
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Dr. DoscHER. That is with producing 2 billion cubic feet of gas
per day starting 5 years after production.
The CIIAIRl\IAN. ·what would be the recoverable amOlmt of 20 bil~
lion in place if the gas is not ta,ken out?
Dr. DoscHER. It would be somewhat higher than that. There is the
other point which has to be made. You see I can't estimate that without going through the rigorous procedures-The CHAIRl\1AN. I am trying to get a, feel here.
Dr. DosCHER. There might be another 2 billion barrels.
The CHAIRMAN. How much?
Dr. DosCHER. Another two.
The CHAIRl\IAN. So in taking the gas out, what you are saying is
you might lose 2 billion barrels?
Dr. DosCHER. You might still lose more than that because when it
comes time, if we do decide to go ahead with tertia,ry recovery
operations-·
The CHAIRl\IAN. I was just ta,lking about conventional means.
Dr. DoscHER. I would estimate that and there are some data provided by other consultants to the FEA in earlier studies which suggested tl1at it could be on the orcl,er. of 2 or more billion.
The CnAIRl\IAN. Two or more b1lhon.
Dr. DosCHER. But I cannot substantiate those, Sena,tor, because I
have not done the work myself.
The CHAIRl\IAN. \Yell, I understand. But you ha,ve talked with people who have done the work. Are they reliable, competent people?
Dr. DoscHER. Yes. I would think there is reliable evidence showing a
greater recovery that way.
The CHAIRl\IAN. vVhat if you utilized all of the known means, the
secondary, tertiary recovery techniques. How much would you take
out of the 20 above and beyond the 8 and assuming the removal of
the gas~
J3r. DoscnEn. There is no tertiary recovery technique which we could
say will work. There is much belief tha,t the use of carbon dioxide will
work, although this has not been proved. Should carbon dioxide work,
it would work all the better had the reservoir pressure been maintained.
The CHAIRl\IAN. That would mean maintaining the gas?
Dr. DoscHER. Exactly. And were that to happen, I would say-or
the system to work, you would be looking at possibly another net 4
billion barrels of crude.
The CHAIRNAN. In other words, what you are saying you would get
eight plus four if you kept the gas in and didn't remove it and you
used modern techniques, secondary, tertiary and whatever?
Dr. DosciiEn. I am saying this possibility exists.
The CnAIRliiAN. Of another 4 billion?
Dr. Doscmm. The possibility exists.
The CHAIRl\IAN. I just want to get a rough idea. In other words, the
recovery of 12 out of the 20 in place billion barrels-if you take the gas
out and you employ secondary, tertiary and all other current known
techniques, how much would you get additionally beyond the 8
billion?
Dr. DosciiER. This is difficult to estimate because we don't have this
science under our belts. It could be that you wouldn't get any of that
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additional. It could be you would get a fraction of it. The research has
not been dmle to a point where I can give you the ultimate answer.
I can just say that with pressure I would have a mnch, much greater
chance of recovering a maximum quantity of the residual crude oil
and without pressure my chan:ces go down very rapidly because I
would have to build that pressure up again with the carbon dioxide, for
example, I would have to inject.
The CHAIDMAN. \iVell, it is kind of hard for us to get a picture of
this thing with so many--'
Dr. DoscHER. That is exactly my point. The necessary research and
development work, the necessary studies have not been done and they
could be done in a manner of a few years to get a very good handle on
this. In that period of time a delay in the sale of gas may give the
opportunity of ascertaining whether this procedure is as effective as
suggested.
The CHAilll\IAN. vVe will not be taking any gas out until1983.
Dr. DoscHER. Tlmtis right.
The CHAIRli'IAN. How long a delay-Dr. DoscHER. I would thinka matter of 3 years, let's say.
The CHAIRl\IAN. 1986 ~
Dr. DoscrmR. Yes. This would give ns 3 years to observe the
efficiency of the gas expansion in the gas cap and to know how well it is
doing, whether it is doing as well as the operator surmised it will do.
The CHAIRl\IAN. vVhat you are saying is that scientifically, from a
professional point of view, you cannot extrapolate from the given set
of circumstances without having actually gone through the experience because you are beyond that point from the scientific point of
view~

Dr. DoscHER. That is absolutely right. vVe have no experience. We
are in this particular method of exploitation, it has been used before,
in any reservoir, small or large, and given the high recovery of efficiency that is suggested by the operators which they have suggested will
be achieved.
The CrrAIRl\IAN. The President's decision, I understand, assumes the
use of water or carbon dioxide for reinjection; is that correct?
Dr. DoscHER. I am not sure of that. sir.
The CHAilll\EN. That is what staff informs me.
Now, in light of that, what is your comment~
Dr. DoscHER. I can't see that. It could have been predicted. Certainly
I cansay this: the operators did not intend to do major water flooding
at an early time. As a matter of fact, as I have noted in the testimony,
they have said we will wait and see what happens and it is exactly that
philosophy that I am saying would also tell you to wait and see what
happens before you start withdrawing large amounts of gas because
yon can't predict exactly what is going to happen with these reservoirs.
\Ve must wait and observe just how the thing is going. Then in 2
or 3 years yon may be ,able to make very specific plans for either
water flooding, possibly carbon dioxide reinjection, possibly a combination of both, or possibly the present system will improve in 2 or
3 vears to be as efficient as it must.
·The CHAffili'IAN. I take it there is a conflict in the point of Yiew of
the people who have the main responsibility up there to produce
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petroleum. I assume that they 'vant to get tha~ oil out and th~y would
like to sell the gas,too, but they don't agreew1th your analys1s here at
this point, or do they?
Dr. DoscHER. I don't think they have had the opportunity to look at
it as yet. .
·
The CHAIRliiAN. Has that been made available to them?
Dr. DoscHER. I don't believe it has yet. No. But I will say this-The CHAIRliiAN. I am just a layman up here asking foolish questions.
I don't know what to ask you.
Dr. DoscHER. The conclusions of our report are in opposition to
their conclusions.
The CHAIRllfAN. vV11at do we do?
Dr. DosCHER. I 'vould recommend that you delay the sale of gas.
The CHMRliiAN; Yon would delay this three years.
Dr. DoscHER. That is right.
The CHAIRllfAN. I have these questions here that are from Senator
Durkin.
\Vhat do you believe are the major deficiencies that are present?
You have covered that.
Mr. DosCHER. That is exactly right.
The CHAIRllfAN. That is the major one.
Could you explain why the producers of the oil are choosing a course
by which substantial amounts of oil may he lost to the recovery of
tli.e gas resource, thereby choosing a course which may cost them billions of barrels of oil ?r You are saying that the loss will be at least two
billion barrels.
·
Dr. DosCHER. That is right.
The CHAIRliiAN. vVhy are they doing that?
Dr. Dosc:HER. Because they do believe that ·even with the decrease
in pressure, they will recover 40 percent of the crude. vVe are questioning that.
The CHAIRMAN. I lmderstancL Your professional judgment differs
with theirs. That is what the heart of it is.
Dr. DoscHER. That is exactly true.
The CnAIRllfAN. ·what do you think would be the best approach to
maximize oil and gas production in Prudhoe Bay to do both; wait
three. years, basically;
Dr. Doscrr:ER. Essentially, wait three years and amass a tremendous
monitoring program of" the perforinances in the fieldin which you actually observe whether the present proposal, whether the expanding
gas will reduce the oil situation to the low values that are anticipated,
and at the same time do the research that is required to see if water
injection or carboi1 dioxide injection, or both, will significantly enhance the recovery of crude oil.
·
The CHA!Rli-IAN. vVhen did you reach these conclusions ?r This is the
first I have heard of this.
Dr. DoscHER. As I said, the report was only submitted in first draft
only about three days ago.
The CHAIR.LYI:AN. That makes it pretty difficult. I have great respect
based upon your professional career of the points you have raised. \Ve
are righUn the middle of a project before the committee.
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It is somethino· I think we want to look into because obviously the
point you have ~ade, as a layman sitting here, I think needs a: response
from those who differ.
Dr. DosCHER. Yes, sir.
The 0HAIRUAN. It would be good, I think, to have all of you at one
table, then I would be more confused, maybe.
Dr. DosCIJ:ER; Possibly.
The CHAIRM"AN. But at least we would be able to get a chance to
question the diversity.
Dr. DoscHER. That is true;
Senator BARTLETT. Chairman Jackson, those are very good questions and I think they have thrown rtlot of light on this matter.
If I may follow up, you mentioned, I think, that it took 3 years
in order to see how it works. And vet you are suggesting a decision
that would delay the whole project for 3 years without that field.
How do you explain that~ Or am I confused~
Dr. DoscHER. I believe-and I am recommending to yo~l that ~he
project should be delayed for a matter of 3 years durmg winch
period you will be able to make the observations to see how the worlc is
performed.
Senator BARTLETT. You are suggesting during that period of time
that there be withdrawals of gas~
Dr. DosCHER. No. In the first 3 years it would be recycled, but
as the oil column moves clown, as the oil column moves down, we
would be able to go into the core. holes and measure the efficiency
with which the oil is being displaced by the expanding gas column.
If it is that efficient, then you will be allowed to withdraw gas and
not interfere with that.
If, on the other hand, you find that the gas is leaving a lot of oil
behind, then you will have to maintain pressure in order to get a rertsonable recovery of crude oil.
Senator BARTLETT. IVould there be an option at that point to enter
into a common project as an alternative method~
Dr. DoscHER. Absolutely.
Senator· BARTLETT. Of maximizing the amount of total withdrawal
of crude~
Dr. DosmrnR. Absolutely. You will have that choice at that time.
Senator BARTLETT. Could we go back maybe a little bit before on
this discussion~ Could you describe the reservoir~
Dr. DoscHER. The oil column is some 200 feet thick and the gas cwp
is a major gas cap overlying the oil.
Senator BARTLETT. How thick is that~
Dr. DosCHER. It varies. At one end it is essentialy zero and then
it reaches the peak of several hundred feet.
·
Senator BARTLETT. Are there shale :breaks or limestone breaks~ Is
there any separation~
Dr. Doscmm. It is in presnre equilibrium at this time, although there
are shale breaks in some areas.
Senator BARTLETT. Is there a shale break between the gas and the
oil~

~

Dr. DosGJTER No. not in geneml. This is a free gas contact. It is not
affected by shale, this continuity.
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Senator BARTLETT. \Vhat part of the gas produced would be gas.
from the gas cap or would it be solution gas~
Dr. DoscHER. Most of the gas would be solution gas. As a matter
of fact, the operators have long noted the danger of withdrawing the
gap cap gas earlier and to this extent, of course, they will be drilling.
They have gotten permission to drill wells on closer spacing to avoid
the coning which would result from the gas cap production.
Senator BARTLETT. If the operators rproduced this and concluded
that you are right or concluded that they should engage in water
flooding or carbon dioxide, would that action that they would then
take tend to reduce the gas production that would later be producible
by forcing the gas into pressure~
Dr. DoscHER. No; the oil is now saturated with gas and unless you
raise the pressure, which I don't think you would do, the object is to
maintain pressure, you can't get any more gas in the solution.
Senator BARTLETT. I see. So there would be a self-defeating-Dr. DoscHER. No; it would only delay the sale of gas, the delay of
utilization. But I don't believe that a significant amount would be
lost because of that.
Senator BARTLETT. Do you think the operators-you have already
stated, I think, that you feel they have a differing engineering point
of view than you.
Dr. DoscHER. Oh, yes. It is not a difference in point of view, let's
understand that. It is based on their use of a relationship between
saturation of oil and gas based on some laboratory experiments which
we do not believe will be attained in actual practice during the rather
short life of this field.
Senator BARTLETT. The engineering facts, then-Dr. DoSCI-IER. vVere you to produce oil in this field, let's say. 100
barrels per day, their assumptions would. be absolutely valid. In
other words, there would be enough time for a ·complete. separation
of oil and gas at the low gas interface. Over the shorter life of the
field, we do not believe and cannot find any evidence that such as
happened in actual practice, that there will be such a low residual oil
satur~tion in the expanding gas cap. We cannot verify this in actual
practice.
Senator BARTLETT. You state that the 40-percent recovery factor
is high.
Dr. DosCHER. Yes; it is high for a reservoir without major water
flooding. It is a high recovery efficiency.
.
.
Senator BARTLETT. How long would it be, the normal estimate~
Dr. DosCHER. For primary production, oil viscosity would be on the
order of 25 percent and it is with water flooding that this is raised
to the order of 40 or 50 percent.
Senator BARTLETT. Senator Stevens.
Senator STEVENS. \Vhat has been the industry average of the recovery in the past~
Dr. DosCI-mR. Overall~
Senator STEVENS. Yes.
Dr. DosCHER. Thirty-two percent.
Senator STEVENS. Thirty-two percent~
Dr. DoscHER. Yes, sir.
Senator STEVENS. So this is slightly in excess of this anyway~
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Dr. DosCHER. Absolutely. .
.
Senator STEVENS \iVe are talking about a time .frame for construction
·
.of this pipeline of at least 6 years.
Dr. DoscHER. Yes, sir-,
Senator STEVENS. So that the effect of your suggestion would be that
we should not even make a decision to start that pipeline until 1986~
Dr. DoscHER. That is right, because once you are started; you are
.committing the expenditure of on the order of 20. or 30 billion dollars.
Now, should it turn out that you can't afford from the idea of saving
·crude oil to sell that gas~
Senator STEVENS. I am so confused about when you think the decision should be made. vVe are producing oil now.
.
Dr. DosCHER. Right.
Senator STEVENS. And about one-sixth of the production is gas.
Dr. DoscHER. That is being reinjected.
.
.
Senator STEVENS. I understand it is being re-injected, but I am told
that the reinjection can keep on until1990 without any problem.
Dr. DoscHER. Right.
Senator STEVENS. You are saying that we ought to delay the decision
as to whether the pipeline should be built for 3 years froin now~
Dr. DoscHER. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. If we are not going to produce any of the gas cap
in that period of time, how are you going to get any impact onwhether
·ornotDr. DoscHER. Yes, because you will be observing the gas/oil contact.
As you produce the oil, the gas/oil contact is going to move clown. It
has got to move clown. You are going to withclra vv oil so the. gas/ oil
contact moves down and it is where it moves clown that you want togo
·in and measure where the residual oil saturation is in those few feet
of movementof the oil cap.
Senator.STEVENS. Yot1 are suggestingthat as we produce the oilthat
there may be an increased solubility ancUt will move intotheoil and
we will be producing more oil and gas as we produce more oilas the
_years go on~
Dr. Dosc:mm. Let me try to say it this way. I11 the oil column every
.-core is filled, 70 percent of that core space is occupied >vithoiLOK?
Above it is gas. OK? Now, as we produce oil that interface between
the oil and gas will move clown, but where the oil originally was, there
will be some residual oil left behind.
·
The operators suggest that that residual saturation will below, extremely low, 15 to 0 percent. vVe believe it will.not be low. liVe believe it will be on the order of 35 percent of that core space. It will still
be filled with oil.
Therefore, we believe a greater amount of oil will be left behind
as the gas moves clown.
Senator STEVENS. You produced this report for the Alaska State
legislature; right~
Dr. Doscr-IER. Yes, sir.
Senator STEVENS. Have you given a copy of it to this committee?
Dr. DosCHER. No, sir. It is not mine to give. You will have to get it
~from the State.
Senator BARTLETT. Can I interrupt?
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Senator DuRKIN. Could the Senator yield~
Senator BARTLETT. You said that the operators claim that the residual oil saturation in that part of the column that would be depleted of
,oil production, they say it would be zero~
Dr. DosCHER. Approaching zero.
Senator BARTLETT. Have you known reservoirs where it has approached zero ~
Dr. DoscHER. \Ve have not been able to find any.
Senator BARTLETT. \Vhat is the lowest residual oil saturation, to your
know ledge, where the oil/gas con tact has dropped below ?
Dr. Doscrmn. On the order of 25 or 30 percent. There are some reservoirs in California which have been produced for a long, long period
of time. Some of the fields in the Lincoln area have been produced for
50 to 100 years.
There you do find the residual is approaching 5 or 10 percent.
These are very permeable sands, but a long period of gravity grairts.
Here we are not going to have a period longer than 20 · or 25 years.
This is a time dependent function. There is no question about that. If
you wait for a million years, there will be no oil left in the gas cap.
The CnAIR:i\IAN. If you would just yield on this point for clarification.
Senator STEVENs. May I clarify one point before~ You said it was a
draft report. \7\;rhen will it be finished?
Dr. DosCHER; I believe they will accept the final draft this week.
Senator STEVENs. And you gave it to the State legislature~
Dr. DosCHER. Yes, sir. Gregg Erickson, the Director of Research for
Legislative Affairs.
Senator STEVENS. I don't know ifthat it what you are going to follow
upon.
The CI-IAIR:i\IAN. \Vhat I want to know-Senator STEVENs. \Ve could request a copy of it.
The CHAIRMAN. I wonder if there are bootleg copies around~
Senator DunKIN. Mr. Chairman, I do have a bootlegcopy.
The CnAIR:UAN. You just happen to have?
Senator DunKIN. I am not sure how we gotit.
Senator STEVlcNs. Is that the report?
Dr. DosCHER. It can only be one of the early drafts.
Senator DURKIN. It says this is a discussion draft.
Senator STEv""ENs. Let's get a final draft through official channels.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask this question. We have the twoSenators
from Alaska here. If they could tell us what does the State of Alaska
plan to do with the report. I ask that question because.,.-I will ask
to be corrected if I am wrong-the State of Alaska, the State has the
1e~al authority to prohibit production.
Senator STEVENs. You understand this is a legislative committee
now, not the State. The State's position is in favor of this.
The CHAIRUAN. I am assuming maybe too much. But it is a part
of the State government. \Vhat I want to know-Senator GRAVEL. The problem, :Mr. Chairman, is that our State has
put clown for the State legislature to be headed up. (sic) So, obviously,
if that becomes known. it wlll be in the same clil emma as this committee.
Senator S'mVENS. There is a little extracurricular activitv called an
't']rction and :Mr. Chancy Croft is rmming. I am not sure what this
1neans, really.
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The CnAIRUAN. Here we have-.Senator GRAVEL. I think we have to assume that the State legislature·
and the Governor will take the same action as this committee, that
is, to bring forth all of the parties into a conference, I would hope that
this committee would do that so that we could get to the bottom of
these verytechnicalthings.
·
The CHAIRMAN. \V"e have so many things pending before this committee. Let me just finish my point.
Are we going to be in a situation here, in light of this report and
in light of the testimony that the State of Alaska could decide they
are not going forward with: the production at this time? Do yon
gentlemen want to speculate on that? Isn't that the bottom line here~
This is State property. This is not Federal property.
Senator STEVENS. I would state, Mr. Chairman, there is a group in the
StatB that opposes the pipeline. I did not expect the issue to surface in
\Vashington first. This gentleman obviously is partially responsible
for that theory.
Dr. DosCHER. No, no. I am not. \Ve prepared a technical report ..
\Ve are paid for that-Senator STEVENS. I am not accusing you of anything, sir. Could I
just tie this do;wn?
Let's ask the legislative committee to supply us with reports and
the State of Alaska and the Department of Energy and the General
Accounting Office a.nd let's get something for review.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's send a wire to get that in ·here right away
because what I would suggest-and I hope it will meet with the
approval of the committee..:....::.I would like to have Dr. Doscher back
here with the representatives of the producers, basicallv the two large
ones that are in the field-I believe it is Arco and BP and Exxon.
A_nd get them all around the table here at once. I don't want to have
one 1n.
Dr. DoscHER. That is fine. That is fine.
The CHAIRMAN. That way we can go from one to. the other.
Senator STEVENS. Could :i ask the Senator from New Hampshire~
he had this and I inquired and I was told-I was told this was a preliminary dra.ft. It was not completed beforehancl. And when the completed portion was available, it would be made available.
Again, my question is he has got something here, we don't know
whether it is a preliminary draft or what it is.
\V"hen. will we expect a final report from your organization?
Dr. DosmmR. The final draft should be on an airplane to the State
Legisative Affairs Office on Monday morning. This is a discussion
draft. Only the first three chapters.
Senator DuRKIN. Mr. Chairman-.Senator BARTI,ETT. If I could, while we are on this point-Senator DunKIN. I think maybe this will clarify it if I con1d jnst
make this further suggestion.
Senator BARTLHrT. You can make it just after. I want to follow up
on one thing. Then you can make it.
I think the Chairman's statement recommending this hearing with
the engineers from the companies is an excellent one because you are
saying that their basis of determining withdrawals as based on the
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-.vithdrawalof.oil be produced in the-is approaching zero and I have
not heard this before. This would be a far-reaching conclusion that you
are attributing to them.
So I will be very interested in what they have to say.
Now, I recognize-The 0HAIRliiAN. \Ve are not passing any judgment on this.1Vith Dr.
Doscher's background of .25 years with Shell and apparently a distinguished professional career, I am kind ofintriguecl with the sudden
turn here by your testimony and I think it is worthy of calling in the
other side. As you lmow, there are three sides to everything-your
side, my side and the right side.
Dr. DosmmR. That is right, sir.
Senator DURKIN. Mr. Chairman, if I could suggest-I gather that
after spenclin.g 10 days in Alaska that D-2 isn't the only issue up there.
I was wondering if we might get a copy of the discussion draft to
Dr. Schlesinger's department and the GAO and have them take a look
at it and see if there is something to concern ushere and then we could
get them all in at the same time.
Senator STEVENS. Would the gentleman yield?
He said he is going to put this on a plane. Even the State doesn't
have the final version yet, we will assure you, I am sure, my colleague
and I, we will have authority of this gentleman to send the committee and whoever else in the government wants copies of this, a8 it
goes to the State. \Ve will obtain that today. [Seep. 340.]
Then we can decide what happens to it.
Senator DuRKIN. We are operating under certain time constraints
and we should make a decision on hopefully the most up-to-elate evidence.
The 0ILURliiAN. vVe have until the 22d for the committee to act,
but they are going to discharge us after the 22d of October. Those
are the constraints.
Dr. DoscHER. I do want to go back to one point which I don't think
should be lost. That is the last couple ofparagraphs of my testimony
said that even though gas withdrawals would not effect oil recovery,
that the amount of gas that can be made available from the Prudhoe
Bay field only ammmts to three-quarters of a trillion cubic feet a
year. This is less than 5 percent of direct consumption. This gas will
cost, I believe, significantly morethan any number that has been quoted
here today.
Sig11ificantly more. I think it will approach the oi'cler of $5 a thousand cubic feet delivered tothe United States.
Senator BARTLETT. How does that producible reserve compare-are
you differing with the producible reserves of the companies?
Dr. Doscr-mR. Not the reserves. I said the cost. The number I quote,
the three-quarters of a trillion is exactly what they say that can be
withdrawn. This is their number. Three-quarters of a trillion.
Senator STEVENS. But you are talking transportation costs; aren't
you?
Dr. DoscHER. That is purely transportation cost because you can
take three-quarters of a trillion a year and pay out in 20 years and
take the cost of the total pipeline system at $20 billion or $30 billion.

You are looking at transportation costs of $4 or $5 for a trillion cubie:
a year.
But you can get that trillion cubic feet from a lot of other sources-.:.
The CHAIRMAN. Aren't there two compelling factors here, even with
your fine professional expertise and judgment. Thisis just a suspicion
on my part.
I think the industry wants to get their money out as fast as possible
and their gas and their oil early. And I have a sneaking hunch that
the State wants to get a lot of revenues out at the same time, so that
their interests are mutmd.
Dr. DoscHER. I am not sure of that. I don't know that they point
this out in the report. I am not certain that the interests of the Stateand the operators are necessarily parallel.
Senator STEVENs. There is a substantial feeling in the State that
there are conclusions to support.
The CHAIR:i\IAN. I just have a feeling with the State wanting revenues, they want to get it fast when the legislature meets and makes a;
decision and looks at the amount of revenue that is available.
Dr. DosCHER. The amount of gas revenue would be fairly small'
compared to the oil revenue.
"
Senator STEVENS. That is a point. Besides that, our conservatimr
commission is very, very strong and they will make the final
determination.
The CHAIR::IIAN. Then we have a good chance that the State will not
let the gas go.
Dr. DosCHER. I don't know. This would be for the State to decide.
Senator BARTLETT. It seems to me that you are making a good point
for deregulation of gas in the lower 48.
The CHAIRJ\IAN. That is what happens when I turn over the chair
to him.
Dr. DoscHER. I didn't say deregulation. I said for a smaller cost
than the cost of Prudhoe Bay gas, a trillion cubic feet of gas could.
be provided for a smaller cost.
Senator BARTLETT. \Ve can draw our own conclusions from the·
statement, I suppose.
The CHAIR:l\IAN. The cost you should put on that wellhead-Senator DuRKIN. Isn't it true that the oil is more important to·
Alaska and also more important to the lower 48 than the gas we are·
talking about~
Dr. DoscHER. It is one-third---The CHAIRJ\IAN. \Vait until we go through a bad winter. It is still
fall. The Almanac says it is going to be another cold one.
Senator DuRKIN. This is going to be as bad as the winter of
Valley Forge.
Se1iator BARTLETT. Gas is not so readily substituted by imported'
gas. I think that limits to what that can be other than what the 50·
States can provide.
Senator GRAVEL. I think the question yon pursued was after 3·
~rears the Congress would be in a position to know whether or not to'
flood.
Dr. DoscnER. The State would be in a position to know.
Senator GRAVEL. \Vith flooding, would you be altering the quanti-ties of oil that could be withdrawn?
fee~
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Dr. DoscHER. No. If .anything, you would be increasing it.
Senator GRAVEL. So 1f we went ahead and then produced the gas·
and based upon the evidence that was discovered, just went ahead with
flooding after that, that we would not lose any gas or lose any oil.
Dr. DoscHER; No. You would probably get more.
Senator GR.<\.VEL. As I understand it, to my knowledge that was all
part of the premise to begin with, when the Government approved
this, that flooding would come on-line. They would hold off the flooding_until they had soine experience which is essentially what you are
saymg.
Ur. DoscHER. Exactly. But T am also saying you must hold off
plans to withdraw the gas .. The important thing is you must not
commit the 20 or so billion dollars for building a pipeline until yon
are certain that you can withdraw that gas without effecting the ultimate recovery from the reservoir.
Senator GRAVEL. If you had a possible decision to flood, you would
obviate that difficulty; wouldn't yon?
Dr. DosCHER. Not certainly.
.
Senator GRA\TEL. How close to certainty is it?
Dr. DosCHER. This is why we have to wait and. observe the performance of the reservoir for several years.
Senator GRAVEL. If we went ahead and decided to flood, what do
you subject yourself to in terms of possible loss? I mean what is the
proba:bility of error if we say that after 3 years we will flood, how
mnch gas would we lose? \Vhat is the outside?
Dr. DosCHER. It depends on how quickly-you see, if yon decide
to wate1; flood in 3 years and make that decision, it is not likely yon will
have full blo-wn water flooding for another 3 years becallse yon have
got to require something like a billion barrels of water someplace and
inject it in that reservoir.
'senator GRAVEL. vV e are not far from the Arctic Ocean.
Dr. DoscHER. That is true. But the water that gets ingested into an
oil field has to be an awful lot cleaner than the water you drink.
Senator GRA\TEL. That is pretty clean water up there.
Dr. DoscHER. I think if yon have observed the problem that we have
in oil fields around the world, no matter how clean you think it is-Senator· DuRKIN. \Vouldn't that cause a lot of. problems by overflooding the field ?
Dr. DosCHER. I wouldn't know that.
Senator BARTLETT. Did you consider. the qu:estion-or should yon,
on what is more important to the Nation, more gas later or more gas
now?
Dr. DoscHER. That is an im.portant question to decide.
Senator BARTLETT. Could yon make a comment on that?
Dr. DoscHER. I would think the oil supply is the one you have to
guarantee because this is where we are much more vulnerable, far more
:Vulnerable in terms of oil supply because right now we are depending
on foreign countries to supply us with half of our fuel needs.
Our own production is only good for 40 or 50 percent. If we are
shnt down for 90 days,\we don't have any oil to operate with.
Senator BARTLETT. Another question. How much-did you say that
2 billion barrels of oil would be lost?
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Dr. DosCHER. It coulclbe.
Senator BARTLETT. I think you .commented on this earlier. I would
like to ask you again wunld that normally be recoverable, that lost
oiL by water flooding or C0 2 injection?
. Dr. Dosc:HER. A good part of it might be ultimately recovered. Yes,
s1r. I cannot deny that.
Senator GRAVEL. But you are not specific on that~
Dr. DosCHER. I can't without going into the-let's say, half of it
and then the additional quantity you would get by a tertiary process.
Senator BARTLETT. If I could just :follow that a second. The gentleman :from Alaska is making a good point here. In the normal gas
reservoir, when you produce it by -primary means and then come along
later with water flooding, but did not have gas injection or pressure
maintenance, is this generally considered that recovery of the oil includes the oil that was left because of the lack of pressure maintained
with gas injection~
Dr. DosCHER. You will never recover as much oil :from a reservoir
if you allow the pressure to decrease and then subsequently get water
flooding· g-oing. There are some countries in this world that require
vou to initiate il1ieetion on dav 1 i£ there is no natural water drive
and this is to avoid the loss of crude oil due to the phenomena lmown
as shrinkage which accompanies pressure reductions.
In the North Sea, :for example, at this time most of the fields are
verv similar in nature to that of Prudhoe Bay.
Senator BARTLETT. Do they require injection?
Dr. DosCJmR. Tlhey have water injection :from clay 1.
Senator BARTLETT. Do they have other injection if there is not a
water drive~
Dr. Dosc:HER. Thev require fine water and put it in.
Senator STEVENs. May I ask a question here?
Senator BARTLETT. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. The effect of your suggestion is going to increase
the initial price of the oil and probably the long~term price of the oil.
Dr. DosCHER. No. I don't believe so.
Senator STEVENS. If we are to reinject, there is a cost :for reinjection. If we reiniect longer, it would seem that that would increase the
cost of the oil. Also, if we were to postpone the production of the gas,
it would seem then that the oil must play a total cost of field development.
Dr. DoscHBR. I believe right now the economics are based, :for
pricing the oil, are based on oil production, per se. In other words,
there is no use of the gas revenues to defray any cost of producing
the oil. I am quite certain of that.
Also. I wonlcl also say that the amount of energy· required in the
actual cost of re-iniecting the gas compared to the price at Valdez
is trivial. Also, there is mnch more cost at transporting it to Valdez,
then the addi6onal cost of reinjecting gas will probably only apnear
in a decimal point. I will venture to say that probably you are right
on that.
Senator STEV:ENS. And I have not seen the total quoted.
Did von examine any alternative uses of the oil, such as the methano 1
and other processes, I mean uses of the gas?
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Dr. DoscHER. Yes. \Yell, yon are going- to get to a point, one of the
recommendations was that the State should consider acquiring the gas
on its own and ultimately sponsor or be partner in a tremendous petrochemical industry in Alaska; that this could have probably far more
lasting value for the people in the State of Alaska and for the country.
Sena-tor STEVENS. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
The CIIAIRl\L\N [presidG1gr Senator Durkin. Then we will hear
fram Senator GraYel who has a statement he wishes to make as a
witness.
Senator Dm:KIN. Thank yon, :Mr. Chairman.
I just want to clarify one or two statements. I would like to commend Dr. Doscher. I think he has performed a valuable service for
this committee and we will take this into account before a final decision is made on the pipeline.
My question is, yon mentioned 2 billion barrels of the Prudhoe
Field would be lost and then later on that four billion barrels could
be lost with respect to tertiary recovery. Is that a total of four or a
total of six?
Dr. DoscHER. Again, all this is a could be. It could be six. Yes, sir,
because I don't know without seeing the research and development
work to exactly what C0 2 could do and what pressure was required
to make it work. All I am saying is that we must do this because that
is a potential we can't afford to overlook.
Senator DL:RKIN. And yon agreed that the oil is more important
to the United States?
Dr. DosCIIER. This is mv personal opinion now.
Senator DuRKIN. More.important than the gas supply?
Dr. DoscHER. Absolutely.
Senator DuRKIN. I think the committee is presented with a problem.
Yon have heard today we talked about having Dr. Schlesinger review the report and having GAO take a look at it and BP and ARGO
and I guess Exxon.
\Yhat would yon recommend as steps so that the committee could
resolve this question within the timeframe that we have?
Dr. DosCIIER. I think the decision should be based on whether there
is any possibility that the present mode of production might not
recover as much oil as proposed. And if that is true; I think we can well
afford to wait a three year period.
Senator DuRKIN. Bnt how do we clo that? \\Te are faced with a
certain time constraint. How do yon recommend to this committeE>:-?
Dr. Doscmm. I would have to say yon would turn clown the pqJeline at this time.
Senator DuRKIN. That is a rather drastic solution at this time.
Dr. DoscHER. Can yon go ahe.ad with it and pending the three years
of observation, then make the obsrrvation to go ahead and construct?
Senator DuRKIN. Let me back up. Maybe this was not as· clear as I
thought it might be. \Ve are faced with a dilemma. One solution is to
scratch the pipeline and see what happens. But short of that, there are
a lot of things at stake here for a lot of people, some in the room and
some consumers.
Bnt, how in the time frame we have do yon think this committee
should proceed to rrsolve the substantial questions that yon point out?
Dr. DoscHER. I think Senator Jackson's proposal is the only alterna-
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tive. To have some people here representing the various opinions and
you ascertain whethc>r it is worthwhile> to delay it for 3 years on
that basis. It is a drastic solution.
·
Unfortunatc>ly, the energy problem is facing this country, all rc>qniro
drastic decisions. \Ve are running out fast and we are going to be
desperate.
Senator Dumn~. Thank yon, sir.
Do yon endorse the chairman's approach to have Dr. Sc·hlesinger
review it and have GAO review it?
Dr. DosCHER. Let me say that I think yon will get what yon need
from having the people representing the oJ)erators and myself sit clown
and show yon where the differences are. f really do. I don't think yon
have to go beyond that.
Now, certainly yon might want Mr. Schlesinger's people to participate and give you an opinion, bnt I don't think a full blown analysis
is necessary. As yon will see, it is a matter of what is the right input.
I am saying I don't think we know and thc>y are hanging thc>ir hats
on one of the possibilities.
Sc>nator DunKIN. The bottom line is yon say if onr assumptions are
corrc>ct that we could lose effectivc>ly 6 billion barrc>ls of oil out of
that field?
Dr. DosOimn. I think this is a possibility.
Senator DunKIN. Thank yon, ~{r. Chairman.
The CnAIRniAN. Thank yon, Senator Durkin. Thank yon, Dr. Doscher. Yon have added a. little life to the hearing. I think the press
will welcome it.
Bnt, seriously, I was impressed by your remarks and we will ask
for yon to be back.
·will yon be a vail able?
Dr. DosCHER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. \Ve will arrange a hearing elate, presumably this
coming week. It will be an early moming hearing because> we will be
involved in the conference. \Vill you be> here in the city?
Dr. DosciiER. No. Yon will have to get me back from Los Angeles.
The CnAIRniAN. \Yell, that won't be too hard.
Senator BARTLETT. ~fr. Chairman?
The CnAIRniA~. Yes. Senator Bartlett.
Senator BARTLETT. On the way ont I was explaining part of what
yon said to another person. It brought to mind another question.
Is there anv chance in the plan proposc>cl by the operators •that the
gas cap press~m~ will be reduced to the extmit that the oil migration
in the column into the gas en p - Dr. DosCIJER. Oh, yes. There is great danger of this. And the operators plan to compensate for this by essentially clumping water into the
gas cap in about 6 or 7 years in order to maintain the pressure
in the gas cap d ne to the reduction and they assume you can get the
water in fast enough.
Senator BARTLETT. \Yhat level would they clump it into the gas cap?
Through it?
Dr. DoscHER. Off on the side in the gas cap.
Senator BARTLlcTT. \Vould it be clone in the lower part of the gas cap
on the side or the middle or upper or what?
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Dr. DoscnEn. ,Just about in the middle, as I remember the picture.
,Just about in the middle.
Senator BARTLETT. If oil from the oil column migrated into the gas
cap, then there would be a definite loss there of residual oil.
D1-. DosCinm. That would be disastrous.
Senator BAHTLE'l'T. vVhat would be the saturation~
Dr. DoscHIW. You could raise it from zero where it is now to as much
as 35 or 40 percent.
The CnAIHMAN. How long can you keep reinjecting the gas in this
pool or reservoir~
Dr. DosCimn. Yon can do it forever. The way I would think that we
1·einject the gas cap for 15 m· 16 years to maximize oil recovery. Then
at that time yon could rrally start blowing clown, as we say, the gas cap
and then take it off.
The CIL\IRl\IAN. So many of the areas in the Middle East, they are
fixing it, of conrse. That is why they want to go in the LNG business.
Dr. DoscnEn. That is right.
The CnAIRl\IAN. It will depend on the nature of each reservoir.
Dr. DosCHER. As a matter of fact, there is a manner not to just flare
it. Some of the gas is being put back in and there is a question as to
whether this is truly the best thing to do.
The CnAIHl\IAN. \Vell, we have had previous information to the effect
that the maximum period at Prudhoe Bay area was about 1990. That
would be close to 15 years that you could reinject.
Dr. DoscnEn. That is right. At that time yon would start blowing it
down and take the gas out.
The CnAIHl\IAN. Thank yon very much.
Dr. Doscrmn. Surely.
The CnAIRl\IAN. Senator Gravel.
STATEMENT OF HON. MIKE GRAVEL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ALASKA

Senator GRAVEL. I welcome this opportunity to discuss with yon the
Prrsiclent's decision on the transportation of Alaska natural gas. This
is, of course, of great concern to me and to my State. But it is also of
vital concern to the rest of theN ation-for, as the decision points out,
Prudhoe gas will constitute some 5 per cent of total domestic gas production in 1985-ancl it will amount to between 6 and10 per cent of the
total supply of gas for the Midwestern States. The decision also points
out that in 1985 the line will deliver as much gas from the current
Prudhoe Bay rrservrs as is projected to come from both accelemtecl
OCS leasing and from imports from the Chiapas-Tabasco region of
Mexico. In addition, the country as a whole gains from the project
through some $5 billion dollars of national net economic benefits. So
we are indeed addressing a national issue.
The administration has been successful in negotiating a favorable
agreement with Canada. Approval of this agreement will permit early
commencement of construction. As the President has said, it is in the
Nation's interest to bring the gas from Alaska to market at the lowest
possible price, and insofar as the decision advances us toward that end,
I am enthusiastic about it.
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But there are inconsistencies in the decision, particularly with regard to price and financeability. Specifically, I want to address the assmnption that the State of Alaska and the producers should participate
in financing the pipeTine ... and the assertion that no Federal guarantee should be made.
The total cost of the Alcan line will be high-perhaps as much as
$13 billion. But the President's decision contends that Alcan's total long-term debt requirement in its peak year is only 3 percent of
the debt market in the United States in 1976 dollars. And over the 5year completion period, the decision says the aggregate requirement is
less than 1.4 percent. The decision further points out that peak year
requirements as a percentage of total market capacity are about the
same as the peak year requirements of the Alyeska oil line project.
After consulting with Northwest Pipeline and the Treasury Department, the President says he has found that the pipeJine can be privatelv financed without resort to an "all-events" tariff and without
Fede"i·al Government guarantees. This conclusion is based on the economic desirability of Alaska gas and the viability of the Alcan transportation system.
I agree that these two bases are the true indicators of the financeabiL __ _
ity of the project. But I feel that logic is violated when certain parties
are. then, in essence, required to guarantee the project. If the pipeline
can be financed through the private market, it is be.canse" the financers
find it desirable and viable-not because the administration finds it so.
The President's decision maintains that tlw State of Alaska and the
producers of Prudhoe gas should participate in either equity or debt
financing. These two groups are referred to as "direct beneficiaries"
expressly because they own the gas to be produced. As "direct beneficiaries", they are looked to as "obligatory" investors.
This concept of forced participation is not at all in keeping with
the concept of private financing based on economic desirability and
project viability. If this line is to be privately financed in any true
sense of that investment term, it should occur because the project is
attractive from an investment standpoint, not because of governmental
mandate,. Requiring the State and the producers to enter into financing
of the line is improper and inconsistent with the normal course of
business. It's a bit like requiring steel companies or bread bakers to
participate in guaranteeing portions of the Federal highway systen1
because they directly benefit from the transportation of their product
to market.
In the specific case of the State, Alaska is considered a beneficiary
because of its one-eighth royalty share of Prudhoe gas. Because of its
one-eighth ownership, in other ·words, the State is expected to help
g·uarantee construction of the line. The State did indicate an interest
ii1 providing guarantees for the El Paso line, because the State recognized that it "·oulcl be in the interest of the people of Alaska to have
royalty gas at tidewater to aid in the diversification of the State's
economy. A feeder line to tidewater is still feasible, and it is possible
that State o-uarantees might be required there. In fact, it is not difficult
to imagine~nany project within the State _that could retmire its ahi lity
to guarantee financing. But I do not beheYe the State should he expected to participate in the, financing of the Alcan line. Such an
"expectation" would be bad precedent in an economy where risks are
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supposed to be taken because of economic desirability and project
viability.
As for financing participation by the producers: Traditionally, as
you know, the transmission of natural gas has been accomplished by
pipeline companies, not by major oil and gas producers. In fact, a
recent Justice Department study has indicated that anti-trust implications would arise from the participation of major oil companies in
equity financing of the Alaska gas line. Presumably, Justice would
have no objection to these companies guaranteeing the debt-assuming
the companies find it would make good economic sense to do so. But
does it make good economic sense? At the same time that the Government is anxious to require producers to participate in financing of the
gas line, it is also pointing to a shortage of domestic petroleum. I think
it would make more sense for the major.,companies to be using their
resources to find and produce new oil and gas. I do not think it is in
our Nation's interest to tie up their debt-raising ability in guarantees
for the gas line.
In advocating. a role for producers in gas line financing, the administration implies that the gas producers have no real costs with regard
- ---to production.This-isnot-thecase.Atthe presenttime,gasisxeinjected
into the Prudhoe reservoir, and this enhances recovery of oil from
Prudhoe. I have been told it will cost as much as 2 billion dollars to
build water flood facilities for pressure maintenance of the reservoir
when gas is produced rather than reinjected. In addition, the conditioning plant wi1l cost some 1.8 billion dollars in 1975 dollars. This
represents costs in the range of 70 to 90 cents per MCF. The administration's figure of zero to some 30 cents is not accurate. These costs are
necessary to prepare the gas for transportation in Arctic climates.
Incidentally, the conditioning plant is probably the critical factor in
the early delivery of Alaska gas, since it will take four years and
10 months to construct the plant.
If requirrments are to be placed on any entity to participate in
financing the line, it seems only right to place that obligation on the
real beneficiary of the gas-namely, the consumer. This could be
accomplished with guarantees from utility companies who will receive
the gas. Those costs should be built into the rates to be charged the
gas customer to the extent guarantees of completion are necessary.
The cost of such guarantees is truly an ingredient in the total cost of
service. If we are not going to provide Federal guarantees because they
\Vould artificia11y lower the price of a valuable resource, then we should
not artificially lower the price by requiring others to subsidize the risk
of completion of the gas line.
The President's decision says the Alcan project is privately financeable. That determination is predicated in part on the participation
by the State and the producers. The administration needs to advise
Congress of the private financeability of the project without the participation of those two entities.
The President has found that Government guarantees for completion of the project are unnecessary and undesirable. He has thus
rejected that alternative method of financing the pipeline. Federal
guarantees could be justified on the basis that the Federal Treasury
will be a substantial "dired beneficiary" of the project. The President
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has rejeded Federal guarantees despite the fact that Federal guarantees could provide significant savings to the American consumer.
Federal guarantees could provide for 90 percent debt financing
rather than the projected 75 percent. By use of Federal guarantees,
we could save the American consumer up to 3.8 billion dollars (20
trillion cubic feet at 19 cents saving). One econometric study shows
that the use of Federal guarantees would result in savings in the cost
of service of 18 percent of the currently projected costs of service. On
transportation of $1.04 pel' MCF, the savings would be 19 cents pel'
MCF, in 1975 dollars. At $2 per MCF cost o£ transportation, the
savings would be some 36 cents per lVICF. If Federal Government
guarantees were provided up to the em-rent 75 percent debt limit, savings of some 6.2 percent of total cost of service could result. That
means savings of 7 cents per MCF at $1.04, and 12 cents at $2. In my
opinion, this is the best '"a y to insure private financea·bility of the line.
The administration's decision explains why the use of Federal guarantees was rejected, but the explanation is not consistent. For example,
the decision states that lower interest rates resulting from Federal
guarantees would yield an artificially low price for gas. This is a remarkable argument from an administration ''" hich favors regula ted
gas prices-at an artificially low level.
The decision also says that Federal guarantees would put the Government in the role of risk assessment traditionally left to the private
sector. Yet that is precisely what the decision does when it attempts
to require the State and the. producer companies to participate in guaranteeing completion of the project, even in the event of cost overruns.
It seems to me that the best ,yay to assure that the line can be financed
in the private market, because of the extraordinary size of the undertaking, is to guarantee completion by the Federal Government or by
the ultimate consumer.
At this time I will not introduce legislation to provide for Federal
guarantees in deference to the administration's conclusions. I am perfectly happy to have the private sector handle the financing, in the
traditional investment sense of the word. I am sure we can all agree
that the important thing is to assure the earliest possible construction
of the line.
There is one note to stress and that is in light of this difficult testimony. I would add that Dr. Schlesinger and the whole Energy Department be involved in this process since they have already made
a decision.
The CHAIRliiAN. IVell, I will ask. I will talk personally to the Secretary about this and he w·ill want to bring in, I am sure, some experts
within the Government that may come from the U.S. Geological
Survey.
Senator GRAVEL. The only other thing I would ask, Mr. Chairman, is
that there are two problem areas that should he cleared up. One, of
course, is the conditioning plant. \Ve could do that. And, two, the
financing.
I would hope that thr, committee wonlcl go ahead w·ith its approval
since a year's drlay is very, vrry vital. The financing 'voulrl have a
very serious problem if yon put your decision over to a late.r time.
Yon think the administration knmvs about this situation. and the
financing is wrought with different facets of what should be involved.
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Certainly, in the light of this information~ they might be reluctant
whether or not the companies ·would be involved. There arc also prob-.
lems with respect to the divestiture climate in Congn"'ss, with respect
to not permitting interest on the Alycska project.
The other facet, of course, is the possibility of an all events tariff
which Congress and the administration finds an enigm.a at this period
of time. I might say that in yonr· part of the country ancl in other parts
of the country, they have large water projects.
The Fedcml >Yater policy is for people who have used \Vater to pay
for the capital improvements of this water. That, in my mincl, is
comparn,bk to what is essentially an all events tariff.
The CHAIIDIAN. But an all events tariff wonlcl put it on the consumer, even if he didn't finish the project.
Senator GnAYEL. I think wr. can work out the other facets. "\Ve can
work this out probably in the project if the water p1·ojccts yon have in
your area-based on the Hockcfcllcr Commission, the wholr. concept
was to move toward a clearing of the council for those 'vho would be
willing to pay for it.
Another possibility which is called Federal guarantee which ,vill
bring this to the consumer at a chraper ratr. I wonlcl submit that
what \Ve should clo is let the administration go fm·ward in its negotiations on findings and sre what reactions \YC get from the private
sector ancl the kind that warrants involvement of the committre.
If it doesn't wanant it, thrn wr, could go forward. That would he
my recommenclation, but I Ywnlcl stress that we should make a decision to go forward, assuming that these diiliculties raised this morning can be set aside. \Ve can go forward this y<'ar since time is of the
essence in this regard.
Thank von, Mr. Chairman.
The Cir~un~L\N. Thank von, Senator Gravel.
It is my lmderstanding 'that the companies have made clear, that is,
the Alcan company, that they will not need any gownmwntal gnarantees or assistance.
Senator DunKIN. Orthrv don't nrcd an all evrnts tariff.
The CnAIIDIAN. I am t'alking now about the finaneing end of it.
Of eonrse, I would recommrncl that if wr act on this, \Yr should make
very clear that thrre he no Fecle.ral gnarantprs of any kind.
Senator Gn.wEL. I think the snggrstion I am making, Mr. Chairman,
is that yon resrrTe judgment in that regard until a late1· timr. and not
tic that down to this particular part.
The CnAIR)IAN. I think wr should know hdorr-1 am spraking
only for myself, brcanse the inclnstry people. made very clear to me
privatrly and then tlwy made it on the record that thr.v do not need
Government guarantees. So I think we have a dntv, bti:scd upon the
testimony here in the record, that there will be no 'guarantees.
I speak only for myself.
Senatm· GRAVEL. I t~1ink that prm~1ise is based upon Dr. Schlesinger's
statement that tl.w pnvate compmues should come in and gnarantce.
So they are talkmg about some form of guarantees. And that is the
point I \vonldlike to leave ope.n until Dr. Schlesin()"er is ablr to neO"otiate this out. with the. parties involved.
"'
,. .,
The CnAIR)L\N. But the eompanies have said, though, that they do
not need any guarantees. I don't want to impose a guarantee on them.
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Usually, it is the other way around. Usually they are in asking for
guarantees.
Senator GRAVEL. That is what I am saying. \Vhy don't ''e just reserve judgment on that whole area.
Senator DunKIN. lV[r. Chairman, wasn't that one of his strong points
of the Alcan proposal, that it did not need a guarantee? I think that
had a lot of impact in sn pport of the McMillian proposal.
The CIIAIRHAN. Let's get the rest of this interesting testimony first.
Senator GnA VEL. And see if we go forward from there.
The CnAIRniAN. That would help.
Senator DunKIN. I would like to footnote, if I conld, as the analogy
to water escapes me inasmuch as the public owns the water and doesn't
own the oil.
The CnAIRnL\N. The amendment that I 'note into the Alaska
Statehood Aet provided the State "-ith 103 million acres. They were in
trouble in the financing of the new State. They said the State would be
back. Senator Atchinson and I, together, ''e put that amendment in
and the Honse didn't have it. \Ve provided a pretty good bank for
Alaska, 103 million acres.
The Alaskans were "-ise enough to set aside in thei1· selection
process-Senator STEVENS. The State Constitution.
The CnAIRnL\N. But, no, I am saying they did select the Federal
lands adjacent to oil reserve, the petroleum reserve, but so far the
Federal Government hasn't had any oil. And it is Prudhoe Bay and the
State that has it all.
Senator DuRKIN. Is it true, Mr. Chairman, that many people think
you discovered the oil in Prudhoe Bay?
The CIIAIRJIAN. vVe will adjourn on that note.
[VVhereupon, at 11 :30 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the
call of the Chair.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CLIFFORD P. HANSEN, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF WYOMING

Senator HANSEN. The hearing will come to order.
Senator Jackson had planned to be here to chair these hearings. He
called me this morning saying that he would not be able to be here
right at this time and asked if I would chair until he arriYes.
I have a statement from Senator Jackson that I will include in the
record at this point.
[The prepared statement of Senator Jackson and the GAO staff
summary follows:]
STA'fE~IEl\T OF HoN. HENRY }\f. JACKSON, A U.S. SENATOlt FR.O~I THE
STATE OF VVASHINGTON

On October 12 the Committee received testimony from Dr. Todd ;Doscher
of the University of Southern California that production of natural gas from
the Prudhoe Bay fielc1 could have a significant adverse effect upon the amount of
oil that would !Je ultimately recovered. Dr. Doscher recommended that the Committee delay its decision on whether to !Juild a natural gas pipeline for three
years in order to give us time to see how the :field actually operates before making
a commitment to producing the gas.
In response to Dr. Doscher's testimony, the Committee has requested the State
of Alaska and the three largest Prudhoe Bay producers to testify at today's
hearing.
Prior to today's hearing I requested the staff to conduct a review of the studies
a vaila!Jle to the pu!Jlic on the Prudhoe Bay production potential. Four studies
of the field were reviewed, along with the field operator's production plan that
was submitted to the State of Alaska. The staff was assisted in its review by two
members of the staff of the General Accounting Office.
The studies consist generally of computer simulations of how the field is
expected to behave. The GAO staff concludes that three of the studies-those
done by Gruy, Core, and Yan Poollen, essentially simulate the operations of
different fiplds although all threp claim to utilize Yan Poollen data. The .studies
contain anomalies in several areas. All studies agree that without gas reinjection,
and some type of water rPpressuring, therP would be significant deterioration in
the recovery of oil ancl gas. Even with the water repressuring ancl gas reinjection,
the production profiles in the Van Poollen and Core studies are markedly different.
Van Poollen shows that gas production and sales have a significant adverse effect
( 213)
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on the short-term oil vrodnction; a loss of n1> to iiOO,OOO barrels per day is likely
in the short-term. Core shows no .such short-term oil vrocluction loss.
The staff concludes that, "At this point we cannot ascertain the overall effect
of gas vroduction and sales on the ultimate recrn·eQ' of oil from the Sadlerochit
reservoir."
I hope that toclay's hearing will help clear U]J some of our unanswered
questions.
·
I ask unanimous consent that the findings reached by the GAO staff members be reprinted at this point in the h-earing record.
PINDINGS

1. We cannot eyaluate Opemtors and D & ::u clue to a paucity of information
contained in the reports.
2. iVhile we cannot describe the Operators and the D & ;u field simulations,
"'e would conclude nwt of those we could, Gruy, Core and Van Poollen essentiallJ· simulate the operations of different fields although all 3 claim to utilize
Van Poollen data. iYe find these anomalieR in the following tneas.
(n) The water !!Iiyes in all three simulations are :-;ignificantly different with
the Van Poollen simulation having the weakest aquifer and Gruy the strongest.
(lJ) Both Gruy nncl Core on!~· clesciille the SadleTochit field and exclude considerations of hydrocarbons located elsewhere. Yan Poollen posit;; a link between
the gas cap in the Shuhlil;: formation.
(c) Core indicates tha·t for the same field parameters, the existence of an
aquifer increases oil recovemhility. Van Poolleu inrlieates the opposite, although
tilt~ effect is smalL
(tl) The productinn ]lrofiles on a ~-earl~· basifi \Yith and without aquifers are
significant!~· different for Yanl'oollen anll Core.
(e) Similarly oil production profiles \\'ith gas sales show that the Sadlerochit fielrl as simulated ])~· Van l'oollen does not agree with that aB simulated
hs Core.
(f) iYe have found the estimates of oil-in-place and gas-in-place to he inconsistent among the studies ancl in the case of the operator study, internall~
inconsistent.
(g) 1Vo find no consistency, however, between the studies and the published
API reserve figureR as of 31 December lfl76.
3. Despite these differences all ti studiE's indicate eitlwr a maximum oil
recm·eQ' of about R4 million barrels or 42.8 percent recm·eiT of nil-in-place.
4. Production of gas frmn Sadlerochit requires gaR cap prDdnction early on in
the productive Hfe. At 2.4 hcf a clas. the capacity of the Alean pipeline. this ,voulcl
require production nf oil significantly above the current 1.2 million barrel a clay
capaeit.v of the TAPS to a \'Oid excessh·e gas cap production.
ti. All studies agree without gaR re-injection, ancl some o·pe of water repressuring, there woulrl he significant deterioration in the recoven· of oil and gas.
6. "'e find that none of the studies addressed natural gas liquids which at 1.45
gal/i\Icf of gas and 2.4 bcf per clay pipeline throughput results in almost 100,000
barrels a cla~- of n.g.l.
7. iVe find that the production prnfiles iu the Van Poolleu ami Core stmlieR
are markedly different. (Xote: 'rhe attached gra]Jh sho,vs the amount that oil
production is likely to increase or rlecrease in a gh·en year with 2.0 !Jillion cubic
feet of gas sales ]Jer clay for Van Poollen ami 2.4 IJcf/d for Core.)
CONCLUSION

At this point \Ye cannot ascertain the overall effect of gas production ami
Rales on the ultimate reco,·ery of oil from the Saclleroehit reservoir.
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Senator HANSEN. I am very pleased that Senator Metcalf is here,
and I asked him if he would chair. He obviously is n, very ranking
member and very highly regarded member of this committee.
Senator Metcalf, do yon have a statement~
Senator ~1l<;TCALF. I don't have any opening statement, but I am
deEghted that you are here to chair since vVyoming is a better oilproducing State than Indiana and Montana.
Senator HANSEN. Senator Stevens, do you have any statement you
would like to make before we call the witnesses~
Senator STEVENS. \Vell, I am happy to find you. I was in room 3110.
Senator HANSEN. \Vell, I went that same route and I was happy
that someone knew where the hearings were going to be held.
From the State of Alaska, appearing as a panel, "-ill be 0. K. Gilbreth, .Tr., director, Division of Oil and Gas Conservation, Department of Natural Resources, State of Alaska; Hoyle Hamilton, chief
petroleum engineer. Division of Oil and Gas Conservation, Department of Natural Resources, State of Alaska; and Dr. H. K. Van
Poollen of H. K. Van Poollen & Associates, Inc., Littleton, Colo .•
accompanied by Robert H. Loeffler, Esq., from \Vashington, D.C. 'Will
those members representing the State of Ahtska who are to appear as a
panel please come forward?
Gentlemen, if you or "·l10ever is to speak first would identify yourself and proceed in "·hatever manner yon prefer we would be pleased.
STATEMENTS OF. 0. K. GILBRETH, JR., DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION, DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, STATE OF ALASKA; HOYLE HAMILTON, CHIEF PETROLEUM ENGINEER, DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION,
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, STATE OF ALASKA;
AND DR. H. K. VAN POOLLEN, H. K. VAN POOLLEN & ASSOCIATES,
INC., LITTLETON, COLO.; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT H. LOEFFLER, ESQ., ISHAM, LINCOLN & BEALE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. GILBRETH. Mr. Chairman. other distinguished Senatm·s, ladies
and gentlemen, my name is 0. K. Gilbreth, .Tr., and I am director of
the State of Alaska's Division of Oil and Gas Conserv'a:tion. I have
prepared a somewhat lengthy statement, about 15 pages, and will try
to summarize.
Senator HANSEN. I'f I mig·ht. observe, the statement, in its entirety,
will appear in the record, ancl we do 'a,ppreciate your willingness to
summarize it. sir.
Mr. GILBRETH. Thank yon. sir.
My primary responsibility as director of the State Division of Oil
and Gas Consen"ation is to regulate oil and gas industry operations
to prevent the physical waste of oil and g'as in t>l1e St~ate, and to protect the correlative rights of all interests in an oil and gas field. Our
goal is to regulate production in a manner which will insure that
maximum recovery of hydrocarbons is achieved and physic:al w'aBte is
avoided. At the outset I wish to emphasize that we do not set the rate
of production of either oil or nat.nral gas so long as it does not crea;te
wast.e.
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Ea.rlier this yeal' the operators reqnrsted approv·al of the Oil and
Gas Consrrvation Committe<'. of their plan 'to operate the Prudhoe
Bay field. On May 5, 1977, "·e held a public lwai'ing on this plan,
including a revie"· of the propt>r initial rn.tes of pmduction. As a
result of that hearing, ConsetTation Order No. 145 \vas issued by the
Oil and Gas Conservation Committee. The order contains many requirements to secm·e data during start-up and the initial production
p0riods to aiel in determining proper methods of operation of this
reservoir. Copies of the order are attached to my prepared statement.
The proposed plan of operations provides initial production rates
of 0.6 million barrels per day for 6 months, 1.2 million barrels per
day for approximately 12 months and then a rate of approximately 1.5 to l.fi million barrels a day until production decline is
reached. The plan provides for gas pipeline deliveries of 2.0 billion
cubic feet per clay as soon as gas pipeline facilities are a vail able and a
conditioning plant can be a-pproved and constructed. The plan also contemplates selective injection of produced water into the Prudhoe Oil
Pool when those volumes become significant. Although a final commitment is not made, the plan anticipates that water injection from
sources outside the Pool will be initiated within 5 to D years after the
start of oil production.
Our order No. 145 tentatively approves offtake rates of 1.5 million
banels per day of oil and 2.7 billion cubic feet per day of gas-which
will yield 2.0 billion cubic feet per clay for sales-subject to revision
as production andresen·oir data are obtained and analyzed.
Our reports studied gas withdrawal rates of 2 to 5 billion cubic feet
per day-that is, gas sales of 1.5 to 0.75 billion cubic feet per daycorrelated with oil production bet"·een 1.2 to 1.8 million barrels per
clay. \Ve also studied oil recovery "·ith no gas sales.
Our study sho\YS us that the Prudhoe Bay Reservoir will be rate
sensitive. By this we mean that the ultimate oil recovery from the
reservoir would be affectrd by the net withdrawals from the reservoir
and in some cases even by the rate of withdrawal. If oil, gas and water
are removed without their reservoir volume being at least partially
replaced, a reduction in oil recovery will result. If the reservoir voidage caused by production is replaced, then recoveries will be increased
and can be maximized by the volume injected. Accordingly, we believe
that fluids must be injected into the reservoir to supplement the natural
recovery mechanism and that reservoit· performance must be monitored closely and withdrawals controlled to achieve the maximum
recovery. The level of gas sales will be determined by the volume of
fluids injected.
If fluids are not returned to the reservoir our study indicates that the
greater the gas sales rate, the greater is the loss in ultimate recovery.
If gas sales are kept at a constant rate of 2 billion cubic feet per day
there will be an increase in oil recovery with water injection. As a
practical matter, it may not he possible to inject enough fluids to permit sustained rates ,·cry much in excess of 2 billion cubic feet per day.
Early start of water injection will give a slightly higher oil recovery
than a delay of several years, hut the advantage is slight.
Once the Prudhoe Bay R~servoir is producing at a normal rate and
you know we haven't been able to obtain a normal rate yet, because of
~tation 8, it will be necessary to have at least 2 ancl niaybe more
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years of production to achieve a degree of reliability in forecasting the
best future method of operation for this reservoir.
Many methods of recovery theoretically show some promise to aiel in
the production of substantial amounts of additional oil. Many of these
exotic methods, however, have not yet been prove>.n in the field and
current economics will not permit their use>.. Certainly with the tremendous volunws available to Prudhoe, neither the State nor the operators has to be told to consider these possibilities.
1Ve have re>.quired that operators secure voluminous data which will
help define the rese>.rvoir parameters. As is our right and our responsibility, we will exercise continuing jurisdiction over the operation of
the field and will require that the method ultimately chosen by the
operators be one that will achieve the greatest recoveries from the
reservoir consistent with sound engineering and operating practices.
1~r atBr injBction as contemplatBd by the opemtors of the Prudhoe
Bay FiBld has provBd to bB one of the most reliable teclmiquBs for
maximizing oil recovery in fiBlds all owr the world. This doBs not mean
that other techniques should be ruled out even though they may be currently uneconomic or not technically feasible>.. at this time. One such
technique, the injection of C0 2 , is being considered.
Our opinion is that proceeding with the approved plan will not
result in any irreversible damage to oil recovery. During the first ;)
years of operation, or until the approximate time that a gas line could
become ope>.rational, we estimate that the decrease in reservoir pressure would amount to amwoximateJy 10 percent of the original pressure>.. By that. time we will know if and to what degree the decline must
be arrested, or if it should be revBrsed. If, in the future, a better
method of operation is indicated we believe that the maximum recoveries still can be achieved.
:My prepared statement cites an actual example in Alaska where we
have followed tl;is course and achie,·ed excellent recovery. In short, we
do not belien that a pressure decline of the magnitndB we have described would have any long-term detrimental effects on ultimate oil
recoverv, ancl we certainly do not agree.>vith Dr. Doscher that. there
woulcll)e losses in the magi1itude of billions of barrels.
If the plan of operations as proposed hy the operators is followed,
with significant water inje>.ction, onr work indicates that a gas sales rate
of 2 billion cubic feet per day starting in approximately rJ years could
lw sustained over the remaining life of the field.
Let me turn to Dr. Doscher's report. It is important to distinguish
between the basic engineering conclusions reache>.d by Dr. Doscher in
his report. and the b1·oader, more philosophical ancl policy pronouncements contained in his report. Basically, as a petroleum engineer, I
find little dispute with Dr. Doscher when he describes what is still
unknown and must be learned as operations continue. Our plan is to
learn m~re and act accordingly. It is on policv matters where>.. I cannot
agree w1th Dr. Doscher's approaches, and my prepared statement
gives a clear example of our difference>.s.
I disagree sharply with Dr. Doscher's statement that. there will be
a loss of 2 to 4 billion barre>..ls of oil if the piDe1ine is apnroved.
Dr. Doscher has not substantiated this figure \Yith any studies and
has not furnished technical data on which this opinion is based. To
the contrary, our own studies have been substantial and we can reach
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no such conclusion based on any information available to us, assuming that a water injection program of the kind pl~nnecl by the operators is timely implemented to supplement reservoir pressure.
As we see it, the basic question is whether a pipeline decision should
be deferred until more is learned about the performance of the Prudhoe Bay Reservoir. The State of Alaska, based on what we lmow toclay, that is, our own ~tuclies, Dr. Doscher's b:o draft reports, the material presented to us m our regulatory eapac1ty, and our own professional judgment, believes there is no sound technical reason to delf_Ly,
provided that the operators adopt and implement a source water mjection program by the time gas sales start. If the operators do not
1mplement a source water injection program, then gas sales will have
to be limited or postponed in order to avoid jeopardizing ultimate oil
recovery.
vV e agree that more information about the performanee of the
reservoir is desirable. But the State's plan allows for the gathering
of that information without jeopardizing the early construction of
the pipeline. It does so without substantial risk to the ultimate recovery of oil from the reservoir, and without unnecessary delay in the
bringing of a major new gas supply to lower 48 users.
Mr. Chairman, we have some experts here with me and we will be
glad to answer any questions.
Senator HANSEN. Senator Stevens.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Have your studies looked into the limits of the reinjection facilities that are in place now on the Prudhoe Bay field~
Mr. Gn.BRETH. Senator, are yon referring to the gas injection facilities in the field~
Senator STEVENS. Yes.
Mr. GILBRETH. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. Will a time come, if there is no pipeline when the
production of gas from the reservoir associated with the oil, would
reach the limits of that reinjection facility~ Do you know that~
Mr. GILBRETH. I believe our infmmation indicates that gas production would continue to increase in the ·field as oil production depletes
the reservoir and eventually would come to the point that it would
overtax the present facilities and would require additional investment
and facilities to keep reinjecting the gas. Is that what you mean~
Senator STEVENS. So a transportation mechanism for even the associated gas would be necessary, or an increased capacity for the reinjection facility would have to
constructed~
Mr. GILBRETH. Yes, that's right.
Senator STEVENS. Now, the State's position' is then, I take it, that
normal production practices in planning for this reservoir would require, ancl do require, the continuation of the procedure to authorize someone to build a pipeline?
Mr. GILBRETH. Our approval at this point is based on the need to
gather additional information and, of course, the sale of the oil and
we see no reason on that, a pipeline should not be approved to' take
the gas sales from the field.
Senat~r STEVENS. v~e al_l know it is a very large field with oil and
gas, but 1s there anytlnng m terms of your studies, Mr. Van Poollen's
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studies, so far that would substantiate a conclusion that no pipeline
should be built?
Mr. GILBRETH. No, Senator, we see nothing that would say that.
Senator STEVENS. And the option that we have then, according to
your planning, is that gas sales can commence if production data substantiates your present position provided there is water flooding commenced at the same time?
Mr. GILBRETH. Yes. The operators have indicated they are continuing to study water flood possibilities and, of course, their studies are
much like ours. They indicate essentially the same things ours do, and
they know that they will have to inject fluids, and we have no reason
to believe that they will not, but should they fail to do so, unless reservoir performance indicates otherwise, then we would have to restrict
production.
Senator STEVENS. Is the State law designed to prevent waste?
Mr. GILBRE'l'H. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. And your function is a conservation function?
Mr. GILBRETH. Strictly, yes.
Senator STEVENS. Just so everyone understands it, we would not
allow flaring of the natural gas for the purpose of disposal?
Mr. GILBRETH:. That's right. \V"e have issued a conservation order
which says the burning of gas is prohibited. There will be some obvious requirements for emergencies and things of that nature, but not
as a means of disposal; no, sir.
Senator STEVENS. And in your deliberations of your Commission
you don't consider economics or the State's position with regard to
income, yours is a conservation conclusion?
Mr. GILBRETH. That's right. Our conservation statute is not one
designed along the lines of economic waste. However, Srnator, I think
everyone would have to recognizr, that any timr, yon rnter a decision
about substantial investments and things of that nature you are obviously going to consider economics somehow, but we don't consider
that as a determining criteria, no.
Senator STEVENS. My point is that with regard to this conclusion
that you see no reason to substantiate, and I agrre with you about the
philosophical comment of Dr. Doscher's report, you frel no reason to
substantiate his economic position that a pipeline should not be authorized at this time?
Mr. GILBRETIL Senator, our responsibilities are strictly from the
standpoint of waste and we do not give consideration to that. Could
I add to that, we do believe that gas would be a vail able and could be
sold if the pipeline is built.
Senator STEVENS. I have one last question. I noticed you used fire
as a method of increasing recovery. \V" ould you educate at least one
Senator on how fire could be used to increase recovery?
Mr. GILBRETH. Yes. In the n·estern part of the United States, in
California and thereabouts, there are several projects where the oil
reservoir itself is actually fired. Air is pumped down, a flame front is
developed and heat is used to displace or vaporize, I am not familiar
\vith the real technical end of it, but they use this as a secondary front
such as we might use water to push the oil over to a producing well.
Senator STEVENS. I will have to study that. I have never heard of
that before. I don't know about the rest of the committee.
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Let me ask one other thing. Dr. Doscher left me with the impression
that if we produced the oil and commenced producing gas too soon
that there would develop a gap between the gas cap and the oil reservoir and as a consequence the drive would not be there from the cap to
bring about the full recovery from the oil in place.
Now, could yon explain to me if wate.r flooding is commenced in the
beginning as you indicate, will that occur?
·
Mr. GrLBRETII. Senator, I am not sure how Dr. Doscher explained
this business right at the gas-oil contact, but let me say that in a solution drive or gas drive reservoir such as the oil phase of this reservoir
would be, we believe it is necessary to lower the pressure some amount
to let some ga.s amount of solution to establish what we call a free
gas saturation in the oil zone to maximize oil recovery.
Now, I notice that Dr. Doscher says that we should do it initially
and we t'ake professional exception to that. Beyond that point if the
pressure should be dropped to such a degree that you have too much
gas, the gas in excess of that required for the free gas saturation will
migrate up through the ga.s cap. Now, you would have to talk to the
operators about that, but they will be putting water in essentially mlCl
the two pressures from the gas cap will be working downward. The
water will be working upward and the two, if you please, squeezing
the oil, and the main thing that yon have to look out for in that case
is that the oil does not go beyond its original gas-oil contact point. If
it does that then it would saturate the dry gas capacity and you would
lose recovery. Does that answer your question?
Senator STEVENS. Yes.
Let me summarize and see if you object to my summary.
I understand yon to say that from a conservation point of view the
State of Alaska's duly constituted agency, that is your Oil and Gas
Conservation Division and Committee, the Division of Oil and
Gas Conservation in the Department of Resources and the Oil
and Gas Conservation Committee takes the position that a pipeline
should be built ancl that we should proceed and approve the application that is before us. Is that going too far on your testimony?
Mr. GrLBRE'l'II. Senator, from strictly our standpoint, it would be.
\Ve say that we see no danger and harm to the ultimate recovery if
the pipeline is built. \Ve say that the gas will be there if the pipeline
comes in, and we see no reason not to build it.
Senator STEVENS. Very well.
Thank you, Mr. Chainnan.
Senator HANSEN. Mr. Gilbreth, the President's decision assumes
that the pipeline's throughput will average 2.4 Bcf of gas per clay.
What do yon believe the average throughput will be over the life of
the field?
Mr. GrLBRETII. Mr. Chairman, our studies indicate that substantial
volumes of water will have to be injected as you get over 2 Bcf a day.
Now, we don't know, and I don't believe the operators know at this
time, just how much water they will be able to inject. If they are
able to inject enough then I think that the volumes probably could go
np. However, our considered opinion, the opinion of our group at this
time is that it will probably be closer to two billion ~1 day from this
particular reservoir, but we would sure want to be flexible on that
because there are so many unknowns in what they will be able to do
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toward injection. It may change entirely or the field performance
may change.
Senator HANSEN. 'Vhat oil production will be necessary to sustain
that rate?
Mr. GILBRETH. vYe estimate 1.5 to 1.6 million barrels per day.
Senator HANSEN. 'Yill that rate requh-e early production o:f gas
:from the gas capacity ?
Mr. GILBRETH. I am sorry, Sena.tor, but I did not nnderstand.
Senator HANSEN. 'Yill that rate require early prodnction o:f gas
:from the gas cap? Yon spoke about the mte o:f oil production.
Mr. GILBRE'ru. Yes. That volume o:f gas production would be
slightly in excess o:f the amount that "·ould be available jnst :from
the solution gas and would reqnire some production :from the gas
cap; yes.
Senator HANSEN. Dr. Doscher states on page 34 o:f his report that
the consensus eonclnsion o:f the operators is that about 40 percent o:f
the original oil in place may ultimately 'be recovered by their operating pl·an. 'Vhat is the ultimate oil recovery percentage o:f oil in place,
assmning that no gas is sold?
JVlr. GILBRETH. Senator, do yon mean onr estimates or the operators' estimakes?
Smrator HANSEN. I would ask you 1vhat yonr estimate. is or i:f yon
have anyone else's estimate that yon might mention I would appreciate that, too, bnt "·hat wonlcl yonrs be?
1\fr. GILBRETH. From om· latest runs with no gas sales we have
a recove,ry o:f 39.47 percent under one, set o:f assnmptions and 40.31
percent nnclm· anothe,r set o:f assumptions.
SEmwtor HANSEN. So yon come ont pretty nBarly to the same fignre
that the operators come out. with?
Mr. GILBRETH. Yes, that's right.
Se.nator HANSEN. On page 44 o:f his report, Dr. Doscher states that
it is sm•pl'ising that running and care:fnlly interpreting a cement 'bond
log in all weJls, both injeotion ·and production, is not incorporated
into the Commission's rules.
ould von care, to comment on that
st•ateme,nt?
·
Mr. Gn,BHETH. Is thwt a cement bond log?
Senator HANSEN. A cement bond log ju all wc1ls. It is on page, 44
o:f his re.port, i:f yon would lilm to talm a peek at it first and then
disenss it.
Mr. GILBRETH. Se,nator, I think Dr. Doscher was critical o:f the
Oil nnd Gas Conservation Committee, bccanse, it did not. require
water shut-off tests. The. operators in the, field rely quite, he.avily on
the, interpre,tation o:f the boml log. In Alaska they have not required
the water shut-off test such as the,y have in California. The, e,xpe,rim1Ce
has been in some, cases ,that the perforations that am necessary to
malm the,se tests :fractures the cement and causes as much or more
damage, than the be.neJit out o:f it. Also, in Prudhoe Bay we do not
have extraneous water nnd stringers intel'mingled with or' in the proximity o:f the, 'producing reservoir.
In California the.y have wa.tm'S near the, rese.rvoir and it is ve,ry
impe.rative that they get these shut off. 'Ve don't Clnite, have the same
problems at Prndhoe that thev have, in California. The, operators could
probably tell yon more :from the, operating side, on this.
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Senator HANSEN. Thank you very much.
Any further questions?
Senator STEVENS. Let me ask of Dr. Van Poollen. I take it that
the testimony that Mr. Gilbreth presented is based to a great extent
upon your studies; is that correct?
Dr. VAN PooLLEN. That is correct.
Senator STEVENS. And are you continuing to maintain your role
as a consultant for the State on this Prudhoe Bay production?
Dr. VAN PooLLEN. Yes, I am still engaged. vVe are maintaining
a data bank of all the data that becomes available as production
has sta11ted. vVe get the pressure reports and keep evaluating.
Senator HANSEN. I understand from what Mr. Gilbreth said that
your infm•mation was furnished to everyone in connection wirth the
FPC proceeding; is that your statement, Mr. Gilbreth?
Mr. GILBRETH. Yes, sir.
Senator STEVENS. All the informartion that the State has had available is available to anyone concerned with this problem so fad
Mr. GILBRETH. vVe have tried to make a fairly full public disclosure of (Werything and we testified at the FPC essentially the same
way we are testifying here.
Senator STEVENS. Perhaps it is not professional to do so. Dr. Van
Poollen, have you had knowledge of any other person other than
Dr. Doscher "rho has come forward with a proposal that there should
be no pipeline authorized or constructed to carry this gas~
Dr. VAN PooLLEN. I da,resay Mr. Doscher and Mr. Doherty are
the only professional people I mn aware of.
Senator STlcVENS. That's what I am talking about, professional
people involved in this field.
Dr. VAN PooLLEN. Those are the only ones.
Senator STEYENS. Thank you very muc:h.
Senator H.\NSEN. May I presume that none of the. other witnesses
at the table would care to amplify upon any of the questions I have
asked Mr. Gilbreth; is that right?
Mr. GILBRETH. That's right.
Senator HANSEN. If there are no further questions, then, thank
you very much, Gentlemen.
n1r. GILBRETH. Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared sta,tement of Mr. Gilbreth follows: J
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TESTIMONY OF 0. K. GILBRETH, JR.
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION
DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, STATE OF ALASKA
SENATE

CO~~ITTEE

BEFORE THE
ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES
WASHINGTON, D.C.
OCTOBER 25, 1977

1~R. CHAIRMAN, OTHER DISTINGUISHED SEt'lATORS, lADIES

AND GENTLEMEN.

MY NAME IS O.K. GILBRETH, JR. AND I AM DIRECTOR

OF THE STATE OF ALASKA's DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS CoNSERVATION
IN THE DEPART/1ENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND CHAIRMAN OF ITS
OIL AND GAS CoNSERVATION COMMITTEE.
HoYLE HAt-11 LTON, OUR CHIEF

PETROLEUf~

\'liTH ME TODAY IS f•lR,
ENGINEER, viHO IS ALSO A

MEMBER OF THE OIL AND GAs CoNSERVATION CoMMITTEE, DR.
VAN Po6LL~~' PRESIDENT OF

H.

H. K.

K. VAN PooLLEN AND AssociATES,

viHO IS A CONSULTANT FOR THE STATE, AND RoBERT H. LoEFFLER,
. WHO HAS BEEN COUNSEL TO THE STATE IN THE GAS PIPELINE PROCEEDINGS,
MY PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY AS DIRECTOR OF THE STATE
DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION IS TO REGULATE OIL AND
GAS INDUSTRY OPERATIONS TO PREVENT THE PHYSICAL WASTE OF OIL
AND GAS IN THE STATE AND TO PROTECT THE CORRELATIVE RIGHTS
OF ALL INTERESTS IN AN OIL AND GAS FIELD,
LATE PRODUCTION IN A MANNER

~/HICH

OUR GOAL IS TO REGU-

WILL INSURE THAT

MAXIMU~1

RECOVERY OF HYDROCARBONS IS ACHIEVED AND PHYSICAL WASTE IS
AVOIDED,

AT THE OUTSET I HISH TO EMPHASIZE THAT WE DO NOT SET

THE RATE OF PRODUCTION OF EITHER OIL OR NATURAL GAS SO LONG AS
IT DOES NOT CREATE HASTE,
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- 2EARLIER THIS YEAR THE OPERATORS REQUESTED APPROVAL
OF THE OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION COMI11TTEE OF THEIR PLAN TO
ON f1AY 5, 1977, WE HELD A

OPERATE THE PRUDHOE BAY FIELD,

PUBLIC HEARING ON THIS PLAN, INCLUDING A REVIEW OF THE PROPER
INITIAL RATES OF PRODUCTION,
CONSERVATION ORDER No,
CoNSERVATION CoM~11TTEE.
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As

A RESULT OF THAT HEARING,

WAS ISSUED BY THE OiL AND GAS

THE ORDER CONTAINS MANY REOUIREf~ENTS

TO SECURE DATA DURING START-UP AND THE INITIAL PRODUCTION
PERIODS TO AID IN DETERMINING PROPER METHODS OF OPERATION OF
THIS RESERVOIR.

COPIES OF THE ORDER ARE ATTACHED TO MY

PREPARED STATEMENT,

1.

THE

PI AN

OF OPERATIONS: THE PROPOSED PLAN OF

OPERATIONS PROVIDES INITIAL PRODUCTION RATES OF 0,6 MILLION
BARRELS PER DAY FOR SIX MONTHS,

1.2

MILLION BARRELS PER DAY

FOR APPROXIMATELY TI~ELVE MONTHS AND/THEN A RATE OF APPROXIMATELY

1.5

TO

1.5

MILLION BARRELS A DAY UNTIL PRODUCTION

DECLINE IS REACHED,
LIVERIES OF

2.0

THE PLAN PROVIDES FOR GAS PIPELINE DE-

BcF/D AS SOON AS GAS PIPELINE FACILITIES ARE

AVAILABLE AND A CONDITIONING PLANT CAN BC: APPROVED AND CONSTRUCTED,

THE PLAN ALSO CONTEMPLATES SELECTIVE INJECTION OF

PRODUCED NATER INTO THE PRUDHOE OiL PooL WHEN THOSE VOLUMES
BECOME SIGNIFICANT.

ALTHOUGH A FINAL COMMITTMENT IS NOT MADE,

THE PLAN ANTICIPATES THAT WATER INJECTION FROM SOURCES OUTSIDE
THE PooL WILL BE INITIATED WITHIN FIVE TO NINE YEARS AFTER
THE START OF OIL PRODUCTION.
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1,5
2.0

ORDER

No. 145

TENTATIVELY APPROVES OFFTAKE RATES OF

MILLION BID OF OIL AND

2/7

BCF/D OF GAS (WHICH WILL YIELD

BCF/D FOR SALES) SUBJECT TO REVISION AS PRODUCTION AND

RESERVOIR DATA ARE OBTAINED AND ANALYZED,

2,

Pass IBLE RATEs· QF \fiTHDRAY/AI : OUR REPORTS STUD I ED

GAS WITHDRAWAL RATES OF TWO (2) TO FIVE (5) BILLION CUBIC FEET
PER DAY (I.E,, GAS SALES OF

1,5

TO

3.75

BcF/DAY), CORRELATED

WITH OIL PRODUCTION BETWEEN 1.2 TO 1.3 MILLION BARRELS PER DAY.
HE ALSO STUD I ED 0 I L RECOVERY WITH NO GAS SALES,
OuR STUDY SHOWS US THAT THE PRUDHOE BAY RESERVOIR
WILL BE RATE SENSITVE,

BY THIS VIE

~lEAN

THAT THE ULTIMATE OIL

RECOVERY FROM THE RESERVOIR WOULD BE AFFECTED BY THE t1ET
WITHDRAI~ALS

FROM THE RESERVOIR AND IN SOME CASES EVEN BY THE

RATE OF WITHDRAVIAL,

IF OIL, GAS AND V/ATER ARE RE~10VED WITHOUT

THEIR RESERVOIR VOLUt·1E BEING AT LEAST PARTIALLY REPLACED, A
REDUCTION/IN OIL RECOVERY WILL RESULT,

IF THE RESERVOIR VOIDAGE

CAUSED BY PRODUCTION IS REPLACED, THEN RECOVERIES WILL BE INCREASED AND CAN BE MAXIMIZED BY THE VOLU~\E INJECTED,

ACCORDING-

LY, WE BELIEVE THAT FLUIDS MUST BE INJECTED INTO THE RESERVOIR
TO SUPPLEMENT THE NATURAL RECOVERY MECHANISM AND THAT RESERVOIR
PERFORMANCE MUST BE MONITORED CLOSELY AND WITHDRAWALS CONTROLLED
TO ACHIEVE THE MAXIMUM~~ RECOVERY,
IHLL BE

DETER~1INED

THE LEVEL OF GAS SALES

BY THE VOLUt1E OF FLUIDS INJECTED,

IF FLUIDS ARE NOT RETURNED TO THE RESERVOIR, OUR
STUDY INDICATES THAT THE GREATER THE GAS SALES RATES, THE
GREATER IS THE LOSS IN ULTIMATE ~RECOVERY.

IF GAS SALES
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ARE KEPT AT A CONSTANT RATE OF TWO BILLION CUBIC FEET PER DAY,
THERE NILL BE AN INCREASE IN OIL RECOVERY

As

~liTH

\'lATER INJECTION,

A PRACTICAL MATTER, IT MAY NOT BE POSSIBLE TO INJECT ENOUGH

FLUIDS TO PERMIT SUSTAINED

~

TWO BILLION CUBIC FEET PER DAY.
~IILL

RATES VERY MUCH !N EXCESS OF
EARLY START OF ~lATER INJECTION

GIVE A SLIGHTLY HIGHER OIL RECOVERY THAN A DELAY OF

SEVERAL YEARS, BUT THE ADVANTAGE IS SLIGHT,

3.

SUCCESSFUl

INJECTION PROGRAMS:

ONCE THE PRUDHQE

~"'/ u:VlZ
,,i..tt _kty.z:"JNECESSARY
TO HA
j

.

"'

/.l

:..,(~P/"..0. ~ ~ :?/

AT LEAST

rwo

AND MAYBE t10RE YEARS OF PRODUC-

TION TO ACHIEVE A DEGREE OF RELIABILITY IN FORECASTING THE BEST
FUTURE METHOD OF OPERATION FOR THIS RESERVOIR,
I-1ANY METHODS OF RECOVERY THEORETICALLY SHOW S0~1E
PROMISE(TO AID IN THE PRODUCTION OF SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNTS OF
ADDITIONAL OIL,

~1ANY

OF THESE EXOTIC METHODS HO\'IEVER HAVE NOT,

YET BEEN PROVEN IN THE FIELD AND CURRENT ECONOMICS WILL NOT
PERMIT THEIR USE,

CERTAINLY WITH THE TREMENDOUS VOLU~lES

AVAILABLE AT PRUDHOE, NEITHER THE STATE NOR THE OPERATORS HAVE
TO BE TOLD TO CONSIDER THESE POSSIBLITIES,
I~E HAVE REQUIRED THAT OPERATORS SECURE VOLU~1JNOUS

DATA 1'/HJCH \'/ILL HELP DEFINE THE RESERVOIR PARAMETERS,

As

IS

OUR RIGHT AND OUR RESPONSIBILITY, WE \'/ILL EXERCISE CONTINUING
JURISDICTION OVER THE OPERATION QF THE FJELD AND \'/ILL REQUIRE
THAT THE METHOD ULTIMATELY CHOSEN BY THE OPERATORS BE ONE THAT
WILL ACHIEVE THE

-J _

~/'li% ~ #C /.#<"~~

BAY RESERVOIR !~~PR DUCING AT A_I~I_OJ3MAL RATEJI IT WILL BE

GREATEST RECOVERIES FROM THE RESERVOIR
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- 5CONSISTENT WITH SOUND ENGINEERING AND OPERATING PRACTICES.

4,

~losT APPROPRIATE PRoDuc 1NG PLAN: l'iATER 1NJ ECT 1oN

AS CONTEMPLATED BY THE OPERATORS OF THE PRUDHOE BAY FIELD HAS
PROVED TO BE ONE OF THE MOST RELIABLE TECHNIQUES FOR MAXiMIZING
OIL RECOVERY IN FIELDS ALL OVER THE WORLD.

THIS DOES NOT MEAN

THAT OTHER TECHNIQUES SHOULD BE RULED OUT EVEN THOUGH THEY MAY
BE CURRENTLY UNECONOMIC OR NOT TECHNICALLY FEASIBLE AT THIS
TIME,

ONE SUCH TECHNIQUE, THE INJECTION OF

[02' IS BEING

CONSIDERED,
OuR OPINION IS THAT PROCEEDING \~ITH THE APPROVED PLAN
WILL NOT RESULT IN ANY IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGE TO OIL RECOVERY,
DURING THE FIRST FIVE YEARS OF OPERATION, OR UNTIL THE APPROXIMATE TIME THAT A GAS LINE COULD BECot1E OPERATIONAL,

~IE

ESTH1ATE

THAT THE DECREASE IN RESERVOIR PRESSURE WOULD At10UNT TO APPROXIMATELYJTEN PERCENT OF THE ORIGINAL PRESSURE,

BY THAT TIME

WE WILL KNOW IF AND TO WHAT DEGREE THE DECLINE MUST BE ARRESTED,
OR IF IT SHOULD BE REVERSED,

IF, IN THE FUTURE, A BETTER

METHOD OF OPERATION IS INDICATED, WE BELIEVE THAT THE t1AXH1UM
RECOVERIES STILL CAN BE ACHIEVED,/ MY PREPARED STATENENT CITES
AN ACTUAL EXAMPLE IN ALASKA \~HERE WE HAVE FOLLOWED THIS COURSE
AND ACH I EYED EXCELLENT RECOVERY,

lN SHORT, WE DO NOT BELl EVE

THAT A PRESSURE DECLINE OF THE t1AGN !TUDE \'IE HAVE DESCR !BED
WOULD HAVE ANY LONG TERM

DETRI~1ENTAL

EFFECTS ON ULTIMATE OIL

RECOVERY, AND \'IE CERTAINLY DO NOT AGREE WITH MR. DOSCHER THAT
THERE WOULD BE LOSSES IN THE MAGNITUDE OF BILLIONS OF BARRELS,
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5.

LI KEI

y

RATE OF GAS PRODUCTION:

IF THE PLAN OF

OPERATIONS AS PROPOSED -BY THE OPERATORS IS FOLLOWED, WITH
SIGNIFICANT WATER .INJECTION, OUR WORK INDICATES THAT A GAS
SALES RATE OF TWO BcF/D STARTING IN APPROX!t1ATELY FIVE YEARS
COULD BE SUSTAINED OVER THE REMAINING LIFE OF THE FIELD,

*********************
1

LET ME TURN TO f·1R, DOSCHER S REPORT,

IT IS IMPORTANT

TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE BASIC ENGINEERING CONCLUSIONS REACHED
BY f1R, DOSCHER IN HIS REPORT AND THE BROADER, 110RE PHILOSOPHICAL
AND POLICY PRONOUNCEMENTS CONTAINED IN HIS REPORT,

BASICALLY,

AS A PETROLEUM ENGINEER, I FIND LITTLE DISPUTE \'liTH f1R, DOSCHER
WHEN HE DESCRIBES WHAT IS STILL UNKNOI'IN AND 11UST BE LEARNED AS
OPERATIONS CONTINUE,
INGLY,

OUR PLAN IS TO LEARN 1"10RE AND ACT ACCORD-

IT IS ON POLICY MATTERS ~/HERE I CANNOT AGREE ~~liTH

i'1R,

DoSCHER's APPROACHES, AND MY PREPARED STATEMENT GIVES A CLEAR
EXAMPLE OF OUR DIFFERENCES,
DISAGREE SHARPLY WITH f·1R, DoSCHER'S STATEI1ENT THAT
THERE WILL BE A LOSS OF TWO TO FOUR BILLION BARRELS OF OIL IF
THE PIPELINE IS APPROVED,

f·1R, DOSCHER HAS NOT SUBSTANTIATED

THIS FIGURE WITH ANY STUDIES AND HAS NOT FURNISHED TECHNICAL
DATA ON ~IHICH THIS OPINION IS BASED,

To THE CONTRARY, OUR

OWN STUDIES HAVE BEEN SUBSTANTIAL AND WE CAN REACH NO SUCH
CONCLUSION BASED ON ANY INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO US, ASSUMING
THAT A WATER INJECTION PROGRAM OF THE KIND PLANNED BY THE
OPERATORS IS TH1ELY IMPLEMENTED TO SUPPLEIIENT RESERVOIR
PRESSURE,
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- 7As WE SEE IT, THE BASIC QUESTION IS WHETHER A PIPELINE
DEC IS JON SHOULD BE DEFERRED UNTIL

~lORE

IS LEARNED ABOUT THE

PERFORMANCE OF THE PRUDHOE BAY RESERVOIR,

THE STATE OF ALASKA,

BASED ON WHAT WE KNOW TODAY -- I ,E,, OUR 0~/N STUDIES, NR,
1

DosCHER S Tl'/0 DRAFT REPORTS, THE MATERIAL PRESENTED TO US IN
OUR REGULATORY CAPACITY, AND OUR 0\1N PROFESSIONAL

JUDG~IENT

--

BELIEVES THERE IS NO SOUND TECHNICAL REASON TO DELAY, PROVIDED
THAT THE OPERATORS ADOPT AND 111PLEMENT A SOURCE WATER INJECTION
PROGRAM BY THE TIME GAS SALES START,

[F THE OPERATORS DO NOT

I MPLEf~ENT A SOURCE WATER I NJ ECTI ON PROGRAII, THEN GAS SALES
WILL HAVE TO BE LIMITED OR POSTPONED IN ORDER TO AVOID JEOPARDIZING ULTIMATE OIL RECOVERY,
HE AGREE THAT MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE
OF THE RESERVOIR IS DESIRABLE,

BUT THE STATE'S PLAN ALLO~IS

FOR !THE GATHERING OF THAT INFORMATION WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING
THE EARLY CONSTRUCTION OF THE PIPELINE,

[T DOES SO WITHOUT

SUBSTANTIAL RISK TO THE ULTIMATE RECOVERY OF OIL FROM THE
RESERVOIR, AND WITHOUT UNNECESSARY DELAY IN THE BRINGING OF
A MAJOR

NE~/

GAS SUPPLY TO LOWER FORTY-EIGHT USERS,
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Senator HANSEN. Our next witness, from Atlantic Richfield, is Dr.
Howard A. Koch, manager of the engineering department, North
American Producing Division, Atlantic Richfield, Dallas, Tex.
Dr. Koch, we would be pleased to have your testimony, sir.
STATEMENT OF DR. HOWARD A. KOCH, MANAGER, ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT, NORTH AMERICAN PRODUCING DIVISION, ATLANTIC RICHFIELD, DALLAS, TEX.

Dr. KocH. My name is Howard Koch. I am a gradnatB of Northwestern University with a Ph. D. in chemical engineering. Since 1949, I
have been employed by the Atlantic Richfield Co. I am currently
manager of engineering for Atlantic Richfield Co's. North American Producing Division. For the past 8 years I have been heavily
involved in Atlantic Richfield's efforts to explore and develop the
Prudhoe Bay Field i1i Alaska, and I have been responsible for and
directed many studies of the reservoir and its performance.
vVe have been asked to come here to answer certain questions and
clarify concepts relative to the operation of the Prudhoe Bay Sadlerochit Reservoir. For that purpose I have a detailed statement which I
would like to submit to the committee for the record.
I now wish to summarize my \'vTitten testimony.
In this discussion I will present our estimate of ultimate recovery of
oil in place and the effect of gas sales timing on hydrocarbon recovery.
I will also make a few comments on the possibility of applying tertiary recovery to the Sadlerochit Reservoir. The effect of tertiary recovery will also be discussed.
We have studied many alternative reservoir development plans using mathematical models. \Ve have a high degree of confidence in the
use of these models, particularly when they are used to compare different assumptions of reservoir management. They can be used to
define key variables such as timing of gas sales, rate of gas sales, and
timing, volume, and distribution of injected water. Through this sophisticated reservoir engineering tool we have calculated the recovery
of 40 percent of the original oil in place.
The Atlantic Richfield plan will achieve 40 percent of recovery apd
involve the early sale of 2 billion cubic feet of gas a day, 5 years after
start of oil production, and also involve the injection of water at about
the same time as gas sales, the 5th through the 7th year after start of oil
production.
There is nothing extraordinary about a 40 percent recovery factor
and we will continue to search for ways to increase that percentage.
Comments have been made that low residual oil saturations in
the range of 0 to 15 percent in the gravity drainage areas of the
reservoir are required to achieve 40 percent recovery. Our studies do
not support this contention. Onr results exhibit residual oil saturations varying from 2.0 to 30 percent, a normal result from short-term
drainage and high return reservoirs. vV e feel confident that we can
achieve a recovery of at least 40 percent of the oil in place by selling
2 billion cubic feet of oil a day as soon as the gas line is ava,ilable.
Using the same mathematical models, we look at the effect of gas .
sales timing on recovery. vVe look at selling gas after the 5th and
15th year of production. The results of our studies indicate that
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later gas sales could increase crude oil recovery in the order of 1
percent of the original oil in place, if we assume that no additional
measures have been taken to o:ffset the potential loss. By way of
comparison this is less than one-twentienth of the loss estimated or
mentioned by Dr. Doscher.
In actual field operations, measures can be taken to offset the
potential ·loss.
In addition to overlooking the flexible nature of our operating
plan which will be adjusted to maximize recoveries, Dr. Doscher also
disregarded the injmious effect on natural gas liquid recovery by
delaying gas sales from this reservoir.
The most efficient way of getting natural gas liquids from Pnrdhoe
is by blending them into the crude stream.
About 40,000 barrels a day of natural gas liquids would be produced
from a gas conditioning plant required by the proposed pipeline
system for shipment of the gas. Most of these liquids could be blended
into the crude stream without exceeding vapor pressure limitations
as long as the oil rates stay on the order of 1.5 million barrels a day.
If we waited until the 15th year to sell gas we could not transport
as much of these liquids and there would be a, loss on recovery.
The reserve of natural gas liquids is estimated to be 400 million
barrels. A 10 year delay might reduce delivery. Reserves clue to gas
sales certainly offsets, in part, the rather small potential gain in
crude oil recovery associated with the clela.y.
The operating plan approved by the State of Alaska includes the
early sale of natural gas, as you heard earlier. Tertiary recovery has
been mentioned as a, possibility for increasing the yield from the
Sadlerochit Reservoir.
Because of the logistics problem and tremendous costs associated
with transporting materials it appears that "·e will have to use injection fluids already present at Prudhoe for tertiary recovery. 'Ve have
conducted laboratory studie-s with the possible use of carbon dioxide
as a means of increasing oil recovery. The gas at Prudhoe contains
12 percent C0 2 and would provide enough material to treat only
a small portion of the reservoir. These studies indicated that the
pressure is considerably in excess of the initial reservoir pressure.
This means that recoveries using carbon dioxide "·ould not be as high
as they would be under other conditions. However, there may be some
promise in using C0 2 in a restricted portion of the reservoir.
The key point here is that as soon as gas sales commence, carbon
dioxide will be available for injection at a time when reservoir pressure is higher than would be. the case for deferred .eras sales. Recoveries
from the use of C0 2 would not be larg-e, because of the limited volume
available, but thev will be hi~rher if the hig-her reservoir pressure
available in the early vears of field production is available.
'Ve have. also looked at the enriching- of carbon dioxide with NGL's
to lower admissibility pressure. Laboratory studie.s are continuing bv
Atlantic Richfield to see. how we might use carbon dioxide in m1
optimum manner.
As a result of our studies and in acrordance with the develonment
plan approved hv the State of Alaska. we estimate that dailv rras
pipeline drliveries of approximate.lv 2 Bcf/d can be sustained for
about 25 yea.rs.
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For your review, we have submitted with our written testimony
a copy of the Prudhoe Bay Plan of Production which was produced
jointly by representatives of Atlantic Richfield Co., BP, Alaska,
Inc., Exxon USA, and Standard Oil Company of Ohio. It contains
a summary of technical work clone over the last several years by the
owners.
I appreciate having an opportunity to appear before your committee today. Thank you.
Senator HANSEN. Dr. Koch, we will submit in writing a number
of questions to you and to the other representatives of the oil producing
companies. 'Ve wonlcl appreciate your responses in writing in order
that you could have time to study the questions and prepare your
answers for including in the record. I just make that announcement
as those who succeed you appear they too will receive copies of these
series of questions. [See r"ppendix.]
I do have some other questions I would like to ask orally.
The October 1916 report, "Technical Consideration of the Prudhoe
Bay Unit Operating Plan" which your company and BP Alaska
submitted to the State of Alaska, states that preliminary estimates
made a few years ago indicate that the gas conditioning plant will
require 4 to 6 years for design, fabrication, and construction and will
cost approximately $1 billion in 1975 dollars. Do you have more recent
estimates of the lead time and the costs~
Dr. Kocn. 'Ve are in the process now of obtaining· that information,
so to answer your question we do not have it now but we should in a
few months.
SENATOR HANSEN. Does your company intend to assist in the payment of the costs for tihe gas conditioning plant~.
Dr. KocH. I will have to defer to my good friend to my right here.
Senator H.\NSEN. 'Vonld you identify yourself~
Mr. Drcl{ERSON. My name is Kenneth Dickerson of Atlantic Richfield Co. We have testified before that we believe the construction
of the conditioning plant is a function of the gas transmission
system since the conditioning of this gas is unique, because of tihe. requirements of the pipelines. 'Ve have indicated that we believe that is
a transpmJtation process and not the responsibilily of the producers.
On the other hand, the Atlantic Richfield Co. has stated that,
under the proper circumstances, we would be willing to consider joining with others in financing the cost of this facili'ty. Obviously many
of those conditions have not been clarified.
Senator HANSEN. Dr. Koch, does your company believe tihat the cost
of the gas conditioning plant slwnld be borne by the gas pipeline project~ Maybe you have anticipated that question~
Dr. Komr. Yes.
Senator HANSEN. Does your company intend to assist in financing
the pipeline project by providing debt guarantees~
Mr. DrcKERSON. Again, Senator, we have advised the administra- .
tion by letter and Dr. Schlesinger, and the Committees in 'the House,
that we do not intend to participate in debt financing for a variety of
reasons, one being tihe limitation imposed on any 'type of management
involvement by our company and this rrsults in an opinion by the
Department of Justiee which initially eoncluclecl that we should not be
able to participate in any way in debt financing. Secondly, the debt
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financing as proposed and suggested in the President's recommendation to the Congress is so broadly written that there would be no way
of determining what the obligation of a producing company might be.
\Vith such an open-ended obligation, it would be in direct violation 'of
our indentured and our preferred stock.
Senator HANSEN. Does your company believe that it may be equitable
to have a gas pipeline project pay for all or pa1't of the water flood
cost?
Dr. Kocn. vVonld yon repeat tha:t, please, sid
Senator HANSEN. Does your company believe that it may be equitable to have the gas pipeline project pay for part or all of the water
flood costs?
Dr. Komr. IVell, frankly, I never thought of it one way or the, other.
In the engineering sense I have, only been concerned about what is the
total cost. I have really not gone into the financing aspect of it.
Senator HANSEN. Do yon care, upon reflection and consultation, to
add any supplemental statement you might include that isn't in the
record~

Is your company currently negotiating with any companies for the
sale of your natural gas of Prudhoe Bay?
Mr. DICKERSON. Senator, as you recall, Atlantic Richfield had entered into preliminary agreements about 2 vears ago for the disnosition of Prudhoe Bay gns. Thereafter, the FPC modified rnles which
had been in effect for several years terminating in effect the preliminary agreements which we had. Since that time we have asked the FPC
and the administration to identify the regulatorv rules anplicable to
Alaslm which is excluded from the current regulatory scheme of the
Federal Power Commission or the FERC. Th~se rules have not been
extended to Alaska. There is no current price example established for
Alaska yet and under those circmnstances we feel that it would be
imprudent and impossible to negotiate contracts and, therefore, we
have not.
Senator HANSEN. Does your company believe that the gas pipeline
proiect can be privately financed~
·
Mr. DICKERSON. In our testimony before Congressman Dingell's
committee we expressed rather serious reservations about the possibility of private financin_g. As we indicated at that time. there are a number of difficulties associated with construction of this line. not the leaSt
of w'hich is the f·act that there are several government bodies involved.
Some rules have not been clarified at this point. \Ve suggest that the
financing can be done. privately. \Ve•hope that it can be done privately.
vVhat we suggested to the Honse Committee was that there be an effor't
made to finance the line and that the sponsors of the line be required
to report back to the Congress within a reasonable neriod of time to
indicate whether or not private. financing is a possibility. Certainly,
we think t:hat they should contact all of the major financing institutions a.t an early date.
Our theory is that if thry wait an unnecessarily long; period of time,
it would delay this project and initial gas sales which we understand
are contrmplated from Canada, and for that reason we recommended
that there be a 6-month period of time for financin.<r and if thry are
unable to do so at that time we will ask Congress to discuss alternative
means of financing. But we certainly support private financing.
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Senator METCALF. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HANSEN. Sena:tor St-evens.
Senator STEVENS. Dr. Koch, Dr. Doscher's report on page 51
makes this statement: "In the absence of future discoveries of crude
oil which can be transported by the present crude line from the North
Slope to Valdez, throughput will begin to decrease precipitously withi_n
8 years and within 15 years less than 500,000 barrels a clay." That IS
repeated several times throughout this report.
Now, do your studies substantiate that production will fall off to
500,000 or less barrels a clay at the end of 15 years on the oil~
Dr. Kocn. vV e do indicate that a sharp decline after about 9 years,
give or take a little bit, of production. But, Senator, this is not too
unusual because after 9 or 10 years of production we would have
produced a large percentage of our ultimate reserve. I think the
number comes to mind of by half by the time the decline starts. Ideally,
Senator, what I would like to do is produce at a constant rate to the
last drop. You would have the lowest operating cost and the best
economics for both the company and others.
Senator STEVENS. \Yell, his thesis, as I understand it, is that if
there is gas that is available for sale it should start at the oil pipeline
and should use an alternate transportation mechanism for the oil and
the gas. Have yon examined that option of delayed production of gas
for sale until the oil production declines and using the same pipeline
to transport the gas as used for the oil~
Dr. Komr. vVe haven't studied it in detail. We have certainly talked
about it a number of times. There are some physical problems with
that type of situation. One of them, if you are still producing a
sizeable quantity of oil, 400,000 or 500,000 barrels a day, it is difficult
to recompress at various stages using the same line. From a technical
standpoint I think it could be done and I think the money involved
would be very large to get the system to work properly.
Senator STEVENs. I have been for a gas pipeline but I am also
intrigued with some of the Doscher comments, and I understand the
position of our State. He postulates that the potential of alt-ernate
utilization of the gas for other purposes on site, such as petrochemical
development plus the transportation of the gas that has to be exported
in a two-phase flow of oil and gas in a crude oil line would save us
the total cost of the gas line, and that is estimated to $15 billion as
the cost of converting that oil line, so it could be two-phased when
considered as far as his type of investment is concerned~
Dr. Kocn. Not enough detail to answer that specific question,
whether the cost of operating the line to handle two-phase flow would
be equivalent to the $15 billion that he talkecl' about. I can't answer.
I doubt if it would be that much, however. One would be holding gas
off the market, if you will, for a number of years in order to accomplish
that.
Senator STEVENS. vVell, if the throughput begins to increase precinitously within 8 years, we are already producing now, that's only
7% years away, but as I understand it the gas pipeline is at least 8
years away. vVhat I want to know is whether any of the producers
has taken into consideration the effect of delay and the effects of
inflation on cost and actually studied whether or not it is in the
best interest of the producers and the State. \Ve have a commonality
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of interest with you to review the decision that there should be a gas
pipeline.
Dr. KocH. I wouldn't resist the suggestion to review it at all. I
am agreeing with you· that it should be looked at. vVe have not looked
at it in detail. We will, obviously.
Senator STEVENS. vV ell, we are faced with a question of whether
to approve this recommendation for a gas pipeline.
Let me ask you this, I am not trying to be too antagonistic, but I am
slightly disturbed if the producers had known about this concept of
Dr. Doscher's and that we are faced with it at the last minute. vVhen
did you know about Dr. Doscher's comments and his position with
regard to the concept of using a two-phase flow for the gas pipeline?
Dr. KocH. When I read the transcript of the hearings that were held
here in the last few weeks.
Senator HANSEN. Well, unfortunately that's when we knew about
it, too. Could you give us any kind of a time frame within which a
decision might be made by the producing companies as to whether this
concept could and would be reviewed?
Dr. KocH. Yes, I think I can. I don't believe it would take more
than a few weeks to look at it and test the economics and so forth
on that idea. I say a few weeks, 3 or 4.
Senator STEVENs. Now, it is my understanding that my staff and
I were told that it was going to take 5 years to build a gas conclitioning plant. Are you familiar with that plan?
Dr. KocH. I heard four to six. I think, a little earlier. We are restudying both the scheduling and the ultimate cost of a gas conditioning plant at the present time. So until the study is complete I can't
comment. However, I do think we could do better than five, maybe
four, but I think we ought to wait until the study is complete.
Senator STEVENS. Very frankly the thing that disturbs me is the
question of time. Each hearing we have gotten into a more prolonged
period for the ultimate development of the facilities that would be
necessary to transport the gas. There must be a gas conditioning plant
and there must be a pipeline in place under the theory proceeded under
now. A I understand it the goal to get the gas pipeline in place is
1983 and it would be approximately the same time for the gas conditioning plant assuming that the plant is not built until the purchasers
are identified.
Do you know of any more optimistic time frame than that for the
transportation of gas?
Dr. KocH. No, that's about the same ones I am familiar with.
Mr. DICKERSON. Senator, one additional comment. As yon may
recall, the conditioning rplant is something directly related to the type
of pipeline that is ultimately constructed, relating to temperatures,
pressures, dewpoint, all of these -factors will determine the kind of
plant which is to be built. Setting aside the question of who is to
finance, and this has been the subject of lengthy discussion, this plant
cannot be designed by whomever is going to own it, whether it is producers which we contend it should not be, or the pipeline companies,
until it has been determined the pressure of the pipeline and size,
dewpoint and temperature.
~ile we, for example, might wish to go forward with some kind
of evaluation as to what is to be constructed ultimately, it is quite
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difficult to do so until the FERC and the sponsors decide what they
are going to build. The financing question can be resolved somewhat
after that, but I don't believe anybody at this time can determine the
construction period until I know what you are building.
Senator STEVENS. Well, as a layman I never could understand why
you didn't build the plant to take the liquid out and put it in the
pipeline. You are taking the gas out and putting it· back in and taking
it out the second time. vVhy isn't it more efficient to take the gas liquids
out in the first instance~
Dr. KocH. That costs $1 billion to get a billion gallons a day and I
submit that's not economic.
Senator STEVENS. If your basic assumption is that there is going to
be a gas pipeline you are pmnping the gas twice and by failing to go
ahead with the gas conditioning plant you are prolonging the time
frame to the point that Dr. Doseher's recommendations have some
substance, namely if that gas is not available for transportation by
pipeline until the end of the 8 years when the oil production falls
off why build the gas pipeline~
Dr. KocH. That's certainly a case that we will be looking at.
Senator STEVENS. Incidentally, just one last question. 1Ve were told
the other day that the gas conditioning plant would not take the
butanes, propanes and ethanes out and it would be necessary to build
another gas conditioning plant somewhere further down the line. Is
that correct~ Is that in your plan~
Dr. KocH. I am sorry, I didn't quite understand. You said that there
would be two conditioning plants. As Mr. Dickerson mentioned earlier
the first conditioning or the conditioning, I should say, on the Slope
is to meet rpipeline specifications, that's the purpose of it, so the gas
can go down the pipeline. It will still have 1,130, or some odd Btu's.
So somewhere down on the south 48 they may decide that they would
like to condition that gas further and get the Btu's down to 1,000
Btu's per cubic foot. That would be drying it further but that's
beyond the purview of my particular studies. It is possible.
Senator STEVENS. Very well.
Again, Mr. Chairman, I am still in support of a pipeline but I am
starting to get some serious questions in my mind and wonder if the
rest of the Senate is going to have them by the time we take this bill
out to the floor, and I think we ought to have some answers before
we get there.
Thank you very much, Dr. Koch.
Dr. KocH. You are welcome.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Senator Stevens. Thank you Dr.
Koch.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Koch follows:]
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Hy name is Howard Koch.

I am a graduate of Northweste.rn

University with a PhD. in chemical engineering.

Since 1949

I have been employed by Atlantic Richfield Company and am
currently Manager of Engineering of Atlantic Richfield Company's
North American Producing Division. ·For the past eight years
I have been heavily involved in Atlantic Richfield's efforts
to explore and develop the Prudhoe Bay Field in Alaska and I
have been responsible for and directed many studies of the
reservoir and its performance.
As you know, Atlantic Richfield operates the eastern onehalf of the Prudhoe Bay Field and BP Alaska, Inc., operates the
western portion.

As owner of approximately 1/5 of the crude oil

and approximately 1/3 of the natural gas in the field, Atlantic
Richfield is deeply concerned with maximizing ultimate recovery
of all hydrocarbons producible from the field.

\'le believe that

all of the produced substances are extremely valuable and should
be made available to

u.

S. consumers at the earliest practicable

date consistent with good reservoir management.

lie further

believe that our development plan which has been approved by
the State of Alaska satisfies all of these prerequisites.
The Prudhoe Bay Field, discovered in 1968, is by far
the largest oil and gas field producing in the United States.
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Its recoverable hydrocarbon reserves have an energy equivalent
of over 80 quadrillion BTU's.

Because of the significance of

this vast energy resource, the major working interest owners,
the Alaska Division of Oil' and Gas Conservation and others,
have independently evaluated plans for production of this field;
Many reports have been written ~oncerning the optimum
development of the Prudhoe Bay Field.

In October 1976, the

working interest owners prepared and submitted a report entitled
"Technical Considerations--Prudhoe Bay Unit Operating Plan,
North Slope Alaska" to Mr. 0. K. Gilbreth, Director, Division
of Energy and Minerals Management--State of Alaska.

~/

This

report contained a summary of the work conducted by Atlantic
Richfield as well as BP Alaska, Inc.; Exxon, U.S.A.; and The
Standard Oil Company (Ohio).

The major conclusions in this

report concerning plans for production of the Prudhoe Bay Field
are consistent with the conclusions contained in H. K. Van
Poollen studies conducted for the State of Alaska.

Specifically,

these reports concluded that the optimum producing plan for
the Prudhoe Bay Field includes the early sale of natural gas.
We wish to outline,for you today the major objectives we
strived to achieve in developing our plans for producing the
I7-5ee-ExhTbit-A-=-.;Technical Considerations, Prudhoe Bay Unit
Operating Plan -North Slope Alaska".
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Prudhoe Bay Field and to comment upon Dr. Doscher's remarks
before this committee.

One of our key objectives is the

development of both the oil and gas reserves as efficiently
as possible.
The proved hydrocarbon reserves at Prudhoe Bay represent
approximately 30% of the Nation's liquid reserves and 12% of
the Nation's natural gas reserves.

For this reason, another

prime objective in the development of our operating plan for·
the field included conservation of the total energy resource.
Therefore, as required by State Law and as directed by our
own management, we plan to produce the reservoir in a manner
consistent with sound engineering practices designed to achieve
maximum economic recovery of oil and gas and to prevent waste.
State Law requires that the proposed plan of production
protects correlative rights; i.e., that each working interest
owner is afforded an opportunity to produce, without waste,
its just and equitable share of the oil and gas.

The working

interest owners and the State have agreed that the production
plan, including the early sale of gas from the field, will
provide for this protection.
Finally, our plans for producing the field should be
as flexible as possible so that we can react promptly to
anomalies in reservoir behavior to assure efficient recovery
of oil and gas from the field.

~2
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To achieve these aforementioned basic objectives, i.e., timely
development, conservation of resources, protection of correlative
rights and flexibility to adapt to observed performance, we
have combined our reservoir studies with engineering judgement
gained through worldwide experience, to formulate our present
reservoir management plan.
We developed the production plan by studyfng the effects
of alternative development plans, through the use of mathematical reservoir models.

Through the use of these sophisticated

reservoir engineering tools, it is possible to study various
aspects of field performance including such things as oil and
gas production rates, gas and water injection rates, infill
drilling, tubular equipment selection, artificial lift alternatives, gathering system pressures and reservoir description.
The evaluation of reservoir description and its effect on our
operating plan decisions is perhaps the most powerful advantage
to using

th~se

mathematical models.

A question has been raised concerning the reliability
of a reservoir model in the absence of production history.
Although it is true that the availability of production history
can provide a useful check of a study and a basis for modification, Atlantic Richfield has a high degree of confidence in
its reservoir model predictions, especially when these models
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are used to compare different methods of reservoir management.

Two reasons exist for this high degree of co.nfidence.

First, because of the long period of time between discovery
and commencement of deliveries to TAPS, the operators have
drilled wells over a rather large area of the reservoir.

As

a result of this, we have secured unusually detailed reservoir
descriptive information and have compiled specialized studies
including geologic history, rock data, fluid sample data and
log data.

These data were used to determin~ in-place volumes

of oil and gas as well as for the determination of reservoir
performance.

Rarely is such quality and quantity of reservoir

data available prior to any sustained production from a field.
A portion of these data pertaining to individual well performance,
has been verified through the use of individual well models
in matching actual drawdown and buildup tests performed in
the field.

Although a limited amount of data under sustained

production is now available, actual well performance matches
our predictions.
Second, confidence in our reservoir model predictions
has been gained through sensitivity testing.

In sensitivity

testing our objective was to identify those reservoir parameters
having the greatest effect on ultimate recovery and define
those parameters to the fullest extent possible.

Our application

of this approach and the subsequent followup work, both field
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and laboratory, has given us an extra degree of confidence in
our forecast of Prudhoe Bay performance.
may be made in the model as production

Although some adjustments

~istory

is accumulated,

our current forecasts are adequate to demonstrate the viability
of our current operating plan.
I would like to.briefly·outline the major elements as
w~ll

as explain the expected general performance of the field

under our operating plan.

This plan anticipates crude oil

deliveries to TAPS of 1.5 million BOPD when pipeline capacity
is available.
Injection facilities were installed for

the reinjection

of all produced gas in excess of that needed for field and
pipeline fuel to conserve gas for future sales and to comply
with the State of Alaska's nonflaring order.

Current gas

injection capacity of 1.2 billion cubic feet per day (BCFD)
will be expanded to handle up to 2.0 BCFD by mid-1979.
Gas pipeline deliveries of 2.0 BCFD can be commenced as
soon as a gas transmission system can be completed.

Testimony

before the Congress concludes that the most likely date that
gas can be delivered into a pipeline system will be 1983.

Our

reservoir model studies have shown us that the field can be
managed so that gas deliveries at that time will be non-injurious
to the reservoir.
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Current water production volumes are very small and are
being injected into the shallower Tertiary/Cretaceous sands.
When this produced volume becomes significant it will be reinjected into the portions of the Sadlerochit reservoir exhibiting
low natural depletion recovery.
operation will commence in 1981.

It is anticipated that this
Through optimum redistribution

of the produced water, the benefits of the natural water influx
will be maximized.

We plan to supplement this produced water

injection with additional volumes of water from an outside
source when our current estimates of recovery benefits can be
verified along with the substantiation of its economic viability.
Some of the reservoir performance characteristics which
were repeatedly revealed in our model studies are:
1.

A small volume of natural water influx.

This

anticipated volume will be substantially less
than that required to fully maintain reservoir
pressure.

Poor aquifer response is expected

because we have noticed a degradation of rock
properties in the aquifer.
2.

Although all the natural recovery mechanisms (gravity
drainage, gas cap expansion, solution gas drive and
natural water influx) will be operating, the gravity
drainage mechanism will be dominant and lead to
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efficient fieldwide recoveries.
3.

The expansion of the gas cap is dramatic in the
first several years of production.

It not only

moves in a vertical direction at the rate of about
25 feet per year, but it also moves horizontally
along the top of the formation and underneath
continuous shale barriers.

This horizontal move-

ment can occur over several miles and is a result
of the rather low formation dip (1 to 2 degrees).
This gas cap expansion in the early years will
expose a large percentage of the wells to a free
gas saturation.
4.

The expansion of the gas cap will result in a large
volume of gas cap gas being produced through the
oil wells.

This means that a rather large volume

of gas will be reinjected in the absence of a gas
pipeline.
5.

The advance of the gas-oil contact, to a large
degree, controls the onset of oil production decline.
Since the expansion of the gas cap is largely a
function of oil zone withdrawals, we have seen in
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our models that the timing of anticipated gas sales
has little or no impact on the point of oil decline.
6.

We do not anticipate any oil migration into the
original gas cap as a result of gas cap shrinkage
because of the substantial voidage accumulated by the
oil rim prior to gas sales, and because of the
smaller cap voidage rate in the early years of gas
sales.

I would now like to specifically discuss some of our
reservoir model results and how they have led to our plan of
operation for the Prudhoe Bay Field.

Although a considerable

effort has been expended over the last eight years by my company
in determining various aspects of producing the field, I would
like to emphasize only two areas of interest:

gas sales and

source water injection.
There are two major considerations when evaluating the
timing of gas sales.

Those are:

Is there a market for the gas now?

(The Prudhoe

Bay natural gas and gas liquids reserves (to be discussed
in detail hereafter) amount to 26 trillion cubic feet and
400 million barrels respectively, the energy equivalent
of approximately 4.7 billion barrels of crude oil, or
over 1/2 of the crude oil reserves.)
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In the opinion of experts appearing before the
Congress there is no doubt that there is a market for
this gas now, and delivery should commence as soon as
a gas pipeline system is completed.
The next consideration is:

What effect does the

timing of gas sales have on ultimate recovery of
hydrocarbons?

(If you will remember, conservation was

one of our major objectives in determining the optimum
plan of operation for the field.)
In evaluating the effects of gas sales timing on
crude oil reserves, reservoir model studies were made
with different timing assumptions for the commencement
of gas sales.

From the studies, we found that the

ultimate crude oil recovery could increase in the order
of 1% of the original

oil-in~place

if gas sales were

deferred from 1982 to 1992 and if no additional measures
were taken to offset the loss.

This finding represents

the maximum impact that gas sales timing could have on
ultimate crude oil recovery.

To focus on this potential

1% loss only would be a mistake, for it would disregard
other hydrocarbons in the reservoir that are as valuable
as oil.
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To fully evaluate the effects of early gas sales,
we must also consider natural gas liquid recovery.
na~ural

These

gas liquids will be removed in the conditioning

of the field gas to meet gas pipeline specifications.

We

estimate that approximately 400 million barrels of these
natural gas liquids can be removed.

The volume of these

liquids that can be delivered to the consumer through
TAPS, however, is dependent upon a number of variables
including oil throughput rate.

If gas is sold early

in the life of the field while the oil pipeline is at
capacity, more of these liquids can be transported with
the oil.

If, on the other hand, gas sales are delayed

until a point of low oil throughput rate, some of these
liquids will be reinjected into the reservoir and probably
not recovered.
Permit me to summarize the conservation aspects of gas
sales timing.

Potential adverse effects on crude oil recovery

amount to approximately 1% of the original oil-in-place if gas
sales timing is varied from 1982 to 1992.

By way of comparison,

this is less than 1/20 of the loss estimated by Dr. Doscher.
We believe that such a potential loss in recovery would be
offset in actual field

ope~ations

by varying the number and
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location of producing wells,

the areal distribution of oil

offtake rates and the locations and volumes of water injection,
and further be offset by the shipment of natural

~

liquids

with crude oil in TAPS during the early stage of field production.
We estimate that the loss in natural gas liquids would amount
to approximately 125 million barrels for a delay in sales from
1982 to 1992, a loss not considered by Dr. Doscher in his
review.

With a three year deferral of gas sales as proposed

by Dr. Doscher the loss in natural gas liquids could be about
45 million barrels.
Potential reduction in oil recovery from any reservoir
due to the early sale of gas has been a subject of considerable
discussions in the field of petroleum reservoir engineering.
There is

~

general conclusion that can be drawn concerning

this early gas sale: i.e., the withdrawal of associated gas can
cause a reduction in oil iecovery if nothing is done to replace the energy.
should be drawn.

Beyond that, however, no other conclusions
This potential reduction can only be estimated

through a thorough analysis of the drive mechanisms that are
present in a particular reservoir.

One excellent method in

accomplishing this is through the use of mathematical reservoir
models.
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In our analysis,

the effect of gas sales at Prudhoe Bay

was small for the following reasons:
1.

The dominant recovery mechanism· is

gr~vity

drainage.

Gas in such a drive mechanism does not act as.an
expulsive force to drive the oil out of the pore
spaces.

Instead, the gas merely expands to fill

the empty pore spaces as the oil drains out.
2.

Prudhoe Bay crude is both a low shrinkage and relatively low viscosity oil.

3.

Even with the earliest anticipated gas sales date
(1983) approximately 30% of the ultimate oil reserves
will have been recovered.

4.

The normal dangers of gas cap shrinkage will not
be a problem at Prudhoe Bay, due to the expansion of
the gas cap in the early years of production combined
with a rather modest cap voidage rate immediately
after sales commence.

It has been stated to this Committee that the producers
have calculated small gas sale effects due to low residual oil
saturations left behind the invading gas cap.

In our studies,

these residual saturations range from 20 to 30%.

We submit

not only that such saturations are reasonable, but we also believe that an analysis of gas sale effects is not strongly
dependent upon these saturations.
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more complex problem.

Gas sales effects are mainly related to

pressure-volume relationships and can be easily evaluated with
fluid properties and in-place volume considerations.

An optimized

waterflood, on the other hand, will require more study including
the location of water injection wells,and injection rates.
These optimum volumes and locations can best be determined
through the analysis of actual field production history.
Our current estimate of incremental waterflood recovery
is about 4% of the original oil-in-place.

This incremental

recovery benefit was forecasted with an injection program
assumed to commence in 1984 with daily injection of 2 million
barrels of water.

Preliminary design studies are currently

underway so that implementation time can be substantially reduced
once a decision is made to waterflood the reservoir.
Laboratory work has been done by our Research Department
in evaluating carbon dioxide as a possible means of tertiary
recovery for Prudhoe Bay.

Essentially, we found that mis-

. cibility pressure is considerably in excess of initial reservoir
pressure.

Although some additional work has been done with

liquid petroleum gas enrichment of the C02 to lower miscibility
pressures, reservoir characteristics of the Sadlerochit reservoir
may limit its use to the shaly portions of the formation.

Al-

though no firm estimates of incremental recovery benefits have
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been made by my company, it is our. opinion that these benefits
would be smaller than those attributed to conventional water
flooding.
enhanced

Since it appears that C02 has some possibility for
recover~

in North Slope reservoirs,

continuation of

our studies is planned.
To summarize, Atlantic Richfield believes that the optimum
production plan for the Prudhoe Bay Field includes early gas.
sales combined with a source water injection program.

We have

proposed and the State of Alaska has approved a gas sales rate
of 2.0 BCFD beginning as soon as a gas transportation system
is completed.

We (and the State of Alaska) have found that gas

deliveries of this volume will be non-injurious to the reservoir.
Gas deliveries in excess of 2.0 BCFD must be approved by the
State of Alaska.

In addition, we feel that supplemental source

water injection is certainly a means of increasing ultimate
oil recovery.

If our current estimates of incremental crude

oil recovery benefits are substantiated along with the economic
viability of the project, we anticipate that a source water
injection program will be commenced as early as 1984.

Accumulation

of actual field production history will be invaluable in selecting
the optimum volume as well as the optimum locations for this
water.

Again, approval of such an injection program will lie

in the hands of the State of Alaska.

98-069 0-78- 17
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You have requested that we estimate the gas delivery
rates over the life of the field.

If gas pipeline deliveries

are commenced in 1983, we believe that the field will be capable
of delivering gas at a rate of at least 2.0 BCFD for approximately
25 years.
I appreciate having an opportunity to appear before
your committee today.

Thank you.
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BP ALASKA INC.
P. 0. Box 4-1379
Anchorage, AK 99509

ATLANTIC Ricr~IELD OQ~ANY
P. 0. Box 360
Anchorage, AK 99510

October 20, 1976
Mr. 0. K. Gilbreth, Jr., Director
Division of Energy and Minerals Management
Department of Natural. Resources
3001 Porcupine Drive
Anchorage, AK 99504
Dear Mr. Gilbreth:
During the Prudhoe Bay Unit review with the State of Alaska,
Department of Natural Resources on August 18, 1976, in
Anchorage, a draft Unit Agreement was presented by the
working interest 0\,'Ilers for your early revieK. Included in
the Unit Agreement was a recommended plan of operations
which was discussed at the meeting with the understanding
that further technical revie\v of the basis for the recommended
plan of operations would be provided. In response to your
request, the attached report of comprehensive technical
studies has been prepared by the field major interest mvners,
A. R. Co. , BP, Exxon and Sohio. The "Technical Considerations,
Prudhoe Bay Unit Operating Plan" report is submitted for
your early review in advance of a formal application for
Unit approval.
The recommended operating plan, '"hich is supported by the
attached report is, of course, based on the assumption that
current unit negotiations are successful and that one oil
rim participating area and one gas cap participating area
are formed within the Permo-Triassic reservoir. In the
unlikely event current unit negotiations are unsuccessful or
modified significantly, revision to the recommended operating
plan may be required.
The studies conducted by the major interest mvners arid
described in the attached report have considered a range
of possible production schedules, as well as a number of
different reservoir management options. These studies
include both subsurface and surface aspects of oil and gas
production and have led to an overall reservoir management
plan for the optimum development of the total energy
resource in the Prudhoe Bay Field under unitized operations.
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~rr. 0. K. Gilbreth, Jr.
October 20, 1976
Page 2

The recolTOllended operating plan is geared to producing the
Prudhoe Bay Field in a timely manner consistent with good
conservation and engineering practices while protecting the
correlative rights of individual owners in both L~e gas cap
and oil rim participating areas. The State of Alaska can be
assured that the working interest owners, joining together
within the Unit, will fully utilize their expertise to
manage the field to obtain maximum economic recovery of oil
and gas.
Following your review of the attached report, we are available,
at your convenience, to meet with you for further discussion
of the recOlTOllended operating plan for the proposed Prudhoe
Bay Unit.
Respectfully submitted,
BP ALASKA INC.

ATLANTIC RIGJFIELD CCMPANY

Howard A. Slack
Kenneth R. Keep
Vice President &General Manager Vice President &Resident Manager
/vaf
Attachment
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EXHIBIT A

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
PRUDHOE BAY UNIT OPERATING PLAN
NORTH SlOPE - ALAS,KA
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INTRODUCTION

On August 18, 1976, a draft of the proposed Prudhoe Bay Unit Agreement

was presented to the Department of Natural Resources by the working
interest owners.

This was done in accordance with the Department's

regulations which provide for submission of the draft form for preliminary
consideration prior to agreement by the parties.

Exhibit "E" of the

proposed Agreement summarized a recommended plan of operations for the
Unit.

This report has been prepared by the major interest owners (A.R.Co.,

BP, Exxon, and Sohio) to provide the Department with the detailed technical
basis for the recommended plan and will provide the operating plan data
requested by the Department.

The report is submitted for the Department's

review in advance of a formal application for Unit approval.

The subject

Unit is currently being negotiated and the proposed plan is based on
successfully concluding those negotiations.
This is a report of comprehensive technical studies which have been
conducted independently over the past several years by the major working
interest owners to develop long range operating plans.

Major objectives

considered in developing the operating plan for the Prudhoe Bay Field
were (1) to achieve maximum economic recovery of oil and gas resources
consistent with good conservation practices, (2) to develop energy resources
as expeditiously as possible, and (3) to protect correlative rights.

To

fulfill these objectives, it is necessary to consider reservoir performance,
efficient utilization of field facility and pipeline capacities, economic
factors, and operational considerations such as mechanical feasibility
and implementation schedules.
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The recommended operating plan provides for the timely development
of the total energy resource in the Prudhoe Bay Field consistent with
good conservation and engineering practices and the recognition of the
correlative rights of the owners in both the Gas Cap and Oil Rim participating areas in the proposed Unit.

Over the life of the Field, these

plans will undergo continual evaluation and will be modified as necessary,
based on observed reservoir performance, to achieve the maximrnn economic
recovery of oil and gas from the Prudhoe Bay Field.
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OVERVIEW

Both short and long-term operating plans have been developed for the
Prudhoe Bay Field.

Short-term plans for oil and gas production from the

Main Area Sadlerochit reservoir are as follows:
1.

Oil production will begin in mid-1977 at a rate of 600 MB/D.
The rate will increase to about 1.2 MMB/D by the end of 1977,
assuming pipeline capacity is available.

2.

Produced gas in excess of the quantity needed for local fuel
requirements will be injected into the gas cap until a gas
pipeline and gas conditioning plant are approved and constructed,
currently estimated to be 4-1/2 to 5 years after start of oil
production.

Reinjection of produced gas will not adversely

affect ultimate oil recovery.
3.

Gas pipeline deliveries of 2.0 Bcf/D dry gas will begin as soon
as a gas pipeline and gas conditioning plant are approved and
constructed.

The gas conditioning plant will be needed to

bring the gas to pipeline quality including carbon dioxide
removal, extraction of gas liquids for hydrocarbon dew point
control, dehydration, and compression and cooling to pipeline
pressure and temperature.

Both the pipeline and conditioning

plant require long lead times and large capital commitments.
For example, preliminary estimates made several years ago
indicate the gas conditioning plant will require 4-6 years for
design, fabrication, and construction and will cost approximately
$1 billion (1975 $).

State approval of the gas offtake plan is

needed now to insure that FPC certification, final design,
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financing, and construction of the pipeline can proceed on
schedule.
Main Area Sadlerochit reservoir performance characteristics expected
with these planned offtake rates include (1) early expansion of the gas
cap, (2) limited water influx from the aquifer, (3) coning of gas and
water, (4) efficient natural gravity drainage depletion in areas with a
thick oil column and good vertical permeability, (5) substantially less
efficient natural depletion in areas where gravity drainage is ineffective,
and (6) potential for improving performance in low natural recovery areas
by selective injection of water.
To develop long range operating plans for the Prudhoe Bay Field,
detailed reservoir studies have been conducted by the major interest
owners (A.R.Co., BP, and Exxon) based on the substantial volume of
Prudhoe Bay reservoir descriptive data which have been obtained and
analyzed over the past seven years.
Sensitivity studies have also been made to insure that major operating
plan decisions are practical over a reasonable range of reservoir properties.
The results of these studies, combined with engineering judgment developed
from experience in other fields have led to development of long-range
reservoir management plans.

Over the life of the field the plan will

undergo continual evaluation, and, based on observed performance, will be
modified as necessary to achieve the maximum economic recovery of oil and
gas.
A long-range operating plan has been developed as follows:
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Oil Offtake Rates
An increase in production to 1.5 to 1.6 MMB/D is planned when pipeline

capacity is available.

Field facilities designed for a sustained oil

offtake rate of 1.5 to 1.6 MMB/D will be completed during 1978 and 1979.
It is anticipated that the 1.5 to 1.6 MMB/D average oil offtake rate
can be maintained for approximately eight years by additional development
drilling, resulting in efficient utilization of facility capacity.

Such

development of the field is expected to include 500 or more wells on 160acre spacing within the 100-foot oil thickness contour.

Production

support can also be obtained through the installation of low pressure
production and artificial lift systems or further infill drilling

be~een

some 160-acre spaced wells.
Studies of the sensitivity of reservoir performance to oil offtake
rates in the range of 1.2 to 1.8

~ID/D

indicate there is no significant

effect of oil rate on the ultimate recovery of oil or gas.

To sustain

annual average offtake rates of 1.5 to 1.6 MMB/D, field facilities have
been designed for a maximum capacity of 1.8 MMB/D.
flexibility

n~y

Consequently, some

exist to produce the field at higher rates when field and

pipeline capacity are available.

Gas Offtake Rates
Gas pipeline deliveries of 2.0 Bcf/D are planned at the earliest
date a pipeline can be approved and constructed, estimated to be 4-1/2 to
5 years after the start of oil production.

Such gas deliveries are

clearly a part of the optimum field operating plan.

Studies have shown

that the field can be operated so that planned gas deliveries will not
affect ultimate oil recovery.

The planned delivery rate of 2.0 Bcf/D

is a conservative volume which can clearly be supported by the reservoir
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and initial gas pipeline deliveries of up to 2.5 Bcf/D may be justified,
depending upon field performance data and availability of pipeline capacity.
Planned gas pipeline deliveries will substantially increase domestic
energy supplies.

For instance, through year 2000, pipeline deliveries of

2.0 Bcf/D, beginning 5 years after the start of oil production, add the
energy equivalent of 2 billion barrels of oil to the nation's energy
supply.

In addition, such gas deliveries reduce fuel consumption, eliminate

unnecessary costs for compression, injection, and "double production" of
gas, and provide a measure of correlative rights protection for the Oil

Rim and Gas Cap participating area owners.

Water Injection Plans
Produced water injection into the Sadlerochit reservoir is planned
when the volumes become significant.

Initially, water production will be

minimal and disposal will be by injection into the shallow Cretaceous
sands.

When water production becomes significant, plans are to selectively

inject into areas of the reservoir which experience low primary oil
recovery to achieve maximum additional oil recovery benefits.

Projections

indicate that produced water injection will increase primary recovery by
as much as 2% of the original oil-in-place (OOIP).
Initially, there will be field capacity to inject up to 200 MB/D of
produced water and additional capacity will be provided as· needed.
Without source water injection, produced water rates could be as high as
500 MB/D with ultimate injection of some 4 billion barrels of water.
Produced water injection will be supplemented with the injection of
extraneous source water when the additional recovery predictions of 3 to
7% of OOIP from such water injection are verified and the economic viability
of the over $1 billion project is ascertained.
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Reservoir performance and
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testing data are particularly important to determine the proper water
injection locations and volumes.

Consequently, final commitment to

source water injection cannot be made at this time, although it is planned
and will be implemented if current predictions are verified.
In terms of additional oil recovery, the major benefit of water
injection is improved sweep efficiency.

Consequently, the timing of

source water injection is not very critical to ultimate oil recovery.

It

is more important that the water be injected in the proper volumes and at
the proper locations to obtain optimum field performance.

If a source

waterflood is initiated with insufficient production data, it could be
improperly designed.

For example, if there are areal differences in

aquifer response (which is likely in a field with such a large areal
extent), water could be injected into an area which may experience substantial local aquifer influx.

The likelihood of such potential errors

in both volume and location can be reduced with production history and
test data.
A comprehensive reservoir surveillance and testing program will
insure that necessary reservoir information is obtained at the earliest
possible date.

Although water injection plans cannot be finalized at

this time, preliminary design studies are proceeding to reduce the lead
time to approximately 3 years for implementation once the final decision
to inject source water is made.

Summary
The operating plan described herein provides the flexibility necessary
to adapt, as required, to information obtained from field performance to
allow the maximum economic recovery of oil and gas.

Studies indicate

that it will be possible to manage the field to recover approximately 40%
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of the original oil-in-place (OOIP) and 75% to 80% of the original gasin-place (OGIP) in the Main Area Sadlerochit reservoir of the Prudhoe Bay
fl~~
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RESERVOIR DESCRIPTION

Circumstances over the last seven years have permitted the working
interest owners to secure unusually detailed reservoir descriptive information prior to the commencement of production.

Highly specialized

studies and analyses of geologic history, core data, fluid sample data,
and log data have been made to determine in-place hydrocarbons for ownership
determination and to refine estimates of reservoir parameters which
influence reservoir performance.

Production performance and test data

will allow further refinement of the key data interpretations, particularly
the vertical to horizontal permeability ratios, relative permeability,
the effect of shale barriers, and the effectiveness of the aquifer.
The reservoir description presented in this section covers the range
of data interpretations developed independently by the major interest
owners.

Generally, the individual interpretations of reservoir descriptions

are in close agreement.

There were differences in the manner in which

individual companies translated the reservoir description into reservoir
simulation models.

While the performance predictions from the models are

not identicql, the studies lead to the same conclusions regarding major
provisions of the field operating plan.

A.

Geologic Structure and Lithologic Units
Figure 1 is a structure map on top of the Sadlerochit sand
which was prepared by the Proposed Prudhoe Bay Unit Geological
Subcommittee.

Limits of the hydrocarbon accumulation in the Sadlerochit

reservoir are defined by faults, truncation of the reservoir rock
and the oil-water contact.

Faulting provides the northern limit
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while the gentle south-dipping flank is relatively uncomplicated
with the oil-water contact providing the limit.

The east flank of

the Sadlerochit reservoir is truncated by the Lower Cretaceous
unconformity.

Complex northwest-southeast trending fault systems

establish the productive limits in the northwest portion of the Main
Area.

Immediately to the west of the Main Area is the Eileen Area

which is fault bounded to the southwest with a generally northeastdipping flank.
In the Main Area Sadlerochit, the gas-oil contact occurs at a
subsea elevation of 8578 feet; while in the Eileen Area, two small
gas caps are defined in separate fault blocks.

The gas-oil contacts

for the eastern and western fault blocks are at 8792 and 8770 feet
subsea, respectively.

The water-oil contact is an irregular surface

and is slightly tilted, ranging from about 9050 feet subsea in the
eastern portion of the Main Area to a subsea elevation of slightly
above 8950 feet in the Eileen Area.
Figure 2 is a typical log from a well which completely penetrates
the Sadlerochit formation.

This log contains all of the Sadlerochit

subdivisions defined by the Proposed Prudhoe Bay Unit Geological
Subcommittee and exhibits the log characteristics which were used to
make the subdivisions.

Zone 1 represents a transition facies of

interbedded sandstones and shales between the underlying marine
shales and the overlying more massive fluvial sands.

This zone is

further subdivided, as shown, into Sub-Zones lA and lB.

Sub-zone lA

is the more shaly of the two subdivisions as indicated on the Gamma
Ray log response.
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Zone 2 is a series of more massive sandstones interbedded with
fairly significant shales.

These shales become rnqre massive and

continuous offstructure and into the aquifer, as would be expected
with the depositional source being from the north.

The lithology is

predominately sandstone with increasing amounts of conglomerate
toward the top of the zone.

The three major continuous shales

within this zone, as shown on Figure 2, occur at or near the top of
Zone 1, in the lower third of Zone 2, and in the upper half of
Zone 2.

Although no agreed nomenclature has been adopted, for

purposes of this report these shales have been

de~ignated

A, B, and

C, respectively.
Zone 3 is a conglomeratic interval which is present over most
of the field but thins to the west, south, and east until it eventually
disappears beyond the productive limits of the field.

This zone

represents the highest energy level of the southward flowing streams
and contains essentially no shale.

Zone 3 is easily identified by

its lower porosity reflected on the sonic log with its top and base
defined by an 85 microsecond cut-off.
The uppermost subdivision of the Sadlerochit, Zone 4, is a more
homogeneous sandstone facies with minor discontinuous shales or
mudstones.

It represents a lower energy fluvial environment.

The

final major shale (D), which appears to be continuous over a significant
portion of the Sadlerochit productive area occurs at the base of
Zone 4 or near the top of Zone 3.

The top of the Sadlerochit is

marked by an unconformity and is picked on a correlative Gamma Ray
peak underlain normally by a pyritic streak evidenced by a low
response on the resistivity logs and a high reading on the density
log.
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As will be shown later in the report, the geologic description,

particularly the identification of extensive shales which are important
to reservoir performance and the selection of reservoir management
plans, and the lithologic zonation have been used extensively in
Prudhoe Bay modeling studies.

B.

In-Place Hydrocarbon Volumes
The hydrocarbon-in-place volumes for the Permo-Triassic reservoirs
(Sag River, Shublik, and Sadlerochit formations) in the

~bin

and

Eileen (West End) Areas were determined through a joint technical
study by the Proposed Prudhoe Bay Unit Reservoir Engineering Subcommittee.

The results of this study are summarized in Figure 3.

Oil rim and gas cap gas-in-place volumes for the Permo-Triassic are
31.2 billion reservoir barrels and 26.6 trillion standard cubic
feet, respectively.
The Main Area Sadlerochit contains over 93% of the oil-inplace, with the Eileen Area Sadlerochit, the Sag River, and the
Shublik totaling less than 7%.

Reservoir simulation studies have

concentrated primarily on the Main Area Sadlerochit because it
represents such a large portion of the oil-in-place.

It is likely

that development of the Eileen Area Sadlerochit, the Sag River, and
the Shublik will follow full development of the Main Area.
A heavy oil/tar zone occurs throughout the Main Area Sadlerochit
just above the water and contains much poorer quality crude than the
"light oil" column above it.

This zone contains 1. 9 billion reservoir

barrels of hydrocarbons and represents about 6.5% of the Main Area
Sadlerochit oil rim volume.
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C.

Reservoir Rock Properties
Core data were utilized extensively in development of the rock
properties used in the reservoir models of the Main Area Sadlerochit
formation.

As indicated in Figure 4, 33 wells have been cored in

the Main Area and 8 wells in the Eileen Area, for a total of over
9000 samples.

Areal distribution of the data is good and will

continue to improve as key wells are cored throughout the development
drilling phase.
All core samples have undergone routine lab analysis for porosity
using the summation of fluids technique.

Horizontal and vertical

permeabilities were measured using air and reservoir fluids.

Special

tests were also conducted on selected samples for determination of
relative permeability and capillary pressure relationships.

1.

Porosity
Relationships between core and log data were developed to
extrapolate the core data fieldwide.

Three porosity logs

(sonic, neutron, and density) are available on each well, but
the sonic log was found to be preferable for calculating porosity
in the Sadlerochit.

Porosity-transit time relationships were

established for each lithology and fluid type.

With the relation-

ships established, average porosity was determined for the net
pay in each lithology in each well on a foot-by-foot basis.
The Gamma Ray log was used to exclude all shale or non-pay
intervals.

Isoporosity maps were developed for each lithology.

Each map indicated some degree of downstructure degradation in
porosity, consistent with sediment deposition from a northern
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source.

Figure 5 indicates the range of porosity for each

lithology in the Main Area Sadlerochit.

2.

Horizontal Permeability
Core data were also utilized to develop permeabilityporosity relationships for zones exhibiting similar characteristics.
The foot-by-foot permeabilities calculated from logs using the
porosity-permeability relationships were averaged by zone and
then zonal isopermeability maps were developed.

Permeability

data from pressure buildup tests were also considered.
Figure 5 indicates the range of permeability of each zone
of the Main Area Sadlerochit,

The permeability range varies

from a high of greater than 1000 md in the conglomeratic Zone 3
to about 100 md in Zone 1.

All zones exhibit varying degrees

of downstructure permeability degradation.

3.

Vertical Permeability
Effective vertical permeability in the reservoir cannot be
obtained directly from the core data due to reductions caused
by small discontinuous shales.

These shales cannot be correlated

from well-to-wel! and their areal extent cannot, therefore, be
exactly defined.

Since vertical permeability is expected to

have a significant impact on recovery, considerable effort was
devoted to its evaluation.

A statistical analysis of shale

frequency was made from logs, and the areal extent of the
shales was estimated from studies of modern day braided streams.
Based on the data developed in these studies, a 28,500 grid
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block 3-D model was used to estimate their effect on vertical
flow.

Major correlatable shales also have a significant effect

on vertical permeability as will be discussed later.
The range of Kv/Kh ratios used in the model studies is
shown in Figure 5.

Additional drilling, field testing, and

reservoir performance data will be needed to verify this key
parameter.

4.

Correlatable Shales
Major shales, which are correlatable between wells, also
occur within the Sadlerochit section (Figure 2).

These shales

were deposited in a bay environment as opposed to the braided
stream environment of the minor, non-correlatable shales.
Where possible, these shales were mapped and included in reservoir
models as zero vertical permeability boundaries.

For example,

Figure 6 is a map showing the areal extent of the "V' shale
over the Sadlerochit productive area.
These correlatable shales will have a significant effect
on gas-oil and water-oil contact movement.

In addition to

their influence on gross fluid movement in the reservoir, these
shales will dramatically affect the gas and water coning behavior
of individual wells.

Model studies show that continuous shales

could provide injection control and thereby, improve waterflood
performance in specific areas of the field.

However, a complic-

ation could arise in that faults could allow communication
across these shales.
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D.

Fluid Properties
Initial reservoir pressure in the Main Area ranges from 4335 psia
at the gas-oil contact to about 4480 psia at the water-oil contact.
Reservoir temperature varies both vertically and areally.

At 8800 feet

subsea, temperature varies from about 185°F in the northeast part of
the field to 240°F in the Eileen Area.

At these initial conditions,

oil gravity in the "light oil" collDTUl of the Main Area averages
about 27°API, varying from 30°API at the gas-oil contact to about
26°API at the top of the heavy oil/tar zone.

The oil formation

volume factor averages 1.36 RB/STB and varies from about 1.3 to
1.4 RB/STB while oil viscosity averages about 0.8 centipoise and
varies from 0. 5 to 1. 2 centipoise.

Solution gas- oil ratio averages

about 750 SCF/STB, varying from about 650 to 900 SCF/STB between the
gas-oil contact and the heavy oil/tar zone in the Main Area.
A gas cap gas condensate yield of about 35 barrels per million
cubic feet of separator outlet gas is expected initially from the
separator facilities located at the flow stations (gathering centers).
In addition, it is expected that once gas sales begin, 10-15 barrels
of gas liquids per million cubic feet of separator outlet gas will
be extracted at the gas sales conditioning plant to make the gas
acceptable for delivery into the gas pipeline.
Gas pipeline specifications are not currently known and final
specifications may increase or decrease the volume of liquids which
must be extracted from the gas to prevent condensation in the pipeline.
Regardless of the final gas conditioning requirements, all liquids
extracted will be used without waste; either to displace fuel gas or
be transported through the oil pipeline.
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Fluid properties of the heavy oil/tar interval are also important
considerations.

This interval, located just above the water throughout

the Main Area, is distinctly different from the "light oil" column
above it.

An isopach of the zone (Figure 7) shows that the interval

varies in thickness from 20 to 60 feet, being generally thinner in
the southeastern third of the field.

Well tests confined to this

interval experienced only small amounts of fluid entry with oil
gravities of less than l5°API.

Analyses of cores from this zone

indicate a low effective permeability to brine (approximately 1
millidarcy).

Model studies indicate that the presence of the heavy

oil/tar zone will offer some impedance to water influx although the
effect on ultimate influx is expected to be relatively miiior.

The

heavy oil/tar zone could have a more significant impact on peripheral
water injection plans because of reduced injectivity.

Reservoir

performance and testing information will be necessary for final
evaulation of the impact of the heavy oil/tar zone.

E.

Aquifer Description
Figure 8 shows the aquifer properties, volume, and location of
wells from which logs and core data were available.

A total of 26

wells have been drilled in the Sadlerochit aquifer with core data
obtained from 10 of these wells.

Although the aquifer covers a

large area, net sand thickness and quality appear to degrade rapidly
moving away from the oil column.

As shown by the inset of Figure 8

only about 35% of the aquifer volume is in rock with permeability of
greater than 10 md.
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The rapid degradation of rock properties in the Sadlerochit
aquifer is expected to result in only limited water influx.

Production

history will provide necessary information to accurately quantify
aquifer performance.

F.

Saturation Functions
The range in the basic relative permeability curves used by the
companies in their respective reservoir studies is shown in Figures 9
and 10.

These curves are based on detailed laboratory analyses

using several different techniques.

Oil-water relative permeability

data were obtained from waterflood tests run on core plugs and
composite cores, some at reservoir conditions using reservoir fluids.
Some oil-water relative permeability centrifuge tests were also run.
Similar tests were used to obtain gas-oil relative permeability
data.
Three-phase relative permeability values were determined from
two-phase laboratory data by use of empirically derived probability
models.

In some of the simulation studies, history-dependent saturation

functions developed from laboratory data have been used.

Initial

conditions in such models are established with drainage saturation
functions and continue to use the drainage functions until there is
a decrease in the non-wetting phase saturation.

Once that occurs,

hysteresis scanning curves are used to describe the transition to
the imbibition functions.
Although extensive, sophisticated laboratory analyses have been
conducted, final

confi~tion

of relative permeability effects will

depend upon data from field production performance and special well
tests.

Such information is needed for accurate assessment of water-
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oil displacement efficiency which is of critical importance in
planning water injection programs.
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RESERVOIR STUDIES

Extensive studies have been performed independently over the years
by the owners in the Prudhoe Bay Field.

The results of these studies

represent a consensus assessment of the productive capabilities of the
Main Area Sadlerochit reservoir and are supported by experience in
producing similar types of fields throughout the world.
Reservoir performance studies have been integrated with downhole and·
surface facility considerations.

Such factors affect production performance

and ultimate reserves and are important aspects in the development of a
sound, comprehensive plan of operation for the field.
The operational factors which have been considered are mechanically
feasible for Prudhoe Bay operations and are typical considerations in the
operation of other fields.

Such factors include well density, field

pressure systems, artificial lift, gas reinjection, facility capacity for
handling produced water and gas, well workovers, and optimum water injection
locations and volumes.
Costs of such operational factors are important in developing an
operating plan to insure that it is economically feasible.

Since the

same production performance objectives might be accomplished with more
than one of the operational alternatives, comparative costs are important
to insure optimized operations.

Lead times for the design, construction,

and installation of field facilities are also important aspects of field
management considered in developing the operating plan.
Where uncertainties exist, both in operational considerations and in
the reservoir description, studies have been conducted to evaluate the
sensitivity of ultimate oil and gas recovery for a reasonable range of
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uncertainty.

The sensitivity studies have led to the development of a

plan of operation which has the necessary flexibility to allow for a
positive reaction to observed performance.
The following subsections describe the reservoir models used in the
studies, the operating boundary conditions applied in the models and the
general reservoir performance characteristics observed in the models.

A.

Models
Major interest owners have compared and exchanged results of
independent two-dimensional, three-phase cross-sectional model
studies of the Main Area Sadlerochit.

While results are not identical,

the overall conclusions drawn regarding the field operating plan are
the same.

The fact that independent reservoir description and

simulation efforts led to the same operating plan provides further
confidence in the overall conclusions.
Two-dimensional, three-phase cross-sectional models were employed
for the basic studies of long-range reservoir performance and the
evaluation of overall reservoir management options, although the
application of other models was necessary, particularly individual
well models for studying coning and completion intervals.

Cross-

sectional models were selected because they adequately take into
account:

(1) the significant changes in rock properties which occur

vertically and with position on structure, (2) vertical flow and
gravity segregation which tends to dominate in a thick sand with fairly
good vertical permeability, (3) gas cap expansion and water influx,
and (4) the important influences of oil column thickness and fluid
contact movement on the behavior of wells at different structural
positions.
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The cross-section models utilized by the three companies contained
14 or 15 vertical layers and 67 to 90 grid blocks horizontally.
Separate studies were made with more finely gridded models to confirm
that this grid definition reduced numerical error to within acceptable
limits.

Reservoir properties assigned were based on each company's

interpretation of the basic reservoir data described previously and
were within the ranges shown in the Reservoir Description section of
this report.

As might be expected with independent studies of this

nature, there are many differences in the model descriptions.

Despite

these differences, the results and conclusions from the studies are
very similar.
Numerous additional models have been utilized to compliment and
verify the cross-sectional studies of the Sadlerochit reservoir.
TWo-dimensional areal models were used for aquifer sensitivity
studies.

Radial models describing typical wells have been utilized

to study gas and water coning behavior and identify optimum
completion intervals.

Finely gridded two and three-dimensional

model studies of portions of the reservoir have been made to confirm
the large block models and evaluate displacement mechanisms in
localized areas.

Fieldwide three-dimensional, three-phase models

have been used to analyze areal variations in reservoir performance
and to confirm results of the cross-sectional models.

B.

Operating Conditions
Well rates in the models were controlled by the productivity
index of the completion interval as calculated from producing block
thickness, rock permeability, and relative permeability values based
on fluid saturations in the producing blocks.
-22-
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1.5 to 3.5 were based on interpretation of the production tests in
the field.

Well capacities considered the effects of wellbore

hydraulics for the flow conditions predicted by the simulator and
the planned tubular equipment.

Artificial lift (both gas lift and

pumping) was included when additional capacity was needed to sustain
the target oil producing rate.
Completion intervals were chosen in conjunction with coning
model studies.

Generally, initial standoffs from the gas-oil contact

were 150 to 200 feet while SO to 100 feet standoff from the wateroil contact was maintained.

Initial oil rates averaged about 10,000-

12,000 B/D, but varied widely.

Recompletions were allowed under

various conditions, such as when an adequate production increase
could be obtained, or when some present water-oil ratio (WOR), gasoil ratio (GOR) or field facility capacity was reached.
The models considered approximately 500 wells developed on 160acre spacing within the 100' oil thickness contour.

In a number of

cases, some infill 80-acre development wells are included.
Prior to gas sales, gas production volumes were limited to the
injection capability of about 1.8 to 2.0 Bcf/D, plus field fuel
requirements.

During gas sales, gas production volumes included

pipeline delivery volumes plus fuel, shrinkage and carbon dioxide
(C0 2) removal.

Because of these factors, a 2.0 Bcf/D pipeline

delivery level requires production of 2.7 to 2.8 Bcf/D of raw gas.
A peak oil rate ?f 1.5 MMB/D and gas pipeline deliveries of 2.0
Bcf/D after 4-1/2 to 5 years of oil production were generally assumed,
although higher oil and gas offtakes were evaluated.

Water injection

rate, timing, and location were varied in attempting to optimize the
reservoir management plans studied.
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C.

General Reservoir Performance
Conclusions regarding reservoir performance characteristics,
as defined by cross-section&l, coning, and other model studies, are:
1.

Natural water influx is expected to be substantially less
than required to fully maintain reservoir pressure.
modest contribution of the aquifer is due

prL~rily

The
to the

degradation of rock properties that occurs with distance
from the field.
Sensitivity studies have been run to evaluate the effectiveness of the aquifer by assuming variations in the expected
size, permeability, rock and water compressibility, and
transmissibility across faults in the west area of the
field.

Over a reasonable range of values, water influx is

relatively low.
2.

The natural depletion mechanisms are gravity drainage, gas
cap expansion, solution gas drive and water influx.

The

influence of gravity drainage is especially important in
those areas with a thick oil column and good vertical
permeability.
3.

During early years of production, the gas cap expands
rapidly, moving vertically into the oil rim at a rate of
about 25 feet per year and advancing thousands of feet
horizontally to override much of the oil zone at the top
of the sand and under massive, continuous shale breaks.
This early expansion of the gas cap eliminates concern
that depletion of the gas cap during oil production might
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result in a reduction in recoverable oil due to gas cap
shrinkage.
4.

Although completion intervals will be designed to take
maximum advantage of shale protection and standoff distances
from the original contacts, gas and water coning will
eventually occur.

5.

It is expected that significant volumes of gas cap gas
will be produced through oil wells.

If this gas is not

delivered to a pipeline,' it will be necessary to reinject
an estimated 15-20 Tcf of gas into the gas cap.

Although

the return of such gas is not detrimental to reservoir
performance, compression and injection of this volume of
gas would require approximately 600-800 Bcf of fuel gas,
or the energy equivalent of more than 100 MM barrels of
oil.

Moreover, the extraction of liquids required to

condition the gas for pipeline delivery will provide for
an additional 10 MM barrels per year of gas liquids.
6,

The onset of oil production decline is largely controlled
by the advance of the gas-oil contact.

Increasing gas-oil

ratios ultimately result in the gas handling capability
being exceeded at which point oil production must be
restricted.

Since the advance of the gas-oil contact is

related primarily to net oil zone withdrawals, gas sales
timing does not significantly affect oil production decline.
Source water injection does offer potential to delay oil
decline by retarding advance of the gas-oil contact.
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7.

Model studies indicate that, taking into account the
effect of coning, the 1.5 to 1.6 MMB/D oil rate can be
sustained for about eight years.

8.

The examination of a wide range of assumptions regarding
oil and gas offtake rates leads to the conclusion that the
reservoir ca.< be managed to recover approximately 40% OOIP
and 75% to 80% OGIP.
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RESULTS OF RESERVOIR MJDEL STIJDIES

During the past several years of studying the Sadlerochit reservoir,
each company has experienced an evolution in model development.

Studies

with early models considered a broad spectrum of reservoir management
plans, while recent work has focused on the more reasonable alternatives.
These studies have investigated the effects of varying both reservoir
properties and operational factors on production peformance.
As discussed earlier in the report, there are uncertainties which

relate to reservoir description, such as vertical-to-horizontal

permeabi~ity

ratio, shale continuity, and relative permeability which have an impact
on ultimate recovery and on decisions relating to reservoir management
options.

Studies have been made to evaluate the potential impact of

these factors on the plan of operation.
Factors related to field development and operations also affect
production performance and ultimate recovery.

For the Prudhoe Bay Field,

such·factors include the return of produced gas and water to the reservoir,
source water injection, well density, gathering system pressures, artifical
lift facilities, and the capacity of facilities for handling oil, water,
and gas production.

Simulation model studies have also been made to

evaluate the effect of these operational factors on overall reservoir
performance.

Comparisions between cases have typically been made through

changing one or two of the more significant factors at a time.
These sensitivity studies have made it possible to develop sound
operating guidelines for the Prudhoe Bay Field which will provide necessary
flexibility to modify the operational factors as reservoir properties are
better understood.

Such studies, combined with experience in other
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fields, result in confidence that optimum oil and gas recovery can be
attained in the field even though the reservoir description may be different
than the current interpretation.

The considerable areal extent of the

field will likely require that operations be optimized in a number of
different ways to best suit local conditions.

For instance, \vater injection

may prove to be highly desirable in selective areas where natural depletion
recovery is low, but much less desirable in areas with very efficient oil
recovery through gravity drainage.

A.

Recovery Estimates
The following paragraphs describe the estimated ultimate oil
and gas recovery from the Main Area Sadlerochit reservoir at Prudhoe
Bay under the oil and gas offtake conditions of a peak oil rate of
1.5 MMB/D and a gas pipeline delivery rate of 2.0 Bcf/D commencing
4-1/2 to 5 years after the start of oil production along with various
water injection alternatives.
Due to the favorable reservoir rock properties which provide
for good gravity drainage, the natural recovery mechanism (without
return of produced water) at Prudhoe Bay will be efficient with oil
recovery predicted b)' the companies ranging from 32% to 35% of OOIP.
It is estimated that this oil recovery will be achieved over a
period of 25 to 30 years.

Ultimate gas recovery is expected to be

in the range of 75% to 80% of total gas-in-place and will be recovered
over a period of about 35 years.
Studies have indicated substantial benefits of injecting
produced water into the Sadlerochit reservoir.

Such water injection

could involve rates as high as 500 MB/D and ultimate injection of up
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to 4 billion barrels.

By selectively injecting this water to obtain

maximum benefits, ultimate oil recovery may be increased as much as
2% OOIP.

The range of recovery predicted by the corripanies for this

plan is from 33% to 36% OOIP.

The current operating plan calls for

the injection of produced water into the Sadlerochit when volumes
become significant.
Model studies indicate further potential for increasing ultimate
oil recovery to a level of 39% to 40% OOIP by implementing a properly
designed source water injection program within about five to nine
years after the start of oil production.

Selection of the optimum

locations and volumes to be injected will be the key to the success
of a source water injection program.

Two or more years of production

performance history and testing data will be necessary to select
optimum locations and volumes and to confirm the additional recovery
potential of 3 to 7% OOIP before the final decision is made to
commit approximately one billion dollars for source water injection
facilities.

It will then take a minimum of three years to develop

the final design, fabricate, mtd install the first stage of the
source water injection system.

As will be shown later, sensitivity

studies indicate that ultimate oil recovery is not very sensitive to
the timing of injection startup in the 5 to 9-year period.

The

studies indicate that it is possible to inject at higher rates and
"catch up" with the later injection programs.

Based on these project-

ions, the current operating plan for the field includes source water
injection programs to be implemented when performance and testing
information confirm the need and allow selection of optimum locations
and volumes of source water injection.
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B.

Sensitivity Studies
Numerous case studies were analyzed by the companies to evaluate
the sensitivity of reservoir performance to operational factors
which can be controlled, such as offtake rates, well density, and
water injection.

In evaluating the sensitivity of reservoir performance

to these factors, potential variations in reservoir properties were
also considered.

Results of these sensitivity studies can be summarized

as follows:

1.

Oil Offtake Studies
Sensitivity studies to oil offtake rate in the range
of 1.2 to 1.8 MMB/D indicate no significant effect of oil
rate on the ultimate recovery of oil or gas.

2.

Gas Offtake Studies
Model results have shown that the timing of 2.0 Bcf/D
of gas pipeline deliveries does not significantly affect
ultimate oil recovery under sound reservoir management
plans.

The sensitivity of oil recovery to the timing of

gas offtake was investigated by delaying gas deliveries
until 8-1/2 to 10 years after the start of oil production.
Studies have shown that the minor potential reduction in
ultimate oil recovery resulting from the earlier gas sales
can be offset in the field by modifying one or more operating
options, such as the number and location of wells, gathering
system pressures, the volume and location of water injection,
and the capacity of facilities for handling gas and water.
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gas deliveries above 2.0 Bcf/D may be considered depending
upon future reservoir studies and reservoir performance.
Model studies have shown that the gas delivery rate can
be increased from 2.0 Bcf/D to 2.5 Bcf/D without affecting
ultimate oil recovery if appropriate modifications are
made to the reservoir management plan.

These studies were

conducted without economic analysis and justification for
gas sales rates above 2.0 Bcf/D will depend upon actual
production performance and economic considerations.

3.

Well Density Studies
The current operating plan anticipates approximately
500 wells on 160-acre spacing inside the 100-foot oil
thickness contour line.

Studies indicate potential for

enhancing production performance by infill drilling between
160-acre spaced wells in selected parts of the reservoir,
but such decisions will depend upon reservoir performance.

4.

Water Injection - Rate and Timing
Water injection case studies indicate potential for
increasing ultimate oil recovery to a level of 39% to 40%
OOIP by implementing a well designed source water injection
plan.

As indicated previously, the earliest feasible

implementation date for a source water injection project
is approximately five years after the start of oil production.
However, such timing may not provide adequate opportunity
to analyze production performance.
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have been made with water injection commencing seven to
nine years after start of oil production.

Results of

these studies indicate ultimate oil recovery is not very
sensitive to the timing of injection startup and that the
later injection programs result in the same recovery if
the rate of injection is increased.
The key to a successful source water injection program
will be the selection of the optimum locations and volumes
to be injected, which may vary from one area of the field
to another, depending on local reservoir conditions.

For

instance, shale continuity, the effectiveness of injection
into or below the heavy/oil tar zone, aquifer response,
and natural depletion performance may influence desired
injection locations.

The major benefit in terms of

additional oil recovery derived from water injection in
the Sadlerochit reservoir is improved conformance or sweep
efficiency.

Additional recovery results primarily from

water displacement in areas of the reservoir which
experience inefficient recovery under the natural depletion
process.

Because of the complex and diverse nature of the

field, selection of the optimum well locations will require
field production performance and testing data.
Eight typical water injection sensitivity studies
which danonstrate these effects are slDllffiarized in Figure 11.
A single model (reservoir description) was used in these
studies.

All operational factors and offtake rates were

held constant except for the indicated variations in the
gas delivery and water injection programs.
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was returned to the reservoir in all cases.

Cases 1

through 4 resulted in the recovery of approximately 39%
OOIP with water injection timing varying from 5 to 9 years
after beginning oil production.

Injection rates for these

four cases varied between 1.7 and 2.6 MMB/D.

Cases 5

through 8 recovered approximately 40% OOIP with water
injection timing varying from 5 to 7 years after beginning
oil production.

In

C~ses

5 through 8, injection rates varied

between 2.0 and 3.5 MMB/D.
The difference in ultimate oil recovery among these
cases is relatively small compared to the difference in
the volumes of water injected.

Increasing volumes of

water injection yield diminishing benefits in terms of
incremental oil recovery.

Larger injection volumes also

require more fuel, additional handling of produced water,
and greater volumes of gas-lift gas.

The results also

indicate that the timing of gas pipeline deliveries does
not significantly affect ultimate oil recovery.
The methods finally used in operating the Prudhoe Bay
Field will depend on the overall economics which consider
the optimum recovery of all hydrocarbons, fuel requirements,
the relative cost for different operating procedures, and
incremental benefits of the alternative secondary recovery
programs.
The individual cases can be summarized as follows:
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Cases Recovering 39% OOIP
Case 1:
The water injection program for this case involved
startup after five years of oil production.

The peak

injection rate was 1.7 MMB/D with cumulative injection
totaling 8.5 billion barrels through 20 years of oil
production.

Water was injected into areas which experience

poor recovery under natural depletion and where shales can
be utilized. to control the water in the reservoir.

Initially,

source water was confined to the shaly areas in the lower
one-half of the oil column and the natural gravity drainage
mechanism was allowed to continue updip.

After adequate

gas invasion (7 years), injection was commenced updip
behind the gas front in those areas where the "D" shale is
continuous and can be utilized to confine the injection to
Zone 4.
Case 2:
Source water injection was initiated after seven
years of oil production in the same locations as in Case 1.
By increasing the peak injection rate to 2.0 MMB/D, the
same ultimate oil recovery was obtained as in the earlier
water injection case.

The source water injection locations

utilized in Cases 1 and 2 are the most efficient that
could be developed for the model.

Even so, comparison

with a natural depletion case with produced water injection
indicates that for each incremental barrel of oil recovered,
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it is necessary to inject approximately 15 barrels of
water.
Case 3:
In this case, source water injection was deferred
until nine years after the start of oil production and the
peak injection rate was increased to 2.5 MMB/D.

Oil

production had declined from the peak rate of 1.5 MMB/D
prior to the start of source water injection.

Although

injection was concentrated in the shaly areas, some was
injected in the flank in a peripheral pattern.

While some

rate acceleration benefits of water injection were sacrificed,
the deferral of source water injection startup did not
affect ultimate oil recovery.
Case 4:
Gas pipeline deliveries were initiated at 2.5 Bcf/D
after five years of oil production.

The water injection

plan in the oil zone, which was started after seven years
of oil production, was identical to the water injection
plan in Case 2.

In addition, water was injected into the

gas cap beginning five years after the start of oil production.

This case, with higher gas offtake rate, resulted

in the same ultimate oil recovery as Case 2.
Cases Recovering 40% OOIP
Case 5:
Gas pipeline deliveries were deferred until 10 years
after the start of oil production.

Oil zone water injection

was initiated after seven years of oil production at the
-35-
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same volumes and locations as in Case 2.

Although the

five-year delay in gas deliveries slightly improved ultimate
oil recovery, Cases 6,

and 8 demonstrate that other

water injection programs achieve the same oil recovery
with gas deliveries commencing after 5 years of oil production.
Moreover, as described previously, deferral of gas pipeline
deliveries increases fuel

r~quirements

for reinjection and

substantially decreases the total energy supply from the
field during the early years.
Case 6:
This case reflects an early, large water injection
program.

Source water injection was initiated after five

years of oil production at the peak rate of 3 MMB/D.
Because the gas cap had not advanced sufficiently by this
time, it was not feasible to inject updip in the oil zone
above continuous shales.

Such injection would have caused

significant volumes of oil to be driven into the original
gas cap.

To avoid this, the water was injected into the

gas cap, the shaly areas in the lower one-half of the oil
column, and in the flank of the oil column in a peripheral
pattern.
Case 7:
Water injection into the gas cap was initiated as in
Case 6 after five years, but injection into the oil zone
was deferred until seven years after the start of oil
production to allow additional advance of the GOC so that
a portion of the water could be injected updip in the oil
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column.

The improved efficiency with this water injection

plan offset the earlier start of water injection in Case 5.
The importance of the location of injection is expected to
be even more pronounced in the field where there are significant variations and complexities which cannot be considered
in a simulation model.
Case 8:
In this case, source water injection was started
after seven years and built to a peak rate of 3.5 MMB/D.
Because this volume was larger than could be confined to
only the more efficient areas, it was necessary to inject
in the unconfined flank of the oil column and in the gas
cap.

In total, increasing the injection rate from 2.0

MMB/D in Case 2 to 3.5 MMB/D in Case 8 increased oil
recovery by less than 1% OOIP.

On an incremental basis,

it was necessary to inject more than 35 barrels of water
for each additional barrel of oil recovered.

This demon-

strates that the benefits derived from water injection
diminish with increasing volumes because the additional
water must be injected into areas of the reservoir which
respond less favorably to water displacement.
In summary, these water injection sensitivities
demonstrate that (1) ultimate oil recovery levels can be
maintained with timing of source water injection varying
from 5 to 9 years after the start of oil production with
modifications to the water injection program, (2) injecting
source water in the optimum locations and at the proper
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volunes may be more important than the timing of injection
startup, (3) the benefits of source water injection diminish
with increasing volunes of injection, and (4) adjustments
to the water injection program is one method of compensating
for potentially adverse effects of the timing or volume of
gas pipeline deliveries ranging from 2.0 Bcf/D to 2.5
Bcf/D.

These studies, as well as experience in other

reservoirs, indicate that it is prudent to evaluate reservoir
performance and the results of field testing before making
final source water injection decisions.
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RESERVOIR SURVEILLANCE AND TESTING PLANS

As discussed in the previous section on simulator study results,
operating guidelines have been formulated with sufficient flexibility to
accomodate variations in reservoir performance from that predicted.

The

key to optimizing the reservoir management plan and recognizing deviations
from predicted performance is a thorough program of reservoir surveillance
and testing.

Surveillance activities will include monitoring pressures

and gas-oil and oil-water contact movements, and observing the performance
of individual wells.
In addition to the regulatory requirements for initial static pressures
in all wells and regular pressure surveys in key wells, it is planned
that pressures in the gas cap and aquifer will be monitored.

Selected

wells may also be completed prior to their connection to producing facilities
to provide virtually continuous pressure observations within the oil
column and gas cap during the early stages of production.
Cased hole neutron logs will likely provide the best indication of
gas-oil contact movements, although other tools will be run to provide
confirmation.

A comprehensive cased-hole baseline logging program is

currently being developed.
Water-oil contact movements will be monitored with pulsed-neutron
baseline logs (e.g., TDT-K and carbon-oxygen logs) run in selected wells.
The gamma ray log has also proven successful in locating water in certain
instances and the gamma ray will be run routinely during the completion
of each well.

Open-hole logs will provide additional spot checks on

contact movements for a number of years as development wells continue to
be drilled in the field.
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The infoTI!Iation obtained from the pressure and contact surveys will
be analyzed to evaluate such parameters as shale continuity, displacement
efficiencies, and aquifer response.
Comprehensive well test procedures are planned, including measurements
of productivity index (PI), gas-oil ratio (GOR), and water-oil ratio (WOR)
and regular samples of both produced oil and separator gases.
Special interference, pulse, and vertical permeability tests will be
conducted to provide information such as effective vertical permeability
and the extent of communication across faults and shale intervals.
Production logging will be intensive shortly after startup to monitor
the flow distribution of fluids entering the wells and to provide information regarding the continuity between sand members.

For these purposes,

flowmeters and possibly noise logs and/or radioactive tracers will be
run.

In problem wells, other surveys might also be necessary, e.g.,

flowing temperature, gradiomanometer, etc.
Within two years after the start of production, it is planned that
water injectivity tests be performed in selected locations.

The objectives

of such tests would be to (1) determine the injectivity into various
subzones under sustained injection conditions to determine the number and
location of injection wells and (2) to determine from such tests whether
water displacement characteristics in the reservoir confirm present
laboratory information obtained from cores.

It is considered impractical

to make detailed plans for a large-scale waterflood without obtaining
such vital information.
Reservoir simulation modeling will also be an integral part of the
overall reservoir surveillance program.

As production data are gathered,

history matching will be utilized to update the models.
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future performance will allow continuing evaluation of various operating
alternatives.
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WATERFLOOD PLANNING

Once adequate reservoir performance information is available to
allow evaluation of the desirability and optimum plan for a source water
injection program, about three years are required to develop the final
design, fabricate, and install the system.

Although three years is a

tight schedule to install the first increment of a source water injection
system at Prudhoe Bay, it is achievable based on recent experience gained
in installing production facilities.

Production facilities for 1.2 MMB/D

of oil will have been completed in approximately 3-1/2 years from the
beginning of detail design work.

During this period construction expertise

has been gained and extensive support facilities have been constructed,
all of which will be used in future Prudhoe Bay construction projects,
including source water injection systems.
In order to keep construction lead time to a minimum, a detailed
Waterflood Planning Study has been initiated which will provide necessary
information concerning water source, water treating requirements, potential
water freezing problems, environmental considerations, and equipment and
material requirements.

Based on Arctic construction experience and

worldwide waterflood experience, technology exists to solve anticipated
Prudhoe Bay waterflood problems, however, numerous optimization studies
are necessary to assure the economic viability of the project.
One phase of the Waterflood Planning Study that has already received
considerable effort is water treating requirements, including filtration,
deaeration, and chemical treatment.

The major intent of this preliminary

study is to obtain water samples from the Arctic Ocean at Prudhoe Bay on
a seasonal basis.

In March and June, 1976, an extensive sampling program
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was conducted.

The March sampling was taken during conditions of thick

ice and minimum turbidity while the June sampling occurred during the
time of maximum river run-off.

The results of both of these sampling

programs indicate the Arctic water to be of good quality.

Dissolved

solids and biological studies indicate rapid settling rates and essentially
sterile conditions.

Oxygen content of the water is low and deaeration

may only be necessary during periods of rapid river run-off.

Overall,

results indicate that the Arctic Ocean can be used and is the most likely
source of injection water.
The Cretaceous water sands which overlie the Sadlerochit reservoir
at Prudhoe Bay have also been considered as a potential source.

However,

these sands are poorly consolidated and developing them as a water supply
would likely require the drilling of a large number of wells, special
sand control completion techniques, and the use of high-volume submersible
pumps.

While these early indications

sugg~st

that the Cretaceous may not

provide an adequate long-term, high-volume supply of injection

'~ater,

these sands may be useful as a source of injection water for localized
areas.
Studies conducted over the past several years have indicated that
source water injection is mechanically feasible at Prudhoe Bay.

H~ever,

water injection rates, location, and total volumes appear to be as important
to the overall success of a water injection project as the mechanical
optimization requirements.

Consequently, the reservoir and mechanical

aspects of the project must be evaluated concurrently.

The preliminary

Waterflood Planning Study currently in progress should be completed in
mid-1978 at which time more detailed design studies can begin.

These

studies will continue concurrent with the gathering and analysis of field
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performance history which is necessary before a final decision to inject
source water can be made.
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CONCLUSIONS

1.

The proposed Prudhoe Bay Unit operating plan provides for sustained
oil offtake rates of 1.5 to 1.6 MMB/D after 1978, assuming available
oil pipeline capacity, and gas pipeline deliveries of 2.0 Bcf/D as
soon as gas pipeline facilities and a conditioning plant can be
approved and constructed (4-1/2 to 5 years after the start of oil
production).

This plan provides for expeditious and economic develop-

ment of the total energy resource at Prudhoe Bay consistent with
good oil and gas conservation practices.

Approval of the gas offtake

plan is needed now to _insure that gas pipeline and conditioning plant
projects can proceed on schedule.

2.

The planned oil offtake rate is supported by sensitivity studies
which indicate that in the range of 1.2 to 1.8 MMB/D, oil rate has
no significant effect on the ultimate recovery of oil or gas.

3.

The planned gas pipeline sales from Prudhoe Bay, when begun, will
immediately increase current energy to the consumers and current
income to the owners, eliminate fuel requirements and unnecessary
costs for injecting produced gas, and provide for a measure of
protection for the correlative rights of owners in the Oil Rim and
Gas Cap participating areas of the proposed Prudhoe Bay Unit.

With

appropriate reservoir management, the planned gas offtake rates will
have little or no effect on ultimate oil recovery.
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A gas conditioning plant is required to remove carbon dioxide,
extract excess gas liquids, dehydrate, and cool the gas to meet
pipeline specifications.

The final design of gas conditioning

facilities will depend upon gas pipeline pressure and specifications.
Gas liquids extracted during conditioning will either be blended
with the crude and condensate for transportation through the oil
pipeline or utilized as fuel.

4.

Injection of produced water into certain areas of the Sadlerochit
reservoir with poor natural depletion performance will be beneficial
to ultimate oil recovery.

The current plan is to selectively inject

produced water into the Sadlerochit reservoir when water production
volumes become significant.

5.

Potential exists for additional oil recovery by the implementation
of a well designed source water injection program.

Within reasonable

limits, the timing of source water injection startup is not as
critical as injecting proper volumes of 1vater at the optimum locations.
Reservoir surveillance and testing information obtained during the
first few years of production will provide information necessary to
confirm the desirability and define the optimum plan for source
water injection.

Preliminary design studies currently underway will

shorten the implementation time once final decisions can be made.
Although final commitment cannot be made at this time, the current
plan anticipates that source water injection will be initiated
within five to nine years after the start of oil production.
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6.

Studies indicate that depending on overall economic considerations,
oil recovery of about 40% OOIP (8.5 billion barrels) can be achieved
from the Main Area Sadlerochit reservoir for a reasonable range of
operating conditions and reservoir descriptions.

These reserves do

not include additional production from the Eileen Area, other PermoTriassic formations or gas liquids.

An expected ultimate gas recovery

of approximately 75% of the total gas-in-place in the field results
in dry gas reserves of about 26 trillion cubic feet (after removal
of gas liquids and non-hydrocarbons).
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Senator HANSEN. Next to testify will be Dr. K. T. Koonce, Operations Manager, vVestern Production Division, Exxon USA.
Dr. Koonce, we will be pleased to hear from you.
STATEMENT OF DR. K. T. KOONCE, OPERATIONS MANAGER, WESTERN PRODUCTION DIVISION, EXXON USA, HOUSTON, TEX.

Dr. KooNCE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you indicated I am
Alaska operations manager for the western division of Exxon USA.
Prior to assignments in Exxon's Production Department, I spent 10
years with Exxon's production research affiliate. For more than half
of this time I was directly involved in and managed reservoir research
and engineering studies for Exxon's worldwide operating affiliates.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee and
to testify on a subject so vital to theN ation's energy supply.
Exxon believes strongly that it is in the common best interest of the
Nation and all concerned, including the producers, to maximize recovery of both oil and gas at Prudhoe Bay and elsewhere. "\Ve firmly
believe that the plan of operation developed for the Prudhoe Bay
field is sound and that the estimated oil recovery of 40 percent will
be achieved.
Exxon's experience in other fields supports this relatively high
recovery efficiency. "\Vhile we dQnot operate the Prudhoe Bay field
we have a substantial working interest in the oil and gas~and are
assisting the operators with the technical skills necessary to maintain an operating plan that maximizes recovery.
,
Exxon participated in drilling the discovery well in 1968; since that
time massive amounts of data have been collected and thoroughly
analyzed to develop the best possible description of the Prudhoe Bay
field. Exxon, in conjunction with its research affiliate, has independently analyzed rock and fluid properties: Reservoir rock properties have been determined from more than 10,000 samples from over
40 wells and confirmed by approximately 50 production pressure
tests. Fluid distribution in the reservoir is based on the rock samples
and over 70,000 feet of well logs from 175 wells. Fluid properties
have been derived from over 40 samples of the oil and gas in the
reservoir. Displacement efficiencies have been determined from extensive lab tests, many of which were conducted at reservoir temperature
and pressure conditions using actual reservoir rock and fluids.
Using this extensive data base we have been actively involved in
conducting independent reservoir performance studies necessary for
development of a fluid operating plan. "\Ve' have taken into account
compa-risons with other producino- fields and have employed proven
reservoir engineering technology,"'including the use of the most advanced models and similar techniques available. Exxon alone has
devoted about 50 man-years and 700 hours of computing time to
Prudhoe Bay reservoir studies.
Our studies support the operating plan for the Prudhoe Bay field
which includes:
First, an annual average oil offtake rate of 1.5 million barrels per
day when oil pipeline capacity is available. Our studies have shown
essentially the same oil recovery for oil offtake rates ranging from
1.2 to 1.8 million barrels per day. At the planned offtake rate, oil
93-069 0 -78 -21
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production is projected to decline after 1987 at a normal rate of about
14 percent per year.
Second, the plan includes gas pipeline deliveries of 2 billion cubic
feet per clay as soon as a gas transmission system can be completed.
It is estimated that this gas delivery can be sustained for 20 to 25
years before declining.
Third, low pressure and artificial lift systems are planned '"hen
needed to maintain productive capacity, and fourth, injection of prod ucecl water into the reservoir is planned as soon as those volumes become significant, now estimated to be within 2 to 4 years. Additionally,
injection of water from a som·m external to the reservoir can begin
within about 7 years when additional oil recovery benefits are confirmed and the optimum injection locations and volumes are determined. This timing is adequate to achieve maximum benefits of
waterflooding.
The detailed studies supporting this plan were presented to the
State of Alaska Division of Oil and Gas Conservation and their
consultant during the course of technical meetings required by the
division in 1975 and 1976 and were summarized at the public pool
rules hearing in Anchorage on May 5 and 6 of this year.
\Ve are confident that the approved operating plan has sufficient
flexibility to accommodate variations in reservoi1· performance from
that predicted. The key to recognizing these variations and optimizing
the operating plan is a thorough program of reservoir surveillance,
and testing. Such surveillance activities include monitoring pressures.
gas-oil contact movement, oil-,vater contact movement, and individual
well performance. These activities have been approved by the State
of Alaska Division of Oil and Gas Conservation and are incorporated
in the field rules.
In the course of our reservoir performance studies, the possible
application of tertiary recovery programs has also been considered.
Exxon maintains a considerable research effort devoted to developing
viable tertiary recovery techniques, but 've know of no such techniques
that would be applicable at Prudhoe Bay on a fielclwicle basis. The
industry has many field tests of tertiary processes underway in more
mature fields in the lmver 48. As such research and development continues, we will examine the potential use of tertiary recovei·y methods
in the Prudhoe Bay field.
I would like to comment briefly now on Dr. Doscher's testimony. In
.Tune ltncl .Tuly of this year reservoir engineers from Exxon as 'vell as
BP and ARCO, met twice. with Dr. Doscher. The purpose of the meetings was to allow him to review the studies which served as the basis
for the operating plan apnroved bv the. State of Alaska. At the close
of those discussions Dr. Doscher took no exception to the approved
operating plan for the. field, which includes gas sales. \Ve are not aware
of any independent analyses that he had conducted at that time or has
conducted since that time. Consequently, we do not understand how,
based on existing studies, he could have reached the conclusions he
stated before this committee on October 12.
As 've previously testified before the State of Alaska, our studies
show that there is sufficient operational flexibility to make gas sak'3
of 2 billion cubic feet per day without adversely affecting ultimate
oil recovery.
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Simulation studies conducted independently by the field operators
and numerous consultants for the State, of Alaska, De,partm(',Jlt of
Interior, and gas pipeline applicants also support the preferred plan
of operation for the field including early gas sales.
It is unfortunate, that confusion has m·isen in the proceedings of
this committee in spite of such ovenvhelming evidence. In Exxon's
vie'v the committee should move forward in its consideration of the
gas pipeline with confidence that Prudhoe Bay gas can be produced
without adversely affecting oil recovery.
In conclusion, the approved operating plan for the Prudhoe Bay
field meets the major objectivrs we feel are important.
First, it provides for the timely development of the total Prudhoe
Bay energy resource, both oil and gas. The earliest possible development of Prudhoe Bay gas is e,xtremely important since it represents
12 percent of proven domestic gas rese,rves. The Department of Interior and Federal Power Commission have stated that Pmdhoe Bay
gas is competitive "'ith alternate energy sources and its development
has a positive net national economic benefit.
Second, the reservoir will be managed to achie,ve the, maximum
recovery of both oil and gas, consistent with sound enginee,ring practices.
Third, the, plan provides the, flexibility ne,ce,ssary to respond to
actual reservoir performance, so as to maintain efficient recovery of
oil and gas from the, fie,ld.
In view of the critical ne,ed for domestic e,ne,rgy supplies, Exxon
belie,vrs the p1·ompt and efficie,nt de,velopment of Prudhoe, Bay oil and
gas resom·ce,s is in the, common bBst interest of the producers, the
State of Alaska, and the Nation.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Srnator Hx:-<SEX. I have some, questions. Dr. Koonce, that I intend
to ask df all witnessrs. The PresidPnt's dreision as.sumes that the pipeline's throughput will ave.rage 2.4 billion cubic feet of gas per day.
vVhat do you believe the anrage throughput will be over the life of
the fipJd ~
Dr. KooxcE. As you know, the approved opencting -plan includes
2 billion cubic fee:b per clay from the Pmcllme Bay Field. Of coul'SP.
there is a potential for additional cliscoverirs on theN orth Slope. As
far as I can say thr Prudhoe Bay pron~n gas is all that we cnrrrntly
can show.
Senator HAXSEN. vVhat oil production will be necessary to sustain
that rate, t.he 2 billion cubic feet or 2.4 ~
Dr. KooNCE. Oil produCJt.ion?
Senator HAXSEN. Yes.
Dr. KooxcE. The basic oil production rate is consistent with maintenance of that rate and that is moving to 1.;'5 million barrels per day
when tha:t kind of pipeline capacity is available.
Senator HANSEN. 'Will that rate rPquire early production 'of gas
fmm the gas crup ~
Dr. KooNCE. I think it is impol'tant for all of us to understand
that. the ac.tua.l voidance of the gtt.s cap is going to come reasonably late
in cle,·elopment of the Field. SenaJtor Stenns mentioned that it may
be as many as 8 years bBfore thr gas pipeline "·ould adually be in
operation. During that period of time the solution gas from the oil
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will be reinjected and that will be 2 to 3 teillion cu'bic feet of gas. So it
will acJtually be in exc,ess of 10 years before there is any net voiding
of the gas cap.
Senator HANSEN. vVill your company participa,t.e in paying for the
cost of the gas conditioning plant, or does Exxon believe this expense
is a responsibility of the gas pipeline project?
.
Dr. KooNCE. Senator, with all due respect I am here as a techmcal
witness with expertise in reservoir management and production operations. One of our senior officers, Mr. Larry Rawl testified before
the subcommittee 2 weeks ago and I would be happy to submit his
testimony and questions and answers to the committee for the period.
Sen'aJtor HANSEN. If it is responsive to that question I think !that
would be indicated. If not, perhaps you could convey this question to
the appropriate officials in your comptmy and they could submit a response for inclusion in the record.
Dr. KooNCE. \Ve certainly will. [See appendix.]
Senator HANSEN. vVill Exxon provide debt guarantees? I might
note parenthetically that it is my understanding that the President's
decision assumes the State of Alaska and the oil producers will build
the plant and assist with debt guarantees and having noted that may
I repeat again, will Exxon assist the financing of the gas pipeline
project by providing debt guarantees? Perhaps again if I could anticipate your role here today that's a question yon might like to refer
to your colleagues.
Dr. KooNcE. Yes, all of the questions that yon asked Dr. Koch in
that vein I believe are addressed in Mr. Rawl's testimony and subsequent testimony and we will submit those.
Senator HANSEN. You have referred to studies "·hich show gas sales
at 2 billion cubic feet per day will not affect oil recovery. \;Vould yon
supply the committee with these reports?
Dr. KooNoE. Yes, "·e will certainly be willing to discuss those with
the committee at any time.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you very much.
Senator Stevens.
Senator STEvENS. Thank yon very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Koonce, the i!eelinP, in projeCted oil production which Dr. Doseher mentions, and I beJieve yon have heard it mentioned here already today, is that based upon the D billion barrel figure estimated for
Prudhoe?
Dr. KooNCE. Yes, that decline is consistent with the total 9.6 or 7.
possibly 9.8 billion barrels of total liquid.
'
I would like to say here, Senator, that the decline is not preeipitous.
The deeline, as Dr. Koch indicated, is very normal.
Senator STEVENS. That's 14 percent per year, you said?
Dr. KooNCE. That's correct, and that is quite normal.
Senator STEVENS. vVell, in terms of your role with Exxon do yon
eontemplate additional production from beyond the Prudhoe Bay,
from the N mth Slope?
Dr. KooNCE. Senator, we eertainly hope so. That's highly dependent
on the suceess of exploratory efforts.
Senator STEVENS. I mean have you based your options on the faet
that additional oil will be discovered? Is that part of the paekage of
assumptions that the plan has proceeded on?
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Dr. KooxcE. No, sir, not as far as the Prudhoe Bay operation is concerned.
Senator STEVExs. \V ell, then if we arc producing and transporting
ll/z million barrels per clay for 9 years and it falls off at 14 percent pei·
year if I am col'l'cct it is about 210,000 barrels a year it is going to decline. How long will it take to get clown to the 500,000 barrels a day
that Dr. DoschrT mentioned~
Dr. KooxcE. Senator, I don't have that exact projected elate.
Senator STJDVEXS. Do you disagree with that conclusion of his?
D1·. KooNCN. No, sir. It will decline to roughlv that rate in roughly
that period of time, yes.
"
Senator STEvExs. It wouldn't be 210,000 barrels~ it wonld be 21,000.
But in any event, we have an oil pipeline that has cost us $7.6 billion
and we have got a gas pipeline coming along that's going to cost, in
addition, $10 to $15 billion, and I find it intriguing that the producers
have not projected, as I asked of Dr. Koch, and again I am not being
antagonistic, but in view of the increased cost the pipeline was originally going to cost a little over $1 billion. It was up to $1.5 billion
the first time I heard. The pipeline is going to cost $5 or $6 billion.
Now they say $10 to $15 billion. In view of the inflation cost why
haven't the producers explored other options, particularly the twophased operation of the oil pipeline?
Dr. KooxcE. Let me make several comments about that, if I may.
First of all, we certainly are extremely hopeful that there will be additional reserves developed north of the Brooks Range, both on the
North Slope a.ncl at sea.
If we try to utilize an oil pipeline to transport gas we seriously
jeopardize the incentive to explore for additional oil reserves in that
area.
Second, the technical problems associated with a two-phase flow
line of 48 inches in diameter are absolntely enormous. \Ve have looked
into this. \Ve have thought about it. To the best of my knowledge no
two-phased line exists that reqnires any snpplemental compression or
pumping. There are two-phase lines in the field where the pressure
itself carries the oil and gas to a separator where the two are separated, but there are enormous problems with moving oil and gas in
a line that size 800 miles through sophisticated pmnping equipment
which certainly is not designed to have any gas in the oil. This would
mean at a bare minimum the oil and gas would have to be separated
frequently, recompressed and repumped and recombined.
vVe clo not think that a two-phased 48-inch line is practical in any
sense of the word.
Senator STEvExs. Have yon clone any computer runs on it?
Dr. KooNCE. I would not say that we have clone computer runs on
it, but we have looked at some.hand calculations and yon can see just
as the line goes np and down the tremendous problems you get into
with the liquid settling in the low places a.ncl gas rising to the high
places. It is a prohibitive problem.
Senator STEVENS. I take it you wonld dry the gas if yon were going
to use two-phase whether yon used one pipeline or two, wouldn't yon?
There wouldn't be any liquids in the gas that is put in a two-phased
oil pipeline but there wouldn't be the sa.me problem in a. one-phased
pipeline.
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Dr. KooNCE. Yon would dry the gas, certainly. Yon would take the
water out of it. If yon have the gas recombined with oil you are croinoto get some light ends from the oil back into the gas pliase. Y m? ma}·
create problems a.t the temperatures involved. These are some of the
kinds of very difficult teelmical problems that would even be associated with that.
Senator STEVI<:NS. I take it, then, that yon basically disagree with
Dr. Doscher in two aspects. One is in terms of the physical operations
of the field during the period of recovery and second you disagree
with regard to his conclusion that this two-phased operation would
make economic sense in view of the characteristics of the reservoir'!
Dr. KooNCE. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you, Dr. Koonce.
Senator HANSEN. Next to testify representing Sohio/British Petrolemn is Mr. E. G. Houlston, manager, reservoir engineering, BP
Alaska, Inc., San Francisco, Calif. Am I pronouncing your name correctly, Mr. Houlston?
Mr. Hour,sToN. Senator, it is pronounced H-0-L-S-T-0-N.
Senator I-L:\NSEN. Thank you, sir.
STATEMENT OF E. G. ROULSTON, MANAGER, RESERVOIR ENGINEERING, BP ALASKA, INC., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

JV!r. HouLsToN.l\fr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name
is George Houlston. I am the manager of reservoir engineering for
BP Alaska. BP Alaska operates in the Prudhoe Bay field on behalf
of the Standard Oil Co. of Ohio.
I am here today in response to your request to take testimony concerning recommendrLtions made before this committee on October 12,
by Dr. Todd Doscher. My statement today has been prepared to clarify
BP /Sohio's riosition in regard to the points raised before this
committee.
Many studies on the Prudhoe Bay field have been performed. Indeed, the claim has been made that this field has been studied more
than any other prior to production. In my opinion, the most comprehensive review of the work performe.d on Prudhoe. Bay field was pre.se.nte.d by the working interests and the consultants to the State of
Alaska, at the conservation }waring held in Alaska on May 5 and 6.
Those proceedings are a matter of public record.
The Prudhoe. Bay field is estimated to contain some 22.9 billion
barrels of stock tank oil in place. By far the most significant portion
of this in place oil, some 22.2 billion stock tank barrels, is to be found
in the Sadlerochit formation. The other 0.7 billion stock tank barrels
are located in the Sag River and Shublik formations which overlie
the Sadlerochit. Major geologic faults appear to partition the r?servoir bebYeen the main area of the. field and the west end or Eileen
area. The field is thus subdivided by geologic formation and by area.
The main area Sadlerochit contains 21.4 billion stock tank barrels
and it is this accumulation which has been the subject of intensive
study by the working interests in the field and by other inte~es~ed
parties. It has been estimated that oil reserve.s of about 8.6 b1lhon
stock tank barrels will be recove.red from the main area Sadlerochit.
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The estimated oil reserves for the entire field amounts to some 9.4:
billion stock tank barrels. These include 0.5 billion stock tank barrels
of condensate recovered from gas cap gas and 0.3 billion barrels from
the Sag River and Shublik formations and the west end Sadlerochit.
Gas cap gas in place in the field amounts to 2·6.5 trillion cubic feet
at standard surface conditions. A further 17.1 trillion cubic feet of gas
in place as solution gas. Some 26.5 trillion cubic feet of hydrocarbon
gas are considered to be recoverable and 300 to 400 million barrels of
gas liquids. The heating equivalent of these reserves amounts to about
5 billion barrels of crude oil.
BP Alaska, acting on behalf of Sohio Petroleum, has viewed production from the field as a matter of maximizing total hydrocarbon
recoveries. The studies we have conducted have been aimed toward
formulating sound reservoir management policies consistent with that
objective. Our studies have concentrated primarily on the main area
Sadlerochit reservoir. The oil recoveries estimated in reservoir simulation calculations do not include the 800 million barrels of oil and condensate recoverable from other sources in the field.
The studies we have conducted have included not only reservoir
ft.uid considerations but also other factors which influence reservoir performance such as well density, surface facility operating conditions and capacities, gas lifting or pumping of oil wells, and the injection of gas and water. Ultimate hydrocarbon recovery is the out.. ·come of collectively exercising these development options to varying
degrees and at appropriate times through the life of the field.
Based on current reservoir information and proven methods of recovery our studies have led us to a plan of operations which incorporates the following major elements:
1. Production of oil at an average rate of 1.2 bi1lion cubic feet per
clay increasing to 1.5 billion cubic feet per clay when pipeline capacity
is available.
·
2. The reinjection of gas produced in excess of that needed for :fuel
and sales.
3. The delivery of 2 billion cubic feet per clay of sales gas as soon as
a gas pipeline and a plant to condition the gas to specification can be
completed, currently estimated to be sometime during 1983.
4:. The drilling of wells on 160-acl·e spacing or closer if necessitated
by reservoir performance.
5. The reinjection of produced water into t.he reservoir and the probably supplementing of such water with source water within 7 years
from the start of oil production, that is, 1984. or earlier.
6. The installation of lower pressure gathering and separation systems and artificial lift facilities.
7. A very intensive program of reservoir surveillance and testing to
compare forecasted against actual performance on a continuous basis.
By implementing this plan of operations it is anticipated that peak
production rates from the field could be sustained for 7 or 8 years
and deliveries of gas could be held at 2 billion cubic feet per day for
about 25 years. In all cases we ha,·e studied, oil production declines
when gas handling facilities can no longer cope with the gas produced
with the oil. It should be possible to manage and operate the reservoir
within the framework of this plan to achiev(7 a recovery of about 4:0
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percent of the original oil in place after 25 years and about 72 percent
of the gas originally in place over 40 years.
After 25 years of oil production our simulation models indicate
residual oil saturations in the original oil column which are mainly
in the range of 25-46 percent. Earlier testimony given to this committee to the effect that residual oil saturations in our simulation runs
were extremely low, approaching zero, can be categmically dismissed
as without foundation and in complete contradiction to sworn testimony presented by BP Alaska to the Division of Oil and Gas Conservation, State of Alaska.
Scope may well exist for improving recoveries by applying methods
of enhanced recovery, when such methods have been proven in the
field. The plan of operations should not diminish the viability of any
such prospective schemes. The working interests will remain continuously alert to all promising schemes for additional recovery.
In developing the present plan of operations, we investigated many
mriations in oil offtake, gas sales and water injection. In contrast to
some opinions expressed, our studies have shown that the timing of
gas sales at a rate of 2 billion cubic feet per day affects ultimatB oil recovery only slightly. ""\V"e estimate a possible loss of oil recovery on the
order o:£ 1 percent of the oi1 in place or just over 200 million barrels
over 25 years of oil production. Over the same period, more t.han 12
times the heating equivalent of the "lost" oil could be recovered
ment that the sale of gas is detrimental to ultimate oil recovery, is
thoroughly misleading when considered out of the context of the level
and timing of gas sales, the associated oil offtakes and all the other
developments which are planned to promote recovery from the field.
vV e. have tested our plan of operations against oil offtakes of 1.2
to 1.8 billion cubic feet per clay and gas sales of 2 billion cubic feet per
day and gas sales of 2 billion cubic feet per clay stmting as soon as a gas
lino and conditioning plant can be completed. Again, from our studies
we expect only slight variations in ultimate oil recoveries after 25
years of production.
At oil offtake rates of 1.5 billion cubic feet per clay, we have studied
the effects of gas sales at 2.5 billion cubic feet per day commencing as
soon as a gas pipeline is available. This resulted in a lower oil recovery
of about one and one-quarter percent after 25 years. Using an earlier
reservoir description we also investigated extreme cases o:£ no gas sales
and sales o:£ 3.5 billion cubic feet per day. In the case of no gas sales,
water was still iniectecl though at a lower rate, and recovery obtained
was about one and one-half percent higher than with sales at 2 billion
cubic feet per day. At gas sales of 3.5 billion cubic feet per clay recovery fell by about 5 percent but this run was performed with the
same water injection rate as the 2 billion cubic feet per day gas sales
rate. A more successful outcome would have. be.en possible but was not
pursued. \V"e. have concluded that. gas sales at 2 billion cubic feet per
day should not cause conce.rn in re.garcl to ultimate oil recove.ry. At this
stage, any proposal to sell gail at 2.5 billion cubic fee.t pm· day by 1983
we would approach with caution. and we would actually oppose any
scheme. to se.ll gas at 3 billion cubic feet per clay as early as 1983.
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It is recognized that the forecasting of reservoir performance with
little or no production history in a field as large as Prudhoe Bay is
subject to uncertainty. vVe have had to rely heavily on our reservoir
simulation studies to predict detailed reservoir behavior. However,
the experience that has been gained from opera~ing other fields similar to Prudhoe Bay has been especially valuable in assessing the
validity of our model predictions. vVe are confident that our near
term assessment of Prudhoe Bay performance is a reasonable one.
Looking to the longer term, in many of the reservoir simulation
model runs we have made, the differences in oil recovery arising between hypothetical reservoir management options do not become
fully apparent until after about 15 to 20 years of oil production
have taken place. There is every reason to expect, therefore, that
there will be time and scope to adapt our plan of operations to ensure
that hydrocarbon recoveries are maximized. The intensive reservoir
surveillance and testing program which we will be undertaking will
provide the control information necessary for those purposes.
The working interests in the Prudhoe Bay field have acquired
unusually detailed reservoir information prior to production. This
has been very fully utilized and very considerable efforts have been
devoted to studying the field and developing the plan of operations.
Although the results of the studies performed by the working interests are not the same in numerical detail, all the working interests
have drawn similar conclusions in regard to how the field should
be produced.
Mr. Chairman, I submit that this consensus view is a sound technical basis to support the sale of Prudhoe Bay gas as soon as a pipeline and conditioning plant can be constructed.
Thank you.
Senator STEVENS. Thank yon very much, Mr. Roulston.
As Senator Hansen indicated, we have a series of questions for all
witnesses. Let me ask those of you first. The President's position
assumes that the, pipe,line,'s throughput will ave,rage, 2.4 billion cubic
fee,t of gas per day. vVhat do you believe the ave,rage throughput
will be ove,r the life, of the field~
Mr. RouLSTON. Our plan e,nvisage,s that the existing or the plamwd
oil production rate,s of up to 1.5 million ban'Ells per day will insure,
the 2 billion cubic feet a day of gas sale,s be,ing maintai.ne,d for a
very considerable period of time,, 25 years.
Senator STEVICNS. Twenty-five, ye,ars ~
Mr. RouLSTON. Yes.
Se,nator STEVENS. ''That oil production would be, necessary to Rustain that rate,~
Mr. RoULSTON. As I have, said, sir, the, 1.5 million barmls a day
average. oil offtake should be able, to sustain 2 billion cubic fee,t. a
of oil production.
Senator STEVENS. vYill that rate, require, early production of the
gas from the, gas cap~
Mr. RoULSTON. The, gas cap production we don't anticipate, contributing ve,ry largely to gas sales until beyond the first 10 ye,ars
of oil production.
Senator STEVENS. After that it would require production from
the gas cap. The question pertained to e,arly production of gas from
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the gas cap, do yon think that's early production in this field, would
you say 40 years producing the gas cap after 10?
Mr. HouLSTON. I don't think it is. It depends, of course, on how
one should define "early," but by the earliest possible time at which
gas sales could take place, well in excess of 2 billion barrels of oil
~ill have been produced. I don't consider that to be terribly early,
sir.
Senator STEVENS. In your report on technical considerations of
the Prudhoe Bay unit operating plan which was submitted to the
State of AJaska in October of 1976, the oil in place was estimated
to be 31.2 billion barrels. Your prepared statement this morning
estimates only 22.9 billion stock tank barr~~ls. Could you tell us what
the reason for the reduction and estimate of oil in place is?
Mr. HouLsToN. Yes. There is no reduction. The estimation of the
oil in place is conducted on the principle of reservoir barrels. There
is shrinkage on production of those reservoir barrels. I think yon will
find, sir, that that is the difference.
Senator STEVENS. You have not reduced your estimates, then, from
1976?
Mr. HouLSTON. No, sir.
Senator STEvENS. In your statement yon indicate that the estimated
oil reserves for the entire field amounts to some 9.4 billion barrels including .5 billion barrels of condensate recovered from the gas cap.
\Vhy do you assign condensate to the oil production when the API
estimate of crude production and reserves appear to exclude condensate
from all estimates~
Mr. HouLSTON. Perhaps I am not too familiar with the way the API
categorized those, sir, but it was my understanding that condensate,
being a liquid, would drop out in the oil separators and was classified
along with crude oil.
Senator STEVENS. Do yon have any studies of the effect of gas sales
on oil production?
Mr. HouLSTON. Yes. vVe have run some studies on the effect of gas
sales on ultimate oil recovery. \Ve have found in all cases that the effect
has been very slight as my testimony addressed.
.
.
Senator STEVENS. On behalf of the chairman of the committee 1t
is his request that he would like to request that the committee be provided with copies of your studies on the effect of gas sale,s. If that is
consistent with your company policy I would like to have it. If not, I
would appreciate, it if you would discuss it with the committee staff.
Mr. HouLSTON. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. Let me ask a couple of questions about Dr.
Doscher's report. Dr. Doscher's report indicates that within 15
years the production rate is clown to less than 500,000 barrels a clay. Do
your studies indicate that also?
· Mr. HouLSTON. Yes. The oil production rate does decline and I would
say that this is a perfectly normal process.
Senator STEVENS. Are BP's decisions with regard to the oil pipeline
and gas pipeline based upon any estimate of future recovery from the
Beaufort Sea or any other area of theN orth Slope?
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Mr. HouLSTON. I am not snre that I can answer that point, sir. I am
sure that we are hopeful that other sources of oil production will be
found.
Senator STEVEXS. I am hopeful it would dwarf Sandi Arabia, too,
but I am not sure \Ye should base options on hopefulness. I am wondering from company policy if yon projected and estimated recovery on
other sources on theN orth Slope'?
Mr. HouLSTON. I am afraid I cannot answer that, sir. I am not expert
on those matters.
Senator STEVENS. Could yon tell me if BP has studied the two-phase
flow of gas and oil through the oil pipeline as one option for the transportation of gas for gas sales?
Mr. HouLSTON. No, sir, we have not studied that option in detail.
However, I could make some points in relation to that method of transportation. As far as I understand it it would require at each of the
pump stations along the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System to recompress
gas and reinject it into the line. The line, as I understand it, goes over
a number of fairly substantial mountain ranges. In my experience
within BP, the problems with transporting a two-thousand mixture
in a line of 48 inches in diameter over mountain ranges it is simply
mind boggling.
BP's experience at t\Yo-phased oil flow is limited to an instance in the
Arabian Gulf where I believe the line was 12 inches in diameter. It went
through only 26 miles versus the 800 we are talking about. There were
very severe operational problems in that line, sir. The irregular arrival
of gas and oil made separation virtually impossible at certain rates.
I wonld ask yon to consider that in the Doscher proposal of using
taps as a two-phased oil line it would be very, very difficult for any
mere mortal to design the full range of operating conditions in the gasoil ratios, particularly as we have all projected an oil production decline in those phases.
I submit to you, sir, that my company has not done the detajled calculations mainly because we don't know of anybody in the world who
has ever faced the prospect of nsing a 48-inch line in such a mode of
transportation.
If I may just express my own professional opinion, and I qualify
again it is not with the benefit of very, Yery detailed work in computer
simulation runs, I don't think it it, sir, sound, if yon will. That's my
personal opinion.
Senator STEVENS. \Vhen yon interpret the two-phased flow of gas
and oil what does that mean to yon? It seems to mean something,different than it did to me. How would that operate?
Mr. HouLSTON. \Veil, if our experience in the Middle East was anything to go by, the line would vibrate severely. I would fear for the
integrity of it working in that particular mode day in and day out.
Senator STEVEXS. \Vhat caused the vibration?
Mr. HouLSTON. The different speeds at which the oil and gas would
actually physically move in the line. As I pointed out, the mixture
would have to climb several mountain ranges and the gas would tend
to accelerate on the upgrades and hold up on the downgrades. You
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would get rather an irregular velocity profile throughout the mixture.
This would produce some kind of vibration in the line even beyond
safety and environmental reasons. Maybe I am shooting from the hip,
but I wouldn't recommend doing it.
Senator STEVENS. This report came up too late to really do anything
but raise serious questions. I am happy to have you answer some of
them.
\Vhat about the problem of the recoverability of oil? I lmmv you
mentioned it in your statement. Dr. Doscher projects that the decision
with regard to the gas pipeline transportation should he put off for a
period of time. I believe he said 5 years, at least, until actual production has been monitored. Are you familiar with that suggestion?
Mr. RouLSTON. Yes, as a reservoir engineer I can't dispute a suggestion of that nature. Surely as time goes on we will learn more and more
about the reservoir and presumably be in the best position to optimize
and control our future operations hut I will say this that it is admirably demonstrated in Dr. Doscher's report that the reservoir engineer's lot is one which has to cope with uncertainty all through the life
of a field and I just put forward the suggestion that in 3 or 4 years'
time on whatever, however many years time, we will still be faced
with a certain degree of uncertainty in matters relating to very longterm forecasts on oil or anything else for tha.t matter in 25 years.
Senator 'STEVENS. vVell, as a reservoir engineer do you think you
know enough about the reservoir to project sufficient data to make the
decision now to proceed with a gas pipeline of such cost?
Mr. RouLSTON. vVell, let's put it this way, sir, we have tried to r;ive
Prudhoe Bay field the best physical we know and all of our studies
point toward being able to make the kinds of projections that I have
presented before this committee in my testimony. We are reasonably
confident as far as we can tell that it should be possible to operate the
field along the lines that "·e have indicated and to achieve the types
of recoveries that we have spoken to.
Senator STEVENS. And BP on its behalf and the behalf of Sohio
supports the authorization for the construction of the pipeline?
Mr. RouLSTON. Yes, we see no technical reason why it shouldn't go
ahead.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you very much.
Do you have any further questions~
[No response.]
Senator STEVENS. Thank you very much. I appreciate your candor.
Dr. Doscher, I find myself in an enviable position of being a member
of three other committees each of which is meeting at this time so I
am here and happy to have you here, Dr. Doscher. Do you want to
proceed with your statement~
Dr. DoscHER. I think so.
STATEMENT OF DR. TODD M. DOSCHER, PROFESSOR OF PETROLEUM
ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, LOS
ANGELES, CALIF.

Dr. DosCHER. At the time I was requested to appear before you on
October 12, I informed you that my professional attention, and that of
my colleague, Dr. Elmer Dougherty, ,Jr., was brought to bear on the
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Prudhoe Bay oil field because '"e were retained by the Legislative
Affairs Agency of the State of Alaska to assess the operating plans
that were submitted to the State's division of oil and gas.
You are apparently here concerned with one of the conclusions which
we reached in that study. \Ve believe it is necessary for you to assess
this one conclusion concerning gas sales within the total framework of
our study.
Our overall conclusion is that studies prepared by the operators on
the field, and those prepared on behalf of the division of oil and gas,
as well as those prepared by still other groups have not been juxtaposed, scrutinized, and challenged well enough for an unequivocal decision to be reached at this time as to what is the best operating plan
for Prudhoe Bay. Certainly not to the extent as I and my colleague
would have done had we been given the responsibility to do so.
Of course, a definition must be given to the best operating plan.
The best may be variously defined as the best for maximizing the immediate flow of royalties and taxes to the State, or for maximizing the
profitability of the operators, or for maximizing the recovery of crude
oil, and the maximum flow of benefits to the people of Alaska.
Our studies explicitly used these two yardsticks for defining best:
the maximum recovcry of crude oil, and the maximum flow of benefits
to the State. vVe were retained by the State of Alaska.
It is always a goal of the reservoir engineer to maximize the recovery
of crude oil. At this time the need for attaining such a. goal is intensified by the fact that our Nation's access to supplies of crude oil is sorely
limited and the limitation increases daily. The National Petroleum
Council's prediction of future supplies of crude oil in the absence of
Prudhoe Bay and new discoyeries is sho"·n in their figure 5 of their
December 1976 study. America's supplies will have dwindled to less
than 1.5 million barrels a day by 1990, and even with Prudhoe Bay will
be only 2 million barrels a day. Compare this with the 8 million or so
we produced last year and the 20 million 'barrels we burned each and
every day. It will be a stroke of sheer luck to be able to double this rate
by successful exploration and enhanced recovery. A Prudhoe Bay
field discovered every other year would just keep our supplies constant if we could eontinne to import oil.
\Ve must also look forward to severe limitations with the coming
decade of our ability to import crude oil. The oil in the subsurface of
the Mideast is limited too by Nature, and production will surely peak
within the decade ahead. Our basic yardstick, therefore, of assessing
whether the proposed operating plans for Prudhoe Bay will maximize
the recovery of crude oil is well justified. \Ve concluded that the evidence for the claim that gas sales from Prudhoe Bay would not interfere with maximizing crude oil production is weak. We believc the
evidence for reaching such a decision will not be a.vailable for several
years during which time reservoir surveillance will provide the required data.
It is to be noted that the Prudhoe Bay field is so large that a mere
1 percent difference in recovery efficiently amounts to a volume of oil
that is produced from some very large oilfields. So large, in fact, that
less than a handful have been discovered in the United States since
1960. vVhereas in former times one could be sanguine about sacrifking
a percentage point in recovery efficiency for greater convenience, a
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smaller investment, or somewhat higher profitability, the same standards can no longer be applied.
Further, by conventional technology some 12 billion barrels
of crude oil will not be recovered from Prudhoe Bav. It is :follv to
adopt an operating plan 'that doesn't consider the possible effect of
such a plan on the potential implication of tertiary recovery processes
that may succeed in capturing some of that 12 billion barrels of
oil that will remain in the largest resenroir ever to have been discovered within the United States.
So much for our first yardstick.
Now, for the second; the maximum flow of benefits to the State of
Alaska. "Te concluded that this matter had not been given the attention it merits. We do not believe the sale of gas is in tf1e best interests
of the State or the Nation, that is, the sale of gas now envisionerl.
It will be impossible to sell more than 2 billion cubic feet of gas
a day without seriously hurting the crnde oil recovery even using the
optimistic analysis of the operators therefor. A daily sale of 2 billion cubic feet a day through a pipeline that might \Yell represent an
investment of $25 billion, which we have observed in the literature,
will renuire a transportation tariff of some $5 per thousand. This in
itself, the transportation cost, is so much greater· than current pipeline delivered costs for natural gas, and so much greater than those
envisioned by any proponents of deregulation that the ·wellhe~ul pricf>.
of gas itself will be pushed back to marginal values. The State will
reap but. a fraction of the value of the gas.
There is also a major question as to whether the gas will be marketable, on the proposed schedule, unless the price of all other g:lS supplies
are raised to its equivalence.
The State would gain much more from their resources by ult1matelv
converting a signiffcant amount o:f the gas to Iiqnid fu~ls, alcohol~,
and petrochemicals. The State could envision starting gas movements
in the present crude oil line within 15 to 20 years. Certainly. there, are
problems in using the present line for gas and oil flow, bt{t there is lt
lot of money avallable to study these problems. Our technology should
be used to its fullest to seek ontimum use of these facilities. The Prudhoe Bay reservoir is a short I.lved reservoir. vVithin 8 years oil production will start a precipitous decline, when onr needs of additional
liquid fuels will be ve.rging on the desperate, and within 15 years its
potential will be less than 500,000 barrels a day.
The State could envision a lon,2; future of nrofitab1e and valuahle
utilization of its gas resources fore over a cent1iry, particularl:v if such
use is combined with utilization of its coal resources, should it not
consent at this time to gas sales. The Nation would be Iittlc the 'Worse
for not having the Prudhoe Bay gas available for immediatt\ burning:.
It will amount to less than 5 percent of our current consnm!)tion. An
equivalent amount of gas could probably be made available from other
sources, far cheaper and within the same time frameworh:, if exploration and production of marp:inal sources in the lower 48 were promoted
by trivial increases in regulated prices. This wonld be true for a decade or two, but for longer periods of time yon must address mort>.
fundamental issues.
There is the possibility of converting the gas to methanol on site.
The line does have a potential for taking the gas out in one form or
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another. The Prudhoe Bay, as you have heard many times this morning, is a short lived reservoir. It doesn't matter that it is a normal
decline. The fact is that it is a precipitous decline and in some 15
years a 500,000 barrel a day reservoir. The State could envision a long
future of profit and an available gas resource for over a century, particularly if the nse is combined with the utilization of its coal resources.
That's my statement.
Senator STEVENS. Dr. Doscher, you heard the testimony of the mind
boggling problems, as you mentioned too, of the 48-inch line on the
two-phased oil and gas transportation system. Do you concur that
there are such problems~
Dr. DosCHER. There are problems, but I don't believe that they cannot be overcome for the amount of money that is available and in the
interest of the State of Alaska.
Senator Stevens. From the point of view of your report to the Legislature you did not discuss any question of maximizing the production
of gas~
Dr. DosCHER. No, I did not discuss that. I don't think there will be
any problem. The best way to maximize the production of the gas is
to stay with it over a long period of time, because if you are merely
interested in gas production you can operate the reservoir to very,
very low pressures and recover a tremendous fraction of the gas.
Senatm:BTEVEXS~~DoyQJiknowof any p}[LQein the world where the
two-phased system that you suggest has been used effecfiveli'f ___
Dr. DosCHER. No, sir.
Senator STEVENS. Has there been anv computer mo<iel of it to demonstrate that it could be used~
"
Dr. DosCHER. Not to my know ledge.
Senator STEVENS. Have you run any computer analysis of your suggestion~

Dr. DoscHER. No, sir, no.
Senator STEVENS. You tell me that the report that I have is in draft
form and it has a caveat on it from Gregg Erickson the director of
research of the State's Legislative Affairs Agency, that indicates that
it does not represent the view of the Alaska Legislative Affairs
Agency, and that the final form of this report will be available later
this month or early in November. Are you revising that or are they
revising it~
Dr. DosCHER. No. The only revisions that we will do will be correcting typographical erors and the caveat, I think, is proper. ""\V"e actually
put that on because it is our report and we did not discuss it with the
Legislature to get their approval. It was our' report in satisfying a
contractual obligation to the Legislative Affairs Agency.
Senator STEVENS. Incidentally, Dr. Doseher, I made sort of a flippant comment the other day about politics. I want you to lmow I did
not imply that you were involved in any kind of a political foray here.
Dr. DosCHER. Fine. I understand and appreciate that very much,
Senator.
Senator STEVENS. Your colleague in the study, Dr. Dougherty, does
he agree with your comments~
Dr. DosCHER. Yes.
Senator STEVENS. Do you stand by your recommendation to the
committee that no action be taken on this proposal by the President~
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Dr. DoscHER. I do, sir.
Senator STEVENS. I want to ask you the other side of the question I
asked the other witnesses. Have you assumed in your judgment that
there will be no future discovery from the Beaufort Sea at the North
Slope?
Dr. DosCIIER. I don't assume either way. I say with any exploration,
based on the current history of the United States and overseas, that
the chances are not good for future discoveries and that should additional discoveries be made, and I hope they are made, then we should
attempt to keep our plans flexible enough so that we can encompass
some limited amount of Beaufort Sea production in the current line.
Again, this speaks for delaying any decision that closes off options
until we have more time to actua1ly see how this reservoir performs
and to see how well our luck is in discovering new reserves in the Beaufort Sea or in the Brooks Range.
Senator STEVENS. You established one technical question. You point
out that Mr. Roulston of BP testified that saturations in the operntions simulation runs were extremely low, approaching zero. He stated
this was not correct. vVhat did you base your assertion on in that?
Dr. DosCIIER. I believe that either I left out a sentence or maybe in
the transcript-! will take responsibility for it. But when I was addressing this to the Senator from Oklahoma at the last meeting I was
talking about the relative permeability curve which shows, for example, in the Van Poollen study, a residual saturation of oil of 32 percent to gas is assumed in the model.
In the operating model, at least the one which we were given most
access to, the residtlal oil saturation goes to very low values approaching zero. As a result of this difference the saturations of oil in those
elements of the reservoir which are invaded by gas to get to values in
the teens in the results we were shown which is a very, very low residual to a gas drive and this is one of the problems with using a
simulator.
You seethis information is given to the simulator and the simulator
can't do anything but respond to it. So, therefore, the results which
come out of the simulator rely on this particular input. If"' this particular input turns out not to be correct then the simulator is not predicting reality and this is one of the major problems we have. We are
not at all certain of the validity of the input into the simulator.
Senator STEVENS. The basic bottom line of your recommendations to
the State legislative committee would be that plans should be developed to utilize the gas production from Prudhoe Bav in Alaska anu
that we export only the oil, is that correct?
"
Dr. DosCHER. And gas products. For example, you can make methanol out of the gas which can serve as a fuel directly or revaporize as
methane at its port of entry for making petrochemicals. In other
words, the State should essentially assess what of Prudhoe Bay can
be used in the next 100 years to make the State a thriving community
with a positive base of resource and thPn once it has clone that to assess
what it has left over for export as ordinary gas. And I have a hunch
that the State could well use most of the gas resources and convert it
to very useful products for America and ~for the world. It is a gold
mine. Gas, in my mind, should not be burned. It is too valuable aresource. It has been wasted on many occasions. There are other fuels
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which can be used for mere burning. A valuable resource you buy such
as methane should be converted to the host of petrochemicalsr medicinals, and special liquid fuels that gas and only gas can serve as a
prime material for.
,
Senator STEVENS. Aren't you, in effect, asking the State to use its
authority under the Conservation Statutes to, in effect, deny the producers the right to sell the gas that they produce~
Dr. DoscHER. '\V"ell, the State could be the purchaser.
Senator STEvims. That would be mind boggling.
.
Dr. DoscHER. It could be. Bnt I realize there are many mmd-bogo1ing thin O"S, but the situation with respect to energy in our Nation is
~uch that ~Ye have to face up to mind-boggling tlnngs to insure that
we survive another century or so.
Senator STEVENS. One last question. In your studies did you do
any economic studies of the energy loss in converting to methanol
for instance ?
Dr. DoscHER. No, sir. Onr study was very limited. It was to assess
the plans and give recommendations.
Senator STEVENS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, it is nice to have you here.
Senator DuninN [presiding. J Are you ready for comments?
Senator STEVENS. Right behind you.
Senator DunKIN. Dr. Doscher, I have some questions of the other
witnesses as well.
Senator STEVENS. vVould yon let me interrupt? I forgot to ask Mr.
Gore, John, do yon have any comments to make or were you just there
to answer questions?
Mr. GonE. No. That's all right.
Senator STEVENS. That's Mr. John Gore.
Senator DunKIN. vVe have four or five hearings at once and none of
us have the gift of bilocation or trilocation. I will apologize for being
law, but submit the question for the State of Alaska, for Exxon, BP
and Arco, to Mr. Van Poollen and Mr. Houlston and hopefully we can
get an early reply. You can get a copy of the questions from the
reporter.
'\Vhere did Dr. Doscher go?
Senator STEVENS. Dr. Doscher has a couple of questions.
Dr. DoscnEn. Sorry.
Senator DunKIN. No problem.
Again, Dr. Doscher, I want to thank you for both appearances here.
Many of us have concerns, I think the real question is are we jeopardizing that source of oil supply to Alaska and to the lower 48 and I think
we have to resolve that question to the best extent possible because we
just can't suffer a loss of 4 to 6 billion barrels of oil in toclay's world
condition especially when our balance of payments is so far out of
whack buying OPEC oil.
Dr. Doscher, when you began working on your report with respect
to Prudhoe Bay Field did you expect to have access to the operator's
proprietary information?
Dr. DoscHER. '\Ve were not sure of it. '\V"e told the State when we
were preparing the contract with them that if we had access we should
envision the probability that they would ask for a secrecy agreement
and the State agreed to permit us to sign secrecy agreements with the
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operators in order to have access to any information they would like
to show us.
Senator Dumnx. So, in response to a question did you get access~
Dr. DoscHER. I "\voulcl say we had good access. I wouldn't say we had
complete access. That is, I don't know whether we had complete access.
The situation was such that we had to ask for what we wanted and
when we asked for it I would say in 80 percent or 90 percent of the
cases we got what we wanted, but nothing was laid out on the table
without our asking for it. But when we did ask for it we got it in most
cases.
Senator DuRKIN. Do you think you have had access to adequate
information?
Dr. Doscmm. I think it was adequate to tell us what the methodology
was and as I say one of the critical aspects here is the assumed residual
saturations which really govern the entire concept and the entire ultimate behavior of the reservoir and this was given in the hearings at
Anchorage to a limited extent and we chased it clown in our discussions
with the operators and that's the thing of utmost importance here,
what was the assumed residual oil saturation.
Senator DunKIN. \Vith respect to the proprietary information did
I understand that the State Division of Oil and Gas has-clicl you
get access~
Dr. DoscHER. No. There was a little more limitation there because
when we asked for things quite frankly we got them but several pages
were omitted. It \Yas a little more difficult getting free access to that
information and their problem was that the information was given to
them originally under secrecy agreement according to some charter or
some rules or regulations to the State so they had a problem in deciding
what they could release to us, but that was a little more limited.
Senator Dumnx. Do you think that access to that proprietary information would .have enabled you to more thoroughly evaluate the data
and the operatmg plan~
Dr. DoscHER. I really don't think so. Again, I will come back to the
fact that the critical facts we have found are the things that were influencing the results of the operator and of Van Poollen and Associates is what their input to the model was and it was this input, as I
say, that in our estimation is not certain information. It is presumed
correct arid within the possibility that that input can be in error to
some extent then the results of the simulation can be in error.
The other thing that we encountered, and this is what anyone would
encounter, that as you study the runs which were made public, that
is the various runs, there was not a complete consistency between the
runs so that, in other words, one parameter and only one parameter
was not varied at a time. So it was in some respects impossible to say
what the reference case was to which you were comparing the preferred scheme that the operator set forth. So this, of course, was beyond
us to do. We did not have the ability at all, nor were we given the job
to run additional cases to round out or complete the evaluation of the
various parameters.
Senator Dumux. Last May I understand there were hearings in
Anchorage. Do you feel that those proceedings were adequate in terms
of verifying the various discrepancies and consultants' work~
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Dr. DoscHER. No. \Ve mentioned that in the report. We do not
think the presentations were given the scrutiny and the juxtaposition
that they merited. For example, the Van Poollen report on behalf of
tho State and, for example, the rep01t prepared by Core laboratories
for the Alcan Pipeline people showed a very significant effect, a trend
was established to show a very significant effect of gas production on
oil recovery and this was not raised at least in the public session. It
was not raised to our knowledge in saying to the operators, well, now
how do you account for this ~
Now, certainly, there is a complete difference in sophistication in
the two sets of models but nevertheless the fact that the trend of losing
oil as the function of the gas sales were so strong in the Core laboratory's study and fairly strong in the Van Poollen study and seemed
to be completely not present in the limited number of runs that were
presented for the operators that if it were my responsibility, as I said
this morning, if it were the responsibility of my colleague and myself
we would have essentially challenged it and juxtaposed the various
things and asked for additional fill in runs. vVe would have done that.
Senator DuRKIN. Excuse me. vVe are operating under a time constraint. I apologize if I am asking questions that were ans·wered earlier. But I doubt if you have highlighted either in testimony this morning or in the report to discrepancies which you found to be most
important.
Dr. DoscHER. Right.
Senator DuRKIN. In your opinion what is the tertiary recovery
potential at Prudhoe Bay~
Dr. DoscHER. vVe do not know that there is a tertiary process that
will work. \Ve are engaged in a lot of tmtiary work in this country
today but we do know something about the tertiary recovery techniques that might be used and, for example, in the case of carbon dioxide one would want to have a very high pressure in the reservoir.
There, until we feel, until it is established that carbon dioxide is or is
not useful we feel that every attempt should be made if it doesn't
interfere with something else dramatically to maintain a high pressure
in the reservoir until such time as we can say, yes, this is applicable
or no, it is not.
The thing is we talked about tertiary recovery is getting another 10,
20 or 30 percent of the original oil in place out of the reservoir and
in tho case of Prudhoe Bay 10 or 20 percent can be a lot more oil than
we will discover in major fields in the next 10 years by primary exploration. So, in other words, the tertiary recovery prospects from Prudhoe Bay could well be the second largest field ever to be discovered in
the United States. It is numbers like that that one has to bear in mind.
Senator DuRKIN. Dr. Doscher, have you described what you would
consider the optimum rating plan that would maximize the oil recovery and the gas recovery-Dr. DoscHER. No, we certainly have not and we see nothing wrong
with the plan for the first 5 years. Tho only thing we are calling attention to is the question of committing an investment that could be $15,
$20 or $25 billion because once that is committed you have closed the
option of doing anything but selling the gas because with a commitment like that on the ground there is no two ways about it, the gas is
going into that pipeline. So this is the only conclusion we have really
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with respect to the gas line, is that we think the commitment should
not be made at this time. If it were our money and our decision we
would wait a couple of years, see how the reservoir performs and the
Beaufort Sea and see what the other possible end uses were for the
gas and then make the decision at that time.
Senator DuRKIN. I believe earlier you suggested that we wait 3
years.
Dr. DoscHER. Two to five. It depends on how readily the information is-how definitive it is, whether it is in a gray area or whether it
is trulv clear cut.
Sen~tor DuRKIN. In other words, you sort of feel that we are in
somewhat the same position as the blind man feeling the elephant and
not knowing what we are up against and needing more time to avoid
a potential catastrophic loss?
Dr. DoscHER. I will agree with that. I think that there is more time
needed and there is not enough to be gained, as I pointed out, by
hastening the construction two or three years earlier because it is only
going to be 5 percent of our supplies and this will not, in itself, be a
do or die thing for America.
Senator DuRKIN. You state in your report that the reliability of
the data which was used to develop the permeability data by the operators was not established in the technical literature.
Dr. DoscHER. I think yon are talking about the use of the centrifugal
teclmique to determine residual oil saturation. This, as I say, this is
the way they got very low residual oil saturations to gas and although
this is a method that comes to mind and it is a good idea, there is no
verification that the time scaling in the centrifugal operation is equivalent. At least I see no proof in the literature that it is equivalent to
the real world of reservoir operations.
Senrutor DuRKIN. Could you, if yon haven't already, submit for the
r~cord your explanation of how the permeability may affect production 'as proposed and, you know, your view of the assumptions made
by the operators in devising the current operating pl,an. You may have
already done ithat.
Dr. DoscHER. I may have mentioned it. For your benefit let me say
again, whereas in the Van Poollen study an end poinrt saturation of
32 percent is assumed, that is the lowest value to which t:he oil can
be ch•i ven by expanding gas. In the ~case of the o'perators this was not
assumed to be an end point satura.t}on but tha't the saturation would
gradually become smaller and smaller and smaller and this, then, in
the computer model lets yon get a saturation belo\Y 32 percent in the
elements of the reservoir tha;t are sweptt by gas.
Senator DuRKIN. I believe this has already been covered, projected
, differences in the saturation between the operators and Van Poollen
seem to be ~crucial in determin'ing a preferred opera,ting plan. \Ve
would like, if we don't already have it, the basic differences in rthese
two estimates and how they compare with operating experience and
conventional geological wisdom.
Dr. DosCHER. Well, 'I think we mentioned most of it and I will just
elaborate on the last one which we again cover in the reporlt. vVe tried
to find evidence 'for such low residual gas saturations in the literature
and such high recovery efficiencies by gas expansion and gravity drainage and we were not able to unequivocally find confirmation of that
in field 'Case histories reported in the li'terature.
1
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Senator DuRKIN. Ted, if you don't have any objection, it may have
have already been done, I would like to insert the GAO findings which
state why current geologic wisdom would indicate that GAO supports
Dr. Doscher to a considerable degree.
Senator STEVENS. I think that should be inserted. [Seep. 340.]
Senator DuRKIN. I would like to point out that they will be made
available momentarily and I think if the producers or operators differ
with the findings I would urge you to get your differences in the
record just 'as soon as possible.
.
Dr. Doscher, I gather that-you know we hear a lot rubout Mexican
gas and Mexican gas can be here in the lower 48 or upper 48, if you
will, as early as 1979, that the Mexican gas can be piped into the pipe
network that exists coming out of the basin and spreading all across
the country. Have you given any consideration to us rectifying the
gas shortage problem by relying on the Mexican gas for the next few
years while we are waiting to see i.f your conclusions are borne out?
Dr. DosCHER. I don't think, sir, that you have to rely on Mexican
gas. I think that there is probably, as I said both last time and this
time, that there is probably enough gas to be found in the lower 48
by a small increase in regulated prices or by deregulation.
Senator DURKIN. I am afraid that it is going to be a big rather than
a small increase in price.
Dr. DosCHER. \Yell, modest compared to the price of Prudhoe Bay
gas. You would have to say based on anticipated price of line costs
that it is smaller.
Senator DURKIN. So I gather the bottom line as far as you are concemed is that the Mexican gas may help, may come on the line sooner,
but it is your feeling that there is enough gas in the lower 48 that we
should not hazard the Prudhoe Bay oil reserves by committing so
much gas to the Alcan Pipeline?
Dr. DoSCHER. vVithin the time framework and the costs that you
are talking about, yes. But obviously we have a slight difference on
what deregulation means, but I believe that there is significant additional gas or small increments of gas, much smaller than the increment
required for delivering Prudhoe Bay gas.
Senator DuRKIN. So you think that if we move now not only will
we jeopardize up to 6 billion gallons of oil in the Prudhoe Bay Field
but we also might well end up with a gas pipeline that tremendously
increases the cost of the delivered product to the lower 48?
Dr. DoscHER. Yes.
Senator DuRKIN. I am not sure what the extent of the law is with
respect to the President's authority but I gather that assuming for
the moment that the President has authority to withdraw the proposal that he sent to Congress that you would recommend that President
Carter withdraw the proposal and if he doesn't have authority to
withdraw it that Congress turn down the proposal at this time?
Dr. DoscHER. That would be my recommendation.
Senator STEVENs. I have got to be a little facetious with you and
say that I hope that Mexico doesn't have a Dr. Doscher because I am
not sure we are going to get any gas.
I am informed that this is probably the last hearing that depends
on the committee's reaction to the GAO staff analysis and I am not a
member of the committee. But assuming that this is the last time we a.re
going to be conducting hearings in this matter, I want to urge the
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witnesses that are here today and those on behalf of the State and
Dr. Koch, Dr. Koonce and Mr. Houlton for BP and yourself, Dr.
Doscher, to submit any comments you have for the record on the GAO
comments as I think we should have a complete record by the time this
matter gets to the floor.
For myself, Mr. Chairman, I have got to disagree with you. I think
we have before us a recommendation from the President on the act
that we passed that is another step in the procedure towards authorization of the gas pipeline. Even after we approve the President's
recommendation the matter still has to have further, as I understand
it DOE investigation and above all it has got to stand the test of the
crucible of financeability in the marketplace.
I think Dr. Doscher's comments reinforce my position that this is
no investment for the State of Alaska. It is not one we should be forced
to participate in and I disagree with the President in that regard in
terms of lus assumption that the State of Alaska should participate
in financing. I think that the ultimate test of the Alcan line will be
in the marketplace if the fiuancing institutions of the United States
and of the world finance market have confidence that the gas will be
there and it will be producible and transportable according to the
plan that is set forth in the Alcan application, then I think that the
money will be forthcoming and the line will be built and the problems
that Dr. Doscher foresees will be, in effect, not answered but countered
bytheeffects~ofprivate financing;
If the private financing is not available we will have to come back
to the Congress in any event to resume the consideration of how the
~~line will be financed and at that time perhaps shoulo that occur which
I don't predict, then I fervently hope it does not occur, but should
that occur then obviously the question of using any form of public
revenues from t}_!e Federal source, and as far as I am concerned, certainly would be applicable to using any public revenues to the State
of Alaska, would require a deeper examination into the Doscher position by the Congress or by the State legislature.
_
But right now it seems to me that that's a matter for the private
marketplace assuming that all of the impediments to financing are
resolved in terms of securing the permits from the National Energy
Board of Canada. and from the Provinces and Provincial Treaty and
Provincial commitments to right-of~way charges and other Provinces
of Canada. But I think we have no alternative but to approve the President's recommendation because should there be further discoveries on
the North Slope and Beaufort Sea and we are all aware that there is
drilling going on out on the Beaufort Sea by the Canadians at this
time, I think that we would face the question of construction on the
second pipeline in any event, Dr. Doscher. So it seems that we should
proceed with the consideration of the President's recommendation in
my opinion and as I said, I am hopeful the committee will consider
it and will report it so that we can act on it this year.
I appreciate your comments and I recognize that there has been a
substantial question raised but, again, I think when we are talking
about this kind of money, particularly if it does not involve a Federal
guarantee and does not involve forced participation by the producing
eomoanies, then the pipeline en6ty has a great burden and that's the
bu,rden of securing financing. That's the question. If the finance world
believes you have raised considerable questions that would put too great
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a risk involved in this project, Dr. Doseher, then we will hear about it,
I am sure, in the long run.
·
Senator DuRKIN. Thank you. :My coneern and I think the concern
of the committee-and that's why I appreciate so much Dr. Doscher's
contribution-my concern is that we could well lose up to 6 billion
barrels of oil that is needed, needed in the lower 48. vVe have the pipeline proposal that is in conference now, the energy conference, to get
some of the oil to my neighbors in theN ortheast.
I supported the Alcan proposal beeause it seemed to make more
eeonomie sense than the others, but I am afraid you might end up with
gas at $4 or $5 or even more an MCF, or I am afraid or concerned
that we might run into problems with financing. I think that was one
of the advantages of the MeMillan proposal all along. That does not
eontemplate a tariff as some of the other proposals did, and I am
coneerned that the pipeline may be 2 or 3 years or a year or so into
eonstruction and then Dr. Doseher eould be proved to be dairvoyant, then we ha\Te the high-prieed gas, we lose the oil, and then we are
going to be faeed with either a tariff or a Federal tax phase to pick
up the tab to complete the pipeline, and with all that might not get
the gas as well as losing the oil. That is my coneern and I am not sure.
It is always easier to state the problem than provide the conclusion and
the answer. But those are the eoneerns that I have and those are, I
think, the concerns that the eommitt~e and ultimately the Congress
~~-i&.going to befacecLwithinb~bye~:tLJtu~s()lJ'§.~tax proposals and what
have you.
-~~~ -~---~--~---~~---~

Senator STEVENS. Mr. Chairman I think it should be determined
how long this record is going to stay open. vVe know "1e are only going
to be in session now until November 3d or 4th. It would seem that we
ought to have at the most a week's delay on this record. I think that's
excessive. I would hope the committee would notify all concerned to
have whatever submissions they wish to make to the committee by
next Monday.
·
Senator DuRKIN. Yes, I talked to Scoop and I am not in the habit
of making decisions for Scoop, but my suggestion would beSenator STEVENS. You leave then and I will make it.
Senator DuRKIN. OK. What I was going to suggest was maybe
Friday and then knowing the mail delivery service they will probably get here by Monday. So I really urge, and the Chairman may
well overrule me, but I would urge that anyone that has any information that they think this committee should consider should start working on it about 10:40 today and get it in here just as soon as possible.
\V e would like to hold the record open until Monday. The Chairman
may extend that and I will see him at the Energy Conference, but I
think it is imperative that you get any remaining statements or supporting statements or what have you in.
.
.
I think we should point out that the GAO staff report :ts a preliminary report and if they were settled with a lack of adequate information as well, I think this is the case where haste is in your best interest.
With the schedule on the floor no one knows how long we are going to
be around here. I think we are going to be here until New Year's Eve
trying to work out that Energy Conference.
So, if there is nothing else, Doctor, again I want to thank you and
the other witnesses.
[The report referred to follows:]
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LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS AGENCY
October 19, 1977

The Honorable Henry 11. Jackson, Chainnan
Corrmi ttee on Energy and Natura 1 Resources
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Jackson:
Enclosed herewith is a copy of the report by Professors Doscher and
Dougherty which you requested in your telegram of October 12th. Senator
Chancy Croft, the legislator responsible for the contract under which
this draft report was prepared, has authorized its release to you on the
condition that it be considered an internal U.S. Senate document and
that its use be restricted to senators and senate staff until 12:00 noon
Alaska daylight time, October 20, 1977. This will provide Senator Croft
time to distribute the report to the appropriate legislators here in
A1ask a. We trust this condition wi 11 not present you with any di fficulties.
Please note that this is a draft, albeit a second one, and that it does
not necessarily represent the views of the Alaska State Legislature or
the Legislative Affairs Agency. We contemplate that the report will be
prepared in final form later this month o arly in November, and will
make a copy available to you at that ti
regards,

Enclosure
cc: The Honorable Chancy Croft
GKE :dh
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'rhe authors of this study wish to express our
appreciatton to the Legislative Affaj.rs Agency
for the r:onfidcnce and t:cust they put in us in

executing this study of the State 1 s

mosi~

important

physical resource, the Pl'Udhoe Bay Oil F:i.eld.
For the pu:cposc of executing this study, \·.:e have

relied heavily on ,mblished tnformat ion in the
public domain. In addition, we contacted the
operators of

the Prudhoe Bay l<teld, the Division

or' Otl and Gas of the State of Alaska, and the
rl

Division's consultant, If. K. va Poolen and

"""

Associates, as \·rell as other engineering firms

Nhich, for one L"ee.son or .J.nother, had prepared
arcalyses for the prediction of performance of the
Prudhoe Bay Field.

As a requj_rcn:ent for technical discussions \·lj_th
5
thei·r engineerj_ng staffs, the operata~ requested,
and v1e executed secrecy agreements v1ith tLe operators,
in accordance >·lith approval from the Legislative
Affairs Agency.
vie intentionally dtd not overreach i·lhat we bcl·Leved

'::ere t.he limits of our privj_J.eges and the ncccsslties
for :i.nfox-r:·;e.,tj.on

1..1.~1dcr

ou1~

Affairs !\f,8ncy. 'L'herefore
certain details that

\'le

cont·co.ct to the
':Je

Lct~isJativc

may not have delved into

bc~licvcd ~·:ere

proprietaTy

AtJtJ
and vwu.lcll\little to our conelufjJons. Our primary
attention

~:-J(:~.s

to the methodology employed in the
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performance predictions and to the source of the
input da.ta. The agreed-upon remuneration for our
services also posed limitations on the pursuit of
overly detailed examination of documents and
conference follow-ups. Again,

~re

believe such

additional exarninations 1·:ould not have any
significant effect on our conclusions.
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Chapte1· I
IN'i'HODUC'riON
'rhis study \'la.s prepared in accordance 11ith an agrcewent
entered into by the Legislative Affairs Agency of the Sta·te of
Alaska and Todd

~1.

Doscher and Elmer L. Dougherty, Jr.

The purpose of the agreement is to provide, through the
Agency, professional consulting services :in oil and gas reservoir
analysis to the Alaska State Legislature.
The statement of work, parts (A) and (B), of the agreement
follows~

(A) The Contractors shall provide a written revieH and
analysis of the proposed Prudhoe Bay operating plan, and
the stu.dies and computer simulations that h.ave been made
of the dynamics of the Sadlcrochi·t Reservoir, including
the studies made for the Alaska Department of Natural
Resources by 1!. K. Van Poolen and Associates, Inc.,
and for the U. s. Department of the Interior by H. J.
Gruy and Associates. In addition, the Contractors shaJ.l
contact the principal owners of leasehold interests in
the Prudhoe Bay Field and obtaj.n from them such infon,•ation
as is relevant to this analysis and as the mmers may be
vlilling to release to them.
(B) The purpose of the vlritten rev:Le1·1 and analysis sha.ll
be to provide the J.ersislature 1·1ith an independent audit of
the practical and theoretical implications of the reservoir
operatints plans that have been and may be proposed by the
field operators and the Alaska Department of Natura.l
Resources.
Todd 14. Doscher and Elmer L. Dougherty, Jr., the contractors/

.Cor th::.e ~tuc1~· here,li th submit the attached report in fulfillment
of the agreement to provide the specific services requested.
The contractors are individua.lly responsible for the opinions.)

interpretations and find:i.ngs that are presented in this report. The

opinions, interpret:1tions and conclus:tons a.rc not necessarily Bharcd
by the Lersislat:i ve Affa:i rs Agency of the State of Alaska, nor by
associates, clients and cmp] oycers of the COlTLractors.
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Chapter II
i-iAJOR OESERVATIOi!S AND CONCLUSIONS

'l'hc dynamics of a petroleum reservoir arc a function of l) the
physical and chemical characteristics of the fluids contained within
it, 2) the geological configuration of the reservoir and its lithology,
3) the; pressures and temoeratures to which the fluids and rocks are
.(

subjected, and If] the rates and total volumes of fluids that are >lithdrawn from it and injected into it.
Accurate prediction of reservoir behavior turns upon knowing
as much as possible about the first three factors and being able to
describe them numerically. Then the values ascribed to the parameters
which describe the reservoir and its fluids are inserted into mathematical equations \·lhich represent the physical la>rs contorolling
f.J.uid fl0\'1. 'l'he particular rr.cde of operating the reservoir, fluid
production and injection as a function of time through wells deployed
at specific locations in the reservoir, is then sti.puJ.a>Ged and the
production behavior of the. reservoir results from the simultaneous
solution of' the mathematical equations.
The physical lavrs, '.<hich are represented mathematically in
carrying out such a reservoir predictl.on, are inviolate. However,
to facilitate solution of the many simultaneous equations that represent the la>rs governing flm-1 of fluids from point to point in the
reservoir, mathematical approximations are frequently employed even
when using high speed digital

c0~puters.

The accuracy of the predict-

ions become primarily a functi.on of hol'l reliably the reservoir analyst
knot·n; the correct values of the rarameters of the subsurface

f~luids,

of the ralationsl1ips between reservoir fJ.uids and the reservoir
and how well the

J~eservoir

l'ock~

has been dcscr:lbcd mathematically. rrhe

reliability o.f sueh predictions increases as obr3ervetions are made of
reservoir pcrfol'mancc and the values of. the reservoir and fluid parnmeters are adjusted to account for obt-icrved bellavtor. l'hc reservoir is
1
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only

c.oJnpl~..:teJy

u·.::h:.rstood

the~

f~ay

that :it :is r:hut do'I-In, and then

only Nith respect to j_ts responss to the pnrti.cular operatjng
plan that was used.
Nevertheless, ee.rly predictions arc important and necessary.

It is only by predicting the behavior of various modes of operati.on
tha·t the operator can choose that scheme which promises to he the
most re1·rarding -- an optimu_m combination of produced volumes and
economic return. T!'le prudent operator usually allmlS for sufficient
flexibility in implementation of his chosen mode of operation should
performance of the reservoir indicate that the values of the dominant
parameters as gleaned from reservoir performance are different than
those chosen at first based on diagnostic tests, laboratory analysis
and analoe;y 1'ij_th his experience.
Crude oil reservoirs tend to he unique entities, and analogy
has proven not to he too reliable except in broad generalizations.
The American Petroleum Institute has studied the possibility of
correlating reservoir performance of fields in the United States,
Bulletin D-1~, 1967. The correlations that Here achieved are inadequate to predict the performance of any one reservoir vrith an
acceptable degree of reliability although they can predict the average
performance of a group of reservoirs.
'rhe Sadlerochit reservoir in the Prudhoe Bay Field is the
largest reservoir that has ever been discovered in the Hestern Hemisphere. The physical lai'/S governing fluid in this reservoir are the
same as those governing fluid flo\'/ in any other reservoir. The task
of modelling the reservoir and the descTiption of the rese-rvoir is
simply a bigger task. Because of the tremendous financial investmt;nt

that v<ill be made to produce this reservoir, the operators have macle
a great investment in time and expense to model the reservotr and
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predict its performance. 'l'he Dcpar·tmcnt of Natural Resources,
Division of Oil and Gas, has also modelled the reservoir and
carri.ed out reservoir predictions. This ;10rk was contracted to
H. K. van Poolen and Associates, consultants to the Di.vision of
Oil and Gas. Still other predictions of reservoir performance ;/ere
executed for other private and public purposes by other consultants.
This study

1-ms

conducted, not to make additional predictions,

but to audit the content and conclusions of these reservoir predictions
>~hich

had already been published. The major conclusions of this study

·follow. Additional conclusions \>!ill be found in Chapterf.

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS OF THIS STUDY
I.

Hith Respect to the State 1 s Responsibility to its Ci.tizens to
Analyze the Operating Plans for the Prudhoe Bay Field
The State of Alaska's Division of Oil and Gas has not adequately

represented the State in ascertaining the reliability, sensitivity
and economic impact of the operating plans for the Prudhoe Bay Field
proposed by the operators of the field, nor has the Division adequately
compared the

~rork

presented by the operators to the work carried out

on their behalf by their consultant,
The inadequacy of the Division's revieVI of the Nork of the
operators and.of their consultant is prDnarily due to the fact that
the Division of Oil and Gas is not a.dequately staffed to oversee the
State 1 s interests !.n the largest crude oil reservoir discovered in
the United States. The Di.visi.on has not been assigned the responsi.biJ.ity
for assessing the economic in.pact of the operating plans on the State,
but nei.ther has any other agency of the State. Thi.s i.s a v·i.tal function
in the exploitation and management of the state's resources. It is
therefore mandatory for the State to increase the competence and
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tn

Ol. . . der

rrom itn

ra·.c the Ctatc to
l~csourc:.•;.;

for

t~V3

l;~

a:::.surccl of

cittz~ns

lleriv:in~

maximum benefits

of the State of Alaska.

Immediately, the staf"" or the Dtvision of Oil and Gas should

be strengthened to

guara:rrl~E>2

that adequate surveillance of reservoir

pc:L'"'forr:!ance, and ;};:ta coll::c.tion and recording docs occur for i:he

necessaTy task of ·cevie'::"i.ng and analyzing Teservoir performance to
protect and StT8l1gi;hen t:1e State

I

8

intereStS • 1J.lhC: planS for SUCh

surveillance and data collection should be comprehensive but >Tell
planned so as not to inter:'ere Hith or be an undue burden on the
opcrators in their pursu!.t of efficicnt management of producing
opcrations.
2.

1>/ith Rcspect to the Am:roval of Plans for Future Operation of the
·Prudhoe Bay Field
No operatine; plan should be approved or committed to by the

State at this ti.me 'Iillich doss more than assurc the rninimwn ordcrly
dcve.lopment of thc ficld to attain crude o:Ll production at the rate
required for successful operation of the Aleyska Pip Vine.
Thi.s conclusion is based on the belief that it is necessary to
confirm from field

performa~,ce

supplemcnted by special tests and

testing procedures and cont2.nuing analysis that the most likely values
of the parameters of the reservoir and rcservoir fluids havc been
chosen as input for the math:-:r::atical predictions of reservoir perform-

ance. Further, t.hat the 1:..at!:ematical description of the reservoi::c
is adequate to account for observations madc of field performance.
It follONS that net .,,:;_ thdrawals (sales) of gas should not be
commj.ti;ed to at this time. ;:.. period of no less than t1.·;ro and possibly

as much as five years i'Till be rcquired to mal<e the necessary obscrvations and tests to valj_d.ate :he values of the various resr.rvotr
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paramc~tcrs

that affect reservoir performance

4

O:nly by the accumulation

of such data can performance predictions be made which v1ill confirm

to the state the desirability and/or

nece~sity

of selling the gas

from the Sadlerochit resc:rvoir. During this period the State should
embark on studies \'Jhich 1·1ill reveal the: desirability and advantage
to the state of other rwdes of util:Lzation of the gas (other than
pipe-line sa.les some five years hence as proposed by the operators)
should it be concluded that it is not necessary for economic production
of the crude oil for such early sales to occur.
The State need not have any fears of relinquishing any economic

benefi_ts from the early sales of gas' all other factors being unaffected
or rendered more favorable by such a delay.

3.

Vli.th Respect to Potential Recovery of Additional Quantities
of Crude Oil Over and Above that Hhich the Operators Believe
is Hecoverable by Convenl-ional •rechnology
Tvielve 1illion or more barrels of crude oil will be left

behind in the Sadlerochit reservoir at the conclusion of conventional
operations sometime after the turn of the century. This is not due
to the inadequacy of any of the specifically proposed operating plans,
but due to the lirni_tations of conventional technology in exploiting
crude oil reservoirs. Because of the magnitude of this volume of
unrecovered oil, and because of the unique nature of reservoirs, the
State should not rely solely on the spin-off of technology being
pursued for other reservoirs for the development of a tertiary recovery
process that may be appli_cable to Prudhoe Bay •
.. The itate S~ould, on its mrn i_f nc:cessary, but preferably in

Ul.llfT;..,[

conj~1

Hith the operators and the federal government embark on

an intensive research and develoDr;;cnt program to ascertain the

OF .

feasibility and applicabil:Ltyl'\a teri;iary rGcovcry process for the
r
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:~adlcrochit

res0rvotr.

!3inc~~

the priJ;ary recovery

proc.:ct~}:;

13611'1~

~

used may affect the applicabili.ty of a tertt1l'f-tr process, the
implcrnentat:Lon of such a research and development prq~ram should
be expedited immedi.ately
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Chapter III.
PORO.SI'l'Y, OIL SATURATION Mill THE OIL IN PLACE
An oil reservoir is not a uniform accumulation of sand grains.
The interstitial voidage, the porosity, varies throughout the reservoir. In order to estimate the pore space that is filled 1<ith oil,
gas and 1·1ater, cores are taken f1·om a number of v•ells in the field
and analyzed i.n the laboratory. Since it is impossible to sample
every inch of every well, electric logs are used to make such estimations on a routine basis.
In a sandstone such as that of the Prudhoe Day reservoir, it
Nould be expected that the density log vmuld give the most reliable
result for estimation of pol·osity. Unfortunately, at the top of the
formation there is a significant concentration of iron sulphide
(pyrite), a very dense material V~hich prevents a reliable calibration
being made between the log response and the true porosity. Iron
suJ.phide occurs to a lesser, but e1·ratic degree throughout much of
the rest of the formation. The density log (a type of radioactive
log employing the Compton scatte1·ing of gamma rays by electrons)
does not give reliable porosity values in such a situation.
In lieu of the density log, the acoustic log was used as the
standard tool for measuring porosity. The log 1·ms calibrated in the
laboratory against cores Nhose porosity v1as subsequently determined.

This cross checking of the acoustic loQ: response ae:.;ainst actual cores
>las done to obviate the pl·oblents that arc usually encountered in using
s·tanrlard relat:Lonshi.ps bet,·iccn pol'osity and acoustic vcloc ity. There
are three ractors that tend to r:·.:1ke the standard response relation-

ships result in estimates of porosity that arc too high: l) presence
of interbedded. shale;

2) lack of complete conso.lidation and

-8-
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compact ton of E:a.nrh:tonc l:::.J..tj·-J.x; ar:d 3) p:cr!r;c;ncc or re:_;:i dual oll

saturation in the flushed zone measured by the non:ic log.
The laboratory calibration ,;hould tend to reduce tho<>c or:cnrs.
Ho\·Tever, the core poro:3itics deterr!lined in the laboratory arc themselves probably h}_gher than the true values in the formation. rrhe

principal rea::;on fo:c this is the change in effective stress bet\'Teen
the in-situ conditions and those on the surface. In a VIall consolidated

sandstone such as that of the Salllerochit_, the diffcrenec in porosity
may be smo.ll, but not trivial, l'lhcn est imat in3 the amount of oil

originally in place in a
A censored report

r~cs

ervoir.

r~,ade

available to us by the Division of Oil

and Gas indicated that th8 analysis of the cores from one 'tlell
shoi·Ied a one porosity !JCrcent reduction 1·1hen the cores were stressed

to reservoir conditions. IIoHevcr, the validity of thj_s correetion
and its appli.cability to all n1easurements could not be verified

by us since the actual data ha.d been removed from the report. J?rom
our discusslons ;I:Lth the o:9erators ltle would conclude that they did

not mnlce such corrections in

theil~

resource studies although some

of those \•larking on the r:1athsma.tical reservoir simulation studies
su~eested

that such corrections had been made. He v1ere not able to

verify just 1·1hat had been done but the 3reatcst evi.dence suggested

no attempt had been made to take into ac·count porosity changes as a
function of confining pressure.

The important conclusion is that f}ince 1Joth. the ar;oust:lc log
porosity and the co:ce porosity both tend to be too hie;h_, a cross plot
bct1:reen these tHo c:_u.nntit·.V;s docs not

demon~:;

tral;e that the

porosity :Ls the COI'Tcet in-situ value. I t is possible or
ne:i:t~her

of

i~hene

n~casure:1f!·3nts

dev-La~ed.
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in-n:i.tu values but ::o eviri,:-nce to support such a contenti.on has
been provl.ded.

Obviously, if the po:cosity measurements result in porostty

values that are too high, the estimate of void space and of oil
in place vll.ll be too hl.gh. f!_ctually, the error in the esi;imate of
oil in place l'Jill be somct·:hat largcT (on a percentage basis) than
the percentar<;e error in the porosity. This is so because porosity
itself enters into the calculation of the oil saturation.
Use of porosity values that arc too high in the Archie equation
to evaluate \'later saturation from resistivity logs will result in
vTater saturations 't:hich are too low; the oil saturations will be
correspondi_ngly too hig!-1. T!1e net effect is to further increase the
Upside error in the estii:1ate of oil in place.

It is our belief that the estimate of the oil in places as a
result of neglect of the effect of !Jressure on porosity could be too
high by a factor of

5%

10%.

to

The consultant to the Division of Oil and Gas has presented
an estimate of original oil in place ;,hi.ch is some

10%

less than

that calculated by the opcre.tors. Although this difference can be
traced to his usc of a porosity value consistentJ_y lower them that
used by the operators, it !_s not ce1·tain 1·1hether the deviation in
porositi.es resulted from d!.f::'erences in interpretative technique or
from the f<J.ct that a much 2LCcllcr data base vras avai.l.abl.e to the

concultant. 'l'he consultant
on porosity ns far :::.s

1.·tc

c~·Ld

ccu:d

not correct for ·the effect of
dr:b~x·r!:inc.

It 1nust not be

prcH~3Ul~c

ns~}umecl

thn.t

the tvio est:inatcs of oil i;" ;! ;.J.CC rt~~)Y'eSt:nt the proha.ble rangr: \:Jithtn
~·lhich

the

tl~UC

Qt;t·in:atc of

o. con:;t:--;tent d:iS:'fe-cence in
only a cletai led study could

Ol~~.[3;inal

oJ.l ·i.n plo.ee fallB.

~:-:.1-::::.:rpretation
Tc;~ical.
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Althouc;h i;hr) csttmatcs of the oll in place do not o.ffr;ct.
the l'clative cstiwates of rccovc·L·y efficiency nor of the con-

clu8"ions concerntne; the preferrc;d operat:Lng scheme, there is sowc
conccl'n about the differences betHcen the tl'lo estimates. It is
some<·:!cat surprising that

this;P~int V~as

not raised

fo~

cliscussion at the hearing in Anchorage this past May. A 10%
difference in original oil in place j.s some h1o billion barrels.
Such a difference betv1een the estimates of tl'lo reservoir engineering
groups is \'!orthy of serious attention.
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Che_~ter

IV.

R:::::OEHVOIR PEHli;EABILITY, CONl'IGURATION, AND
RECOVERY MECHANISMS

'l'he permeability of the formation, just as the porosity,
varies throughout the reservoir. Actually, in a single sedimentary unit it might be CX!Jected that the variation in pcrmcabiJ.ity can be studied statistically and an average permeability

assigned to the u.nit. 'rhis is basically true, but it docs not take
into account local. extremes :·1hich may occur randomly within the
unit and cause rr,arked diffel'cnces in behavior. For example, shale
deposition crithin a sandstone roember may have occurred because
of a marked reduction in fluid velocity in the stream from which
deposition took place, or a ve1:y coarse, heterogeneous deposition

(conglomeratic section) may have occurred in a high velocity stream.
The occurrence of such variations in rock structure across the
producing section may cause a marked change in the flovr of fluids
in the reservoir. Perturbations in the rock composition and structure
can greatly vary the advance of one fluid into another thereby
exacerbating ·or ameliorating phenomena such as viscous fingering,
channeling, and coning. These effects become most pronounced of course,
~1hen

the production mechanism relies on the encroachment of v1ater

or gas into the oil column.
A reservoir can be sarc,pled only by drilli.ng a hole through it.
The nature of the :t"cservoir
'rhe Sadlerochi . G.

~C'cse~rvoir,

times earlier, a u:oiform
sedi.mcntary

unii:~ :~

b-~t1/!Ccn

the holes can only be conjectured.

unfoTtunately, is not, as noted several

r:::SC!l~votr.

l'he Sadlerochit compr:iscs several

1

varying fi'0!!1 high eneTgy :~ cone;lomcratic sands to

l01'! energy sha.!.y so.nds .. In the

former~
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be high throughr)ut t:Jhercas ln the J attcr the posnilrillty "i:>

r~rc~at

that r.w.rked chane;c,; in pcrme2.\Jility \·d.ll occur ovrcr rrclat:i.v<ely
short distances. A.; a r<e:.;ul t of such chanr;es the allili ty of fluids
to flmr Nithin or through shaly sands is greatly reduced. As 'lrill
be discussed bela:'/, this uncertain variabil1ty in rock

chal~actcr-

5'

istics mak'Jiconr;tructing a realistic model of the Sadlerochit a
difficult job.
A further compJ.ication is that the reservoir is intersected
by several faults across «hich fluj.ds may or may not flol<. Not
until significant volumes of flui.ds have been produced from the
reservoir and the associai;ed pressure changes carefully analyzed
vlill it be possible to reduce the uncertainty in the reservoir
configuration and in the effect which non-homogeneities in the
reservoir configuration 1·1ill have on future reservoir behav:lor.
It is, nevertheless, necessary to construct a model in advance
in order to make an initial choice from the possible production
sc!1emes that could be used to produce the reservoir. To construct
~ e/-1/PILIT'?
a model, at each point in the reservoir a value must be assigned
I)
M.n'430 the l3CTmEs.l:Jil:!fy to.-\ each of the several fluids contained \•ri thin
the pore space. Unfortunately, permeability cannot be measured
in-situ.. Produc·tion tests provide transient pressure data which can
be interpreted to determine "kH" values, the product of the permeability and the thickness of the productive formation. The value of
kH thus obtained is an average value representation of the rock
in the immediate neighborhood of the 1·rell l'lhen filled with the
pai'ticular fluid saturatj ons \·!hich extst around the '!·Tell bore at the

time the test \'las made. It \·ras noted :ln Chapter

rn that i;he permc-

abil:i.ty of the rock to otl and t.·later and gas val'ics as the saturo.t:i.on
of these fluids vary. Since the saturati.ons \·rU.l change dur:i.ng
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production., to p1:cd i.ct ressr·voir bchav lor it ts necesnnry to have
J!lore than one value of peTm.eab:i.lity ut one par·ticular
Cm·es

brour~ht

saturati.on~

tnto the laboratory can be mounted tn an

approp1·tate apparatus, and the relattve permeabtlity to oil and
\·Tater., or to oil and gas., can be measured over a fairly \·!ide range
1

of saturation. 'l he data is obtained by simultaneously flowing the

t>·ro flutds through the core until an equilibrium condition is reached.
However, the values of relative permeability obtained are not unique
functions of saturation; different values 1-11.11 be attained d<"p<mding
upon the direction i.n l'lhich the saturation of oil (or v1ater) is
changing. The drainage relative permeability values arc those v1hich
control. fluid flo\1 1·1hen oil saturation is increasi.ng, and the imbit-1'
jtion values are those \'lhich are obtained \'!hen the 1·mter saturatton
is increasing.

Even though there are standardtzed laboratory methods for
measuring relative permeability., there is some question concerning

the signiftcance of laboratory der-ived relati.ve permeabtltty data.
The operators did use preser•Jed cores and reservotr flutds to determine the relative permea.bility functtons recogniztng the fact that
cleantng of cores and the use of laboratory fluids frequentJ.y give
different results. Helattve pelT,eabtl.ity data obtatned on cleaned
cores usually result tn signj.fice.ntly higher relattve permeabtltties
to both otl and 1·1ater. On U1e other hand, the reliabil:i.ty of data
obtain~·d

each

on cornpos i te cores (a !3eri.cs of small cores butted ae;ainst

other)~

rclnt:i.ve

\'Jh"ich were used by tl1o operators to develop the oi]_-\!iater

permea.htlii~y clc:.ta.~

li tcl~ature. The

HlUl tiple

!:.c.s

:-~ot

been established in the technical

ond eff::)c ts encountered at each joint may
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'.ehc n,ost 0crious problem i..n r·ego.rcl -11o relative pcnncability

arise.s in

est~ilN1ttn~ 1~he

encl point values of relativf.; pl'!rmcab:i.Jity,

viz., the= saturations at 1·1hich the permeabi.lity to either fl.u:tcl
(most importantly, of course, to oil) becomes zero (if it does so
at all ;·!hen sattn·::ttion :Ls greater than zero). As noted in Chapter III,
for oi.l the end potnt saturation and the shape of the relative
permeability

dctel~mtne

:ln great. measure the actual effictency v1ith

which the oil is displaced by

·.-~ater

or gas. A very lm1 end point

(residual) saturatio~ to oil is of little consequence if an excessively larger number of pore volumes of Nater 1nust be forced through
the rock to reduce the oil saturati.on to that value. The problems
arising in the defi.nition of the reJ.ativc perr>leability curve at lm1
oil saturations

MiE
.;i.s...

highlighted by the differences in the conclusions

of the operators and of the consultant to ·the Divisi.on of Oil and

,,'

./

Gas, H. K. Van PooJ.cn and Associates.
The averaged relative permeability curves of the operators
do not appear_ to differ greatly from those used in the study prepared
by H. K. Van Poolen for the Division of Oil and Gas.
The Division of Oil and Gas 1'/0Uld not permit us to vicvl the
Ol':Lginal data they had on hand; the only curves available to us
1·rere those published i.n the Van Poolen report and those present.ed
by the operators at the Anchorage hearings i.n !-lay. l'le are therefore
unable to rate the quality vlith which the curves ac·tually fit the
experi.mental data nor the quality of the experi.mental data points

thr:nnsclves ..
Van Poo]_en 1 s curves e;ive sorne'.·Jhat higher values for the rclat:ive

permeability ·to oil for both the oi.l/1·1ater and oil/gas r;ystcms,
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and a significantly lower rcelat:Lve permeauil:Lty to e;as in the
1/;g<>EN /h<l.tJ 71/tE o/E.eA~
oil/gas system. Th" most significant differC3ncc behleQn ~

/J!,.,

results from the intcerpretation of the bas:"Lc data from •1hich the
curvces were derived.
Van ,Poolen i,nterprets thee relative permeability data to
indicate that sizeable end point saturations exist. Average
irreduc:i_ble oil saturations of 0.42 ± 0.10 and of 0.23 ± 0.10 >rcere
reported by Van Pool en for the oil/gas and oil/1-later systems,
respectively. (H01·1ever, in the simulation studies, Van Pool en used
an irreducible oil saturation of 32% to gas.)> The operators do
not believe that irreducible oil saturation to gas is this large.
They have attempted to verify their belief by measurine; residual
saturations resulting from subjecting the fluids to a large c entrifugal force developed by placing the cores in a rotating device.
By plotting and extrapolating their results on semi-logarithmic
graph paper (relative permeability on a logar)(ithmic scale vs.
saturation on a linear scale) they obtain a continuous curve which
can be extrapolated do>rn to very, very lo1'1 oil saturations. The
corresponding relative permeability values are several orders of
magnii~ude

belo>l a value of 0.01 (an approximate lo1'1er limit to

laboratory measured values of relative permeability).
We are not certain of the validity of the centrifugal results,
particularly in regard to the scaling of possible time-dependent
effects. Over geological time periods

l·ie

can expect the non-v:etting

oil phase to have been pract:Lcally cot!pletely drained from a gas cap.
\·le have no evidence that such drainage is approached under dynamic
operating conditions and a producing life of twenty-five years.
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Although ru.tch careful laboratoY'Y 1·1ork and theoretical analysis
\'las probably car1·ied out to justify the use of the lm·1 residual
saturations SP.cured in the laboratory centrifuge, ultimate validation
can only be secured from observations in the actual reservoir. \</hen
tvC/tE ttjetl tN
the operators' cunres the simu1ation studies, the residual oil
11

to e;as invasion in the areas ·:!here gravity stabiJ.izes the displacement falls to values >·Tell below 20%, and average signi!icantly less
./

than the end point residual saturation reported by Van Poolen.
This result from the operators' simulation studies is the most
crucial one in their representation of the preferred operating plan,
since it provides the basis upon \·ihich expansion of the gas cap is

chosen as the preferred opei·ating scheme for the Prudhoe Bay Fie]_d.
It is again surprising that the Division of Oil and Gas did not
raise this rr.atter at the Anchorage hearings in May. The contention
of the opera.tors that such low residual saturations to gas invasion
would be achieved ';las in opposition to the interpretations that v1ere
reported in the studies 1·1hi.ch they sponsored.
To find_support for the operators' contention that such low
residuals of oil ~;ill be attained by gravity drainage at the rates
called for in the planned operation of Prudhoe Bay, we searched the
literature for supporting case histories. Unfortunately, there is
not much published data on this score. Certainly, the results reported
by Exxon for the lla'IIkins Hoodbine Reservoir in 1975 tends to support
the concept that l'esl.dual oil saturation can be driven dovm to extraordinarily lovr values by gas cap expansion-gravity drainage. 'l'he

Ha\·lkins \•loodbino pi·oducing formation contains a much more viscous
cruclrc than docs the Sadlerochit, and on this basis it vmuld be
expected that the s1ficicncy \·:ith Hhich oil is di.spla.ced by either
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vratcr or gas .,:/auld be lo1·: because of viscous fingering. On the

other hand, the permeability of the reservoir sands is very high,

119h mds. for the Leviisvillive member and 3396 mds. for the
Dexter (six to

-t1Atl~
seventeen~

greater than that of the Sadlerochit).

The residual satul'ations to both gas and Vlater invasion are quite
low in the cores taken from the reservoJ.r,

3%

and 15%, respectively,

These residual saturations are extremely lov1 for such a crude and
raises the possibility tha"c these cores Here flushed during the
coring operation itself as suggested by the operator. It should be
added that the higher saturation of gas in the gas invaded zones
could have promoted flushing and given rise to the apparent lm'l
residual saturation. \'loodbine reservoir sands are knovm to be driven
·/

to very lovl residual oil saturationsf- by water encroachment_, viz.,
in the East Texas field cores have been revealed to have saturations
less than 10;6.
Houever, the volumetric results are impressively different.
A loN ra.te of pl'oduction may have contri.buted significantly to these
results; for many, many years Hithdravlal rate from the reservoir was
limited by the Texas RaJ.lroad Conunission's imposition of allm-Iable
production rates. For results from the operation of the Hawkins
Hooclbinc reservoi.r to be extrapolated to Prudhoe Bay or any other
reservoir, consideration must he given to rates of "'ithdrawal; and, '
in particular the rate at :·:hich the gas cap dJ.d in fact move south-

\'lard 1.n the HaNl.:::ins reservoil~. It is viort~ not in~ that the
operator of the Hav:kin~; pj_f:;ld in optin~ far· enhancing recovery from

the fteld by gas .L:l.jection. :.r.to the gas cap will repressurc the gas
cap and maintain the pressul·e during the subsequent production l:U:'e
rai;hcl'' than depend excluniveJ.y on gD,S expansion to lower pressures.
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In a Venezuelan reservoir fruniltar to us effictent gravity drainage

is being achieved by complete reinjection of produced :>;as and
maintenance of reservoir pressure.

The l'lriters have had the opportunity to

revie~1

the performance

of a relatively small group of some t\1enty reservoirs in Texas
11hich have been subject to recovery by gas reinjection into the gas
cap. The reported average recovery efficiency from such reservoirs
is of the order of 4l.J%. This efficiency is somev1hat greater than that
from a much larger sample of sandstone reservoirs subjected to an
induced l'iater flood, viz., 38%. An analysis of reservoir properties
of the t;Io groups indicates that the former (gas cap reinjection)
have significantly better parameters (particularly, permeability)
than those in the latter group. Vlhen the performance of the reservoirs
being produced by gas reinjection is compared to that of a group
of reservoirs having approximately the same parameters, but subject
to a natural vmter drive, they do poorly in comparison, 4l.J.)6 vs.
Sl~% recovery. Unfortunately, a substantive comparison of performance,

given equivalent reservoir parameters and drive mechanism could not
be found. In summary, v1e could not find an unequivocal verification
for the supposition that in the Sadlerochit the residual oil saturated
to gas expansion l·lill be significantly less than that to 1·1ater
invasion, viz., that less oil will be left behind by gravity dra:i.nage
than by vmter encroachment.
The occurrence of a strong natural Hater drive in the Sadlerochit
has been virtually ruled out because of the deterioration of reservoir
properties in the Hater colwnn dovmdip from the oil accumu.lation.
Encroachment of 1·1atcr may be further limited by the existence of an
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altered_, more viscous crude at the oil

certain

~1hether

~·rater

contact~

It is not

the tar matY per se v10uld be a sj_gnificant barrier
1'--

to fluid flow.
Had there been a strong \·later drive in the Sadlerochit, then
the chances \•Jould ha.ve been great that the operators \'IOUld have
chosen to produce the reservoir by taking advantage of the water
drive. '!'he oil water contact \·!ould have been allm1ed to rise and
produced solution gas vrould have been reinjected into the cap to
maintain its pressure.
One is then led to inquire why, in the absence of a natural
water drive, a Hater flood is not initiated to execute the same
function that a natural water drive would have played. The primary
reason for not choosing to do so is the contention of the operators
that allowing the gas cap to expand to lov1er pressures vlill result in
the high displacement efficiency (lovr residual oil saturation) already
alluded to. Additionally, there are questions concerning the continuity
of the shales·in the loHer sedimentary units and the tar mat over
various areas at the oil water contact. These latter problems could
probably be overcome by the judicious choice of injection locations.
Then, too, there is the cost of implementing a large scale l<ater
flood at this time. Hith such heavy investments already made over a
significant period of time :·1ithout the production of revenues, and
in the perceived absence of clear cut advantages, a choice 11ould
be made by any prudent operator to chose an operating plan that did
not require additional

in~.restments.

Gas /xpansion-gl'avity drel:1age, the preferred production
method of the operators, leads to a reduction in reservoir pressure.
-20-
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A significant lo>:erl.ng of the reservoir pressure before final l>low
dovm acts to reduce on. recovery, in the absence of compensating

5.

factors, i:n a dual manner. First, the loss of pressure reducejl' the
rate of influx of crude into the producing <rells thereby accelerating
the time at vrhieh p1·oduction falls belO!·T the minimum economic limit.
Secondly, the pressure loss allows dissolved gas to come out of
solution in the crude oil thereby increasing the oil content of the
oil phase (a solution of gas in oil) that is left behind the displacement front. The total amount of unrecovered oil is increased. In
addition, the loss of solution gas results in an increase in crude
oil viscosity 1·1hich again reduces the influx of oil into producing
v1ells.
The operators eventually intend to offset some of the effect
of that component of the pressure reduction due to gas 1·1ithdrav1al

B.. rkA>1

from the cap by injecting \•later into the gas cap. This is preferred .I\
to a greater degree of reinjection of the produced gas because of

the presumed saleability of the gas and because of the energy consumed
in gas injection. However, no data has been presented by the operators
to compare the cost of eventual vrater injection with the cost of
reinjection of gas.
The operators have presented results of their studies vlhich
indicate that the recovery efficiency of the preferred operating plan
could be increased from approximately

36%

to approximately

4o%

by

the initiation of source vrater flooding five to ten years after
production starts from the Prudhoe Bay Field. It appears from the
limited information made available to us that a major fraction of

the 1•ater to be in,jected vrould be injected :i.nto the gas cap \'/here it
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'"auld serve primarily to retard the rate of pressure reduction.
Some

~later

would be injected into the oil column to increase the

sv1cep of displacing fluid in the reservoir. Hov1ever, we would
estimate that the reservoir Nould be far from having been completely
swept by \·rater and expanding gas at the time of abandonment.
Prudent analysis of alternative producing schemes 1·/0uld in our
expc}"ience have required a thorough technicaJ. and economic comparison
of early implementation of a Nater flood to an extent sufficient to
approach complete pressure maintenance and of total reinjection of
produced gas without any injection of vmter other than that produced
from the reservoir. These \'!OUld have served as references for the
evaluation of all other plans. Although these may have been studied
by the operators for their ovm use the results of such analyses were
not presented to the State. The Division of Oil and Gas did not request
such studies from

irs

~

consultant.

The operators are planning to conduct a small scale water
injection operation sometime in the next hro or three years to get
infonnation on the actual residual oil saturation to water

1!:

en~oach-

ment. This, together with observations on the residual oil saturation
behind the advancing gas contact, 1·1ill serve to erase any doubts on
the comparative efficiency of the

t\10

displacement mechanism. Should

the results of such observations lead to conclusions concerning the
values of important parameters that are different from those
in~

W5EV

~

the current simulations then consideration can be given to a

revision in operating plans. Should the reservoir performance be
considerably different from that Hhich is anticipated, then the
opportunity for revision 1·1ill exist only if the necessary options are
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stili available. .i't"nts_, it doe:? not appear prudent at this time to
1

co1nmit to the \·rithdl·av:al of

f;:JS
-

from the reservoir for pipe'line
L/

sales until it is certe.in that such sales

•t~ill

not interfere with

the adoption of possibly superior production schemes. It vmuld also
appear to be more than prudent for the operators to accelerate their
field verification of the l'esidual oil saturation to vmter flooding.
A major cont<·ibuting parameter to the choice of the gas
expansion-gravity drainage process as the preferred process is the
conclusion that the vertical penneability in much of the Sadlerochit
reservoir is a high fraction of the horizontal permeability. Because
of the nature of the deposition process, it is a general observation
that vertic a]. perir:9abili ty is less than horizontal permeability.
The sand gre.ins tend to align themselves parallel to the direction
of flow of "che Hater from ;-;hich they Nere deposited. Thus, the more
elongated the sand grains, the lm:er ;rill be the ratio of vertical
to the horizontal permeability. Measurements on indj_vidual, small
cores indicate that the vertical to horizontal permeability ratio
is not

signif~cantly

less than 0.5. Ho11ever, the existence of inter-

bedded shale s·treaks e.nd shale beds can seriously reduce this ratio
over greater thicknesses. Cbviously, an impermeable layer of shale
Nill reduce the vertical permeability to zero across any vertical
macrosection of reservoir tOat contains such an impermeable layer.
Although shales have been observed in cores and on log traces
throughout the Sadlerochit, correlation of the shales from one

~<ell

to another is comnooYI only in the lmrcr sedimentary units which are
shalier than the uppel' zon<2s. The operators have made statistical
analyses of the occurrence and D·eal extent of shales based on the
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observations in the \'!ells, and have used these obncrvations to

introduce shales into their reservoir model. !lased on these analyses
the operators divided the reservoir into hro secti.ons, a shaly one
and a non-shaly one; and conducted simulation studies on each to
estimate the differences in behavior that may be anticipated.
Again, this is very critical input into the mathematical model
since

rF

~

the frequency and impermeability of the shales have
71f€N

been underestimated, II the areal svreep of the oil column by the expanding gas cap will be less than no\'/ anticipated by the operators.
A high ratio of vertical to horizontal permeability has been
indicated to promote efficient oil recovery by gravity drainage.
It also promotes gas coning. which i'iOrks against effie ient recovery
of the reservoir crude oil.
Gas coning is a very complex phenomenon which involves excessive
production of gas from the gas cap along with the crude oil. Significant reservoir energy is thereby lost as the gas is produced. Gas
coning occurs because of the differences in density and viscosity
betvreen the overlying gas and the oil. Under the influence of the
pressure drawdm·m required to cause the influx of fluids into a well
bore, the gas oil interface v:ill tilt dol'lnwards around the vrell and
may reach the level of the perforations. This phenomenon is highly
rate sensitive. As the velocity of the fluids converging on the vrell
bore increases, the pressure draHdovm around the well bore also
increases. Since the tilting of the gas oil contact increases as a
function of the pressure dx·ai·idown, the tendency to

sue~

the gas cone

into the perforations increases Hith product'i.on rate 1nto any singJ.e

':rell.
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'l'he opr::o:cato:cs arc

cor~.plr;t·~Jy

avlart.:! of the

poten~,~tc1l

dmnn~lnr;

effects of gas· coning on production perforr11ancc and have already
requested perm'isston to rsduce the spac1nE; in the field to 160 acrGs
in order to minimize such

cor~:ing.

An incrr-.:ase in· the number of HelJ s

~

1·1hile keeping the total pl'oducti.on rate constant, will, of' course,
lov1er the producti.on rate 9er 1·rell. 'fhe lovrer production rates, in
turn, lmwr the pressure d:caeJdovm around each Hell and therefore l?£1)1qaF
the

e)<~r

i-end9P.~

of gas coning 4;,;, aeet<r.

Hater coning, the up1·1ards tilting of' the oil Nater interface
and

exce~sive

\•Tater production accompanying oil production, will not

be as se:vere as gas coning. Ho<Tever, the operators will

"'

ch~se

the

i.ntervals to be pel'f'orated in the producing wells so as to minimize
both gas and water coning.
Because of' the impo1·tance of the verti.cal permeability within
the reservoir, it is some\·lhat surprising that neither the state nor
the operators sought to use a published technique vThich has the
potential for measuring the in-situ vertical permeability, at least
within the vicinity of' a well bore.
It is certain that if the Sadlerochit reservoir is produced
according to the plans set forth by the operators (or by any other
conventional technology) the oil left behind in the reservoir when
it is abandoned vTill exceed t\·ielve billion barrels.
Neither the operators nor the state have as yet pursued any
detailed studies, to our lmmrledge, of the potential of tertiary

or enhanced recovfJ.ry techniques in recovering some of this residual
crude oil. vfe do not wish to imply in any way that such techniques
are currently available, although many have been proposed and are
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under study for reservoirs in the lov1er 48. Because of the enormity
of the residual and the critical supply situation for crude oil
in the United States, v1hich wilJ. only worsen in future years, tt is
of utmost urgency to consider as soon as possible the development
and applicability of enl1anced recovery techniques for the Prudhoe
Bay Field. It is none too early to do so because the operating scheme
to be used during pr·imary operations may have a significant effect
on the successful implementation of tertiary recovery processes.
A successful tertiary recovery process might well recover an additional
four billion barrels of crude oil. This will be again discussed in

7

Chapterj •

1
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Chapter V.
PEi\Ci<:N'r HECOVEHY ES'l'HlATES AND COMPUTER
SIMULATION MODELS

In the absence of any data to indicate trends i.n Prudhoe
Day 1 s production performar!ce, theoretical reservoir prediction

methods provide the only means of mak"ing recovery estimates. To
· apply these prediction methods to Prudhoe Day computer models of
the reservoir were constructed. These models use weJ.l established
equations to predict over time (a) the simultaneous flow of oil,
gas and water throughout the reservoir system and (b) the fluid

pressure at each point in the resei'voir resulting from different
rates of production from and fluid injection into the reservoir.
The computer programs used to obtain these predictions have been
111/l~·

used many times in other equally

evelopmcnt of these

Because of the relattvely recent (a little more than a decade ago),
~

sophisticated computer based schEmes for reservoir pi·ediction,

it is not possible to find a large number of resei·voirs whose history
was predicted from scratch, and vlhich have been operated long enough
to evaluate the match of prediction Nith performance. On the other
hand, there is a signi.ficantly larger body of docUJnented successful

predictions of reservoir performance that were made for reservoirs
for 1·1hich some historical pi'oduction performance was already available.
In these cases the model could be fixed by history matching procedures.

There i.s an old ad&.ge in the computer e;ame_, viz., garbage in
equals e;arbage

ou·~.

InterpretEd here this means that if the models

constructed do not reasonably approximate the configurat:i.on of the
reservoir and the distribution of fluids l<ithin it, the results wLll
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be 1·1orse than r.teanine;lcss; they will be misleading. Likewise, if
the values of the parameters 1\'hich are used in the model to represent fluid flm1 through the porous media under the continuing
changes in pressure and saturation resulting from production arc
not a compatible blend of the important physical-chemical properties
of the fluids and the rock Nith the model's age;regated representation
of the reservoir, the results -,;ill be meaningless.
Accomplishing the first requirement necessitates a careful
analysi<' of the structure and composition of the producing formation,
and of the distribution of fluids within the pore space. Both the
consultant to the Division of Oil and Gas and the operators carefully
interpreted data from t·1ell logs and cores to define the structure
of the producing formation. The operators gave much more consideration
to the composition of the formati.on, however, than di.d the consultant.
The 1.mportant composttton

paramete~

is the amount of shale interbedded

within the sandstone producing member. The major impact vrhich this
constituent has on fluid flot-1

viaS

discussed earlier.

The operators concluded that several correlatable interbedded
shale layers act as total barriers to vertical flow over considerable
portions of the Sadlerochit. They also conducted extensive statistical
and computer modeling studies of vertical cross sections of the
Sadlerochtt to estimate the !'eduction in vertical pcrmeabili.ty caused
by shale stringers visible i.n indivj_dual wells but not readily
correlatable bet:noen wells. The reduced values of vertical permcab:Lli ty

Fe!? j,,rr7f

'/Jere then

jnpH+

-'·o the larr;e computer models used to predict reservoir

pC!rfo:cmance and )Jcrcent l'CCO'i''ry. In

/T$

~predict1on

model the consultant

simply fixed vr;rticul pernwability equal to 0.1 tilncs hor:l?.ontal
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permeability; in

i~he

layers of t11J-:; model representing clca.ner sand

sections this factor was increased to 0.3 or 0.5.
As a result of these differences in accounting for the effects
of j_nterbedded shales, the flm-1 patterns in the consultant 1 s model
must have been drastically different from those in the operators'
models. It is surpris5.ng that the significance of this difference
!JN/ll/'16.

.

Nas not exruuined 4-rt the

,
Anchoragr~

hearings.

To determine the fluid distribution v1ithin the formation both
the operators and the consultant appear to have thoroughly analyzed
all available basic data. These include >Jell logs, flm< tests and
fluid san1ples. vlith the exception of the anomalous behavior observed
in the Eileen area where clean oil is produced from a section of the
Sadlercchit for which the calculated Hater saturation is surprisingly
high, the fluid distribution obtained seems eminently correct. Of
course, the ex-tent to l'lhich the several faults in the Sadlerochit
Nill affect flo':/ will not be k.YJmm Nith certainty until sufficient
production data are available. In the present studies the effect of
faults has been assumed minimal, a reasonable assumption based upon
the fact that the elevations of gas/oil and vlate;/oil contacts are
fairly uniform throughout.
Accomplishing the second requi[ement that the values of the
parameters used in the modeling studies comprise a satisfactory
translation of the basic reservoir data into numbers within the
model v1hich Nill cause it to make l'ealistic predictions is a subtle
art. 'l'he efforts discussed above to determine the most likely value
tq assign to vertical permeability throughout tho recovery prediction
model illustrate both the advantagP. of having consj_derable practical
reservoir modeling experience to ded.de the proper way to proceed
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and the painstaking 1mrk required to obtain a suitable translation.
Other important situations which had to be dealt with ;•ere
the assignment of values to the parameters, of the aquifer, which
determine the amount of vrater influx and pressure support to be
derived from the aquifer; and the way tn Nhich to model the effect
upon Hater influx of the heavy oil zone of variable thickness which
lies just above much of the l·W.ter/oil contact. The base data for the
first situation are the porosities and the permeabilities of cores
taken from wells penetrating the Sadlerochit formation outside the
limits of the oil-bearing region. Sufficient data points were
available to establish ;rith reasonable certainty that the reservoir
properties deteriorate dovmdip; and the parameters introduced into
the model reflect the poor qualities of the aquifer.
Deciding \·:hat to do in the model to reflect the heavy oil
zone ls a more subjective problem. Heavy oil or tar barriers have
been observed a•c the water/oil contact in many reservoirs throughout
the Horld. A tar barrier of varying flm'l resistance underlies the
HaNkins Fleld·

t:niu iirl.: -.

mentioned~;'

similar tar barriers exist at the

\•tater/oil contact ln both the Abqalq and Ghawar Fields .in Saudi
Arabia. Interpretation of production data from these fields lndlcates
that these tars e.ct as an impediment to f.low of water from the aquifer,
but constitute ccmplete flm-t seals only in limited areas, if at all.
In Prudhoe Bay the generally

h~ld

opinion seems to be that the heavy

oil is more mobile than ln these examples just cited so that the
reduct ton in the model's

pcn~eabili ty

reflect the flow lJarrier should be

at the water/oil contact to

less~

The correc·L value ·La asslgr1

is_, ho;.1ever_, unccr·tain and \·Jill remain so until sufficient production

data arc availe.ble to allo;-t a quantitative analysis to be made.
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'.I?he

et~fect

of this uncertainty on re:;ervoir predictions is reduced

.
. s}fib l. 1 l. t·y.
b y tl
has such low t ransmls
· 18 f ac 'c t·hat the aqulfr=r
T\•iO other important

tr~.nslation

problems v1hich had to be dealt

>lith in constructj_ng the recovery prediction models v1ere hovl to
represent the effr=cts of VJater and gas coning and what relative
permeability curves to use. As discussed previously the high pressure
gradient around a producing well can suck a cone of gas dovm (or
water up) into the perforations. In terms of reservoir dimensions
the radius of the top of this cone is small, say 50 feet or so.
In the reservoir prediction models the dimensions of the grid blocks
used to represent the reservoir are much greater than the dimensions
of such a cone.

Ty~ically,

the grid blocks had a length of 1000-5000 ft.

and a thicl".ness of l!.0-100 ft. In the model the pressure and saturations
calculated are volume ave:,-ages over the grid block, and the composition
of fluids flm1ing out of a grid corresponds to these volume average
saturations.
In order to realistically incorporate the effects of coning
into their prediction models the operators first constructed single
wel;I. coning models. These are cylindrical vii th a single producing
well at the center; the length of the cylinder spans the producing
formation, and the maximum radial dimension is, say, 2-10 times the
radius of the fully developed cone. The coning models are used to
determine the amount of coning as a function of the di.stance from
the fluid contact to the nearest. perforati.ons, pressure dra11dm1n
betv1een the perforations and the surrounding average reservoir
pressure, and ratio of horizontal to vertical permeability, including,
of course·, any local shale barriers. (Coning is also influenced by
the densi.ties and vi.scositics of the fluids, but these are fixed by
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pressure and temperature.)

The production performance of the

detatled tvell coning models was transformed tnto a set of curves
which were then used in the reservoir prediction model to more
accurately predict the producing ratio of each vrell in the recovery
predictions.
/

H. K. Van Poolen in his study prepared for the Division of Oil
and Gas did not use this rather painstaking approach to determine
producing rai;io. It vrould be expected, then, that his results should
tend to be more optimistic than those of the operators, i.e., his
G~. fJI'- ~17.,,
11-14n:::nl .::v• li!!Ar" s
;~,' '.,v /·;,,i(GOR~) and/JIOR1>6) should tend to be lower. The significance of these
differences was not considered at the hearings in Anchorage.
Three important aspects of the relative permeability curves had
to be considered in the prediction models; hm·T to account for gravity
segregation >lithin a single grid block, whether to use the drainage
or the imbibition curve, and 1·chat values of end point or residual
saturations to use. The operators assumed that the fluids were
segregated >Jithin each grid block containing a fJ.uid/fluid contact.
For example, tn some instances if the gas/oil contact fell in a cell
it vras assumed that the portion above the contact was filled vTith gas
plus residual oil and that beloi·T the contact the cell was filled
1·rith oil saturated

1~tth

gas at the average pressure tn the cell.

The relative permeability curves used in the model vTere adjusted to
reflect the fact that flm·; from th·ls cell into its neighbor vrould
cons).st of gas above the contact and oil helm< the contact.
The operators asswned that the drainage relative permeability
curve applies on first opening thP. reservoir to production. This
curve ts assumed to continue to apply untiJ. 1·rater infJ.ux into a
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cell bq:;ins at ·...'hich

tiJ~·:c

a ro.pici tranr.ition

i~3

rr;ade to the tmb:i.bitton

rcelativc permeability curve. Ho such assumption \'las made by Van
Pool en.
As discussed :)r8vicusly the most critical

recovery

models~

consideration~ in

the

ths values to assign to thee end point or residual

saturati.ons. Aside from ti1e unccrta.inty discussed earlier about v1hat

values \'/ill be representative of behavior in a small sample of the
reservoir rock, anothe1· uncertainty arises from the modeling process
itself. The values measured in the laboratory are representative of
conditions i·lithin a microscopic pore volume, \•rhieh for purposes of
discussion can be thought of as that contained within 1 to 2 to

3

cubic ·inches of rock, ;·:hich has been thoroughly swept with gas or
Hi th 11ater. In the prediction models the volumes of the grid blocks
varied from about 1 million cubic inchces to 50 trillion cubic inches.
The models compute average oil saturation vs. time. Given the
laboratory values, considering the discrepancy in volumes just
cited, ;;hat values of residual oil should be used in the reservoir
modeJ.s to cau_se them to predict most accurately the percent recovery
~lhich V~ill

be observed in the reservoir. None of the reservoir blocks

vlill be as thoroughly. S\·!ept as

viaS

the microscopic pore volume in the

laboratory, but the difference 1'1ill not be uniform and is not predictable "'ith certainty. The operators asswnption of intracell gravity
segregation deals partially Nith this problem.
As the above discussion indicates there are many uncertainties
surrounding the recovery predictions. These uncertainties can only
be eliminated or reduced by collecting pl'oduction data and comparing
observations to predictions. This process of modifyine; a model to
improve the agremnent bet\·ieen prediction and observation is standard
procedure in the use of reser·voir models; this process, alluded to
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earlier_, is commonly called history matching. rrhe operators i.ndicate
that they plan to continue working wLth their models and that as
production data become available they will examine it looking for
ways to improve the reliability of their models.
Like~rise,

the Division of Oil and Gas indicated that as soon

as suf'ficient production data become available to vrarrant the action,
they plan to request their consultant to update their model.

8'1

I!)

I!> '.>el.o.nw..

vlhereas one can be sanguine about the thought that/\-l'fHh performance1-. the reservoir models can be increasingly

AA'tJ -r~-> il»At7"-'
fine-tune~~ able

to predict subsequent performance; it is still necessary to choose
>That is believed to be the superior production process based on
predictions VThich are made before any performance is available.
In order for such a selection to be made, it is necessary to rate
the comparative reliability of the input parameters that will control
performance by different production methods and to rate the overall
mathematical simulation procedure 1·1hich is used.
\-lith no doubt or reservations,

\•!e

believe that the simulation

scheme used by the operators is superior to those used by any others
Nho have attempted to predict the performance of Prudhoe Bay. On the
other hand, we dop not believe the operators have in their public
presentations reported on the effect on production performance of
,j

a sufficiently •,.•ide range of operating conditions. H. K. Van Poolen
has studied the effec·t of a 1-1ider range of conditions, but still
the variability viaS someNhat limited and somewhat arbitrary so that
inter-comparisons 1Jet1'1een 'che results from changing conditions j_s
not easily ach1eved.
The consensus conclusion of the operators as reported at the
Anchorage hearinc;s j_s that about

l+o% of the original o1J. in place

may ultimately be recove1·ed if their proposed operating plan is

&=e
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follm·:<ed. 7his plan includes

J.. Oil production to be i;;itiatcd at the rate of 1.5

~lMB/D.

2. 160 acre spacing to be used (1·;ith some 80 acre spaetng).

3. Loci pressure gathering systems and arttficial lift.

h.

/-JNIJ ~ 4f'PI?ti!.e>vr<-...,

Injection of all produced water.

//

4r A LA>~

a'47C.J

~,uc; "-""•<=72
In our contacts 1·1ith the operators, c:e found that one of the

operators appeared to take the lead in discussions vlith us and the
supply of tnformation. Although the other operators indtcated their
results 1>/el'e somewhat different than those of the principal spokesman
they agreed that the dtfferences 1vere minor. Thel'efore, in the

/

fr

.·

·

sufisequent discussion. vre. v1ill refer to the results presented by one
'
..
~·; -'...
.
of the operators as being representative of the group.
The spacing of

160

acres end less (rather than the

320

ol'iginally believed to be suitable for Prudhoe Bay) and the

acres
lo~1

pressure gatherj_ng system and artificial lift \'Jere demonstrated to
be necessary to raise the ci'ude oil recovery effj_ciency from the
high tl-:enties to

34%

v1hile committing to the sale of natural gas

of 2 BCF/D starting fj_ve years after crude oil production Has initiated.
By injecting the water produced along Vlith the crude oil, recovery is
raised to

36%.

The operators did not present a base case to demonstrate what
recovery efficiency might be expected in the absence of any gas
sales. A case in Nh:i.ch gas sales vlCre delayed for fifteen yGars,
by v1hich time over 80% of the ultimate crude oil has already been
tut17J 77ft!E..

recovered,

u~n,.,~-.::;;.

,q/ll'fr,_..,r~NtS-

r.t;;:co~re.r:_ed ~7

T7:7

.51 of the reservoir crude oil. The comparison
J

is not sufficient since v:hen considering the total economics and

cost/bcncfj_ts of the project a run ;·Jith no gas sales and
spacings 1·muld be in order.
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'fan Poolcn, on the othEr hand, shoviS a si&nificant effect of
gas sales on recovery efficiency l'lhcn sales are increased from
2 to 3 and then it billion cubic feet a day. The recovery efficiency
is gradually reduced from In% to 32% (a loss l. 9 billion barrels).
Again, Van Poolen does not gi•;e a case without gas sales that can
be directly compared l'iith the three runs just cited. Extrapolation
of the results of these three cases to zero gas sales would suggest
that the recovery eff1c1ency ·::ould increase to 9.1 b1111on barrels,
or 1.~7. 7% of the o11 in place.->:-

Such explic1t extrapolat1on 1s not

justif1ed, but the implicit trend certa1nly 1s 1n the absence of any
other information. \'fe therefore believe the State Division of Oil
and Gas should have delved into these matters at the Anchorage hear1ngs
1n May 1977. Agcin, it must be einphasized that there are some
si.gnif1cant differences 1n the simulat1on techniques used by

~an

Poolen and the operators, and there are sign1f:Lcant differences in
the input data (see belm-1). Ho:·:ever, l'le belleve the trends establ1shed
ln any one model)0-ng procedure are significant even though absoJ.ute
values of predicted performance may be open to question.

~-core Laboratories, Inc. in the1r report prepared for the Alcan
Pipel1ne Company p1·esent results of mathematical simulations
wh1ch sho\'1 a monotic decrecse in oil recovery from 8.36 bill1on
barrels of crude oil to 6.23 billion barrels as the gas sales are
increased from 0 to ~X b1ll:Lo?:1 cubic feet a day. At the t1mc Core
Laboratories conductefi their studies it \'Ias believed that gross
production had to be only 1171 of gas sales. Subsequent "information
indicates that the gross ·:;iJ.l nave to be closer to 135)b of net.
Thusj the effect of a gtven ve.2_tte of net gas. withdraYials (sales)
\·iould have even bee!1 mo:r·e yx·o:~;ounc ed in the Core Laboratories Ji~udy.
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It is l·:orthy of note that If. J. Gruy and Assocj_atcs also
found a sie;nificant difference in recovery 1-1ith and v1ithout gas
sales, the effect of no gas sales being such as to raise the
recovery effici.ency from 29% to 39% even 1•i.thout waterfloodins.
Gruy and Associates used the basic input of the van Poolen model,
but a simulation scheme of their own.
The operators did not present the results of a full scale
pressure maintenance p1•ogram by 1·1ater floodins 1·1ithout any associated
11'1 ~~.,..

gas sales. ,ifan Poolen di<~(" shm·1ing

a recovery of 7.8 and 8.2 billion

barrels, or 40.8% and 43.0% of the oil in place at maximum crude oil
rates of 1.6 and 1.2 million .barrels a day, respectively. These
v1erc the highest efficiencies reported by van Poolen,

and would

"

have probably been higher if the reservoir pressure was eventually
c/

dra~om

dOi·m to that of the reference case 1cith gas sales. ,;;_an Poolen

implied in a subsequent report study that the production scheme
used in reaching such high recovery efficiencies might have been
unrealistic. We see no evidence for this although there has been
no economic feasibility study made of the imp.lied scheme of production.
Van Poolen does show that the effect of gas sales on reducing
recovery can be compensated for by carrying out a water flood and
changing the operational limits on gas oil ratios. 'l'hus, the recovery
is increased from

7.1

bil~ion

barrels (Run

8)

to

7.9

billion barrels

(Run 21). Hoo·:ever, the latter resuJ.t (gas sa.les, water injecti.on and
changed operationaJ. J.imits) is' even slightJ.y greater than the case
for no gas saJ.cs and \'Jater in,jection, 7.8 bi.J.lion barrels (Run ll).
He beli.cve that the result for no e;as sales \'lOUld be sie;ni.ficantly
higher if ,..,che run

~·.rere

continued, blo1·1ing do\·In the reservoir to reach
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the same te<·rn:i.nal pressure a.s in Run 21. It "/auld seem to be in order
for the Divtsion of Oil and Gas to have sought to have performance
predictions prepared for them that vlere compatible for direct
comparison.
The operators did study the effect of' limited l<ater flooding,
starting five to nine years after the initiation of production
of crude oil (with gas sales starting five years after crude oil
production) as already noted. Their studies indicate an increase
in recovery can be achieved by sucl1 injection; a gradual increase
from

36%

to 40% as a function of' the rate of water injection and

its timing. A good amount of ._this increase appears to be due to
the increase in the gas cap pressure, since a large fraction of'
the water ls injected directly lnto the gas cap. The lncrease ln
recovery ls not primarily due to a major sv1eep of the crude oll
column by the injected.J·Iater:

~J:Yeve that the operators have stressed gas expansion
.~d

gravity drainage as the principal modes of' production because

of' thelr bell'ef' that the residual all saturatlons to such a drive
Hill be less than that to :·rater. Gas. sales are looked on with favor
because of' the reputed cost for contlnuing gas lnjection, and because
of' the relatively
:.'

:·'~..

1.

10\'l

present value of' water flood recovered all

ct

711/llii'IJU· ':

which doesn 1 t' speak well for additlonal capit":l investments<-H<I\the
early life of the operation.
He believe that the State must look on the matter of' crude oil

....---.

recovery from a somevrhat diff'el'ent stand point than that of the

......

operators~

'Jlhc State, ,,Jhether or not it is interested in reinvesting

its earnings from the operation of Prudhoe Day in other profitable
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ventures;, does not have the sa.me O!Jportuni ttcs for doing so nor

the same freedom to do so as a pri.vate enterprise. 'l'he stai;e
has responsibilities to its citizens and the citizens of the nation
that the private enterprise does not.
First of all, there is the matter of the absolute value of the
recovered oil itself. A difference in a percentage point in recovery
can be sacrificed 11ith impunity in ordinary reservoir operation in
past times if a significantly higher profitability is achieved.
A percentage point in the recovery of oil from Prudhoe Bay represents
200 million barrels, a major oil field in itself.
Secondly, just >Jhat is the trade off between the cost of gas
reinjection and ;Jater injection even as proposed by the operators,
and what are the corresponding

recovery efficiencies for such base

case operations?
Thirdly, are the interests of the State and the Nation better
served by stretching out the period of utilizing the natural gas
from Prudhoe Bay? In the possible absence of future discoveries,

file

say from ;.Beau:fort Sea, the present crude oil pipQine ;Jill not be
highly utilized after fifteen years of operating Prudhoe Bay. Crude
oil production begins to decline precipitously after some eight years
of operation, and within fifteen years the production rate is dmm
to less than 500,000 barrels a day. Should consideration be given
to using the crude oil line for hro phase fl011 of gas and oil at
thai; time ;lith gradual increases in the gas oil ratio of the through-

put~
The gas arriving at some con'Jentent destination within Alaska
could be converted to liquid fuels and petrochemicals from 11hich
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the State and the Nation l'lill der-ive greater ultimate economic
and social benefits than those to be gained by delivering the gas
at this time at great cost to the lm·1er ~8 for mere burning!
These are vital matters to be examined by the state, and
such examination is possible only by having available a more comprehensive series of reservoir performance predictions, economic

studies, and

g~es

of practicality.

In concluding this revie\'1 of the analysis of the prediction
of recovery efficiency, a comparison of some of the results of
· van Poolen and the operators t·:ill bring into final focus some of

"""the

problems in appreciating the differences between'the results

of various mathematical simulations.
For the van Poolen cases Nhich are most closely comp.arable to
:::=

the preferred plan of the operators (Runs 3A and 5A) an average
recovery of 41% is predicted compared to 39% for the Exxon runs

6

and 7. ('rhe 2% difference is of the order of ~-00 million barrels.)
Ho>rever, considering the differences in the tv10 models it is surprising that the results are so close. The biggest difference between the
tt·IO models, from our somev1hat arm 1 s length remoteness, is the
assumed residual oil saturations to gas invasion. As stated earlier,
the residual oil saturation in the operators 1 model can be driven
to quite lov1 values by the continuing invasion of gas v1hereas in the
;ban Poolen model there is an end point sat~ration of 32%. Since
recovery is pro:t.Jortional to pore voJ.ume sv11ept multiplied by the
reduction in oil saturation, V3.n Poolen must predict a considerably
highel' s1.-1eep efficiency than do the operators. Van Poolcn 1 s higher

"7/le7

sv1eep is consistent Vlith the :"e.ct that .W.. built less

1i/il?L

~model

reaL~sm

~

into

.

th:om did the operators; the sj.mplifications -RB_ made could
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All/hleWr
~.;ell

lead to

11 impJ.~ovcd

t.v rll€
:;~·Je:el)

·2ffic

"'"&e.. uurPwr
L•.:nc~.

VJhat in start1:i.ng :i.s that

these two effects almost exactly offset one another, and that the
Division of Oil and Gas cUd not bring this matter up for diGcussion
-at the Anchorage hearings.

The fact that t\·Io dtfi'erent schemes provide ans\·lers o:f such
similar numer:ical value c&.nnot be used to indicate that the common
result is correct. Attention must be given to the nature of the input
data, the nature of the reservoir model, the scheme for solving
equations, and the exact nature of the operating conditions imposed
on the model reservoir behavior. Again, we point to the necessity
of production data for calibrating these models.· \'/hen predictions
are made before the accumulation of real reservoir performance data,
it is necessary to leave options open for the operator to respond
to the accumulation of real kno\'lledge about reservoir performance.
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ChaptcT VI.
ACCUl-:tJLJ\'l'IOI! Ol' RESEI\VOIH DJ\'l'A, PEH!<OR!MNCE
01' RESERVOIR 'l'ESTS, Mill SURVEILLANCE OF
PRODUCING OPERA'l'IONS

No rnortal noc·l knm-1s exactly hov1 the Prudhoe Bay Field vliJ.l
perform. 'l'his .ract has been exemplified and stressed many times
in the prevj_ous discussion. !·!one of the parties involved would
likely

qucstiofil.~aany

"

uncel·ta:inties in reservoir performance

~<hich

.

need to be dealt 1·1ith. An extensive and thorough program of test
and measurement and general surveillance of reservoir operations
has been laid out to provide.the necessary data to unravel these

mysteries.
The planned proc;rm:1 of data collection to which the operators
have agreed is specified in Rules l-15 in Conservation Order No. 145.

'rhcse rules call

fol~

a continuing program of testing well per.forrnanc e

and coJ.lecting a large body of data indicative of hm-1 the reservoir
is performing. Pressure surveys, c;as-oil ratio tests and productivity
profiles ( sp:lnner surveys to indicate where produced fluids are
entering the vlell bore) 1·•ill provide a c;rov1ing volume of data indicative of v1hat is happening in individual wells. A thorough program
of well loc;c;ing j_s planned to track the movement of the gas/oil
and the c1aterjoil contacts throughout the field.
Interpretatton of these latter t1>10 sets of data will :Lndicate
the degree of gas and \'later coning and the effect of permeability

barrters. These data 11ill be particularly valuable in selecting
opt:i.mum perforation

"intr::!x·v:.:~ls

in nevi Hells and in plannin[l; v:o·rkovcrs

of existinc; "ells. ReservoJr material balance calculations, initially,

I ll/hniP'inV'I71",_,&-

a.nd later reservoil• s:Lmulation studics"f. !>'·?do ""·ing these data. Hill
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bc&in to reveal the v:Ltally :Ll!1portant values of res"Ldual oJl
saturati.on and to throvr lJc;ht on the many other uncertaint:Les
built :Lnto the rcservo:Lr prediction models. All of th:Ls informaU.on
should be of particular value in planning and implcmcntin&

~rater

injection.
?hese rules also provide for minimum well spacing of approximately 100 acres, prohibit gas flaring, limit pool offtake rates
and specify safety practices to be follot<ed in drilling and producing
\'Tells. The procedures to be follot·!ed in cementing and casing a well
are also specified, and particular concern is given to avoiding
serious problems with the permafrost.
Surprisingly omitted from these compJ.etion procedures was a
provision to test the inte&rity of the cement seal through the
productive formation. For the benefit of those uninitiated in oil
Nell coinpletion

procedure~

when a \•!ell is drilled a piece of pipe

(called either a casing or a liner depending on whether it does or
does not extend to the surface, respectively) is inserted through
the hydrocarbofearing strata and cemented in place. A sufficient
volume of cement is forced into the.annulus between the pipe and
the rock face of the productive formation to fill the annulus to a
level of at least 500 feet above the highest potentially productive
formation (Rule 3). The cement must overlap by at least 100 feet the
next deepest casing string (obviously of larger diameter) (Rule

3).

Perforations are simply holes blot·•n through this deepest section of
pipe by bullets or jets of metal fired at selected depths.
In order to have complete control of the producin& t·rell the
cement must bond securely to both the outer 1vall of the p:i.pe and
the rock face. A cement bond log can be run in the \'Tell to determine
if the seal is complete. If a faulty section is detected, a hole
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is cut in the pipe opposite and more cement is squeezed under high
pressure into the annular region outside the pipe. The operators
indicated that such logs are run and the drilling reports which HC
examined confirmed this. It is surprising, h01·1ever, that running
and carefully interpreting a cement bond log in all wells, both
injection and production, is not incorporated in the completion rules.
A faulty cement seal can greatly exacerbate gas coning since a leak
bet\1een the casing and the productive formation can provide a
conduit

~lith

effectively infinite permeability from the gas cap

into the perforations. (A noise log or a temperature log \<ill
frequently reveal such leaka.ge behind the casing in a producing
well.)

A-I'

.hi the Anchorage hearlngs in May the operators testified to
tneir plans to conduct all of the surveillance activities called
f'or in Conservation Order No. 145. In our discussions ~lith them
they indicated that in their judgment they have assigned sufficient
experienced engineers to adequately monitor performance and to
interpret the· data so that it can be put to use to improve the
operation of the reservoir.
The Dlvision ·o;f Oil and Gas v1as not, however, adequately
sta:ffed at the time of our discusslon v1ith them in July to handle
its surveillance responsibilities. They v!ere actively recruiting l-t77l.
'

an

O"'J39l'ieRG<:

I-VITI/

engineer ~5 to 10 years experience)< to be assigned

full time to this ,.;atchdog actlvity. It seems a :fair question to ask
V!hether the Division >Jill, aftsr it recruits the one person for whom
it is noi·I lookine;, have sufficient capability to do its ,job properly.
Attempting to ans\·Jer this question requires careful consideration
of what the Divi,>ion • s role should be. Certainly, j_t should not be

391
envisioned that the D:Lvision Gllould approach the J.evel of staffj_nc;
required to duplicate the reservoir enr;ineering studies performed
by the operators. The engineers carrying out these studies for the
operators are experlenced and are hacked up by large staffs of
specialists and research scientists providing a complete cross. sect:Lon of talent and experience. On the other hand, very few

~10uld

argue that Alaska s interest's are being properly looked after if
1

its watchdoc; group is so thinly spread and lacking in the required
competence and skills that all it can effectively do is rubberstamp the operators proposals.
Even without even beginning to duplicate the operators

1

efforts, there remains a very large amount of \Wrk which the
Division must do to properly oversee operation of the Prudhoe Bay
Field. This work falls into three categories: on-site inspection
and supervision; data acceptance, review, organization and storage;
and independent interpretations and analyses. The first category
is an essential part of knov1ing that things are being done properly
and that accurate data are being collected; regular visits to the
field are also necessary to keep an engineer tuned in to the
significant problems being faced and

9(_ ho~1

the data collected

relate to these problems. '!'he second category is to make certain
that the data are reasonable and that the measurements seem to be
made correctly. Because the volume of data to be· delivered to the
Division is large, procedures for storing it in a readily retrievable and useful form need to be devised. The last category feeds
off of the first tv10; the Division l'lill need to perform independent
analyses to arrive at its

o~·In

interpretations.
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The charter of the Division does not call for it to consj.der

$qr

econom:i.cs in its analyses, at some point such considerations must
11
come into its deliberations bec10use (a) the operators 1 proposals
are necessarily developed against a baclc drop of economic factors,
and (b) the people of Alaska are interested in achieving the maximum
economic benefit from their interest in Prudhoe Bay.
In addition, the Division of Oil and Gas, the Legislative
Affairs Agency, or some other agency or agent of the State must be
assigned the role of assessing the end use and utilization of the
state's resources in Prudhoe Bay (and other oil and gas and mineral
accumulations) that are not yet committed.
Finally, the Division of Oil and Gas, or an appropriate research
board should pursue under their own auspices or jointJ.y '::ith lease
holders and the"'"p;;deral

1r~;e1·n_rnent,

research and development programs

that will increase the absolute recovery of Health from the Prudhoe
Bay field and the maximum conversion of the crude oil and gas into
economic and social benefj.ts for its citizens and those of the o·ther
forty-nine states.
Considering the enormous treasure in the Prudhoe Bay Field,
and the magnitude and multiplicity of the tasks vrhich must be
performed to insure its maximurn utilization, there is considerabJ.e
doubt that the current staffing plans of the Division of Oil and
Gas are adequate. Not only must the staffi"r<e jlle.no;·, of the D:tv:i.sion
/,.:

'.::-'~ /•JJ,.

be increased, but its scope a.nd 'l·esponsibilities c;reatly extended
1

or supplewented by other age:'1cies of the State of Alaska.
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Chapter VII
CONCLUSIONS
l. Concerning the adequacy of the revievJ of the operatine;

plans submj_tted by the operators and the studies

•-·

·;·

prepared on behalf of the Division of Oil and Gas
/

j', ;•' of the State of Alaska.

\ -~'

t-\· \
/

It has been concluded on many counts that the results of the

'

\" ,,I:. :;'simulation studies presented to the State by the operators and others
,,.
prepared for the Division of Oil and Gas have not been as adequately
revie\1ed as required to protect the interests of the jtate in their
great resources in Prudhoe Bay.
In reaching this conclusion v1e do not impugn that the studies
are manifestly incorrect or improperly conceived. He appreciate
that they are built on an input vlhich can be deba.ted, operating
conditions which can be varied, ·and a reservoir model that can only
approximate the real Sadlerochit reservoir.
'!'he studies prepared by the operators emphasized the plans
Vlhich the operators had selected. based, in part, on their interpretation of' laboratory tests and their need to maximize their interests.
Theirs is a proper course of' action. The studies prepared on behalf
of the Division of Oil and Gas of the State, although more comprehensive in the range of variables addressed, were not sufficiently
internally consistent for positive trends in the variation of
operating characteristics to be adequately revealed.

'/

There are sufficient differences between the van Poolen studies
a.nd those of the oper'ators -'So ;that the Division of Oil and Gas
should have addressed these differences, despite the differences
in the sophisticated and apparent realism of the models. He call

(
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attention, spectfically, to the d:ifferences in the estimates of
the original oil in place in the reservoir, and the differences
that are implied

(I{'
~

the effect of gas sales on ultimate oil

recovery even under vtater flood inc; conditions. Both the

~an

Poolen

and Core Laboratories studies indicate a substantial effect of
increased gas sales on decreasing oil recovery.
He have attempted to sho\'1 throughout this report the basic
limitations of reservoir perfonnance predictions in the absence
of actual reservoir performance. Because of these limitations, it
·is not possible to make sufficiently accurate performance predictions
in the absence of some performance data to history match, or calibrate
the model and the simulation scheme chosen. We are impressed, as
should all Amer]_cans, vlith the enormity of the Prudhoe Bay reservoir
and that at this time it contains some thirty percent of the reserves
of liquid fuels of the nation. Hhereas a difference of one percentage
~-

point in recovery efficiency for lesser reservoirs in past times
could be sacrificed VJ]_th impunity for e;reater convenience in operations,
or greater profitability, a one percentage point difference in the
recovery of crude oil from Prudhoe Bay is some 200,000,000 barrels.
Only some sixty fielas with larger ultimate recovery than this volume
have ever been discovered in the United States, and only three
(including Prudhoe Bay) since 1960.
~Te

have therefore concluded that the State should mal<:e no

commit~ent

beyond that

~·:hi.ch

is required for the orderly development

of the field to permit attainment of crude oil production at the rate
required for the eccnordc opcor·ation of the crude oil pipeline.
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The State should seek to have prepared an internally
consistent set of reservoir performance predictions that explore
the effect of individual variables, economic costs and a viide
range of operating conditions. Such base case information is
necessary for informal assessment of preferred operating plans.
2. Hith respect to the staffing of the Division of Oil
and Gas of the State of Alaska and other agencies
of the state that 1·1ill be required to maximize the
t<ealth of Prudhoe Bay for the citizens of the State
and the Nation.
The present and planned staffing of the Division of Oil and
Gas is inadequate for the role the Division of Oil and Gas

m~st

play

in order to provide the necessary surveillance, data collection,
and independent analysis of the performance of Prudhoe Bay.
In addition to these conventional activities the State should
add to the responsibilities of the Division, or assign to currently
activated agencies or nevlly created ones, the tasks of economic
··

1

assessment of_ various operating plans for the Prudhoe Bay Field,
and of the economic and social benefits of the end use and utilization
of the oil and gas that is not already

r~~e

srnn: s,onn.....,.

committe<J:~jfurther, 4;e.

sponsor

and participate in research and development programs that hopefully
will increase the recovery of crude oil from Prudhoe Bay beyond
that vlhich can be recovered by conventional technology.
Hhereas increased staffing on all counts is needed, the greatest
urgency resides in developing a sufficiently competent staff to
exercise proper surveillance and the informed collection of field
performance data. Data can never be collected after the fact. At the
same time, such surveillance and data collection activities must
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be undertaken Hithout creatinE an unnecessary burden on the
operators nor in interfering Hi.th the orderly development of the
field.

3. Hith respect to the State's evalua-tion of Hays and means
for maximizing their interests "in the wealth of Prudhoe
Bay on behalf of their citizens.
'rhe operator·' have presented the conclusions of their studies
which show that the sales of gas and eventual implementation of
Nater flooding will not 'interfere \d.th realizing a high recovery
of crude oil from the Sadlerochit reservoir. The State has not
studied the possibil-ity that there are other alternate and more
beneficial uses of the gas for their account which t<ill not interfere
1·1ith the interests of the operators, and simultaneously maximize
the total recovery of fuels, particularly liquid fuels for the
jation.
TherA is RP.ri ous doubt in our' minds that i;he gas can be
marketed profi.tably in a free marl,et or that such sales of gas to
lm~er

the

forty eight states is in the best overall interests of

the state and the nation.
~

/

EstiJnates of- the cost of the proposed gas line abound. He are
impressed by recent estimates

wHil/1
~

-rlfl>.d-

suggest/\a cost of

t1~enty

five

billion dollars or more t·Jould not be surprising. A gas rate limited
_to tv10 billion cubic feet a day \'Jould require a transportation
cost -of

$5

per thousand cubic feet in order to return an investment

of tv1enty five billion dollars at a 15% discounted cash flovl, This

cost ts in the <2bsence of any operating costs_, taxes, and purchase
price of the gas at the Hell head. Gas, burdened with such a
transportation cost would probably not be competitive. Other sources
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of gas could h"Cll become u.vatlablc at such costs.

tvro billion cubic feet a day constitutes less than

F'ur~~her,

5%

the

of our

nation's conswnption at this time; a marginal source by itGclf ..

It appears neces:;ary therefore if the State is to wisely
make use of its resources that it set about to ascertain the
realistic, anticipated costs of pipOine construction and the
possibility that such a transportation system for the gas 'ITOuld
be built. 'rhere are alternate and poss,ibly more beneficial uses
for the gas.
In the absence of future discoveries of crude oil 1<hich can be
transported by the present crude oil line from the North Slope to
Valdez, throughput Hill begin to decrease precipitously vrithin
eight years and Hithin fifteen Hill be less than 500,000 barrels a
day. It may be possible at that time to use the crude oil line
for two phase flmi of oil and gas. Ultimately, some of the gas could

Iii"

be liquj,fied and transported to \'lest Coast

des·~inations

by tankers •.

In addition, the gas could be converted i.n part to liquid
fuels ( alcohoJ.) capable of being transported through the crude oil
line. In addition, the gas could be converted to petrochemicals.
There is littJ.e question about the range of possibilities for using

i

the valuable resource of gas in many ways, any one of which and all
together v1ould probably represent far greater utilization of the
sta:.:e' s resources for the ultimate long range benefits to the citizens
of the state and the nation.

~~-e

jtate 1'i0Ul;; be remiss in not embarking upon a full fledged

study of the potential of altern ate utilization of the (';aS in lj_eu
of permitting it to be shipped at great cost to the lm,er forty-eight
for mere burning at this tirne.
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h. Hith respect to

;t;.:;..,

research and development proe;rams

to increase the recovery efficiency beyond that attainable by conventional technology.
Some twel vc billi.on barrels of crude oil arc likely to remain
in the reservoir foll01·1ing the time when the field reaches its
economic limit sometime after the turn of the century by the appli.cation of only conventional technology. It has not been sufficiently
impressed on the citizens of the United States that Prudhoe Bay will
have spent its maximum potential for producing crude oil within eight
years, and thereafter begins a precipitous decline, reaching a value
of less than 500,000 barrels a day within fifteen years. Further,
that conventional technology t·<ill leave amount of crude oil then
~rill

be extracted. This oil Hill remain in the reservoir because

of the nature of the fractional flocr curve (see Appendix). An
increa.singly large and uneconomic quantity of water or gas would
be required to recover this residual oil.
A great effort is unden·:ay in the United States, in part
sponsored by the United States Energy Research and Development

·

(.ei<OtQ

Administratiolf seeKing processes for recovering crude oil left
behind by conventional technology. Success to date has been limited
except in the use of steam injection techniques in California's
heavy oil reservoirs.
Because of the reported high vertical permeability (the parameter
that recommends gravity drainage as the production mode), there is
an( enhanced recovery process, carbon dioxide injection, that possibly
may succeed in Prudhoe Bay. Caruon dioxide injection is being
actively studied for the recovery of resldual oil.by many large oil
producers,'~ ERDA, and universities.
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Carbon dioxide under high pl''2Gsure :Ls m:Lsc:Lble Nith many
crude oils. The density of this Jio_uid, a function of pressure
and teroperccture, is of the same order of magnitude as crude oils.
If such miscibility of carbon diox:Lde 11ith Prudhoe Day crude can be.
demonstrated, then significant recovery of the residual oil from
Prudhoe Bay field is conceivable. The thick sand interval and high
permeability 1'/0uld recommend consideration of a gravity stabilized
process in which the carbon dioxide is injected at the gas-oil
contact to s'reep the residual oil

dovm,~ards.

Mixing 11ith the methane

gas cap -;,;auld be restricted because of the far greater density of
carbon dioxide. Such a stabilized process is probably the most
effective \·Tay for implementing the carbon dioxide recovery process.
He do not knml of the existence of any large, naturally

occurf~

fing quantitl.es of carbon dioxide on the North Slope. The gas in
Prudhoe Bay does contal.n some 12% of carbon dioxl.de which l.s not
suffl.cl.ent nor can it be made aval.lable in a sufficl.ently timely
fashl.on to be used l.n such a recovery scheme. A search for naturally
occurrl.ng carbon dl.oxide could \'Tell be undertaken.
Produced crude oil could be burned to produce carbon dioxl.de.
He l'iould roughly estl.mate that combustl.on of one third of the
addl. tl.onally produced crude ol.l \'/auld provl.de the requl.red carbon
dioxide fo1· such a scheme. Already, in tertl.ary recovery operations
in Cali.i'ol'nl.a, Venezuela and other places l.n the world one thl.rd
of the addl.tl.onally produced crude oil l.s used to generate steam
for prOi'i ta.bly produc·tng vl.sccus crudes.
'Ihe ul tl.mate value of a drclivrorcd barrel of Prudhoe Bay
crude may be so much greater than its on-sl.te value (l.t already is
so), that the cost of burnine tl-!0 bl.l.lion barrels of the sl.x
that might be produced by such a scheme v1ould be more than offset
by the four bl.lll.on barrels of saleable crude.
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Values of the process could be further enhanced by concomitant use of the energy liberated by combustion. For example,
a 700 mile power transmission line to Southern Alaska is not out
of the question. Some of the carbon dioxide could be supplied
by gas reforming ;·:ith the "by-product" hydrogen being used in the
production of petrochemicals. Additionally, a combination of carbon
dioxide,

po\'Ier

and hydrogen coild be manufactured by partial

gasification of the crude oil or of the heavy ends of the crude.
Again, 11e

'<~Ould

SW111Tiarize our vleviS by statlng that there

· ls conceptual technology for increasing the recovery of crude all
from Prudhoe Bay, and that such methods could be compatible with
other technology for eru1anclng the long range utilization of the
resources of the State for the benefit of the State of Alaska
and the Nation. He belleve the State should pursue the definltlon ,
development and implementation of those

t:vliltll

programs.~.

\'/ill achieve

the most favorable results 1·1hile still promoting the orderly and
prudent development of the Prudhoe Bay field.
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APPENDIX
THE HECHANICS OF OIL PRODUCTION

The sedimentary rocks that constitute the Prudhoe Bay
reservoir are comprised of sandstones, conglomerates and shales

that were washed down from mountains to the north and deposited
by a southward flowing river system in deltas and rivers.

The

reservoir is comprised of several zones, each having been laid

doHn under relatively constant geological conditions.

They vary

from relativeiy clean sands deposited in a main river channel to

the finer clays, since compacted to shales, deposited in quieter
bays.

Thicknesses of

conglo~erates

even pebbles, interbedded

~lith

consisting of coarse sands,

shales are also found.

It is obvious that the Prudhoe Bay reservoir is not a
uniform entity.

This nonuniformity is a hallmark of practically

all crude oil reservoir.s.

As a result there is not any singular

and unique value for any one reservoir parameter.

The values

for porosity (fraction of the rock comprised of pores which can
be filled with oil, gas and water) will change foot by foot and
probably inch by inch.

Only a most likely or average value

derived by statistical analysis, can be assigned to any of the
pertinent parameters that govern fluid flm< and recovery
efficiency.

To each assigned value must be appended a designa-

tion of its likely variation.
The values of the most important parameters, moreover,
cannot be directly measured in the reservoir; rather., the values
must be calculated or inferred from .some other measurement.
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For example, the porosity of the reservoir (the fraction of a
rock layer's volume which can be filled with oil, gas and water)
is a most important parameter for the estimation of the original
oil in place in the reservoir.

Although there are down-hole

tools which can investigate this parameter, these tools must be
calibrated against a piece of rock, a core, cut from the formation by special coring tools driven by the drill string.

(In

the case of Prudhoe Bay, the use of the preferred down-hole tool
for reliable porosity estimation was found to be inapplicable
because the reservoir rock contains unusually dense materials.)
Cores used for reference calibration are taken to the laboratory, "cleaned up", and their porosity measured under conditions
vlhich attempt to restore the subsurface environment of the
reservoir.

It is obvious that such measurements can only

approach the true in-situ values.

The calibration is effected

by comparing the down-hole tool's response in the section from
v1hich the core was taken to the laboratory-determined value.
Another parameter, even more important in affecting
recovery efficiency and production rates, is the permeability
of the rock to oil, gas and <later when the rock contains (is
saturated with) varying amounts of oil, gas and water.
Permeability is a measure of the ease with which fluids lvill
flOiv through the reservoir under a given pressure gradient
(pressure drop per foot of reservoir) after allowing for
differences in the viscosity of the fluids

(viscosity is a

measure of the thickness of the fluids; molasses has a high
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viscosity, water has a lo"' viscosity).

Again, values of perme-

ability are usually measured on "cleaned upn cores, which have
been resaturated with oil, water and gas in various proportions

by any one of several procedures.

Measurement of fluid flm•

rate through the core and the corresponding pressure drop
across the core provides the data from which permeability is
calculated.
The permeability of a core in the laboratory shows
intuitively unanticipated behavior.

If the rock is filled

with only water, the. permeability to water is found to be
essentially the same as that to oil.

However, when the core is

filled "lith the two immiscible fluids (oil and \-later do not mix,
they Are immiscible), it is found that for a given pressure
drop the total rate of flm.; through the core is significantly
less than the rate of flow when only one fluid is present.
The loss in permeability is a function of the saturation (see

I

Figure

jl-.

In addition to the total flow being less than that for
either fluid by itself, the fraction of water and of oil in the
stream flov;ing through the core changes systematically with the
'}.

saturations of oil and water in the rock.
changes in the fractional flow of water

Figure

V~ith

f

shm•s the

changes in satura-

/

tion corresponding to the data of Figure

f.

An examination of this figure shows that at some maximum
saturation of water, corresponding to a minimum saturation of

oil, oil will no longer flov; in the rock.

Thus, if water
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invasion was the dominant mechanism for displacing oil in the
reservoir there is some level of oil saturation which cannot be

reduced.

Obviously, this level sets a theoretical limit to the

amount of oil that can be recovered by water displacement.
Further, the amount of water required to reach this irreducible
minimum value for the oil saturation is governed by the
curvature of the fractional flow curve as the water saturation
approaches its maximum value.

value abruptly, as in Figure

~

If the curve reaches its maximum

1•

it will take a relatively small

amount of water throughput to reach the irreducible oil·content.
On the other hand if the end point is reached gradually
(asymptotically) as in Figure

??
1•

large volumes of water will be

required to reach the irreducible minimum oil saturation.
A similar relationship '·:>lds for the simultaneous flow of
oil and gas.

Now, however, the porosity available to the oil

and gas is less than the total porosity of the rock.

Some of

the porosity will be filled with an irreducible amount of water.
The presence of this water results from the fact that most
minerals are wetted by water in preference to oil, and is a

reminder of the fact that most sedimentary rocks that contain
oil were laid down in a marine environment.

At a later time

when the oil migrated from the source beds into the rocks, some
10% to 30% of the water in the pore space remained behind
primarily in the form of films of water around the rock grains.
The saturation at which gas flm< is initiated is knmon as
the critical gas saturation, and is usually only l to 5% of the
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porosity.

The fractional flow of gas (Figure

i

fl.l

not only is

initiated at low gas saturations, but also rises very rapidly
with further small increases in gas saturation.

As a result,

the final approach to the maximum gas saturation (minimum oil
saturation) is more gradual than in the case of water displacing
oil.

Indeed, there is much question as to whether there is any

true residual oil saturation when gas displaces oil in the
presence of water-wetted rocks.

However, because of the

asymptotic approach of the curve to its maximum value, very
large volumes of gas must be put through the core to reach the
minimum (zero ?) value of residual oil.

From a practical point

of view, therefore, there is a real residual oil saturation to

a gas drive since infinite volumes of gas cannot be put through
the core.
Another property of reservoir fluids that must be kept in
mind is their compressibility.

It is well-known that the volume

of a given amount of gas will be decreased if the pressure on
the gas is increased (a parallel is what happens when one sits
on an air cushion).

It is not ah•ays realized that liquids

such as oil and water are also compressible.

Of course, the

change in volume of a liquid for a given change in pressure is
much smaller than in the case of a gas.

Although the compress-

ibility, or inversely, the expandability of oil and water under
a reduction in pressure is small, if the pressure is decreased

on a very large volume of Hater the absolute expansion will be
very large indeed.

\-later expands only three one hundredths of
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one percent when the pressure is reduced by 100 pounds, but if
the initial volume of water is a trillion barrels the absolute
expansion is 300 million barrels.

If the pressure is reduced by

a thousand pounds, the absolute expansion is three billion
barrels.
Crude oil contains dissolved gas (associated natural gas),
and the amount of gas dissolved is a function of pressure.
volume of a given weight of "pure oil"

~1ill

The

increase as the gas

is dissolved in it, and will, of course, decrease as the gas is

liberated.
In a reservoir such as Prudhoe Bay where a gas cap exists
the crude oil has dissolved all the gas it can at the reservoir
pressure.

Here it not so saturated, the free gas would be

continuing to dissolve in it until equilibrium was reached.
Therefore, any reduction in the pressure on the Prudhoe Bay
reservoir Hill lead to the liberation of gas.

This decrease in

pressure Hill of course happen when fluids are withdrawn
(produced) from the reservoir.

Some of this gas is liberated

Hithin the reservoir, dispersed in the oil.

The fractional flow

of oil in the produced fluids will therefore begin to decrease
according to the fractional flmv concepts presented above.

The

decrease in oil flow 1-li.ll be proportionately far greater than
the increase in gas saturation.

Sini::e the volume of oil shrinks

as gas is liberated, the oil. saturation in the reservoir

decreases even more rapidly as gas is liberated.

The fractional

flow of oil further suffers, and gas production begins to
increase rapidly.
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It is obvious that other factors being equal, it is best to
produce a reservoir at as high a pressure as possible to secure

the most favorable flo\-/ of oil into the reservoir.
It is of course impossible to avoid some pressure reduction

in the reservoir.

It is this

ve~y

drop in pressure which

provides the energy for the oil to flow into the bore hole of a
\~ell.

Production can be seen to be a self-defeating process.

The withdra<ial of oil from the reservoir lowers the pressure,
a reduction in pressure decreases the available energy for

additional flow, the reduction in pressure liberates gas and
shrinks the oil which further

lo>~ers

the flow rate of oil into

the well, and Hhen shrunken oil is left behind in the reservoir,
the reservoir oil contains a higher content of ''pure oil 1' .

A crude oil reservoir can never produce oil today better than
i t did yesterday (Figure

1
fl.

(5---U>r..

7l>

A thick, vertical slice of a reservoir._ i>'l<'IA as that o'f
!kr t<n'rfi~M:ri?HE s~ LAJ€1<!$)
Prudhoe Bay 1 A is depicte in Figure ~.
(1>< tl:lis ease ue a~·~,~~.f

6

so "'-hin la:yeLS- ef sha 7 e' cScnr in th+W •;dl b:.uld "ahich is
case ia P:nadB.ee lla'f"• J

n~he

There is a column of gas on the top, a

,)
·.;

column of water on the bottom, and in bet01een is the gut of the )1
:

reservoir~

the oil column.

There is some water in the oil

column, most of it at an irreducible minimum saturation at which

it will not flow.

l

I

Following drilling, and casing the well, the

liner (casing across the oil saturated interval) is perforated
with explosive jets or bullets.

The perforating fluid in the

hole is then circulated out;. the pressure at the bottom of the
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hole is allowed to fall below that of the reservoir.

The

resulting difference in pressure results in a flow of oil out of
the reservoir into the bore hole.

As the oil reaches the lower

pressure of the bore hole, gas comes out of solution.

The gas

continues to expand upwards towards the lower pressure of the
wellhead.

Because the tubing in the vlell through which fluids

are conducted to the surface has a smaller diameter than the
casing, the oil entering the well is entrained by expanding
slugs of gas and carried to the surface.

The well is said to

flow naturally.
Gradually the pressure begins to drop throughout the
reservoir and the oil-gas interface begins to fall.

The space

formerly occupied by oil is replaced ,b) y. the gas, which expands

1

as reservoir pressure drops (Figure ~

How much oil is left

behind at this descending interface beh1een the oil and gas?
If the descent was infinitely slow, the oil left behind might
Hell be close to zero; recovery v:ould be nearly 100%.

Under

practical conditions, the rate l·lill never be infinitely low and
the residual oil saturation will be determined by the curvature,
or asymptotic approach to the ultimate residual saturation (see

Figur~ ~)

and the rate chosen for withdrawal of oil.

As a result of the pressure drop within the reservoir, some

gas Vlill be liberated from the oil as the oil floHs to the
perforations.

This gas Hill tend to rise because of its loH

density tm1ards the gas cap.

This is knoHn as gravity segrega-

tion and 1·1ill occur all the more rapidly if the vertical
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permeability of the rock is high.

This is good because even

less gas will be produced than if segregation did not occur,
and the gas cap is fortified

9

(Figure~).

If the pressure drop between the oil column and the
perforations is high, due to a high production rate, the gas cap
will be sucked down into the perforations

(Figure~).

This is

known as gas coningi it is to be avoided, in general, because

it results in a loss of energy available to displace additional
oil into the well.
Gas coning may be reduced by lm.;ering the velocity of the
oil towards a 1vell bore.

Thus, coning can be restricted by

decreasing production rate.

If some given rate of

pro~uction

must be maintained from a reservoir, then coning can still be

restricted by drilling more wells.
infill drilling.

This operation is known as

An intermediate solution would be to seal off

the existing perforations and create

ne\'1

ones lower down in the

oil column so that the gas cap 1-1ill not be ·sucked into them
until a later time.
The perforations are not put at the bottom at the beginning
of production at Prudhoe Bay to avoid sucking the l<ater up into
them (1-1ater coning).

Of course, the 1-1ater column itself will

be expanding as the reservoir pressure is reduced.

A large

1-1ater leg NOuld result in significant expansion leading to a
rise in the oil-water interface; displacement of oil by water
(a natural water drive).

In many reservoirs a natural water

drive originating from a '1\·Jater column, much bigger_ in size than
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the oil column, results in oil displacement at but a tiny drop

in reservoir pressure.

Historically, such natural water drive

reservoirs in the United States have given the greatest recovery
efficiencies the industry has encountered.

Some reservoirs, in

East Texas and Louisiana, had recoveries as high as 70%.
'(7

For a reservoir slice as depicted in Figure~ with a large
and strong aquifer contiguous Vlith the oil column, there would
be no choice in the mode of operating the reservoir.

The gas

cap pressure V/Ould have to be maintained to prevent oil from
being pushed up into it.
If the aquifer is limited and weak, a choice must be made:
to allol'f the gas cap to expand or institute a water drive by
injecting \·Tater.

The decision must be made based on the

following parameters:
Firstly, the residual saturation of oil left behind an
expanding gas cap vs. the residual saturation left behind by
encroaching water.

Secondly, the comparative costs of injecting water and the
need for and costs of reinjecting gas.
It has been concluded by the Operators that the natural
water drive at Prudhoe Bay is insufficient to invade the oil
column at rates comparable to the desired rate of oil production.

Therefore, a choice had to be made on the comparative

advantages of gas cap expansion vs. '"aterflooding·.

6

)\ and

Should the sands not be continuous as depicted in Figures

7

~'

but interbedded \>lith impermeable shales, then gas cap

420
{h~.!o)
expansion Hill be stopped by such discontinuities and the gas
/1
cap can be considered virtually a separate reservoir.
Under
these conditions the oil betHeen the shales Hould have to be
produced by the relatively inefficient solution-gas depletion
process, supplemented by very early (horizontal) Hater displacement.

Of course, the separation by shales cannot be as absolute

as suggested.

The very existence of one gas cap and a someHhat
~

common Hater level in the Prudhoe Bay reservoir suggests that
vertical communication is at least high enough for gravity
segregation to have occurred over geological time.

It is

obvious that the exact definition of the extent of vertical
con~unication

is required to choose a proper operating plan.
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Senator DunKIN. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:40 a.m. the hearing was adjourned.]

APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL l\1ATERIAL SummTTED FOR THE RECORD
ALCAN PIPELINE COMPANY
1730 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W. • SUITE 230

JOHN G. MCMILLIAN
CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006
(202). 347·9400

October 28, 1977

The Honorable Henry ,M. Jackson
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
United States Senate
137 Russell Office Building
Washington, D. c. 20510
Dear Senator Jackson:
This letter is in response to the findings of Dr. Tom Woods and
Mr. Bob Finney, the two GAO staff members who assisted your staff in
the review of the studies available to the public on the Prudhoe Bay
production potential. These findings were attached to your memorandum
dated October 24, 1977, to the members of the Ccmmittee on Energy and
Natural Resources concerning the October 25 hearing on the President's
recommendation to designate the Alcan Pipeline Project for approval.
This response is submitted in order to put in better perspective
the conclusions which were made by these two gentlemen with respect
to the field simulation studies of Gruy Associates for the Interior
Department, Van Pool en and Associates' for the State of Alaska and
Core Laboratories for the Alcan Project. For your convenience we are
setting forth each conclusion followed by our comment thereon. The
information contained in our comments was provided by Core Laboratories.
FINDINGS
1. We cannot evaluate Operators and D & M due to
a paucity of information contained in the reports.
2. While we cannot describe the Operators and the
D & M field simulations, we would conclude that of
those we could, Gruy, Cere and Van Poolen essentially simulate the operations of different fields
although all three claim to utilize Van Poolen data.
We find these anomalies in the following areas.

(423)
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COMMENT - Item 2
The three subject studies did, of course, ·simulate the same
Sadlerochit reservoir in Prudhoe Bay field. The variations in in-place
hydrocarbons were slight and well within the range of accuracy to be
expected from minimal adjustments of basic data and slight variations
in the formulation of the three different reservoir simulators. Such
variations are to be expected when three competent engineers model
or simulate the same reservoir using their own professional judgment.
The following figures from Van Poolen and Core Laboratories show substantial agreement:
Gas Cap

Van Poolen
Core Laboratories
Note:

OOIP
BSTB
Tcf

.....I£L_

OOIP
BSTB

Sol. Gas
Tcf

Total Gas
Tcf

26.6
26.6

19.1
19.5

13.5
15.3

40.1
41.9

Original Oil-in-Place
Billion Stock Tank Barrels (at standard conditions)
Trillion Cubic Feet (at standard conditions)

2a. The water drives in all three simulations are significantly different with the Van Poolen simulation having
the weakest aquifer and Gruy the strongest.
COMMENT - Item 2a
Although the computed water influx may vary somewhat in the three
studies (again the result of independent professional judgment), the important
resulting fact is that all three studies indicate minimal water influx and a
need for water inj ectlon.
2b. Both Gruy and Core only describe the Sadlerochit
field and exclude considerations of hydrocarbons located
elsewhere. Van Poolen posits a link between the gas cap
in the Shublik formation.
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COMMENT - Item 2b
The Sadlerochit reservoir is the overwhelmingly important
hydrocarbon-bearing reservoir and thus is the focus of the studies. At
this time the other reservoirs are relatively insignificant and are considered to be of only possible additional support. Van Poolen stated
that there is a strong possibility that the Shublik reservoir may be a
contributing factor but was not positive. In any event it would only be
a minor plus factor.
2c. Core indicates that for the same field parameters,
the existence of an aquifer increases oil recoverability;
Van Poolen indicates the opposite, although the effect
is small.
·
COMMENT - Item 2c
The effect of the aquifer is to increase the oil recovery but the
increase is small due to minimal water influx. The apparent variation
in Van Poolen's work could have been caused by variations in the assumptions made in his reservoir model. Van Poolen's program determined a
need for remedial work to optimize well performance only at infrequent
intervals. Core's analysis made the same determination at regular
monthly intervals. As a result, Core's computed responses were more
frequent and is the likely explanation for the noted variation. While
the differences appear to be from positi;,e to negative, the ~ctual differences in recoveries between the no aquifer and with aquifer cases
are small.
2d. The production profiles on a yearly basis with and
without aquifers are significantly different for Van
Poolen and Core.
COMMENT - Item 2d
Although the production profiles are different, the overall oil
recoveries are similar. The variations in profiles were caused by different frequencies of monitoring the need for well workovers as explained
in 2c above. Core Lab was automatic on a 30-day frequency; Van Poolen's
was done manually on a much longer frequency.
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2e. Similarly oil production profiles with gas sales
show that the Sadlerochit field as simulated by Van
Poolen does not agree with that as simulated by Core.
COMMENT - Item 2e
See Comment to Item 2d.
2£. We have found the estimates of oil-in-place and gasin-place to be inconsistent among the studies and in the
case of the operator study, internally inconsistent.
COMMENT - Item 2f
See Comment to Item 2d.
2g. We find .!.!Q consistency, however, between the studies
and the published API reserve figures as of 31 December 1976.
COMMENT - Item 2g
The three subject studies have the benefit of data acquired subsequent to the API study and presumably therefore merit greater credibility.
3. Despite these differences all five studies indicate
either a maximum oil recovery of about 8. 4 million
barrels or 42.8 percent recovery of oil-in-place.
COMMENT - Item 3
The hydrocarbons initially in place and reservoir energies from water
influx did not vary significantly to change the end-point findings of the
studies. Variations in the profiles were caused by variations in the well
workover frequencies, which did not affect the end-point recoveries.
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4. Production of gas from Sadlerochit requires gas
cap production early on in the productive life. At
2.4 bcf a day, the capacity of the Alcan pipel!ne,
this would require production of oil significantly above
the current I. 2 mill! on barrel a day capacity of the TAPS
to avoid excessive gas cap production.
COMMENT - Item 4
To produce 2.4 Bcf/d of gas from the Sadlerochit reservoir with
no direct gas-cap gas production would, indeed, require increased oil
zone production above the I. 2 million bbl./d assumed in the studies.
However, because of gas injection prior to the time gas sales are commenced, no gas-cap gas need be produced to supply the 2.4 Bcf for at
least 7-8 years following the commencement of sales at such volume.
The term "excessive gas-cap production" as used in the findings must
be evaluated, taking into account the timing of the production and other
economic factors, to arrive at the optimum operating plan and producing
limits.
5. All studies agree without gas re-injection, and
some type of water re-pressuring, there would be
significant deterioration in the recovery of oil and gas.
COMMENT - Item 5
Based on all currently available data, water injection is desirable
to maximize oil recovery, however, prudent field management can assure
a similar result wh!le selling gas at the indicated volumes by adjusting
other field operating parameters based on a continuing study of the performance of the Sadlerochit reservoir.
6. We find that none of the studies addressed natural
gas l!quids which at 1.45 gal/Mcf of gas and 2.4 bcf
per day pipel!ne throughput results in almost 100,000
barrels a day of n.g .1.
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COMMENT - Item 6
The condensate yield of 1.445 gal./Mcf of gas pertains to the gascap gas. The shrinkage of the gas for extraction of these liquids was taken
into account. The inclusion of the liquids was not considered to be significant in reporting the various operating schemes since the liquid recovery
would have been increased for all of the gas-sales cases utilized in the
reservoir models and thus not significantly affect any conclusions.
7. We find that the production profiles in the Van Po olen and
Core studies are markedly different. {Note: The attached
graph shows the amount that oil production is likely to increase or decrease in a given year with 2.0 billion cubic
feet of gas sales per day for Van Poolen and 2.4 bcf/d for
Core.)
COMMENT - Item 7
See Ccmment to Item 2d.

JGMcM/gjh
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ALCAN PIPELINE COMPANY
JOHN G. MCMILLIAN

1730 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W. " SUITE 230

CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006

(202)

~

347-9400

October 28, 1977

The Honorable Henry M. Jackson
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
United States Senate
137 Russell Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

-'v

Dear Senator Jackson:
Mr. Monte Canfield, Jr., Director of Energy and< Minerals
Division of the General Accounting Office, testified before your
Energy Committee on September 26, 1977, in regard to the hearings
on the President's Decision and Report on an Alaskan Natural Gas
Transportation System. Following his testimony, certain press
reports indicated that Mr. Canfield would not be surprised if the
final cost of the A!can Pipeline Project reached $25 or $30 billion.
This reference to $25 or $30 billion was a comment by Mr. Canfield
in a press interview and there is no basis for such numbers in Mr.
Canfield's testimony.
The Sponsors of the A!can Project are convinced that there
is no reasonable possibility that the ultimate cost of the Project
could reach such figures. We believe such reports are misleading
and any such estimates unfounded speculation. While Mr. Canfield's
testimony did not mention an estimate of $25 or $30 billion, he did
assert that A1can's budget has increased from $6.7 billion in March
1977 to a current estimate of $9.6 billion. This statement is misleading because while the estimate of $6.7 billion is in 197 5 dollars,
as Mr. Canfield acknowledged the estimate of $9.6 billion is in
escalated dollars, based upon the same base estimate, which was
not indica ted .

A
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The Administration estimate of $13.204 billion (President's
Decision, p. 157, excluding the Dempster line) is in escalated dollars,
includes facilities which reflect the Agreement between the U. S. and
Canada, and assumes overruns similar to the Alyeska experience of
about 40%. Alcan's present estimate reflecting the inter-governmental
agreement is $7.4 billion in 1975 dollars excluding the cost of the
Dempster line. Assuming the Administration's five percent inflation
rate, the escalated cost estimate with any assumed overrun is only
$9. 9 billion. We point out these significant differences to emphasize
the importance of carefully defining the cost estimates being used.
We do agree with Mr. Canfield that management control,
development of site specific data and an ongoing audit of expenditures
are important for a successful project. We are instituting such procedures and have always urged governmental involvement in the project
planning at the earliest possible time. The government's role is
equally important to minimize delay and avoid unexpected design and
construction changes. With proper planning and coordination, we
believe the project can be placed in operation without unreasonable
cost overruns for the following rea sons:
The cost estimate for the Alaskan segment of the Alcan Project
is much more complete than was the original Alyeska estimate and in
fact is based upon actual experience from the Alyeska project for the
Alaska segment. The Canadian and Lower 48 segments which represent two-thirds of the total project cost are much less subject to
overrun since the construction is performed under more normal climatic
and economic conditions. Further, all of the estimates have been subjected to the crucible of the hearing process resulting in refined and
well supported estimates.
We request that this letter in response to Mr. Canfield's
statements be placed in the record of the proceedings.

I#

truly yours,

L ~ flt(!_M~L'~

n G. McMillian

JGMcM/gjh
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October 5, 1977
Senator Henry M. Jackson, Chairman
Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
3106 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Jackson:

The American Fisheries Society wishes to submit the following testimony concerning the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System _issue
and we ask that our position be made a part of the official record of
hearing.

The American Fisheries Society is an organization of professional fisheries scientists whose common goal is to promote research conservation,
development, and wise utilization of fisheries, both recreational and
commercial. Having been organized "well over a century ago, we are the
oldest and largest organization of fisheries scientists in the world.
Our members are active in fisheries research, education, and management
throughout the United States and Canada and are particularly active in
Alaska.
The American Fisheries Society supports the President's recommendation
of the Alcan gas line routing. We do, however, have special concern
for the environmental implications of the project.
Hany members of our Alaska Chapter worked in close association with the
recently completed Alaska oil pipeline project. They have a deep interest and strong expertise in pipeline related environmental problems
which should be utilized in the pending gas line project.
To minimize damage to aquatic resources and to reduce excessive cost
and schedule delay, responsible pipeline construction companies begin
working closely with resource agencies in the project preliminary planning stage.
Alcan has indicated their desire to cooperate closely with all responsible Alaska resource agencies with that cooperation to begin at the
earliest stage of the project. The company has in fact indicated the
need to initiate this close coordination as early as January 1, 1978,
with a review of existing data and work in the field to establish the
preliminary pipeline alignment.

5410 GROSVENOR LANE • BETHESDA, MARYLAND 20014 • (301)897·8616
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Input by Alaskan resource agencies on the TAPS oil pipeline was not
fully instigated until the company's final design stage. Changes
to avoid critical habitat areas were costly and time consuming and
thus - nearly impossible.
MOst responsive resource agencies believe that maximum protection to
resources can only be accomplished by working with the company at the
earliest stages to identify sensitive areas which, if not identified,
may require costly changes of design and alignment.
If there is to be an early, coordinated review and planning effort there is great urgency for formation of a State/Federal interagency,
interdisciplinary early planning resource team. This group should be
formed immediately and should coordinate work on the issues as follows:
1.

Review the proposed alighment, plans and design;

2.

Develop and implement studies needed for the review
of permits and for the company to develop final d·esigns and alignment;

3.

Determine necessary stipulation changes from the
existing TAPS stipulations (considered by Alaskan
resource agencies to be adequate in most instances)
to be applied to the gasline project;

4.

Organize· the formal governmental team which would
review the final plans, designs, alignment and permits and which would carry out the surveillance and
enforcemnt of stipulations and permits during civil
and mainline construction and during the operation
and maintenance phases.

There are other issues of importance to assure minimal impact to aquatic
resources within Alaska, Canada, and the contiguous United States.
Our major concern is the structure, coordination and level of biological input in the governmental review, surveillance and enforcement
effort during the construction and maintenance phases.

The Joint State/Federal Fish and Wildlife Advisory Team (JFWAT) on the
TAPS oil pipeline project was formed by Congressional decision with the
purpose of protecting fish and wildlife resources during construction
of that project. It has been indicated that environmental damage was
not minimized on that project to the extent possible because of lack of
stipulation compliance by the company and the lack of governmental enforcement of the stipulation. The biologists, in an ADVISORY capacity
only, could not provide the protection 'directed by Congress.
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Last May, three JFWAT biologists were elevated to the position of Field
Representatives with the authority to enforce the stipulations and thus
to correct some long-standing fish passage and erosion control problems.
There should be interdisciplinary coordination within the review and
surveillance efforts of the gasline project. From an environmental protection standpoint - it is necessary that both engineers and biologists
are at an equal level - both in the field of enforcement effort and
throughout in the entire organizational structure.

An international biological resource team is needed to coordinate and
to ensure consistent environmental protection to aquatic resources along
the entire 4,782 mile project. Economically and environmentally, much
can be saved if experienced biologists can review concepts learned on
the TAPS project and implement them to related activities in their
regions. AFS member biologists in Alaska, Canada 2 and the ten affected
contiguous states, foresee the need to form an international team immediately to minimize duplication of effort and studies and to avoid
recurrent failures to protect resources to the degree possible.

The American Fisheries Society requests that Congress include means to
implement the above concepts in their final decision.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
please call upon us.

If we can be of any service

til~
Carl R. Sullivan
Executive Director

CRS/rr
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DUD TIMS

DONALD E. VANCE
f:XII:C:UTIVA' liii:C:fUtTARY

.ERNEOT GARFIELD

JIM WEEKO

ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION
2.2.2.2 WEST ENCANTO BLVD,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA D500£J

October 25, 1977

The Honorable Henry M. Jackson
United States Senator
Chairman, U. S. Senate Energy and
Resources Committee
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Jackson:
The Arizona Corporation Commission is well aware that unless
natural gas supplies to the state can meet growing consumer
demands, all Arizonans will feel a severe economic impact.
You have the opportunity at this time to assure that new
supplies can be made available to all Arizonans.
As you consider the many important proposals regarding the
Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System, it is vital that
marketing recommendations be made with one consideration outweighing all others. That is, Arizona and all parts of the
country must have access to a fair share of the gas reserves
from Pruanoe Bay. We urge you to adopt a marketing plan that
will accomplish this goal. It is in Arizona's interest -it is in the nation's interest that you do so.
Arizona is totally dependent on outside sources for its natural
gas. The Corporation Commission and the state's gas retailers the utilities that sell gas energy to consumer - have been
wrestling with limited supplies and growing gas demands for
years. Moratoriums on new gas hookups, curtailments, and constant apprehensions about the state's dwindling gas supplies from
out-of-state distributors have been a major concern of the Arizona
Corporation Commission for years. These concerns have been
voiced again and again.
For example, Arizona intervenors presented evidence of ourgas
supply deficiencies in the Federal Power Commission proceedings
related to bringing gas from Alaska to the lower 48 states.

SOUTHERN ARIZONA OFFICE: 415 W, CONGRESS STREET-TUCSON, ARIZONA

85701
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Our governor expressed his concerns in this regard, in a
letter to President Carter earlier this year.
The Arizona Corporation Commission has been advised that
curtailments borne for the past few years by industry will
soon spread to commercial establishments - perhaps even to
residences in the ·decade ahead. We've been advised that
the state will need an additional 100,000 Me£ of gas per day
to meet our highest priority customer requirements.
We urge you to expedite the movement of the Prudhoe Bay
natural gas to Arizona consumers.
And we urge you to specify that the Alaskan gas be sold to
interested local distributors in proportion to their contract
volumes with interstate pipeline distributors.
This will insure that the recommendations made by the Federal
Power Commission, and supported by the President, regarding
broad distribution of the gas can become a first step toward
positive legislation that considers the energy needs of all
consumers.

Sincerely,

- .
~~
JIM WEEKS, COMMISSIONER

BT:eh
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PHOENIX~

ARIZONA 85036

KEITH TU RLE:Y

October 24, 1977

The Honorable Henry M Jackson
Chairman
Energy and Natural Resources

3106 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D C 20510
Dear Senator Jackson:
Nearly 340,000 natural gas customers depend on Arizona Public Service
Company and its sole supplier of natural gas to provide this vital energy
source for their homes, businesses, schools and shops.
The uncommitted supply of natural gas from the North Slope of Alaska
the Prudhoe Bay reserves -- must be made accessible to Arizona consumers
and to all consumers in the nation. This must be done to protect our con-

sumers' energy future.
It must be done to protect their economic future.
It must be done in the national interest.

Please allow me to provide a brief review of the critical natural
gas situation in Arizona, where Arizona Public Service Company is the state's
largest gas retailer.

Faced with a dwindling supply of natural gas from our supplier,
Arizona Public Service Company sought a moratorium from the Arizona Corporation Commission on new gas connections four years ago. Following
clarification of an order from the Federal Power Commission, the Corporation
Commission agreed that the company should make no new gas connections after
December 31, 1976. The moratorium affects all new gas hookups in Arizona
Public Service Company's gas service territory that spans nearly 30,000 miles
in Arizona. It includes the so-called "priority one 11 residential customers.
During the 1976-77 heating season, our industrial customers were curtailed for more than 90 days. Some time in the 1980s, we anticipate these
curtailments will be necessary for commercial, and even for residential
customers.
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As you are well aware, Arizona's population is growing at the fastest
rate in the nation. These increases in population are contrasted with a
continuing decline in natural gas supplies.

We urgently need access to a fair share of the Alaska North Slope
natural gas to serve our Arizona consumers.
Arizona Public Service Company presented evidence of our gas supply
deficiencies in Federal Power Commission proceedings related to bringing this
gas from Alaska to the lower 48 states.
It has been estimated that the state will require some 100,000 Mcf
of natural gas each day to meet our highest priority customers' needs;

the

uncommitted Alaskan supply will help alleviate this deficiency.
Already, as a result of recommendations of the Federal Power Commission
to the President, the theory for wide distribution of Alaskan gas has been
spelled out. As you know, this decision freed these gas reserves from advance
payment arrangements between producers and large pipeline distributors in the

48 contiguous United States.

I support this recommendation by the FPC and

President Carter's statement urging this course of action.
In order to be meaningful, however, I firmly believe additional information about access to the gas reserves must be spelled out. 'It must be made
specific so that broad distribution across domestic markets is guaranteed.
How can this best be done? I strongly urge that, rather than leaving
gas allocations to private contract negotiations between the producers and
would-be purchasers, you specify that the gas be sold in proportion to
interested local distributors' contract volumes with their interstate pipeline

suppliers.
I urge you to establish marketing guidelines that will insure this is
accomplished.
Furthermore, I urge you to take steps so that consumers will not be
forced to pay the price of noncompletion of the Alaskan transportation project
or to pay for gas they do not receive.
These are the fairest and most equitable bases for proposals to insure
that consumers in Arizona -- and consumers in other areas -- will not have
to endure the economic hardships that will surely result if all areas of the
country are not given equal consideration regarding the marketing of the

Alaska natural gas.
Very truly yours,

KT:mb
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October 25, 1977

Dr. Eouard .:\.., Koch, !-~anager
Enqinccring Department
~;orth l:...m2rican Producing Division
i\tlaTttic Richfield Co:::1pany
Dalla.s, Te:~:as

Dear Dr. Koch:
ht the Energy and natural Resources Committee hearing
this r.ornin~r on the /!.lean Pipeline proposal questions to be
unsuercd in \lri ting vrerc subrri tted for thC! Record.
I \·.,ould
ap.preciate your response .to the follovling:

1. Conld you describe what is presently being
done with the natural gas liquids from Prudhoe J::ay?
2.

!-Jill you allow .an indepeTtdent petroleum

enqina:er to rcvic\'t your sin1ulai:ad corr.puter runs?

To

cOJnplete nm; ones?
3. Have you completed any studies of the
feasibility of gas reinjection and early irrplementatinn
of a water flood?
l-/ould you provide the Co=•ittee with these. studies?
4.
invasion

The existence of lm1 residual saturation to gas

a~pea~s to ~e a pre-requisite for successful
irt~)lementation of the r:-ro?OS2d operating plan.
Yat

studies sponsored by the opc,rators apparently contru.dict
the existence of this condition.
·
In the face of your studies, how do you justify
existence of these necessc.ry conditions?
5. The operator's plan relies heavily on the
assumption that there is low residual oil saturations in
the Saddlerochit. Yet the operators are planning a small
scale test of water injection to get information on the
actual residual oil snb.uration to ;Jater e:-~croachrr.cnt. Why
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is such a test necessary? If such a test disproves
your assumption, and if gas reingcction is necessary
tor.maintain pressure, v!hat can you do to assure no
loss of oil?
6. High vertical permeability is apparently
another pre-requisite for success of the proposed
operating plan.
Have you used a standard published
tcchreique for measuring in-site vertical permeability
in the vicinity of a well? Why not?
7. How much oil will be left behind in the
reservoir at the completion of production under the
present production plan?
l~1at are your plans for getting this oil out
through tertiary recovery?

B. lloH can you justify such a firm conclusion on
production of 2 bcf/day of gas when you can't reach a
concluscilon on Hhen to begin ~later injection?
Because of the time constraints, I trust you will
subro.it your answers in writing to the Committee as soon as
possible and certainly no later than !·londay, October 31, 1977.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

John A. Durkin
,JAD/cbH
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Jl:llantic11,ichlielctCompany

1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2003G
Telephone 202 457 G219
William E. Duke
Director
Federal Governmental Aflairs

October 31, 1977

Honorable John A. Durkin
Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee
1409 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
20510
Dear Senator Durkin:
By letter dated October 25, 1977, you requested that
we respond to a series of questions which arose
during the course of the Alcan Pipeline hearing.
Set
forth below is Atlantic Richfield's response:
Question:

1. Could you describe l'lhat is presently
being done with the natural gas liquids
from Prudhoe Bay?.

Answer:

At this time, only a small quantity of
NGLs .is being removed from the Prudhoe
Bay gas via the field fuel unit. These
liquids are reinjected into the field
with the bulk of the produced gas.

Question:

2. vi ill you allow an independent petroleum
engineer to review your simulated computer
runs? To complete new ones?

Answer:

As we indicated to the Senate Energy and
Natural Resources Committee in our comments
upon the GAO observations, we would be
pleased to discuss our simulator results
with a GAO representative.
He would, of
course, be free to make any independent
studies he wished.

Question:

3. Have you completed any studies of the
feasibility of gas reinjection and early
implementation of a waterflood? Would you
provide the Committee with these studies?
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Answer:

We are currently reinjecting into the field
most of the gas produced at Prudhoe Bay.
Other gas is used as field fuel or for sale
to TAPS owners for pipeline fuel.
As pointed
out in Dr. HOivard Koch's testimony before
the Committee, we have studied cases of gas
reinjection for periods of 5 to 15 years.
We have also studied water injection commencing
after both 5 and 7 years of oil production.
In our more recent model descriptions, water
injection after 5 years of production was the
earliest injection considered, since it would
not be possible to co~~ence such an injection
program much sooner. We will be pleased to
discuss the results of these cases with the
Committee.

Question:

4. The existence of low residual saturation
to gas invasion appears to be a pre-requisite
for successful implementation of the proposed
operating plan. Yet studies sponsored by
the operators apparently contradict the existence of this condition.
In the face of
your studies, how do you justify existence
of these necessary conditions?

Question:

5. The operator's plan relies heavily on
the assumption that there is low residual
oil saturations in the Sadlerochit. Yet
the operators are planning a small scale
test of water injection to get information
on the actual residual oil saturation to water
encroachment. Why is such a test necessary?
If such a test disproves your assumption, and
if gas reinjection is necessary to maintain
pressure, what can you do to assure no loss of
oil?

Answer:

4. and 5. Our operating plan does not depend
on the residual oil saturations left behind
the invading gas cap.
If this residual oil
saturation is larger than we currently
anticipate (20-30%) it would mean that the gas
cap would merely expand further into the oil
column, since total gas cap expansion is
dependent upon total oil zone voidage. As
Dr. Koch pointed out in his detailed testimony
(page 8), this would result in a decline in
oil rate quicker than we anticipate, if nothing
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were done to offset the rapid gas/oil
contact advance. Under these same
circumstances, lower ultimate oil
recoveries could also result, with or
without gas sales; however, it should
be assumed that the operators will
adjust the operating plan to assure
efficient recovery.
If we foresee the
occurrence of this situation, a number
of modifications in our plan can be
made:
1.

The well density could be increased
to allow more oil to be produced
at lower gas-oil ratios.

2.

Additional gas handling facilities
could be added.

3.

A source waterflood to help retard
the gas/oil contact advance could
be initiated.

Therefore, the success of early gas sales, is
not dependent upon the residual oil saturations
left behind the invading gas cap. This
residual oil saturation, however, will give
us an indication as to the proper timing of
a source waterflood. The benefits of source
waterflooding are dependent upon the residual
oil saturations left behind an invading
water front. Although our current estimates
of residual oil saturation to water lead us
to believe that a source waterflood will be
economically successful, we recognize the
desirability for in-situ measurements. Therefore, in our water injection test, we will
endeavor to obtain such measurements. Collection of actual field performance data gathered
concurrently with this injectivity testing
will allow us to select. the best locations for
water injection wells as well as the appropriate
local volumes so that we may efficiently
supplement the available drive mechanisms.
Our estimate of ultimate recovery anticipates
the success of a source water injection program.
In the unlikely event that our water injection
tests prove that such a program is not as
efficient as we currently estimate, other methods
to increase recovery will be considered.
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Question:

6. High vertical permeability is apparently
another pre-requisite for success of the
proposed operating plan.
Have you used a
standard published technique for measuring
in-site vertical permeability in the vicinity
of a well? Why not?

Answer:

We assume that the question refers to the
method proposed by W. A. Burns in the June
1969 issue of the Journal of Petroleum
Technology.
Two such vertical permeability tests were
conducted on the A.R.Co. operated side of
the field in 1970; however, the tests did
not yield meaningful results.

Question:

7.
How much oil will be left behind in
the reservoir at the completion of production under the present production plan?
What are your plans for getting this oil
out through tertiary recovery?

Answer:

The current operating plan anticipates
that approximately 12.8 billion barrels of
crude oil will be left in the main Sadlerochit
reservoir at approximately 40% recovery. This
is not an unusual circumstance to the U.S.
oil industry.
In comparison, approximately
300 billion barrels will be left in place in
all other known reservoirs in the U.S.
under current technology.
It is this
unfortunate fact that has lead.oil industry
research into the development of other enhanced
recovery tecbniques.
To date, tertiary recovery processes have
not been shown to be feasible for the
Sadlerochit reservoir. As Dr. Koch pointed
out in his detailed testimony (page 14),
our research department has studied the
possibility of a carbon dioxide injection
process; but because our only known source
of C02 on the North Slope is that within
the Sadlerochit gas, this volume would be
sufficient to flood only a small portion
of the reservoir.
Other tertiary recovery
t~chniques will be examined to determine
whether they can be economically used on the
North Slope.
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Question:

8.
How can you justify such a firm
conclusion on production of 2 bcf/day of
gas when you can't reach a conclusion on
when to begin water injection?

Answer:

The impact of gas sales timing on oil
recovery is determined from fluid property
and in-place volume considerations . . We
believe that we know these values to a
high degree of accuracy, and feel that
our model predictions are conlusive as
to the impact of early gas sales. The
study of source water injection is more
complex since it is highly dependent
upon the multiphase flow of oil and water
through reservoir rock.
In order to
assure maximum economic recovery through
such an injection program, it will be
helpful to substantiate our estimates
of the amount of residual oil behind an
invading water front as well as to determine
the optimum volume and locations for this
injection.

Hope this has been of assi.stance to you.
Sincerely,

,~~
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QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE PRUDHOE BAY RESERVOIR

=============.===========;===e=::::==================
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)

(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)

(14)
(15)

(16)
(17)

the produced gas available for sale by solution
gas or gas cap gas?·
·
Will the production from the gas cap or solution g~~
significantly lower :the reservoir pressure?
Is a water drive occu~ing?
Is a partial water drive occurring?
If a partial water drive is occurring and the reservoir
pressure is declining, what are the plans for pressure
maintenance?
·
Would declining gas cap ·pressure create a situation
that ~vould cause oil to be lost in the gas cap portion?
Would partial water drives through a faulting system
as described for the Sadlerochit reservoir bypass a
considerable amount of oil if pressure depletio.n
methods were applied too rapidly?
Would gas production without re-injection cause a
premature oil decline?
How were the maximum production rates for oil producers
determined?
Does the water production indicate that a natural water
drive is occurring?
_
What cost benefits woUid occur from a natural water
drive me·chanism as opposed to the installation of a
secondary recovery system?
Would following normal recommended engineering
practices dictate that a pressure maintenance system
not be designed or installed until sufficient production
and pressure history data has indicated which water
drive mechanism is occurring?
Would gas cap withdrawals be contrary to normal
engineering practices?
Wha:t is the reservoir practices in the Cook Inlet
oil field area? Are reservoirs in that area similar
to the Prudhoe Bay reservoirs?
What was the total estimated oil production from the
Sadlerochit reservoir upon which you based your
proposed tariffs to the ICC?
Can the estimated 400 million barrels of natural gas
liquids to be produced from Prudhoe Bay be transported
to markets via the Alyeska oil pipeline?
If a water flood using water from outside sources is
not inaugurated, because it is not deemed to be
economically viable, can the initial 2.0 bcfd rate
be sustained for the life of the field?
~-Till

98-069 0 - 78 - 29
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AtlanticRichfieldCompany

1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone 202 457 6219
William E. Duke
Director
Federal Governmental A Hairs

October 31, 1977

Honorable Henry M. Jackson
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources
United States Senate
1307 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
On October 26, 1977, you forwarded to Atlantic
Richfield a series of questions that had arisen
before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee in its consideration of the Alcan Pipeline
proposal. Set forth below is Atlantic Richfield's
response to the questions:
Question:

1. Will the produced gas available for
sale be solution gas or gas cap gas?

Answer:

Both solution gas and gas cap gas will be
produced through the Prudhoe Bay oil wells.
Proven gas reserves in the Prudhoe Bay
field consist of approximately 8.7 trillion
cubic feet of solution gas and 17.3 trillion
cubic feet of gas cap gas. We have used
a special model in which the identity of the
two gases were retained throughout the run.
With the use of this model we were able to
predict what portion of the total gas stream
was made up of gas cap gas and what portion
was made up of solution gas. Our work has
indicated that if gas sales commence in 1983,
only a portion of the gas sold in the early
years will be gas cap gas. As time progresses,
the percentage of gas cap gas in the sales
stream will increase.

Question:

2. Will the production from the gas cap or
solution gas significantly lower the reservoir
pressure?
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Answer:

In our opinion, no. After 30 years of
production the difference in reservoir
pressure between a 1982 sales case and a
1992 sales case was only 115 psi.

Question:

3.

Is a water drive occurring?

Question:

4.

Is a partial water drive occurring?

Question:

5. If a partial water drive is occurring
and the reservoir pressure is declining,
what are the plans for pressure maintenance?

Answer:

3-5. We believe that a partial water drive
will be present. To date, an insufficient
amount of production history has been
accumulated to substantiate our estimates of
aquifer strength.
Reservoir pressure decline is normal in oil
field operations.
In fact, it is unusual
to completely maintain reservoir pressure.
Early pressure maintenance with large volumes
of water from an outside source in a reservoir
such as the Sadlerochit (with an initial
gas cap in combination with a low dip angle)
could result in oil being displaced into the
original gas cap, thereby reducing the
possibility of recovering this oil.
As pointed out in Dr. Koch's testimony
(p. 7) our plans are to initiate a waterflood by 1981 utilizing produced water.
In doing so, we will maximize the benefits
of the natural water influx through
redistribution of this water to the portions
of the reservoir exhibiting low natural depletion
recovery.
We currently estimate that flooding using
water from an outside source will be
economically viable. However, we believe
that the optimum locations and volumes of this
injection can best be determined after observing production performance during the
early years, especially in localized areas
of the field.
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Question:

6. Would declining gas cap pressure create
a situation that would cause oil to be lost
in the gas cap portion?

Answer:

No, not under the existing plan of operation.
As pointed out in Dr. Koch's testimony
(Page 9):
"We do not anticipate any oil migration
into the original gas cap as a result
of gas cap shrinkage because of the
substantial voidage accumulated by
the oil rim prior to gas sales, and
because of the smaller cap voidage
rate in the early years of gas sales."

Question:

7. Would partial water drives through a
faulting system as described for the
Sadlerochit reservoir bypass a considerable
amount of oil if pressure depletion methods
were applied too rapidly?

Answer:

No, not under the existing operating plan.

Question:

8. Would gas production without re-injection
cause a premature oil decline?

Answer:

We do not believe that gas production without
reinjection of gas will cause a premature
oil decline. As Dr. Koch testified (Page 8):
"The advance of the gas-oil contact, to a
large degree, controls the onset of oil
production decline.
Since the expansion
of the gas cap is largely a function of
oil zone withdrawals, we have seen in
our models that the timing of anticipated
gas sales has little or no impact on the
point of oil decline."

Question:

9. How were the maximum production rates for
oil producers determined?

Answer:

We determined production rates by simultaneous
solution of Darcy's law for radial flow of
fluids through a porous media and hydraulic
calculations of two-phase flow in vertical
or inclined tubing strings.
In some cases,
well rates will have to be limited below this
level due to the extraneous production of gas
or water through coning. These maximum rates
were determine through the use of individual
well models.
Initial completion intervals were
selected to minimize the coning problems.
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Question:

10. Does the water production indicate that a
natural water drive ·is occurring?

Answer:

No, not at this time. With cumulative oil
production only amounting to about 0.2%
of the original oil in place to date, it is
too early to confirm our estimates of aquifer
strength.

Question:

11. What cost benefits would occur from a
natural water drive mechanism as opposed to
the installation of a secondary recovery
system?

Answer:

A strong natural water drive could eliminate
the need to inject source water at a system
cost in excess of $1 billion.

Question:

12. Would following normal recommended engineering practices dictate that a pressure
maintenance system not be designed or installed
until sufficient production and pressure history
data has indicated which water drive mechanism
is occurring?

Answer:

It is unusual to initiate a secondary recovery
program early in the life of a field.
If
sufficient production history is not available,
it is very difficult to determine areal performance anomalies and optimum locations of
injection wells and volumes for water injection.

Question:

13. Would gas cap withdrawals be contrary to
normal engineering practices?

Answer:

This is a difficult question on which to
generalize.
Dr. Koch's testimony on pages
12 and 13 spoke directly to this question:
"Potential reduction in oil recovery
from any reservoir due to the early
sale of gas has been a subject of
considerable discussions in the field
of petroleum reservoir engineering.
There is one general conclusion that can
be drawn concerning this early gas
sale: i.e., the withdrawal of associated
gas can cause a reduction in oil recovery
if nothing is done to replace the energy.
Beyond that, however, no other conclusions
should be drawn. This potential reduction
can only be estimated through a thorough
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analysis of the drive mechanisms that
are present in a particular reservoir.
One excellent method in accomplishing
this is through the use of mathematical
reservoir models.
In our analysis, the effect of gas sales
at Prudhoe Bay was small for the following
reasons:
l.

The dominant recovery mechanism is
gravity drainage. Gas in such a drive
mechanism does not act as an expulsive
force to drive the oil out of the
pore spaces.
Instead, the gas merely
expands to fill the empty pore spaces
as the oil drains out.

2.

Prudhoe Bay crude is both a low shrinkage and relatively low viscosity oil.

3.

Even with the earliest anticipated gas
sales date (1983) approximately 30%
of the ultimate oil reserves will
have been recovered.

4.

The normal dangers of gas cap shrinkage
will not be a problem at Prudhoe
Bay, due to the expansion of the gas
cap in the early years of production
combined with a rather modestcap
voidate rate immediately after sales
commence."

Question:

14. What is the reservoir practice in the
Cook Inlet oil field area? Are reservoirs
in that area similar to the Prudhoe Bay
reservoirs?

Answer:

The fields in the Cook Inlet area of Alaska
have almost nothing in common with the
Prudhoe Bay Field. The major difference
these fields have, as far as reservoir management is concerned, is the fact that they are
highly undersaturated (no initial gas cap).
As a result, pressure decline during the
early years of production is substantial in
the absence of a gas cap to provide pressure
support. Waterflooding in the Cook Inlet
fields is verv successful in the maintenance
of reservoir pressure.
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Question:

15. What was the total estimated oil
production from the Sadlerochit reservoir
upon which you based your proposed tariffs
to the ICC?

Answer:

In its application for a pipeline tariff,
Arco Pipeline Company, an Atlantic Richfield
affiliate, submitted to the Interstate
Commerce Commission the following throughput
rates for the TAPS piepline:
Barrels Per Day
1977

Sept-Oct
Nov-Dec.

.6MM
1.2MM

1978

1.2MM

1979

1.2MM

1980
1981

lst Half
2nd Half

1.2MM
1.6MM
1.6MM

Question:

16. Can the estimated 400 million barrels
of natural gas liquids to be produced from
Prudhoe Bay be transported to markets via
the Alyeska oil pipeline?

Answer:

The quantity of the RGLs available for
shipment through the crude oil line is
dependent upon gas pipeline specification.
The NGLs remaining after field fuel usage
can be shipped through TAPS if appropriate
sub-cooling of the crude oil is accomplished
and if gas sales are not unreasonably delayed.

Question:

17.
If a waterflood using water from outside
sources is not inaugurated, because it is
not deemed to be economically viable, can the
initial 2.0 bcfd rate be sustained for the
life of the field?

Answer:

In his testimony (Page 16) Dr. Koch stated
that gas deliveries of at least 2 BCF per
day could be sustained for approximately 25
years. This statement is based upon the
assumption' that the State of Alaska would
approve such rate. At this time, we cannot
determine whether the same rate would be
approved by the State without injection of
some water.
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I hope this material is of assistance to the
committee.
Sincerely,

WED/ekh
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AtlanticRichliel.dCompany

1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone 202 457 6219
William E. Duke
Director
Federal Governmental Affairs

October 31, 1977

Honorable Henry M. Jackson
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
United States Senate
1307 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
On October 25, 1977, the Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources requested that Atlantic Richfield
respond to a series of observations made by representatives of the General Accounting Office. Set
forth below are Atlantic Richfield's comments:
GAO:

1. We cannot evaluate Operators and
D & M due to a paucity of information
contained in the reports.

Response:

Atlantic Richfield made the results of
seven simulator cases available to the
Division of Oil and Gas Conservation,
State of Alaska in May of this year.
These results are also available for
inspection by designated representatives
of the GAO.

GAO:

2. While we cannot describe the Operators
and the D & M field simulations, we would
conclude that of those we could, Gruy,
Core and van Poollen essentially simulate
the operations of different fields although
all 3 claim to utilize van Poollen data.
We find these anomalies in the following
areas.
(a)

The water drives in all three
simulations are significantly
different with the van Poollen
simulation having the weakest
aquifer and Gruy the strongest.

(b)

Both Gruy and Core only describe
the Sadlerochit field and exclude
considerations of hydrocarbons
located elsewhere. van Poollen
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posits a link between the gas
cap in the Shublik formation.
(c)

Core indicates that for the same
field parameters, the existence of
an aquifer increases oil recoverability van Poollen indicates the
opposite, although the effect is
small.

(d)

The production profiles on a yearly
basis with and without aquifers are
significantly different for van
Poollen and Core.

(e)

Similarly, oil p~oduction profiles
with gas sales show that the
Sadlerochit field as simulated by
van Poollen does not agree with
that as simulated by Core.

Response:

We have no comments on the GAO observations
2(a) - 2(e). Apparently GAO has noted
differences between the studies of Gruy,
Core Laboratories, and H. K. van Poollen.
He would recommend that GAO discuss these
differences with the appropriate consultants.
As noted in our response to GAO observation
No. 1, we will be pleased to discuss our
production profiles with GAO representatives.

GAO:

2(f) We have found the estimates of oilin-place and gas-in-place to be inconsistent
among the studies and in the case of the
operator study, internally inconsistent.

Response:

The staff is apparently confusing "In-Place"
and "Reserve" estimates. Clarification of
reserve estimates contained in "Technical
Considerations -- Prudhoe Bay Unit Operating
Plan (the Plan)" would be appropriate.
Figure 3 of the Plan included in-place
estimates of gas cap gas in trillions of
cubic feet (tcf) and oil-in-place in billions
of reservoir barrels. To convert reservoir
barrels to stock tank barrels and to calculate
solution gas-in-place, reference should be
made to page 16 of the Plan. Using these
conversion constants and a recovery factor
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of 40% for the main area Sadlerochit
reservoir one can confirm the crude oil
reserves of 8.5 billion stock tank
barrels as reported on page 47 of the Plan.
Application of a 75% recovery factor to
the total gas-in-place (cap gas as well
as solution gas) , allowing for shrinkage
and C02 removal, results in 26 trillion
cubic feet of dry hydrocarbon gas reserves,
also reported on page 47 of the Plan.
GAO:

2(g) We find no consistency, however,
between the studies and the published
API reserve figures as of 31 December 1976.

Response:

We do not believe that the results of the
studies and the API reserve estimates are
inconsistent.
In the Plan (Exhibit A to
Dr. Howard Koch's testimony) reserves of
8.5 billion barrels of crude oil are
reported for the main area Sadlerochit
only. The API definition of oil reserves
appearing on page 13 of their May, 1977
report includes:
1.

Liquids technically defined as
crude oil (a mixture of hyrdocarbons that exist in the liquid
phase in natural underground
reservoirs and remains liquid at
atmospheric pressure after passing
through surface separating facilities).

2.

Small amounts of hydrocarbons that
exist in the gaseous phase in
natural underground reservoirs but
are liquid at atmospheric pressure
after being recovered from oil well
(casinghead) gas in lease separators
(sometimes referred to as condensate).

3.

Small amounts of nonhydrocarbons
produced with the oil.

Unlike the reserve estimate in the Plan, the
API estimate is reported to include proven
reserves of Sadlerochit crude oil and condensate, Sag River crude oil, Shublik crude
oil and Eileen area crude oil.
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GAO:

3.
Despite these differences all 5
studies indicate either a maximum oil
recovery of about 8.4 million barrels
of 42.8 percent recovery of oil-in-place.

Response:

Often, confusion arises when speaking of
ultimate oil recovery in barrels or as
a percentage of the oil-in-place. Most
of the simulator cases run were for the
Sadlerochit main area only.
The results
do not include projections for the other
reservoirs in the "Prudhoe Oil Pool",
or condensate reserves. Additionally,
please note that the GAO observation
refers to millions of barrels of oil this should have been billions of barrels.

GAO:

4.
Production of gas from Sadlerochit
requires gas cap production early on in
the productive life. At 2.4 bcf a day,
the capacity of the Alcan pipeline, this
would require production of oil significantly above the current 1.2 million barrels
a day capacity of the TAPS to avoid excessive
gas cap production.

Respon3e:

The Prudhoe Bay Unit owners have not
recommended gas deliveries of 2.4 bcfd.
In the Plan, they have recommended, and
the State of Alaska, Division of Oil and
Gas Conservation, has approved, deliveries
of 2.0 bcfd.
The Plan as approved would not create gas
cap shrinkage.

GAO:

5. All studies agree without gas reinjection, and some type of water repressuring, there would be a significant deterioration
in the recovery of oil and gas.

Response:

While the result described by GAO may be
theoretically correct, the Plan does not
contemplate operating the field in this
manner.
Gas will be reinjected until a
gas transmission system is available. The
timing of water injection will depend upon
reservoir performance and further studies.
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GAO:

6. We find that none of the studies
addressed natural gas liquids which at
1.45 gal/mcf of gas and 2.4 bcf per day
pipeline throughput results in almost
100,000 barrels a day of n.g.l.

Response:

If gas sales commence in 1983, most of the
natural gas liquids extracted from the gas
can be transported in the TAPS line.

GAO:

7. We find that the production profiles
in the van Poollen and Core studies are
markedly different.
(Note: The attached
graph shows the amount that oil production
is likely to increase or decrease in a given
year with 2.0 billion cubic feet of gas
sales per day for van Poollen and 2.4 bcfd
for Core.)

Response:

As in our response to findings 2(a) 2(e), we believe that these differences
can only be understood by contacting the
appropriate consultant.

Hope this will be of assistance to you.

William E. Duke
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Octol;er 25, 1977

t:r. E.

Eoulston,

1..::.

?-~anager

~ngineering

?eoervoir
I: I' /-1..last:a,

Inc.
San Francisco, California

0eu.r !ir. Houlston:
J,t the E(}:-:G;&!',~ :;'"'tu'-·;~. ~-~~,;s Co;··;·:ittee ]·;c,,qring
this n.or11.ing on th l-1.lro~ Pioeline oronosc questicns to be
a!1S\:ered in r.:~riting were submJ.tted for the R0corn.
I h'ould
t-.?:)rcr::;iate your respo!"lse to the follO,,;inq:
1.
f~o:·1..;

~'ith

Could you ccscribe '-:hat is presently being
the :-lctLral gv.s liquids £ror.. Prudhoe Bay?

2.
\·?ill vou c..llo\v an inCepenc1ent p13troleum
en9irH:::e:r to review y<".,ur sirn.ulu.teO computer runs? 'l"o
complete ne•: ones?
3.
Have you cor.:pletcd any stuctics of the
fco.sibility of gas reinjection and early iwple~cntation
of a water flood?

J·;ould you provide the Co!T'.!nittee \vith these
studies?
4.
The existrmcc of low residual sat·uru.tion to
gas invasion appears to be. a pre-r~.~quisitc for successful
irr:plc:>c:.::ntation of the proposed operatinc; ?l:.~n. Yet stuC.ies
sponsored by the operators apparently eco:tr2.dict the
existence of this condition.
In the face <!if sour studies, hO\·l do you justify
existence of these uecessary conditions?
5.
T!'le operator's plan relies heavily on the
assnn">tion that there is lov residual oil saturations
in th~ Sa~dlerochit. Yet the operators aro planning a
sr:~all sc~"\le test of \·latur injection to get information
on the uctual rGsiCual oil st:turation to t-..'atc:r encroachment.
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1

Hhy is such a test necessary? If such a test disproves
your ass=ption, and if gas reinjection is necessary
to naintiin pressure, what can you do to assure no
loss of oil?
6.

Eigh vertical perneability is 2;:>9arently another

vre=resuisit~

for success of the

p~oposed

operating plan.

Eave you used a standard publisb3d techni<:!ue for measuring
in-site vertical permeability in the vicinity of a Hell?
Hhy not?
7.

How much oil \dll be left behind in the reservoir

at the completion of production unCer the present production
plan?

h1lat are your plans for getting this oil out
throu9h tertiary recovery?
8. H01-1 can you justify such a firm conclusion on
production of 2 bcf/gay of gas ·v1hen you can't reach a
conclusion on when to gegin ,_,ater injectic!Cl?
9.
In your l:estirr,ony yon state the Saddlerochi t
contains 21.4 bill ion stoc}; tank barrels.
In t~e report
submitted to the State, 'Iechnic.:-tl Considerations Prudhoe
B!i!Y Unit O;:>erating Plan ;Tortil-sTope-Alaska-;-the total-reserve estirr!ate-ror the S~1.ddl-c~r-OC1Ut is -27.2 billion.
Hhat is the reason for this glari!Clg discrepancy?
10.
Your statement .sa:¥s that your studies have sho\-.Tn
the timing of gas sales at a rate of 2 bcf/dny only
slightly affects oil recovery. Yet, Van Poollen has
estimated a gain of 400 million barrels fro;:n delaying
0as sales four and a half Years.

This evidence suggests

that gas sales detracts from oil recovery.
have

~roof

Do you

to indicate otherwise?

Because of the time const:.;-aiats, I trust you will
submit your as.BHers in writing to the Cor:m:i ttee as soon as
possible and certainly iho later than !·!onday, Octcber 31, 1977.
Thank you for ¥our consiCeration.

Sincerely,

John !"-.. Durkin
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BP Alaska Inc.

100 Pine Street, San Francisco, California 94111. Telephone (415) 445-9400

October 28, 1977

Senator John A. Durkin
United States Senate Committee
on Energy and Natural Resources
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Durkin:
I submit, herewith, answers to the questions you raised
following the Energy and Natural Resources committee hearing on
October 25, 1977.
I hope that these responses together with the
testimony presented at the hearing will be helpful.
On behalf of BP Alaska Inc./Sohio, I would like to
express our appreciation for the opportunity extended to us to
clarify the considerations which have entered into the formulation
of the operating plan for the Prudhoe Bay Field.
Sincerely,

~~
George Roulston

EGH:rt
Attachment
cc:

Elizabeth Moler
George Dowd
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Answers to questions contained in letter of 25 October, 1977
from Senator Durkin to Mr. Roulston

l.

Gas liquids are not being extracted from the gas that is
produced in Prudhoe Bay.

All gas, except that consumed

as fuel, is being reinjected.

The reinjected gas includes

a small volume of hydrocarbon components that condense as
liquid, without special processing, out of the produced
gas.

2.

We have presented publicly the results of our computer runs
and discussed at length the assumptions and data on which
these runs are based.

We feel that this information is·

adequate for an independent party to judge the competence
and thoroughness of this work.
public record in Anchorage.

This information is on

We would be willing to provide

more information from time-to-time if this is required.

Further runs of the type we have already made are not
likely to yield any additional insight into reservoir
performance.

Our present efforts are directed towards

constructing more detailed models that are suitable for
reservoir performance history matching, and subsequent
extrapolation into the future.

Work on such models is

b.eing actively pursued, with descriptive reservoir data
that· is more up-to-date.

98-069 0 - 78 - 30
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3.

A case has been run by BPA in which no gas was sold and a
large volume water injection scheme was started at
after the start of production.

4~

years

However, since running this

case, our reservoir description has been revised.

Hence the

results of this case are not strictly comparable to those
already presented.

In order to clarify this, we attach

results on two cases, labelled here A and B.

Case A is the same as Case 3 presented in EPA's testimony
at the Alaska State hearings in May, except that Case A was
run with an older reservoir description.

The oil recovery

at the end of 25 years is 41.2%.

Case B is the same as A, except that no gas is sold.
gas unconsumed is reinjected.

All

Recovery at 25 years is 41.4%.

However, the oil rate at the end of the run of some 200000 b/d
is about double that in Case A.

This implies a further recovery

for Case B of about 1%.

The effect of reinjecting gas instead of selling it, in these
two cases, is almost identical to the effect shown in Cases
l

& 2 of EPA's public testimony.

Cases l & 2 had recoveries
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of 32.8 and

32.~~

respectively.

In Cases 1 & 2 only produced

water was returned to the formation.

Our conclusion from this work is that gas sales, at a rate
of 2 BCF/D, do not affect oil recovery significantly.

Water

injection on the other hand does substantially improve
recovery, whether gas is sold or not.

We do not view water

injection as an alternative to gas injection, and this
reiterates the conclusion stated in our public testimony.

4.

Low residual oil saturations in parts of the reservoir that
are invaded by gas, are not a necessary condition for
operating plan.
saturations vary.

ou~

Indeed, opinions on such residual oil
BPA does not believe the residual oil

saturations will be all that low.

Nevertheless, our studies

lead us to full support of an operating plan that includes
sale of gas, after some 25% of the oil reserves have been
produced, and water injection.

The final oil saturations in our computer runs should be
distinguished from the much lower minimum end point saturations
that appear in mathematical relationships as part of the
input data for the calculations.
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5.

Water injection tests will, it is hoped, yield information
on the residual oil saturation achievable with a water flood.
This in turn will be helpful in planning a water flood.

The

water injection tests are also being carried out to obtain
data on:
i)

water injectivity, which has a major bearing on how
many water injection wells are needed

ii)

the nature of the heavy oil zone and its influence
on natural water influx

iii)

the capability of shallower sands to supply injection
water.

iv)

mechanical aspects of injection equipment to assist
in the design of a field-wide injection system.

It should be pointed out that we advocate water injection to
recover oil, not to maintain pressure.

Part of the extra oil

recovery is due to pressure maintenance, but this is a secondary
effect.

If it is necessary to inject water, merely to maintain

pressure, water can be injected into the gas cap.

At present,

all our studies indicate the cap to be the place where we will
get the least amount of oil per barrel of water injected.

With regard to gas injection, we would point out that with
an anticipated weak water drive, the reinjection of produced
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gas will replace only about a third of the volumetric withdrawals from the reservoir.

Hence gas reinjection by itself,

will not maintain reservoir pressure.

In the unlikely event that water injection proves to be
infeasible or injurious to oil recovery, then the total oil
recovery will be lower than projected.

We would deplore,

however, the use of the term 'loss of oil' in this context,
sin~e

any decrease in expected recovery can only be a loss

if proven and economic methods of recovering the oil in
ques.tion were not implemented.

6.

Again, high vertical permeability is not a prerequisite for
the operating plan.

BPA has lower vertical permeabilities

in its models than Exxon, and consequently calculates higher
residual oil saturations under gravity drainage.

Recovery

by this mechanism is due to the oil trickling down by its
own weight, rather than to gas, at whatever pressure, sweeping
the oil out.

Overall oil recoveries indicated by the separa·te

studies from the va.r ious companies, are very similar.

We have not carried out an in-situ vertical permeability
test because:
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i)

the techniques employed in such tests are ill-suited
to Prudhoe Bay. conditions,

ii)

such tests are generally open to a wide range of
interpretation,

iii)

two tests of this type carried out by Arco yielded
only qualitative information that, in retrospect, could
have been inferred by other means,

iv)

a test would only give information at one point in a
huge heterogeneous reservoir,

v)

much wider coverage on vertical permeability will be
obtainable from the coning behaviour of wells.

7.

Our operating plan aims to maximize the recovery of oil by
proven primary and secondary recovery methods.
that application of these methods would leave
in the ground.

It is estimated
6~/o

of the oil

Clearly, the potential for so-called tertiary

recovery schemes is large.

It is not, however, the plan to leave 60% of the oil in the.
ground, but rather as little as possible.

The operating plan

is not a rigid set of rules to be applied over the next 40
years; nor do our computer runs include all possible future
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field operations.

Tertiary recovery for example, has been

omitted from the runs because it is difficult to simulate
and an order of magnitude more uncertain in its outcome.

There is no method of tertiary recovery that has at present
been shown to have a high chance of success if applied in
Prudhoe Bay.

co 2 injection is of limited applicability

because of the oil composition, but should not be ruled out.
Tertiary recovery in Prudhoe Bay is worthy of

long~term

study,

but any definite plan for tertiary recovery would be premature
with the present state of knowledge of the reservoir.

8.

The effect of gas sales on the reservoir is chiefly one of
pressure.

This pressure effect is readily calculated.

The

performance of water injection, however, depends on fluid
displacement mechanisms, and is therefore subject to greater
uncertainty.

Hence conclusions on gas sales are firmer than

those on water injection.

Nevertheless, BPA have concluded that water injection should
begin as soon as is practicable.

Design and construction of

a water distribution and injection system to operate under
Arctic conditions, will however, take several years.

Resources
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in terms of energy and materials that will be expended in
the project will be large.

It is therefore important that

these resources be deployed so as to give the greatest return
in oil recovery.

In order to achieve this, some reservoir

performance is necessary.

Although EPA's view of the oil

recovery to be obtained from gravity drainage in Prudhoe Bay
is relatively pessimistic compared to the views of other
companies, gravity drainage potentially can give a higher
recovery than water drive.

Prudhoe Bay is a large field

and there may be areas of efficient gravity drainage within
it.

We would not wish to pass up the chance of a high

recovery by blocking a good gravity drainage with water.
Different water injection schemes are likely to be suitable
in different parts of the field.

The information gathered

during the first two or three years of production will result
in a water flood that is closer to the optimum for the field.

9.

The figure of 27.2 billion barrels is not a reserve estimate,
nor does it refer to the total Sadlerochit.

27.2 billion

barrels is the volume in-place of light oil only, in the
main area of the reservoir only, and at reserv'oir

conditions.
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The total Sadlerochit oil, both light and heavy, in the main
area is 29.1 billion barrels at reservoir conditions.

If a

barrel of oil is brought to the surface, its volume shrinks,
due to gas corning out of solution.

Under Prudhoe Bay conditions

a barrel of oil at the surface would occupy about 1.36 barrels
at subsurface conditions (due to dissolved gas).

Therefore,

the 29.1 billion barrels would shrink to 21.4 billion barrels
when expressed at surface conditions; i.e., stock tank barrels
of oil with gas r.ernoved.

This is still not a reserve figure

since it is not possible to bring all the oil to the surface.

In reservoir simulation computer runs the percentage recovery
is more significant than oil recovered, since for comparative
purposes runs were made with pre-1976 in-place figures.

10.

We are unable to find a case among van poollen's runs, in
which gas sales have been delayed

4~

years.

However, in

Case 25 gas sales have been delayed 4 years, relative to
Case 20.

The improvement in recovery due to delayed gas

sales is 500 million barrels.

The reason for this comparatively

large difference is that in Case 20 gas sales were started
very early, that is at 2-3/4 years.

None of our runs have
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assumed such early gas sales.

Moreover, Cases 20 and. 25 have

been run at 1.2 MMB/D oil offtake, whereas we have generally
used 1.5 MMB/D.

Our calculated effect of the delay in gas

sales is small, because we have not started gas sales, even
at the earliest, until a larger fraction, some 25%, of the
oil reserves have already been recovered.
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BP Alaska Inc.

100 Pine Street, San Francisco, California 94111. Telephone (415) 445-9400

October 28, 1977

Senator Henry M. Jackson
Chairman United States Senate Committee
on Energy and Natural Resources
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Jackson:
Following the Energy and Natural Resources Committee
hearing on the morning of October 25, 1977, BP Alaska/Sohio were
asked to respond to questions put by the Committee Staff. The
responses to these questions ~re at!'ached to this letter.
At the Committee's request we have examined the review
conducted by two GAO staff member·s. During the hearing this
review was referred to as a 'GAO Preliminary Report'. We not~
that this report concludes "at this point We cannot ascertain
the overall effect of gas production and sales on the ultimate
recovery of oil from the Sadlerochit reservoir.• We have
endeavored to point out in our testimony, and in answer to
questions raised, that the BP Alaska/Sohio studies have shown
that gas sales at 2 BCF/D, commencing when a pipeline and
conditioning plant can be constructed, will have only a slight
effect on ultimate oil recovery. We believe that our operating
plan is sound and will result in maximizing recoveries of both
oil and gas.
Thank you for the opportunity afforded to BP Alaska/Sohio
to express our views on hO\v the Prudhoe Bay Field should b.e produced.
The Field is now on production, a Unit Agreement has been executed.
between the State of Alaska and the Working Interests, and a Unit
Operating Agreement binds the Working Interests together in the
management of the Field's resources. We feel sure that all parties
concerned with the enterprise, will move forward in the future, as
a Unit, towards common goals of maximizing hydrocarbon recoveries
from the Field.
·
Yours sincerely,

f'v'vVV..~
,-Attachment

M. J. ·K. Savage
President
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QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE PRUDHOE BAY RESERVOIR_
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Will the produced gas available for sale by solution
gas or gas cap gas?·
·
Will the production from the gas cap or solution gas
significantly lower the reservoir pressure?
Is a water drive occu~ing?
Is a partial water drive occurring?
If a partial water drive is occurring and the reservoir
pressure is declining, what are the plans for pressure
maintenance?
~-lould declining gas cap pressure create a situation
that would cause oil to be lost in the gas cap portion?
Would partial water drives through a faulting system
as described for the Sadlerochit reservoir bypass a
considerable amount of oil if pressure depletion
methods were applied too rapidly?
Would gas production without re-injection cause a
premature oil decline?
How.were the maximum production rates for oil producers
determined?
Does the water production indicate that a natural water
drive is occurring?
"'
What cost benefits would occur from a natural water
drive mechanism as opposed to the installation of a
secondary recovery system?
Would following normal recommended engineering
practices dictate that a pressure maintenance system
not be designed or installed until sufficient production
and pressure history data has indicated which water
drive mechanism is occurring?
Would gas cap withdrawals be contrary to normal
engineering practices?
What is the reservoir practices in the Coo~ Inlet
oil field area? Are reservoirs in that area similar
to the Prudhoe Bay reservoirs?
What was the total estimated oil production from the
Sadlerochit reservoir upon which you based your
proposed tariffs to the ICC?
Can the estimated 400 million barrels of natural gas
liquids to be produced from Prudhoe Bay be transported
to markets via the Alyeska oil pipeline?
If a water flood using water from outside sources is
not inaugurated, because it is not deemed to be
economically viable, can the initial 2.0 bcfd rate
be sustained for the life of the field?
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ANSimRS TO SJ;:VENTEEN QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE PRUDHOE IJAY RESERVOIR

(l)

At the start of gas sales, about half the sales gas would be
solution gas and half gas cap gas.

Over the life of the field,

however, about two-thirds of the sales gas would be gas cap gas.

Prior to gas sales, considerable volumes of solution gas will

have been injected into the gas cap.

It will therefore require

several years of gas sales before there is any net withdrawal

of gas from the gas cap.

(2)

In the absence of a strong water drive, the production
of either solution g~s or 9'as 'cap· gas will contribute
to voidage of the reservoi·r and, therefore, will result

in pressure decline.

The production of oil clearly also

contributes to pressure decline for the same reasons.
P~ior

to gas sales, with prcduced.gas. being reinjected,

the oil withdrawals are largely the cause of reservoir
pressure decline.

(3, 4,
& 5)

It is too early to say whether a water drive is occurring.

All the evidence indicates that the natural water drive

will be a weak one.

Pressure will probably be maintained by water injection
at an avetage level of about 500-800 psi below original
pressure.

At-this pressure/

rather than the original 1

the following advantages would accrue:
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i)
ii)

iii)

greater natural water influx from the aquifer,
more efficient water injection ihto wells,
possibly.sorne increased recovery from water drive

due to the trapped gas effect.

(6)

No.

Under all reasonable production schemes the gas cap

expands into the.oil zone.

if too much water in

(7)

In a water drive,

Oil is only lost to the cap

~njected

so~e

into the oil zone.

oil.is likely to be bypassed, but

this is not a function of pressure depletion.

A prudent

operator would attempt to locate this bypassed oil, and
then alter his injection scheme so as to subject the
unswept portions of the reservoir to flooding.
(B)

No.

The onset of oil decline is dictated by the field

gas handling capacity.

When this is reached, oil production

must be restricted in order to curtail gas production,

whether the gas is destined for sale or reinjection.
Water injection into the oil zone helps

to retard the

expansion of the gas cap, and hence delays the rise· in

oil well gas oil ratios.
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(9)

oil rates

for wells'have been determined, based on single·

well radial models and experience in other fields, that
should avoid or _delay the onset of high producing gas oil
ratios.

These rates are not fixed, but are kept under

continual review in the light of well performance.

(10)

There is hardly any water production as yet.

It is too

early to evaluate the strength of the aquifer.

(ll)

The-more water influx,... nature
provides,
the less we have
....
.
to inject, with resultant cost savings.

(12)

For this type of a field, with oil that is nearly saturated
with gas, and a large gas cap, it would be quite normal to
w~it

for some analysis of reservoir drive mechanisms before

installing a pressure maintenance, or secondary recovery

system.

We are, however, proceeding with such early design

work as is feasible.
(13)

Engineering practice varies widely from field-to-field
according to local circumstances.

Immediate withdrawal

of gas would indeed be ~nusual and we believe detrimental
to oil recovery.

98-069 0 -78 - 31

However, after around 25% .of the oil
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reserves have been recovered, we have shown that gas cap -·

production would not be harmful, provided total gas sales
are kept at a reasonable level ( 2 BCF/D).

In some fields,

where gas was returned to the formation for prolonged
periods, it appeared that oil recovery lagged behind what
was thought to be achievable.

Water injection was therefore

resorted to, with better results.

We think that Prudhoe

Bay would behave similarly in this respect.

(14)

..

. .
We are not operators in Cook Inlet so that our knowledge
of these fields is scant.

However, we understand that

these fields contain highly undersaturated oil, lack
natural water drives, and are prone to sand production
p~oblems.

Conditions therefore appear to be radically

different from those in Prudhoe Bay.

(15)

BP Alaska Inc. has proposed no tariffs to the ICC.
This question is properly posed to BP Pipelines Inc. and
Sohio Pipeline Co.

(16)

The amount of natural gas liquids that can be transported
in the oil via the Alyeska pipeline depends on the
temperature of the oil.

To transport 400 million barrels
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of gas liquids over the life of the field in the oil
stream, would require a temperature in the neighbourhood

of ll0°F.

It has not yet been determined at how low a

temperature the pipeline can be operated.

Hence the

transport, and indeed the extraction of the liquids from
the gas, must remain uncertain at the present time.

Vapor pressure requirements in tankers and in land storage

tanks are also pertinent to the amount of gas liquids
that can be mixed into the oil.
~

(17)

Yes, gas sales at 2 BCF/D from 5 years on, can be sustained,
for 20 to 25 years, whether water is injected or not - see
BPA's Cases 1 and 2 in the testimony given at the State of
A~aska

hearings.

Oil recovery will be little affected,

whether gas is sold or not.

However, oil recovery will

be considerably less if water is not injected, again,

whether gas is sold or not.
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
October 28, 1977

Dear Senator Jackson:
I am in receipt of your letter of October 3, 1977, to
Secretary Schlesinger regarding the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation system. He has asked me to respond and
provide answers for the record of the Energy and Natural
Resources Committee hearings.
As the attached answers indicate, we are firmly of the
view that any early deliveries of Canadian gas should not
prejudice or materially alter the gas purchases rights of
any person unless that person or company agrees to such an
arrangement.
Before predelivery imports will be permitted to any particular purchaser, that person must establish the capability to
satisfy any requirements regarding pay back of such gas at
a later time.
That is the only sound basis upon which such
a program could be conducted.
Therefore, the rights to
future imports from Alaska for the Northwest would not be
given up in exchange for early deliveries of gas to any other
pipeline or section of the country.
I believe that it would be inappropriate for me to comment at
this time upon the particular quantity of Alaska gas that
was proposed for delivery to the Northwest as I do not have
all the facts at hand.
The FERC will have all the facts
before making a final decision certifying the sales of Alaska
gas.
I have every confidence that the FERC will administer
the standards in a fair and reasonable manner and that the
Northwest will not be arbitrarily or inequitably deprived
of a share of Alaska gas.
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Enclosed are the formal responses to be inserted in the record.
If we can be of assistance in regard to any other questions
pertaining to the Alaska gas project, please advise me.

JJ!Q:l~.!Ml_
Leslie~ Goldman

Senator Henry M. Jackson
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
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Addendum to Transcript of the Hearing on the President's
Decision and Report on our Alaskan Natural Gas Transportation
System,

u.s.

Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

Questions (a) and (b) related to the general issue whether
early deliveries from Canada would prejudice future rights of any
person.
It will be the policy of the Department of Energy that
early deliveries of natural gas from Canada be allowed only to
the extent that the particular pruchaser holds future rights to
equivalent volumes of Canada or Alaska gas (or other supply) that
could be used specifically to pay back to Canada the amount of the
early delivered volumes, if pay back is required. No person, wherever located, will be deprived of rights to future delivery of
Canadian or Alaska gas, unless such person consents thereto.
Question (c) relates to the statement on page 231 of the
Presidential Report that PGT intends to deliver only 22 mmcf of
659 mmcfd to the Northwest. The 22 mmcfd amount is from the plan
provided by PGT.
It does not represent an Administration proposal.
The final determination regarding the distribution of Alaska gas
must await the execution of contracts with the producers. The
FERC will review all such contracts to assure that they are consistent ~;ith the public interest. Among the public interest considerations specified in the Report at page 220 is whether any
region is "arbitrarily and inequitably deprived of its share of
Alaska gas." It is expected that FERC will make such decisions
giving regard to the overall supply situation of the affected
parties.
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20461

Dear Senator Jackson:.
In attending the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee
hearings on the President's decision with respect to an Alaska
gas transportation system, we have observed the concern which
has been raised by the testimony of Professor Todd Doscher of
the University of Southern California regarding possible losses
in Prudhoe Bay Field oil recovery due to early commencement.of
gas sales. The issue being raised for serious consideration by
Professor Doscher, and the Legislative Affairs Agency of
the State of Alaska for whom his work is being done, is
whether or not the interests of the Nation, and particularly
the interests of the State of Alaska, are not better served
by postponing a decision on a North Slope gas transportation
system for 3 to 5 years in order to observe the performance of
the field, rather than making it now. This issue has been
carefully considered in the course of the decisionmaking process
laid out by the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act, and the
President has decided that early action best serves the national
interest. We believe early action is also consistent with the
best interests of the State of Alaska. This letter provides
some background on our analysis and the President's decision.
The central facts in the matter of the impact of gas sales
on oil recovery are not in dispute. The initial work by
H. K. van Poollen and Associates for the state of Alaska's
Department of Natural Resources indicated some impact of
gas sales on cumulative oil recovery, but the principal
conclusions were to emphasize the effect of a water injection
program on oil recovery from the main Sadlerochit Reservoir in
the Prudhoe Bay Field. Of three recommendations in the 1976
van Poollen work, the first was:
The results of this study indicate that with
or without gas sales, water injection will be
beneficial for increased oil recovery.
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Operators should be prepared to inject water
within a very fevl years following start-up
of the Field. !/
Professor Doscher also emphasized the significance to cumulative
oil recovery of early commencement of water injection in his
first appearance before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee on October 12, 1977.
Theoretically, reservoir pressure cannot be reduced at all
without losing some oil recovery; pressure maintenance through
water injection, whether there are gas sales or not, can minimize
the loss.
The supplementary work by van Poollen to aid the
State in evaluating the operators' proposed development plans
demonstrated that a source water injection program could be
as effective, if not more so, than gas reinjection in maximizing
cumulative oil recovery. We believe that all of the various
simulation studies of the Sadlerochit Reservoir taken together
demonstrate that a water injection pattern and development
well program can be designed which will keep any loss in
primary and secondary oil recovery due to pressure declines
associated with gas sales to within about one percent of the
original oil in place.
One of Professor Doscher's principal arguments against early
gas sales is that the consequent pressure reduction might
foreclose the possibility of enhancing production by a carbon
dioxide injection technique now being studied for its tertiary
recovery potential. The information available on this particular
alternative is not encouraging. Tests have shown that the
miscibility necessary to achieve any noticeable effect on oil
recovery is not possible at pressures anywhere near the original
pressure in the reservoir. At pressures where significant
miscibility can be achieved, there is a major risk of losing
more oil to the aquifer beneath the oil zone than the tertiary
technique would recover. The oil industry has learned to
its dismay that in miscible displacement projects it often
loses as much from reduced sweep efficiency as it gains from
increased displacement efficiency.
It is also possible that the acquifer would recede sufficiently
that the required miscibility pressure would never be achieved.
In that event, significant time, money and primary oil
recovery would have been lost in a futile effort.

!!

H. K. van Poollen and Associates, Inc., Prediction of
Reservoir Fluid Recovery, Sadlerochit Format1on,
Prudhoe Bay Field, January, 1976, p.6.
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Ultimate oil recovery with o'cher, more promising tertiary
recovery techniques cannot be predicted with certainty at
this time. However, the pressure maintenance programs
incorporated into the various development plans evaluated
by Van Poollen for the State of Alaska all are designed
to keep the reservoir pressure to within 25 percent of its
initial value, even after as much as 40 percent of the oil
and up to 60 percent of the gas has been produced. At
every stage in the life of the Prudhoe Bay Field, the costs
of obtaining incremental production by whatever techniques
are available at that time will be compared to the value of
that increased production, and more will be produced as long
as it is economic to do so.
The uncertainties in predicting recoveries during primary and
secondary oil production have to do with how closely actual
pressure distributions and flow rates within the reservoir
match the predictions of computer models used by van Poollen
and others who have studied the available information, and
with the strength of any natural water drive which may develop
within the reservoir. It is this information which will
determine more precisely what gas sales rate is consistent with
minimizing lost oil recovery. These uncertainties will be
better understood after observing reservoir behavior for 3 to
5 years.
On the basis of the available information, both the Federal
Government and the State of Alaska believe that gas sales at
a rate of approximately 2.0 billion cubic feet per day (bcfd)
from the Main Pool (Sadlerochit) Reservoir ,.,ill be possible by
the time a gas pipeline system can be built and put into operation
(conwencement of service is estimated to be January 1, 1983).
After 3 to 5 years of operation, the level of gas sales consistent
with sound reservoir management can be estimated with more
precision,·but there is no reason to believe that that level will
be significantly different from 2.0 bcfd. At that later time,
the approved gas sales rate may be either slightly higher or
slightly lower than 2.0 bcfd.
The question of delaying the gas pipeline decision for 3 to 5
years was considered by one of the inter-agency working groups
which submitted their reports to the President on July 1 of
this year. That group's report 2/ pointed out both positive
and negative aspects of delay. The President carefully

~/

Federal Energy Administration, Department of
U:. S.• Geological Survey of the Department of
Department of Transportation, Department
Energy. Research and Development
of the Workin Grou
Sup 1
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considered this report as well as others, and decided, based on
all the information available to him, that the national interest
would be best served by immediate approval and initiation of a
gas transportation syste~.

An important consideration in reaching his decision was the
President's concern over the availability of oil supplies in
the mid- to late 1980's and early 1990's. In describing the
nature of the u.s. energy problem in his National Energy Plan l/,
the President noted that domestic oil production has been declining
since 1970. Additionally, the principal oil-exporting countries
will not be able to satisfy all the increases in demand expected
to occur in the u.s. and other countries throughout the 1980's.
In light of that limit, an important objective of a u.s. energy
strategy is to encourage domestic production in order to keep
imports sufficiently low to weather the period when oil
production approaches its capacity limitation. Delivery of
Alaskan oil and gas resources in the mid- to late 1980's and
early 1990's will be an important part of the national strategy
towards getting through the medium-term supply crunch caused by
limits on OPEC productive capacity.
The energy delivery profiles given in the enclosed graph
illustrate the significance of accelerated oil delivery and
gas production in meeting the Nation's energy needs in the
critical period of the mid- to late 1980's and 1990's. The
two cases shown were taken from the 1977 van Poollen work, and
are the gas sales case which maximizes oil recovery and the
no-gas-sales case with the highest cumulative oil recovery of
the ones presented. The development programs for the two cases
are not the same, but these cases are illustrative of the range
of energy delivery options which the Nation has in the different
possibilities for production of the Prudhoe Bay hydrocarbon
accumulation. The same report contains a case which delivers
even more of the reservoir's total hydrocarbon energy during
the critical period of the next 5 to 15 years at a cost of an
additional one percent loss in primary and secondary oil
recovery.
However, the loss (in comparison to the gas sales
case shown on the enclosure) of the additional 1.1 quadrillion
btu (quads) of energy in the form of liquid petroleum is more
than offset by the gain of 4.15 quads of gas energy delivered
during the primary and secondary recovery period.

Executive Office of the President, Energy Policy and
Planning, National Energy Plan, April 29, 1977, pp. vii-xiv.
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Postponing gas sales to increase primary and secondary oil
recovery is not without an energy penalty. Comparison of
figures out of the report for the two cases plotted on the graph
shows that about 0.3 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of extra gas is
consumed in reinjection during the primary and secondary oil
recovery period in the no-gas-sales case. This extra gas
consumption amounts to a little over 30 percent of the energy in
the extra one percent of the oil which might be recovered by
postponing gas sales. To the gas consumed in reinjection might
also have to be added an additional loss to account for natural
gas liquids which might not be recovered if gas sales are delayed.
As the van Poollen studies themselves point out, the results of
the various simulation runs should be used primarily to establish
the directional significance of particular aspects of development
plans; the numerical values produced in the runs should not be
taken too literally, as the results are determined using a number
of approximations which may prove to be off slightly when actual
production history has been established. What can be established
from simulation runs is approximate levels of oil and gas
production. The key to optimizing recoveries is maintaining
sufficient flexibility in the development program that it can be
altered in response to observed changes in reservoir conditions.
Such flexibility is achieved by changing the locations of future
development wells, and by changing rates of production or water
injection at particular locations, as circl."-;~stances dictate. We
have no doubt that the State of Alaska has ~nsisted, and will
continue to insist, that such a flexible development program
be established and continually revised to reflect current
conditions.
The national need for oil and gas supplies in the next 5 to
15 years is too great to postpone an energy resource
development decision in order to evaluate more completely
the possibility of saving a fraction of one percent of
cumulative oil recovery during primary and secondary recovery
phases.
The President pointed out in his National Energy Plan
that "As production (of oil resources) by conventional
methods declines and oil becomes more scarce, its price will
rise and more expensive recovery methods and novel technologies
wi.ll be used to produce additional oil." 4/ This trend can
be counted on to ensure that all oil reserves producible in
the changing economic environment of world oil markets will
be extracted in the course of the field's production history,
irrespective of when gas sales are started. On the other

!f

Ibid., p. viii
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hand, a prompt decision on an Alaska gas transportation
system will not only ensure timely delivery of gas energy
from the North Slope of Alaska, it will also ensure fulfillment of existing export contracts for Canadian gas, and
increase our chances of obtaining additional supplies of
Canadian gas when they are needed the most.
Although the oil and gas reserves in the Main Pool Reservoir
of the Prudhoe Bay Field are the primary economic justification
for early implementation of delivery systems for both oil
and gas, those reserves are not the end of Alaska's North
Slope resources. Alaska, and particularly the North Slope,
is an important frontier area for u.s. oil and gas production.
In the working group Report on Supply, Demand and Energy
Policy Impacts of Alaska Gas referred to above, the Department
of the Interior's u.s. Geological Survey provided estimates
of undiscovered recoverable resources in the North Slope
area. The table below, taken from page 19 of the report,
shows additional reserves thought to be present in the
Prudhoe Bay structure alone:

Expected Additions to Proved Gas Reserves
In The Prudhoe Bay Structure by 1985, tcf

Probable

70%
Value

Possible

30%
Value

Total

Sadlerochit
Formation

1.0

0.7

2.0

0.6

1.3

Lisburne
Formation

2.5

1.8

1.5

0.5

2.3

Kuparuk River
Formation

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.2

0.9

Totals

4.5

3.2

4.0

1.3

4.5
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This amount of expected reserve additions is estimated to
add deliverability of 0.3 bcfd. Another table from that
report is presented below to provide an estimate of other
North Slope resources:
Potential Gas Reserve Estimates

~

tcf
a.

North Slope Onshore ~
Probability

95%
5%

Statistical Mean
b.

North Slope Offshore and OCS
Probability
Statistical Mean

21

95%
5%

14
49
28

5

so
29

Although private company investment decisions cannot be
based on projections of additions to producible reserves,
the Federal Government's decision to approve an Alaska gas
transportation system, or even the trans-Alaska oil pipeline
before it, was and should be made with the possibility of
other North Slope oil and gas discoveries in mind. We have
every expectation, based on the U.S.G.S. work and other
studies of possible oil and gas deposits on the North Slope,
that oil and gas production from other than the Main Pool
Reservoir in the Prudhoe Bay Field will be available to put
through both the trans-Alaska oil pipeline and the natural
gas transportation system to be built pursuant to the
President's decision.
An important aspect of the decision to proceed immediately
with an Alaska gas transportation system is the impact of

"Geological Estimates for Undiscovered Recoverable Oil
and Gas Resources in the United States, u.s.G.S.
Circular 725".
Including NPR-A, The Arctic National Wildlife Range and
the area lying between them, partially leased. Not
including the Prudhoe Bay geologic structure.
Including the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas to water. depths
of 200 meters.
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that decision on exploration in the North Slope area.
Remote petroleum provinces such as the North Slope are
expensive to develop because of the infrastructure investments which must be made to bring the hydrocarbon discoveries
to market.
Initial finds in any such remote province must
be large enough to justify those investments. Subsequent
finds can be connected to existing transportation systems at
costs which are much lower relative to their unit production
costs than the initial finds.
However, these smaller finds
can never bP. developed without a transportation system
justified by the big ones. The initial finds must bear the
costs of amortization of the transportation system, but
later finds can be developed for little more than the
incremental cost of connecting them with the main line
system.
Putting in place a transportation system with
capacity available at the incremental cost of shipping
another unit through provides a powerful incentive for
producers to explore.
This effect of a transportation
system on exploration for oil and gas in the Mackenzie Delta
area was a prime consideration of the Canadian Government in
their negotiations with the u.s. over a trans-Canada pipeline
alternative, and in their decision to approve any pipeline
system at all. Access to a pipeline system justified
primarily by Alaska reserves will allow Canadian producers a
significantly higher wellhead price for gas discovered in
the Mackenzie Delta area.
It is natural that the State of Alaska would give careful
consideration to its own interests in the matter of producing
Prudhoe Bay gas.
Interest in adding value through processing
or refining of raw materials is common to all raw materials
producers. However, in assessing Alaska's interests in this
particular decision, the State must consider that the cost
of access to the North Slope gas is likely to be a significant
component of the final cost of products derived from the
gas. The Prudhoe Bay deposit is large enough to justify a
transportation system which is, in turn, large enough to
reduce the unit costs of access to a competitive level; a
smaller scale transportation system might not allow delivery
of gas to processing centers at a competitive price. Moving
processing centers to the location of the resources is a
concept which carries with it the high costs of construction
in Arctic areas, the need for a transportation system to
move products to market, and the need to establish larger
communities on the North Slope to provide a labor force for
construction and operation.
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The real long-term benefits for the State of Alaska will
come from the new exploration activity and resulting discoveries
that will result from the incentive provided by large-scale
oil and gas transportation systems. When hydrocarbons can
be delivered to processing centers at prices approaching the
marginal costs of transporting them, then the State of
Alaska will not have to reduce the wellhead prices of its
oil or gas in order to have· a competitively viable petrochemical industry, for instance. The studies we have seen
of the prospects for industrial development for Alaska
suggests this approach is considerably more beneficial to
the State than what Professor Doscher is recommending.
We hope these comments are responsive to the concerns which
have been expressed over the wisdom of early gas sales from
the Prudhoe Bay Field. The President and the State of
Alaska believe that now is the time to go forward with an
Alaska natural gas transportation system, and we hope you
will agree. Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can
be of any further assistance in this matter.
Sincerely

~~

Deputy Assistant Secretary
Policy and Evaluation
The Honorable Henry M. Jackson
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Enclosure
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The cases plotted are representative of the spectrum of
energy delivery options associated with different
development programs for the Prudhoe Bay hydrocarbon
accumulation. The development programs for the two cases
shown are not the same.
Development programs are designed to meet oil and gas
production objectives without sacrificing ultimate
recovery.
The components of a development program are
things like timing and location of development wells,
and spacing and injection rates for a water flood program.
These components will be different for a development
program which calls for extended oil production at a
reduced rate than for one which calls for early production
of both oil and gas.
The numbers were derived by converting the year-end
production rates of oil and gas to British Thermal Units
(Btu's). The figures would be slightly different if
mid-year production estimates or the cumulative production
data were used instead of the year-end production rates,
but the depicted relationship of the energy delivery
profiles would be the same.
Energy delivery contains 53.6 thousand b/d of natural
gas liquids at 4.2 million Btu/bbl.
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20461

October 31, 1977

Dear Senator Jackson:
Enclosed are our answers to the additional questions on the
Alcan Pipeline project that you forwarded to us under cover
of your letter of October 26, 1977. We hope you will find
these answers fully responsive to the concerns raised by the
questions.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can be of any
further assistance in this matter.

~iJly~WL_
~Goldman

Leslie
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Policy and Evaluation

The Honorable Henry H. Jackson
Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Enclosures
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1.

Another issue that was extensively discussed during the
negotiations \\'as the settlement and payment of Native
claims of the Yukon Natives.
The Canadian Government
has apparently made a clear public statement that
settlement of Native claims in the Yukon will not
delay the project and that ·costs of settling the
claims will not be imposed on the United States
consumers.
Is the legal effect of the "clear public statement"
the same as if it were included in the agreement?
Can the agreement be· amended to incorporate the
statement?

A.

The issue of settlement and payment of Native claims
in Canada was not discussed during the negotiations
between

u.s.

and canadian representatives over a

trans-Canadian pipeline project for Alaska gas, as the
Canadian Government consistently assured us that
settlement of Native claims in Canada was a purely
internal matter, and that no charges against the
pipeline related to the settlement of such claims
will be levied.

Deputy Prime Minister MacEachen

made a public statement to this effect in his
remarks at the signing of the Agreement on Principles
between the
pipeline.

u.s.

and Canada regarding a northern gas

A copy of that public statement is

attached.

The Administration does not feel that the agreement
should be amended to incorporate that statement.
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Direction des affaires publiques
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Washington, DC 20036
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Prime Minister, Mr. Secretary, Mr. Ambassador., and
distinguished guests.
The fact that we are gathered here just
a little over a month since our negotiations first began to sign
this historic agreement represents a truly remarkable feat.
We all recognize, however, that the tough and intensive
series of negotiations that led to this agreement could not have
been successfully concluded if it had not been for the massive
volume of work on an infinite variety of matters related to the
pipeline that was carried out over a number of years by companies,
departments, agencies and special inquiries on both sides of the
border.
It is clearly evident that by working together on this
gigantic undertaking, both nations can derive benefits far outweighing those that either country could obtain by proceeding on
~ts own.
Construction of the pipeline itself, will provide a
significant stimulus to our economies and produce a substantial
number of new jobs for Canadian and American workers both in the
north and throughout our industrial centres.
Over the long term, this pipeline system will, of course,
provide substantial benefits by opening up one of the cheapest new
sources of energy available to both countries.
The decision to
proceed with construction of the line will provide a strong
inducement to intensified exploration and development of new
petroleum reserves in Alaska and the western Arctic region of
Canada. And by joining together in this vast undertaking, we
will further strengthen the bond that has always existed between
our two nations.
Northern residents, including native people, will over
the years benefit particularly from the building of the pipeline
and the related development that will follow in its wake.
At the same time, we recognize that there is a risk of
social and economic dislocation during construction of the pipeline and that it will be essential to take full and effective
mitigative measures to reduce this to a minimum.
In order to
enable the native people in the Yukon to take full advantage of
the potential benefits, the Canadian government will be doing
everything possible to bring about an early settlement and a
start on implementation of native claims. These claims, of
course, exist independently from the pipeline and will not give
rise to any charges on the pipeline project.
Their settlement
is a purely Canadian responsibility. We as a Government are
determined, however, to move expeditiously so that native rights
can be effectively protected and that opportunities will be open
to native people to participate in pipeline-related activites.
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While governments have necessarily been very much
involved in determining the terms and conditions under ~1hich this
pipeline will be built, we must not forget that the project was
initiated and will be undertaken by the private sector. Indeed,
there was spirited competition as to which group would build the
pipeline and \4hich route would be followed.
I would like to
congratulate the senior officers from the Foothills and Alcan·
group who are present on this occasion for their fortitude, foresight and, should I say, flexibility, in coming forward with a
proposed system that both countries agree will best serve our
social, environmental and energy interests.
While there is a great ~eal of work that still remains
to be done before actual construction can proceed, I think that
our success in reaching this agreement on the main terms and
conditions governing the pipeline system augurs well for our
ability to overcome the hurdles that still lie ahead.
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2.

Below Whitehorse, the line will be built with greater
capacity than originally proposed so that it will be
able to accommodate both Alaskan and Canadian gas.
If
the Dempster lateral is constructed and Canadian gas is
carried by the system, then the cost of service will be
shared between the United States and Canada on a volumetric
basis. However, if the Dempster lateral is not constructed,
and no Canadian gas flows through the pipeline, the
United States consumer will continue to pay for the
under-utilized pipeline and excess capacity.
Should not a provision be made for some allocation of
the cost of service attributable to this excess capacity
basis that gas sales would be detrimental to the
ultimate oil recovery, who would be responsible for
servicing the debt obtained to construct Alcan-~the
shippers or the consumers?

A.

Installation of higher capacity south of Whitehorse in
the Yukon Territory will protect the efficiency .and low
operating costs of the joint pipeline system when
Canadian volumes are added to it.

That extra capacity

will provide cheap expansibility for both Alaskan and
Canadian gas.

Under the design for the system as contemplated by the
Agreement on Principles between the
the

u.s.

u.s.

and Canada,

cost of service will actually be slightly

lower in the years prior to introduction of Canadian
gas into the system.

Therefore, if Canadian gas is
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never attached to the system, there will be a net
savings to the U.S. gas consumer.

In the event that

Canadian gas is connected to the system, we calculate
that the cost of service to the

u.s.

consumer will

still be about 15 percent lower than with the El Paso
system.
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3.

The President's Decision concludes that Alcan can be
financed without an all-events tariff placing the risk
of noncompletion on the gas consumer.
It is admitted
that such a financing will involve a higher cost to the
United States consumer because the alternative risk
takers will want benefits, the commitment of equity
funds at the outset and the fact that prospective
lenders and investors can be expected to assign a
higher risk to a system financed without a consumer
guarantee, which will be reflected in a higher cost of
funds, both debt and equity.
The Department of Treasury calculated what could be the
cost to the consumer if an all-events tariff were
adopted and the project were not completed.
This is a
small amount.
Moreover, the likelihood of the consumer having to pay
for gas not received is practically nonexistent, since
the President's Decision explicitly concludes that the
risk of noncompletion is virtually a non-event.
What is the total burden of additional cost to the
consumer?
What is the rationale for concluding that the pipeline
should be financed without an all-events tariff, even
though such a financing is certain to increase consumer
costs, when the risk of noncompletion is so minimal and
the cost to the consumer would be so small?

A.

The financing costs allowed in the cost estimates used
to project the 20-year average cost of service to gas
consumers were sufficiently high that no extra allowance
need be made for risk premiums or debt guarantee fees.
If the financing negotiations involve some transfer of
benefit in return for some type of guarantee, that
transfer would amount to a re-allocation of benefit
already allowed for in our cost estimates.

Therefore,

such transfer of benefit would involve no additional
cost to the consumer.
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Concluding that the pipeline should be financed without
an all-events tariff is an important aspect of the
circumstances which the Administration concludes will
lead to an economically viable project.

Consumer

assumption of the non-completion risk would detract
from the incentives to project sponsors for timely and
efficient completion of the project.

Another aspect of the decision against an all-events
tariff was uncertainty about the legal status of such a
tariff.

The lenders contacted in the course of our

analysis were skeptical about a noncompletion feature
of an all-events, full cost of service tariff.

Because

such a tariff might involve charges prior to the time
that the "used and useful" tests have been met, lenders
assumed an immediate court challenge to Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission approval of such a tariff, and
extreme reluctance by State public utility commissions
to pass such a tariff through to consumers.

The

uncertainties associated with likely litigation over
the all-events tariff actually detracted from the
financeability of the project.

The lenders much

preferred a financing package which included regulatory
features that were in line with accepted practice, and
which assured maximum incentives to maintain economic
viability of the project.
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4.

Dr. Schlesinger indicates the producers will be paid a
fee for their loan guarantees in the event that form of
producer financial participation is adopted.
How much is included in the estimated delivered 20-year
average rate per Mcf? Will such fees be capitalized as
part of the construction costs on which a return will
be allowed?

A.

As mentioned in the an.swer to Question 3, we feel that
the financing costs included in the cost estimates used
to compute the cost of service for the pipeline projects
are adequate to cover any loan guarantee fees.

Therefore,

no specific amount is included for such fees in the
estimated 20-year average cost of service used in the
decision analysis.

If actual financing arrangements involve such fees,
those fees would be capitalized as part of construction
costs on which the return will be allowed.

However, we

believe that the costs of the fees, capitalization, and
the return thereon will be adequately covered by the
financing costs which we have allowed in our cost of
service estimates.
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5.

How do you propose to obtain the participation of
Alaska and the gas producers in the financing of the
project, in view of the repeated statements by Alaska
and the gas producers that they have no intention of
participating in the project?

A.

The North Slope gas producers from time to time have
indicated varying degrees of interest in participating
in an Alaska gas project.

SOHIO and EXXON were members

of the study group which was a predecessor of the
Gas Arctic project.

ARCO has said it would consider

participation in some phase of a pipeline project, such
as the gas processing plant.

In the question and

answer period following his testimony on October 14,
Claude Goldsmith of ARCO expressed the belief that his
company would be more willing to particpate in financing
the pipeline project if the wellhead price were allowed
.to be deregulated.

Our hope that the State of Alaska will be interested in
participating in the financing of the project is based
on its expressed intention to participate in the ffnancing
of the El Paso project in the event that it had been
the President's choice.

The State's willingness to

participate in the El Paso project was based on the
state's assessment of the benefits of the project for
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the State, and we are hopeful that the State will also
see considerable potential benefit from implementation
of the Alcan project.

As discussed in the financing chapter of the President's
Decision and Report to Congress on the Alaska Natural
Gas Transportation System, the producers and the State
of Alaska stand to gain substantial benefits from
implementation of a gas pipeline project.

I'Ve are

hopeful that their perceptions of these benefits will
lead them to whatever participation in the project that
is necessary to get the project implemented.
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6.

The gas pricing provisions of the President's Decision
calls for the enactment of gas pricing provisions
contained in the National Energy Plan (NEP) even if the
NEP is not enacted.
What does this mean?
Does it mean that the FPC, or FERC, must adopt the
pricing provisions of the NEP, including the wellhead
price and the allocation of costs only to lower-priority
users?

A.

The decision calls for a gas pricing approach similar
to that contained in the National Energy Plan because
the President believes that those policies are fair and
equitable.

For the same reasons, we feel that the

National Energy Plan gas pricing provisions will be
enacted.

We do not feel that it is appropriate to

speculate what might happen if the NEP is not enacted.
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7.

In determining the cost to the consumer, the measure has
always been the cost of transporting Alaskan gas to
selected points in the United States·by the proposed
delivery systems. However, the appropriate criteria
to use is the total cost of gas to the U.S. gas consumer
generally under each of the alternative proposed systems.
This is the only real measure of the true impact because
it taken into account the use of existing pipelines in
the lower 48 States which are increasing underutilized.
What is the impact when evaluated in this way?

A.

The Administration does not agree that the appropriate
criterion to use for domparing Alaska gas transportation
systems is the total cost of gas to the U.S. gas consumer
generally under each of the alternative proposed systems.
The logical extension of this argument would be that all
new gas. sources would have to first be transported to the
producing areas which are served by existing gas pipelines,
and then transported through those existing pipelines to
markets.

This kind of analysis does not seem to us to be

appropriate.
It is appropriate that regulatory authorities take into
account use of existing pipelines in the lower 48 States
when those pipelines are a direct means of moving new
sources of gas to markets.

Use of existing pipeline

systems with lower costs than installation of completely new
systems should show up in a reduced cost of service for
delivering particular gas sources to market.

The most

cost-effective transportation method for each new source
of gas has to be judged according to the cost of moving
that particular source of gas to markets.
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8.

The Agreement on Principles commits both countries to seek
legislation to remove any delays or impediments to timely
and efficient construction.
The u.s. has such legislation. ANGTA provides for expeditious
granting of certificates, permits, etc •••• and for waivers
of law where nec~ssary.
Canada has yet to adopt implementing or expediting legislation.
What provision is made, in the event of delays which arise
because Canada is unable to enact such expediting legislation,
for Canada to assume the additional costs of delay?

-A.

The most significant assurance that we have of Canadian concern over delays, and the increased costs that such delays
cause, is that the Canadians themselves will be users of this
pipeline.

The Canadians have a strong interest in assuring

that the pipeline is constructed expeditiously and efficiently,
in order that their own Mackenzie Delta gas reserves can be
made available to Canadian gas consumers on economically
competitive terms.
The Canadians' incentives to limit

~elays

operates in two ways.

The first is through the direct impact on the wellhead price of
Mackenzie Delta gas of the costs of constructing the segments.
of the project which will be used by both Canadian and
gas reserves.

u.s.

Additionally, the cost-sharing arrangement on

the extension of the Dempster Lateral from Dawson to Whitehorse
is tied to cost over-run performance in constructing the main
pipeline.

To the extent that the Canadians are successful in

keeping costs on the main line down, U.S. shippers will pay
a higher proportion of the cost of service on the so-called
"Da_wson Spur.
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The need for legislation to limit delay is somewhat different
in Canada than it is in this country.

The laws governing

environmental regulation in Canada are substantially different from those in this country.

Also, the possibility

of a successful legal challenge of a National Energy Board
decision, particularly when ratified by the Canadian
Parliament, is rather narrow.

A discussion of the limited

possibilities for challenge of the NEB decision in the
Canadian courts was presented in testimony given by
Lawrence R. Raicht of the State Department before the House
Subcommittee on Indian Affairs and Public Lands last April.
We have attached the portions of that testimony which dealt
with possible legal challenges in Canada.
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Legal Challenges
The question has been raised as to the nature and
scope of possible court challenges in Canada to any
NEB decision. We cannot predict with certainty what
may happen in the Canadian courts should an NEB
decision be challenged. Predicting the courts in any
jurisdiction is a risky business, and Canadian case
law is not as well developed as US law. However,. we
have studied Cana.dian lav1 and procedure, and have discussed this question with Capadian officials. We are
reasonably confident as to.the broad outline of Canadian
law and practice in this area.
There are some fundamental differences between
the u.s. and Canadian legal systems. The most
important here is that the Canadian constitution,
the British North America Act of 1867. (BNA Act),
does not impose limits on the exercise of parliamentary
·power of the kind represented, for example, by our
5th Amendment. The BNA Act sets out classes of
subjects as falling within the legislative powers of
the federal or provincial legislatures. ~'li thin their
respective legislative spheres, the federal and
provincial legislatures are supreme. For example,
section 92 of the BNA Act grants the provinces
exclusive legislative jurisdiction over direct taxation, provincial borrowing, management of provincial
lands, provincial prisons· and other institutions,
marriages, property, and civil rights and education.
Section 91 of the Act gives the Federal Parliament sole
jurisdiction over such matters as regulation of trade
and commerce, military matters, Indians and Indian
lands, and all other matters not exclusively assigned
to the provinces and related to the peace, order and
good government of Canada. Thus, a Canadian law· might
be found unconstitutional in the sense that the
legislative body which enacted it, either federal or
provincial, did not have po1.-1er to legislate on the subject
matte: i~vo~ve~. H?wever, if the legislative body had
such ]ur1sd1ct1on, 1ts enactments cannot be overturned
by the Courts.
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In this case, the jurisdiction of the federal
Parliament to pass laws relating to transit pipelines
and to native rights and claims is quite clear.
Accordingly, there appears to be no possibility that
Canadian federal legislation on these matters could be.
invalidated in the Courts.
Except for constitutional review of the limited
kind I have described, most rights to judicial
review arise under statute. Parliament could, and
has on occasion, done away with all judi~ial review
of the merits of administra'ti ve actions, although it
appears that Parliament cannot do away with ]udicial
review of action falling outside of the administrative
agency's jurisdiction.
There are two existing procedures for seeking
review of NEB decisions, although, as noted, Parliament
could revise or suspend these procedures altogether.
First, Section 18 of the NEB Act permits parties to
NEB proceedings to appea~ questions of law or jurisdiction to the Federal Court of Appeals of Canada.
Such appeals are discretionary for the Court: a
court must grant leave to appeal. An application
for appeal must be filed within one month of the NEB's
action, unless the court or a judge finds that
special circumstances allow some longer time. Once
leave is granted, the appeal must be entered within
60 days.
As noted, such discretionary appeals can involve only questions of law or jurisdiction. As we
understand Canadian law, there should be no plausible
challenge to the jurisidiction of the NEB or any
significant question of law arising from its decisions.
Section 44 of the NEB Act gives the NEB broad discretion
in deciding on applications for certificates of public
convenience and necessity for pipelines.
Judicial review of NEB action would more likely
be sought under the Federal Courts Act. Under that
Act, the NEB could be overturned if it "failed to observe
a principle of natural justice", "acted beyond or
refused to exercise its jurisidiction" "erred in law
in making its decisions", or "based it~ decisions or
order on an erroneous finding of fact that it made in
a perverse or capricious manner or without regard
to the material before it."
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we understand that the Canadian courts have left
great discretion to the administrative board or body
involved. Indeed, we know of no case in which an NEB .
decision to issue a certificate of public convenience ·
or necessity has been effectively challenged in.the
courts.
It should also be rioted that Canadian law places
comparatively stringent limits on standing to sue.
We understand that, in gene'ral, only parties to
Administrative proceedings can seek judicial review
of agency action. Accordingly, suits by environmental
and public interest groups have not played a
particularly signficant role in Canada.
We are not aware of other Canadian laws or
regulations which might provide a basis for litigatio~ to prevent pipeline construction if the Federal
Government decides to approve a transit pipeline. Any
transit pipeline would have to meet a number of legislative requirements in addition to NEB approval. The
Government must approve acquisition of pipeline rights
of way over territorial lands in the Yukon and Northwest Territories pursuant to section 19F of the
Territorial Lands Act. Further, any pipeline project
must meet the requirements of the Foreign Investment
Review Act. However, each of these procedures involves
a very great measure of administrative discretion, and
we do not believe there is a realistic possibility of
litigation to block a pipeline project to which the
Government is committed.
The Department has no information about what
efforts the Government of Canada may be considering
to facilitate pipeline construction if it is decided
to approve a pipeline project. However, it'seems
reasonable for Canada to await the decision before
determining what measures, if any, are needed to implement it.
Settlement of Native Claims
It is the policy of the Federal Government of
Canada to recognize the existence of a native interest
in those areas of Canada in which.the native interest
has not been settled by treaty or supersed~d by law.
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9.

Mr. Bosworth states in his testimony that if· the legislative
package which the "Canadian Parliament approves is not fully
compatible with the obligations that the Canadian Government
has taken on in this agreement, clearly we would have to
take another look at it."
What would our options be in this case?

A.

The answer to this question is very much a function of what
is contained in the legislative package which the Canadian
Parliament does approve •.

If the Canadian Government cannot

obtain approval from their Parliament of the Agreement on
Principles negotiated between the

u.s.

and Canada, then

clearly there is no agreement.· In that event, the U.S. and
Canada would have to try to negotiate another agreement which
would be acceptable to the legislative bodies in both
countries.
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10. Will United States industry and labor have equal access to
compete in supplying materials and labor on the Canadian
segment of the pipeline?
A.

Under Canadian law, Canadian firms must be given first preference for the supply of goods and services to pipeline
projects in Canada.
between the

u.s.

HOwever, the Agreement on Principles

and Canada contains a provision that each

government will endeavor to ensure the supply of goods and
services to the pipeline project will be on generally competitively.terms.

These two considerations together mean

that, to the extent that American firms can supply goods
and services on portions of the project in Canada cheaper
than Canadian firms can supply the same goods and services,
those American firms will have access to the contracting
work involved in the Canadian segment of pipeline.
Under the provisions of the Agreement, either government may
institute consultations with the other in cases where it
appears that the "generally competitive" objectives are not
being met.

The Office of the Federal Inspector in this country

will have facilities for receiving complaints by American firms
that they are able to supply goods and services cheaper than
the firms to which contracts are awarded in Canada.

When

demonstration if an award on non-competitive terms can be
made, the Federal Inspector will in the course of his ongoing
consultations with his Canadian counterparts institute an
inquiry proceeding with appropriate Canadian authorities.
the event of a positive finding, remedies to be considered
include renegotiation of contracts or reopening of bids.

In
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11. Mr. Bosworth indicates in his testimony that "the question
of the tariff or the rate that will be charged is yet to
be addressed by the rate-making authorities in the re·spective
countries, in our case the FPC; in their case the National
Energy Board." At an informal conference on September 30,
1977, with, among others, certain members of the FPC staff,
Clyde Hargrove, attorney for Northern Border Pipeline Company, et al., stated at TR 26, lines 11-14, "This pipeline
is not-going to raise any money or get anything built until
the Commission hits that document and says, this tariff is
approved and when~ file it, it becomes effective." Does
the AdminiStratiOn contemplate the tariff will become
effective well in advance of the time gas begins to flow?
Mr. Bosworth states in his testimony that "the all-events,
full cost-of-service tariff" encompasses liability for
noncompletion, etc.
If the tariff is to become effective as Mr. Hargrove
suggests, are not the consumers, in effect, guaranteeing
the project's completion?
A.

The Administration does not contemplate that the pipeline
tariff will become effective in advance of the time gas
begins to flow, to the extent that "to become effective"
means that charges would be collected from gas consumers.
The structure of the pipeline tariff to be charged once
gas has begun to flow may well be approved in advance of
the time that

g~s

service actually begins.

Gas consumers

will not be required to guarantee the project's completion.
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12.

Several reasons are cited as to why the United States
will not have to face an unreasonably high cost-ofservice tariff imposed by the Canadian National Energy
Board. Mr. Bosworth states, "That is a subject over
which the u.s. regulatory authorities retain control."
Dr. Schlesinger states that the "tariff must ultima.tely
be accepted by the FPC, which can refuse to certificate
the project if the tariff is inappropriate."
What type of protection is this?
What recourse does FERC have other than ·to prohibit the
inclusion of Canadian costs in the rate the u.s.
companies charge their customers? This could result in
either (1) bankrupting the u.s. companies or (2) causing
the flow of gas to stop; neither alternative appears to
be viable.

A.

The most complete discourse on this point was given in
a colloquy between Chairman Dingell and the staff of
his House Energy and Power Subcommittee, and a panel of
the

u.s.

Shippers Group in a hearing on September 23,

1977.

There are two different situations in which the relationshiJ?
of Canadian regulatory .authorities to charges paid by

u.s.

gas consumers need be considered.

The first is

the tariff approved initially by the National _Energy
Board for the segment of the pipeline project in Canada.
The primary protection that the

u.s.

consumer has is

that the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
has to approve the passthrough of the transportation
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charges in Canada to interstate gas consumers.

Therefore,

the shippers will not sign transportation contracts or
agreements with Canadian pipeline companies which
contain features which are objectionable to
regulatory authorities.

u.s.

In the words of Mr. H. L. LePape,

President of Pacific Interstate Transmission Company,

·•

• • our (transportation) agreements • • •

will be subject to our ability to pass those
costs on down through, and the subject
regulatory approval from the U.S. authorities.
So we will not be signing transportation
agreements without having the total package,
all'the way down through the regulatory processes
to pass these costs on to our customers.

Nor

will we be putting equity into the pipeline
and making investments until we have that
full package.

The second problem is whether or not the National
Energy Board might change the tariff arrangement after
the pipeline was constructed and in place.

In this

event, the recourse is indeed that FERC could only
prohibit the inclusion of Canadian costs in the rate
the U.S. companies charge their customers.

In the
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event of such prohibition, there would be the risk of
real pressure on the

u.s.

shippers.

However, it is in

such a situation that we would have to depend on the
long-standing commercial relationships that we have had
with the Canadians in a variety of different areas to
guarantee that a workable solution could be found.

As

there is considerable ·American investment in Canada,
plus the fact that both countries. already transport
considerable quantities of their energy supplies across
the territory of the other, we are confident that any
such difficulties could be worked out.

The record in House hearings, particularly the testimony
of the Panel of

u.s.

shippers on September 23 referred

to above, is suggested for more detail on these points.
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13.

Mr. Blair states that the tariff can only be changed
with the consent of the NEB.
He describes the tariff
charges and concludes that the dollars per Mcf resulting
will be a "calculation rather than the tariff itself."
These statements appear to conflict since the indications
are that the tariff will be a cost-of-service which
amount will vary from month to month and from year to
year. With which statement does the Administration
agree?

A.

The Administration does· not believe that the two
statement conflict.

When Mr. Blair says that the tariff in Canada can only
be changed with the consent of the NEB, he is referring
to the structure of the tariff.

That structure is

expected to be a cost-of-service tariff.

The costs

which go into determining the cost-of-service are
expected to change from time to time, however, particularly
the operating costs.

Therefore, the actual dollar

amount of the tariff will change as the costs of
providing the service change, even though the tariff
structure does not change.

Final determinations on the nature of the tariffs to be
charged on both Canadian and American segments of the
pipeline project have not been made.

It is expected

that the tariffs will be cost-of-service tariffs, in
line with recent practice for large supplemental gas
projects.
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14.

Mr. Altman makes it abundantly clear that there is no
firm assurance that the project can be privately
financed and that there are no back-up plans.
Assuming arguendo that it cannot be privately financed,
will the Administration resort to governmental participation,
deny the lower 48 of badly needed gas, or what?

A.

The Administration is convinced that the project can be
privately financed und~r the conditions that we expect
to prevail.

Mr. Altman was a prime participant in the

analysis which led to that conclusion, and it is our
impression that he believes that the project can be
privately financed.

In these circumstances, the

Administration sees no need for back-up plans, or
speculation on what the Administration might do if its
expectations turn out to be wrong.
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15.

Dr. Schlesinger states there are no pipelines of 48- or
54-inch diameter in the Yukon. The Dempster will not be
of 48- or 54-inch diameter.
Are there any in Canada?

A.

Is this a basis for noncomparability?

It is our understanding that the guarantee of "similar"
treatment provided by the Transit Pipeline Treaty is not
confined to pipelines which are precisely the same in all
characteristics.

Our ipterpretation, and we believe that

of the Canadians, is that "similar" treatment means that
the computation of charges on pipelines within the same
taxing jurisdiction will be based on similar methodology.
In the event that any Canadian pipelines in the Yukon were
of lesser diameter than the pipeline for delivery of Alaska
gas, the test of "similar" treatment would be that, when
the charges on the smaller pipeline were scaled up to the
larger size according to the same methodology, they would
be the same as the charges applicable to the Yukon portions
of the Alaska pipeline.
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16.

Dr. Schlesinger indicates that $25 billion of gas in the
North Slope "is virtually costless."
Does that assume all sunk costs are allocated to oil?
Is that consistent with past regulatory practices?

A.

Secretary Schlesinger's statement with respect to additional
costs associated with gas production from the Prudhoe Bay
Field were not intended as prescriptions of regulatory
practice.

His point was simply that, from an investment

perspective, the revenues to be derived from gas sales
by both the producers and the State of Alaska will be
very large in comparison to the investment expenditures
required to realize those revenues.
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17.

Dr. Schlesinger in his testimony discusses ranges of rates
of return to encourage efficiency.
How will the resulting return (i.e., higher than normal
for efficient construction and lower than normal for
inefficient construction) be carried through to subsequent
rate proceedings? Ten years from now, won't the NEB or FERC
allow, in a rate proceeding, whatever then is an acceptable
return to equity, thus disregarding either efficiency or
inefficiency?

A~

The kind of consideration contained in this question about
implementation of the variable rate of return on equity has
been the subject of considerable discussion already between

u.s.

and Canadian regulatory authorities.

The variable

rate of return concept, while agreed upon in principle as an
important incentjve in encouraging efficiency in pipeline
construction management, has not been worked out in detail.
Design of a detailed variable rate of return incentive scheme
is left to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
and the Canadian National Energy Board (NEB).
A discussion of our most recent thinking on implementation of
the variable rate of return concept is attached.

The kinds

of complications of future rate proceedings cited in this
question would be avoided by applying the variable rate of
return only during the construction period. Allowing the
rate of return to vary over a wide range during that period,
then to settle on a normal rate of return for projects of
this type after the pipeline is complete and in operation,
would provide a significant incentive for efficient construction without complicating future improvements to this
particular pipeline system, or other projects that the sponsor
companies might be involved in.
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VARIABLE RATE OF RETURN

The variable rate of .return is a device intended to create
a real incentive for the pipeline project owners (sponsors)
to build the .system at the lowest possible cost and in the
shortest possible time,

w~il~

providing gas consumer,s.

with·relatively assured cost-of-service charges.

While the

details have been left to the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) to develop, it is anticipated they would
adopt somethi~g similar to the following plan:
·(1)

In accordance with Finance Condition 2 in
Section 5 of the President's Decision (p. 36),
the FERC would use the direct capital cost
estimates (in 1975 dollars), the proposed time
schedule for outlays, and the company-projected
capital acquisition program, all filed with. the
FERC immediately pr.ior to certification, as inpu1;..
data for providing a rate base at the time of
completion under an assumed rate of inflation and
AFUDC rate.

The cost of

~quity

capital used to

develop the AFUDC rate would be a normal rate
which reflects anticipated market conditions and
includes a risk premium to compensate equity
investors for the risk they bear by having their
equity at risk throughout the life of the project.
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(2)

Upon completion of construction, but prior to
leave to open, the projected rate base in (1)
shall be reestimated using the original 1975
dollars costs and timetables, but the interest rates
and the rates of inflation which reflect actual
borrowing cost, capital market conditions, and
infiation experience.

(3)

The reestimated'projected rate base in (2} shall_
be compared to the actual rate base proffered by
the company and a determination of the extent of
rate base overage or underage should be made.
The cost of equity capital used in the AFUDC
rate by the company shall then be adjusted upward
or downward, dep-ending on whether there was an
underage or overage_ and the final rate base shall
I

be redetermined using actual outlays and timing with
the AFUDC rate based upon actual borrowed funds
and costs and the adjusted rate of return on
equity determined above.

This final rate"base

shall be determinative of the cost of service
charges to be levied by the pipeline on shippers •.
(4)

This procedure shall be applied to each company
owning a section of the Alcan system on a companyby-company basis.

The FERC may wish to modify (3)
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to reflect the expectation that filed costs and
schedules are likely to be overrun.

They may,

for example, choose to permit the "normal" equity
rate from (2) to be earned if the actual rate base
is a certain percent over the reestimated projected
base' with the higher rate allowed if the actual ra·
base is below this target level.
Our

c~rrent

thinking is

.~hat

the variable rate of

ret~rn

mechanism should only be operative during the construction
period.*

It is expected that the rate of return permitted in

(4) would vary substantially with overages or underages.

The

reason for requiring a large range is that this is necessary
to create a significant incentive.

With some care a rate of

return to rate base overrun trade-off function can be develope
that provides both a high return for the pipeline equity owne1
*An alternate version would make the variable rate of returr
on equity operative throughout the life of the project. While
this would substantially narrow the range of possible rates
of return and still provide a significant incentive scheme,
it has at least two undesirable side affects. First, it woulc
be operative years beyond the construction period, requiring·
the FERC to adjust the,company's "normal" rate as market
·
conditions change. l~ile this would be possible, it extends
the adjustment into a period well beyond the time over which
behavior was to be affectea. · Second, if any of the companies
which ·jointly constitute the Alcan sys.tem were to undertake
activities other than the construction and operation of the
or·iginal system (inc;J.uding system· expansion), it would be
necessary to segrega1te the original equity capital from eithei
reinvested income or new capital in order to keep the adjusted
rate of return from affecting the financing of these activitie
Again, while this is possible, it seems much cleaner to make
a one-time adjustment to the initial rate base, as suggested
in. the procedure above, and then treat the equity therea·fter
in a normal fashion.
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and a cost of service lower than anticipated by shippers 1f
a significant underage occurs.

Alternatively, it would result

in a low rate of return to keep the rate base down if a

significant overrun occurs.

Thus, the variable rate of return

will not only create an incentive to keep costs low, but also
absorbs a portion of cost overruns, thereby cushioning the
cost-of-service impact on consumers in the event overruns
occur.
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18.

Assuming that Canadian gas continues to flow from the MacKenzie
Delta after Alaska gas ceases, what is equitable in requiring
U.S. consumers to pay for the cost of service of the Dempster
lateral if they receive no gas?
Mechanically, if no gas flows to Northern Border or through
the western Leg, how will U.S. companies recoup these costs?

A. The Agreement on Principles with the Canadians only provides a
cost allocation formulation.

As long as a cost-of-service is

being paid to transport.U.S. gas through the Canadian portions
of the pipeline system, that cost-of-service will bear an
upon share of the cost-of-service of the extension of the
Dempster lateral from Dawson to Whitehorse ("the Dawson Spur").
However, when Alaska gas ceases to flow through the pipeline
system, there will be no cost-of-service being paid by U.S.
shippers to which the cost-of-service of the Dawson Spur can
be allocated, therefore there will be no liability for

1:

i

agree~~

u.s.

shippers to continue to pay cost-of-service on the Dawson Spur.

'
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19.

Mr. Hargrove in his testimony states that the shippers
who buy the gas have a "full right to be heard before
the NEB" regarding rates. Has the Administration sought
to assure these rights or will the NEB later preclude
the shippers' participation?

A.

The Agreement does not specifically address the issue
of participation in National Energy Board (NEB)
proceedings by U.S. shippers.

However, we have no

reason to believe that the NEB is contemplating a
procedure which would preclude participation by the
shippers.

If an issue involving participation in NEB

proceedings should arise, it could be the subject of
consultation, under the terms of the Agreement,
between the United States and Canadian regulatory
bodies, and between the governments.

Regardless of who participates in NEB proceedings
Article 4 of the Transit Pipeline Treaty requires
that pipeline tariffs and regulations be just and
reasonable, and non-discriminatory.
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20. Question:
In connection with the United States consumer paying for the
cost of service of the Dempster lateral, it is not true that,
under current NEB policies, the American consumers are paying
for this twice; once as a direct cost-of-service payment and
again based on the "value" of gas at the border?
A.

U.S. consumers of Alaska gas will be paying a share of
the cost-of-service of an extension of the Dempster Lateral
from Dawson to Whitehorse· ("the Dawson Spur").

There is

currently no expectation that any of the gas which will be
transported by the Dawson Spur, namely gas from the Mackenzie
Delta, is destined for markets within the

u.s.

Current

expectation is that all of the Mackenzie Delta gas will go
to markets in southern Canada:

Should that expectation

change, the question of the American consumer paying twice
for transportation of gas through the Dawson Spur will be
raised in the context of negotiations over appropriate
pricing policy for the export of Mackenzie Delta gas to
U.S. markets.
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21. Does the Administration agree with Mr. Millard's testimony
before the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee
that it is inappropriate for the producers to accept the
risk of noncompletion but that it is appropriate for the
producers to participate in overrun financing?
A.

The context of Mr. Millard's referenced remark is not clear,
and Mr. Millard himself should be consulted for elaboration
of his remarks.
The Administration believes that the appropriate role for the
producers is in assuring that sufficient financing is forthcoming
on competitive terms to assure completion of the project.
The only circumstances that the Administration can envision in
which the project might·not be completed would be if sufficient
financing was not available for completion.

The role of the

producers in the financing would simply be to eliminate those
circumstances.
Considerable discussion of a possible role for the producers
in financing a transportation project was held during the
course of hearings before the House of Representatives.

We

have attached the letter that we sent to Chairman Dingell of
the House Subcommittee on Energy and Power containing some
questions and answers which elaborate on the Administration's
views regarding an appropriate role for the producers in
financing.
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585
October 18, 1977

Dear

~~.

Chairman:

At the hearing on Friday, Octqber 14, 1977, several general
questions were raised concerning the financing of the Alaska
Natural Gas Transportation System and the role of the
producers therein.
The following questions and answers are submitted to
supplement the record and amplify the Administration's
position in the matter.
Q.

1vhat general considerations underlie the financing
concepts set forth in the President's Decision?

A.

The Decision and Report of.the President reflects a
belief that the econom1c risks of an Alaska gas project
can and should be borne by the private sector. There
has been considerable attention given in the course of
the decision process to the risk that the project might
not be completed because the borrowing capacity of the
sponsoring companies could be inadequate to support cost
overruns. Analysis of the experience of financing the
Alyeska oil pipeline project supports an opinion that
non-completion is not a significant risk and that there
is more·than enough debt support capacity among the
direct beneficiaries of the project to insure that
completion financing would be forthcoming.
Alyeska was
financed essentially through a "project financing."
Additional financing on competitive terms was forthcoming for the project even as cost overruns mounted
because lenders were convinced of the continued economic
viability of the project.
In the case of the gas pipeline, the·lenders will have the additional assurance
that the gas sales will be contracted prior to commencement of construction.
In this context, the President found that the project
should be privately financed and that North Slope gas
producers, as one of the major direct beneficiaries of
the project, might usefully be part of a financing
plan.
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Q.

What role does the Administration foresee for the
producers?

A.

The details of the Alcan financing plan are not yet
worked out.
The variables include capital supply and
demand at the time final financing arrangements are
made, the perception of the financial markets regarding
project risk, and the pale price of the gas.
However,
the outlines of the ~lan presented by the President
appear to be achievable and consistent with experience
in comparable projects. Some role for the gas producers
in the final financing plan clearly would facilitate
financing.
For example, such a role might consist of a
guarantee of a portion of cost overrun financing thereby
insuring that the project would be completed.
Lenders
for the base financing might thereby be willing to rely
upon the project, including the gas sales contracts, as
adequate assurance.
The producer participation, in any
event, need not be open-ended in amount and could not be
open-ended in time.
The Decision requires that the
producer liability cease at project completion. In the
final analysis, the nature of the producer role, as
well as any compensation for it, is a matter which must
be left for negotiation among the interested parties
and review by appropriate regulatory agencies.

Q.

Is there a realistic likelihood that the producers would
be willing to participate in the financing?

A.

The North Slope gas producers from time to time have
indicated varying degrees of interest in participating
in an Alaska gas project. Sohio and Exxon were members
of the study group which was a predecessor of the Ga~
Arctic Project. Arco has said it would consider participation in some phase of a pipeline project, such as
the gas processing plant.
In the question and answer
period following his testimony on October 14, Claude
Goldsmith of Arco expressed the belief that his company
would be more willing to participate in financing the
pipeline project if the wellhead price were allowed to
be deregulated.
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Q.

What consideration was given to the financial capability
of the producers to participate?

A.

The capacity of the producing companies to participate
in financing the project will vary considerably. At one
extreme, Sohio's financial position is well known.
At
the other extreme, no limit on financial capability has
ever been suggested as a reason why Exxon might not
participate in the financing of a gas pipeline project.
As Mr. Goldsmith pointed out in his testimony and
answers to questions, Area's ability to participate is
constrained by restrictions in its indentures. The
suggestion in the Report that producer participation
would be a reasonable method for facilitating financing
contained no specific statements on the degree of
involvement of any particular company. However, revenues from gas sales will be significant for all three
companies.
It can be expected that lenders to the
producers would take those revenues into consideration
when reviewing debt restrictions, as North Slope oil ·
revenues must have been considered for Sohio during its
recent financings.

Q.

l'lhat control could producers have over cost overruns.
Aren't they being asked to sign a "blank check?"

A.

Under the terms of the Decision and 'the Justice
Department report and letter, the producers would be
permitted to exercise control of the project directed
toward the minimization of cost overruns. For example,
their participation in the project could be conditioned
upon adherence by the pipeline company to certain
contracting proc~dures, reporting requirements, advance
capital arrangements, levels of contingency financing,
or such other reasonable conditions that would provide
producers with oversight of construction. The Decision
does not contemplate that producers ·would· blindly sign
"blank checks" or that such would be required for
successful financing.
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If there are additional questions, please advise me.
Sincerely,

~?:!!:-The Honorable John Dingell
Chairman
Energy and Power Subcommittee
House Inters tate and Foreign Commerce Committee
Washington, D.C.
20515
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22.

Mr. Bosworth, in his testimony, states that in some
instances, the Canadian properties will be jointly
owned by Canadian and American companies
What are the instances?

A.

We understand that the referenced statement by Mr. Bosworth
is from an exchange with Representative Collins on
September 22, 1977, during a joint hearing of the House
Commerce Subcommittee on Energy and Power and the House
Interior Subcommittee on Indian Affairs and Public
Lands.

In response to Hr. Collins's question about who

will own the section of the pipeline project going
through Canada, Mr. Bosworth replied:

{It will be owned) By a consortium of
private companies, including·Canadian
companies and American companies in
some instances.

The inclusion of American companies as possible owners
of portions of the pipeline in Canada refers to the
allowance for possible participation of U.S. companies
in the capital structure called for by the Canadian
National Energy Board {NEB) •
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In their July 4th decision, the NEB required a restructuring
of the companies which will construct the pipeline in
Canada.

That decision called for creation of a federally-.

chartered holding company which

~1ould

be the owner of

100 percent of the pipeline in the Yukon Territory, and
51 percent of the pipeline in the three Western Provinces
which it would traverse.

The other 49 percent of the

capitalization of the project in the three Provinces
would be through new companies formed by the Canadian
pipeline companies operating within the respective
Provinces.

The NEB would require that 51 percent of the stock of
the four companies created to own the project - one•
federally-chartered company for the Yukon and majority
ownership of the project in the three Provinces, and
three companies for minority ownership within three
Provinces - must be owned by Canadians.

The other

49 percent ownership in all four companies would not Be
restricted.

Therefore, American firms could be part

owners of any of those four companies.
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23. What provision, if any, has been made for reimbursement in
the event of expropriation?
A.

The pipeline in Canada will be owned by Canadian companies,
and a large fraction of their capital will be Canadian.

u.s.

The

will be purchasing a transportation service from those

companies for our gas across Canada.

There is nothing of

ours to expropriate except the gas in the pipeline, and there
is little reason to expect that Canada would take that.
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24. The President's Decision concludes that one of the benefits
of the Alcan system 1s that prebuilding of the pipeline in
southern Canada will enable Canada to export its current
surplus of gas from Alberta with payment being made by swap
or exchange of future Alaskan gas, thus providing gas in the
critical period before Alaskan gas is available.
Has Canada entered into any commitments?
A.

The Canadian Government has not made any commitments to
export its current surplus of gas from Alberta, as the consent of Alberta regulatory authorities for such an arrangemust be secured.

Proposals for export of that gas are

currently pending before the Canadian National Energy Board,
~ontingent

on agreement to prebuild project facilities

in the southern portions of the system.

We assume that

discussions are currently being held between the Canadian
Federal Government and the Government of the Province of
Alberta over whether or not to approve these proposals.
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25. Under Canadian law, the Federal Government of Canada cannot
agree to the export of Alberta gas without the agreement of
the Province of Alberta. Canadian newspaper articles indicate
that Alberta is not interested in approving any exports to
the United States unless the United States will agree to
concessions on tariffs for agriculture and petrochemical
products.
Has Alberta agreed to the export of surplus gas to the
United States?
Is the United States involved in negotiations with Canada
or Alberta concerning the type and magnitude of trade
concessions?
A.

As mentioned in the

answ~r

to the previous question, we assume

that discussions are being held between the Government of the
Province of Alberta and the Canadian Federal Government with
regard to the export of surplus gas to the United States.

To

our knowledge, Alberta has not agreed to such exports at this
time.
With regard to negotiations over trade concessions, the first
point is that the

u.s.

Federal Government does not negotiate

with the Provincial Government of Alberta.

Any discussions

regarding terms of trade would be held between the

u.s.

and

Canadian Federal Governments in the context of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

Agricultural products and petro-

chemicals tariffs are currently being discussed in the

Mul~i-

lateral Trade Negotiations, but as yet there is no specific
proposal from the Canadian government.
the

u.s.

If there is a proposal,

government will respond to that proposal.

A bilateral arrangement between the U.S. and Canada to
accommodate Alberta's concerns is extremely unlikely.
U.S. law, any trade concession by the

98-069 0 -78 - 35

u.s.

Under

must be matched
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by a corresponding trade concession from its.other major
trading partners.

Additionally, part of the ground rules

of the multilateral trade negotiations is that any concession made to one trading partner must be made to all
participants in the negotiations.

Thus, any proposal from

Canada intenaed to facilitate agreement from Alberta to export
of surplus gas to United States will receive the closest
scrutiny to assess its costs to U.S. industry.
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26. Why should the facilities to deliver the surplus gas be
part of the Alcan project vis-a-vis ATGL and/or Westcoast's own current expenditures in order to deliver the
gas to the border? If they are Alcan project facilities,
will all the cost of service be charged to California
consumers?
A.

Under Canadian pricing policies for natural gas, purchasers
of that gas will pay for the transportation system for
delivery of that gas in the export price of the gas itself,
regardless of whether or not the facilities to deliver that
gas are part of the Alcan 'project or part of the Canadian
partners current expenditures on expansions of their own
systems.

U.S. pricing policy for gas involves a wellhead price plus
a transportation charge.

However, Canadian pricing policy

is to set a delivered price for the gas; the wellhead
price is determined by subtracting the transportation
cost from the delivered price.

The cost of the gas to

California consumers, or any other

u.s.

consumers for that

matter, will include the cost of transporting the gas to
the

u.s.

border, regardless of what facilities are used for

that transportation.
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27.

Mr. Millard states in his testimony that specific negotiations
with lenders will require obtaining final agreements
on various matters, including among others, "any compensation
to producers for other services."
Is this the "compensation" to "induce them to underwrite
cost overruns? Do you agree with Mr. Millard's statement?
If so, how many cents per r1cf should be added to the Alcan
cost of service to afford a fair comparison with El Paso's?

A.

Mr. Millard himself should be queried for additional
details regarding his testimony before the Committee.
We do not knmv specifically what he had in mind when
he mentioned, " • • • any compensation to producers
for other services."

For the cost estimates used in developing and presenting
the President's decision, liberal allowances were
made for the cost of debt and equity capital for
financing the project.

The cost of debt capital used

was 10 percent, and the cost of equity capital was
15 percent after income taxes.

We believe that these

costs are sufficiently high that any compensation
to suppliers or guarantors of financing should be
covered by these rates.

Therefore, no addition to

Alcan's estimated cost of service is necessary.
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28.

t1r. Millard also states in his testimony that "conditions
in capital markets are subject to rapid change and· the
precise terms of a financial agreement are not fully
predictable one year in advance."
Does the Administration agree that the capital markets
are volatile?
If the markets are volatile, would this mean that there
is a reasonable probability of the necessity of governmental
participation?

A.

The Administration believes that conditions in capital
markets are reflected in changing interest rates
and in the terms of covenants between lender and
borrower which are a normal part of raising capital.

The fact that interest rates move and .debt restrictions
change over time does not alter the fundamental point
that financing capacity is available in the private
financial markets to complete the Alcan project.

The

Administration does not think there is a reasonable
probability of, or even a necessity for, governmental
participation.
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29.

Mr. Millard indicates that the participati.on of "suppliers
of materials to the projects" in the financing may be
necessary.
Does the Administration agree? If yes, how wou.ld they
be compensated? How much has been included in the ·average
20-year rate? Would U.S. suppliers have to support the
Canadian portion even though they are supplying no goods
and service in Canada?
If no, why not?

A.

Mr. Millard did discuss participation in financing
the project of "suppliers of materials to the
projects" with the Alaska Gas Project Coordinator
staff and others within the Administration in the
course of meetings regarding the Alcan project.

The

examples he used when discussing this matter with us
were installment purchases from equipment suppliers
and export financing under the auspices of governments
who desired that their nationals and firms provide
materials and equipment to the project.

Any such

financing would be in accordance with the normal
commercial terms which generally govern such financing.
As we discussed in our response to previous questions, we believe the costs of debt financing allowed for
in the cost estimates prepared by the staff for this
decision will cover these normal charges.

As to the supply of goods and services in Canada, any
supplier credits, or credits provided by the home
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country government of any supplier, would only be for
financing the goods actually supplied to the project.
Therefore, supplier financing in Canada would be for
materials and equipment supplied for the portions of
the line in Canada.

If not materials and equipment

are supplied from outside of Canada, then no supplier
credits or supplier cduntry government credits, would
be available for the portions of the line in Canada.
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30.

Mr. Millard states in his testimony that under certain
circumstances, it "would be necessary to turn back to
seek additional consumer or u.s. Government support on
a limited scale to cover overruns caused by general
economic conditions or social obstacles."
Do you also foresee that there are circumstances when
the Alcan pipeline could not be privately financed?
If so, what are they? If not, why not? If private
financing is not feasible, how would the project be
financed?
If consumer financing or government participation is
required, have arrangements been made with the Government
of Canada for Canada's participation in a comparable
manner?

A.

We do not know what circumstances l1r. Millard had in
mind in which he thought it " . .

. would be necessary

to turn back and seek additional consumer or U.S.
Government support on a limited scale to cover
overruns caused by general economic conditions or
social obstacles."

We do not foresee any circum-

stances in which the project should be undertaken
but could not be privately financed.

No arrangements

need to be made with the Government of Canada for
participation in a comparable manner because no
circumstances are envisioned in which government
participation would be required.

As far as consumer financing is required, the line that
has been drawn is that consumers will not be required to
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assume the non-completion risk.

Certain consumer risk-

bearing may be a feature of the tariff finally approved
by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (PERC), to the
extent that such risk-bearing is consistent with current
Commission practice.

Details of the tariff structure filed with the
National Energy Board (NEB) in Canada will also
be made available to the PERC in accordance with
its responsibility for approval of transportation

u.s.

contracts between the
pipeline companies.

shippers and the Canadian

PERC will not allow the companies

to pass through charges which are not in accordance
with acceptable regulatory practice in this country.
Knowing that, the

u.s.

sh"ippers will not sign

transportation contracts with Canadian pipeline company
owners involving a tariff that the
unacceptable to PERC.

u.s.

shippers know is
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31.

Mr. Monte Canfield testified that the Agreement with
Canada should be amended to provide the U.S. with access
to the progress of construction in Canada. GAO's analysis
of the Alyeska experience demonstrated that regularized
audit procedures is a necessary precondition to expeditious.
and efficient construction
Does the Administration agree that regularized audit
procedures are necessary?
Does the Administration agree that the U.S. should have
unencumbered access to Canadian records?
If yes, does the Administration intend to amend the
Agreement with Canada to give the U.S. access?
If not, why not?
Is the Administration considering any other mechanisms
to assure access to records? If yes, please describe
them in detail, and their legal effect in the event of
noncompliance.

A.

The Administration agrees that regular audit procedures
are vital to expeditious and efficient construction.
In addition, the Federal Power Commission (FPC) , both
in the Initial Decision of the Administrative law
judge and in the Recommendation to the President
by the full Commission, stressed the importance
to reducing regulatory risks of periodic audits
and timely rulings on rate base treatment.

The successor

to the FPC, the-Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC), will establish such in conjunction with the
Federal Inspector, as soon as the organization of
the Federal Inspector is sufficiently complete to allow
such activity to proceed.
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As regards the situation in Canada, the Canadian National
Energy Board (NEB) is the relevant regulatory authority
for pipelines in that country.

The United States now

receives about 2.7 billion cubic feet per day (bcfd)
of Canadian gas through canadian pipelines constructed
under the surveillance of the NEB.

Experience with

those pipelines has been good, and there is no reason
to think experience with this joint pipeline project
will be substantially different.

The Agreement on Principles between the United States and
Canada provides for close consultations between regulatory authorities in both countries.

This cooperation

and consultation will range from matters of testing
programs for pipeline structural integrity to exchanging
of appropriate information on environmental safeguards.
Establishing some type of uniform system of accounts
will undoubtedly be one of the.subjects of consultation
between FERC and the NEB.

The Canadians have assured

us that, in the course of these consultations, any
relevant documents will be made available. The
Administration sees no need to amend the agreement
with Canada to give the
records.

u.s.

specific access to Canadian
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32.

Assuming arguendo that the Alcan project is constructed
and the State of Alaska postpones the sale of the gas
on the basis that gas sales would be detrimental to the
ultimate oil recovery, who would be responsible for
servicing the debt obtained to construct Alcan--the
shippers or the consumers?

A.

The Administration believes that, based on all of the
available information, there is an overwhelming
probability that at least 2.0 billion cubic feet
per day (bcfd) of pipeline quality natural gas
will be available from the Main Pool Reservoir in
the Prudhoe Bay Field to transport through an Alaska
gas pipeline project by the time that the project is
completed.

We also believe that substantial additional

gas will be available from other accumulations on
the North Slope by that time.

The Administration also agrees with Senator Stevens's
view, as expressed in the hearing before the Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources on October 25,
1977, that the final assessment of the degree of
deliverability risk will be made in the course of
attempting to arrange financing for the project.
If the financial community is not satisfied that there
is virtually no risk that insufficient gas will be
available to operate the pipeline as an economically
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viable venture, then financing will not be forthcoming
and there will be no project.

The question regarding

who would be responsible for servicing the debt in that
event would simply not be relevant - there would be
no debt because nobody would lend money to the project.
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33.

The gas transported through the Alcan line will be
relatively rich in hydrocarbons other than methane. Are
there any plans to separate these components from the
gas at any point along the pipeline route?

34.

Will the producers retain the right to separate natural
gas liquids from the gas on the North Slope, as is common
practice in the Lower 48, for petrochemicals manufacturing
in Alaska or for alternative means of transportation?

A.

Questions regarding disposition of natural gas liquids
produced along with the gas out of the Prudhoe Bay
Field are a matter for negotiation among the producers,
the State of Alaska and the gas pipeline project.
These questions will be worked out in the course of
negotiating gas sales contracts and the ownership of
the gas processing plant, as well as ownership of the
products of that plant.
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October 25, 1977

Dr .. K. T .. Koonce, or)erations Hanager
lZestern Production Division

Bxxcn USA
Eouston, Texas
Dear Dr. !Coonce:

At the Energy and :~atural Resources Committee hearing this
norning on the Alcan Pipeline proposal questions to be ans'\',~ered
in writing were submitted for the Record.
I would appreciate
your response to the following:
l.
Could you describe "'hat is presently being
done with the niltural gas liquids from Prudhoe Bay?
2..
\iill you allol.•l un independent petroleum engineer
to review your simulated computer runs? To complete new
ones?

3.
Have you completed any studies of the fc.:~sibility
of gas reinjection and. early implementation of a v1ater flooG?
Jt.

ll'buld you provide tile Com;;li ttee with these studies?

4.
The existence o.f low residual saturation to gas
invasion appears to be a,_pre-requisitc for successful
im~lemcntution of the proposed operating plun.
Yet studies
s::;onsored by the· operators apparently contradict the
existence of this condition.

In the face of your studies, how do you justify
existence of these necess.ary conditions?
5.
The operator's plan relies hP-avily on the assumption
that there is low residual oil saturations in the Saddlerochit.
Yet the operators arc planning a small scule test of >Tater
injection to get information on the actnal residual oil
saturation to \'later encrouchr.lent.
1•!hy is such a test necessary?
If such a test disproves your assu~ption, and if gas reinjection is necessary to ~aintain pressure, what can you
do to assure no loss of oil?
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6.
High vertical permeability is apparently
another pre-requisite for success of the proposed
operating plan.
Have you 'used a standard published
technique for neasureng in-site vertical permeability
in the vicinity of a well? lVhy not?
7.
How rnuch oil will be left behind in the
reservoir at the completion of production under the
present production plan?
Nhat are your plans for getting this oil out
through tertiary recovery? ·

8. Hoi< can you justify such a firm c,onclusion o·n
oroduction of 2 bcf/day o,f gas when you can't reach a
;:,onclusion on 'lhen to begin water injection?
llecause of the tine constraints, I trust you will
subrni t your ans\..,rers in writing to the CorrtJ.ti ttee as soon as
possible and certainly no later than 1-loncla)', October 31, 1977.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

John A. Durkin
JAD/cbw
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E)j'{ON COMPANY. U.S.A.
POST OFFICE BOX 21BO • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77001

PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT

October 31, 1977

Senator Henry M. Jackson, Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
United States Senate
1307 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Jackson:
At the hearing conducted by the Senate Cpmmittee on Energy and
Natural Resources on October 25, 1977, Exxon was requested to supply
answers to specific written questions and pertinent supplemental
information on the reservoir management plan for the Prudhoe Bay
Field.
In response to these requests, Exxon submits the documents
identified on the attached list and respectfully requests that this
full submittal be included in the record.
I want to make it clear that Exxon's goal is to maximize recovery
of oil and gas at Prudhoe Bay to the extent prudently possible.
We believe that such a goal is in the common best interest of all
concerned - the Nation, the State of Alaska, and the producers.
To this end, and in recognition of the significance of Prudhoe Bay,
Exxon and the other owners have considered and will continue to
consider many alternative plans.
Exxon's studies were based on an enormous amount of preproduction
reservoir description information, so far as we know, more than for
any other petroleum discovery in history. With this great wealth of
data, our technical staff, which has access to experience gained in
all types of oil and gas fields around the world and has available
the most advanced ·reservoir engineering techniques, has painstakingly
and exhaustively studied a myriad of operating alternatives seeking
the best overall plan to achieve maximum recovery of the oil and
gas. This foundation of information and knowledge allows us to
confidently state that the plan is well conceived and will not
adversely affect oil recovery.
The owners have purposely designed
a plan which provides flexibility to respond to observed performance,
and we are confident that gas sales of 2 billion cubic feet per day
commencing with completion of a gas transmission system will not
adversely affect ultimate oil recovery from the field.

A DIVISION OF EXXON COAPQRATlON

98-069 0 - 78 - 36
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Attachment A is a critique of Dr. Doscher's testimony and report.
The significant concerns that we have with the testimony·and report
are as follows:
o

o

Dr. Doscher asserted that up to 2 billion barrels of oil could
be lost by the gas sales plan approved by the State of Alaska.
Exxon's studies indicate that the approved operation plan provides adequate flexibility to permit gas sales of 2 billion cubic
feet per day without adversely affecting ultimate oil recovery.
All producers and consultants who have actually studied Prudhoe
Bay reservoir performance in some detail support the approved
operating plan for the field, including early gas sales.
o

Dr. Doscher said in his report and reiterated in his
testimony before the Committee that the low residual oil
saturations in the gas-invaded region represent th~
"most crucial" issue in the production plan.
The fact
is, however, that the effect of gas sales timing on oil
recovery is not dependent on these saturations.

o

Dr. Doscher suggested in his report and in his appearances
before the Committee that the producers' relative permeability relationship for oil and gas is overly optimistic
and cannot be supported by field histories.
Industry data
(see Attachment A) published as far back as 1955 indicates
that the Prudhoe Bay gas/oil relative permeability relation is not optimistic. The key point is this:
the justification for selling gas as soon as a transmission system
can be made available at 2 billion cubic feet per day is
not predicated on this relationship.
-

Dr. Doscher asserted that up to 4 billion barrels of tertiary
recovery potential may be lost by approved gas sales. Although
there has been considerable research and field testing of tertiary recovery processes over the last 25 years, no known tertiary recovery process would be applicable on a large scale at
Prudhoe Bay. Further, it is unlikely that any tertiary recovery
process applicable at Prudhoe Bay would be significantly impacted
by the timing of gas sales. The producers are fully aware of the
significant potential for te.rtiary recovery, not only at Prudhoe
Bay but in many other fields, and maintain vigorous research
programs in this area.
Dr. Doscher suggested the possible use of carbon dioxide as a
miscible tertiary recovery agent. He recognized the problem of
supplying the necessary volumes and proposed to burn 2 billion
barrels of oil to generate the carbon dioxide. However, he did
not refer to published correlations which, when applied to Prudhoe
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Bay crude oil, indicate that carbon dioxide is miscible only at
pressure levels well above the initial reservoir pressure.
In short, the utilization of carbon dioxide as proposed by
Dr. Doscher is completely inappropriate for this reservoir.
o

Dr. Doscher suggested that a gas line may never be needed if
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline could be converted to two-phase flow
when oil rates from Prudhoe Bay decline.
The technical and
operational problems associated with two-phase.flow in a 48-inch
diameter pipe traversing 800 miles and several mountain ranges
are prohibitive. Attachment B is an analysis of this proposal
prepared in conjunction with Exxon Pipeline Company, one of the
TAPS owners.

o

Dr. Doscher suggested that there is no immediate need for Prudhoe
Bay gas in the Lower 48.
It is abundantly clear that this Nation
faces a current and growing shortage of natural gas. The 2 billion
cubic feet per day of gas pipeline deliveries planned from Prudhoe
Bay is equivalent to the total daily residential consumption in
all 17 states having members on the Senate Energy Committee.

The Committee staff working with the GAO also concluded from an
admittedly cursory review of several consultant studies that
unanswered questions exist. Attachment C addresses each of those
observations; Other specific questions posed in writing by
Senator Durkin, Senator Hansen, and the Committee staff are answered
in Attachments D, E, and F.
In conclusion, Exxon, Atlantic Richfield, and BP Alaska independently
studied many operating alternatives in selecting the plan proposed
to and approved by the State of Alaska. Several of Exxon's simulation
study results are tabulated in Attachment G.
These ·results illustrate
how the reservoir can be managed to achieve maximum recovery within
the proposed gas sales plan. The conclusions reached by Exxon and
the two operators are supported by findings of three independent
consultants. Results of these studies have been considered by the
State of Alaska Joint Gas Pipeline Impact Committee, the Division
of Oil and Gas Conservation, and the Federal Power Commission in
consenting to gas sales from Prudhoe Bay.
In addition, six other
federal agencies have reviewed study results. These governmental
entities have uniformly concluded that sufficient flexibility exists
in the operating plan to ensure that early gas sales will not
adversely affect oil recovery.
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In Exxon's view, the Committee should move forward in its consideration of the gas pipeline with confidence that the owners of Prudhoe
Bay, in cooperation with appropriate state regulatory authorities,
have the ability to properly manage the reservoir to achieve maximum recovery of oil and gas.

Sincerely,

K. T. Koonce
KTK:ms
Attachments
c:

Members of the Committee
on Energy and Natural Resources
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Attachments

Attachment A - Critique of Doscher(Dougherty Report
Attachment B - Feasibility of Two-Phase Flow in TAPS
Attachment C - Comments on GAO Review
Attachment D- Response to Senator Durkin's Questions
Attachment E - Response to Senator Hansen's Questions and
Transcript of Mr. L. G. Rawl's Testimony
Before the Joint House Subcommittee on
October 11, 1977
Attachment F - Response to Committee Staff/GAO Questions
Attachment G - Effects of Gas Sales on Oil Recovery
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ATTACHMENT A
CRJ'flQUE OF
"REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED OPERATING
PLAN AND OF THE STUDIES AND COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
OF THE DYNAMICS OF THE SADLEROCHIT RESERVOIR"
BY TODD 1\1. DOSCHER AND ELMER L. DOUGHERTY, JR.
AND TODD M. DOSCHER TESTIMONY BEFORE COMMITTEE ON
ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Introduction
In the report prepared by Dr. Doscher and Dr. Dougherty and in Dr. Doscher's testimony
before the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, a recommendation was made to
defer the decision to approve a gas pipeline from the Prudhoe Bay Field. From an analysis
of the report and testimony, it appears there arc four major reasons why Drs. Doscher and
Dougherty think the pipclinG decision should be deferred. These arc:
1. Up to 2 billion barrels of oil could be lost under conventional operations.
2. The opportunity for tertiary recovery operations could be missed resulting in the
loss of an additional 4 billion barrels of oil.
3. The gas could be shipped through TAPS with the oil when oil rates decline.
4. The Prudhoe Bay gas is not needed in the lower 48.
This critique has been prepared to present evidence that these suggested reasono are not
valid.
The report and testimony also included some errors and apparent misunderstandings
Operators studies, some of which e.re discussed in this critique.

1•

.YE to

2 billion barrels of oil C'cC>_uld

be~

of the

under conventional operations.

The contention that selling gas from the Prudhoe Day Field will cause the loss of 2.0
billion barrels of oil reserves is pure conjecture. The evidence upon which this
contention is based is from case studies conducted by Engineering consultants which
assume field operating plans so much different from that actually planned that the
results are irrelevant.
Throughout the report prepared by Drs. Doscher and Dougherty, many references are
made to the uncertainties associated with model studies. Emphasis is placed on their
uncet·tainty that the residual oil saturations behind the !>as invaded region as prodicted
by the Operators can be achieved. As will be discussed in more detail, the decision to
sell gas is not impacted by these saturation levels~ and to that extent, is a moot point.
Followin:; are statements from Drs. Doscher and Dougherty's report and from
testimony presented by Dr. Doscher regal'ding these points and comments in rebuttal
to those statements.
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(a) Doscher Testimony, October 12, 1977
Page 316, Line 5- Dr. Doscher's response to a question by Senator Jackson was that
2 billion barrels of oil would be lost as the result of gas sales.
Rebuttal Comments
Dr. Doscher has grossly overstated the potential adverse effects of gus sales on oil
reserves. The case study he .has selected to demonstrate this effect is based on a
field operating plan which is so significantly different from the approved plan that
it has no relevan~e.
·
·The extremely high loss quoted by Dr. Doscher is apparently based on a case
reported by Dr. H. K. van Poollen which assumed gas sales of 4.0 BCF /D beginning
after 2. 7 5 years of oil production. The approved operating plan for the Prudhoe
Buy Field provides for gas offtake necessary to sell only 2.0 BCF /D us soon as the
gas transmission system is available, estimated to be about 6 to 7 years from now.
As Exxon testified at the State of Alaska Field Rules hearings in May, 1977, a
maximum potential effect of 1.3 percent, or nbout 280 million barrels was observed
for a case with 2.0 BCF/D gas pipeline deliveries starting after 5 years of oil
production compared to delaying gas sales until after 15 years. Other cases
presented by Exxon at the same hearing indicated this potentially adverse effect
could be prevented by changing other variables in the operating plan such as water
injection.
Dr. H. K. vall' Poollen's studies also indicnte the same oil recovery can be achieved
with and without gas sales. A conclusion drawn in Dr. van Poollen's report entitled
"Prediction of Reservoir Fluid E.ecovery Sadlerochit Formation Prudhoe Buy Field,
Supplement A" and dated February, 1977 is: "The offtake rates of 1.5 M~1STB/D
for oil and 2.0 MMMSCF/D for gas sales, us proposed in the plan of operations
submitted to the State by the operators, appear to maximize the oil recovery
according to the results of his study."
The selection of operating plans which are so different from the approved operating
plan has no significance.
It only serves to create confusion and not add to
substantive facts.
(b) The report contains three references designed to show that gas sales cause significant oil losses. As will be discusse.d, the examples are not representative of the
actual operating plan and are not pertinent to the decision to sell gas at the
approved rate.
Statements from Doscher's Report
Page 35 - "Van Poolen, (sic) on the other hand, shows a significant effect of gas
sales on recovery efficiency when sales are increased from 2 to 3 and then 4 billion
cubic feet a day. The recovery efficiency is gradually reduced from 41 percent to
32 percent (a loss of 1.9 billion barrels). Again, Van Pcolen (sic) does not give a
ease without gas sales that can be directly compared with the three runs just cited.
Extrapolation of the results of these three cases to zero gas sales would suggest
that the recovery efficiency would increase to 9.1 billion barrels, or 47.7 percent of
the oil in place.* Such explicit extrnpolation is not justified, but the implicit trend
certainly is in the absence of any other information."
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"*Core Laboratories, Inc., in their report prepared for tile Alcan Pipeline Company
present results of mutllematicul simulations wllicll show a monotic (sic) decrease in
oil recovery from 8.36 billion barrels of crude oil to 6.23 billiowburrels as the gas
sales are increased from 0 to 4 billion cubic feet a day."
Page 36 - "It is worthy of note that H. J. Gruy and Associates also found a
significant difference in recovery with and witllout gas sales, the effect of no fii:S
sales being such as to raise ·the recovet·y efficiency from 29 percent to 39 percent
even without waterflooding."
Page _.1?_ - "Both the van Pool en (sic) and Core Laboratories studies indica tc a
substantial effect of increased gas sales on decreasing oil recovery."
Rebuttal Con_;:;::,rlts:
The operating plans in the case studies above which purported to demonstrate t!Je
effect of gas sales on oil reserves are so far differcr,t from the actual operating
plan that the results are not germane.
The van Pooll·:,·,.,_c!:":J~.\!S which are reported are bused on early simulation cuscs
which assume::···.;'li; ;;::ies beginning after 2.7~ years at rates up to 4.0 Bcf/D and
wate1· injection volumes actually decreasinG" with increasing gas offtake ratC's.
Dr. van Poollen subscquently ran cases which coincided more wit11 the operating
plan that wa.s being proposed by the operators. Dr. Doscher did not usc the more
up--·to-dr.tc :tudies r2portcd by van Poollcn in Fcbruar·y, 1977. T!1c results of hi;;
subsequent runs substantiated the operators' conclusions that the maximum oil
recovery could be achieved with gas sales of 2.0 Bcf/D.
The Core Laboratories case results are also based on operating plans far diff0rent
from the approved operating plan for the field. They assumed gns sales up to 4. 0
B>:'f/D bevi!§'.,_; ,:-·ftnr 3.5 years. There were other significant differences in the
·.. ·· y··(lh;j'·t;::·'S'.~·.:,?:..:, tii'-' field in their model and the way it will actually be operated
including:
(1)

All the water was injected into the aquifer instead of the oil reservoir as
now planned. Injection into the aquifer is not us effective in maintaining
oil rim pressure or in sweeping the reservoir, and

(2)

The limiting water-oil ratio was restrictively low in their studies, reducing
benefits of waterflooding.
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Core Laboratories in their report and stated "the oil recoveries resulting from no
gas sales can be approached by a combination of limited gas sales, water injection,
and adjusting the field operating limits bused on performance of the reservoir •11
These are the steps which the operators' plan proposes to initiate.
Why no mention was made of Core Laboratories conclusions in the Doscher and
Dougherty report is not undet·stood.
The recovery factors quoted from H. J. Gruy and Associates study for the
Department of Interior are apparently based on cases which compared gas sales at
a maximum rate of 4.0 Bcf/D starting 3 years from the start of oil pt·oduction to no
gas sales eveJ·. Other significnntly different operating plans assumed in these!
particular Gruy cases are:
(1)
(2)
(3)

320-acre spacing ver-sus 160-acre spacing.
Oil offtake of 2.0 million B/D vet·sus 1.5 million B/D.
Gus-oil ratio limit of 6,000 CF/STB versus 10,000 CF/STB.

H. J. Gruy ran additional cases using much more realistic field opet·Rting
conditions. Those cases indicate a maximum effect (even though Gruy assum<Od
2.5 Bcf/D sales after '. years) of gns sales on oil reco~et·y of 380 million barrGls
(case 22 vs 23). In the report to the DepD.rtment of lnt:orior describing the study
results it was stated: "It is reasonable to suppose that the small pcrcenlr.,[;~
difference in oil recovery forecast between the tiVo cuses would be reduced evcm
further through practical experience gain('d in opera tint~ the field."
Dr. Doscher failed to refer to both the. more J'epresentative cases run by Gruy and
the eonclusion drawn in the report to the Depm·lnwnt ol Interior.
(c) Dr. Dos<:hcr and Dr. Doughet·ty make many J•c-!crences to the relative displacemcni
efficiencies of gas and water and to residual oil saturations left behind gas and
water fronts. These are important considerations relating lo water·flood volumE's
and timing but not to the timin;s for gss sales. The fact that they attach so mue:ll
importance to the saturations in recommending that the gas sales decision be
delayed cannot be understood, in terms of sound reservoir management [)rinciples in
that it ig·nores the numerous alternatives which sre available to operate the field so
as to recover oil and gas reserv8s.
Following are several comments from the report referring to the saturations behind
the gas front and rebuttal comments.
Statements from Doscher's Report
Pu~ - "When the operators' curves were used in the simulation studies, the
residual oil to gas invasion in the ar·eas where gravity stabilizes the di~placement
falls to values well below 20 percent, the average significantly less than the end
point residual saturation reported by Van Poolen" (sic).

"This result from the operators' simulation stuclies is the most cl'llcial one in their
representation of the preferred opet·ating plan, since it provides the basis upon
which expansion of the gas cap is chosen us the preferred operating scheme for the
Prudhoe Bay Field" (emphasis added).
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Page 2? - "Should the reservoir performance be considei·ably different from that
which JS anticipated, then the opportunity for revision will exist only if the
necessary options are still available. Thus, it does not appear prudcmt at this time
to commit to the withdrawal of gas from the reservoir for pipeline sales until it is
certain that such sales will not interfer with the adoption of possibly superior
production schemes."
Rebuttal comments:
The. statement on page 17 misses the point entirely. The decision on the timing for
a gas sale is not dependent on the residual oil satumtion in the gas invaded areas.
If it did turn out, for instanct~,. that the residunl oil saturations actually observed
were higher than p1·edieted, the operating plan could be altered to include a larger
volume of water inj-cction at an earlier elate than now envisioned being necessary to
recover the oil.
The plan for operating the Prud!1ee B!!y Field is consistent with sound conservation
practices. lt has been designed to take advantage of the best rccove1·y mechanisms
available, either nahm~l or induced.
Reservoir surveillon:_,c pror,rame, nnd field tests will provide the data needed to
evaluate the relativE displacement efficiency of gas versus water, and the field
operating plan has the flexibility to be modified to take advantage of the best drive
mechanism. The decision to sell e·ns now docs not alter that flexibility.
(d) In the report and in testimony befol'e the Energy Committee, there we1'e many
misconceptions regarding the gef.-oil flJHj oil-water relative permce.bHity
relationships developed by thG operators. The comments made by Dr. Doscher and
Dr. Dougherty tend to cast doubt on the credibility of tile techniques used and the
results obtained.

Page 326..L..J:'.inc 4 - "It is based on their usc of a relationship between oil and gas
based on some laboratory experiments which we do not believe will be attained in
actual practice during the rather short life of the field."
Statements from Doo:cher's R<o.Port
Page 14 - "The data is obtained by simultaneously flowing the two fluids through
the core until an equilibrium condition is reached."
Page 14 -"On the other hand, the reliability of data obtained on composite cores (a
series of small cores butted against back other), which were used by the operators
to develop the oil-vmter relative permeability data, has not been established in the
technical literature. The multiple end effects encountered at each joint may have
an effect on the derived values for the relative permeability."
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_!'age 16- "By plotting and extrapolating their results on semi-logarithmic gmph
paper versus saturation on a linear seale (relative permeability on a logarithmic
scale versus saturation oh a linear scale) they obtain a continuous curve which can
be extrapolated down to very, very low values.
The cot'rcsponding relative
permeability values are sevceal orders of magnitude below a value of 0.01 (an
approximate lower limit to laboratory measured values of relative permeability)."
Rebuttal Comments:
The procedures ascribed to the operators, presumably Exxon, were not correctly
described by Doscher. Firstly, two types of techniques were described by Exxon in
·meetings held in San Francisco on June 6, 1977 between the operators and Dr.
Doscher and Dr. Dougherty. These were gas floods and water floods on composite
samples of preserved samples of Prudhoe Bay cores butted end to end twrl
centrifuge tests on preserved cores to measure relative permeability to oil.

ln

floods of composite core, only gas or water wcl'C injected into the core not
"simultaneou;;Jy flowirg tbe two fluids through the cores until an equilibrium is
reached" as stated by Dr. Doscher on Page 14, Line G, of his

r~p01·t.

Use of g-as or

we.terflooding tGchniqucs ir. measuring relative permcabilities is old and well
1234
established in the litcrHturc. • • • Also, the. technique of butting cores end to end
to minimize capillary end effects (commcnly called the Penn State technique) is old
567
in the art ami is a standtu'd technique used by industry. • >
ln Exxon's core
analysis procedures, the faces of the cores are machined flat and a force is applied
in the apparatus to force the samples into

c~:pil!ury

eliminates capillary end effects between core samples.

contact.

This procedure

Further precautions are

taken in the core analysis proccdUi'e by increasing- the flow rate and hence lhe
applied pressu:-e drop ncar the end of tile flooding· test. This procedure minimizes
capillary end effects at the outlet face of the composite core as low oil saturations
a1·c approached at the end of the flooding tests.
348
capillary end effects is also old in the art. • •

Usc of high rates to suppress

The importance of carefully preserving cot·c samples to prevent alteration of
9
waterflooding behavior was presented to industry in 1954. The techniques of core
preservation have been adopted by most of industry. Hence, the techniques used by
Exxon are well documented in the literature and are widely accepted by industry.
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We conclude. that Dr. Dosctrer did not understand Exxon's description of their
flooding techniques for relative permeability measurements, most of which have
extensive descriptions in the literature, and, therefore, his explanation of' the
results is incorrect. ·
Exxon also described a technique of measuring relative permeabilities to oil in
which a preserved core sample initially containing a low water saturation and high
oil saturation is spun under water in a centrifug'e cup. Although this technique has
not been described in the literature, the principles used in the procedure are
10
familiar to those skilled in the art.
The increased gravitational forces resulting
from the high, constant centrifuge speed causes water to flood the core. Relative
permeabiliti:c.s to oil are calculated with Darcy's Law using the rate of oil
pr·oduetion and the applied tlydrostatic head of the V!ater. As shown in Figure 1,
relative permeabilities to oil measured on preserved Prudhoe Bay cores by the
centrifuge technique are in good H(;'!'eement with thoso from the composite
technique, see Figure 2.
composite core

u&~d

(The core used in the centrifuge wns also part of the

in the water flocrcling· test.) Note that the measured values in

both the waterflooding and centrifuge techniques extend to values of 0.1
0.001.

Thus, Dr. Doscher's

~:t:ctement

per,~ent

or·

on Page 16; Line 20, that an appro}:imnte

lower limit of laboru.tor·y mensut·ed values is 0.01 is not correct.
Dr. Doscher's pnragTaph bcg·inning on Line 16, Page 16 of his rc:port concErning
gravity dr·ain&gc docs not reflect all of the principles of gravity druinar;e developed
12
in the 1iterature.ll• •13 Simple hand calculations using procedures published in

the literature could have been performed to show that reasonable saturation
profiles are obtained in the reservoir simulator using the relative permeability data
derived from laboJ·atory tests.
invaded

re~>ion

Avemge satw·ations of 28 percent in the gas-

predicted by the simulator can be checked quickly by simple hand

calculations.
Dr. Dose:her's statement on Pe.ge 326, Line 4 of his testimony which states that the
laboratory data used by Exxon will not "be attained in actual practice aw·ing the
rather short life of the field" is not supported by laboratory and full data. In fact,
Figure 3 shows a plot of gas-oil relative permeability ratios measured in the
laboratory and used in reservoir simulators for Prudhoe Day on a figure published by
14
Arps for the ranges of values published by industry.
The Prudhoe Day data are
far less favorable for oil recovery than the average and are slightly less fsv::.rable
than the minimum curve of Arps. Dr. Doscher's suggestion that Exxon's datu are
optimistic is totally without foundation.
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(e) In the report by Dr. Doscher and Dr. Dougherty there is a gl'eat deal of diwussion
regarding the level of oil saturation U<!hieved by gravity drainoge. As hcs been
pre1•iously discussed, the level of oil saturation achieved does not impact clec,isions
to sell gas, and for that rc;ason is a moot point. Thet•e are, however, contraditions
between the report and testimony which should he pointed out. In addition, it
should be pointed out that statements made to the effect thfrt residual oil saturations pl'cdieted for Prudhoe Bay cannot be supported are in cr!'or, and thf"t·c are
misunderstandings regardin[l' the operntion of fields other than Prudhoe B&y in the
report also.
Dosc,hcr testimony_ Octo!)(cr 12, 1977:
Page 326, Line 1·1- "Ovei' the shorter life of the field, we do not believe a;1d crmnct
fiJl(i anye\il<Tc;)(!e that such has happened in actual pi'dcticc, that t.hcte \V}H be such
a low residual oil satut·ation in the cxranding f;wo cal)· We cmmot verify this in
o.ctunl practic;;."
Pflge 3'l9, -~~~-..l.Q.- "The opei'D.tors st•t:::gest that t.hc residunl oil sntur&ti(l:l \',1511 be
lov¥, cxtt·cmcly Jow, 15 to :,;;ero percent. We believe it will not be low. We beJiev~~
that it will be of the order of 35 percent or that pore s~2.ee.''

Page 330, Line 1 - In r::.~sponse to quesUoninp; by Senator Bn!·tlctt, Dr. Do~civ:r
:S-t~fcd thaf"TIK~-l:esidual oil s:1tun~tion jn the oil c--:~lumn depleted of oil [Jl'Odu(_j:ion
would approach zero. He furthel~ stated that he co~1ld not find c:.ny l'Cseevoirs r:h~.;~'c
it had nr.)pronched zero nnd that the lov:cst he h!ld !{WJWledgc of \',;as in the c.nlet' o!'
25 or 30 percci1L
Statcmc,nts fl'om DoscheP'S R8oort

- - - - - - · - - - · - - - - · - - ~L--

Pq~.J1. - "Cci·tainly, the results r<.~pDl'!{;d by Ex}:on fop the .naw~:h1s \Voodbir.e
rese:rvoii• in J 8rlfi tends to r.:upr.,ort the concept that residut-ll oil can b8 driven diJ\\'n
to ext1·aordinRty low values by gus cap expansion·- tirllvity drain&gc. 11
Pag~J§.- "On <he other hand, the pennenbility of the reservoirs s;:tnds is very high,
1,194 mds. for the Louisville member and 3,396 rnds. for the Dm;:tei' (6 to 1 'I times
greater than tli::tt of the Sadlerochit)."

~~

- "It is worth noting that opcmtors of the Hawkins Field in opting for enhancing recovery from the field by gas injection into the gas cap will reprcs~urc the
gas cap and maintain the pressure during the subsequent produetion life I'Hther than
depend exclusively on gas expansion to ·lower pressure."
Page 19 - "The reported average recovery from such reservoirs is of the order of 44
percent."
Rebuttal Comments:
Dr. Doscher's statement in his testimony that had found no field evidence of low
saturations for field lives of the order of 25 years is not consistent with his discussions in his report on the Hawkins, Venezuelan and twenty Texas fields. He
cites values of 3 or 5 p8rcent for pressure cores for the Hawkins Field and states
that volumetric results at'e impressively differ.ent. Not discussed by Dr. Doschei' is
that fact that Hawkins results ur8 based on 1969 conditions when the field life was
28 years- quite similar to that for Prudhoe Bay.
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The few field cases in his repot't reveal an incomplete or superficial sut'vey of the
15 16 17 18
Fields discussed in lhe recent literature at'e Hawkins; • • • LL9
18
370 area, Bolivar Coastal Field, Venezuela;
Mile Six Pool, Peru/ Ell< Basi.1,
21
22
20
Grieve Unit, Wyoming;
and Coalinga Nose Field, Culifornia.
Wyoming;

literature.

Recovery efficiencies and residual oil saturations and the approximate field lives at
the time of the observation are shown in the table below:

Obocrved
Field

llecovcJ~y

96U01F-

87

Hawkins, rfcxas
LL-370, BCF, Vz.
i\'Iile Six, Pe: u
Elk Basin, Wyomin~;
Grieve Unit, Wyomin~
Coalin{,H Nose, Calif.

Dr. Doschcl''s attempt to

vor:-

Project Life
At Time Of
ObservHtiOil

---y eurs·-··H·-·

20
11

GO
47

12
27
23
31
37
39

65

28

20

GD
67
GG

· Projee1 ed For Prudh0e Bey

Obsenred
Average
Residual Oil
SaturaUon
%Pore

rntionalir-;~~

28
7
25

22

the lD.ck of relcvunce of Hawkins pcrfol':natt':!C

to Prudhoe Bay by ciiiug e. sevcntC>CilfoJd lower· permeability is inaccurate. Firstly,

the

avera~e

vertical permeability at Hawkins w2s about 2,3'17 rnd. Secondly, the

hurmonic' avemgc vertical permenbilily at Prudhoe Bay averages Gl md

Ot'

thirty-

ninefold less than Hmvidns. Tile oil viscosities in the rer;ions just under the original
gas caps were 2.0 and 0.5 cp at Hawkins and Prudhoe Buy, respectively. Thus, the
mobilities in oil saturated regions were 2..377/2.0 or 1.19 Dnrcy's/cp at Hawkins and
0.061/0.5 or 0.122 Darcy's/cp fot• Prudhoe Bay, a tenfold difference in mobility to

oil in oil saturated regions. This difference in oil mobility alone would suggest a
less favorable gravity drainage for Prudhoe Bay than for Hawkins. In addition,
comparison of gas-oil relative permenbili~y data for Hawkins 13 with those for
Prudhoe Bay reveals that the Prudhoe Bay oil saturations are significantly higher
than those for Hawkins for low relative perrneabilities to oil. Thus, the average
residual oil saturations up 28 percent in the gas-invaded regions of the Prudhoe Bay
Field result from both its unfavorable relative permeability clmracteristics and its
lower vertical mobility to oil compnred to Hawkins. Average oil saturation of 28
percent in t::ns-invaded regions of the Prudhoe Bay simulator are not surprising or
unusual compared to data from other fields.
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Another misconception present in Dr. Doscher's r·eport is the implication that the
Hawkins gus injection project was primarily lo maintain pressure to prevent
shrinkage losses or viscosity inct·cases.

The facts ure that shrinkage losses and

effects of viscosity increases are relatively small.

The fncts as stated in four

Railwad Commission hcm·in~s and desct•ibed in four leclmical
17 18 19 20
pnpers • • •
that gas drive is significantly better than water drive at
recent

Hawkins, 8'/ percent vel'sus 42 percent observed recoveries nt breakthrough.

The

pur·pose of pressurizint: the reservoir to 1, 700 psi (original pressure was 1,985 psi) is
lo build pre:;fiut·e in the uil zone

li[J

to that of lhe aquifct·, thereby preventing

addilional water influx. Substituting a more efficient gas driven-gravity dt•aim:ge
mechanism for a less efficier1t natural watei' cldvc is responsible for most of the

189 MMSTJ3 incl'ease in I'C't:overy c>:pected Dt Hawkins.
The operetors 1 ~:;trategy nt Pt•udlwe B::y is the snme ns thv.t for B&~wldns, thut is to
use the most efficient drive.: in the various r0~gion~ of the reservoir, not just to help
maintuin pressure by inje•.;ting g-a:; or wv.t-2-r.
(f) Dr. Doscltcr testified thai. li1e sale of gas from lh2 Prudhoe D:::y Field col.lld r.:sull
in the loss <?foil reserve;; du;) to oil muvir.~; into the zas eup. There js n6 rJangc:r of
this occu~'ring ';\1 ith propl!J' opc~·fl.tillG pJans.

Puv.e 34.8. Lino:: 14 - Question by Scnn.tor Burtlett -

11

ls there any chance in the plan

Pi:Upo:;c(fi):iTi¥.--Operatot'S that tile gal-;: cr'·l) p::e~":sur·e win be reduced to the extent
that the oil mirrration in the column into tile gus cap •••. "

nr.

Dosch~r 1 S l'CSponse
coillJX:n~ale for

plan to

·-· 11 0hi yes. 'I'he;·c is grEat danp:cr of this) und the op~rator 1 s

this by essentially dumping \viltcr into the gas cap .•• "

Model studies show that tlwre is very little chance that oil will migrate into the gas
cap at Pl'udllcc Bay. Durin;;· the first few yea!'s of production, the gas oil contact
will move clown vertically about 25 feel per year. Since solution gas will be
reinjected until the gas pipeline is available, lhe tolol gas in the gas cop will
increase by about 0.3 'I'cf/year. ln addition, solution gas evolved with:n the
l'eSel'voil' will rnigl'ale to lhe cup once the critical gas saturation of about 3 pucent
is reached. Tl1us, when gas sales begin G to 7 years from now, the gas-oil contact
will be 150 feet or so below its original position. This "cushion" of solution gas
reinjected or evolved within the reservoir means that gas cap gas voidage will be
delayed well beyond 10 years when a major fraction of the oil reserve will have
been recovered.
The surveillance plan for neutron logging to track movement of the gas-oil contact
provides further assurance that no oil will invade the original gas cap.
Model sensitivity runs with water injection into the cap were made to investigate
potential improvements in oil recovery by sweeping more of the interior with gas.
Thus, Dr. Doscher's assumption of the reasons for the operator's plan to "dump"
water into the gas cap is not correct.
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2.

!~!~~_t:_tcr~Jnry reco~cry

operations could be missed resulting_ in the Joss

of additional 4 billion ba!Tels of oil.
There is a great deal of conversation in the report by Dr. DoscllcJ' and Dr. Dougherty
regardin:::; the use of CO to incrense oil reserves by 4 billion barrels. There are
2
statements in the report that the State and operators should have considered this
As will be discussed, the opcrator·s have considered the usc of co for
2
miscible displacement nnd learilcd very early thilt it would not work because the

possibility.

original reservoir pressut'e is well below tllat required for C0
oil.

2

to be

mi~:ciblc

with tl1c

It is surprising that Dl'. Docebr;c did not e\lcck readily available literatur·c

regnrdine-

co 2 miscibility before mnJ.:i,;r; such statements and even more surprising he

did not asl~_ the operators :1bout it dur·ing his mcotint;s witl1 them during June nnd LTuJy,

1977.
Following

nh;

some of the statements mhde rcgni·cHr!g the use of tm·tiary rceovcry

nt Pr·udho·~ Buy end c:ommcnts rcf>Hl.'ding· unnly::cs rnade by Exxon on
terliary recovery potcntiE:J for Palclh0c JJay.
technique:=:

Pa~~- 11 1[ sueh miscibility of c~nl'Oon dioxide with Prudhoe B::.y eJ'Ucl'~ cnn be:
demonstJ•ated, then fJi;:::nificant recovery of U1e rcsidunl oil froJr. tllc Pruclhoc Bey
Field ir, conceivabl0 ..... Produeocl (•rude oil c::.n1ld tJC burned to p1·orJucc ear\·'<JD
dioxide .... The ultimate Vi.l}Ue ;:.t[ f: delivered L:urrel of Pruc1hoc Duy crude may be so

much t;.rcatcr tlwn its on-site vc:J~1c (it alre(-tdy is so)~ that u-~e cost of burning 2
billion burtcls of ttw 6 that mi:;~ht be produl:cd by such o scheme would be more
than offset by the tl billion barrel;; of saleable erude."

co 2 is not
miscible with the oil at originalJ·;c·:;ceJ·voir pressure. In fact, pressu1·e of over 5,000
23
Further,
psi would be required for miscibilit;y as noted in a 19'll publication.
Carbon dioxida flooding at Prudhoe Buy is not practieal because

burning 2 billion barrels of crude oil produced from Prud!1oe Ilay during its early
life to genei'Ute C0

is patently ridicUlous. Even if C0 were miscible, its
2
2
effectiveness would require early placement of a bank of co (on the order of 20
2
pereent of pore volume) across the gas-oil eontaet; for example, dul'inga 10-year
period, this would require burning 543,000 STB/Day of crude oil.

More than 36

percent of the oil produced during peale years· and a gl'Owing fraction of the oil
after production begins to decline would be diverted from the pipeline to the
burning project.
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The [Jructicality of generatinr; C0

for injection by burnin[l' oil is doubted because
2
of difficulties in fiHcri;1g soot and smoke fr0m the gnscs cufficicntly well co as not
to plug tile injection v..·clls. Even if C0 were miscible with Prudhoe Bay oil, which
2
it is not, the confi~uration of the oil zone nnd the overlyiilg gas cap would mo.ke ti~c

co 2 bank difficult if not impossible at Prudhoe llay. A lnrg·c
fraction of the oil mnc is overlain by thicJ; gas sands in vertical cor.Jmunicction
efficient usc of a

with the' oil zone. Dcmk placement v:ould rc<Juire complete displacement of this g·cr;
cap g·as from the I'(!gion above
op8rations

suggests

breakthrou~~h

that

thl~

such

oil zone.

o.n

Our field experience with cycli!t{_:

opet'niion

is

relati\'(;ly

incffieient

of the injected gas commonly being· ut 30·-pc·rccmt pore

sweep cfficicneies nt 1.5 pore volurr.cs colnJdO:!ly being 85 pt.;Pc-:ent or
dilution of C0 Uy methane
2

incren~:cs

Jcs:~.

would be unlikc:ly.
2
prcssm·cs requil·ed for ~niscibility.

complete clh;plrrccment of the gGs Ci:p gas by C0

v;Fl:

V•JlUfil::!

Lt:·::':

Tit~!:·;,

Furthc:·,

We conclude that litde adL~tinnnl r-ec:overy v:ou1d be reali~:..ed fr·om injcetln:;;

ro 2 r,~

Prudhoe Bny and th,!-,:t 2 billion barrcJs of rGscrves v. rottld be wasted [;1lld lost by
burning· erude oU to generate

such u p;·oject.

adding LPG to co .
2
large volumes of co

2

C0 ~ Jet

IIor.~cvor, the~

alone

th~~ massive invc.:;trncnt to iirtp!':~rnent

bDnk plac::;;rr:.cnt probl·2111 und the hnpr;;ctic•c1l.·;·

and LPG required fo1· the oil zone rule out its usc for th;

2
main oil zone. The possibility exists that a pi'ocess using C0 extracted from t!.c;
2

produced gr..s with cnoU2'll LPG added to generate miscibility could be used in the
lower very silaly portion of the reservoir, but the overuli impact

Olt

r·ecoi'Ci'Y would

be miniscule.
(b) ·statements from Doscher·'s Rerort

fQE£.2- "The

state, should Qll its own if necessary, but preferably in conjunction
with the operators and the Federal Government embark on an intensive research
and development program to aseertain the feasibility and applicability of a tertiary
recovery program for the Sadlerochit reservoir."

96-069 0 - 76 - 37
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The operators have maintained l,u·ge
process and have conducted hundreds of

rcs~arch
fi~ld

programs on tertiary recovery

tests of various methods Gurinz

th~

The !Ji'occss of mi~cible flooding v:ith co is well known, hr.s
2
24 25 26 27
been tho subject of man:: ""'"''-·s, • • •
Bt<d hos been trkd in s~vet·"-1 pilot

last twenty years.
test-:;.

Several large

operators have the

s~n1c

pr·ojects &rc under v;ny in full-field npplicationf;. The

comp~:te1:ce

and 1(:c:bnolog·y to

cval~w.te

uny e.pplieabiHty of

co 2

1o Prudho::: nc.y.
Likcwjse, considBrr•.ble J'c.senreh nnd ficJd testh~g are bcinrr m::;.d(; on surfDctDnt
sy::>tcn.s. ~\ C do no1 knor: cf u ~uJ•fac:tunt s:r'~:te.m •:.;hich \',1 ill wvrk for Prt'\.~:-;op t.;~y
couditio~Js.
The hi~;l1 tcrn[''Jtntur<:";s <"Ji.. Prudi10e Hoy crwse Jy:th surf&ctr..;~;~:-_; r.rHJ
polymers to d~tet io:'rJt:~~ ck-:mici~lly £d1d Jose C'ff'cctivene,-;s V}itl1 tilnc. Whe1ii8r
additional resc;:;rch stu::;k!:_; e:;"in fiud ch<?mict:.ls o1· methv:ls of copinz· \'Yit.h
ternperu.tta·cs of tl1e orGc·l' of ?.00°P, 0111y tl;~ae wilJ te1l.
1

Drs. Dvsc.hGt' and DotJghcrty hav2
thP~t the 'frCJ)S Alr~~~~a J?ipclinc f,:-~ ·_:tr~:~~1
couJd po:.;::>i!JJy b2 used to
oil and gas.
Under questionh·:t:: b~;
Senator Steve;~:: at ths recent Ettt..:i·g:} C;)nlmit tee hr::nr·iiig·:-~; Dr·. Dosclv~~r stated -LI!H~~ lw
did not know of a!1Y plRC!C' in l;:e v~·ork1 H ·:htS bcinr; done, lllat he: did not kno\\' of &.ny
co:r:~:utcr slucJ;,.:.::; t:Gl sl1o~·-:c..d it )·,·.~s ft:l::.;i:Jt-::, C;l' t:1~tt ~~,:; JJ~id not rM-_._~.~ ..: cu:y of h;~ ();':11
computer antJ.lj'0Cs.
Rcec;1t annly::cs eonr.:l1:eted ht conjl.mr>"Unn v~·ith Exxo~ Pipeline Corn;lrtny p:ovidc
tcchnic~~l vcrfjea! ion fol' wh:lt hfls been kn-own for a Jon~ time, i.e~ T l~ :.;-::; cannot by r~ny
stretch of \he irmq:;irmtion be nc;.,d efficiently fot' two-phHs8 flow of oil and gas.

PRJI_<;__Q_~- ln the o.bs?nce of fu~w·e discov0rics of e1·udc oil which can be transported
by tltc pl'esent crude oil line from tiw No1·th Slope; to Valdez, trL·oug!Jput will begin
to decrease pre:cipilously \Vithin eight years and \Vithin fifteen \Vill be less than
500,000 barrels a cby. It may be possible at that time to use the crude oil line for
two--phase flow of oil and gDs. Ultimately, some of the gas could be liquefied and
transported to West Coast destinations by tankers.

Rebuttal Comments:
---------The report state;nent is very pessimistic rcgal'ding oil production and seems to
assume th~re is no potential for the economic deH!loprnent of other known oil
b~aring formations such as the:. Kupurolc and Lisburne. It must also assume there is
no pot~ntial for discovering additional oii reserves on the North Slop~ or in the
Beaufort Sea.
Regardless of the potential for additional oil reserves, the. proposal for two-phase
flow through TAPS is not sound. A d2tailed t·cport on the problems associated with
two-phase flow through TAPS is included us Attachment B.
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In the report, Drs. Doscher· and Dougherty qu•cstion whether the sales of gas to the
lower 48 states is in the best overall interests of tl,e State and the nation.

_P_I~_g.£:,__:1_?:81 __!@()_lQ_ - "Tile
PJ·udhoe H~1y g&.s ovAildl)Je

nntion would be little the worse for not inving the
It will an:ount to less th::J.n G

for irlllncdi:lte burning.
percent of our current e:onsumption. 11

Rebuttal Co•~mcats:
---------It is r:hundantly cJcar thct this nation feces a CU!Tent and rr-owing :::hnrtsz.e of

naturt~l p;n~~ ?.ncl· to ind!.c~Jl8 tllat 2.L' billion 0ubic..' feet per
of Prudi!Ot~
e·;ts j·~
not ncc2·::;d is contrn:·y to the n:ttior:c.:.l in1...t.'.i':'·..Jt. Tr;o
of Pruc'!1oe
c-: ·.
suppJiec~ th(• Cltcrr;y cc1uiv,}JcJ:t of abcnt 3'15/1(~0 b~HTC}8 oil per· day. /~ls~), PruJiiiJC
Buy gl:J.S 1 >':':::,:(:J'VC:""-' ac~co.mt foe J ~~·;·;) of th(.l l'f'!r:";,:::inh;; prove;; 0ornc:"'tic f).IS rc·::r~:·ve:s.

'l'he 2~r. Bcf/i) of g·~_-;s pi~.elinc d(·Ji·,'\',+'.. S pj0nn:::d fcom Pr-ut/:;{_<~ Hs.y is c:qujv(~L~nt to
the totil <bily csii!nnt.~:d eonSt!mpti(;.H in all 1? states having merub:..;rs O!l ttJ'-'
Senate Er:(•rry Cor.~1m1t :·c·e.
5. Other stat(•mcnts in the report !Jy Dt·. Dof,ehcr unci D:-. Doughc1·ty

bc~tf'

commenting on.

- 11 H :_l[J[)RL~r;; ft·om 1h8 limited duta ntr:d~~ E!Va.iJahl<~ to us Uw'!. a lf~~doi
of tnc \'later to bC' injec:h~cl \?OVld be i;Jj.::etcd i:1to the gas c:up '.-\'lH:;·e it
WOUJ.d SCfV(' Q~'in13.I'iJy l0 rt.t:-..~·.-} liE~ rate of [Ji'C::;s:;: C! !'edUCtiOn. 11

~~:._.3.1
fJ•aetic~n

In no1}£ of the ca:;es p:·(•scnted to the S1ate at lhP May 5, 19?7 h2aring in An0l1CJi'D[i£·~
nor in the June 16~ 19'/7 rne<!ting in Siill Francisco with Dr. Dosc.her and

Dr. Dot:[';llc;·ty wac; a major fractio~, of tlw wuter injcc:tcd into the p;as cap.
Maxirnurn injection roles in th~ gns cap were 1 million B/D of water out of a total
of 2.5 to 3.5 millio;1 B/D into the reservoir.
The volume and loc·atirJn of water injection has becen systematically va1·icd in the
model studies so that nn understanding of how to use water most cfficit:t1 tly to
maximize oil recovery can be develoj:ed. These studies show that most efficient
use of vwter is in the lower one--third of the resei'Voir where an additional oil
recovery of 1 barrel [l01' 10 barrels of water injeded is realized. Injection of vmtel'
into the gas ca[l is not too cfficien t, increasing oil recover)' 1 barr<:!l oil [ler 3 0
barrels of water injected. These types of ongoing studies will be repeated as a
better reservoir desc!'iption is developed th;-ouL~i' drilling, logging, corin[{ and
testing additional wdls and by observing and matching early reservoir behavior
with simulators. In this way, an optimum inj;:;ction program con be developed so
that gas invades tho3c p::~rts of the reservoir where it is more efficient t!111n \'later·
and water flushes those regions where it is better than gas in disj)lacing oil.
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Par;e 22 - 11 Prudcnt D.11nlysis of alternative producing scl1erncs would in our
exr~Pi~rlee hu.ve rcquiPed a thorou£_;h technic~J and economic comparison of early
implcment:1ticm of a 1\';::_tcrflood to W1 t;Xt;:;nt sufficient to approach compl~te
pressure wGi:ttcnHHcc <~nd of tot·:£1 r~~inje!2tioH of prJduccd gt~s without any injection
of \\'Hlcr otf:~r thc~n Ci~~t producod from the rc;]cevoir. 'l'he~;e would have st·rved as
rcfcr0nc:c; ror the c:vDh\.'J.tion of ;::11 other plrd1S. Althou~rh these may have been
studied by the operate,;';; for thci; o·~vn usc t;·ie results of su<!h anrdyscs Wt:re not
prescntr:'1 io Vi>~ ShJ.tc.':

!:.t the P\';ny, 1D7'/ Stc~1.i..: c1f fJ:~~~·~·:,~ FL:~d Rul_.:;;; henrin~s, Exxr.m, in respcns._: to a
quc:sUo:-} t:::s~i~·i::-~d !l,: L ~i c~;~-(:
;! -~\<!i::::r injr~~·iion at the s~:.::.el vf oil p:>J:!:J(~ti.on
wjl.:l ll(j
~:·;_L:s r.·}~:·t::..~,:-,1 (!1' i!H.: :... :.. ~J:. rf.':[Jv~;; y on1y 1 (JeJ·e(•nl hit:;hcr 1Jn;n wHh 2
IJ~f/D
._, :~~-<~l iqj\~(.:tic7: ~~fh~:j' '1 ye?:?S. Jt wos tdso rx:int8d
j:) op:;uttl_OJ;,S 1--;:.:~e.·JU:Je I!Ufl!C wnl be rc:qt:ir:::-<.:1 V>
-,~;-\ . v-:nte:cflc·(~~::r:Q.'.h ln short o-~-2 mw.lysis h~ts been

th·,.t n(·i·;'-~·:-r :3:..·1£::! nor c.p~~:l'B10l'S };!Ju:;)1t to us0 publbhca
v:::~'tica ~ ~-~(-~ n1 c:,:: h~li i.:/ i•~·-:.;.it lJ~ 11

__ ____

H.eL~nlf:~l r~c;·:J;n::!J_.~.~
_.

~-------

W'hi!c thi::

------

st~~.: :~mcnt

n~·. Do~:ch\·f' nevel' inQ\ 1 ircd on this ~ub}.:ct
.Tune nnd ~July. IJn(i he done so, h:: \Vould
i~l:..t·:o · nn~ J~i.::o~1 cund•.J-;."~.:!d tvro in-situ v~1·tic:al pcr:ncGbllity
1
cf~rly 10'liJ ~:.

h: in

hi~;

th(; (;l·ocb-:

tests in U1c

~'}K~.-~.LSLI:'l!~~!.~- t:r

tilink tll~. evidence given, the testimon~7 given at the l\-iay
hcul"ings in A.;u:!horng-12 \\·onld sugt:·c~st ths.t it is now cJoser to eig!lt (billion barrels of
oiltcs-.:~t·vcsY.n

·

.

Rebuttal Cor,lmcnt":

---·-···----··

Testimony was p!'escntcod at the Sti:\te of Alnslm Field Rules Hearings which stated
estimated J'c~.:crvcs fot• the Prudhoe Bay Field. "Overall, the reservoir manag·cment
studies indicate that oil recovery of about 40 p<>rcent can be achieved from the
Main Area Sadlerochit Reservoir. L<c]uding reserves from the Eileen Area, other
Permo-Td<~ssic Formatious, and gas liquids, total liquid recovery is expected to be
approximutely 9.8 billion stock tank barrels."
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A'ITACHMENT B
TECHNICAL AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
USE OF TAPS FOR TWO-PHASE TRANSPORTATION OF OIL AND GAS

Summary
Subsequent to the October 25, 1977 hearing before the Senate Energy and Natural
Resource Committee, a rather detailed feasibility study was made to reconfirm that it is
not feasible to use the Trans Alaska Pipeline system for transporting oil and gas
simultaneously. This study of two-phase flow was made by research scientists and
engineers with the aid of high-speed computer technology. First, it was assumed that no
modification was made to the system. With this assumption, it was concluded that the
pipeline will not transport oil and gas at any rate because of ·pressure requirements that
exceed the design pressure of the pipeline. Secondly, it was assumed that costs were not a
restriction in modifying the pipeline for two-phase flow. With extensive modifications,
that would include at least doubling the current number of pump stations, the pipeline
could only transport 200 to 300 MMcf per day of gas when the line is moving 300,000 to
500,000 barrels per day of oil. After such impractical modifications, the pipeline
operation would be hazardous because of dangerous vibrations, that could cause
mechanical failure, resulting from slug flow of oil and gas through some 420 miles of
elevated line.
Background
Recently, Dr. T. M. Doscher suggested in a report to the Legislative Affairs Agency of the
State of Alaska that the Trans Alaska Pipeline System could possibly be used to transport
both oil and gas. Dr. Doscher said: "In the absence of future discoveries of crude oil
which can be transported by the present crude oil line from the North Slope to Valdez,
throughput will begin to decline precipitously within 8 years and within 15 years will be
less than 500,000 barrels per day. It may be possible at that time to use the crude oil line
for two-phase flow of oil and gas. Ultimately, some of the gas could be liquefied and
transported to West Coast destinations by tankers."
·
First, this statement is pessimistic as to oil production. The decline to the projected rate
of 500,000 barrels per day may not occur for 20 years from the Prudhoe Bay PermoTriassic reservoir alone. Considering possible economic development of other oil-bearing
formations, such as the Lisburne and Kuparuk .that are already known to exist, the decline
in throughput may not reach 500,000 barrels per day for over 20 years. With new
discoveries, TAPS throughput may not diminish to 500,000 barrels per day until after the
end of the century.
However, disregarding the sombrous statement of future oil
production possibilities for the North Slope of Alaska, the statement that TAPS has
possibility for two-phase flow of oil and gas, although appealing in nature to a layman,
would be a miscreant proposition if advanced by one learned in the art and science of
pipeline technology.
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Although scientists and engineers have been interested in and have studied two-phase flow.
in pipelines for decades, the complexity and severe limitations on the use of such systems
have long been accepted facts. For example, as cited in an article by Beggs and Brill,
Journal of Petroleum Technology, May 1973, "The two-phase flow problem is complicated
by such phenomena as slippage between phases, change of flow pattern, and mass transfer
between phases. The gas liquid interface may be smooth or wavy and energy may be
transferred between phases. These factors result in a much greater pressure loss than can
be explained by the reduced area available to flow for each phase. When angle of flow is
added to such variables as fluid properties, flow rates, and pipe diameter, the problem is
indeed formidable."
The flow of two phases in a pipeline is normally used or tolerated only for relatively short
distances and special circumstances such as for offshore or field gathering lines. In these
situations, there are no intermediate points of compression for the gas and pressure boosts
for the oil. Figure 1 shows some examples of large two-phase pipeline systems. It may be
noted that there is no intermediate gas compression on these lines.
If it is assumed that two-phase flow would be handled through TAPS, regardless of cost,

more intermediate pump and compressor stations would have to be added. The entire
system would have to be reC:esigned and expanded. This would allow separation of the oil
and gas at each pump station. The gas would have to be compressed and the oil would
have to be pumped to higher pressures at each pump station, and the separate oil and gas
streams would have to be reinjected into the pipeline. Also, the existing oil-storage
system at Valdez would have to be redesigned and expanded to allow separation of the oil
and gas at Valdez. Even if these modifications to the oil line were made, operating
pressure, two-phase flow, and other limitations are such that only 10 to 15 percent of the
2.0 Bcf/D of available gas at Prudhoe Bay could be transported through the line if there is
as much as 500,000 barrels per day of oil moving through TAPS. Depending on TAPS for
movement of· gas would be tantamount to taking Prudhoe Bay gas off the market until
near the end of the century. Thereafter, the gas could only be moved in small quantities
and with unacceptable efficiency.
In short, after many decades of pipeline transportation technology, there are no known

long-distance, two-phase transportation systems in existence as proposed. Such a system
may sound meritorious, but from both scientific and practical standpoints, such a system
for Prudhoe Bay has no merit as an alternate to the proven transportation modes of gas
pipelines for gas and oil pipelines for oil.
Although the proposed use of TAPS for two~phase flow of oil and gas can be ruled out by
any expert in pipeline technology, the following discussions were developed to more fully
describe the unique nature of TAPS and the reasons why TAPS is not acceptable for twophase flow. Since the Senate Energy hearing of October 25, skilled research scientists and
engineers have used their combined talents with the aid of high-speed computer
technology to demonstrate the infeasibility of using TAPS for the simultaneous
transportation of oil and gas.
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Description of the Trans Alaska Pipeline
The Trans Alaska Pipeline starts at Prudhoe Bay and goes south along the Sagavanirtok
and Atigun Rivers. It rises from slightly above sea level at the origin and crosses the
Continental Divide at 4,800 feet elevation in the Atigun Pass in the Brooks Range, then
descends in the Dietrich and Koyukuk River valleys and continues south across the Yukon
flats. The line crosses the Yukon River, supported by the highway bridge, thence into very
rugged, hilly terrain, emerging near Fairbanks and proceeding south generally following
the Richardson Highway. The Alaska mountain range is crossed at an elevation of 3,300
feet in Isabel Pass. Then the line descends across Copper Valley and climbs again to 2,800
feet to cross the Chugach mountains in Thompson Pass near the terminus at Valdez. A
profile of the pipeline, Figure 2, illustrates the numerous and drastic changes in elevation.
Also shown are hydraulic gradients due to friction losses when transporting oil only.
The line is 48 inches in diameter and 800 miles long, with 420 miles above ground on
support bents. The pipe design pressure ranges from 830 psi to 1,180 psi to meet the
specific requirements of pumping crude oil at planned .rates using the selected station
sites.
The 12 planned pump station locations and pipe working pressures provide for a future
capacity of 2 million barrels per day. Pumping equipment is initially to be installed at
only 8 stations for an initial capacity of 1,200,000 barrels per day. Pressure control and
line-drainage facilities are provided at station location No. 5 due to the large elevation
differences descending from the Brooks Range. Oil-storage tankage is provided at the
initial pump station and Valdez. At intermediate pump stations, tankage is only provided
to accept line drainage and relief valve discharge.
The Trans Alaska Pipeline is designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with U.S.
Department of Transportation (DOT) CFR Title 49, Part 195, "Minimum Federal Safety
Standards for Liquid Pipelines" and stipulations prepared specifically for the Trans Alaska
Pipeline. Conversion to natural gas would require that the pipeline system be requalified
under DOT CFR Title 49, Part 192, "Minimum Federal Safety Standards for Gas Lines."
However, neither of these safety standards were intended to be used for the design,
construction, and operation of a large two-phase pipeline system. Conversion of the Trans
Alaska Pipeline system to two-phase operation would require development of new federal
safety standards and stipulations. This would be very difficult because of the lack of
engineering and operating experience.
Gas Throughput Capabilities- TAPS
Gas Throughput with Existing Facilities- Based upon computer simulations and operational considerations, the Trans Alaska Pipeline, as it exists now, is incapable of
transporting any gas for two primary reasons:
(1)

The turbine pumps now on line will be wrecked by unbalanced forces if gas
enters the pumps.
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(2)

The number and locatipns of present pump stations are inadequate for moving
oil arid gas at ~ rate; calculations indicate the line will vapor lock between
stations. This is true even though pump discharge pressure is driven up to the
maximum working pressure of the pipe. This vapor locking or manometer effect
is caused by a loss of siphon on the downstream side of each of a succession of
hills.

Gas Throughput with Modifications
Injection of even moderate quantities of natural gas along with the crude oil would
significantly change the pipeline operating pressures and result in loss of pipeline
capacity. Major changes in facilities and operating procedures would be required to
safely transport a mixture of natural gas and crude oil. The feasibility of such an
operation on the scale proposed has never been demonstrated. The efficiency of such
a system is so low that economic and technical comparisons have favored separate
pipelines for the two streams. Only in special cases involving short lines has twophase operation been utilized.
Assuming that necessary gas-oil separation, compression, and pumping facilities were
available to convert the line to two-phase flow, pressure and velocity constraints
limit the amount of gas that can be transmitted with oil in the TAPS line to 200 to
300 MMcf per day. This conclusion was reached after conducting a computer study on
ductile fracture propagation and calculating gas velocity in two-phase flow. Velocity
constraints were required to prevent erosion of the pipeline steel and were computed
from standard engineering design practices.
·

a

When operated as two-phase line, the maximum permissible working pressure in the
line must be reduced to about 400 psi to a void propagating ductile fractures in the
pipeline steel that was designed for oil service, not gas service, under Arctic
temperature conditions.
This relatively low pressure (several hundred psi Jess than the minimum pressure
tolerated in most gas trunklines) means that gas velocities in the line will be very
high for any substantial gas flow rate since gus occupies large volumes at low pressures. Gas flow rate must be restricted to Jess than 30 feet per second so that erosion velocities are not exceeded. Also, the tolerable differential pressure between
pumpstations is about 200 psi. Therefore, assuming a working pressure of 400 psi and
a suction pressure before each booster station on the line of 200 psi, maximum gas
throughput for a line carrying 300,000 to 500,000 barrels of oil per day would be only
200 to 300 MMcf per day.
·
Thus, the velocity and pressure constraints mean that even if a very large number of
flqw booster stations were built, throughput of gas would be quite limited. In
addition, an appreciable amount of the gas would have to be used as fuel to service
compressors and pumps.
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Equipment and Operating Problems and Requirements
Additional Facilities - With two-phase flow systems, facilities for separating liquid
and gas before pressure boost are required at each pump station. Pipeline flow conditions over a long period of time will vary from all liquid to all gas. Thus, the gas
and the liquid-handling facilities at each pump station must be designed for these two
extremes. For the Alyeska pipeline to carry significant quantities.of both oil and gas,
separation facilities must be added at each of the 12 existing or ·planned pump
stations. Based on rough calculations, another 12 to 15 complete and similar pump
stations would have to be added to keep the line in continuous operation. Each of
these stations would have oil pumps, gas compressors, separation facilities, fuel
sy~tems, electrical generators, oil relief tanks, and gas relief and flare systems.
In addition to the problems and restrictions for continuous operation of a pipeline

transporting both oil and gas, there is a unique and almost impossible requirement for
restarting the operation if the line is shut down for emergency or other reasons. If
TAPS were transporting both oil and gas and a shut down occurred, the gas would
separate and accumulate at all the high spots in the line. The restart, after such shut·
·down, would require two to three times the normal operating pressure drops and
pressure would have to be applied in about one hundred locations. An alternative
would be to vent ·gas at some five hundred locations,. It was extremely difficult to
locate the present station sites and it will be almost impossible to find one hundred
;;mch sites. If the line was vented, hydrocarbon releases in the quantities required are
normally not permitted by Air Quality Regulations •
.~ydrates - Another operating problem is that of hydrates. Line plugging resulting
(l!'om the presence Of gas hydrates (ice-like solids which form when the light hydrooearbons found in gas come in contact with water) may occur at the operating temperatures and pressures of a two-phase pipeline, such as TAPS, unless preventive
measures are taken. At the line pressure of 400 psia (the maximum pressure allowed
if ductile fracture propagation is to be prevented), hydrates can form at any temperature below 50° F unless either (1) the water is removed from the pipeline or (2)
an antifreeze, such as methanol, is injected. Removing the water from the gas can be
done quite well using presently available technology (glycol contacting). However,
technology does not exist which would allow sufficient drying of the crude oil. While
the gas can be dried to the required 2 parts of water per million parts gas, the oil
cannot be dried to the 2 ppm required to prevent hydrate formation.
If methanol is injected into the pipeline to prevent hydrate formation, approximately
300 to 600 barrels per day of methanol would be required. To supply this much
methanol would require the construction of a methanol manufacturing plant on the
North Slope. Prudhoe gus would have to be fractionated to provide a feedstock to the.
methanol plant.
Other Problems
Maximum Operating Pressure- As stated previously, the maximum pressure at which
the existing TAPS line can operate as a single-phase oil line ranges from 830 to 1,180
psi. Under Arctic temperature conditions for gas service, the maximum pressure at
which the existing TAPS line could operate in two-phase flow is determined by crack
propagation rather than by pressure limitations of the pipe material used in the
single-phase oil design. If the existing TAPS line is operated as a two-phase line, the
maximum allowable pressure will be around 400 psi.
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The propagation of long-running ductile fractures will not occur in the existing oil
line when transporting oil only. Because liquids are relatively incompressible, the
presence of a fracture in an oil pipeline rapidly reduces the internal pressure and
removes the force which propagates long fractures.
Vibration - Intermittent slugs of oil and gas moving at a high velocity may cause
mechanical failures along the 420 miles of the Trans Alaska Pipeline that is elevated.
Numerous studies of two-phase flow indicate alternate slugs of gas and liquid will
form under a wide range of flow conditions even though the two fluids are injected
into the line continuously. Slug formation is particularly likely on uphill sections of
the line. Each time a liquid slug passes through a bend, it will cause a jarring force
similar to on air hammer in home water pipes. Pipe movement due to frequent slugs
of liquid may cause fatigue failure in the pipe supports and will eventually wear out
the teflon skids on which the elevated pipe rests. The highest slug velocity the
elevated line can tolerate frequently is estimated to be 20 to 30 feet per second.
This velocity restricts two-phase flow rate in the line.
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ATTACHMENT C
COMMENTS ON
GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE REVIEW
OF RESERVOIR PERFORMANCE STUDIES
PRUDHOE BAY FIELD
Finding:

1.

Comment:

A comprehensive review of the Operators' studies was
presented at State of Alaska Division of Oil and Gas
Conservation Pool Rule Hearings held on May 5 and 6, 1977
in Anchorage, Alaska. At that hearing, over 200 pages of
direct testimony were presented supportive of the operating
plan that was subsequently approved by the State. This
information is a matter of the public record. A copy of
Exxon's testimony is being submitted to the Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.

Finding:

2.

J8-069 0 - 78 - 38

We cannot evaluate Operators and D&M due to a paucity
of information contained in the reports.

While we cannot describe the Operators and the D&M
field simulations, we would conclude that of those
we could, Gruy, Core, and van Poollen essentiall!
simulate the operations of different fields although
all three claim to utilize van Poollen data. We
find these anamolies in the following areas:
2.a.

The water drives in all three simulations are
significantly different with the van Poollen
simulation having the weakest aquifer and
Gruy the strongest.

2.b.

Both Gruy and Core only describe the Sadlerochit
Field and exclude considerations of hydrocarbons
located elsewhere. van Poollen posits a link
between the gas cap in the Shublik formation.

2.c.

Core indicates that
the existence of an
bility; van Poollen
although the effect

2. d".

The production profiles on a yearly basis with
and without aquifers are significantly different
for van Poollen and Core.

2.e.

Similarly oil production profiles with gas sales
show that the Sadlerochit Field as simulated by
van Poollen does not agree with that as simulated
by Core.
'

for the same field parameters,
aquifer increases oil recoveraindicates the opposite,
is small.
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Comment:

Finding:

Comment:

It should be noted that while Core Labs and Gruy relied
on van Poollen's reservoir description work, their reports
indicate that they did not use all of van Poollen's data
directly.
Furthermore, simulation techniques and modeling
of individual well performance differed between the three
consultants. Thus, we believe the three consultant
studies are more aptly described as being three different
approaches to simulating the operations of the same field.
Signficantly, they all three reach the same conclusion
that the preferred plan of operation includes the sale of
gas.
2.f.

We have found the estimates of oil-in-place and
gas-in-place to be inconsistent among the studies
and in the case of the operator study, internally
inconsistent.

Following is a summary of estimated in-place volumes in
the Main Area Sadlerochit reservoir as reported in the
studies referenced:
Original Oil-in-Place
Stock Tank Conditions
(MMMB)

Gruy
van Poollen
Core Labs
Operators'
Report
(Oct. 1976)

Cap Gas in Place
Standard Conditions
TCF

19.1
19.1
19,5

21.2
21.2*
21.2*

21.7**

22.4

*Used 26.5 Tcf in model although predicted 21.2 Tcf in
Sadlerochit because of possibility of communication
other reservoirs,
**Operators' Report of October 1976 reported 29.1 billion
reservoir barrels of oil in place. Using an oil volume
factor of 1.34 RB/STB (average of light and heavy oil/
tar) this converts to 21.7 billion stock tank barrels.
There is no internal inconsistency in the Operator Study.
Finding:

2.g.

We find no consistency, however, between the
studies and the published API reserve figures
as of 31 December, 1976.

Comment• The three consultants and the Operators' Report referred to oil to be
produced from the Main Sadlerochit reservoir. Exxon's estimates
of total liquids reserves, including reserves from the Main Area and
West End Sadlerochit, other Permo-Triassic formations and gas
liquids, totals 9. 7 billion barrels.
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Finding:

3. Despite these differences, all five studies indicate either a maximum
oil recovery of about 8.4 mTIIlon barrels or 42.8 percent recovery
of oil-in-place.

Comment:

We cannot ascertain what "five" studies are referenced. The following
table summarizes recovery estimates reported in the four reports indicated:

Main Sadlerochit Crude Oil
Recovery Estimate
% OOIP
Billion Barrels
Gruy
van Poollen*
Core Labs
Operators' Report

43.8
40.9
42.8
40.0

8.4
7.8
8.4
8.5

*Supplement "A" dated February 1977.
It should be recognized that these results represent use of several different

models and operating plans also indicated by our response to finding
2.g., recovery from other reservoirs and gas liquids must be included
to determine total liquid reserves.
Finding:

4.

Production of gas from Sadlerochit requires gas cap
production early on in the productive life. At 2.4 Bcf
a day, the capacity of the Alcan pipeline, this would
require production of oil significantly above the
current 1.2 million barrel a day capacity of the TAPS
to avoid excessive gas cap production.

Comment:

The oil production rate is expected to increase to 1.5
million barrels per day as soon as pipeline capacity is
available, probably in 1980 or 1981. Gas sales from the
Prudhoe Bay Field are expected to begin 6 to 7 years from
now. By the time gas sales begin, over 2 Tcf of solution
gas will have been reinjected and additional solution gas
will have been liberated in the reservoir.
For these
reasons, with a gas sale of 2,0 Bcf per day beginning
after 6 or 7 years, there will be no effective gas cap
voidage for over 10 years.
As oil production declines and the amount of solution gas
production decreases, the fraction of the sale resulting
from gas cap gas production will increase.

Finding:

5.

All studies agree without gas reinjection, and some
type of water repressuring, there would be significant
deterioration in the recovery of oil and gas.

Commenz:

The significance and purpose of this finding is unclear,
Exxon has not, and as far as we know, none of the other
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studies has investigated a plan where gas was not reinjected
prior to sales. The finding is certainly not based on the
reported studies and is, therefore, incorrect,
Finding:

Comment:

6.

We find that none of the studies addressed natural
gas liquids which at 1.45 gal/Mcf of gas and 2.4 Bcf
per day pipeline throughput results in almost 100,000
barrels a day of n.g.l.

The si~ulation models c~nsider "c~ude oil" and "gas" as they exist in
the Mam Area Sadlerochit reservoir. Condensate and natural gas liquids
result from the conversion of a certain portion of the gases to liquids
in the surface facilities. Our operating plan studies certainly include
such liquids.
Initial condensate yield is about 35 barrels per million
cubic feet at the field separators. The amount of natural
gas liquids extracted will depend upon final gas pipeline
specifications, but we estimate rates of 30 to 40 thousand
barrels per day at a sales rate of 2,0 BcffD with ultimate
recovery of 300 to 400 million barrels.
It is important
to realize that transportation of these liquids requires
blending with crude and gas sales delay would reduce the
amount of gas liquids which could be transported.

Finding:

Comment:

7.

The profiles presented by GAO suggest that the latest
. van Poollen studies (Supplement A - February 1977) were
not included in the review. van Poollen concluded from
these most recent studies that the proposed oil and gas
offtake rates yield maximum oil recovery,

Conclusion:

Comment:

We find that the production profiles in the van Poollen
and Core studies are markedly different,
(Note: The
attached graph shows the amount that oil production
is likely to increase or decrease in a given year with
2.0 billion cubic feet of gas sales per day for van
Poollen and 2.4 Bcf/D for Core.)

At this point we cannot ascertain the overall effect
of gas production and sales on the ultimate recovery
of oil from the Sadlerochit reservoir.

There is substantial data available in the public record
on Prudhoe Bay studies by Exxon, Arco, BP Alaska, and
consultants. The State of Alaska Division of Oil and Gas
Conservation, the Federal Power Commission, and other State
and Federal agencies who reviewed the studies were able to
endorse planned gas sales from Prudhoe Bay, The apparent
dilemma indicated in the GAO's conclusion was probably
caused by inadequate time to acquire available data and
review the studies.
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ATTACHMENT D
RESPONSES TO SENATOR DURKIN'S QUESTIONS
SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD ON OCTOBER 25, 1977
U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

1.

Could you describe what is presently being done with the natural gas liquids from
Prudhoe Bay?
Answer: Approximately 1,000 barrels per day of natural gas liquids are currently
being recovered. Because of the small volume, it is being combined and reinjected
with the gas.

2.

Will you allow an independent petroleum engineer to review your simulated computer
runs? To complete new ones?
Answer: A comprehensive review of Exxon's Prudhoe Bay studies was presented at a
public hearing before the State of Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Committee on
May 5 and 6, 1977. Enclosed is a copy of that testimony as well as questions and
answers which followed the prepared testimony and a copy of supplemental
information which was provided to the Conservation Committee at their request
following the hearing.
Although the enclosed information should provide the Committee with adequate data
for review, Exxon is willing to meet and review the reservoir studies used to develop
the Prudhoe Bay operating plan provided that information or techniques considered
proprietary by Exxon are protected and provided that Exxon is reasonably convinced
that the person selected is appropriately qualified to perform the proposed review.
Exxon considers the latter requirement necessary to prevent the type of superficial
review provided by Dr. T. M. Doscher for the Legislative Affairs Agency of the State
of Alaska. While Exxon agrees to cooperate with the review, no responsibility for.
consulting fees will be assumed by Exxon.
Exxon has investigated a broad range of operating plans and, therefore, it is not
anticipated that additional model studies would be necessary. Because Exxon's
Prudhoe Bay reservoir model is quite complex, each case study requires about 2 weeks
to complete, and computing costs are ·in the order of $10,000 and engineering
manpower would have to be redirected from new project efforts. However, if the
need can be justified following the review of existing studies, Exxon would be willing
to carry out a limited number of additional simulation cases at its sole expense.

3.

Have you completed any studies of the feasibility of gas reinjection and early implementation of a waterflood? Would you provide the Committee with these studies?
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Answer: Although Dr. Doscher's report asserted that no such case was discussed at
the Alaska Conservation Committee hearing, page 51 of the May 6, 1977 transcript
reflects that Exxon testified as follows: "There will be time required to make
responsible decisions regarding waterflooding, so we don't think it's a reasonable
assumption to assume that you can begin water injection at the same time that you
start up oil production. But purely for sensitivity checks, we have looked at that
situation. In the case I'm referring to, we began water injection at the start-up of oil
production, fully maintaining reservoir pressure. In that case there were no gas sales
whatsoever. This case indicated recoveries less than 1 percent higher than if we have
gas sales beginning after 5 years and water injection beginning after 7 years. So we
see very little difference, actually, between the cases." Even this extreme case,
which would not have been practical or good business and was only for sensitivity
. checking demonstrates the lack of sensitivity with respect to the approved plan of
operation. The pbint is that no one who has actually performed reservoir studies has
suggested that water injection commence simultaneously with oil production.
As indicated in our response to question No. 2, Exxon would be willing to allow an
appropriate review of all studies used to develop the Prudhoe Bay operating plan.
4.

The existence of low residual saturation to gas invasion appears to be a prerequisite
for successful implementation of the proposed operating plan. Yet studies sponsored
by the operators apparently contradict the existence of this condition. In the face of
your studies, how do you justify existence of these necessary conditions?
Answer: The premise of this question is entirely in error. The operators have not
sponsored studies but have rather conducted their own independent studies of reservoir performance. While the results of the· studies are not identical, independent
reservoir descriptions and simulation efforts all led to the same preferred operating
plan for the Prudhoe Bay field. None of the studies is in any way contradictory to the
approved plan of operation.
Low residual oil saturation to gas invasion is by no means a prerequisite of the
approved Prudhoe Bay operating plan. This assertion, which appears on page 17 of Dr.
Doscher's report and was repeated in his testimony before the Committee, is
incorrect. As indicated on page 109 of the transcript of the May 5, 1977 hearing
before the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation Committee, Exxon has investigated the
sensitivity of the Prudhoe Bay operating plan to reasonable variations in. key reservoir
description parameters. These studies indicate that the approved oil and gas offtake
rates are feasible over a reasonable range in reservoir properties.
Certain
operational factors, in particular, the optimum timing, location, and volume of water
injection may be different depending on the reservoir description. For this reason,
the plan has been developed with necessary flexibility to allow positive reaction to
observed performance to achieve maximum recovery of oil and gas.

5.

The operator's plan relies heavily on the assumption that there is low residual oil
saturations in the Sadlerochit. Yet the operators are planning a small scale test of
water injection to get information on the actual residual oil saturation to water
encroachment. Why is such a test necessary? If such a test disproves your assumption, and if gas reinjection is necessary to maintain pressure, what can you do to
assure no loss of oil?
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Answer: The thrust of the first sentence of this question is unclear, but, assuming it
refers to Dr. Doscher's assertion with respect to low residual oil saturations, it can be
stated that his conclusion is incorrect.
As previously discussed, the operating plan for Prudhoe Bay has been formulated with
sufficient flexibility to accommodate variations in reservoir behavior. A thorough
program of reservoir surveillance and testing is being undertaken to provide data in a
timely manner. Plans are currently underway to conduct water injectivity tests at
selected locations in the field. The primary objectives of the tests will be to
determine the injectivity into various subzones under sustained injection conditions
and to determine water displacement characteristics in the reservoir. This will be of
particular importance in selecting the optimum locations and volumes of water
injection.
·
There is no information which could be gained from the test which would make it
desirable to continue gas reinjection longer than planned in order to maintain
pressure. By the earliest possible date.that gas sales can commence, over one-third
of the oil reserves will have been depleted, and the gas cap will !Jave expanded over
100 feet into the oil column. This expansion eliminates concerns that gas sales would
reduce recovery due to oil migration into the original gas cap. While gus sales alone
would cause a reduction in reservoir pressure, the effect on ultimate oil recovery is
small and adjustments to the water injection program can offset the potentially
adverse effect on oil recovery.
6.

High vertical permeability is apparently another prerequisite for success of the
proposed operating plan. Have you used a standard published technique for measuring
in-situ vertical permeability in the vicinity of a well? Why not?
Answer: High vertical permeability is not a prerequisite for the success of the
approved operating plan for Prudhoe Bay. Vertical permeability in the Sadlerochit reservoir is estimated to be quite good based
on extensive analyses of core data, geologic environment, and studies of the effect of
minor, discontinuous shales on vertical permeability. ARCO and Exxon attempted
two in-situ vertical permeability tests in the early 1970's to measure the effective
vertical permeability in the vicinity of the wellbore. These tests were very costly
and the results were not conclusive. Dr. Doscher's assertion on page 25 of his report
that such a technique had not been used at Prudhoe Bay is incorrect.

7.

How much oil will be left behind in the reservoir at the completion of production
under the present production plan? What are your plans for getting this oil out
through tertiary recovery?
Answer: Based on an ultimate recovery of 40 percent of the original oil in place, the
Main Sadlerochit reservoir at Prudhoe Bay would contain approximately 13 billion
barrels at the completion of conventional operations. However, almost 2 billion
barrels of this total would consist of heavy oil/tar at the base of the oil column.
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Although Exxon maintains a considerable research effort devoted to developing viable
tertiary recovery techniques, we know of no such techniques at the present time
which would be applicable at Prudhoe Bay on a fieldwide basis. Several potential
enhanced recovery methods have been evaluated for use at Prudhoe Bay, including
miscible carbon dioxide flooding and the use of surfactant systems. Injection of pure
carbon dioxide would not significantly increase recovery at Prudhoe Bay because the
pressure required to achieve miscibility is significantly above original reservoir
pressure. Surfactant flooding would be impractical because a suitable a chemical
surfactant system which would work at Prudhoe Bay reservoir conditions is lacking.
It should be obvious that we are aware of the significant potential for tertiary
recovery at Prudhoe Bay, and we will continue to examine the use of tertiary
recovery techniques as research and development continue. We believe that there is
a reasonable chance that a technically successful process can be developed, but it will
Further, it is unlikely that
likely require many years of study and testing.
development and use of tertiary recovery techniques at Prudhoe Bay would be
significantly impacted by the timing of gas sales.
8.

How can you justify such a firm conclusion on production of 2 Bcf per day of gas when
you can't reach a conclusion on when to begin water injection?
Answer: The effect of gas sales on reservoir performance is primarily a voidage or
pressure effect which can be projected quite accurately based on an assessment of
fluid properties. Since the Sadlerochit crude does not have high shrinkage characteristics, the effect of gas sales on oil recovery will be slight and can be offset
through a properly designed waterflood.
Selection of the optimum locations and volumes of water injection is a more complex
problem which will depend substantially on the relative displacement efficiency of
the natural depletion mechanism compared to water displacement. Although the final
selection of optimum source water injection locations and volumes will require
observation of some field performance and testing, the operating plan envisions such
injection within 7 years after the start of oil production provided recovery benefits
are confirmed.
Studies indicate that this timing is consistent with achieving
maximum benefits of source water injection.
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ATTACHMENT E
RESPONSE TO SENATOR HANSEN'S QUESTIONS AND
TRANSCRIPT OF MR. L. G. RAWL'S TESTIMONY BEFORE
THE JOINT HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OCTOBER 14, 1977
Does your company plan to assist in payment of the cost of the
conditioning plant? Does your company believe that the cost of the
gas conditioning plant should be borne by the gas pipeline project?
Answer:
An integral part of the pipeline system under consideration
is the gas conditioning facility.
In addition to specifying tbat
carbon dioxide content of the gas be reduced prior to transmission
and that the gas be compressed to a high inlet pipeline pressure, the
potential pipeline owners have specified several other conditioning
requirements which will increase pipeline efficiency. Specifically,
refrigeration facilities will be required to chill the gas so that
construction savings can be realized by burying the pipeline in the
permafrost. To avoid freezing of liquids in the line, the gas will
have to be treated to provide an unusually low water vapor content
and to maintain condensable hydrocarbon content within close
tolerances.
These five conditioning steps--lowering carbon dioxide
content, providing high pipeline inlet pressure, chilling, providing
extremely thorough water removal, and maintaining close control of
condensable hydrocarbon content--are all designed to minimize the
investment and operating cost of the pipeline. Although such
conditioning is costly--estimated at about 90¢/Mcf (escalated) for
Prudhoe Bay gas--the expenditure should be more than offset by
savings in pipeline construction and operating costs.
The point that must be kept in mind is that these conditioning
facilities are an integral part of the gas transmission facilities-not the production facility.
This distinction, which is not unique
to Prudhoe Bay gas, has for some time been recognized by the FPC in
their certification of gas sales contracts and pipeline projects.
Therefore, Exxon USA does not plan to participate in
financing the conditioning plant. Moreover, we had four contracts
signed for gas share back in 1975. At that time the gas companies
had agreed to include the gas conditioning investment in their part
of this project.
Does your company believe the gas pipeline project can be privately
financed? Does your company intend to assist in financing the pipeline project by providing debt guarantees?
Answer:
We are pleased that the Alcan financial advisors and a
representative of the U.S. Treasury have concluded that the system
can be financied without producer participation and that they have
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so testified before these subcommittees. However, no project of
this magnitude has been financed in the private sector and hence
its financeability is uncertain. Moreover, we do not know important
elements of the Alcan financing plan, such as who the equity sponsors
will be and what conditions will be associated with financial
participation. As you are probably aware, Exxon USA is not in the
interstate gas transmission business and does not plan to participate
in the financing of the proposed gas transmission system in any form
including debt guarantees.
Does your company believe that it may be equitable to have a gas
pipeline project pay for all or part of the water flood cost?
Answer:

No.

Is your company currently negotiating with any companies for the
sale of your natural gas at Prudhoe Bay?
Answer:
Exxon is not currently negotiating with any prospective
customers because the Pipeline Project has not been approved and
because of uncertainties associated with the National Energy Plan
now being considered by Congress.

October 31, 1977
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Attached is a copy of Mr. L. G. Rawl's testimony
given before the U.S. House of Representatives
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and
Interior and Insular Affairs concerning the route
selected by the President for transporting Alaska
natural gas. This transcript has been corrected
for Mr. Rawl's testimony only. No attempt has
been made to verify or correct the testimony of
others that appear in this transcript.
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If yon vould each, for purposes of the record, identify
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yourselves, ccmmencing on your left and my right,. we c<ill be
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most pleased to recieve your statements.
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241&

STATEMENT" OF L. G. BAIIL
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2421
2422
2423
2424
2425
. 2426
2427

subcommittee~

I am. L. c;-_ Rav-1, executive vice president, Exxon Company

u.s.A.
Exxon takes no exception to the President's selection of
the Alcan pLcject.

He are encouraged by the recent progress

of the Governments of Canada and the United States in
reaching agreement on a gas pipeline project and firmly
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of this development
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r WOUld tlOI<· like to discuss t'lO topics
has been asked to address:
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Reserves.
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Numerous industry aad

th~t
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Reserves and Gas Conditioning.

govern~ent

studies have confirmed

2481

that Prudhoe Bay reserves and expected deliverability are

2482

sufficient to justify a gas transmission system.

2483

estimate of total Prudhoe gas reserves is 26 Tcf; Exxon's

2484

share is about one third.

Our

The Prndhoe Eay unit operating
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In addition
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potential pipeline

conditioning

vill increase pipeline efficiency.

Specifically, refrigeration faciiities will be required t
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three specific items that we believe ·should be referred to
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the administration for

2=26

decision.
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prior to approval of a final
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Pricing.

2=28

First, as we understand the Alaska Gas ::?ransportation Act,

2=29·

it does not specify that pricing policy· be set by this
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decision.
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statement, and I quote, • 'This decision, therefore, ~alls

2=32

for
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contained in the National Energy Plan.•
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i~poses
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for sale of Alaska gas ••• shall be
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the Federal Paver

2537

Bowever, section 6 of the decision includes the
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of a gas pricing approach
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the condition, and again .. quote,
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The decision also
''All contracts
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Ccc~ission. 11

Such statement and condition are not necessary or
~ct

2538

appropriate to the decision, since its purpose under the

2539

is to designate a pipeline system, not determine gas pricing

2540

and regulation.
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proposed legislation nov being cons!.dered by Congress, and

Such provisions could conflict vith
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Alaska gas.
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completion of gas sales contracts.
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believe that pricing policy statements should be omitted
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Project Description.
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255r
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2555

Finally,. as an

owne~

of the Trans-Alaska pipeline,

E~on

2556

is concern that the decision does not address the subject of

2557

indemnification of the oil pipeline owners against damages

2558

which might result fore construction of tlle gas line.

2559

similar concern is that the decision is also silent on the

2560

subject of providing security for tlle oil piepline ·during

A
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gas pipeline construction.

2562

Conclusion.

2563

In summary .. Exxon is encouraged by progress being made
selection of a gas transmission system for Alaskan

256~

to~ard

2565

gas;c the early construction of such a pipeline is cer:tainly

2566

in the best inter:ests both of the United States and canada.

2567

We ar:e confident that

2568

justify a

2569

sufficient explor:ation incentive,. future nor:ther:n A.laska

2570

discoveries ~ill b~ sufficient to fill the pr:oposed line to

257T

design capacity.

2572
2573
257~

pielin~

Mr. Dingell.

eristin~

r:eser:ves

!he

attach~ent,

[The attachment

folloYs~]

CC~3ITTEE INS~RT

that~

given

vithout objection, will be

placed in the recor:d at this point.

**********

sufficient to

from Pr:udhoe Bay and believe

2575
2576

ar:~

**********
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2577

Mr~

PAGE

Dingell~

676

Sir, vilL you identify yourself, please?

2578
2579

STATEMENT OF CLAODE

O~

GOLDSMITB

2580
2581

[The- full statement o:E Claude

2582
2583

********** Insert

~A

**********

o. Goldsmith

fcllc~s:]
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258{1.

~r.

Goldsmith.

2585

~r.

Chair~an

2586

My name is Claude

677

Thank you.

and members of the committee:
Goldscith~

and I am vice president in

2587

charge of Atlantic Richfield Company's finance and tax

2 588

division.

2589
2590

Than!< you for the opportunity to !lake this state!llent of
Atlantic Richfield's views and report to Congress.

BT detailed testimony has been given to the

259i

co~mitteer

2592

I ask that it be included in the record, but please percit

2593

~e

259{1.
2595
2596
2 sen

2598
2599

to discuss with you orally.
Mr. Dingell.

Th-e full presentation •Jill appear in the

record at this FOint and you are cecognized for

I and

an

ccrn~ents

sue~

sum~ary

you desire.

Nr~ Goldsmith~

I would ike to discuss orally financing,

gas conditioning and gas pricing.
First as to gas pricing, Atlantic Richfield's Prudhoe Bay

2600

gas reserves are, currently esticated to be 7.52 Tcf.

T'lhile

2601

we fully support prompt construction of an Alaskan gas

2602

transmission facility and recognize the desirability of

612
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2603

early identification of gas purchasers, negotiation of

260£1.

contracts for the sale of Atlantic ilichfield's gas has

2605

necessarily been deferred pending essential regulatory and

2606

legislative action clarifying the pricing of

~laskan

gas.

Absent deregulation, A.tlantic Richfield is in accord

2607

~ith

2608

the

2609

from the State of Alaska receive the same pricing treatment

2610

afforded all other domestically produced natural gas.

26ll

adoption by Congress or the Federal Energy 2egnlatory

26T2

Commission of a fair and nondiscrininatory pricing fornula

26T3

for Alaskan gas, Atlantic 2ichfield cannot

261£1.

negotiations of gas salas contracts.

2615
26T6

pre~ise

of the President's decision that natural gas

Until

co~nence

As we understand it, the sponsors will not comnence
construction.

2617

Next is as to conditioning.

2618

In the lowar 48 States,

jurisdictional sales of interstat

2619

gas of the pressure and quality available at the wellhead in

2620

the Prudhoe Bay field would be authorized by the Federal

2621

Energy Regulatory Commission at the current base national

613
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2622

rate of

2623

taxes and Btu

262~

regulations do not apply to Alaska.

2625

S1.~7

per

~cf

679

plus an adjustment for production

content~

At the present time these FERC

It is our belief that the application of existing

2626

regulatory policies or the principles of the Naticnal Energy

2627

Plan to Alaskan gas vill also equitably resolve the problem

2628

of providing for the ''conditioning' •· o:E Prudhoe Bay gas to

2629

ceet piepline requirements.

2630

Significantly, it is the gas trnns;>ission system o·•nets/

2631

that will dictate the gas pressure and quality

2632

at the inlet of the gas conditioning facilties.

2633

1971 study,

263!1-

conditioning facilities could exceed S1. 8 billion; ho·•ever,.

2635

these costs cannot be accurately detercined until the

2636

pipeline design has been completed.

2637

should be considered as part of the transportation costs,

2638

and not charged against the wellhead price as they are not

2639

charged against the 'vellhead price in the lower 48 States.

2640

~e

esti~ated

require~ents

Based on a

that the cost of gas handling and

In any event, they

Let me turn now to the guestion of the financial analysis
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and conclusions of the Pcesident•s decision.
The

Pr~sident•s

decision requires that the ••successful

26~3

applicant shall pcovide for private financing of the

26~~-

project, and shall make .the final arrangements foe all del::t

26~5

and equity financing prior to the· initiation of

26~6

construction.••

26~7

The decision also specifies that:

"The successful applicant shall exclude and prohibit

26~8

producers_of signficant anounts of Alaskan gas or their

26~9-

subsidiaries and affiiiates from participati:lg in the

2650

ownership of the Alaska nautral gas

2651

except that such producers ~ay rpc7idi guarantees for

2652

project

2653

not be equity

265~

voting paver in the project, have any role in the oanagement

2655

or operations of the project, have any continuing financial

2656

obligation in relation to debt guarantees associated with

2657

initial project financing after the project is completed and

2658

the tariff is put into effect, or impose conditions on the

2659

guarantees of project debt permitted above vhich may give

debt~

tr~ns~ortation

system,

The afocesaid producers of Alaskan gas nay
ne~bers

of the sponsoring

consortiu~,

have any

615
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2660

rise to com,etitive abuse, including paver to veto pro-

2661

competitive policies.••

2662
2663
266~

Snch· li.Ioitations are unprecedented in any financial
transaction that we have ever encountered.
Atlantic Richfield does not view the prospect of financia

2665

participation in an Alaskan gas transportation systen as an

2E66

attractive investment opportunity for our

2 667

llr. Roncalio.

2 668

Mr.

Golds~ith.

fro~

co~pany.

Understatement of the day.
So

~e

are not disturbed economically by

2669

being excluded

2670

concerned that the judgmental theorizing of the Defartrnent

2671

of Justice influenced the President's decision.

2E72

the price o£ Alaska gas below the price of other

2673

domestically produced gas, whether by compulsory

267~

participation in financing, price regulation or the

2575

imposition of conditioning costs upon the State and

2676

producers, would constitute unprecedented dicrinination

2677

against a single State and its gas froducers.

2678

The President's

equity participation, but we are deeply

deL~sion

To reduce

has the announced objective of
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2679

p~acing

2680

sponsors, the producers and the State of

2681

testified tc.

2682

the risk of

noncomp~etion

682

on the projection
A~aska,

as was

It suggests that such risk. is minimal and that Alaskan

2683

producers and the State of Alaska can bear·it withcnt

2684

detriment and for a ••relatively s3all'' fee.
I

2685

Addditionally, the· !?resident's decision explicit·ly. reject

2686

any possibility of Pederal financial assistance for the

2687

project.

2688

fer the denial cf

2689

l?er~i~

ne to comment on the decision's rationale
Federa~

financial assistance.

First, the decision concludes that, even though the risk
nonco~pletion

2691

such risk on the taxpayers.

2692

project debt would, as a

2693

risk of

2694

'olould be llithout cost to the taxpayers.

nonco~~lation

it

wou~d

of

2695

is

mini~a~

2690

be inequitable to place

Government guarantees of

practica~

certainty, eliminate any

and it follows that such guarantees

The second basis for denying Federal financial assistance
th~t

the decision

ccnc~uded

2696

lias

that the government should

2697

not perform the critical risk assessment function

ncrma~ly

617
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2699

performed by priv;te lenders.

This seems to me

2699

contradictory in view of the risk assessment made by the

2700

President's report which I have just outlined.

2701

larger risks in this project are governmental in nature and

2702

cannot be resolved by private concerns.

In fact,. the

2703

Third, although the decision recognizes that Federal

270~

guarantees would result in lower interst rates at miniaal

2705

risk and no cost to the taxpayer, such reduction hcwever is

2706

deemed undesirable since it would yield an ''artificially

2707

low price for gas. • •

2709

Here again, we find a paradox since the policies of the

2 709

Federal Power

2710

successfully oaintained

271T

gas•• for over 20 years and deregulation which vould permit

2712

gas prices to rise above their ''artificially loY'' level is

2713

opposed by the administration.

2714

Co~mission

under the 3atural Gas Act have
~n

••artificially low price for

Alaska gas delivered to the lover 49 states will be costl1

2715

in any event.

2716

estimated that the combination of tariff, conditioning· cost __-.:.1..

Prior witnesses before these committees have

618
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2717

and gas price could well exceed S3,40 per lief (1975

2718

dollars).

2719

By the time the gas is delivered in 1983 or thereaftec th

2720

tariff is going to be considerably higher in these dcllarsp

2721

and

2722

wages don• t increase with inflation, notably reti::ed people

2723

and congressmen.

272~

~any

people in this country face the problem that their

I believe that government guarantees could lover interest

2725

costs on a projected S10 billion of debt pr therefcre as

2726

much a 5300

2727

of $6.6 billion on the average 22-year life of a 30-year

2728

bond issue.

2729

transportation ccsts of 30 cents to 40 cents per cillion Etu

2730

for the Acerican consumer.

2731

the tariff rate is at its peak, this could be pa:::ticularly

2732

critical.

2733

F~urth,

~illion

7his

per year reduction in tariff, cr a total

~auld

resul~

in a redaction in

During the initial years when

it is claimed that the incentive for efficiant

2734

management cf the project would be reduced by Federal

2735

financial assistance.

If so, the same result would flow

619
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2736

from p-roducer: guarantees, especially since the producers

2737

would be denied the oppor:tunity to attempt to corr:ect

2738

il!Oana·gemen·t

2739

/de f"l.CleDci.es
.
.

Fifth, it is

clai::~ed

or cos t

ovei:I:uns.
I

that the govern:nent would be in

2740

conflicting roles if it guaranteed as vell as regulated the

2741

project.

27Q.2

regulatopry agencies to exercise less than optimum

2743

supervision of design, construction and operation of t.he

2744

system vhether or: not govern:nental guarantees were

2745

particularly after the

2746

r doubt that Congress would.

per~it

the Federal

/

testi~ony

~ade

and

today.

Sixth, and finally, it is believed that providing Federal

2747

assist~nce

2748

precedent.

2749·

require:nents of the Alaskan natural gas transportation

2750

system should refute any possibility of Federal completion

2751

guarantees being cited as a precedent.

2752

artificial econc:nic envir:on,ent, away from the marketplace,

2753

created by go7ernment regulation of gas prices and pipeline

2754

r~tnrns

to this project vould set

~a

n3desirable

I suggest that the uniqueness of the financial

and also involving a foreign

Here ve have an

governm~nt;
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Our analysis indicates that over 50 percent of the total

2756

projected tariff represents the cost of money after

2757

allowance for Federal income taxes.

2758

completion guarantees would insure financing of the project

2759

and significantly reduce the

2760

the taxpayer, I do not understand why it is not being

2761

considered.
I~

2762

ulti~ate

addition to the importance of

Accordingly, if Federal

tariff without cost to

mini~izing

the interest

27E3

cost, 11e shoul·d consider the applicant• s ability to obtain

2764

the debt capital required on the basis of project financing

2765

alone.

27€6

Alcan

2767

u.s.

2768

banks and $1 billion from Canadian lenders.

2769

Osing Alcan•s $9.7 billion cost, before overruns,
esti~at~s

it vill have to raise over SS.S billion from

institutional lenders, plus about $1 billion from o.s.

Even without prospective overruns, the capacity of capita

2770

markets for a single project financing 11ill be severely

2771

stretched and perhaps exceeded.

2772

if borrowers can repay whether or not a project is coopleted

2773

or successful, or if

len~ers

Lenders provide funds only

are assured by others who can

621
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277~

and will pay in place of the borrowers, neither: element of

2775

cr:edit extension is cur:r:ently present in the Alcan financing

2776

plan.

2777

Regardless of the estimated degr:ee of the noccmpleticn'

2778

r:isk, the magnitude o£ the contemplated liability is

2779

staggering and necessarily open end9d.

2780

complete assurance that, even i f we ver:e never called upon

2781

to per:for:m, the

2782

Ar:co•s financial statel!lents disclosing the existence of a

2783

contingent liability of such potential iwpact <ould

278~

adversely affect our bond caring and would be detr:icental

2785

both to our: ability to borr:ow

2796

interest that would be r:equir:ed upon any borrowings that we

2787

were able tc

2788
2789

~er:e

I can state with

presence of the required footnote to

~oney

and to the rate of

secure~

Mr:. Dingell.

You ar:e talking about if yon would appear a

guacantocs in whole or in par:t of the pipeline.

2790

Mr:. Goldsmith.

2791

If Atlantic Richfield wer:e to take on completion

Yes, sir.

27921 guacantees it could, with one eri.sting debt of $3.5 billion,

98-069 0 -78 - 40
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v

2793

place us in defanlt of an existing bond indenture, and it

279~

would

2795

today and added to our existing $3.5 billion of debt place

2796

us in default of an existing bond indentor~, trigger

279T

acceleration of roughly $1 billion of e.risitng obligations

2798

and exceed the debt limits

2799

incorporation related to preferred

stock~

2800

If Atlantic Richfield were to

co~~it

./

today~

if

~e

~ere

called to on or such guarantees

per~itted

by our articles of

its

li~ited

finaocia 1

2801

capacity to pipeline debt guarantees it would advantage our

2902

co<11petitor:s, the other gas pr:oducer:s in

2803

both pr:esent and fatnr:e,

280~

guar:antee

2905

to fund its

2906

pr:odnction, refining and

2807

r:ednced, to the detri~ent ·of the nation's ener:gy supply and

2808

to the detr:iment of our shar:eholder:s.

2809

p~oject

debts.

?ri~ar:y

.~laska

and Canada,

who ar:e not likewise compelled to
~lso,

Atlantic Richfield's ability

functions--oil and gas explcr:ation,
car:keting--~ould

be signfiicantly

I see no possible cir:cumstance under vhich Atlantic

2910

Richfield vculd be able to commit its assets to the type cf

2811

debt guar:antees pr:oposed to be str:nctured under: the
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President's decision.
There is urgency to arriving at a viable solution since,

281~

as indicated by the testimony before these committees from

2815

the chairman of Alcan, any upfront delay will prevent

2816

delivery of Canadian gas as. planned for the 1979-1980

2817

heating season, one of the attractions of this project.

2818

I fear that there is a substantial likelihood of delay

/

281~

because the sponsors oay be uanble to raise the encr2ons

2820

sums required under a financing plan which currently lacks

2821

sufficient credit support.

2822

politieal and regulatory risks created by governments, and

2823

i t would seem appropriate that the

282~

~inimizing

This project faces foraidable

govern~ent

assist in

these risks.

2825

r have shared with you the concerns of ny company

2826

regarding decisions yet to be oade by the Congress and the

2827

regulatory

2828
2829
2830

~gencies.

Nov permit me to oake two suggestions that are not in the
snboitted testimony.
I believe that

~ajar

nncertainites can be promptly
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2831

resolved if the Federal Energy Regulatory commission vould

2832

undertake immediate action in two areas--gas pricing and

2833

project financing.
For

283~

~ore

than 2 years my company has urged the uniform

2835

application of nationwide regulation to all producing

2836

States, including Alaska.

2837

action is filed as an exhibit to my.vritten statement.

2838

Pending

2839

th~

2840

enact~ent

FERC should

I policies

Our petition requesting such

of a national energy plan, we believe that

i~mediately

extend existing

nation~ide

to llaslca so that the State of Alaska, the pipeline
producers and potential gas purchasers, will tE

2841

applicant~

2842

able to

2843

productionr sale and transportation of AlasKan gas.

284~

2BU5

2946

~ake

econo~ic

decisions concerniag

th~ir

rcle in the

May I suggest that Congress should be assured that Alaslca
is not singled out for discri8inatory rate treatment.

Additicnally, the FERC should

deter~ine

whether or net

2847

recommended project can be financed as currently Froposed

2848

without comfletion guarantees by the producers or the

2849

govern~ent.

If not, the PEac should promptly inform these

th~
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so that othec accangrnenets can be made.

lie cespectfully suggest that these committees appcove the

2852

Pcesident 1 s cecommendation but cequice the FERC to cepoct

2853

back to the Congcess no latec than 6

285~

its appcoval, to infoca the Congcess as to the

2855

financiability of the pcoject and, absent legislaticn, the

2856

steps

2857

nationwide policies to the State of Alaska.

2858

the ccrnmission has not satisfactocily cesolved these issues,

2859

these

2 86 0

be taken •.

~hich

co~mission

the

co~mittees

can

t~err

~onths

fco~

has taken to extend its

detecoine

~hat

If at that tine

further steps

2961

Thank you foe youc.

2862

~c.

2863

You have given us an iopressive statement,

286~

Ouc next panel

Dingell.

the date of

tir.~e.

Thank you very much.

~embec

is

~c.

~r.

~illec.

2865
2866

STATE~~NT

C? JOHN R, MILLER

2867
2868

[The full

ne~d

~tate~ent

of John H.

~illec

follows:]

Goldsmith.
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Ny name is John R. Miller.

I am vice

2872

president of Finance and Planning for The Standard Oil

2873

Company •.

287~

I am pleased to appear here today in response to your
com~entary

2875

request for

on several issues which are relevant

2876

to the subject cf transportation of natural gas

2877

North Slope of Alaska to markets in the lower 48 States.

2878

These issues are:

fro~

the

2879

Prudhoe aay gas reserves and their dalivarability;

2880

Gas processing or conditioning facilities;

2881

Gas sales contracts and pricing;

2882

Producer pariticpation in the financing of gas

2983

a~d

transporaticn facilities.

2884.

Sohio has previously cade lmown its position on these

2885

issues in reo;ponsa to various congressional questionnaires

2886

and in the course of Federal Power

2887

relating to this subject.

2888
2889

CoQ~ission

I vill submit for the record a written

proceedings

state~ent

addressing each of these issues, but vill limit cy remarks

628
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2890

tbday to the issue of producer participation in the

2891

financing of such transportation facilities, an issue on

2892

which r have personal knowledge and which I feel reasonably

2893

qualified to discuss in detail.
Sohio' s financial condition is unique

2894

Slope

the major

To the extent that producer

2895

~orth

2896

participation in the financing of a gas

2 897

is critical to your deliberations, I believe that yen should

2898

be awqre of Schio•s limitations in this regard.

2899

I

par~icipants.

a~ong

tr~nsmission

system

Sabia's current estimate of proven gas :c:eser:ves oft e

2900

entire Prudhoe oil pool

2901

trillion cubic feet of solution gas and 16.9 trillion cubic

29021

feet of gas-cap gas.

2903

provide that we will have production participation of

290 <l

approximately 5-3.2 percent in the oil rim and approxicately

2905

1!!.28 percent in the gas cap, in each case before deduction

2906

of the royalty interest of the State of Alaska.

2907

Sohio's interest in gross gas production will approximate 27

2908

percent of the total proven Prudhoe Bay gas reserves.

a~d

its associated gas cap is 8.5

The Prudhoe Bay unit

agree~ents

Thus,.
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2909

Mr.

What is the Alaskan royalty on that gas?

2910

l!r. !Iiller.

2911

In the· early 1970's, Sabia was a participant in the

That is one eighth,

12-1/2 percent.

2912

Northwest Project study Group, a predecessor to the Gas

2913

Arctic Project, one of the unsuccessful applicants for

291~

certificates to construct a pipeline for the transfortation

2915

of North Slcpe gas.

2916

Our intention as a membei:" of this study group. was made

2917

known from the start--that is, to participate only in the

2918

study phase of the project

2919

gas transmission business.

2920

intention 'Jhe>n it withdrew

2921

~ith

no desire to enter into the

Sohio reiterated its original
fro~

the project in 1974.

At that tine, the study phase had

dr~wn

to a clcse, and

2922

the Gas Arctic Project was preparing to file applications

2923

with the Federal Power ComGission in the United States and

2924

the National Energy Board in Canada to certificate this

2925

project.

2926
2927

On

~arch

7, 1974, Sohio notified the other participants in

the study group of car decision to withdraw.

oar letter
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our intention stated, among other things:

••The size of the project has brought us to a point of
concern~

~he

~rticipants

2930

real

in the study group have

2931

reocgnize~that

2932

to finance and build the project will probably include a

2933

number but not necessarily all of these companies, and

293~

probably include some companies not

2935

fact, the participation in the project nay well be

2936

determined by a company's success in obtaining gas contracts

2937

fer Arctic gas.

2938

co~panies

2939

part and perhaps all of the funds necessary to construct the

29~0

project, Sohio feels very strongly that in order to

29~1

project fully viable, both the Canadian and the

29~2

Govern~ents

29~3

to satisfy the guarantees on

2guu

lenders vill require.

2945

be

29~6

ccntinuing basis, even though the exact extent of

the companies that ultimately band together

no~

~ill

participating.

In

~

~ill

~bile

the~selves

~ust

co~~unicated

it is likely that this group of
be able to raise a substantial

~ake

the

o.s.

act as backstops or insurers to the project
co~pletion

and operation which

Sohio feels that this concept should

to both governments from the outset and on a
govern~ent
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29U7

participation cannot be determined until the group of

29UB

cc~panies

29U9

construction of the pipeline system is known..

2950

belief that failure to commence dialogue with the two

2951

governments involved very early will ultimately lead to

2952

significant delay of the project.
11

2953

~e

which will actually undertake the financing and
It is our

recognize that some coopanies in the study

grou~

295U

not share our view and that most would prefer to leave the

2955

project entirely in the private sector.

•e certainly would

2956

agree with the latter pcint as a general

rule~

2957

this project, hcwever,

2958

fir~ly

2959

essential and th,t it wculd be a serious error not to

2960

apprise our governments of this fact from the

2961

~akes

The size cf

that unrealistic and Sohio

believes that some government participation is

Mr. Roncalio.

beginning~' 1

The most asounding hearings I have ever ru

2962

into in my 61 years on earth, asking the government to step

2963

in.

It is unbelievable.
Mr. Miller.

2965

cay

Perhaps we can indicate why we take that

position in this particular instance.
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29E6

~r.

2967

Br. Killer.

Roncalio.
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Surely.
Fallowing our withdrawal from the study

2968

group, Sohio's posture with respect to the Gas Arctic

2969·

Project and similar proposals can be best characterized as

2970

one of simply

297T

however, we have been asked to review our position •ith

2972

regard to participation in the financing of a transportation

2973

system for North Slope gas.

297~

remains the

297S

circu~stances

2976

en our part.

2977

~onitoring

sa~e~

developments..

From

ti~e

to time,

Our postion on this matter

however,. ahd ve foresea no change in

which would result in a different conclusion

He are vel!

~vare

of the financial burdens ccwoensurate

2978

vith projects of the gagnitudee

2979

Slope gas to the lower 48 States.

2980

oil interests in the Prudhoe Bay field and in constructing

2981

the Trans-Alaska pipeline systew, or TAPS as it is commonly

2982

referred to, tankers and other related facilities tc

2983

transport North Slope crude oil to market, ve are,

2984

initially, investing an aggregate acount of approximately

req~red

to transport Harth

In developing our crude
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2985

S6.2 billion.

2986

To

p~ovide

perspective on the relative magnitude of this

2987

requirement, Sohio•s total assets

2988

involvet~ent

2989

billion.

2990

represents an

2 991

I

our

I

undertaking which is severely taxing

credit capacity to say the least •.

exter:nal sources vitn the

being supplied

fr:o~

re~aining

the sale of

ra date, ve have borrowed

cc~~on

funds

internal cash gener:ation from existing
approxi~ately

oillion and have raised approxinately $136 Qillion

t~.s

~hrough

stock.

To provide protection for their investce~ts, and to

2 999

3000

enor~ous

frat~

i operations.

9971

2998

Thus, the S6. 2 billion program being financed

related projects, about S5.2 billion is being

obtained

29951

2

prior to our

in th<i! !forth Slope of Alaska were under $1

corpor:a~e

~lasKa

2993

2996

im~ediately

Of the S6.2 billion of initial development costs of our

2992

29911

699

minimize tne degree of risk to which they

~re

exposed,

3001 1 lenders to Sohio have i"posed stringent restrictions upon
co~p&dy ~hich,

3002

the

3003

a~ount

aoong other thingsi establishes a

~aximu~

of indebtedness that can be incurred for development
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300~

of our Alaska related projects and limits the amount of

3005

indebtedness that can be incurred for other purposes prior

3006

to the completion, as defined in the governing agreements,

3007

or TAPS-

3008

Indebtedness is broadly defined by these agreements to

3009

include substantially all financial obligations of Sohio and

3010

its subsidiaries including balance sheet debt, leases,

301T

charters, debt of other parties secured directly or

3012

indirectly by

3013

financing

301~

guara~tees,

agree~ents

throughout agree@ents or sicilar

of Sahio or its subsidiaries.

?or the tine period folloving completion of

T~PS

until

3015

1998, at which ti~e relevant restrictions will be re~oved by

3016

the final

3017

prohibited

3018

debt beyond a prescribed ceiling.

3019

a

3020

be incurred if, as a result, total debt would exceed:

3021
3022

~a~imum

~)

repay~ent

fro~

of the associated debt, sahio is

incurring additional direct debt or funded

debt-to-equity

This ceiling is based an

rela+~onship

vherein debt

~ay

50 percent of capitalization if such debt is

daring the first year folloving TAPS completion,

not
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3025
3026
3027

~)
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55 percent of capitalization if the debt is incurred

during the second year, and
(c)

50 percent of capitalization if the debt is incurred

thereafter.
Together,. the pre-co.,pletion and post-coG!pletion
desig~ed

3028

covenants, although restrictive, were

3029

reasonabla flexibility to permit us to

3030

financing of our planned projects vhile also providing

3031

~azicum

protection of the lenders•

to frovide

co~plete

the

invest~ent.

3032

Opon full completion of the initia 1 development of. the

3033

Prudhoe Eay oil field and the construction of TAPS, tankers

303~

and the other related facilities necessary for producing and

3035

transporting Hortb Slope

3036

debt is expected to be in excess of 75 percent of

3037

capitalizaticn.

3038

cr~de

oil to

~arket,

Sohio's tctal

Thus, we will be prohibited from borrowing additional
We

esti~ate

3039

funds at that time.

that a period of at least 5

3040

years must elapse before the debt-to-equity relaticnship

3041

will be reduced to a level that would permit any significant
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30~2

nev debt incurrence.

30~3

that point in time represents only the technical ability to

30~~

borrow fonds within the constraints of the debt convenants.

3045

Any such

borro~ing

702

capacity created at

Our current financial plans, vhich management considers

3046

prudent, contemplate that our debt as a percent of total

3047

capitalization •ill be reduced to and maintained at a

3048

traditional level in the long term.

3049

that the company not expose itself to a continuing policy of

3050

borro•ing to the

3051

the investment

3052

so.

3053

li~its

coo~unity

~ore

Prudence would dictate

of its legal debt capacity even if
would continue to

per~it

it to do

During the post-completion period, the definition of

3054

funded debt contained in our covenants incorporates, with a

3055

SSO million aggregate exemption, guarantees of debt of other

3056

parties in which Sohio does not have an equity interest and

3057

guarantees of debt of other parties in which sohio does have

3058 · an equity interest to the extent such guarantee exceeds
3059
3060

Sohio's equity interest on a precentage basis,
Thus, sohio, as an outside party, vould not be capable of
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3 061

providing an underlying guarantee of the debt obligations of

30 62

a gas trans>ortation system so long as its deb-to-equity

3063

relationship

3064

e~ceeds

the limtis discussed earlier.

If Sohio held an egnity interest in a projectr certain

3065

forms of financial cbligations conld be incurred even though

3 066

the incurrence of direct debt is prchibitied; however, such

3067

additional curdens would not be advisable

3068

deliberate effort is being

3 069

debt-to-equity relationship to a level considered acceptable

3070

by th.e

3071

9anage~ent,

3072
3 073

in'les~cent

~ade

by the company to reduce its

itself.

Purther~ore,

the

invest~ent coo~nnity

value to such guarantees if they
th~m.

3075

of incnrring Gajor

3 076

be required for

3077

as this would be questionable.

3079

a time when a

col:lmunity, credit :eating agencies and

30741 be incapable of honoring

3 078

a~

commit~ents

~eaningful

consid8r~~

would _attach

littl~ 1

the ccm"any tc

Beyond any doubt, the wisdom
of the magnitude which vill

participation in a froject such

Indeed, vith the tremendous burden of our annual debt
service requirements, and the substantial additional capital

98-069 0 -78 - 41
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3080

vhich

3081

sustain production of, and

3082

oil from Prudhoe Bay, the company must preserve borrowing

3083

ability to ceet contigencies which might arise,

308~

~ill

!f~

be required to complete the development of,
~axi~ize

the ultimate recovery of

for reasons we cannot now identify, Sohio were to
for~,

3085

guarantee, in any

3086

transport North Slope gas, our

3087

contingencies associated with current endeavors would be

3088

seriously jeopardized and our ability to invest in other

3089

projects would be virtually elicinated.

abil~ty

to

~et

unforeseen

We would be compelled to preserve our financial capatilit

3090
3091

the financing of a systec to

I to

oeet potential proble01s ••hich might arise as the ,project

3092 • proce"ds..

~uch

problems can occur befor:e, during, and after

3093

construction and these potential problems are well known not

309U

only to those of us directly involved in the ccnstructicn of

3Q95

TlPS, but are equally well kncwn to the cajor lending

3096

institutions in this country.

3097
3098

In

sum~ary~

Sohio does not have the capability to provide

any meaningful financial support to a North Slope gas
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3 099

transportat~oo

3100

future,

proj~ct

We have, on prior

3101

705

oow or for a number of years in the

occasions~

o~ners

stated our concerns regardin

) 10 2

the ability of the likely

3103

the construction of such a system in the absence of

31041

govern~ental

support.

~e

of this project to finance

still believe that in order to

3105

cake any project to transport North Slope gas to

~arket

3106

the lover 48 States full? viable, the

~est,

3107

sc~e

3109

f~shion,

act as a guarantor

While ·•e believe that such

o~

govern~ent

in
in

icsorer to such a

proj~cts ~r"

generally best

3110

l"ft entitJ:"ely in tb.g pt:ivats sector, the extraordinary cost

311T

and the

3112

system cakes it

3113

coopgrate to bring this natut:al gas to

311

~

co~plexit;

of any North Slope gas

i~pet:ative

that

gover~ment

trans~i5sion

and industry

~arket.

Thank you.

3116

nL .. RoDcalio..

3117

~r.

~iller,

roue conclusions ansv12re•.i my cbEeLvation ..
Tb.ank you,
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3 118

Mr. Dingell.

3119

l!r. Dickerson.

3120

l!r. Roncalio.

3121

l'lr. Dickerson.

3122

tlr. Dingell..

3123

!lr. Roncalio.

706

Do you have a comment, Mr. Dickerson?
No, sir.
Are you with Mr. Goldsmith?
Yes._
'I he Chair yields to my good friend.

I am a little startled about what I

heard.

312~

I didn't expect any participation.

3125

among you would have come up with a statement that you Yould

3126

like to have seen the private sector get this since the

3127

financing sectors testified at our last

3128

were villing and able to raise the 10 to S12 billicn for

3129

this Froject •.

3130

like to see it done that way.

3131

Mr. Rawl.

I

had hoped that someone

~eeting

that they

If it doesn't put a strain on the!D I vould

Mr. Chair£Dan, I would certainly exfect and lik
~e.

3132

to see this project privately financed.

3133

that the risks to us do not seem to be physicial risks in

313~

this project.

3135

The risks we envision would appear to be regulatory kinds of

3136

risks or the stipulation~ that might be 1 includ~d or the

The gas is there.

too,

recognize

The carkets are there.
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requirements, etcetera.
lie would·then Eay that we feel strongly that i t should be
There is capital in this

3139

able- to be· privately financed.

3140

country that would probably be looking for a place to be

3141

invested.

If i t cannot be privately financed,

we think the

their
to~

3142

government eight lock

3143

this project.

3144

have had people testify from

3145

proposed builders that they felt i t could be privately

3146

fiaanced.

stipulations, etcetera, en

We hope i t vould be privately financed.
fir~s

You

that have advisEd the

We would like to accept their testiQcny on that •.

3147

~r.

3148

Barlier this week a professor from USC testifiEd any

Roncalio.

We appreciate that.

Thank you very illuch.

3149

decision on the pipeline should be delayed several years to

3150

study the oil field more carefully,

3151

there is not enough knovn now?

3152

you said you thought it was ready.

3153

llr. Rawl.

Do any of you feel

You just answered that vhen

This gentleQan recognized before the Senate

3154

Committee that he had not

3155

hired by a legislative

~ade

a

com~ittee

study.~~-~t-

He has been

in the State of Alaska.

He
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3156

has talked to our people and I ac sure soae of the other

3157

producer people on this project.

3158

as

3159

sub~itted.

Ia conclusion, I

feel he has just taken a position that i '

Since .the
is a very large oil field and a very large gas field.
~~~~

3160
3161

I have read his testimony

industry does
nov kno~ ,..,-,...J,-..;:--g-u.e.so--._-Q-1-J..-~<:g.B<i.. ;;e hov to get 100

I; net

3162

and gas
he
percent of the oil/cut of the ground;, ~e

3163

suggesting

3164-

the gas in the ground. to

3165

guarantee you ve have a strong feeling about getting·'!"!..,_- the

see~s

that-a-~+~-~-i:±-i:s-"'e"i"'! 7

~ake

to be

lle ought to keep

done
sure nothing is/lirong.

I

maximum
maxir:mm
3166 Vail out of the ground and certainly ~±± thejgas out of the
I

3167

1

ground.

3168

1

have studied it.

11e have studied this field.

T!lese other co:npanies

The State has had studiesj

made.
Obviously,. in

316<J.-

the earlier production life of a field there are

3170

uncertainties, but there are plans made that if water has to

3171

be injected, it llill be inj9cted in a tin9ly fashion.

3172

feel badly about that

3173

very poorly done and not based on sufficient study,

3174

Mr.

Roncalio.

testi~ony

because I

thoug~t

We appreciate the rebuttal,

sc~e

I

it vas

Perhaps the
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Sobio Qan vonld like to respond to it.

3176

Mr.

Golds~ith.

I aQ not an engineer, but ve

hav~

3177

addressed this subject and testified before the State o£

3178

Alaska on this issue.

3179

vice presidant cf production in Alaska

3~80

th• Alaskan legislation in 1976.

3181

Mi •. Roncalio.

3182

Mr.

3183
318~

Golds~ith.

a~

quoting from testimony frcm our

[The statement

insert Sa

~be

tastified before

What was his name?
Savard Slack.

this.

3185
3186

I

follows~]

I will provide copies of
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Atlantic Richfield has a high degree of

3188

confidence in its predictions of the Prudhoe Bay reservoir

3189

performance~

3190

the Prudhoe Bay modeling effort, the major elements of the

3191

model have been subjected to thorough sensitivity testing.

3192

T~at

3193

the cost effect.

This confidence stems from the fact that in

testing has been to identify those parameters that have

319~

Our t borough application of this approach and th-:

3195

subsequent fcllcv-uF vork, both field and lab, has given us

3196

a high degree of confidence in our current forecast of the

3197

Prudhoe Bay

3198

studies are adequate to demonstrate t!J.at from a reservoir

perfor~ance.

I am convinced that our present

31991 perfor:nance standpoint early gas sales .would be
3200

noninjurious.

3201

~r.

Dingell.

Did he indicate in what anount?

He

3202

indicates sales.

3203

into that. One is that the sale takes place and the other is

3204

the amount that takes place.

320 5

Nov obviously there are tvo things that go

Mr. Goldsmith.

We vere looking at

I

~2

billion a day.
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llr. Ra~l.

expert witnesses testify on that.
Mr. Dingell.

3209

l!r. Rawl.

3 210

tlr •. Dingell..

3212

cubic feet of gas per day
The $2 billion/Was included and ve had an

Yes.

3208

3211

711

si~ply

These two fields are unitized?

Yes.
Do you conteDlplate sale fro01 the gas cap or

froDI the gas dissolved in the oil?

l!r- Rawl.

lie

fee~

like the gas produced vith the oil fro

3213

oil wells should be adequate in early years to satisfy this

321~

2 billion a day require!!lent.

aut~

' obviously,. as the oil is

some gas lvill be produced
· 3215

depleted in the later years

~-~br~~r-~e~}&-~a~e-~~~s-~~

from gas lvells.
3216
3217

a-~as-~~~

tlr. Dingell.
~e

;lith apologi<ls to my fri<lnd, if he would

3218

percit

3219

that yon vould like to make on this?

3220

~r.

to continue.

~iller

Mr. !Iiller, do yon have a ccmment

No, I don't think there is anything I can add

3221

to your understanding.

3222

co!!lments are not valid.

I have no reason to think that their

flaring
3223
3i24

~r.

Roncalio.

goodness sakes?

You are not

~~Gfr~~&~

any gas are you, for

I
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3225

l!r.

3226

Mr. Roncalio.

3227

l!r •. Rawl-

3228

Mr. Roacalio

3229

Mr-

Rav~.

712

llo, sir.
It

wil~

be reiajected?

Yes, si.r.

Raw~.

How long caa you reiaject?

lie can reiaject for as long as we have to.

As.

3230

when
were
some of you kaow, ;nany years ago '!lte;oe-..,a-s-oil aad gasjioand

3 231

i.n this. country /a ad·cN~-!!ta-a-r-yee?S we had no

3232

rexas aad we returaed the gas to the gas cap.s in many fields
with no damage to the reservoirs.

there was little market for the gas

3233

1\r- Roacalio.

f~are

orders .
,/i>f-f-i-c-e-

in

All prior witnesses testified that the

3234.

coaditioas ia Alaska will aecessitate the construction of a

3235

plaat.

3236

without ambivalence let us know that yon canaot and will not

3237

pay for any of it, it ;nust be done by the .transporting arm

3238

of the iadustry.

3239

negotiatioa oa it?

32~0

product and gives us control of the by-products at the

32~1

conditioning plaat?

32~2

Mr. Rawl.

32~3

You geatleaea this corning most certainly and

Is that irrevocable?

Can't there be soae

It oakes possible the sale of your

Mr. Chairman, ve as a group, the producers,

have iavested in the Prudhoe project roughly $12 billion.

I
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3244

can give you more numbers foJ:" the record if you would like.

3245

the producers
lie envision that ,YG-11 will have maybe a total of $23 billion

3246

~~~fl~

3247

including conditioning facilities or a pipeline.

invested
in this field through depletion.

That is not

that
Exxon feels

32118

~±~e.

here we haye an industry· that is a large

3249

industry, the gas transmission industry.

Thay have a narrow

3250

focus.

3251

provide gas

3252

project that the gas transmission industry would be core

3253

in
stated.
than happy to put....,. as the:r have Fa-..:-'h

Their principal reason for doing business is to
trans~ission.

This would seem to us to be a

as
The· purpose;;' ;r have oe!ltioned in my testimony, and these

3254
3255

otheJ:"

3256

efficient

3257

that

3258

that the comMittee look at the type of regulation that they

3259

have had ever the years that pnts them in such dire

3260

financial straits that when they have work to do, they

3261

cannot get the credit to do the

3262

feel about that.

gentleD~an

ga~

have,. too, of conditioning is to provide an

transmissi.on project.

I guess

~y

feeling is

the pipeline companies
find they cannot finance it, I vould

if~

work~

reconz~end

I guess that is how I
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!lr~

3263

Roncalio.

71~

I know ho"· you feel about that, but I vish

326~

there vas scae way I could have you appreciate the other

3265

side of that coin and

3266

deregulation thing.

3267

apart.

3268

construction develop any new or· untested technology of the

3269

nature of your gas or is it just another conditioning plant?

3271

no~

3272

~e

difficult it is to wrestle· this

It is beginning to tear this country

If it can be financed by the Al-Can Company, will

Mr- Rawl.

3270

how~

I don't want to tie up this microphone, but,

we don't feel like there is anything new in this regard.
will be more stringent than
conditioning
in a normal climate
do feel that the/require~ents for the gas~because as_
(

~n

3273

mentioned the pipeline will be

3275

o-:1:,~.

3276
3277

llr •. Roncalio.
~cf

the

permafros~.~~~

Did I hear anything other: than 90 cents fJe-

on that?
~r.

3 278

~~~~

Rawl.

That 90 cents was an escalated figure.

i: tria·

3279

to keep up with all the figures in the President's decision

3280

and

3 281

d
in the President's decision
a figure
figure ,co01pare;i to 30 c en ts.i, -'!'t ,is pr::otably -<>1:-~-~/ like

sc~e

are escalated and some are not.

The nonescalated
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611 cents.

3293

~~.

Roncalio

thank yon,

32811.

~r.

Dingell.

Mr. Meeds?

3285

M~.

Meeds.

Gentleman, I

~r.

a~

Chair~an.

.sorry that I did cot get to

3286

hear all of your prepared testiiaony.

3287

end of th3 testimony by

3288

it all.

328 9

straight.

3290

Is I

11~.

I just came in at the

Miller • . So I didn't get to hear

If I oissed something, I hope you vill set me

heard the end of your testimony, !1r.

Mille~,

i t was

3291

that you were not exactly pleading poverty but at least the

3292

in~bility

3293

time.

]29

~ .I

to contribute very

subst~ntially

~t

the present

Is that the thrust of your testimony?
~r.

Miller.
ter~s

Yes, I think sa.

Basically the message

3295

have in

3296

transmission

3297

just are not going to be in a position to undertake any

3298

substantial additional financial requirements far. a number

3299

of years.

3300

~e

of our ability to participate in a gas
syste~

llr. !leeds.

is that financially we cannot do sa.

I hoped that vas not the thrust of Mr.

Re

Ravl's
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3301

tes.timony.

3302

se~ing

3303

trash can over there.

3304-

1577,

3305

twice what you had in 1972.

3 30 6

716

I didn't get to hear that.

I happen tc remember

something in the morning paper.

I dug one out of the

~xxon

·~r.

I see that in the first six months of

had profits of $1,220,000,000 which vas almost

Bawl.

Is that relatively correct?

I don't remember the

1

72 figure.

You are

first 6 months of 1977
3307

certainly ccrrect on the

3308

tlr. 11eeds.

3309

~r.

3310

l!r. !:leeds.

3311
3312

Bawl.

~~~/figure.

.

/

So you are ont pleading poverty?
No,

sir~

our credit is very good.

It is the

govern~ent

regulation that

totb~rs

yon, right?
llr. aawl

It is that

pl~s

we really- do feel that despite

3313

the fact that ve are more than viable financially, we are

3314-

spending a lot cf money.

3315

States last year our earnings were about $1.2 billion but we

3316

spent about 52.4 billion.

3317

S2.4 billior..

3318

next four years onr capital expenditures will be about $22

3319

billion.

F
~~-~~ ~or exaople~

in the Onited

and exploration
Our capital/expenditures "ere

The corporation has also stated that over the
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I statEd that the total field here vill need another +;l-e .

3321

$11 billion expended on it.

3322

businesses that ve have expertise in and ve aie not in the

3323

interstate gas transmission business.

332~

testified before these

3325

pipeline.

3326

Mr.

We feel like ve are in

com~ittees

There are people vho

that vant to build this

We are more than delighted to have the<a do it.
~eeds.

You vera testifying here about not, as I

3327

understanQ it, not wanting to participate in any way in the

3328

conditioning cf the gas to get it ready for trans<aission; is

3329

that correct?

3330

~r.

~a~l

3331

~r.

Heeds.

3332

e!llighten ce.·

Is that the general

3333

the lover 48?

Do the producers net contribute to the

3334

conditioning?

3335

~r.

Bawl

Yes, that is correct.
!

a~

a neophyte about this so perhaps you can
'<~ay

this is handled in

Over the years it has varied, of course.
per~itted

Eut i

3336

recent years the Federal Po..,er Commission has

3337

pipeline companies to include these conditioning facilities

3338 ·in their rate base.

tha

For example, in recent discoveries and
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3339

developments in

3HO

pipeline co11panies would put conditioni-ng facilities on the

33~1

producers• platforms and they would build and ovn those

33~2

facilities and, of course, the connecting pipelines to the

33~3

interstate

33~4

the Gulf of Mexico, the

syste~.

ar. Meeds.

~auld

you say that most of these facilities

334-5

are owned by the transmission cotapanies or oore of the

33~6

conditioning facilities are owned by the 9roducers in the

33~7

United States generally?
tlr. RawL.

I am afraid I cannot answer that.

33~9

years they have essentially all been o·Jned by

3350

companies but I can •t answer your question.

335l

Hr~

Meeds.

3352

~r.

Goldsmith.

Can you

In recent

trans~ission

ans~er?

There has never been a conditioning 9lant

3353

or capital requirement for conditioning anything like what

335U

we are facing in the State of Alaska, so this is entirely

3355

new and different when you are talking about the cost.

3356
3357

Mr. Brc·Jn.
terms?

Could you expand on that and give me relative

Excuse !!Ia, Lloyd.
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~r.

3358
3359

~eeds.

I wil1 ask

hi~

You ask him questions when it is your turn an
my questions.

Mr. Golds11ith.

3360

719

Go ahead, please.

There is nothing to parallel this fro11 th

3361

past.

3362

are 30 cents as the administration talked about or 60 to 90

3363

cents, I think that that cost should in the case cf llaska

336~

be treated the sa11e as it is in the case of the lcwer

3365

States, added tc the wellhead price.

~hat

~ow

3366

we were talking about in the costs, whether they

~8

as to vho owns and finances the conditioning plant,
o~itted

3367

al·l three of the competing pipeline projects

3368

capital costs of the conditioning plants in the capital

3359

estimates they provided you.

3370

that plant.
~r.

3371"

~obody

the

has planned to finance

This is of great concern to us.

~eeds.

That is really why I am asking the question.

3372

If it is the custom for the producer to do that, then I

3373

would think that they were totally justified in omitting

337~

that.

3375

should have added it.

3376

find cut.

If it is the custom for them to do it, then they

98-069 0 - 78 - 42

That is really what I am trying to
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We would say it is not a custcm.

Atlanti

3378

Richfield has written to both Secretary Schlesinger and to

3379

President Carter, this was a number of months ago.

3380

stated that we had absolutely no interest in participating

3381

in the financing of the pipeline.

3332

to be of as 3uch assistance as possible to bring this gas to

3383

production and without in any way cotuitting any ether North

338~

Slope producer, that we would consider assisting in the

3385

financing of the conditioning plant and we would help

3386

construct it and operate it or whatever, provided it is

3387

regulated separately from the pipelines because the Justice

3388

Depart~ent

3389

and providing there is some

3390

contract carrier or some other regulated rate of return

3391

concept that will provide a fair return and one that you can

3392

rely on.

3393

we received from the ICC .in the case of the Trans Alaskan

3394

oil pipeline.

3395

~e

lie

did indicate, trying

told us we cannot own anything of the pipeline

That

~eans

syste~,

a common carrier or

we cannot rely on the kind of treatment

Our expressed interest to the President and Secretary
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3396

Schlesinger on the conditioning of the plant has been diamed

3397

because of what happened to us before the ICC.

3398

can find a regulatory system we can rely on, that would be

3 399

different.
Mr.

3400

~eeds.

If Congress

If I could summarizer then, it is my

3401

understanding that you are still prepared to live up to your

3402

wordr assuming they can find a

3403

CO<llfortable to function?

3LI04-

llr.

Goldse~ith.

3405

Mr.

~eeds.

3406

Mr.

~iller.

syste~

under which you feel

Yes •.

Is that the same for the other pecple hera?
It is my understanding that it does go both

3407

~ays

3408

in negotiation as to who did it and how they were

3409

coopensated for undertaking that •.

in the lower 48.

3410

~r.

~eeds.

3 411

~r.·

Ravl.

3412
3~13

3414

think that is going to be a subject

Mr. Rawl?
!Ia, we don't feel like we should plan to

participate in this.
sales

I

ie had four contracts signed for gas

1975

-&'><l-1:-e back· in -1-s..:l4..

At that

tie~e

the gas

co~panies

had

agreed to include this in their part of this project.

Now
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3415

everything is subject to negotiation

3416

you just have tc look at that.
Mr~

341 T

722

obviously~

but I

think

It seems to me--and I am just a necphyte looki lg

Meeds
t~e

3418

at it--under

worst possible circumstances to your

3419

companies out there we are talking about $20 billion at

3420

wellhead.

3 421

:lr~ Golds:~~ith •.

3422

Mr~

tleeds.

Investment?
retur~

No, $20 billion in

circu~stance,

3423

the wellhead at the worst possible

3424

ne~

3425

to participate in some of the capital

3426

be necessary to nake that ccme true.

3427

foe your product at
it seems to

Therefore, it seems to oe that you ought to te prepared

Mr. Rawl.

invest~ent

that might

Of course, that S20 billion, you understand,

that

is

not income.
There is a

3428

~r-.-~""'l:s-,/you are talking about/reoenue ,few.,

3q29

let of cost!

3430

Gooernment gets one third----

associated with it.

The State gets one third and the Federal

3431

Mr~

Meeds.

3432

Mr.

Rawl.

3433

Is that all "e get?
That is all you are getting right cow •.

knc" what might be coming.

I don•
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Mr. ~eeds.

3!!3 fl.

723

Finally-, did I understand that· y-ou gentle!llen
~l'

34-35

were questioning the financing sy-stem which at least to

3!!36

knowledge has been developed by- Loeb, Rhodes and Company,

3437

one of the tap financial companies and helped develop by the

3438

Baston Company and the Bank. of

3439

United States

344-0

President says i t is going to work and you are now telling

3 441

us it is not going to work •.

T~easury

~merica

is involved, and the

says it is going to work and the

34!!2

Do I understand that correctly?

34!!3

ttr.

344-4

The original financing plan proposed by J.l-Can when i t

Golds~ith.

l!ay I

ca~ment?

JU~S

see~ed

34~6

=cute preference reasons or political reasons or

344-7

was a financing plan based an a detailed six ?oint consumer

34U8

guarantee plan.

3449

the power of the State public utilities commissions and the

3450

Federal Paver

3451

absolutely all risks and casts an the consumer, had such a

3452

plan been legislated by Congress, then one would have to
1

to win the race among the three projects

sel~cted

far

~hateve~,

It was an all events, tariff limitation en

Cc~missian

even to change rates.

Through
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work~

3453

admit they had a financing plan that vould

3454

politically naive for them to believe that such a total

3455

bearing of risks by the consumer would be agreed to by the

3 45 6·

Congress.

3457
3458

~r.

~hades

Meeds.

and Sank

That means it is politically naive by Loeb,
A~erica

Mr~ Golds~ith.

3459

Eut it was

and other people?

In my opinion.

That was their plan and

3460.

that was vhat was being loo}(ed at by the administration at

3461

the

ti~e

3462

Ca~

got ready to testify before this caomittee r suspect,

3463

and do not

kno~,

34E4

llould sla-..

the~

3465

supported financing plan.

3466

they

see~ed

to be tapping Al-Can.

At the time Al-

that they feared that the oajor issue that
dcwn would be the issue of a consu01er-

Thereforer if. you read very carefully the testioony cade

3467

by Mark Mallard of Loeb, Rhodes before these com~ittees,

3468

did not say he had a financing plan.

3469

hoped he would be able, especially if be could get support

3470

from the State of Alaska and the producers, and we have

3~71

indicated that we can't or won't, that then be might be atle

he

He indicated that he
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tcy~

to get the money and he would want to go out and

I have talked to the senioc· lending officecs, the senioc

3474

and executive vice pcesidents of the lacgest insucance

3475 .

co~panies

3476

lacgest

3477

talked to othec investment banking

3478

considecably larger than Loeb,. Rhodes and have done a great

3479

deal of financing,. including those who are the advisers tc

3480

the two comFeting projects.

31181

people ace extcemely skaptical as to the ability cf the

3482

pcoject to cbtain the qnantity of capital required and

3483

skaptical atout making loans to i t •.
~r.

3484

in the United States.

com~eccial

~eeds.

I

I

have talked to the

banks in the United States.
fi~~s

would assume they ace skeptical.
ago~

~ith

heacd that a long time

3486

par:ticipaticin it vould make it better:,
Thank you.

3488

Ac. Roncalio.

3489

inforcation.

3490

game?

that ar:e

In all cases all of these

3485

3~87

I hav&

I

have

your help and
wouldn't it?

You made inqnicies and they volunteeced th

Was that while El Paso vas still in the ball ·
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3!!91

Mr. GoldsMith.

Yes.

3492

Mr- Roncalio.

Then that makes a difference.

3493

Mr. Goldsmith

They vere skeptical about all three

3494

projects unless there vere Federal Government guarantees of

3 495

some sort.
e~r.

3496
3497

Honcalio.

I see.

I aCI going to call on a man vith

some very tough questions for you, Mr. Brovn of Ohio.
~r.

3498
3499

~reo?

3500

proble~s

3 50 1

~r.

I

Brcvn.

~ho

gather

~xxcn

placed the debt limitations en Sabia and
does not have the same debt

that tne other
lliller.

t~o

cc~p>nies

li~itation

testified to?

llith ragard to Sohio, these debt limitations
co~pany

3502

were nagotiated and entered into by the

3503

lenders the first tine when ve placed 2rivately vith a grcup

3504

of insurance companies and pension

3505

debt.

3506

that these covenants vera agreed to.

3507
3508
3509

fu~ds

and the

51,750,000,000 of

It vas in the course of negotiating that financing

Mr. Brovn.
~xchangg

~re

those reviewed by the Securities and

Commission?

Mr. Riller

No, sir, not in this place.

This vas a
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3510

private place.

3 511

Mr. Brovn

Do you have any debt that is reviewed by the

3512

Securities and Exchange

3513

covenants?
Mr. Miller.

3514-

3515

~e

Mr. Brcvn..

3517

~r.

Com~ssion

which has those

have public debt,· but it doesn't

sa~e

incorporate those

3 516

727

things, no.

How. about Arco?

Goldscith.

Congress~an

arovn, I

spo~e

to tYo

3518

restrictions on :ttlantic Richfield.

3519

iadenture which

3520

the ?.ichfield Oil Corporation, which vas a privately-

3521

negotiated debt

3522

our tangible assets nust be 2-1/4-

3523

that

3524

debt.

guarante~s

3525

Mr.

3526

correct?

3527

tlr.

3528

~as

from one of our predecessor

instru~ent

which has this
ti~es

cc~Fanies,

li~itaticn

that

our funded debt and

of someone else's debt counts- as funded

Bro~n.

That is specifically in that

Golds~ith

which is a

One vas a debt

ccm~cn

Yes.

That vas an

ar~•s

one for lenders to cake.

li~itation;

length restriction

We are

no~

in
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·3~29

excess of that limitation in the sense that the total

3530

additiona1 aoount of money we could borrow cnti1 such time

3S3l

as out:" profits increase or our debt is reduced is about $350

3532

million.

3533

So we could not take on without violating that indenture'

353~

an open-ended guarantee that cou1d result in billions of

3535

dollars having to be borrowed against out:"

3536

re~ecber

3S37

overrun at least.

3536

that the

ad~inistration

credit~

expects a

S~

You wil1

bi11icn cost

So we are looking at $13.7 bil1ion or whatever.

That

3539

11ould pet us into defau1t in the indenture'.

3540

acceleration choices in othar debentures which say i t you

35~1"

are in default of one, they all come dee.

3 5~2

lie. have

The other thing was that the companies require a ratio of

3543

two to one in the case of our preferred stock,

3544

not amand those articles of corporation without the

3545

agreement of the preferred stock shareholders.

3546

preferred stock shareholders have no rights to convert into

3547

cocunon stock so they vould have no· motivation to at:prove a

so ve cou1d

The
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change in the

ratio~

Mr. Brown.
3 550

detri~ent.

That is a limitation blessed by the SEC or

not?

35ST

Mr. Goldsmith.

3552

~r.

3553

It vould be to their

729

Brown.

They don't get involved in blessing those.

Wellr I dLdn 1 t mean to use that word.

It is

filed with them, right?

355~

Mr. Goldsilith..

3 555"

l!r. Brown.

Yes~

What can flow from this is a shart: increase i

3556

your necessity to get financing or the necessity to dispose

3557

of the company to somebody else who can taka you over; is

3558

that correct?

3559

~~~

Golds~ith.

3560

~r.

Brawn.

3561

Mr. Goldsaith.

~ell,

sir----

Is that the alternative?
One could

atte~pt

3562

and buy it back fro!!l the lenders at a

3563

sell to you.

356'

believe me, they rob you.

3565
3566

to call this bond debt
pre~iu!!l

if they vill

I have tried to do that on occasion and

·

Secondly, in the case of the preferred stock, we would
have to go to the preferred shareholders and ask consent

664
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vhich in rn7 opinion they vould not give.
Mr. Brown.

Then the alternate· choice is that company go"

up for: grabs because the stock comes dovn?

3570

~r.

Golds~ith

3 571'

~I:-

B rovn..

3572

~r. Gol1s~ith.

3573

Mr. Br-own.

The

co~pany

.becomes insolvent.

Then what happens?
Then all the lender-s stand in lin<;.

Dnless

yo~

find something to take i t over, wh

357~

is in a better position to deal with the debt problem?

3575

Sohio, if I understand correctly, is in vorse shape than

3576

Area in this; right?

3577

Mr. Miller.

3 578

~r.

3579

Mr. Miller

3580

tlr.

3581

Mr. 9r:o·•n.

3582

Hr. Rawl

3583

Mr. Brawn.

3584
3585

sohio has tighter

Brown.

fir. Ra•l.

constraints.

where are you in the :'ortune 500?
I don't know.

Golds~ith.

their part of

financi~l

We are 12.

:::xxon is 1 or 2; correct?
Correct.
The only one of the three who could finance

it~

correct?

He may be able to afford to, but I guess you
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understood that it is not our plan or intention to do so.
I did.

3587

Hr.

3 588

Mr. Roncalio.

Bro'rln ..

~tlantic

Richfield would not

o~ligate

3589

itself to guarantee the $13 billion.

3590

contribution of one fourth of the line's capacity, yon

3591

only obligate yourself to one fourth of the debt; right?

3 592

Hr. BroBn.

3 593

tlr.

When you only make a

Hopefully.

Golds~ith.

Hopefully, but they have given us no

359~

structure as to how this guarantee would be allocated

3595

bet~een

3596

cc~panies,

3597

production.

3599

They are thinking of these three

but there are other companies that have

You don't like to subsidize the production of

your competitors up there and this is a factor?
Hr. Goldsmith.

3600

3601

producers.

Mr. arcYn.

3598

~<ould

Yes, and ve are being asked to help the

Canadian gas producers.

3 60 2

Mr. Ravl.

I think these comments about debt are

3603

interesting, but I think there is something more fundamental

3604

here.

~e

are being asked to give somebody a blank check
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without any manage11ent rights.

3 606

Mr. Brcwn.

3 607

Mr., !!awl.

You are prohibited

fro~

management rights?

Yes, sir, and how do you explain that to your

3608

that
shareholders and how do yon footnote;whether you are talking

3609

about Exxon's

3510

can't tell you whether we are going to make a return on i t

3611

or not~

3612

u.s.

balance
~~e~ft~

Govern~ent

can do that, we can't do that.

Mr. Brown.

361!>

Xr. Boncalio.

3616

what did

to your shareholders t a1
How can you say/wa

This whole question of guarantees, possibly the

3 613

3615

sheet or Sohio 1 s?

~t

nave yon tried any Georgia banks?
ohen

Atla~tic

Richfield acquired Anaccnda,

add to your debt position?

)lr. Goldslllith.

We- used equity securities in crder not to

3E17

increase our debt.

The actual cash outflow was abcut $300

3618

cillion which vas less than what we received frcm selling

3619

our Canadian operations because of how we were disturbed

3E20

about operating in Canada which obviously relates to our

36Z1

in~erest in participating in another project in Canada.

3622

Mr. Roncalio.

Did i t add to your tangible assets?

3E23

Mr. Goldsmith

Yes, sir.
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3624

lh:-. Roncalio.

3625

Mr. Goldsmith.

3626

733

Three times that much perhaps?
Yes.

It actually would have not impacted

this ratio.

3627

!lr. Roncalio

Thank yon very much.

3628

Go ahead, llr. Brov.n.

3629

llr. Srcvn.

3630

I voald like to ask i£ anyone in the llhite Roose or BOE o

Thank you •.

3631

DOT ever asked the

3632

fiaaacing

3633

not you can legally obligate yourselves to this extent?

3634
3E35

Mr.

co~panies

arrange~ents,

Golds~ith.

about the detail of your

and the Treasury, as to vhether or

I have personally visited vith the

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury

3 63 6

:lr·. Brovn.

3637

Mr. Goldsmith.

~t

~ltman.

his request?
At my

request~

to express cy vievs that I

3638

thought these projects could not be financed vithout either

3639

the total consumer guarantee legislated by Congress or

3640

government guarantees,

3641

3hodes and the advisors for El Paso, ihitevell, and Morgan,

3642

Stanley, the advisors for the Canadian pipeline.

I have also said this to Loeb,
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9hen Rr. Miller and I

734

were on the gas comQittee we

3644

insisted any presentation they cake to the ?PC and Congress

3645

shonld indicate that government guarantees be required

3646

because we felt it could not be financed any other way.

364 7

~r.

Brown.

3648

Goldberg or Mr.

3649

of the

3650
3651

prod"~ers

~r.

Bave you specifically mentioned tc Mr.
~artin

who felt this should be the problem

and should be without the legal problems?

Goldsmith.

I am surprised

~r.

~artin

is not aware of

our correspondence with Secretary Schlesinger.

36 52

Mr. Brown.

3653

Mr. Miller.

tlr. tliller?
have had no dialog with any of them en

~e

3654-

financial ccndition.

We submitted a paper to the FPC in

3655

this matter, the

views we expressed today.

3656

they took note of those I am not aware.

3E57

available to

3 658

Mr.

sa~e

the~.

Brown.

~t

~hether

least it

~as

I would have thought they would have.

If the pressure is brought by the Federal

3659

Government cr if the Congress should in some way mandate

3660

your participation in this, what would be the impact on your

3661

company?
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~r.

3 662

PAGE

Miller.

735

Well, I don't knov quite how we vcnld

co~ply

I suppose the only way we could do it would be

3663

vi~h

3664

to go back to the lenders and indicate to

3665

needed that modification of our covenants and see if they

3666

were willing to enter into that .kind of irrangement.

3667

that.

the~

that ve

I would suspact that we would not be successful in that

3668

regard~

3 E69

Mr. Brcvn.

3 670

~r.

Miller.

If they refused?
We have a legal obligation to them.

3671

~e

3672

rest!;ictions and. the com!?ulsion to enter into it.

3673

knolf holf one would settle that.

I

think

would be in a little bit of a bindr given the

367t:.

Mr. Bro·•n.

3675

Hr. Dickerson.

I don't

Do you want· to speak to the legal obligation?
If such an obligation were imposed upon

3676

Atlantic Richfield, we could decline to participate because

3677

of the risk to our shareholders.

3678

would be a question of how the Congress would seek to

3 679

enforce the obligation.

3 680

I

At that point I suppose

~t

On the other hand, like Sohio has indicated, if we felt

98-069 0 - 78 - 43
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nonco~pliance

736

3681

the penalty for

3692

to

3683

that.

368~

would be assessed if it felt it could not participate.

bac~

to the shareholders, ve could do

I suppose the gravest concern would be what penalty

Do you feel there is a constitutional issue

involved in this?

3687
3688

to go

tlr. Brown.

3685
3686

underta~e

vas so substantial that we had

Di~e~son.

tlr.

Yesr sirr that is a 5th

A~endment

question.
M~.

3689

Dingell.

If the

Cong~ess

were to

3690

requira~ent

3691

participate, what wcnld be your choices?

3692

~r.

i~pose

upon you the

that you participate and you did not

Mille~

That is the quandary that I said I don't know

3693

how to resolre.

369~

we had contractual arrangements with practically every

3695

lending·institntion in the United States which says we are

3696

unable to enter into those obligations, it is not clear in

3697

cy

3698

situation.

3699

dcn•t know what the

~ind

If Congress said we had to participate and

exactly how we would work our way out of that
Qe could speculate on all sorts of things, but I
ri~bt

ans~er

to that is.
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III:". Dingell.

3701

has ccme up_

3702

am curious.

3703

~r.

737

I _am curious because obviously the ma ttet"

I am not indicating a position on "Y part.

Ravl.

I

l!r. Chait"man, I assume we would check to Eee

370~

vhethe:c under the Constitution ve could be mandated into

3705

taking our money

3705

something ve did not vant to invest in.

investing it in
and~-~-~~~~-~

3707

M:c. Dingell.

3708

~r.

How about you,

Goldsmith..

~r.

Chairllan Dingell,

ia~est-it-±~

Goldsmith?
presumably the way this

so~e

would happen is through the F!RC in

3710

gas pi:"icing I vould assWDe •.

3 711

position vhich vould violate our: stavaJ:"dship to our

3712

shaJ:"eholdars vould in !IIY viev

3713

gas uneconomic.

371!1

co~menca

3715

~r.

3716

fashion

~ith

3709

its

Such a creation of an illiquid

~ake

Froduction of llcrtb

My recommendation vould be that ve not

Slap~

J

negotiations of gas salas contracts.
Dingell.

So you are saying you vonld not produce gas.

Yon vould either J:"einject or flaJ:"e?

3717

Mr. Golds~ith.

3 718

~r.

Ravl.

We would not flaJ:"e.

We cannot legally flaJ:"e.
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3719

738

BPTR

Mr. Brcvn.

3720

As I

understand, we are at the point then

3721

vhere the producers say they can't or voa•t finance the

3722

project because they think the risks are too great, and the

3723

control is too total in the hands of the government to just

3724

si~plr

3725

creditors will not let them do it.

destroy their opportunity to pay it back, and their

3726

So, there is a legal

3727

Mr.

aoncalio.

3728

gualificaticn in the

3729

one

regardi~g

~r.

37 31

M=· Roncalio.

3733

Not totally, is it.
cas~

\iasn•t- there a littl c

of Sohio and Atlantic,

a modest

conditions?

3730

3732

proble~.

Golds~i~h.

In the case of Atlantic 3ichfield only.
I

~ant

to Qake sure that exception is on

the record.
Mr. Brown.

Yes, but' the understanding had to be, if I

3734

may, at this point, that it had to be an assured guarantee

3735

that the costs would be covered of that project, an assured

3736

guarantee by the Federal Government.

3737

In other words, the sane kind of guarantee that the

I
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~ake

739

3738

pipeline has that they are going to

3739

project to return. whatever investment they have in it.

37!10

Now~

37!11

llr- Goldsmith.

3 742

~r.

37!13

money on this

you do not at this point have that gnarantee.

Brcwn.

That is right.

Even for the gas in the ground, fer that

:utter •.
Mr. Goldsmith.

3745

Mr~

Brown.

That is right.

I jast want to pursue that

fa~

a minute.

37!16

want to get clear in oy mind, or at least the way I see

37!17

this, and have it corrected by

37~8

a~

37~9

or can't.

3750

~y

I

colleagues here and, if I

in error, that the pipelines wcn•t finance this either,

~r.

Brc~n.

I don't know which it is in their case becaus
testi~ony

I don't recall their

3752

askeq the~ that question, but the either won't finance it or

3753

can't.

375U

under its regulatory authorities, guarantees their return,

3755

:!oes it not?

3756

that well.

~aybe

3751

we never

But, if they did finance it the Federal Government,

llr. Goldsmith.

Yes, sir.
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Mr. Brown.

Yon do not have your return guaranteed on the

gas you found?

3759

Mr. Goldsmith.

3 760

l!r. Brown.
sc~e

Right.

And so the govern11ent can say to you,

3761

dcn•t put

3762

that wellhead price so lov•----

of your money into this

3 763

nr. lloncalio.

3764

r~r.

3765

740

thing~

''If yo

we will set

$1.40.

Brown. ----'that you cannot aake the return on the

anticipated aaount of gas that you have to sell •. '

3 766

Mr. Goldsmith.

3 767

Mr. Brcvn.

3ight~

sir.
~r.

So that is where

Goldaan will have his

3768

leverage, I assume, when the tioe ccaes, and I understood

3769

his testimony this

3770

ccoperation between the DOE, the Adainistration and FERC, so

3771

that if the ERC can be party to this process of forcing you

3772

to-participate in the financing of this project.

3773

understand that correctly?

3774

Mr. Goldscith.

3775

llr.

Brcvn.

~orning

that

~e

wanted to have gcod

Do I

Yes, sir.

llait a minute.

One other point.

And the
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3776

Federal Government, according to Hr. Goldman's comments to

3777

me, the

3778

guarantee the project either, the Executive Branch has said

3779

that because they will not come,. he says, they- vill give us

3780

a letter fro" the President that says that they will not

3781

guarantee the expenditure of this Qoner from the taxpayer.

ad~inistrative

branch at least has said they won•t

But",. i t was left a little up in the air as to whether oc

3782
3783

not they would set. the rates to the

378~

play ball-

3785

that

3786

whole project can be financed i£ you guys participate-

so~ebody

vcnld have a return that would see that the

~c.

3788

Mr. Brc><n.

Golds~ith.

Yes,. sir.

But no10 that did not set the wellhead rate.

That only SFoke to

3790

He .. Golds,.ith.

3791

l!r. Ercvn.

settin~

the rate for the pipeline.

Yes, sir.

So there is no guarantee from the" on the

3792

wellhead rate, but there is

3793

pipeliote rate might be o!tay.

3794

~ell,

if you all

•hey might set the rates to consumers so high

3 787

378~

consu::~ers

so~e

suggestion that the

I thought I understood that.

I just wanted to try
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to get i t down.
~r.

3796

Golds~ith~

Could you elucidate there.

As far as the-

379-T

conditioning plant is concerned,. i t could be done in- any one-

3798

of three

3799
3800

The gas transmission companies could go on i t and tJake i t
pat:t of the- pipeline pt:oject •.

380T
3802

vays~

Secondly, it could be an entirely different regulated
entity with the rate of t:eturn concept.

3.303

Thirdly·,. we could deregulate gas, and sell the gas at the

3804

tail-end of this conditioning plant, vith all the·

3805

conditioning done, for

3306

happy

that

solution~

3 BOT

Mr. Brown.

Is there

3808

~r.

3809

~<ith

~<hat

Roncalio.

You have

now.

~r.

Dingell.

3811

~r.

Brovn.

3812
3813

a·ti~e

and we would be

problem?

There- was a oinute ago, but there- is not

unli~ited

3810

~<orth,.

i t is

time to the next ten minutes.

Off the record.
Mr. Chairoan, I viLL be glad to subside for a

lihile.
Thank you, 11r. Chairoan.
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!!r:. Ding ell..

3814-

The Chair: recognizes

llr~

74-3

!loore, and then i'!r.

Gal!lmage.

3815"

!!r:. lloore.

3815

Thank

you~

llr~

Chairman.

I only have.tvo

questions~

3817

Oner

3818

r don't know much about this loan guarantee

3819

Froposition, but the gentleman on the end referred to that

3820·

as an invest:tent a

3821'

investment to ycux:: co,pany, to have· a loan guarantee on this

3 822·

pipeline?
llr~

3823

Ra

~l~

~oment

ago.

How. would that be an.

r oay have- aisco:t,unica.ted ~

A loan guarantee

3824-

would be so:nethinq vhere· we ·•auld put up our: credi.t or: our

3825

ooneyr and other people would

3926

oar "oney, and we might getr as they said in the President's

3827

supposedly
decisionr a codest fee because thex::e is/very little risk.
Now,

3828

~anage-

r suboit that if there

~ere

this projectr and use

very little risk, they

3829

wouldn't need lean guarantees on this thing.

3830

~hat

3831

and yoQ have no manageoent in that.

3832

'that.

Basically,

I a2 saying is you just give someone else a blank check

like

1

we couldn't

operate~
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3933

Mr. Moore.

383~

be for

3 93 S

what tne return

nav~ng

3936

llr. Rawl.

3937

~r-

7~~

You wouldn't know vnat tne return is

g~ven

go~ng

someone your blank cneck--you don't knov

~s-

Tnat is exactly rignt •.

Moore-

The second. tning I

You

don't~

would like to ask is, let•

3939

go back to an old outdated. notion,

3939

there could bg- a· vay worked out in. tne Justice r:epactment

38~0

vhere yelL could ovn a·

39~1'

roignt get a return by- ovning arr interest in the·

3942
3943
3 944

'
to

free

propr~etarysnip

enterpr~se,.

and say

interest,. vnere you
p~fel~ne.

liould you then he- interested in investing in it?

r

as!<

all four o:f yu tnat g:uestio.n.
~r.

!!iller.

I don 1 t think we would be. :;e are not in tha ·

3845

particular business. •e have no desire to get into the gas

39~6

transmission business.

3947

In addition to our financial limitations, i:f we are

3849

excusing those for the cement, if tne Justice Departcept

3849

said it was okay, you are stilL in a very hignly regulatory

3ESO

are of business.

3951

the old notion of free enterprise.

So, I don't think that is really l:ack to
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Moore.

3852

Mr~

3853

Mr. Brown.

385~

point~

It is halfvay back.
Would yon yield, because I vant to clarify a

You. said putting thE> restrictions aside •.

3855

Mr. Miller.

3856

Mr. Brcwn.

3857

~re

3858

ownership?

3859-

~es.

But that doesn't really ans~er ~s question.

those restrictions lioiting in

Mr. !!iller.

llo, I

a~

ter~s

corporation.

The first and foremost is

386t

li3itations.

Ir w.:. set thosE> aside--

3863
3 86~

l!r. Brown.
to the

quest~on

Mr.

l!ill~r.

of equity

saying--w.:. have several

3860

3862:

7~5

au~

I want to know vhat that

proble~s

financial

~eans

as a
,

with reference

as he posed it, which was equity.
In order far us to take an equity position

3865"

you are going to have to· guarantee :r think an equal

3866

portionof the debt.

3EE7

position we have to do two things.

So that for us to take an equity

3868

lhe first thing we would have to come up· with is the

3869

capital required to have that equity position. The second

3870

thing w.:. would have to do vould be to guarantee as a sponsor

I
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3871

ora proportionate share of the debt.

3 872

for us to- take an equity position.
~r-

3873

Moore-

yo~

What

are

746

so, i t is not possible

sayin~

is

unde~

any circumstance

3874

yo11 cannot partic:::ipate in this pipeline, a'Onarship,

3875

guar:anteeship or
Mr.

3 876

whate~er?

~iller.

~hat

is right.

notio~

The only thing r was

387T

advancing is the

3878

the free enterprise· idea that yo11 suggested, we still have

3879

the regolatory concerns and the political risks that

398a

probablr would have us opt not to take a position anyhow.

388 i

H~.

~oore~

Ho~

3882 !

~r. Golds::rith~

that if we were able· to- do so under

about the next tva companies;
~tlantic

Richfield is very h:appy with the

3883

private enterprise

3884

exploratory production and economic risk.

3885

politicaL risks,
We ar:e i!l the

3886

3887

I

systs~.

~idst

He feel

co~fortable

in

~easuring

>e cannot ceasur:e

of a very unpleasant expeiience, afterl

bving complted the Trans-llaskan pipeline,

with an

3888

investment of over $8 billion, and have found that the ICC

3889

has changed a regulatory practice that has been in existence
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for- decades, retr-oactively.
That was all one would need from the standpoint of

3892

discouraging

3~93

type enter-prises.

3894

position in the gas pipeline.

3 895

747

Mr~

hi~

Rawl~

fr-o~

investing further in regulated utility

so, nor we have no interest in an equity

llr-. 1!oore, at the risk of being a little

befor~

poin~ed

389&

redundant,

3897

in this one ar-e str-ictly regulatory, that type of

3898

you came in I

out that the- risks
thing~

As a ccnseqnence, here we have a very large volume of gas,

3899

and we have a aarket, and if this cannot be financed by a;

3900

industry whose principal. objective is to provide interstate

3901

gas trans1llission, vell th.en- I would suggest that the

3902

regulator-s, or in this case the Congr-ess, certainly has an

39Q3

opportunity to have

3904

requirements on this pipeline of various types, or the

3905

stipulations, or whatever we might get into in overlaps in

3906

bureaucracies, and they will probably find why this thing

3907

cannot be financed.

3908

so~e

input, take a look at the

If some improveoent can be

~ade

in that area, I would
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748

t

sugges/that it could probably be financed.

3910

to me if i t couldn't be financed for those reasons that i t

3911

not
wouldjbe very intelligent of producers to step into the· same

3912

environment and finance it.

3913
3914
3 915

3916
3917

It

would~Le

3909

seem

Bnt, we are r,ot in the· business, and it is not our
intention new to get into that
~r.

~core.

Thank you,

~ind

~r •.

of business.

Chair:!lan.

I will ccnclude my

questioning by adding a comment.
I really hope that no producer leaves our hearings with

3918

any thought in his mind that there is not going tc be one

3919

hell of a figb.t in the Congress before ve put up one penny

3920

of federal money to build this pipeline.

3921

I am gcing tc tell you right new, if I

am

bac~

I

am going

3922

tc dedicate everything I have got tc seeing to i t cot one

3923

cent cf federal money gees into that pipeline.

3924

either straighten cut the regulatory problems or we don't

3925

build it, or

3 926

ccncerned.

3 927

~rivate

Mo. Roncalio.

Sa, ve

enterprise builds it, as far as I

Mr. GamGagel

am

I·
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~r.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Ga~mage.

3929

entire five minutes.

3930

just one

3931

r

749

I won't take my

don't really have any questions,

com~ent~

Down in my district recently we have had a very similar

3932

problem.

3933

were a participant, the proposed off-shore terminal

393~

construction,

3935

barrels a day of crude oilr feeding about 43 percent of the

3936

nation's refining

3937

will now not be built because in issuing its

393R

oepart~ent

3939

Justice

3940

tbey had not previously bean given the

394r

Congress or the courts to impose.

3942

Exxon would be familiar with this because they

i~portation

of,abaut

petroche~ical

t~o

So, Exxon,

~illion

complex, a facility that

cf Tran•partation, with its

Depart~ent,

and a half

per~it

windo~

the

in from the

sought to impose regulatory standards

~obile

par~ission

and Gulf bailed out.

Now nobody can

3943

build it.

3944

a day of crude oil.

3945

reserve--ve are going to have to lighten that stuff and

3946

tan~er

~e

~an•t

have that tva and a half

of

~illion

carrels

It also is the strategic petrcleum

it with smaller tankers, and face all the
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3947

environ~ental

3948

additiona~

394~

the lighters and smaller tankers.

3950

750

hazards of navigating the channels, and

costs of transferring it

fro~

the supertankers to

!he· state passed back up legislation so that it could be

3951

constructed publicly with an issue of bonds, but with the

3952

proviso that it would have to be guaranteed by the same

3953

participants and virtually underwriting of those bonds by

395~

those participants.

3955 ·

so, apparently it is not going to be built at all. '.!hat

3956

have got is a situation where we see a need and have a

3957

r"'source. available and

3958

very i1aalistic attitude of caking that stuff available, and

3959

then we instead of licensing those facilities in the

~e

co~e

W9

forward in Congress with a

3960' business ve regulate the"' out of existence •.
3961
3962

I think it is a serious problem.

I think Mr. Moore spoke

well in his questions.

3963

11r. Roncalio.

3 964

~r.

~eeds.

3965

Mr.

Roncalio.

Mr. tleeds?

Thank you, but not at this time, !lr. Chairaan.
llr. Moorhead?
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3 9 66

er. eoorhead.

751

In the event that the transmission

3967

companies cannot borrow the money necessary to build the

3968

pipelines, and the government does not wish to put up a

3969·

subsidy, or a loan guarantee, aren't the 11ajor oil col:lpanies

3970

producing tbe gas in their oil fields going to lose an awful

397T

lot of

3972

through the same of gas?

~oney

that would otherwise be available to them

3973

Mr.

Golds~ith.

3 97!L

~r~

~oorhead.

3975

the pipeline to be

Yes,

sir~

You have a real positive

econc~ic

need for

built~

3 976

Me.

Golds~ith.

Yes, sir-.

3 977

~c~

~oorehead,

J certainly would agree with yon that it

3978

will be ideal if ve could get the transmission comFanies to

3 979'

build it.

3980

that, as you can here, there is not unanimity an the desire

3981

of the Federal Govern11ent to provide a profit for the major

3982

oil companies.

3983
3984

They are in that business.

But I would tb.io.k

If yon heard the President lately, I don't think he has
much of a desire in that ,direction, either.

98-069 0 - 78 - 44
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it would seem that perhaps you are going to have to

3986

work together-

3987

econo~y..

But maybe if there is an

3988

cc~panies

are going to have to at least help with the

3989

guarantees in order to insure profits.

want to see this done through the free
econo~ic:

We don't want the gas to go to waste.

3 990
3991

I

need the

oi~

r knew you don•t,

because that is woney in the bank.
Mr- Goldsmith.

3992

~e

I share your

concern~

Congressman

3993

~oorhead-

399~

financial participation in what should normally be a private

39~5

enterprise project-

are very reluctant to recom!:lend government

It has not been our posture or practice in the past.

3 995

But,

3997. we find here a project of capital cost greater than any
3998

project ever built in the history· of the world.

3999

that is international in nature, that crosses

4000
4001

~e

t~o

lie find one
ccuntries.

find an artificial marketplace situation.
This is not the real marketplace, as you know, Congressma

4002

Moorhead, because here we have regulation of gas prices at

400 3

the wellhead, we have regula ted rates of return on the
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4004

pipeline, regulated prices charged to consumers.

4005

cannot look at the

com~odity

So, we

value of the gas.

r think gas producers could be encouraged to vork vith

4006

for~

4007

others to

4008

natural gas, and ve vent back and let the marketplace sort

~009

everything out.

4010

Yon

know~

a project if there vere deregulaticn of

Congressman Moorhead, if you

sa~

the draft of

4011

this

~012

States, it vas agreed in that executive agreement that will

4013

co~e

~01~

fi~ancing,

U015

be any

4016

e~ecutire

agreement between Canada and the rrnited

before the Congress that
any

govern~ent

consu~er

th~re

finan~a~

would not be

govern~ent

supportP. nee vculd there

financial support.

Either one would do it.

We could have an all

ev~nts

4017

tariff and the consumer vould be the only one at risk rather

4018

than the Federal

4019

treaty not to hare any financial support from either one,

~02C

which raises additional concerns of any potential equity

4021

investors or lender to the project.

4022

Gc7~rn~ent.

But, they propose in that

It seems to suggest that the Canadians might feel more
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4023

free to deal in an adversary vay with the project if they

4024

are not directly i:npacting the u.s. l'ed.eral Government or

4025

the

4026

or gas transaission co"'panies.

4027

u.s~

w~

consumer, i f they are picking on sooe oil

co~panies

have been nationalized enough around the world tc be

4028

very concerned about starting out on a project with that

4029

sort of ·expression of attitude.

4030

~r.

Moorhead.

Isn't it. true there is a treaty; however,

403T

that virtually P.rotects the project fro" nationalization and

4032

guarant~~s

4033

dis=i!lina tory taxation"?

403!1-

~r.

to the

A~erican

Golds~ith.

consu~er

the product Yithont any

I ao not an expert

i~

international law,

4035

and perhaps ou:- counsel would like to

4036

sir, we cannot rely- on that executive agree<ilent as actually

4037

limiting the po•er of the provinces and the various local

4038

govern!lental units within those provinces as far as their

4039

taxation of this project.

4040
4041

1he

do~inicn

co~>:uent..

I a" told,

governoent, which as you know hasn't even

sold the confederacy issue that we attacked 200 years ago,
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has not even offered to exempt

qoq3

Canada the interest that will be paid by the Canadian

qoq~

entity, which will enlarge the cost of financing.
~e

withholding tax

i~

qoqz

talk of Federal Government financial

support~

~e

are

qo46

not talking of the Federal Government loaning the ~oney~

4047

are suggesting here one· of two kinds of federal financial

qo~;s

support, for which there is a great deal of precedent in t.he

40ll9

first

4050

debt, which would save the

4051

cen~s

qos2

financing.

4053

one~

that means

si~ply

governme~t

consu~ers

••e

guarantees of the

as I estioated 30 tc qo

an MCF on this gas, we have this in Title XI for ship

~e

have situations like

Loc~heed,

of course, which could

405~

not handle its financial affairs, and where the government

4055

guaranteed its debt until it could cross the bridge back to

qos6

financial viability.

4057

Nov,- those guarantees are being removed, and Lockheed is

4058

going on on its own.

It didn't cost the government,

4059

anything.

4060

knowledge, in guaranteeing Title XI financing.

It hasn't cost the government anything to my
In fact,

the
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4061

government gets a fee for tnis, 50 basis points, one half of
percent per annum.

4062

So, the government actnally takes in revenue fro11. that

4063
4064

756

kind of a

p~ocess.

4065

llr. l'!oorhead.

4066

~r.

It did on the Lockheed lo2.n, too.

Golds~ith.

That is right.

Alternative tc

4967

guaranteeing the total debt on tne project, whicn nas this

4068

big interest saving

4069

simply touse tne

4070

consucer takes

407T

of

4072

interruption.

11073

abandon~ent,

ele~ent

oinicu~

t~e

the

to it, another alternative is

tariff proosed by Alcan, where the

risk after completion, ne takes the
~isk

of excess cost, the risk of a long

Tnat is already proposed by Alcan.
lede~s

~isk

Tnat leaves one otner

4074

major risk the

4075

completion. So, the Federal Government could do somewhat

4076

like Lockheed.

4 077

provided.

4078
4079

are worried about. Tnat is tne risk of

It could guarantee that the funds will be

If private enterprise is not able to come up witn enough
equity and debt capital to complete this project,

the
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4080

Pede~al

4081

wil~

4082

o~

4083

are· not going to be required because they don't plan on

4084

their being any overruns.

Government will assure that the additional funds

be provided through government guarantees of that debt

whatever, which, if we can believe the project

4085

Mr. Roncalio.

4086

~r.

4087

yield back to him.
·Mr~

4 089

core cin utes.
Do you

~091

M~.

a~

I have pro"'ised Mr. Brcwn I would

voudl be happy to yield to ycu.

I would be glad to give each of you five

the"' now?

~ant

Moorehead.

seeking it fer
Mr. Roncalio.

4093

Yes~

I

Roncalio.

4090

4G92

tlr •. Moorhead, could I interrupt a minute?

Moorehead..

4088

!

~r.

am not seeking the

Gentlemen, I have got some

what I have been hearing the

~095

cc~e

4096

disappointed that this

4097

or El Paso a little bit?

~098

kr.

so~t

Rawl~

ti~e

for

~yself.

Brown.

4094

up that

sponso~s,

~ast

of remind me.
ca~e

No, sir.

hour or so.

proble~s

wi~h

Little things

Were some of you

down on Alcan and not !retia Gas

!
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Were you folks at Atlantic Richfield a

little disa.pointed?

4101

Mr. Goldsmith.
fro~

Atlantic Richfield very carefully stayed

4102

away

endorsing any one of these three projects.

4103

think this is scmething that is too· complex, and should be

4104. sorted out by Ccngress and the American public.

4105
4106
4107

We

It is not

for theproducer to say which project it should be.
Mr. Roncalio.
disppointed?
~r.

We appreciate that. But were you a little

You served on the Finance Committee.

Goldsmith.

Yes.

ltlantic Richfield alsc subsidized

~109

the El Paso project, from the standpoint of preparing the

4110

financing plan for El Paso.

U11T

and talked to the Alcan people.

4112

Alcan project is

4113

si~ply

Mr. Roncalio.

I worked on that a little bit
~y

only concern about the

the Canadian

ele~ent.

I served on the Canadian International

4114

Joint ComMission for three years, having water problems vith

4115

General McNaughton, on the Great Lakes and the Saint

4116

Lawrence.

4117

The provincial problems are not solved, but we have not
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1+118

solved our

1+119

all that far ahead of the provincial problems vis-a-vis

1+120

Quebec and cur Indians.
Gentle~en,

1+121

with the Indians, either.

Exxon does not have interstate transmission

~xxon

1+122

lines. Does

1+123

any intrastate lines?

'+125

We are not

engage in any intrastate shipment or own

Yes, sir,

Hr~

Ra~l.

~r.

Roncalio.

~e

do.

I would like to also say

sab~itted

this~

I would

'+126

like to have

'+127

States conditioning plants.

1+128

owned by the producers of the gas and hov many are owned by

1+129

those

4130

producers awn which conditioning systems, which

1+131

lines awn theirs.

~ho

3r.

1+132

awn the

Bro~n.

for the record a chart on Dnited
Hov oany of those are actually

t~nsmission

lines?

Identify which
trans~ission

would the gentleman yield at that fOint. Caul

4133

you also include in that the point that I wanted to raise,

413'+

when

4135

of those plants

4136

the Alcan plant.

~r.

Meeds vas questioning, and that is the unit value
co~pared

to the unit value anticipated in
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Yes, sir.

lie will work on it.

But this may be a

1+139

difficult thing to do because there are obviously a lot ofr

1+11+0

literally thousands of fields

1+11+1

pipelines. All cf theDl have some form of conditioning.

1+11+2

will

interstate

~ake

~r-

1+11+3

conn~cted

ev9ry 9ffort.
Roncalio.

Do the best you can.

[The infor,aticn

follows~]

1+11+5

4146

I

**********CO~HI:TEE

INSE~~********~*

to

ifi~es~ak~

We
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Rcncalio. oe have scme figures submitted to our staf

~1qe

vbich vould indicate a little differently from vbat your

~1q9

general observations vere regarding percentage of Froduct in

~150

the states that is Froducer conditioned and--Mr •.

~151

Bavl~

I certainly didn't intend to--ve did not tallc

q152

about percentage owned by producers versus pipeline

~153

companies.

What

v~

said vas that in recent years,

since 1972 or so, the Federal

Po~er Com~ission,

probably

rather than

I

~155

~ncreasing

~156

~~~~

the price of gas,

conditioning facilities
incl]dE
these;to be ~~k~~&/

per~itted

J.n

the pipeline companyj rate base.
T!!.ey also, you recall, bad advanced pay:oents.':+.H>g-9-;--lllt.kel>-

A

ili~

~158

~fter

~159

retroactively.

ve got

advance~

llr. Roncalio.

payments in Alaska, they

fifties,

~162

gone to play golf· vith his friends.

~163

deregulation 25 years ago.

416~

they hurt us, historically or vbatever.

~165

~~¢~

Back in the days,. the happy days of the

~161

r

re~cved

vish that President Eisenhower would have never

Five more

~inutes

You vould have had the

But these ac~idents happen,

for llr. ·Moorhead.

and

I
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~r.

~oorhead.

4167

llr.

Bro~n.

I

762

yield my time to Mr. Brown.

Gentlemen~

I begin to perceive a couple of

4168

things here that I thinlt are interesting.

4169

yon anticipate is going to be the total cost of this

4170

project?

4171

and the pipeline.

4172

~r~

sc~eone

4173

Separate out, if you will, the conditioning plant

Goldsaith.

Yes, sir.

I

~ill

oake a stab at it.

may have other views.

In 1975 dollars, Alcan talked to a $9.7 billion project,

4174
4175
4176

One is what do

with a 40 perce.nt o•1errun. When they talked to the dcllars
1

as they are actually incurred, as the money is spent, 1979,

4177

1S80, through 1983, whichis what really oatters, without any

4178

overrun, they tal:<ed about $9.7 billion.

4179

our own internal escalation factors,

which is what -.e

4180

assume is going to happen to construction and labor costs

4181

over the next five years, would traclt that sort of thing.
When we take the 40 percent overrun case, which is the on

4182

G~O

see~s

4183

that

to say is the most likely one, and look at

4184

dollars as they are spe~t, 1~79 through 1983, we come up

J
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4185

vith $13 billion to $14 billion cost of the gas pipeline

4186

'alone, without the gas conditioning plant.
Nov, ve don't really knov what this gas conditioning plan

4187

nu~bers

4188

is going to cost, and we hesitate to give any

4189

our experience vith the Trans-Alaska oil pipeline.

4190

~ake

4191

current dollars, to dollars as they would be spent, and that

~192

told us i t might be

4193

r~nge.

4194
4195
4196

a study in 1971.

so, we

~ust

All we have

do~e

after

We did

is change that to

in the $1.5 to S2 billion

so~ewhere

be looking at socething in the $15 billion

area for the facilities that r.eed to be added.
M~.

Moorehead.

'

rs there difference of opinion

$15 billion is relati7ely a

bet~~sn

4197

of you on that?

4198

for the Federal Government.

4199

preble~.

4200

spending $460 or $480 billion a year have

4201

understanding why you guys are having so cuch trouble with

~202

S15 billion bucks.

4203

I

s~all

a~ount

think that is part of our

I think that those of us who are responsible for

Well, can you help

~e

with that?

so~e

difficulty

~n
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Mr. Goldsmith.
11205

~r.

11206

through.

4207

Mr.

Roncalio.

76~

Yes, sir.

~oorehead.

I guess the difference is we have the

4208

printing press.

4209

coouwdities in ..,hich you are dealing.

4210

have all. three cf you fello11s been in the service?

And also we set the prices in the

4 211

llr~

Ra vl ~

4 212

~r.

Golds~ith.

4213

11r .. .:1iller.

~

l!r.

21 4-

4 21

51

has.

4 217

some years ago.

4 220
4221
4222

Reserves.

I have not •.

Well, I have, and I

know that the

chair~a,

I

I have to say that I have your healthy fear of the·

go7ern~ent

4219

If I understand you--

Yes, sir.

~OO!:"ehead.

4216

4 21 8

a~e

I would like to attempt to vben you

Mr.

changi~g

Roncalio.

the rules on

~e

f~oo

that

expe~iencs

You 11ent for one year and came back four

years later.
Mr. Brown. So I think I knov what is eating yea up.

Bu~

it comes frcm a different presumption.
Nov, the $15 billion thing, that part bothers me.

Can you
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4223

tall me out of that--I shouldn't say it bothers ce.

4224

the problem is that we are--$15 billion is a small project

4225

for the l'ederal Government.

4226

I

think

Can you tell me vhat kind of guarantee ve are talking

4227

about here en the part of the ccmpanies that are

4228

represented?

4229

vould be vhat you are being asked for?
~r.

4230

~bat do you think out of that $15 billion

Goldsmith.

Well, sir, Alcan bas not structured their

4231

proposal.

'Ihey sicply first tal.ked about guarantees of the

4232

project.

4233

lssistant Secret;try of the Treasury, and said what we really

t~ey

'Ihen

corrected that in letters to the

4234. mean is guaraateeing the overrun.
4235

We don't knov what the overrun is going to be, but if we

4236

take the General accouating Office nuwber, it is going to be

4237

$4

4

238

4239
4240
4241

billion or mere.
~r

•. Brown.

In other vords, do I understand it that .the

Alcan is going to put up the $10 billion?
~r.

Goldsmith.

$10 billion.

They think they are going to put op the

I question, sir, that they can raise $10
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When ve were part of this Canadian Arctic gas group, we

4 243
4244

had a study made by Morgan Stanley, one of the most

4245

prestigeous banking firms in the country, as to tbe capacity

4246

of capital markets for a single market, as well as for the

4247

financial capacity of tbe gas transcission industry.
At the

sa~e

timer we

esti~ated

the total

A~erican

gas

42~9

trans~ission

4250

and 52 billion of additional capital, if they suffered a one

4251

'
grade lower in their bonding rating.
They cay be a little richer today tban four years age.

4252

4

industry had the ability to raise between $1.5

2531 But,

they are going to have trouble raising 52 billion of
pro~ose

to put in this

pipel~ne.

425~.

equity that they

4255

credit won't be worth a darn as far as borrowing any coney

4256

on their credit.
I don't think they intend to put their credit behind it.

~257

4 258

~hat

4 259

be the obligors, of which they will

4 260

Their

II
I-

they proposed to do is to form corporations that will
~erely

be stockholders.

have not heard anywhere they intend to guarantse the debt.
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States.
we have no apologies to make for not helping the energy
We have been spending S2

4282

situation in the United States.

4283

bi1lion a year for ach of the last three years, and expect

4284

to spend roughly that ouch for the next five years of

4285

capital spending.

4286

The total capital spending of all American businesses is

4287

only $130 bi1lion.

4288

in capital investments, to help to respond to the energy

4239

situation.

~290

Mr. Brovn.

We have been spending 53 or $4 bi11ion

Let me interrupt you just a minute. The Chase

~291

econc::aetrics figu!:'es on the coal

~292

in the President's energy program bet11een 1981 and 1985,

4293

ti~efraoe

U294

gcing to be--the requirements for capital expenditures are

in

~hich

can~tersion

progra!:l alone,

the

11e will be building this project, is

4295' going to be S180 billion in that five-year period.
4 2 96

4297
4298

So, that is going to chell up a good hack of that S130
billicn.
Mr. Goldsmith. That is right.
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4262
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Mr. Goldsmith.

They committed 100

percen~

767

of eguity

That is right,_but not this debt that

4264

would be $7 billion without overruns, and would be $10

4265

billion with overruns.

4266
~267

4268

They are not guaranteeing that del:t.

Lenders don't loan money unless people are going to repay
whether or not the project is completed.
Atlantic Richfield's credit woaldn't be of any use to the

4269

project if we were reguired to take on one-third of the

4270

obligation~

4271

billion had been spent and then yon collapsed the project.

4272

4273

and if the project were not

People wouldn't loan

~oney

guarantee, cr with Schio•s, if I

427(!.

llr. Roncalio.

4275

to build the TAPS.

co~pleted,

on that basis with
~ay

and 513

Area'~

say so.

You didn't have any troable getting t:>Oney

4276

Mr. Golds3ith.

That is the reason our credit is now of

4277

lesser value today.

4278

debt ratio in excess of 40 percent, whichis the second

4279

highest cf the 20 largest oil companies in the United

~e

have extended ourselves.

lie have a
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4299

tons of coal.

4300

capacity to develop that coal.
~r.

4 301

We vould like to use some of that financial

Roncalio.

You are not talking about the same thing.

4302

You are talking about gross capital investment.

4303

talking about capital expenditures,
~r.

4304

Brcwn.

I

a~

talking about fixed
esti~ate

4305

billion is the Chase econometrics

4306

coal conversion program from 1981 to 1985.

U307

Mr.

Golds~ith.

4308

~r.

Brown.

4309

invest~ent

~nd

Ycu are

invest~ent,

S180

of the cost of

That is right.
you just said that the average annual

is what?

4310

Mr.

Golds~ith.

4 311

~r.

Brovn.

4 312

Mr.

Golds~ith.

4313

769

By our company is 52 billion.

No, by all

~merican

industry.

All industries, $130 billion.

It is

predicted next year it will be $140 billion.
~r.

4 31 4

Roncalio.

I sub3it for the record that ycu are
invest~ent

4315

talking about different things. The

4316

gross capital investoent in the USA, is $260 billion a year,

4317

which has nothing to do aitb capital investments that you

I.

capital,
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are talking about.

Mr. Brcvn.

Gross.capital investoent.

He is talking about

industrial investoent and gross capital investment----

4321

~r.

~222

Mr. Brcvn.

Roncalio.

Investors' money.

Gross capital investment I think includes

4323

housing and agriculture and a let of other things that are

432~

not considered industrial

~325

industrial investoent. ;hen you are talking about the coal

4326

conversion costs, Chase

~327

industrial

4~28

and divide it over a five-year period, it is, you know,

4329

so~ething

4 330

Mr.

invest~ent,

invest~ent.

econo~etrics

~e

are talking about

was talking about

vhich if you take the $180 billion

like $30 to $40 billion a year.
Golds~ith.

That is right.

In fact, ve are opening

4331

next month the largest coal nine in the United States, in

~332

~yarning,

vith a capacity to produce 20 million tons of coal

4333

a year.

Yon are familiar vith that line, sir.

4334

Mr.

Roncalio.

~335

~r.

Goldsmith.

43~6

Y2s.

•e are going to invest $205 million. We

vould like to build eight or ten core like that over the
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4337

next ten year:s,

4338

usa our financiaL capacity to guarantee other people's

4339

debts,. and then develop coal
l'!r~

4340

And the country needs them, but we cannot

Brown..

<:~ines •.

would lii<e to conclude "'Y questioning with

I

4341

just cne other point..

4342

cannot get together: to discuss this.

4343

I

guess I

llould you each--11ell, I

ought to asl< of you. then,

guess you

because you ar:e the

4344

financial officer her:e--would you advise ce what the

4345

interests costs would .be--.,aybe I

4346

what the interests costs

4347"

sor:r:y, on the gua::anteeing of the loans if you had to ccme

4348

np

4349

ability to oeet your: other: obligations?

~ith

the

~cney

~oQLd

should ask for: each CC!llfa.UY--

be on the financing--! am

for: that and what that does to your:

4350

Do you understand what I

4 351

~r.

Golds~ith.

4 352

llr:~

Br:cwn,

a<:~

asking?

Yes.

Because if yon have to come up wi-th the

<:~oney,

4353

then your: financing costs alone for: the money that you would

4354

be guaranteeing--! would like to have that related to the

4355

debt that ycu nov carr:y, and what i t would do to that debt,
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11356

your payments, the payments that you are nov making, on the

11357

debt that you carry.

11358
11359
11360

Do you have any question about what I aM after?

r have

said it very badly, I know.
l!r. Goldslllith.

The differing interest costs that we voul

11361

incur if we were forced to produce on guarantees for this

11362

project as far as the cost of borrowing

4363

l!r. Brown. That is

right~

~oney.

I am not sore, first, exactly

113611

what you think the guarantees will amount to and what your

11365

share of that will be and then I

1136&

on your other:

11367

obliged to Fay in interest rates on the carrying charges of

11368

that as opposed to the carrying charges you nov have on your

4369

current debt.

11370

c6:~~pany

want your projecticn based

projections of ..,hat yon vonld be

I have the feeling--! am not a stock holder, I just have an

11371

interest because it serves my area--that Sohio vould be put

4372

to the vall by that.

11373
113711

~r.

Dingell.

I think that is a very interesting question.

Gentlemen, if you vonld

sub:~~it

that for the record, it
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would be most helpful.

4376

grateful for that.

4377
Ll378
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We vill in each instance be very

[The information follovs:]
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The Chair recognizes nov the counsel of the

llr. Dingell.

4380
4381

subccm~ittee,

4382

questions.

Mr. Braun, for the purpose of asking

Mr. Braun.

4383

774

We vould like to get an idea of the respectiv

4384

shares of oil and gas reserves in the Prudhoe Bay that are

4385

held respectively by Bzxon, Area and Sohio.

4386

testimony ve can glean that Bzxon apparently contrcls 33

4387

percent of the

4388

share at 40 percent approxioately?
~r.

4389

gas~

Golds~ith.

Does that leave Area's

and Sohio 27.

our share of the reserves is 7.5 trillion

4390

cubic feet, vhich is the saoe as Exxon's.

4391

sa~e

4 392

4393

Prom the

That would be the

percentage.
~r.

Ravl.

o~nership.

Let me just give you specifics as to

You know- there is the oil zone and the gas cap unit-

Exxon

4394

each
and Area/ ovn 20.27 percent of the oil zone, ar:.d -t.fie-;'--f>-W'il

4395

42.12 percent -ea-ch of the gas cap unit.

4 39 6

Then you

ca~

~ultiply

these
trrose figures

Mfiler gave in teros of

the
ti~es

..,;::ljs in the oil zan.:>.

4397

that Mr.

4398

and in the gas cap, and in our case and Area's

What

th~reserves

c~~~

yon come

I.
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gas
. up vi tit about a third of the proven;reserves in the field.
In Sohio 1 s case it vas the other figure. There are other

4401

people· in these units, too, smaller interests in these

4LI02

units.

4 403

~r.

4404

Mr. Goldsmith, you said that Area had a high degree cf

4405

Braun.

All right.

confidence in the PI:udhce Bay pecto::;oance.

The question is,

Exxon
and~=

4406

'<ill Area

Ll407

producers then guarantee the delivery of tva 9C? a day to

4408

.!lean?

4409

nr.

4 41 0

testify?

4411

and Sohio and the other Alaskan

Golds~ith.

Mr. Rawl.

~e

Ho, sir.

"r.

Ba~l,

do you

~ant

to

vill not be able to guarantee the delivery

Ll412

of the gas.

Studies have been cade not just by these

4413

cc~panies.

4414

outside parties that

4415

had studies

The state has made studies.

~here

have been

FEA

4416
4417

~ade

studies.

The

F~~

looked at i t and

~ade.

The gas is

the~:e.

It is everyone's understanding and

per day
feeling and technical viev that tva BCFjwould certainly not
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4418

strain that gas reserve.

4419

guarantees, yon are talking about in effect guaranteeing

4~20

loans and everything

4421

guaranteeing the viablity of this project.

else~

You are talking about

lie have not had to do that in selling gas in the pastr an

4.422
4423

But when you talk about

i t would not be oar intention to do that at this
l!r~

442(1..

Dingell.

I am

car~oas.

ti~e.

The question, as r Understan

4425

it,. vas vould yon. guarantee the delivery of tva· ECF.

4426

wasn't would you guarantee financing and other things.

4427

Mr. Rawl.

4428

llr.

4429

llr. Rawl-

Congressman~

Dingell~

vhat do you nean •guarantea•?

Guarantee delivery of gas •.

Let's say the field then because cf state

4430

action or regulatory action by the state oil and gas

4431

co~mission,

4433
4434

they decide----

Mr. Dingell.

4432

4436

r can't guarantee what any state is going t

do.
llr. Ravl.
you

443S

It

tell us all

"f.JJ.

But you are in this case, sir, because if they
only
can produce is/1.8 billion----

llr. Dingell.

You are talking about them imposing
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allowables.
~r.

!!awl.

~r•

Dingell.

Yes, sir, something of that sort.
Within that bounds, I think--with that

~440

reservation--why don't ve phrase the question differently and

~ij~1

say conld yon assure tva BCF.
Mr- Bawl.

I think we can assure it.

Sut if SCQe externa

~~43

force prohibits us from delivering., and that has happaned in

~~~~

places---Mr. Dingell.

Let Qe explain the reason for the question

~~46

of counsel.

~447

as I am snre you are aware, over the fact that the contracts

4~48

would provide for delivery of a given

~~~9

would not be eq:ialed over the life of the contn.ct.

~~50

·

777

•e have over the years had great controversy,

a~ount

of gas, which

I tbink the question relates to the question of whether i

4451

point of fact two BCP vould come into the pipeline on a

~452

daily basis.

~453

Is there any controversy over that point, that va conld b_

4~5~

assured that on a daily basis two BCP would enter at least

~~55

the northern end of the line?
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~r.

4456

Ravl.

778

Yes, sir, r think you can be assured of that.

4~57

But the vord •assurance,• basad on all the technical

111158

knowledge and know-how and so forth, and external factors

11q59

yon have to take into account here, is a lot---l!r, Dingell.

If you have an earthquake up there or

q~61

sc~ething

4462

BCF is nat going to be going into the
Mr~

4~63

446~

of that scrt, it is pretty clear to me that two

aa~l.

~hen

li~e.

you say guarantee, I felt like you are

·talking about that as if gas doesn't flow, we

~465

en~

up paying

the tariff for nonflowing gas.

a=66

3r. Dingall. Ccunsel advises ne be vas not canteoplating

4~67

financial guarantee in this.

~r-. ~awl(

Coate!llplating a tll::oughput guarantee, taougb.,

11U69

which ia

4470

undergirding bands for the State of Texas, you just cannot

4471

guarantee throughput,

4472

studies, and studies by others, and by the financial

4473

advisers of all of these projects, all three of

4474

projects, and other projects in the state, .that the gas is

I

eff:ct-~r.

Gao~age

talked about that, in

ter<~s

of

We can assure you tbat based on oar

thes~

1
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4475

available and it should be reasonably expected that i t will

4476

be two BCF cr core for this project.
111:' •.. Dingell.

4477

Can you give us

so~e

judgment as to what is

4479

the minimnc price that enables you to sell the gas cf your

4479

thre~

4480

pipeline head up there at the northern end?

co~pani~s

llr. Goldsilith.

4 481
4492

Dingell •.

4483

~e,

4484
4485

into the line?

the

of course,

~ar~etplace

4487

about it at this

ask~d

fol:' natural gas deregulation.

I understand your position well.

with it, I

disagr~e

Let ne try that, i£ I might, Chai.rcan

a~

Although

not disposed to quarrel with you

ti::~e.

III:'·. Goldsmith. All. right.

Stepping from th?i:, a •• d looxin

4~89

at a regulated situation, we have asked that the price in

4490

Alaska be exactly the

4491

are three reasons----

4 492

4493

Let

decide. That is the easiest.

Mr. Dingell.

4486

What is the price at the

llr. Dingell.

sa~e

as the Lover 48 states.

There

In other words, you are asking f'or the same

prices as vculd be given in the Lower 48.
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Hr. Goldsmith.

Rigtit. There are three reasons for that,

4495

sir.

4496

today~

4497

with a new reservoir, you don't

4499

required to keep her haEJpy,. as I

4499

780

ie have been talking about reservoir performance a lot
iell~

until you have lived with a new wife or lived
kno~

what is going to be

understand.

Butr we could be forced to incur very substantial capital

4500

investments and operating expense costs to maintain the

4501

reser'7oit; once gas is produced.

4502

One possibility--and here I am getting into Mr. Bawl's

4503

field--water Elooding is a possibility.

450~

substantial cost:

4505

The second "eason that you need a

That could be a

legiti~ate

very

gas price in

4506

relation to oil is the trade-off aspect between oil and gas

4507

as commodity

4508

sacrifice tempon.rily or otherwise of oil production for gas

4509

or gas production for oil, if they are valued roughly equal,

4510

on a commodity basis at the wellhead, those trade-cffs can

4511

be made in the best interests of the consumer and the

4512

producers and the State of Alaska.

~alues.

To the extent that there bas to be any
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But, if they are artificially far apart, yon cannot

4514

operate on an economic basis.

4515

position vith the State of Alaska and an adversary position

4516

even anong the producers, vho have differing

4517

interests.

4518

4519

4521

~r.

Dingell.

You get into an adversary

o~nership

Nov, there has been the question raised fro.

ti"e to tiae abont state and local taxation, things of that

Are there any comments that you "ight Dake about the

4522

adverse effect cf state and local taxation on this natural

4523

gas in Alaska, which 01ight jeopardize the project either

U524

frco the prcduction end or

4525

Mr~

Goldsnith.

frc~

the transportation end?

.If we had an artificially lm• price for

4525

the gas the State of dlaska would feel they vould be

~527

nistreated by the Congress or by the FERC, and they vonld

4528

consider so3e of the

4529

oil, by excessi,·,.ly taxing the oil.

4530
4:31

!!r. Dingeil.

sa~e

actions considered in the case of

I a01 talKl.u9 o.bont things like boroughs,

which vonld impose taxes on land up there.
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Excessively tax the gas.

782

I wculd not

~533

expect, if· the State of Alaska receives the sace price at

~534

the Lower

~535

different than the Lower

~8,

that the State of Alaska would tax us any
~8

states.

In fact, as I understand the position of the Commissioner

~536

~537

of Revenue and the Governor of the State of Alaska they vill

~538

tax equal to the highest state irr the O·niou, but not greater

~539

than that.

~540

to begin vith.

But, that assumes they are getting a fair price

M:r. DingelJ..

~541

~542

ether panel

~543

particular Faint?

~e~bers

Mr: .. Ea·,l..

4545

Gentlemen,. 11r. !!awl, or would any of our
like to cake a comment on that

!1r .. Chair::nan,. I am very reluctant, of course,

to discuss Frice vith a couple of competitors sitting here.
I

4546
4547
45~8

1 Don't think I a<> in a position to forecast what the costs
will be and how you allocate costs.
type of
This is a typical butcher shop/thing, only it is the

45~9

largest butcher shop we have ever done business in, in

4550

of allocating costs.

ter~s

But, I will say that I do feel that
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q551

Alaska shoald not be discriminated against in terms of

q552

whatever legislation transpires.

t!.r~ Dingell.
4551l.

I have a curious position on discrimination.

In all instances I a11 against it, whether it is for or
anybody~

4555

against

4555

fellow happens to live, sex, race, or anything

4557

that at least I think ve agree.
Rawl~

Mr.

4556

That goes to color of hide or where a
else~

So in

In terms. of the taxing authorities up there, I
\

4559

vould think they would be reasonable in that regard. They

4560

certainly have an interest, too, in seeing that this gas

4561

goes to

~arket.

4562

like to

see/o-f:--i~~.l-S-e-d-:-h~~r:-s--t-a-t:-a-

They have some other

proble~s,they

would

some of the gas used in the state

Mr:, Di!lgell.

4563

and so for-th •.

Do you have any rason/to assu~e

4564

saperboronghs .eight come into being with monstrous ta:::es

4565

being iMposed on the

4566

sc~ething

r have no reason to believe that.

Mr, Rawl.

4 566

Mr, Dingell.

I

of the whole Noeth Slcpe, or

of that kind?

4567

4569

pr:oduc~

Do any of you gentleMen have that concern?

we have not hear:d from yon, Mr.

98-069 0 - 78 - 46

Miller:.
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fir. Miller.

4570
4571

78~

r vill comment on both of those issues, if

you vould like.
On the first one, the price allocation is a very difficult

4572
4573

thing, particularly the regulatory work and uncertainty ve

4574

are dealing with. But r think as a general matter whatever

4575

price is established bas to be looked at in the context of

4576

the overall economici of the projectr so that it is an

4577

economically viable project, because that is something hat

4578

lenders are going to insist upon before they put any

4579

into it.

4580

~r.

Dingell.

The question is at what point do these taxes

so forth convert this from a viable project to cne which

4581

a~d

4582

is not viable.

4583

~oney

~r.

~iller.

I

am not sure

~bat

point that is.

Bat in

4584

terms of the price that goes to each segment of this

4585

operation, I think you have to have a price and a return

4586

that vill attract the capital into it.

4587
4588

In terms of the wellhead price, I think you have to give
thought to what is going to be necessary to stimulate
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additional e%ploration and production on the North Slope.
If that price isn't

dee~ed

to be sufficient to spur that

4591

e%ploration and production, you are not going to get

4592

additional supplies developed. So, that has to be

4593

considered.

4594

I think if that situation developed, vhece additional

4595

exploration, perhaps additional finds and then production,

4596·

is part

4597

would be less inclined to be overzealous in their ta%ation

4598

policies.

4599

of

the overall pricing ehilosophy,. I think the state

If so~ething vas dcne to preclude additiona'l. exploration,

4600

and therefore deprive the state of additional revenue that

~601

might be generated by finding further supplies of natural

4602

gas or

oil~

perhaps they would try to offset that.

460 3

Mr. Dingell.

4604

Mr. Roncalio.

4605

Gentleoen, I want to wrap up my feelings in this regard,

I yield.
I thank you.

4606

to all three of you, and it is with every ounce of sincerity

4607

I have.

I

am a little surprised.

I reread your statement
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4608

but I think I sensed in the statements something less than

4609

enthusiasm. over this choice.

4610

contributed money to help with the Trans-A1askan originally,

11611'

bnt the one you had not backed up, you feel like a fellow

4612

leaving a

4613

scmebody else stepped in,. and I sense that coolness in

46111.

feelings today.

~615

racetrack~

Yet I find Atlantic l!ichfield

you bet on a couple of horses and

In the common situation I have to state

this~

you:~;

gentlemen:

4616

hope vhethe:t; you believe O:t; disbelieve who got the thing,

4617

you recognize the vast importance to this government· that

4618

this be com>lated.

4619

it.

4620

environlllentalists picked in Alaska.

4621

In this Congress ve face

canada picked

It is the President's choice.
vher~

He picked

it would go and the

ve:~;y

day almost like. military

~622

bullets--I find deep resentoent and animosity for the gas ~nd

4623

oil industry.

There are bi1ls for divestiture, horizontal

4624

and vertical.

There is a bill I just about killed last veek

4625

by bringing out of the blue a motion to table, my chairman

4626

Mo Udall's bill to prohibit yonr company from having any OCS
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:r

lost by three votes.

787

r think he had some proxies

4627

lease.

4 628

in his pocket, hut it vas close, three votes •.
Downstairs this morning r introduced tvo men from wyoming,

4629
4630

both in the· uraniium filing business, with serious chaz:ges·

463T

of almost criminal conspiracy towards !ICGee and Gulf oil

4632

Cc~pany~ tvc in your business, over vhat they allege to be

4633

improper fiings of

463~

control all of the various types of oil, gas, uranium, and

4635

so on.

4636

uranium~

thns conspiring you see to

It is tough to have to fight this off day after day, veak

4637

after veek,. and· to come- up vith sc"ething ve can all live

4638

~ith,

4639

resources and bring them out and make it possible, and tax

4640

you and spend your taxes wisely.

4641

democracy.

4642

r think to see you progress, develop and go after the

r understand that to e

rt gives us political freedom, gives you economic freedom.

:r

do not

:r

feel a

4643

I think it is the best systea in the world, but

4644

think ve are

4645

little bit of hostility here· towards the fact that there is

~oving

in the right direction when
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4646

a Group

4647

this, and all they want is some sign that you might sit dcvn

4648

vith

4649-

than you are gong to by moving your product to the market.

4650

thee~

ready to put out 10, 12, or $13 bilion to do

and let them help you make 25 or $30 billion more

:I make

~y

point with a degree·:I hope of friendship.

:I

4651

worked for your COllfany.

4652

race,. and for four years :I got you good rates in the field

4653

on. secondary recovery.

4654.

a"' leaving here in a year.

4655

You hired me when :I lost my Senate

You have probl.ems, not vith

:r

·you.,have to understand that.

In three different places hostilities are tovards the oil
downstairs~

4656

company•

4657

and in Interior on divestiture.

4658

e~e.

the uranium

hearings~

Br.

Hoss~

here,

John Bingham will. have one in a. fev months that is even
It is the bal.ance trying- to ClOVe in the right

4659-

stronger.

4660

direction and keeping 220 million people reasonably happey.

4661

That is our problem.

4 662

I waul d li l<e a little bit of a response.

4663

Br. Miller.

4664

I did not get an opportunity earlier to

comment on whether or not we were disappointed vith the
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4E65

selection,

4666

on vhat ve had to say here today.

4667

Sohio•s case, and I suspect in the other two,. i t did not.

4668

We do not perceive significant differences in terms of vhat

4669

our realization is going to be with any of the proposals

4670

that vere advanced, such that ve felt any disappointment in

4671

terms of whatever proposal vas selected.

4672

You seem to feel that perhaps that had a bearing
I can assure yon in

I think the one that ve· would endorse, support, and would
~ould

4673·

hops-

4674

production as soon as possible, but I think we vould still

4675

be here regardless of vhat choices were

4676

because there are some fundamental issues here that do not

4677

relate to the selection of a project out of the three.

4678

move forward is the· one that could get us into

All three of thellr are· involved with

~ade

in that regard,

~oving

gas from a

4679

remote area to a very expensive pipeline, regardless of

4680

vhich one was selected or which system was selected to a

4681

regulated market, where prices are artificial,

!1682

is the fundamental nnderlyng difficulty, and our enthusias"

4683

vould probably not be any greater had another· project been

I think that
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selected~

~685

!!r. Roncalio.

I

thank you very much.

4686

r heard each of you sort of criticize Alcan-

4687

is stilL busy pinching themselves.

q599

notified for a couple of veeks.

4689

l!r. Raw.l.

!!aybe Alcan

They have only been

With all due respect, r did not criticize

4690

Alcan.

ram' probably nnemotional enough to not express my

469l

enthusiasm, but as·

~692

delighted tba t

4693

supports the project.

J

Mr •. Roncalio.

4695

~r.

·4597

Thank you. very much.

Goldsmith.

r thank you for
Please· let

statement~

ve are jnst

and that
there is a project, /the administration

4694

4696

r said in ny

r appreciate i t .

Could r also respond to your ccmnents, an

the~.

!liE!"

correct any impression that r vas

4698

criticizing Alcan or thinking i t vas the worst of the three

4 69 9

alternatives.

4700

having the project approved, that is in the most expeditious

4701

and best interests of the pnblic.

q702

on that kind of criteria.

We do not.

We are "ost concerned abont·

Alcan has been selected

'
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My only displeasure has been one of this attempt to extor

1170~

producer involvement, and the atmosphere, as you have

~705

pointed out, sir, from your excellent remarks about· what is

~706

happening in Washington today with the oil industry; the

11707

threat of divestiture, especially, is the very kind of

11708

a·tmosphere- in which one could not prudently invest the

11709

shareholders• money in a pipeline investment.
Roncalio.

I understand loud and clear.

11710

Mr~

11711

Thank you very :nuch, Mr. Chairman.

11712

~r.

Dingell.

Gentlemen, thank you all.

You have been

11713

patient and we thank you for your assistance.

U7111

helped us greatly, as ay good friend indicates.

11715

all for your presence here-

11716

been at least a useful meeting.

11717

You have
Thank you

I think you agree that it has

'!he- subcommittee is not in order.

We do again remind our

11718

guests that this is a meeting of a congressional ccmmittee

11719

and it is the duty of the Chair to keep order, which I fully

11720

and vigorously intend to do.

11721

wish to converse shou'ld do so elsewhere.

I would suggest that all who
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ATTACHMENT F
RESPONSES TO ENERGY COMMITTEE STAFF/GAO QUESTIONS
CONCERNING THE PRUDHOE BAY RESERVOIR

1.

Will the produced gas available for sale be solution gas or gas cap gas?
Answer: Both solution gas and gas cap gas will be available for sale. The relative
ii'iiiCiii'i1Ts of each produced to meet sales will vary with time.
Gas sales from the Prudhoe Bay field are expected to begin 6 to 7 years from now.
By the time gas sales begin, over 2 Tcf of solution gas will have been reinjected and
additional solution gas will have been liberated in the reservoir. For these reasons,
with a gas sale of 2.0 Bcf per day beginning after 6 or 7 years, there will be no effective gas cap voidage for well over 10 years.
As oil production declines and the amount of solution gas production decreases, the
fraction of the sale resulting from gas cap gas production will increase.

2.

Will the production from the gas cap or solution gas significantly lower the reservoir
pressure?
Answer: Gas sales of 2 Bcf/D as soon as a gas pipeline is available do not result in
s1gmhcantly lower reservoir pressure than deferring the same sales volume for an
additional 10 years. The Prudhoe Bay field has a very large gas cap and is expected
to have a limited water drive, the combination of which will offer substantial
reservoir pressure support. Exxon presented testimony at the State of Alaska Field
Rule Hearing in May 1977 which showed the sale of 2.0 Bcf per day after 5 years
compared to no sales until15 years reduced the average volume-weighted average oil
zone pressure by only 10 percent, or about 300 psi. For this example, no additional
water was injected in the earlier gas sale case which could have offset this pressure
difference.

3.

Is a water drive occurring?

Answer: Based on extensive studies of the Sadlerochit aquifer, it is expected that the
lleia"Will have a limited water drive. The field has just been placed on production so
no physical evidence of water influx could yet be expected.
The reservoir
surveillance activities discussed at the hearings referenced above have been initiated
to get an early verification of our projections.
4.

Is a partial water drive occurring?

Answer: See the answer to Question No. 3 above.
5.

If a partial water drive is occurring and the reservoir pressure is declining, what are
the plans for pressure maintenance?
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Answer: Water injection plans were outlined in the State hearings referenced above.
'T!leTnjection of produced water will occur once the produced water volumes become
significant, which we now estimate to be within 2 to 4 years after the start of oil
production. We plan to inject this water in areas of the field where oil recovery
under primary depletion would be the poorest. Such injection volumes will ultimately
amount to over 500,000 barrels per day and total about 5 billion barrels. By this
selective reinjection of produced water, we anticipate having a very effective waterflood.
Source water injection into the reservoir can begin when additional oil recovery
benefits are confirmed and the optimum injection locations and volumes are
determined. It is now anticipated that source water injection will begin within about
7 years. In addition to the reservoir surveillance program, water injection tests are
being designed and waterflood design and implementation studies are beginning to
insure the timing required to achieve maximum waterflood benefits can be achieved.
6.

Would declining gas cap pressure create a situation that would cause oil to be lost in
the gas cap portion?
Answer: No. Gas cap gas will expand well down into the oil rim during the 6 or 7
years of oil production prior to start of gas sales. In addition, over 2 Tcf of solution
gas will be injected into the gas cap of the reservoir.
This expansion and reinjection creates a gas-invaded buffer zone between the portion
of the oil column that is waterswept and the original gas cap. This buffer zone will
allow gas sales to occur without oil being lost due to migration into the gas cap.

7.

Would partial water drives through a faulting system as described for the Sadlerochit
reservoir bypass a considerable amount of oil if pressure-depletion methods were
applied too rapidly?
Answer: In no case can we enVISion overtaxing the combination drive natural
oepreiTon process to the extent that it causes a loss of oil recovery. The operating
plan has been designed with the flexibility to vary the offtake and injection rates and
locations to minimize the possibility of bypassing oil.

8.

Would gas production without reinjection cause a premature oil decline?
Answer: No. The onset of oil production decline is controlled primarily by the
advance of the gas-oil contact. Increasing gas-oil ratios ultimately result in the gashandling capability being exceeded, at which time oil production becomes limited.
The advance of the gas-oil contact is related primarily to withdrawals of oil from the
oil zone, and is only very slightly affected by gas offtakes since natural water influx
is essentially the same with and without gas sales at the point of oil decline.
Therefore, the timing of gas sales has very limited, if any, measurable effect on the
timing of oil production decline, assuming gas handling capability is equivalent in
either the case of sales or no sales.
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9.

How were the maximum production rates for oil producers determined?
Answer: Individual well rates were determined using radial well models designed
specifically to evaluate the possibility of prematurely coning gas and water into the
wellbore. These models are now being used to minimize these potential problems by
optimizing standoff distances between the perforations and the gas-oil and oil-water
contacts and taking maximum advantage of protective shale members.

10. Does the water production indicate that a natural water drive is occurring?
Answer: As discussed in Question No. 9 above, perforation intervals are designed to
minimize gas and water production. At this very early stage of field production,
there is not sufficient water production to make any judgments regarding the natural
)Yater drive.
11. What cost benefits would occur from a natural water drive mechanism as opposed to
the installation of a secondary recovery system?
Answer: If the two systems were equally effective, there would be cost benefits
associated with natural water drive.
However, as discussed in the preceding
questions, the natural water drive is expected to be limited and produced and source
water injection programs are being considered to augment natural water influx. ln
the "Technical Considerations, Prudhoe Bay Unit Operating Plan" report submitted by
the field operators to the State of Alaska on October 20, 1976, it was stated that the
source water injection project would cost over $1 billion.
12. Would following normal recommended engineering practices dictate that a pressure
maintenance system not be designed or installed until sufficient production and
pressure history data has indicated which water drive mechanism is occurring?
Answer: No. Modern reservoir performance evaluations include studies of the
aquifer in order to obtain an early indication of its probable effectiveness. The
timing for start of waterflood design studies and implementation must be considered
on a reservoir-by-reservoir basis. ln the' case of Prudhoe Bay, the major reason for
considering water injection is not pressure maintenance, but improved conformance
or sweep efficiency in areas of the reservoir which experience inefficient recovery
under the natural depletion process.
Because of the complex nature of the field, the selection of the optimum well locations and injection volumes will require field production performance and testing
data. The decision has been made to proceed with waterf!ood design and implementation studies concurrently with reservoir data gathering so that a waterf!ood can be
initiated as soon as practicable when benefits have been confirmed and optimum
locations and volumes have been selected.
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13. Would gas cap withdrawals be contrary to normal engineering practices?
Answer: No, simultaneous gas cap withdrawals and oil production is quite normal
practice in many fields. There is no general conclusion which can be drawn regarding
the advisability of producing gas cap gas concurrently with oil production. Operating
plans must be developed for each reservoir based on the individual characteristics of
that reservoir. For instance, if the reservoir had a strong water drive and successful
replacement of voidage from the gas cap could not be accomplished, the offtake of
gas cap gas would not be advisable because oil could migrate into the gas cap
resulting in some loss of oil reserves.
The characteristics of the Prudhoe Be.y field make it possible to sell gas as early as a
gas pipeline system can be installed consistent with sound engineering practices.
There are several reasons why gas sales at Prudhoe Bay will not affect oil recovery:
(1)

The earliest possible gas sales date is about 6 to 7 years from now. At that
time, approximately one-third of the recoverable oil will have been produced.
Obviously, this oil cannot be affected by gas sales.

(2)

With gas sales beginning after 6 to 7 years, there will be no effective gas cap
gas voidage until after 10 years of oil production.

(3)

During the early years of production, the gas will move considerably into the oil
zone due to gas reinjection and gas cap expansion. This expansion of the cap
minimizes concerns about oil migrating into the gas cap.

(4)

Our model studies indicate that the sale of gas in 1983 as compared to 1993 has
only a slight effect on average depletion pressure. (10% or about 300 psi.) The
relatively minor effect of this pressure difference can be offset by water
injection.

(5)

Fluid properties of oil at Prudhoe Bay are not very sensitive to pressure over
that 3 00-psi range.

14. What is the reservoir practices in the Cook Inlet oil field area? Are reservoirs in that
area similar to the Prudhoe Bay reservoirs?
Answer: Exxon has no operations in the Cook Inlet and as a result cannot comment on
this question.
15. What was the total estimated oil production from the Sadlerochit reservoir upon
which you based your proposed tariffs to the ICC?
Answer: As documented in Exxon Pipeline Company's letter dated April 27, 1977, to
Mr. John Grady, Director - Bureau of Accounts, Interstate Commerce Commission,
9.6 billion barrels of liquid hydrocarbon recoverable reserves were used as the basis
for calculating Exxon's initial tariff rate.
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16. Can the estimated 400 million barrels of natural gas liquids to be produced from
Prudhoe Bay be transported to markets via the Alyeska oil pipeline?
Answer: It is anticipated that the gas purchasers will remove gas liquids from the
l>rii<ffiOe Bay gas only to the extent necessary to meet the hydrocarbon dew point
requirements of the gas pipeline.
The volume of natural gas liquids cannot be determined until gas pipeline specifications are known.
It is contemplated that practically all of the propanes in the gas could go into the gas

pipeline stream. Essentially all the iso-butanes and some of the normal butanes could
be used for fuel.
It is anticipated that all the NGL's not used as fuel will be blended with the crude oil
and shipped through the oil pipeline.
In any event, it is anticipated that all gas liquids removed from the gas as a condition

for meeting gas pipeline specifications can be used for beneficial purposes.
17. If a waterflood using water from outside sources is not inaugurated, because it is not
deemed to be economically viable, can the initial 2.0 Bcf/D rate be sustained for the
life of the field?
Answer: Whether a waterflood system is initiated or not has very little effect on the
deliverability of gas from the field.
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ATTACHMENT G
EFFECT OF GAS OFFTAKE
ON OIL RECOVERY
MAlN AREA SADLEROCHIT RESERVOIR
PRUDHOE BAY FIELD
The effect of gas offtakes on oil recovery has been the subject of much study by the
owner companies and others. The 26 trillion cubic feet of Prudhoe Bay gas reserves
have the energy equivalent of approximately 5 billion barrels of oil, or over one-half
the crude oil reserves. Because the gas at Prudhoe Bay is such an important energy
resource, development of a plan for its production, consistent with good conservation
practices, has been a major objective of Exxon's reservoir performance studies.
There are important advantages for the simultaneous production of oil and the sale of
gas, including:
(1)

lmproved operating and cost efficiency since the facilities for handling the
oil can be used for handling gas which will allow oil production to lower
economic limiting rates.

(2)

Reduced fuel consumption with savings possibly amounting to the energy
equivalent of 100 million barrels of oil.

(3)

Added gas liquids recovery because it is necessary to blend such liquids
with crude for shipment with the oil production. Ultimately, it is expected
that 300 to 400 million barrels of gas liquids will be extracted.

The attached chart summarizes the results of a number of sensitivity studies
conducted by Exxon which show that the operators can efficiently manage the
reservoir with early gas sales.
The first two cases shown are cases with produced water returned to waterflood the
lower portion of the reservoir. In the first case, 2.0 Bcf/D of gas pipeline deliveries
were delayed until 15 years after the start of oil production. In thesecond case, the
same volume of gas was sold at the earliest possible date, about 5 years after the start
of oil production. Although the difference observed can be offset by changing other
variables, the oil recoveries differed by only 1.3 percent and this can be attributed
primarily to pressure differences. The volume-weighted average oil zone pressure was
reduced by 318 psi (or less than 10 percent) for the year 5 sale vs. the year 15 sale. As
stated above, additional studies demonstrate this small reduction in oil recovery can be
compensated for by modifying one or more operational factors, such as water
injection.
The remaining cases on the chart all have source water injection programs. The third
case has 2.0 Bcf /D of gas pipeline deliveries delayed until 10 years after the start of
oil production with source water injection commencing after 7 years with a peak
injection rate of 2.0 MMB/D. The fourth case has gas pipeline deliveries of 2.0 Bcf/D
after 5 years with a waterflood program identical to the third case. The fifth case
also has 2.0 Bcf /D gas pipeline deliveries after 5 years and source water injection
commencing after 7 years with a peak injection rate of 3.5 MMB/D. Cases three
through five indicate that an ultimate oil recovery in the order of 40 percent is
attainable with gas sales commencing 5 and 10 years after the start of oil production.
Enclosed with this submittal is a copy of Exxon's testimony before the Alaska Oil and
Gas Conservation Committee at the public Pool Rules hearing conducted in Anchorage
on May 5 and 6, 1977.

SENSITIVITY TO GAS OFFTAKE RATES AND TIMING
MAIN AREA SADLEROCHIT RESERVOIR

Operating Parameters Held Constant
1.5 MMBOPD

160-acre well spocing
Low pressure and artificial lift

Gas Pipeline Deliveries
Year*
Bcf/D

Water Injection

15

2.0

Produced only

0.6

Average
Pressure**
-----·3602

5

2.0

Produced only

0.6

3284

36.2

10

2.0

7

2.0

3693

40.0

5

2.0

7

2.0

3454

39.3

5

2.0

7

3.5

3686

40.2

Year*

_MMB/D

Oil Recovery
% OOIP
37.5
--1
CA:I
~

..

Years after start of oil produciton
Average depletion pressure (psi)

10/28/77
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DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS CONSERVATION HEARING
PLAN OF DEVELOPNENT AND OPERATION
PRUDHOE BAY (PER!-10-TRIASSIC) RESERVOIR
PRUDHOE BAY UNIT
Anchorage, Alaska
May 5, 1977
EXXON P.ESERVOIR l':ODEL STUDIES

Members of the Alaska Oil and Gas Conservation
ladies and gentlemen, my name is Alan Justice.

Co~~ittee,

I received a.

Master of Science Degree in Civil Engineering from North
Carolina State University in 1966 and was employed by Exxon Co.,
u.s.A. during that year as an Associate Engineer.

Since that

time I have had a variety of Production Department assignments.
I have worked in the field of Reservoir Engineering for the
past eight years and have been supervising Exxon's Prudhoe Bay
Reservoir Engineering studies since October, 1972.

I am

currently Division Reservoir Engineer for Exxon's '-/estern
Production.Division.

1.

Reservoir Description
a.

I plan to discuss Exxon's.reservoir model studies of

the Sadlerochit Reservoir of the Prudhoe Bay Field.
.

98-069 0 - 78 - 47

~- -~
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Mr. Mcintosh reviewed the geologic structure and
lithologic units of the Sadlerochit Reservoir and Mr. Creveling
summarized the high specialized analyses of basic core and log
data used to determine in-place hydrocarbon volumes.

Similar

detailed engineering and geological analyses have b-een made to
evaluate key reservoir properties which will influence field
production performance.

I would like to highlight Exxon's

efforts regarding reservoir description before discussing the
results of our studies, since reservoir

des~ription

is the most

import2.nt factor in developing .accurate performance predictions.

b.

Overvie~

Figuri 1 is a type log

Otell 33-11-13) of the Sadlerochit

Sandstone interval shoHing the lithographic units, the gam:na-ray
and sonic log responses, and major correlatable shale members.
The average rock properties give a good indication of the
reservoir quality.

These properties vary quite a bit throughout

the reservoir as I will discuss later.
interbedded sandstones and shales.

Zone 1 consists of

It averages 70 feet in

.thickness Hith porosity of 21.6% and permeability of 240 md.
The large number of shales caused the low net-to-gross ratio of
73% and vertical-to-horizontal permeability, or Kv/Kh ratio of
only 1%.

Zone 2 is a series of much cleaner, more massive

braided stream sandstones separated by major shale members.
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These shales become more massive offstructure, as could be
expected with the source of deposition having been from the
north.

Zone 2 averages 250 feet in thickness with an average

porosity of 24.7% and permeability of 660 millidarcies.

Note

that the shale content has decreased markedly compared to
zone 1, resulting in a net-to-gross ratio of 83% and a Kv/Kh
ratio averaging about 15%.
Zone 3 is a conglomeratic.interval averaging 70 feet
in thickness.

'I:his intervel \vas deposited in a high energy

stream environment and is characterized by poor sorting, with
grain sizes varying from very fine sand to large pebbles.
Bec~use

of the large pebbles, porosity is low, 17.81, but

permea!:>ility is quite high, over 900 md.

There are very fe;./

shales in this interval such that the N/G ratio averages 98%
and the Kv/Kh ratio is excellent, averaging 39%.
Zone 4 is a uniform fine-grained sandstone containing
a number of small shales.

This sand averages 160 feet thick,

has a porosity of 24%, permeability of 260 md, net-to-gross
ratio of 89%, and a Kv/Kh ratio of 12%.

The variation in rock

properties between the lithologic zones complicates fluid flmv
and results in substantially different performance bet\~een zones.
This, of course, makes the prediction of per"formance quite
complex and is a major reason why sophisticated numerical
simulation studies are necessary.
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As noted on the log, there are numerous minor shales
which, as I will discuss later, have a big influence on effective
vertical permeability and in turn on reservoir performance.
Also noted on the log are four major shale complexes which have
been identified as existing over large areas of the Reservoir.
Shale A is near the top of Zone 1; Shale B appears at about the
middle of Zone 2; ·Shale C is encountered in the upper 1/3 of
Zone 2; and Shale D is located near the base of Zone. 4.

These

shales are not continuous over the entire reservoir, but they
have been correlated between wells over wide areas.

These

shales further complicate reservoir performance predictions in
that they can result in.the lithologic zones acting someHhat
independently of the others.

This map shO\·IS the areal extent of the uppermost
correlatable shale, Shale D.

The productive limit of the

Sadlerochit Reservoir is.shown by the dashed line.

The

shale,. sho•m in the darker shade, is continuous over the
eastern 1/4 of the oil column and also covers a large ·area
near the middle of the reservoir.

In total, the D shale

underlies almost 1/2 of the oil in place in Zone· 4.

Because

of the influence this and other correlatable shales •·lill have
on reservoir performance,

~1e.

have constructed our models so

that these shales can be described as impermeable barriers
to vertical flow.
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Although we can correlate these shales frorn well
to well, in a braided stream environment i t is possible that
stream scouring could have caused breaches of the shales
between wells.

The monitoring of pressures and gas-oil

contact movement after production start-up and the drilling
of additional wells on closer spacing should provide early
indications as to shale continuity.

d.

Develoo~ent

of Rock Properties

Both core and log data were utilized extensively to
determine the variations in rock properties throughout the
re·servoir for use in our model studies.

Over

~OOO_.<;=ore

'?_am£le_s.

have been taken from about 40 wells throughout the field.

These

core sam;oles have undergone routine --~.ab an:~~~i-~.. for porosity
and horizontal and vertical permeability •.. Spec-ial tests were
also conducted on selected core samples for evaluation of
relative permeability and capillary pressure relationships.

e.

Porosity
To determine porosity distribution, relationshi;os

between core and log data were developed to extra;oolate the
core data to all -wells in the field.

Correlations bet\-1een core

porosity and sonic log transit time were first developed for
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each lithology and each fluid type.

Porosity was next

determined for each lithology in each well on foot-by-foot
basis.
Isoporosity maps were then constructed for each
lithology and each indicated some degree of downstructure
degradation in porosity, consistent with sediment deposition
from a northern source.

f.

Horizo~tal

Pe=meabilitv

Core data were also utilize.d to develop permeabilityporosity relationships so that permeabilities could also be
calculated from ·logs.

Foot-by-foot permeabilities were

calculated for each >Jell and then averaged by zone.

Zonal

i'soperrneability maps were next constructed from the log-derived
values.

Permeability data were also developed from pressure

build-up tes£s and these results generally agreed •1i th the
log-calculated permeabilities.
This figure shows th~ permeability distribution in
Zone 4.

The permeability ranges from a high of 700 millidarcies

·at the top of the structure to 50 millidarcies and less offstructure and averages 260 millidarcies.

From a reservoir

performance viewpoint, permeability variation can be as irnp~rtant
as the absolute level of permeability.

For this reason, \Ve
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developed porosity and horizontal permeability maps similar
to this for each lithology.

For our model studies the four

lithologies were further subdivided into a total of 14 layers
and porosity and permeubili t.y values \·Jere determined for each.

g.

Vertical Permeability Evaluation
We have devoted considerable effort to analyzing the

effect of minor, noncorrelatable shales on vertical flow.

To

determine their effect, it was first necessary to determine
shale frequency and shale size.

A statistical analysis of the

log data was made to estimate shale frequency.

As determined

by log analysis, Zone 1, the bottom-most interval, contains
approximately eight shale intervals per well on the average;
Zone 2 contains about nine; Zone 3, the conglomerate interval,
averag~s
bet\~ee!n

only.6ne such shale p~r well; and Zone 4. contains
10 and 11.

The ntunber of shales were correlated to

N/G ratio, so that the field-wide variutions in shple frequency
could be determined.
An estimate of the areal extent of the individual
shales was based on a geologic study of modern-day stream
environments, core analysis, and average shale thickness.

This

study foun& that, on an average, the stream chunnel width is
about 40 times the channel depth and that shales deposited in
such Streams have average length to width ratios of three.
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At the time of deposition of the Sadlerochit, the
average channel depth was estimeted to be about two feet based
on sedimentary cycle analysis of Sadlerochit cores and average
shale thickness.

Therefore, it could be expected that the

minor shales have an average width of about 75 feet and an
average length of slightly over 200 feet.
With this description of the shales having been
completed, the three-dimensional computer model sho'!n
schematically on this Viewgraph was used to determine verticalto-horizonal permeability ratios for each lithology.
of 28,500 gri& blocks were used in the model.

A total

By flowing

fluids through the model with and vrithout the minor shales,
it was possible to evaluate the effe~t of the shales on vertical
flow as well as the sensitivity of vertical permeability to
shale size and distribution.

To give you an example of the

effect of the shales, Zone 4 Kv/Kh ratio was reduced from

60~

12~.

This analysis has provided, in our opinion, ·the best
estimate of effective vertical permeability vrhich can be made
prior to production.

Additional drilling, field testing, and

production performance \vill provide early verification of this
key parameter •.
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h.

Aquifer Description
The next Vie1-1graph shoHs the aquifer properties and

volume and the location of wells from which data were available.
A total of 26 wells have penetrated the Sadlerochit aquifer over
a wide area, giving good data coverage.

Approxi~ately

of core datu. have been obtai11ed from ten of these

900 feet

~<ells.

Although the aquifer covers a large area, net sand
thickness and rock properties degrade rapidly offstructure.
As shoHn in the inset, only 400 billion

bar~els

or 35% of the

aquifer vollli~e is in rock which has permeability greater than
12 millidarcies.

Thus, even though the total volume of 1.15

trillion barreis seem~ large, the effective portion is much
smaller, so naturu.l water influx is expected _to be limited.
Production performance data to be obtained through the

r~servoir

surveillance program will provide the additional information
needed to more accurately quantify aquifer response.

i.

Fluid Properties
This map sho1-1s the location of \•;ells from which crude

and gu.s cap samples Here obtained.

A total of 33 crude sa:nples

from 14 wells and seven gas cap gas samples from two wells have
been an<:>lyzed in the Hain Area.
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Initial reservoir pressure in the Main Area ranges
from 4335 psia at the gas-oil contact to about 4480 psia at the
water-oil contact.
The initial fluid properties in the Main Area are
shown on the inset.

Oil gravity in the "light oil" column

averages slightly over 27° API, varying from 30° API at tl:e gasoil contact to about 26° API at the top of the heavy oil/tar
zone.

The oil formation volume factor averages 1.36 RB/STB and

varies from about 1.4 to 1.3 RB/STB while oil viscosity averages
about 0.8 centipoise and varies from 0.5 to 1.2 ce~tipoise.
Solution gas-oil ratio averages about. 750 SCF/STB, varying
from 900 to 700

bet1~een

the gas-oil contact and the heavy

oil/tar zone.
An initial gas cap condensate yield of about 35
barrels million cubic feet is expected from the separators
located at the flo1v stations and gathering centers.

In addition,

it is expected that once gas sales begip, 10-15 barrels of
gas liquids )er million cubic feet will be extracted at the
gas sales conditioning plant to make the gas acceptable for
pipeline delivery.
Fluid properties of the heavy oil/tar zone are also
important considerations in the analysis of reservoir performance.
This zone, the thickness of which is sho>m on this gross isopach
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map, is located just above the water contact in the Main Area.
As sho1m, it varies in thickness from 20 to 70 feet, being
generally thinner in the southeastern third of the field.

Only

very small amounts of oil were produced in tests of this zone
with the oil having gravities less than 15° API.

Core analysis

indicqtcs the zone has a permeability to brine of approximately
one millidarcy.

Model studies have indicated that althou;h

the heavy oil/tar zone will initially restrict

aguife~

influx,

its effect on total ultimate water influx wili be relatively
minor.

The heavy oil/tar zone could, h01vever, have a significant

effect on water injected below. it, injectivity into it is
reduced, and there is the possibility'of nonuniform water
influx due to its avrying thickness.

The injection tests and

reservoir surveillance programs we are planning will provide
the information to evaluate the impact of the heavy oil/tar·
zone on water influx and water injection performance.

j~

Saturation Functions

Extensive laboratory testing has been conducted to
evaluate relative permeability and capilliary pressure
relationships.

The basic gas-oil relative permaability curves

used in our reservoir studies, as sho1·1n on" this VievJgraph,

were determined by gas flooding composite cores and by
centrifuging core plugs.

The equilibrium gas s~~uration

bel01v which gas is immobile is shown to be about 3. S'is.
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Oil-water relative permeability data

~1ere

obtained

from waterflood tests run on composite cores and from centrifuge
data.

Waterflood relative permeability data were taken on

preserved cores at reservoir conditions using reservoir fluids.
Special care was taken during coring and testing to ensure the
reservoir wett.abili ty conditions

~-.•ere

not altered.

Three-phase relative permeability values

~>ere

determined

from t\.;o-phase laboratory data by use of ern;::irically-derived
probability models.

Also, hysteresis was considered to account

for the hist_ory-dependency of these functions.

To develop

the hysteresis functions, bounding curves for the gas-oil and
water-oil drainage and imbibition syst:ems
from core analysis.

~-.•ere

first developed

Then scanning curves describing the

transition from the drainage to the imbibition curves were
generated based also on laboratory-derived data.
This Viewgraph

sho~-.•s

an example of hO\; hysteresis is

use9 for determining relative permeability at a given grid
• block in the model.

ShO\;n is the relative permeability to

water in an oil-water system.

At initial conditions, the

primary drainage Kn; curve is utilized because the oil \-las
emplaced into the reservoir under drainage conditions.
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If the water saturation increases, the curve scanning
back to the imbibition curve will be used as
example.

~ho\m

on this

This history-dependent technique establishes the

proper initi~l saturation relationship for each grid block.
The saturation history of each block is also retained such
that consideration can be given to the effect of trapped gas
saturations on waterflood performance.

Although extensive, sophisticated laboratory analyses
have been conducted and utilized in the model studies, actual
field data >lill provide us the best !l'.easure of relative
permeability.
performance and

Therefore, He_plan to analyze field production
'~ell

tests to confirm the laboratory-derived

data.

2.

Reservoir Studies
a.

Models Utilized
During our studies of Sadlerochit reservoir -performance,

we have used a 'nu;nber of special purpose reservoir models to
aid in developing an operating plan.
Two-dimensional areai models were used for. evaluating
aquifer performance.

\Vi th these models it •ras possible to

determine the sensitivity of its performance to variations in
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rock properties and size.

These ~tudies indicate that pressure

support from the aquifer wi+l be limited, resulting in rapid
expansion of the gas cap into the oil rim.
Finely gridded two and three-dimensional models were
utilized to confirm that the grid block sizes used in the fieldwide models were small enough to represent the displacement
process and

\~ere

not being affected by ritl!nerical dispersion.

Buckley-Leverett calculations verified the accuracy of the
model's displacement calculations also.
Radial models for a variety of \·/ell descriptions were
used to predict near wellbore flow effects including gas and
water coning.

These models indicated that in the absence of

protective shales, the wells will have the tendency to cone
gas and

\~ater

due to the relatively high vertical permeability

of the reservoir.

The results of the radial well model studies

we.re used to help select perforation intervals in the existing
wells.

The intervals being used have rather large standoff

distances, especially from the gas
mobility,

~I ill

\~hich,

due to its high

tend to cone greater distances than water.

The radial: well model results

~1ere

also utilized to develop

well performance functions for our field-wide three-dimensional
model.
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lYe have used field-wide two-dimensionsal, three-phase,
cross-sectional models for our basic studies of. long-range
performance and for evaluation of overall reservoir

manage~er.t

options.
Cross-sectional models were chosen for studies of
reservoir management alternatives because the most significant
and abrupt changes in Sadlerochit rock properties occur in
the vertical section and with structural position, and vertical
flow and gravity drainage

b.

donina~e.

Description of the Cross-Sectional Model
Our current cross-sectional model has evolved from

some seven years of work Hith earlier cross-sectional models.

During this time 1·1e have developed technigues

>~hich

allotv us

to include the effects of the reservoir properties and operational
factors which are expected to affect reservoir

beh~vior.

By nature, ho1-1ever, a cross-sectional model represer:ts

a simplication of the

reservoi~

complexities.

To assure

ourselves that the cross-sectional model was providing valid
results and to analyze areal variations in reservoir performance,
we developed a three-dimensional model based on the same
reservoir description as used in our cross-sectional models.
The 3-D model verified the results of the cross-sectional model
for both primary depletion and secondary recovery plans.
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One of the key reservoir description parameters
considered in developing our cross-sectional model was the

major, correlatable shale complexes "hich were described
earlier.

In order to better represent such shales, our cross-

section~l

model consists of two wedges; one representing the

less shalely half of the reservoir and the other
the half which contains extensive shales.

represen~ing

The t"o halves are

connected so that flov/ may occur bet1veen the::-..

The model v1as

constructed to be wedge-shaped in proportion to the dimensions
of the reservoir.

Jn this manner, rock types, oil and gas

in-place, and wells can be located consistent with the actual
structure of the reservoir.
This schematic diagram re?resents the less shalely
half of our cross-sectional model.

sche~atic

The scale of the

is exaggerated 20 to 1 vertically to enhance the definition.
of the vertical section.

Actual dip is only about 1.5°.

The

gas-oil contact in the model is at 8580 feet ss and the oil-\Vater
contact is at 9012 ·feet ss.

Hence, the oil column thickness

is 432 feet in those areas whe~e both contacts exist.

As you

can see, at initial conditions the entire oil column is either
overlain by gas or underlain by ~;ater, or both.
The model contains 60 grid blocks of 750 feet to

1000 feet length horizontally within the oil zone.

Additional

blocks, not shown on this Viewgraph, continue 70 miles dm-1:1dip
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to represent the aquifer.

Vertically, the model consists of

14 layers of variable thickness, representing the average
thickness of each lithology at each structural po.sition.
The heavy black lines represent location of the
correlatable shales included in the model as no-flow vertical
permeability barriers.

Even though this is the less shalely

half of the model, the shales are shown to become quite
extensive offstructure.

Further, there are extensive shales

throughout the lower quarter of the reservoir.
The shaded area just above the oil-water contact
represents the heavy oil/tar zone.

Permeability in this zone

has been reduced t<.. 1 md based on core analysis results.
The columns containing X's represent producing '<ells.
The locations shown represent 160-acre spacing within 100 feet
of gross oil thickness.

In total there are 13 \olell columns

in each half representing 500 actual wells.

Notice the completion

intervals in the model have been selected with large standoffs
from the contacts to avoid excessive gas and water production.
· Well productivities in tne model depend on the
permeability and thickness of the completion interval and
relative permeability relationship.

To calculate productivity,

a radial inflow equation is used \·lhich accounts for

de~radation

of productivity due to gas saturation build-up around the well.

98-069 0 - 78 - 48
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The equation is solved using an average >Jellborc: dar.wge ratio
calculate/from actual ficJd tests,

Well capacities are then

calculated by simultaneous. solution of the inflow equation
·and

t~ellbore

hydraulics which consider tubing size and

two-phase vertical flow effects.

Initial capacities in the:

model range from about 1800 B/D to approximately 20 }ffi/D per
well.
This schematic diagram represents the mare shalely
half of our model.

Notice the extensive nature of the ''D"

shale located at the base of Zone 4.

Becau~e

this shale has

more effect on gravity drainage and bottom water influx than
any of the other major shales, it served as the key to our
split between the tvJo halves of the model.
extensive shales

t~ere

The other

located in the model based on their

position in the reservoir relative to the existence or absence
of the "D" shale.
Completion intervals in this half of the model vJere
designed to provide adequate drainage above extensive shales
and to avoid gas which is overriding along the top of the sand
and under the shales.

In order to accurately reflect gravity

segregation in the blocks overlying or underlying the shales,
pseudo relative permeability functions were developed and used.
liater injection is' potentially mare beneficial to
improved recovery in the shalier portion of the reservoir
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because the shales can be utilized to improve waterflood
conformance.
In all cases with water injection, substantial

vol~~es

of water are injected into the loHer third of the reservoir
where shales are very extensive throughout the entire field.
This section responds most favorably to water injection and is
a potential location for the planned return of produced water.
In cases where produced v:ater is nupplemented by
source v:ater injection, two basic oil zone water injection plans
are utilized.

The first is a "flank injection" plan in \·lhich

the most dmmstructure producing well column in each half of
the model is converted to water injection to create a peripheral
flood pattern.

The second is en "updip

inje~ticn"

is utilized only \.;here the "D" shale is continuous.

plan Hhich
Injection

wells for the "updip injection" plan are completed above the
"D" shale near the GOC after adequate gas invasion has occurred
to displace most of the mobile oil out of this upaip area.
Approximately seven years of production are necessary for this
section to be adequately drained to allmv for the optimum
implementation of this type of plan.
In areas where the "D" shale; is continuous, the updip
injection plan is more efficient than the flanK pattern.

Since

the success of such an injection plan depends upon the·continuity
of the shale, we plan to analyze production performance history
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and conduct special testing to verify shale continuity and to
determine the feasibility of this type of injection program.
In actual field operations, there will be additional alternative
flood patterns which will need to be evaluated.

This type

of analysis will minimize the possibility that water will be
injected into locations in the reservoir which could respond
unfavorably to water injection.

3.

Operational Constraints.
This

Vie~;graph

summarizes the more important operational

constraints imposed in the model.

We impose field-wide limits

for gas and water production rather than individual well limits
since field facility limits will control rather than individual
well GOR's and WOR's.

Prior to gas sales, gas production

volumes are limited to the planned injection capability of
approximately .2.0 Bcf/D, plus field fuel requirements and
equivalent condensate sh.rinkage.

During gas sales., gas production

volumes are limited to pipeline delivery rates plus fuel,
liquids remov<tl shrinkage, and carbon dioxide = a l .
-.~

Because

of these factors, a pipeline delivery volume of 2.0 Bcf/D
requires production of_ approximatelJ 2.7 Bcf/D.
Water production is limited to 600 NB/D for natural
depletion ca·ses and 1 l-11-lB/D for source water injection. cases.
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Well workovers in the model are performed as required
to reduce gas or water production below the field limits if the
workover increases oil rate by a specified amount and if it
had been at least six months since the last workover on that
well.

If not, water and/or gas volumes are reduced to the

field limit by restricting production from the highest water/
oil or gas/oil ratio wells.
These operating limits were applied consistently and
automatically in all our case studies.

While somewhat simplified

compared to the options available in making field operating
decisions, the operating limits are consistent with plans for
actual field operations.

4.

Performance Characteristics
Before reviewing the detailed case results, I would like

to highlight some general reservoir performance characteristics
observed in our cross-sectional, radial well, and otheT. model
studies.
a.

Natural water influx is expected to be less than

required to fully maintain reservoir pressure due primarily to
the degradation of rock properties that occurs with distance
from the reservoir.
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b.

The dominant natural depletion mechanism is gas cap

expansion/gravity drainage supplemented by solution gas drive
and water influx.

Gravity drainage is especially effective

in areas \·lith a thick oil column and good vertical permeability.
c.

During early years of production, the gas cap

expands moving vertically into the oil rim at a rate of about
25 feet per year and advancing horizontally to override much
of the oil zone at the top of the sand and under continuous
shale breaks.

This early expansion of the gas cap minimizes

concern that gas cap production will reduce ultimate oil
reserves due to gas cap shrinkage.
I would like to demonstrate these first three points.
This schematic diagram reflects the saturation changes that
have occurred in the less shaley half of the model after 5
years of oil production.

Blocks colored red Feflect a 10%

or greater increase in gas saturation and blocks colored blue
reflect a similar increase in water saturation.
Note that water invasion at this point is quite
limited and tends to be concentrated in the high permeability
Zone 3 area.

There is also evidence that the water is tending

to cone vertically into the producing wells.
Gas invasion, on the other hand, is very pronounced,
having moved over 100 feet vertically into the oil column and
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several thousand feet along the top of the sand.

Also note

the location of the produced water injection wells in the
shalely lower quarter of the reservoir.
This diagram represents the shalier half of the model
at the same point in time.
liciit water influx.

The shales have tended to further

Also, because the shales inhibit the

gravity drainage of oil, the gas front has tended to override
more severely, advancing much less uniformly than in the less
shaley areas.

It is behavior such as this that will provide

us early clues as to the continuity of the major shale
complexes and hence the need and best·. plan for water injection.
Contin"uing nm;
performance
d.
take

<~i th

point 4 on the general reservoir

s~~ary:

Although completion intervals will be designed to

maxim~un

advantage of shale production and standoff distance

from the original contacts, gas and water coning will eventually
occur over much of the reservoir.

Significant

cap will be _produced through oil \<ells.

volQ~es

of gas

If this gas is not

delivered to a pipeline, it will be necessary to reinject
an estimated 15-20 Tcf of gas into the gas cap.

Although

the return of such gas is not detrimental to reservoir
performance, compression and injection of that gas would
require the energy equivalent of more than 100
of oil.

~~

barrels
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e.

The onset of oil production decline is controlled

primarily by the advance of the gas-oil contact.

Increasing

gas oil ratios ultimately result in the gas handling
capability being exceeded, at· vlhich point oil production
declines.

Since the advance of the gas-oil contact is

related primarily to net oil zone withdrawals, gas sales
timing does not have much of an effect on oil production
decline.

There is some potential for delaying oil production

decline by injecting source water to retard the advance of
the gas-oil contact.
f.

Studies indic.ate that the planned offtake of l . 5

Ml·!BOPD can be sustained for about eight years of production.
g.

The examination of a wide range of cases leads us

to the conclusion that approximately

40~

OOip and 75% to

80% OGIP can be recovered from the Main Area Sadlerochit
Reservoir.

5.

.Hodel Sensitivity Studies
Over the past seven years, we have analyzed numerous

cases to evaluate the sensitivity of reservoir performance
to controllable operational factors such as well density,
artificial lift, water injection, and oil and gas offtake
rates.

l~e

have also analyzed the sensitivity t.o potential
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variations in reservoir pro?erties to ensure that our
proposed plan of operation is feasible under any reasonably
foreseeable

condit~on.

Looking first at the operational

sensitivities:
a.

1·/ell Spacing
We have used model studies to evalu11te the effect

of well spacing on oil recovery.

The current spacing order

limits drilling to 320-acre spacing.

A case with oil rates

of 1. 5 H!·!B/D, gas sales of 2. 0 BCF /D after 5 years of oil
production, produced water returned to the Sadlerochit, and
the installation of low pressure and artificial lift systems
indicated an ultimate recovery of 32.2% OOIP if only 320-acre
locations were drilled.
By drilling additional wells to yield full 160-ilcre
dev~elopment,

ultimate recovery was increased to 36.2% OOIP.

The current spacing plan envisions drilling to 160-acre
spacing within the 100 foot oil thickness contour requiring
a total of over 500 wells.

Additional infill drilling between

160-acre spaced wells in selected parts of the reservoir
may occur, but these are long-range decisions which will
depend upon observed reservoir performance.
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b.

Gathering System Pressure and Artificial Lift
Looking now at other operational factors which

are necessary to achieve this 36.2% oil recovery, this
Viewgraph shows the effect of installing lo~ pressure and
artificial lift systems.

By installing low pressure gathering,

separation, and compression equipment to reduce the Hellhead
flowing"pressure from the initial system design of 800 psi
to approximately 300 psi, ultimate oil recovery was increased
by about 5% OOIP, from 26.3% to 31.6%.

Installation of an

artificial lift system along with the low pressuri system
increased oil recovery from
described.

31.6~

to the 36.2% OOIP previously

Current plans are to install low pressure

gathering and artificial lift facilities when needed to
maintain ·established production rates.

Decisions regarding

the design and the timing for installation of these systems
-•-:ill be based on reservoir performance.

c.

Produced l·lat:er Injection
This chart

Slli~~arizes

the potential benefits of

utilizing produced water to waterflood selected areas of the
reservoir.
The first case was run with no changes in the
_operational factors except that no produced water was returned
to the reservoir.

Due .to the favorable rock properties which
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provide for good gravity

draina~e,

the natural recovery

mechanism is quite efficient, yielding an ~ltimate recovery
of 34.2% OOIP.
By returning produced water at rates up to 600 HB/D
to the Sadlerochit, ultimate oil recovery \<as increased by
2.0%, from 34.2% back to the 36.2% OOIP.

For our case

s~udies, this water was injected into the shaley lowest 1/3

of the reservoir where natural depletion recovery is the
poorest.

The current operating plan calls for the injection

of produced water into the Sadlerochit within 2 to 4 years
after the start of oil production.

Total produced water

injection volumes amount to about 5 billion barrels over
the field life and represent a substantial waterflood progr2.."'·

d.

Source

\~ater

Injection Timing

Water injection case studies indicate potential
for increasing oil recovery from 36.2% to a level of 39% to
40% OOIP by the

imple~entation.of

water injection plan.

a well designed source

The earliest feasible implementation

date for a source water injection project is approximately
3 years after the decision to waterflood has been made.
~~ast

At

2 years of reservoir performance will be required in

order to make responsible decisions regarding waterflood
requirements.

The time required to make decisions relatec
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to a source water injection program will depend to a large
degree on the benefit to be derived from waterflooding.
That is, if the need for waterflooding is great, the time
required to observe that need will be less than if there
is a small need.

With this reservoir having a large gas

cap to support pressure,

'~ith

the natural depletion mechanism

being very effective, and with a produced waterflood in those
areas we expect to have poor natural depletion recovery,
it is our opinion that time can be taken to obtain necessary
data to make the proper decision regarding snurce water
injection without reducing the oil recovery potential.

The

timing of decisions regarding waterflooding will likely"vary
from one area of the field to the next and any water injection
programs

~1ill

likely be in staged build-ups.

As indicated in this Viewgraph, our studies indicate
ultimate oil recovery is not very sensitive to the timing of
injection start-up.

The later injection programs result

~n

the same recovery if the rate of injection is increased to
"catch up" \vith the earlier injection programs so as to
ultimately achieve the same total volumetric conformance.
The first thiee cases which have source water
injection beginning 5 to 9 years after start of oil production
resulted in ultimate oil recovery of approximately 39%.

Peak
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injection rates for these case varied from 1.7 to 2.5 HHB/D.
The last two cases represent larger waterfloods, with peak
water injection rates of 3 to 3.5 MMB/D beginning 5 to 7
years after start of oil production.

Ultimate oil recovery

of about 401 was achieved.
The difference in ultimate oil recovery among these
cases is relatively small compared to the difference in the
volumes of water injected.

Increasing volumes of water

injection yield diminishing benefits in terms of
oil recovery.

incrernen~al

For instance, increasing the injection

ra~e

from 2 f.IHB/D in the second case to 3."5 HMB/D in the last case
increased oil recovery by 0.9%.

·on an incremental basis, i t

was necessary to injec~ more than 35 ·barrels of \.;ater for each
additional barrel of oil recovered.
To summarize this Viewgraph, the major benefit in
terms of additional oil recovery derived from water

injec~ion

in the Sadlerochit reservoir is improved conformance.

The

·selection of the optimum locations and volu.-nes to be injected
will be more of a key to the success of source water
injection than the timing of start-up.

Because of the

complex and diverse nature of the field, selection of the
optimum injection locations will require field production
performance and testing data.

Injection start-up

co~~ensura~e

with the time required to obtain this necessary information
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should not affect ·ultimate oil recovery.

Based on these

study results, the current operating plan for the field
envisions source \oater injection p:cograms being implemented
when the need is justified and reservoir performance data
better defines the optir.1um injection locations and volwnes,
currently estimated to be within 7 years after the start of
oil production.

e.

Oil Offtake Rates
This Viewgraph

SWTh~arizes

rates on oil recovery factors.
from 1.2 HN3/D to 1.8

~L'lB/D.

the effect oil oil offtake

Oil offtake rates were varied
Recoveries ranged from 35.9%

OOIP for the 1.2 HHB/D rate to 36.2% ·ooiP at 1.5 N11B/D and
36.3% at .1.8 H!,\3/D.

As sho\-m, the recovery factors are

essentially the sama.

f.

Gas Offtake Rates
The effect of gas offtakes on oil recovery has been

the subject of much study by the moner companies and others.
The 2G TCF of Prudhoe Bay gas reserves are equivalent to
nearly 5 B bbls. of oil production, or over 1/2 the oil
reserves.

To assume that this gas would never be sold has

not been a realistic option for consideration.

Because the
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gus at Prudhoe Bay is such an importunt energy resource,
development of a plan for its production, consistent ·Hith
good conservation practices, has been a major objective of
our reservoir perfonnance studies.
The question of gas sales is really one .of timing
I

and there are many advantages for the simultaneous

productio~

of oil and the sale of gas:

(1)

It provides for a substantially increased

value for the Prudhoe Bay reserves being more
from a cost

vie\<poin~

efficien~

since the facilities for

handling the oil can be used for gas handling.
(2)

The oil

m~y

be produced to lower ultimate

rates if its associated gas production is being
marketed.
(3)

It saves fuel associated Hith the

reinjection of gas.
(4)

The 300-400 1-IJ.IB ·of gas liquids removed

in treating the gas for sales could ~ore likely
be transported with the oil production.

For these reasons, the optimum producing plan for the field.
involves the early sale of gas.
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This chart surtu:\arizes thE, results of a number of
sensitivity studies which have shown that the timing of 2.0

BCF/D gas pipeline deliveries does not significantly affect
ultimate oil recovery under sound reservoir management plans.
The first two cases sho>m are cases with produced
water returned to waterflood the lower portion of the reservoir.
In the first case sho>m, 2. 0 BCF /D of gas pipeline deliveries
were delayed until 15 years after the start of oil production.
In the second case, the smoe volume of gas \las sold at the
earliest possible date, about 5 years after the start of oil
production.

The 1.3% difference in oil recovery can be

attributed primarily to pressure differences.

The

volQ~e

weighted average oil zone pressure was reduced by 300 psi
(or less than 10%) for the year 5 sale vs. the year 15 sale.
Additional.studies, as shown by the remaining cases, indicate
this potential reduction in oil recovery can be compensated
for by modifying one or more operational factors, such as
water inj~~~~n.

The third case has pipeline deliveries of 2.0

BCF/D deferred until 10 years after the start of oil production
and a pea!: Hater injection rate of 2. 0 1·1:-lB/D beginning after
7 years of oil production.

The final line summarizes several

cases run with gas sales beginning after 5 years of oil
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production.

Source water injection in these last cases was

started 7 to 9 years after oil production start-up at
rates of 2.0 to 3.5 MMB/D.

maximu~

Under these conditions, ultimate

oil recovery for cases with gas sales after 5 years is
essentially the same as for the delayed gas sales case,
ranging from 39.3 to 40.2% of the OOIP.
In addition to these operational sensitivities,
we have investigated the sensitivity of the Prudhoe.Bay
operating plan to reasonable variations in key reservoir
description parameters.

These studies indicate that the

proposed plan is feasible over a reasonable rdnge of reservoir
properties.

However, certain operational factors, and in

particular the optimum locations and volumes of water
injection, may be different depending on the reservoir
description.
This chart summarizes the incremental recovery
attributed to source Hater injection programs compared to the
return of produced water only, for several variations· ·in the
Sadlerochit reservoir description.

The first case represents

our current description which yields a 401 recovery with
source injection versus 36% for no source water injection for
an incremental of 4% OOIP.

The next case is a low vertical

permeability description in \·:hich natural gravity drainage
is·considerably less efficient.

98-069 0 -78 - 49

Under these conditions, oil
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recovery could be increased from 32% to 391 by source waterflooding.

The third case shown represents the less shalely

·portions of the reservoir as we now model it.

Under these

conditions 1 the watcrflood recovery is about 38% of the OOIPt
compared to 36% for the produced \'later injection program.
The last case represents the shalier half of the reservoir
and demonstrates the potential effect of shale continuity
on waterflood benefits.

In this case 1 source \vaterflooding

resulted in oil recovery of 43% co!7lpared to a produced water
injection program of 370. OOIP.

As indicated 1 the absence or

preseDce of continuous shales can result in the benefits of

waterflooding ranging from 2% to 6% OOIP.

In summary 1 Ex.xon '.s reservoir studies support the
propose.d plan of operation for the Prudhoe Bay Field as
previously outlined by

~!r.

Long>~ell.

Because of its importance 1

this field has probably undergone the most extensive and
complete reservoir study of any field in history prior to
co~~encement

of production.

As additional data is gathered

during production 1 reservoir performance studies will be
carefully refined and updated to ensure maintenance of an
optimum plan of operation for the field.
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TRANSCRIPT OF QU~cSTJONS
AT OIL

& GAS CONSERVATION

cmn!I TTEE
consistent

\>/i th

Hater injcctio!l Hill be

HEAR Ic.:.N:.::G'----

this plc.n, i t is estimated that source
initiaJ~cd

the start of oil producr.ioa.

\·Jitltin se.ven yeurs aftc.r

Studies inclicco.te that. such

planninu should permit the muximnm ac1ni tional recovery honef its •.
ove':::all, the

rcs~rv0ir

manageDe:nt studies indica-::.c

that oil rccovt::ry of u.b0u-t fort.y percent.cun be uchievect fro::7l
the main area Sadlerochit. Rcservoirefnclucling reserves from

the Eileen area, other Permo-Triassic formations and gas

liquids~

fetal liquids recovery is expected to be approximately

9. 8 billion stock tanl: barrels.
11

12

Gas recovery is expii!cteu to be approximately sevcnty-fiv

percent of the total gas-in-place, resultinSJ ir1 dry gas
reserves of ubout 2G trillion stnndurc1 cubic feet after removul
of gas liquids and non-hydrocarbons.

Hi",. Chairman, t.his conpletes our
·reservoir

~anage~cilt

studies.

testimoil~~

on the

The next phase of our presentation

is to look in more dep';;h at the Hater injection program plan;;

and some of the \·lork tha.r.:. is requirec1 in thu.t. area.
MR.

Longl·tell.
~1e

1

I

Thank you, Nr.

sugges';; He take abou';; a ten minute break and then

11 have· some questions for your l<i tnesses.

22
23

IIMIILTOtl:

l~R.

(OFF THE

REEDER:

Fine.

m:corm)

(ON THE RECORD)
25

HR. Jll\I.ULTON:

Let 1 s go back
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1~

on He cord anc1 reconvene the heorin0.

2

to asl: reg2.rc1ing your reservoir s"':".udic:s, some of then arc of
kind of a general nat.ur2. anc1 I may

l·;c huve a fc\·J ·que.r,:t.ion~•

ju~~

csk the ,.,hole group

and you can ans'''er, ,,•h. a ever \·Joulc1 like to c::.ns·..;cr ..

..Tust to clarify one

poin~~

\·Jhen you specify a

'~2.t..2r

injection rate, say, tHo and a half rnillio:1 harrels per day,

doas this alHays include your produced l·lilt8r?

I
I

Is that the

maximum rate, at that time, going into the reservoir an..J. a.ll
your -t·1R~

LO~~r.;~·lELL:

Yes -- Yris,

Hr. Hamilton, that's correct.
llR. HNHLTON:

lind is th2.-::

rate ;;J.lHays held constant :durin9 t.ha time that you say tha"!::
you're

injec~ing

at a partibular rate?
~lR.

study to study.

LONGHELJJ:.

It varies from

Normally, that's the rate that's held for

the first several years, and then it decreases \•lith. time.

So::-.c

18

of the other mernbars rnigh~ give a gener'a.l stater.ten::. as to how

ID

that rate varied \'lith time in our individual studies.

20.

~lR.

Yes.

Ll\~!PRECIIT:

1-!y name

21

is Don Lamprecht, \olith 1\.rco.

22

the total Hater injection rate constant for about five to seven

23

years, after which ,,.e cut it do1m.

2·1

years, 11e're only returning produced uater.

25

In our studies, He generally keep

Generally,' after twenty

NR.

~mosovsr:Y:.

· In the case
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DP, He l:ept i t const.2.:rt for fifteen years and then !:h"i'tchec1

HR. HA~!lLTOll:
IW!llcl

I think i t

be hel?!'Ul if. you ·coulc1 sUp?lY tllc Corcnittee, and I'm

aSking all of you ti-:.is, for'your cases that you've sub71itted
fo::: the P.eco:::-d here, if you coulc1 subnit a daily rate of the

oil/Hatcr/ge!s Hith tine, und also any gas re-injection rates

.. ,
c-:·

with time, and "the pressure bchuvior Hith time, for your
simulatiOn rcns.

Is that: pos_sible?
l1R. LOllGI\'ELL:

Chairman, that's
N.i..ll you

\·l2~'1t.

i~

that is possible.

Yes, Hr.

He can -- On hm; many

on ti:e represent3.tive cases of

r-m.

1!1\'liLTO!l:

\·icll, on the

runs you 1 ve inclucl:t.1d i:1 your presentation.

rm.

LONGHELL:

On all cases?

HR. JI.!\.'IILTOH:

Yes.

HR. LONGI'IELL:

Okay.

HR. IINo\ILTON:

I knm; each

of you haC. a \·Jorkover: schedule built in to your r.todels ~

one of ycu

tall~

operated and

Could

a little bit on that. and just hoH they're

·appro:.:i~ately

ho\; r.tany \·Torkovers you had, per t-rell,

on an averaga?..

1m. L.'lt·IPP.ECHT:
that.

\·Jc

I can start

huve a rilther efficient \·1orl:over ·routine in the model,

in that \lor)<overs ar,:,

co;;~pleted

R 6

instantaneously.

\·le all01·1 for
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no

do~vn

tine on u ,.;orJ:ovcr..

l·le usc

limits to sp:::cify ~~arkovers~
\\~e

can only inj ec~ tHo billion

s~ul2.::l

~<ill

and \-later hanc1ling

In othar \..;rorc1s·, if l'le specify thu!:
ct~bic

fcc·t per c1ay, and at ont!
,,~ill

point:, ,..·c'rc 2.1, it \,,ill -- the model

GOR layer and it

qa~

seek out

th~

<;hut that layer in.and re-check.

highe.-s::.

"If that

\-.'Orkover didn't ,,.;orl-:., it v:ill go in an.:1 shut the ne}:t highest

fuel oil layar in.
I ,;ould say the average \<ell in tha field, as far as
gas and

\VUt~Jr

shutoffs, \-Jould prohably have five t.o six \Yorkovers

over tha life of the field.

tm.
DP,

I think I covered \·;orkover

1-IROSO'lSl(Y:

algorit.lu~s

In the case of

in so:ne detail in

my ~estirr.o:1y, but. as regards the fr~quency of those \·Jorkover !3,
for

Hat~r

.shutoffs \·,'e night do, say, seven hundred over the

life of the field, \·lhich \·IOuld come to some1ohat o;rar -- slightly
more thtt.n ona per \·loll, on the nvarnge.
As far as ga.s shutoffs, \•/e intended to set our limit

very high, so that; \•le often did fe1o or no gas shutoffs.
couldn't rcal:ly give a figure.

I

We took a rather unfavorable

vim' of hmo successful gas shutoffs would ha. in practice,
21

although they would be successful in the medals·.
HR. JUSTICE:

22

Alan Justice,

23

\Oi th Exxon.

In our case, as I've descr ihed in the testimony,

24

\o."e did worl:overs if a certain rate of oil production increase

25

could be achieved ancl \Ja limitad that to no more frequent than
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six
2

month~

b!::!t.YJeen ,,,orJ:overs.

h'e: have about 500 \Jcl'ls in the

r."lodn:l and I suppose, 0:1 tho. avcrtHJC,
~bout

\<lC

\·:orl:ccl over .eac.:h \·.'E.!ll

twice during the life, so that would crnount to a thOtlsand

workovers, parhaps.
HR. lllUHLTON:

Hithout. the

benefit of the schc!clules that I asked· for, I \•Jas just curious

of hoH much un.B re-injection occurred in sor:te of yc•ur runs
"here you delayed gas sales for quite ·a nlL":lber of years.
it be. great c:lDugh

th~t

1'Jonld

additional conpression cquiprae:1t \·."ould

be necessary?
LO~lG~·JELL:

f'1R.

In -- t·ie can

co:nrnent individually in just u r.tonant,·l·1r. Chail.,rli!n, but in
g::meral, tha cnist.ing compressors that are plnnnad for

installation on the slope, the

t\·10

DCF· per day· that l·tr. Sinpson

mentioned, \<Jera r.taintained ilnd addi ·tional cowprer..;sion \<las riot ..
added during the life of the field, during the primary operatio:ts
prior to gas sales.
I think, in E>:::on • s case, if I recall the

r.ur.~bers

I
I

properly, in tha first, I think·, five c:>r six years, there \Yas
about ·t;.IO trillion cubic feet:. of gas that \1as injected.· In cases!
21

\1here gas sales Here delayed, say as late as t\<enty years or

22

so, we were in the fifteen to

23

gas that had to be re-injected, but it

24

rate of t\w BCF per day.

25

t\~enty

trillion cubic feet of
\~as

all at a maximum

MR. HNULTOH:

You didn't find
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that. that. limitetion affcctccl your oil -- potcr!t:.ial ·oil ratc-:s

you could

rnaint~in?

t-in~

r..o~nr;t·Jr.LL:

The oil ra'cc

Has Jiiaintainec: till about -t:he ci9hth or ninth year,

~nd

then

I
1

st:.artcd to decrease and, of'course, that's snhject t.o --yon k:!o·...~

to looking at the economics at the tiE1e· as to just

ho~;

much

gas can you handle and still maintain an oil production rate,
and I'm sure that \Wuld be a hig -- you

knm~,

a big area to

evaluate at the time.
UNIDENTIFIED. VOICE:
H!\, LONC'MELL:

(INAUDinLEI

I think that's .

a general' statement that covers all of the cases, llr. Ch<tirnan • •-)

1-m.

JIA!ULTml:

Fine, thank you.

During the period that-- in forecasts· of gas s?..les l'lherc you
,,·ere taking out, presu1:1ahly, gas liquids· out of the gas, or they
liill be taken out in the event of gas sales, could you tell ne
how much of ·those liquids could he· put· back into the oil stream
and go into the oil line?

Do you have a!!y idea of n percent

of something of that nature?
HR. JUSTICE:

If I understood

you correc·t:ly, prior to gas sales, is that the time you
22

""~re

speaking to?

23

W1.. IIA!1II/.!'ON:

llo, after gas

24

sales start and you· have processing, dropping out gas liquids,

25

ho1o much of those gas liquids coul<l be put in the oil streat:l?
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HR. JUSTICr::

~p::>l:e

h'e

to ten

to fift.een bu.rrels per nillion cubic feet bein0 extrz:ctc.d and
-·~

that's. for the

to _get the gas in condition for rnarl:r;ting.

\·:e arr'::icipa.t(~ that. _He could pqt all those lirJuids int.o the oil

pipeline.
l·1R. I!NliLTO:I:

1\11 of 'che::1,

o}:ay ~
HR. V\1-IPR.CC!!T :

conu•H.:!nt., non Lamprecht

\·;i th l\rco..

on ?lateau oil ratos, I feel so,

I

1

d 1 il: e

to

Certainly, e.s long as \·Je' re
~nyway,

that all of the gas

liquids could be put back into the oil pipeline.

1\t extremely

lC?N pipe.line rates, T c1on ' t knoH for sure ho\·7 much could be
put in
2r~.

\·;i thout

uffccting vapor pressures, und I •rn really not

ex?er·t. 0:1 that:. field, but certt!inly \·;hile ,.;•n • re on a pl2.t:.nau

rate, I

believe

\•!e

could put all the HGL' s back in the lir..e.

HR; I!M!ILTO:l:

Thank }'OU.

k!10\'I' you all spoke of_ i:1jccting the proc1uceC. \{a·ter.

I

1\t \·;hat..

produced l-IZi.te:r rut~ do you think you \•Jill start injecting this
\·;a·t.cr?
l·m. LO!l<.t-H::Lr,:

our curren-=.

~hi~king

llr. Chair;aan,

not,'/ ir; that ue 1 re looking at rates

about 100,000 burre1s per day of produced water from the
fleld, at \'lhich

Sadlcrocr. it.

ti~1e \~e

a~
tot~1

\WU1d start re-injecting i t into the

nut, of course, tha-t. Hill vary, it

depending

on \'l'hert! the \'later is locuted, \·lhcre i t is being produced in the·

R

·a
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field, but in thit 'tHo t.o four yea1· range, at Hhich t.ir::e, \·le
\·;ould p::..c.n on p·..:t ttint] p:roc1ucL!c3 \·.'ate!: hack on the -- int.o ..che

reservoir, thot was at about 100,000 barrels a day

lcy~l.

nut

it ccr"cuinly coulrl var,y ·from that, dnpending on the location.

HR. HAHIL?O:l:

I

thin!; if

you can supply the information thut He've requested, I balicve
that 1 s ull the

qu~~stion.s

\·:e have ut this time ..
HR. REEDER:

l\11 right.

He

\·Jill supply that, Hr. Chairr.>an, before the Record is closed.
Very good.

UR. HNUL?ON:

f.lR. RF.:EDEI\:
~re

can proceed to our testimony on the

t~ater

I

believe, noH,

flooding

irnplemen·tntion plan.

(PAUSE)
!1!\ROJ,D IIEIN7.E

f.lr. Chairman, meJ'Ibers of the Alaska Oil

&

Gas Cons:r¥uti1·"'

Committee, ladies end gentlemen, my na.rne is Harold Heinze.

I

received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Petroleum F.:r.gineerinr,
from thO?. colorado School of Hines in l9G4.

Since 1955, I have

I

been. cr.>ployed by Atlantic Richfield as a Pet.rolcum Engineer.
Since January, 1969, I have been involved in va~ious aspects
of reservoir a:'d production engineering of the Prudhoe B<:-Y

~

Field.~

Hy -curren!:. position is Engineerina Nanager for ciur Nort:h l\li!.ska
Dis-trict.

In all of the model studies just discussed, we hava
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And these -- I '11 read these in the order that

~~

~

\·Je

Question one, ancl t..his 1s directed to Atlantic

received them.

Ricl1fiold, Br, F.x>:on and Dr. vanPoollen, "~'hat do you consider to

I!

.; · b:e the _limits of accuracy of your models in percent recovery?"
l·loulcl anyone ·like to respond to thut?
Would you please identify yourself?

G

l'lR. UROSOVSJCY:
1Hth

BP.

Ivan Nrosovsky

l'le l·muld agree 1d th the statement rnude by ;.;r. van Pooll en

us far as comparison betlveen different cases.

Ne would say thilt

if the difference is less than about half a percent, it would
ll

hardly be meaningful, for reasons stated in our testimony.

As to

15:

the absolute value of a recovery factor, again, it \Vould be

J:<

difficult to put an absolute limit on it, because it's a mutter

].-~

of probability.

\·Je've cho!.;en. what

\•le

think is -- calculated \..~hat

we think are the most likely values, but one could certainly
1f.

be several percent off.

17

li

MR. JUS'l'ICE:
with Exxon.

Allen . Justice,

I'd respond to the same question following the lines

that Dr. vun Pobllen a:ncl ·Mr·.···.MrosoVsl:y ·have·,ansli'eted··.it.· ··I·Jhen
2i!
. 21

you're lool:ing at one reservoir description using one model, I
think that

~<e

could say that answers

percent could be meaningful.
23

~<ithin

one-half of one

If you're looking at different

interpretations of:. the reservoir, using different mor'lels, I think
~<e

jI

presented the results in the testimony that varied for a

given c~se between three and four percent.

R

a::s

r,

And -that may represent
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l

il

rcasonnblc· accuracy of _moc1cl prcc1ict..ions.

I

. DJ:l.
.. ''L ~l71J?r-ec::.:t,
..
h"'
'Hi~h

HR.

!,

3 1 l\RCO.
1:

!

The first

There's actually two parts to this question.

t..f
. , part \oou1 d be, I Hou1cl think, is \V"llat's your: confidence on the
abr-.olutc

ans\,~cr.

And \,•e \·;ould s21.y that the absolute ans\-.:ers

that we're obtnining are probably correct within 10 or 151 of the
•rhe comparison betHeen cases, though, are mare

predicted value.

precise, especially \,•hen you have rutes retu.incc1.

1>-.nd \·:e \·:oulc1

say that answers within a half a percent between cases could
sho\,l you some directional values.

So \dth one description, they'r<;

But on the absolute ansHer, I'd say they're only

more precise.

correct within 10 to 15% of the predicted value.
CI!i'.. IHHl--~.1\:

Pooll·en ;- rlo ·you .

Thank you.

Dr.

van

I
)1

l·
1

• .
DR. V/\H POOLLl>N:'' Van·,Poollen.,··Hejel

for the record.

I believe I answered the question during my

testimony, and I can say that I myself don't even feel that 10
to 15 percent is a good outer boundary.

Ho\Oever, in most instance

we look at \<hat \<auld a field like this give you as an approximate
recovery factor based on experiences else\Ohere in the \OOrld.

And

I think all of our numbers, which were independently derived,
are showing numbers that shoH similarity Hhat a field of this
nature could do

some1~hcre

else in the world.
C!!l\IPNAN:

Thank you.

The

second question we have is directed to BP, Atlantic Richfield and
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And l bcli.cvc this may have b~~n answered jn the previous
.
!)question sessions tha~ we hod yesterday, but I'll state the
~

2~

question

her~,

and see if you

have~

response.

Let•s sec,

''Are

clyou going to put the C-3 and C-4 in the 6il line?", and "Are

~ou

5~sure?"
~

u)

1-!R. JUSTICF.:

71with Exxon
1~

f:

0~1-

~may want to ·respoml to this.

91 specifications

l•)j

thout. knoHing what the gas pi pel in~

are going to be, and what the TAPS specifications

.

101 might be at the start of gas sales,

Jl! specific<Jl'ly

it's very difficult to say

whu t the compositions of the l'IGL' s might be.

•) f. •
I
t
1--! 1n the \•/Ork that "'e ve done, we ve assumed

I&' If of

Allen Justice, -

Try that £irst, and I think some of the others

But

•

that pract1cally all

the propanes, such as C-3's, could be put into the gas

1:

l'l[ pipeline, and then the isobutanes, and about hulf the normal
butanes would be used as fuel in the processing plant or the
conditioning plant.

Then, the 10 to 15 million barrels -- 10 to

15 barrels per million that we talked to the i.n the testimony
was based on about half the normal butanes and the pentanes plus
fractions.

But at any rate, Hhether the -- those components are

shipped through the gas pipeline, \<hether they're put into the
oil pipeline·or whether they're used as fuel in the processing,
they will be put to beneficial use ..

Clli\IRNAN:
MR.

DP Alaska.

'J.•hank you.

~lROSOVSKY:

Ivan Hrosovsky,

We have done some calculations that show that under
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1~ccrtair~ circumstances,

ccrtai11 condition of the pipeline, one

I,
2!could probably get all thQ butanes into the line and even a little

:

? ~propane.

l!o\·ii!ver, arc t·:e sure of cloing this, no, certainly not.

Gflt depends

5

i

gr~ntly

both on the condition-- the circumstances

in the oil line, and the specification for the gas quality, \·:hich

Gl is

unknmvn at the moment.

\•1ould expect that perhaps most of the

f

7) butanes and pentanes •:ould go down one line or another, but if ·

cj· not,

they YJould probably be used as fuel in the gas conditioning

9\ plant.
10

I

NR. LI\!1PRECIIT:". 1: ·s"poke.·t·o ·t.his·:-1

lJ.!·r.oimp'n:~cht·;·: with ARCO.

I

spoke to this question yesterday, and

12! it's actually relatcc1 to the actual specifications on the pipelinE
r.
131 Of. course, these NGL's could affect vapor pressures.
And since

I
!
15iwhile

1

B! we do not knoH exactly \·/hat the mixing is going to do, other than

we're

have a full pipeline, I \Wuld think He could.put

1C! all of them in the pipeline.

But i t depends on tpe pipeline specs

171 \Yhich are just not knm·m precisely at this time.
!)

lv

~~

CHAIR!-lAN:

!,

19
20

i~

I
!

Gas and oil.pipelin

2q

CHAIRI'11'.N:

22l still directed to BP, ARCO and· Exxon.
23

The third question,

·"Were there any runs made

with Haterflood beginning on the first day of production?"

24

25

You're speaking of

the gas line specs?

NR. JUSTICE:

f in

As we addressed
'

)

the testimony, there Hi.ll be time required to make responsible-,
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1 i: c18cisions r12gurUing \o~atcrflooding, so He don't think it's a
2; reasonable ass11mption to as-sume that you cun begin \•.'u.ter injC!ction
;.

~~at the sama time you'd start up oil production, but purely for
4 ;: scnsi t.i vi ty chclCl:s,

~1e

have looked at thut situation.

In the

'
5 !; cCJse I'm referring t.o, t-Je began wa-ter injection at the start-up
t
stof oil production, fully maintaining reservoir pressure.
'l ~ cL!se there ,, ere no gas sales whatsoever.

cr recoveries
9\ ufter five

In that

This cuse indicatec1

7

less than 11 higher than if we have gas sales beginning

I
1

years, and water injection beginning afte~ 7 years.

l

10 f, So \<e see very lit.tle difference, actually, bet\;een the cases.

~

ll
J?.

JIR. 'LMlPRF.CllT :· ,

t 1\HCO.

lve had done

SOI'\2

Don--•I,amprech't~ · \·li t~f-.,

\mrk back as early as 1970 on some

.

13 \one-dimensional models \·:hich I mentioned in my testimony which.
1
sh:>Ned that the early Hater injection could actually fere
J.nter

E;

lG ;: fcre with the natural gravity drainage mechanism ..

i~

In our most

~

l~ ~recent ~tudies, \Ve have not considered \\'ater injection this
l.'l

ij early

since

~1e

don ' l really consider it to be practical.

·f:

H ~

ln

·HR. :NROSOVSKY:

(nr

Alaska.

f,

20 ~ Hi th Hater injection because Ne didn't feel
21

it

\•las practical.

~ l'Je did sometime back do a run \·:here Ne shifted the water i~jcction

22 '~ of

23

:I-vai) Jlrosovs:ky,

11c also didn't do a run, actually, from time zero

i

r-. ~

three and a half million barrels a day t\~O years early, that.

\-IDllld be· tHo and a half years, ""hich we also don't consider a

'·' j practical

'"I
~

F
~

case.

.

J

\Hth, neverthe-less, gas sales at four and a helf

years, and by this moving fon1ard by t\-10 years of this very la.rge
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1 :. volum~ of v:uter, we only gCJincd half a percent in the final

~~recovery, which, as we've already mcJltioncd, we barely consider

S ;, significant.

,,

~ ::

CH/\IPJ·:...Z\N:

;

'rhank you.

5 f: The fourth question I hp.vc here, agnin clirected to DP, l\tlantic
I

6' Richfield and Exxon, ''Were any runs ~ade where the pressure was
f.
7f ke~t above 3800 psi?"
I

q

I'
gr
~

~lR.

I think I

just

addressed that question with the prior answer.

CHI\lRNAN:

10;:
11

JUSTICE:

Yes, I believe you

!' did.

1?-· ~~

1st

I
11 I.
l

MR. LN1PRBCHT: ·.

ARCO.

Don·J,ampl::echt~':H'

\ve started selling gas at 15 years, it vias a natural depletion

15! case,

with just return of produced Hater, the reservoir pressure

~

1G

j

171

at 15 years >;as -- had plateaued at about 34 00 pounds.

w;> about
1D
20

HR. MROSOVSKY:
BP Alaska.

211i in

cases, which are all

'''· F~

re~ained above 3800 pounds out to 20 years.

i

really

~lrosovsky,

Four of the cases that we presented yesterday did,

231
2J

Ivan

fact, maintain pressure above that 3800 pounds.

22 ~ were nuniliered 3, 4 ·and 5 and case number 10.

~-

l~e

plateaued

3800 pounds.

l~
~

-~

haven't run any cases Hhere the pressure has been

high-\~ater

Those cases

And in those four

injection case, the pressure

CHAIR~~:

There's one final

I
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~unotion,

and I'll read the question, but 1 think this has been

answered i11 the course of the hearir1g, and I won•t ask for a
11

-- an nnswcr.

Account for d.ifference.s bet\•leen gas volumes of

2.373 and 2.7 for gas sales of 2 billion cubic feet a day•.
shm~ing

think there's bcoen test"iwony

I

«hat the losses occuring

between 2.7 produced volumes and the 2 billion a day gas sales
volumes nre.

At this time, in closing the hearing, I'd just like to
make a few remarks.
from

op~rators

made.

1-le've heard quite a bit of testimony both

and the State on·model studies that have been

And I think it's quite apparent that a

work has been done on this field.

great deal of

But it's also quite apparent

~,

./

that

~o;e

can't formulate any final plans u:1til He do get some

production hist.ory.

Ancl for that

re~son,

I'm Sure there \·Jill be

subsequent hearings devoted to this field, or this pool, forthcoming after

\~e

do ge·t some production history.

And I believe that vlill conclude this hearing at this
time, and I'd like ·to

~y

that the hearing record \·lill be kept

open till 4:00 p.m., !·lay the 16th;
E~D

Thank you.
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00
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OPERATING PLAN SENSlTIV\TY STUDIES
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00
0

<:0

:<Case No:

··

• MAXIMUM
WATER INJECTION

CASE

MMBPD
5
2

MMMB

· NATURAL DEPLETION. •· NO WATER INJ~CTION

-

. PRODUCED W.l\TER
JECTION INTO
SADLER~ CHIT

IN~

. OIL RECOVERY
%00!P

34.2

0.6

5.0
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October 13, 1977

Honorable Joan Davenport
Assistant Secretary for
Energy and Minerals
Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240
Dear Madam Secretary:
On September 22, 1977, the President transmitted his
recommendation to Congress that the Alcan Pipeline Project be
approved pursuant to the provisions of the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act. Congress has 60 days to act upon his
recommendation.
·
The Committee on Energy and Natural Resources has conducted four days of hearings on the President's recommendation.
At the hearing held on October 12 the Committee received testimony from Dr. Todd M. Doscher concerning the possibility that
1qithdrawal of the gas from the Prudhoe Bay field will reduce
the total amount of oil that may ultimately be recovered from
the Sadlerochit reservoir. A copy of his statement is enclosed.
Dr. Doscher's research on the subject was done pursuant to a
contract with the State of Alaska Legislative Affairs Agency.
A copy of his final report will be made available next week.
Dr. Doscher recommended that a decision to authorize
construction of a gas pipeline from the Prudhoe Bay field to
the lower 48 states be delayed for three years in order to allow
time to analyze actual field production behavior.
The Committee will hold an additional day of hearings on
Tuesday, October 25, to take testimony from the State of Alaska
and the Nortll Slope producers on Dr. Doscher • s study. We would
like to request that you analyze the material available to you
on the field's productive capabilities and report the results
of that analysis to us. We would appreciate your addressing
the following:
1.

Assess existing reports and data on the producers • OJ?erating plans 1 and the rel..i.abili ty
of such w1thout field operating data;

842
2.

Evaluate the possible effects of gas withdrawal at-rates''between 1.5 and~2~'6''million
cubic feet per day correlated with oil production between 1.2 and 2.0 million barrels per day;

....,.......,.,.,,_,.._,_.,. . .,-..,~<-....,_,.~~-J'I"':'""~i".~~·(,:"t\~~~· "'.: :·'•·' '"~"·"':"'*•

3.

... 4.

"""'O"'"~,....-_........,_ _ _ _ ,...,.,..__._:..:;_....

Evaluate the likelihood of a successful reinjection program, utilizing water·or carbon dioxide,
instead of natural gas produced from the.field;
and
Recommend what-·type•·of· production··plan··appears to···· ·· •
be most appropriate to insure the maximum product;lon of both oil ..and gas over the expec_t;_ed li.:f'e .•~ .•
of the. field~.-~,_.~.,,
, •...-_,.,.~.........

Because of the severe time constraints on Congressional
action, we request that youi:·transmit this information to the
Committee no later than October 25, 1977. We understand that
most of the information we have requested should be readily
available due to the Department's ·evaluation of Alaska gas
transportation systems pursuant to Section 6 of the Alaska
Natural Gas Transportation Act. Questions·concerning this
requestc:should be directed __ to Elizabeth A. Moler, Staff "Counsel,at 224-0611.··''
·
We appreciate your· assi~_tance in this matter.
Sincerely,

John A. Durkin, U.S.S.
HJ.fJ:bmj
Enc.
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

Honorable Henry M. Jackson and
Honorable John A. Durkin
Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman and Senator Durkin:
Thank you for your letter of October 13 concerning production
plans for the Prudhoe Bay field. Individuals from the Department
of the Interior and contractors to the Department have studied
plans for producing oil and gas from the Prudhoe Bay field as
part of the December 197 5 report to the Congress on the feasibiJi.ty of transportation systems for Alaska gas (pursuant to
Title Ill of P.L. 93-153) and as part of the agency reports to
the President in July of this year (pursuant to the Alaska Natural
Gas Transportation Act). I have asked these individuals to address the four specific issues you raise in your Jetter. Their
analysis is enclosed. My staff and I are available to answer
any further questions you might have on this important question.
Sincerely yours,

~:.;:.~
Assistant Secretary
of the Interior

Enclosure
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Gas Production from the Prudhoe Bay Field:
Issues Raised by Senators Jackson and Durkin

The basic question raised by Senators Jackson and Durkin in their

October 13, 1977, letter to Assistant Secretary Davenport is: Will
the withdrawal of gas from the Sadlerochit Pool of the Prudhoe Bay
Field at the rates proposed by the Prudhoe Bay Unit Operators reduce
ultimate oil recovery from the Pool? This question is critical to
the approval of a gas transportation system from Prudhoe Bay and has

been intensely studied by the Depart.;ent of the Interior during preparation of the feasibility study of Alaska gas transportation
systems ~pursuant to Title III of P.L. 93-153) and the_Report of the
Working Group on Supply, Deinand, and Energy Policy Impacts "of· Alaska
Gas to the Pr~sident. Representatives of the Department have conducted and commissioned independent investigations of the issue; have met
with the Division of Oil and Gas Conservation of the Department of

Natural Resources of the State of Alaska (DOGC), their consultant '
H. K. Van Poolen and Associates, Inc., and the Prudhoe Bay Unit Operators on many occasions; attended the public hearings on this matter in

Anchorage on May 5, 6, and 8, 1977; and have reviewed all public
reports and testimony related to this issue.
At this time, there is almost no reason to believe that a significant
reduction in ultimate oil recovery will result from gas production at

the rates proposed if the field operating practices approved by the
DOGC, including massive water injection, are followed.

However,

Conservation Order No. 145, Prudhoe Bay Field, Prudhoe Oil Pool, by
the DOGC states in Conclusion 23, "The offtake rates approved by the
Committee, at this time, must be established without the benefit of
production history. Therefore, these offtake rates may be changed as
production data and additional reservoir data are obtained and

"analyzed".

Thus the State can order that gas offtake (i.e., gas sold)

be reduced or even terminated as additional data is secured if in their
judgment gas offtake at the rates proposed is not consistent with sound
conservation practices, i.e., would significantly reduce ultimate oil
recovery. However, all of the evidence to date indicates that a signif-

icant loss in ultimate oil recovery is highly unlikely.
The following will address the four specific issues given in the letter
from Senators Jackson and Durkin.
1.

The existing reports and data on the producers' operating plans,

are the most intense investigation of an oil and gas reservoir ever con-

ducted.

The studies by the State of Alaska, the Department of Interior,
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and each of the major unit operators, British Petroleum (BP), Atlantic
Richfield Company (ARGO), and Exxon Corporation, were independently
conducted. They concur on major conclusions and differ only on details.
Field operating data is obviously not yet available.

However, the

science of reservoir simulation is sufficiently advanced to provide

adequate predictions based on the considerable Sadlerochit Pool data
available and experience gained elsewhere with similar reservoirs.

The producers' operating plans, as approved by the State, provide for
continual monitoring and data gathering.

As such information is secured

the plans can be modified as necessary. The most important variables
will be water injection rate and injection well locatio_n. Both can be
modified· as fa."cts indicate.· This· flexibility is not unique.. t.o Prudhoe"··
Bay. Initial operating plans are necessarily developed for oil fields
shortly after discovery and continually modified thereafter to maximize
economic recovery of oil and gas.

The reservoir simulation studies on

which operating plans are based, though lacking operating data, are
adequately reliable at this time and justify the producers' initial conclusions.

2.

Gas withdrawal at rates between 1.5 and 2.6 billion cubic feet

per day combined with water injection could increase ultimate oil recov-

ery in comparison with prolonged reinjection of the gas. A natural or
artificial water flood is more effective in increasing ultimate oil
recovery than a downwa.rd movement of the expanding gas cap resulting

from prolonged gas reinjection.
analysis of the effects of these oil and gas production rates leads
to the following conclusions:

An

a) The results of production in this immense reservoir will
occur slowly and the data monitoring system that the DOGC requires will
enable both they and the producers to detect trends very early.
b)

As new information becomes available and is analyzed, oil

and gas production rates and water injection rates will be modified to

most efficiently produce the reservoir. Adverse effects will be corrected and beneficial effects maximized. If a significant natural water
drive is detected in portions of the reservoir, for example, water
injection can be limited. The converse would be true. If significant
gas cap mo.vement down structure occurs, ga_s cap production can be
decreased.
If encroachment of oil into the gas cap occurs, gas injection

can be increased. If reservoir pressure departs from predicted trends,
offtake of oil or gas can be varied.
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c) Oil and gas production and the water injection program for
che reservoir and for individual wells will be managed to assure maximum economic recovery.
3. The planned water injection program has a very high probability
of being successful. Similar programs in other fields supply adequate
prototype information. The design flexibility of the plan supports this
opinion. No carbon dioxide injection is planned at this time.
4. The production plan proposed by the operators and approved by
the State is an initial plan only. Oil and gas production rates and
water injection rates will be modified, increased or decreased, as production continues and reservo~r data is secured, as previously discussed.
With this flexibility, all of the evidence indicates thiit- thi"s propbsed .
plan will result in the maximum recovery of oil and gas.
Several additional factors should be recognized, however:
a) It is not possible to maximize both oil and gas production
simultaneously. The Sadlerochit plan is designed to maximize ultimate
oil recovery, but will result in no significant loss in the ultimate gas
recovery.
b) Economic factors must also be considered, though they do
not influence the proposed plan at this time and will not for a number
of years. Oil recovery stimulation programs can be visualized that are
too costly to be economical at present crude oil prices or even much
higher future prices. At some point in the future they may become economical. The present. plan and any variations in it will not preclude
subsequent utilization of any enhanced recovery method that is now known.
c) The plan is designed to simultaneously accomplish two
objectives to the maximum degree possible. The first objective is to
maintain the gas cap - oil band contact at the level it will have reached when (and if) gas sales begins. Gas cap invasion into the oil band
would result in gas cap blow-down to some extent; increased gas production
from oil wells, which is costly (frequently impossible) to control; and
increased use of gas as compressor fuel to reinject produced gas in
excess of gas sales.
The second objective is to maintain original reservoir pressure. As a
result sol~tion gas will remain trapped in the oil, and oil recovery
will thereby be increased. Van Poolen has estimated that reservoir
pressure in the oil zone, currently 4,275 pounds per square inch, will
be 3,133 psi. at the end of 30 years and will have remained essentially
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stable for the final 20 years.
conclusion.

DOl studies have reached the same

To meet these objectives a massive water injection program is planned

by the producers and required by the state. The rate currently proposed is 2 million barrels per day (which would be the world's largest
flood) which could be increased if required.
'
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October 25, 1977

Mr. o. K. Gilbreth, Jr., Director
Division of Oil and Gas Conservation
~e!_)L:.rtrne!1.t

of ~~atural Resources

raahh :1
Juneau, Alaska
~JL!a.r

99801

Sir:

1\t the :Cnerc;y and !-i.:ltural Resources Coy.n·_i ttee hearing
this r.:orning on the Alcan Fipeline proposal questions to be
ansHe::::-cd in \1tri ting \•terc subr-1i tted for the Record.
I , ..•auld
a;:;r>rcciate your response to the follmving:

1.
In devising an operating plan for !rudhoe
nay, does ycur go2.l i!1clude rnnxirnizil"!g production?
Eow doas your plan clo this?

2.
l·;hy were th2rc no sirr.ula ted runs co~·;pleted by
Van Poollell thZ!t sir:~ulated full pressure maintena.n.ce
Ni th gas reinjection and ma}:inur;, water flooding? (r~otc:
;~ssume Run flO is not adequate to r.easure t!)e benefits
of Yli:lter flooding on reservoir pressure .. )

3.
Eas the State required the operators to
study the feasibility and need for an early water flood
Hith gas reinjection as a means of maximizing pressure
~nd oil recover~?
If not, v:hy not?
4.
The operators are pl~nning a s~all scale water
injection operation in the next 2-3 years to get information on the actual residual oi 1 saturation.
If the
results of these tests indicate for example, that gas
reinjection is necessary to ~aintain reservoir proouctivity,
what would be done to ensure maxir.mm productivity?
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5. h'ill the Division of Oil ant" Gas let Dr. Doscher
or another petroleum engineer complete F.tore simulated
computer runs?
Because of the time constraints, I trust you will
submit your answers in \•lri ting to the Cor.mi ttee as soon as
possible.and certainly no later than Monc"ay, October 31, 1977.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

John A. Durkin
JAD/gbw
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JAY S. HAMMOND, GOVERNOR

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER

POUCH M-lUHCAU 99811

October 26, 1977
The Honorable John A. Durkin
United 5tates Senator
3230 Dirksen Senate Office Builoing
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Durkin:
'rhis is in response ·to your letter of October 25,
1977 in v:hich you as]-:::ed me to res:?ond }co five suestions concerning the :;>roduction of oil and gas from the E"rucl.hoe Ba.y
Reservoir.

The Division of Oil and Gas Conservation is not responsible for devising an operating plan for Prudhoe Bay. Our
responsibility is that of a conservation a.gency -- to regulate
oil and gas operations to prevent the i_)hysical \-Jaste of oil and
gas in the State and to protect the correlative rights of all
interests in an oil and gas pool. We review plans of 09eration
propoSed by operators to deterEl.ine if \·Jaste will occuri if \ole
determine no \"Vaste will occur 1 ,,.~e approve the plan as proposed
by the operator. ~le become involved ~7i th determining a rate
of produc·i:ion only v1hen we find it necessary to modify a rate
proposed by an operator to prevent waste.
The van Poollen
studies were prepared to assist us in perforruing this function
by allo"ing us to make a nore informed evaluation of vrhatever
operating plan the. operators proposed.
(l)
No.
Our goal is to Ptaximize hydrocarbon recoveries and prevent physic2.l Na:3t:e.
Our conserva.tion
statute provides that V7e ntay regulate production r.:ites
to prevent '\Y"aste.
If an o:;eratorts plan of Operation
meets the cri tcria 1 '':-·!e v;ill not regula-te the rates.
In the case of Prndhoe, af'=:er hearing- testimony at
public hearing 1 \·Je approved the opera·tor' s plan, v1~1ich
provides for Viater injection (see our -'cestimony to this
CottUili tt.ee) v;i th conG.i tions t.hat gas proOuction not. ex·ceed 2. 7 billion cubic feet ;:;er day and oil ra'ces not
exceed 1.5 million barrels per day.
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(2)
'ile believe that the water injection rates in
Run No. 10 with high reservoir pressures may never be
achieved as a practical matter. This was discussed on
Page 2 of Report Supplement A (February 1977).
Based
on world-wide experience, it is common practice to
operate a water injection project such as this at a
value below original reservoir pressure, hence the
runs in Supplement A are considered more realistic and
practical.
(3)
Again, the State has not issued any order
requiring the operators to study the feasibility of,
and need for, early water and gas injection. No such
order was needed. Because water injection is a standard
means of supplementing reservoir energy to achieve maximum recovery, the operators from an early date studied
its application to this pool.
At least as early as December 1975, when the
preliminary van Pool len report was released, it was clear
that water injection would be needed to achieve maximum
recoveries. This subject was also explored on the record
in the Federal Power Commission proceeding on the Alaska
gas pipeline (El Paso Alaska, CP75-96, et al.).
( 4)
To the best of our knmvledge, the project proposed is to determine the water injectivity potential
and is not for the purpose of determining the residual
oil or gas saturation, nor will it indicate the necessity
of gas injection.
(5)
Neither Dr. Doscher nor any petroleum engineer
to date has requested that the State complete any simulated computer runs. The information neeced to compl·ete
additional computer runs is either public or in the
van Poollen reports, copies of which are widely available.
As for use of the existing model by Dr. Doscher or any
other petroleum engineer, contractual arrangements between
Dr. van Poollen and the owner of the model -- Scientific
Software Corporation' -- require that anyone other than
the Oil and Gas Division obtain permission from the
owner of the model to use the existing model.
Also, the
State will authorize our consultants to permit access
to the model provided that Dr. Doscher or ·the engineer
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requesting such runs pay the costs of completing the
runs at the customary rates charged by the consultants
for this work. Neither the State nor the consultants
will be responsible for the results of any such runs.
Sincerely yours,

Q,

k. c; 1£r -f ~r
E'

t?HL

0. K. Gilbreth, Director
Division of Oil & Gas Conservation

OKG/kc
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ISHAM, LINCOLN & BEALE
COUNSELORS AT LAW
1050 17!!' STREET, N. W. SEVENTH FLOOR
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036

TELEPHONE 202-833-9730
CHICAGO OFFICE
ONE FIRST NATIONAL PLAZA
F"ORTY-SECOND FLOOR
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60603
TELEPHONE 312•786•7500

TELEX: 2-5288

October 28, 1977

Ms. Betsy Moeller
Senate Committee on Energy
and Natural Resources
3204 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Ms. Moeller:
At the oral invitation of the Committee, the State of
Alaska submits the following comments on the GAO Report which
were prepared with the assistance of Dr. H. K. van Poollen and
0. K. Gilbreth, Director, Division of Oil and Gas, Department
of Natural Resources, State of Alaska:
(1)

No comment.

(2)
All three firms did not use the van Poollen data
in its entirety. Gruy and Core Lab did use the volumetric data of van Poollen available at the time their
work was performed. This work was published in June
1974. Subsequent to that time, the van Poollen information was updated to take into consideration additional
geological data, and this resulted in increasing the
size of the gas cap by 5.3 trillion cubic feet.
There
was a change in the oil zone information but the reason
for this difference is unknown to us.
(a)
Sensitivity analyses run by van Poollen indicated
a weak aquifer. This same general conclusion was
reached by the operators. All studies indicate
similar aquifer response.
(b)
As indicated above, the gas in place volume used
in the van Poollen model runs was slightly larger than
used by Core Lab and Gruy. Geological evidence indicates the Shublik formation probably is in communica-·
tion with the Sadlerochit gas cap. Approximately
two (2) trillion cubic feet of the five and threetenths (5.3) trillion cubic feet added to the gas cap

98-069 0 - 78 - 54
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represents Shublik gas. The remaining three and threetenths (3.3) trillion cubic feet represents a larger
gas cap than originally mapped based on geologic
data obtained from additional drilling. The operators
testified at the Alaska Division of Oil and Gas hearing on Hay 5, 1977 that the Shublik and Sag River
Sandstones are in communication with the Sadlerochit
reservoir (hearing transcript pages 49-51 are
attached).
The small volume of Shublik gas shown above was
the only hydrocarbons outside of the Sadlerochit formation that were included in the van Poollen model
runs.
(c)
l'le agree these differences are small: they
are within the sensitivity of model runs.
(d) and (e)
The production profiles will depend to
a significant degree on the assumed operating and workover program. For example, we assumed that wells
would be recompleted as many as two times when making
excessive water, then closed in the third time that
it happened. This was also done for excessive gas
production in a well. However, no more than three
recompletions ~;ere allowed for any one well. If the
well made excessive water or gas after three recompletions, it was shut in. As noted on some of the
.model runs, the gas/oil ratio limitation was relaxed
after thirteen years' production to maintain more oil
delivery points. Other studies incorporated similar
approaches with slightly different recompletion criteria.
(f)
See paragraph prior to 2a. The estimates of
hydrocarbons in place available to us are within an
acceptable range of engineering accuracy.
(g)
The API report includes reserves from certain
other reservoirs and condensate not included in the
van Poollen report.
(3)
The State of Alaska studies included one sensitivity run which indicated a recovery of 42.8 percent.
This run was not considered as representative of a
reas·onable way of operating the reservoir. As pointed
out on page 2 of our Report Supplement A (February 1977),
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vle feel that Runs 10 through 12 may not represent a

practical operating condition because of the likelihood
of premature water coning (with the possibility of
severe damage to the gravity drainage mechanism) and
the changes of pushing oil into the gas cap; also,
reducing the pressure will result in a free gas saturation which enhances gas recovery by 1vater flood.
P.un
No. 10 was the one which gave 42.8 percent recovery as
mentioned in the GAO report. As indicated, our Supplement A runs, which we believe are more representative,
give maximum recoveries on the order of 40 percent of
the original oil in place.
(4)
Since all produced gas will be reinjected until
a line is completed, approximately five or more years
production of solution gas will be injected into the
gas cap. Depending on hol-T one looks at it, the volume
of first gas into a pipeline which exceeds the then
solution gas can be called other gas cap gas or solution
gas.
There will be gas wi thdrc>.wal from the gas cap, but
several years vlill elapse before production lowers the
free gas volume to the volume originally in place. Gas
production rates of 2.7 Bcf/d which should yield approximately 2 Bcf/d gas sales should not require oil rates in
excess of 1.5 million barrels per day. The volume of
2.4 Bcf per day apparently includes gas from other
reservoirs than the Sadlerochit reservoir.
(5)

We agree.

(6)
Our studies were made to determine the performance which could be expected from the reservoir.
The
figures on liquid recoveries are dependent on pipeline
specs and were not part of these studies.
(7)

Same as 2(e) and (f).

Some of the issues not addressed by Mr. Doscher when
considering the possibility of converting the existing TAPS
line to a tvTo-phase operation are:
(1)
Is the current line designed to withstand the
vibration and surge forces that would exist 1>1i th twophase flow?
(2)
Would the installation of equipment necessary
for the conversion of the line to two-phase flol-1 require an extensive shut-down of the Prudhoe Bay field?
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(3)
What would be the impact on exploration and
the development of any new fields if the TAPS line
could not handle very large crude oil volumes while
operating as a tv10-phase line?
(4)
If additional fields are discovered and the
oil pipeline continues to operate at rates of 1.5
to 2.0 million barrels per day, two-·phase flow would
not be possible at these rates and, hence, there would
be no means to blovl the Prudhoe Bay field down and
there will be a sizeable loss or delay in recovery
for many, many years.
(5)
What happens if a large discovery is made in
NPR-A?
(6)

What if two-phase shipment is found impractical?

Any questions with respect to this matter should be
directed to the undersigned.

Reri/\ct:~ny

Ro~
Attorney for
The State of Alaska

RHL/kc
Attachments
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2

3
4
5

7'

9

11

The Sadlerochit contains the.bulk of the hydrocarbon
reserves in the pool and hence has been reviewed in detail.
14
15
16
17

We

will now review the younger portions of the reservoir more
·briefly.
On your right is the type log seen previously, and on
.your left is an isopach map of the Sag-Shublik interval •. The

18 .

dark red is greater than 120 feet, light red, 80 to 120 feet,

19

orange, 40 to 80 and yellow, zero to 40.

20

the Sag-Shubli~ is present throughout the area, except where ·

21 '

truncated, but is thin relative to the Sadlerochit sandstone.

The map shows that

The Shublik formation, which has a thickness of seventy
feet, was deposited on top of the Sadlerochit sandstone.

It is

composed of a complex sequence of interlayered marine shales,
silts, sandstones, phosphates, and phosphatic limestones.

R & R COURT REPORTERS
02!:1 W. 8TH AVENUE, SUITE 5

'!100 W.

2.77-0:172.- 277·0573
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

3~<0

AVENUE

2.74·Sl322.
IUI~01

These
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phosphates and phosphatic limestones are sporadically porous
throughout the field area and serve as the main reservoir

l

3
4

interval for. the Shublik.

They are in d·irect fluid communication

with the Sadlerochit reservoir, either vertically or horizontally
across faults and thus retain the same fuild contact.·
The Sag River sandstone overlies the Shublik formation.
It consists of very fine to fine grain marine sandstone, which

8

have· an average thickness of thirty feet.

9I

to be in direct fluid communication with the Sadlerochit via

10

It is interpretted

faulting and consequently has the same fluid contacts.

11

The youngest portion of the reservoir is the

ne1~ly

12

discovered Put River sandstone, which is a conglomeratic sandstone

13 ,.

deposited in Lower Cretaceous times.

14

The slide on the left is an interpretive isopach map

15 ·

showing the thickness and aerial distribution of the sand, as

16

interpretted from well control and shown by the green dots.

17

The yellow represents less than twenty feet of sandstone, the

18

orange represents twenty to forty, and the red represents

19

greater than forty feet of sandstone.

20

I

211
22

~

The sandstone has a

maximum thickness of sixty-eight feet in NGI-1.

The map shows

that this unit is an elongated sandstone body, possibly
representative of a channel or trough infill.
The slide on the right is a cross-section, located

=I

"I

~
~

along the line of sec.tion on the map.

This cross-section shows

the relationship of the Put River sandstone with the main

R 8: R COURT REPORTERS
825 W, OTH AVENUE, SUITIZ 5

277-0572-2.77-0573
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA tlQ:IOt

~09 W. 3AD AVENUE

2.74·932.2
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reservoir interval.

Note that in NGI-6 and NGI-7, the sandstone

is in direct contact with the Sag River sandstone.
3

The Put.River sandstone has not been tested, however,
betw~en

4

as a result of the direct contact

5

and the Put River

6

communication and that the Put River sandstone is gas-bearing

.sandst~ne,

the Sag River sandstone

we conclude that they are in direct

in the pipe area.
For these reasons, the working interest owners are
9 . asking for an amended definition of the vertical limits of the
10

Prudhoe Oil Pool to include the Put River sandstone and other

11

similar gas or oil reservoirs discovered in the future.

12
13

You have seen that tho Prudhoe Oil Pool consists of
1

14
15

hydrocarbons in a complex series of predominantly sandstone
reservoirs which have common fluid contact and which are

1.

entrapped by a faulted and truncated asymmetric anticline.

16

The reservoir configuration, dfstribution of hydrocarbons and

17

rock properties will be shown in the follo1•ing presentation ·to

18

have significant effects on reservoir volumes, reservoir

19

management and waterflood planning studies.

22
23

24'
25

R 8: R COURT REPORTERS
02!1 W. 8TH AVENUE. SUITE 5

277·0572. ,:_ 2.77-0573
ANCHORAGE, AL.ASKA gg:501

!JO~

W. 3!itD AVENUE:
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October 25, 1977

Or. H. K. Van Foollen
l!. K. Van Poollen & Associates, Inc.
Littleton, Colorado
D~::ar

Dr. Van F0ollen:

.2\t the !~ncrgy and Natural rtosources Comrnittee hearing
this r:torning on the l\lcan Pipeline proposal qu8stions to be
c::.ns\1ered in writing \·lere subrni tted for the Recorcl..
I \.rould
appreciate your response to the folloHing:

1.

In the course of conpleting your uork for

the State, did you ever have contu.ct ,.,ith the State,
or the operators, that could be construed as oressure

or an effort to influence the findinqs or res~lts of
yo~r Hork?
·
If

yes~

could you please be specific.

2.
In· your analyses, oil recovery declines from
alrcost eiaht billion barrels (41%) to about 6 billion
barrels (J2~), as gas sales are increased from 2 to 3
and then 4 billion cubic feet a dily.
If this is
extrapolated what would you suggest is the oil production
with no gas sales?

3.
Could you also co~nent on the finding by Core
r,o.boratories that ·maximum oil recovery of 8.36 billion
barrels is with no gas sales?
4.

l'Jhy are the total oil production figures of

nearly B billion barrels significantly loHer than API's
estim5ted recoverable figure of 9.G billion barrels?
Because of the tiEG constraints, I trust you will

submit your answers in ;.;ri ting to the Cormni ttee as soon as
possible, and certainly no later than Monday, October 31, 1977.
Thank you for your consiC:cJ:ation.
Sincerely,

John A. Durkin
JAD/cbw
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H. I{. YAK POOLLEK A:'>D Af;SOCIATES, 1:\C.
1100 WEST LITTLETON DOULEVARO
LITTLETON, COLORADO 60120

TELEPHONE: 303 7!)5-ll57ll
TWX; 910 93!5 0102

October 26, 1977

The Honorable John A. Durkin
United States Senator
3230 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Durkin:
I appreciate the questions you posed in your October
25, 1977 letter to me. My answers are as follows:
(1)
The State and I worked together. \'le had
occasional Qeetings with operators to discuss general
parameters. In all of these meetings I have never seen
any pressure brought upon me \>'hich was intended to influence my professional opinion.
(2)
The numbers quoted in your letter are based
on our January, 1976 report.
That report indicated
that excessive gas sales are detrimental to recovery.
Extrapolation to zero gas sales would give approximately
41.4 percent to 42.75 percent oil recovery. However,
as indicated in our Supplement A dated February, 1977,
these operational procedures were considered inconsistent with common oil field practice. Hence, a more
realistic value for zero gas injection with water injection is our Run 9A which results in a recovery of
39.5 percent. A fair comparison for cases having an
offtake rate of l. 5 11Hbbl. of oil per day, water injection resulting in a final reservoir pressure in
the order of 3150 psi,would be as follows:

SEISMIC INTERPRETATION
PRODUCTION
WELL COMPLETION

GROUND WATE,R HYDROLOGY

WATER TREATMENT
-

EVALUATIONS

EXPLORATION

SECONDARY RECOVERY

DRILLING

RESERVOIR GEOLOGY

GAS STORAGE

WELL TESTING

WASTE DISPOSAL

RESERVOIR ENGINEERING
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

CORROSION

-

EDUCATION

-

HEARINGS

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY

OPERATIONS
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Run

Gas Sales
Bcf/Day

Oil Recovery
Percenta9:e

9A

0.0

39.5

SA

1.5

40.1

3A

2.0

40.9

4A

2.25

40.0

Differences in values in these ranges are inconsequential.
( 3)
Core laboratories had a higher oil in place
number, or 19.5 HM!'illbbls. versus 19 .1 !-111!.\fubls. for ours.
Their maximum value gives the same recovery of 42.8 percent as our maximum value.
( 4)
to ours.

The API report included additional reservoirs

·should you or anyone on your staff wish to discuss
any of these matters or related ones in more detail, please
feel free to contact me.
Sincerely yours,

/~~~

Dr. H. K. van Poollen

HKvP/kc
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Statement
by
Howard Boyd, Chairman
The El Paso Company

I have asked to speak in the early stages of these
proceedings because my statement may have material bearing
on the character and length of the proceedings.

.l~ha

t I have

to say does not_come with ease.
El Paso sponsored a project to market Alaskan gas
by an all-American route convinced that the overall national
interest would thereby be best served.

We are today un-

shakingly convin~ed of the wisdom of that view, but our
judgment is not determinative of the issue.
The President of the United States, exercising the
responsibility reposed in him by this Congress, has selected
a different project, and his decision is··now before the Congress for ratification.

Human emotion tempts me to describe

the benefits which we visualized in our project, but political reality tells me that further proceedings before this
Congress, followed by such judicial review as may be available,
does not enjoy sufficient prospect of success to justify the
harm to the public interest inherent in such a course.
Above all else, Alaskan gas is needed in the lower
48 states at the earliest practicable date.

To that end,
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let the sponsors of the trans-Canadian project commence
their efforts to finance and get on with the project.
Let me add that although our project did not
succeed, I take pride in the fact that it made possible
improvements of a significant nature in the project now
recommended to Congress.

Moreover, El Paso has developed a

great body of expertise and substantial engineering and
environmental data which can be of assistance to the project
and which we are prepared to make available to it.
In conclusion let me take this occasion to express
our'deep appreciation to those people, including members of
the Senate and House who, sharing our view, have vigorously
supported us during the long proceedings to this point.
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STATEMENT OF JERRY McCUTCHEON, ANCHORAGE, ALASKA

The premature construction of a gas!ine is totally unwarranted from the standpoint of cost to the United States consumer and from the standpoint of good
reservoir management. It is not in the long term interests of the United States
or the State of Alaska. The highest and best use of the natural gas for the next
decade is for the pressure maintenance of Prudhoe Bay. . '
Early gas withdrawal will result in a loss of 1.6 to 2.5 billion barrels of oil
recovery, the average of which is equal to all the oil found in the United States
from 1970 through 1976. The sacrificing through a premature construction of a
gasoline of 2 billion ban-els of oil recovery is like the sacrificing of 20 giant oil
fields, or 2,000 significant oil findings. Secondly, enhanced recovery techniques
could result in an additional 6 billion barrels of oil recovery. When combined
with the above, they may more than double the proposed current oil recovery
from. the 20 billion barrel Prudhoe Bay Oil Pool. The total additional recovery
could exceed a]] of the discoveries in the next one to two decades in the south
48 states. Third, the investment in an Alcan gasline from Alaska would be equal
to 60 percent of all the investment in all the gaslines built in the United States
to date-for the delivery of only 4 to 5 percent of the national gas supply. The
cost of gas delivered from Alaska would be equal to six or seven times the free
market price of gas, and would raise the price of all gas sold in the United States
by 50 cents per thousand cubic feet.
THE CORE LABORATORIES INC. REPORT PREPARED FOR ALCAN PIPELINE COMPANY

We find with the production of 1.6 million barrels per day with no aquifer (the
. underground water whose influx helps keep pressure in the reservoir), no water
injection, and no gas sales, the recovery of Computer Run No.1 is 6.53 billion barrels of oil. In Run No.2, with the addition of aquifer, with other conditions being
the same, oil recovery rises to 7.61 billion barrels of oil, or just over a billion
barrels of oil for the aquifer.
The report unfortunately does not give the amount of water that the aquifer
conbibutes, but this additional oil recovery stresses the significant effect that
can be had for early water injection.
The injection of half a million barrels of water, with other condtiions being
the same, for Run No. 2 raises the recovery 750 million to 8.36 billion barrels of
oil in Run No. 3, which is the highest recovery of any of the Core Lab computer
runs.
What the recovery would have done had the pressure been kept above the bubble
point in the early years of production one can only infer, for Alcan did not produce a standard run against which one can memmre other methods of production.
The small amount of aquifer was worth a billion barrels of oil, and 0.5 million barrels of water injection was worth % of a billion barrels of oil recovery
even though it was not started until 6 years after oil production began. Therefore it is not unreasonable to believe that had such water as necessary been injected at the beginning of oil production, oil production would be between 9.1 to
\J.6 billion barrels of oil, and approximate the DeGolyer & MacNaughton report
of !l6 billion barrels of oil, which tile Prudhoe Bay operators use in their television promotional ads. 'l'he attached graph shows 9.1 billion barrels of recovery.
If Alcan had computer run ( s) that could he used as standards against which
other runs could be measured, and if those runs showed little or no loss of oil
recovery would result from early gas sales and late water injection, then it is
reasonable to assume that Alcan would have used those runs to prove Alcan's
case. Further, in the absence of the runs which could be used as standards, one
can conclude, because of their obvious importance, that either they were done
and are now being withheld or that it was known ahead of time that runs of full
pressure maintenance as standards would he damaging to Alcan's case for gas
sales, and therefore were not done.
Core Lab's Run No. 4 is for 2.25 bcfd (billion cubic feet per day) of gas sales.
which must he corrected. A later finding showed that more reservoir gas must
be withdrawn to obtain the same specific amount of pipeline quality gas. Core
Laboratory originally used 2.373 bcfd of reservoir gas to obtain 2 bcfd of sales
gas. Now it is accepted that 2.7 hcfd are required for 2 llcfd of sales gas. 'l'lms
the 2.25 bcfd corrected is a little less than 2 bcfd of sales gas and results in 1,850
million barrels of los!: oil recovery, even thougll 10,260 million barrels more
water were injected than in Run No. 3 in an attempt to compensate for gas
production.
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Comparing Run Xo. 4 to Run Xo. 2. no water injeetion hut 90 percent gas reinjection, the gas sal!'>< of Run Xo. 4 rp:-;ulted in the los:< of oil recm·ery of 360
million harrels. e''PU though Run Xo. 4 rpcph·ed 17 hillion b-arrels of water injection that Run Xo. 2 <lid not rPceive. '111P water injPctiun eould not compPnsate
for gas withdrawal.
Run Xo. 16 is only nbout 1 hefd of ><ale" gaR. ypt there is a loss of oil reco,·ery
of 1.420 million harrel». as com]J:HPd to a corrected Rnn Xo. 3.
" 'e can seP that. thl' Prudhoe Bay Oil Pool is vPry sensith·e to gas withdrawal
and to early water injPction for ]JrPs~ure maintenance. FurthPr. that water injection cannot compenRa tP for gas withdrawal even if the withdrawal is small.
Oil recovery loss aptlears to he proportional to gas withdrawal.
Now if we approxim::~te the amount of gas sales, 2.4 bcfd, which Alcan says is
the absolute minimnm, we must use Runs Nos. 14 and 20 with recovery of 6.63 and
6.71 billion barrels of oil respectin:ly. The lost recovery from corrected Run Xo.
3 is 2.5 billion barrels of oil. 'l'hat is 25 percent greater than the amount of oil
that was found in the United States from 1970 through 1976. To sacrifice 2.5
billion barrels of oil is like sacrificing 2.5 giant oil fields every year for the next
ten years.
The van Poollen report was done for the State of Alaska Division of Oil and
Gas. Run No. 2 of the van Poollen report is similar to Run No. 1 of the Core Lab
report: no water injection, no aquifer. and no gas sales. Yet van Poollen obtnined
800 million barrels more oil recovery, a very substantial difference--10 % of the
expected recovery of the operators' plan.
Van Poollen's Run No. 10 is similar to Core Lab Run No. 3 and obtained similar results. However, vnn Poo!len must use an additional 4 billion barrels of
water injection.
Comparing van Pool! en's Runs No. 7 and No. 1, the addition of aquifer produces
a negligible result. However. the aquifet· was w orth a billion barrels in the Core
Lab report. A Inter van Poollen run (No. 2A) seems to contradict van Poollen's
earlier results because a small amount of produced water was reinjected for an
additional 250 million barrels of oil recovery.
The van Poollen report doer; not have the necessary standard runs, and again
it is not unreasonable to assnme that they were withheld or not done because the
~Standard runs would haYe shown that gas reinjection and early water injection
with pressure maintenance above the bubble point was essential. Requests for
these runs as standards were ignored when the second series of run were done.
Using No. 10 as thP rlosest run to a sta ndard. and comparing it to Run No. 7.
we have a difference of more than 1 billion barrels of additional oil recoYery for
No. 10 with water injection.
Comparing No. 10 to ~o. 16, which has corrected gas sales of 1.76 bcfd, No. 16
hns 1.25 billion harrels less oil recovery.
Comparing No. 16 to No. 20, which is similar Pxcept for some operating conclitions, No. 20 has an additional 410 million barrels of oil recoYery.
Correcting ::'l:o. 10 for theSP improwll 011erating conditions by adding the difference between No. 16 and No. 20, we have R.6 !Jillion lmrrels of oil recovery.
'Vhen we examine Runs NoR. 20-21- 22, we see that higher oil production results in higher oil recovery. This is because the water injection is 125 percent of
the oil production rate. and t his results in additional water being injected into
the reservoir. The additional water is worth 500 million barrels of oil recovery.
Adding the .5 billion harrels of oil recover~· to Run No. 10, we nmy haye 9.1 billion barrels of oil reco,·ery. Run No. 10 also has 4.300 pounds of pressure, which
when blown down would add an additional oil recovery. and the oil recovery
would approach t he DeGolyer & )lacXaughton recovt>ry of 9.6 billion barrels.
The 9.6 billion barrels recoyery is used by the oil companies in their advertising
campaign. The 9.1 billion barrels agrees with the graph.
Comparing the corrected Run No. 10 to Run Xo. 26. we have 9.1- 7.74, or 1,360
million harrels of lost oil recovery for 1.76 hcfd of gas :-;ales. The lost oil recovery
rises to 1,650 million barrels of oil in Run No. 28. with eorrected gas sales of 2.6
bcfd. Since 2.4 bcfd is the absolute minimum required for the gas pipeline, we must
extrapolate between Runs 26 and 28. This gives us about 1.6 billion barrels of lost
oil recovery.
ENHANCED RECOVERY

Professor Doscher suggested enhanced recovery by CO, flooding may add additional 6 billion barrels of oil recovery. of which 2 billion barrels would be consumed to produce CO, for the flooding. If other sourcPs of CO, could be used, such
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as the abundant coal supplies on the North Slope, OI: if reservoirs of co. could be
found, then the full 6 billion barrels would be available.
Considering the fact that the Prudhoe Bay Oil Pool is 20 billion barrels, that
Shell Oil Company recently announced a co. flood for 90 percent recovery was
expected, and that AMACO announced a flue gas project with 77 percent recovery,
the 6 billion barrels is certainly within reason, and the professor may have even
understated the potential trying to be conservative. Whether CO, is used or some
other tertiary method of recovery is used, the possibility of proper secondary
recovery plus tertiary recovery may double the recovery of oil from the Prudhoe
Bay Oil Pool.
Thus it is quite evident that the premature construction of a gasoline is totally
tmwarranted from the standpoint of cost to the American consumer and from the
standpoint of good reservoir management. It is not in the long term interests of
the United States or of the State of Alaska. The highest and best use of the natural
gas for the next decade is for the pressure maintenance of Prudhoe Bay.
fWestern Union Telegram]

VALDEZ, ALASKA, September 21, 1977.
Hon. HENRY A. JACKSON,
Chairman, Energy and Natural Resources Committee, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

The city council is concerned about the proposed route of the natural gas line
from Alaska. It is imperative that the U.S. economy be kept at a better level than
it is now. The gas comes from Alaska for those in the lower forty eight States and
we should see that those who pay for it also receive the side benefits of the jobs it
will produce. 1Ye urge you to supp01t the all American gas route to make jobs for
U.S. citizens instead of Canadians. We request this telegram be read during committee hearings and made part of the records.
1Ve urge yon as Governor of the State of Alaska to support this position. Thank
you.
LYNN CHRYSTAL,
Mayor, city of Valdez, Alaska.

WESTERN UNION TELEGRA:!>f,
Anchorage Alaslca, September 22, 1977.

Senator HENRY ,Nf. JACKSON,
Chairman, Energy and Natural Resources Committee, Dil"lcson Senate Office
Builcling, WMhington, D.C.
You have been asked to ratify President Carter's choice of a gas line from
Alaska through Canada to southern markets.
As you may know, our organization has been deeply involved in the gas line
issue for more than 2 years. Almost a million dollars of OMAR contributions and
personal expenditures of its members have been committed toward keeping the
gas Iine totally within U.S. borders.
The Alcan project offers Alaska some benefits, most important of which is use
of the State's royalty gas from Prudhoe Bay. So you can be confident Alaska's
interests are to a great extent protected with the Alcan project if it is built in a
timely fashion.
vVe believe stro1ngly, llowe\·er, that the interests of the United States are not
protected in the agreement between President Carter and Prime Minister
Trudeau. Unfortunately we did not have an opportunity to review detailed conditions and implications of the agreement. But based on the agreement summary,
we fear it may not adequately address United States avenues for recourse in the
event of Canadian delays, delays we think are inevitable.
The Canadian Government says it will not commit tax dollars to the Alcan
project in the event of delays and cost overruns (projected by its own national
energy board to be at least 32 percent). This, then. leaves the responsibility for
bailing out the project to our Government or the U.S. gas consumers or both.
For the privilege of running the line through Canada we would agree:
(1) to largely fund, including cost overruns, a line from Whitehorse north to
Dawson, Y.T., solely for Canadian use;
(2) To transfer some DLRS 20 billion of associated economic benefits to a foreign economy at the expense of our own;
(3) To allow Canadian content for materials and labor to be 90 percent,
even though the project would be largely funded by U.S. capital, and to let
Canada maintain corporate control of the project;
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( 4) To meet uns,t>ecifiell present and future dE>mands of the Xukou T e rritory
ami tJtret' antmu11uou~ proYiuceH.
\Ve feel the major force for a trani!-Cannd:• linf', i.f'., thllt it would cement
1.:.~. - Cana<li:m relation~! nud set the :<tn~;e for fu ture cooperation lu o ther joint
endeavors, will ultimately result iu eYcn greater deteriomtiou in our rf'latiom;
with CtLUIHla.
'l'wo of nuUH!rons other ex!lmple.s remind 11>' thut wutiueutn lh<t nttPmpt!' to
jointly tle\"f'lop re>'otn-ef'~ e:lmwt hi' aRsut·ed of n·onhle--t'rlo'e implcment:1tiou:
One concerns the Ross Dam urgotintions which l>egrun lu 1Sl41 nnrl ar~> not ret
conclndefL A.nothet· l:ouce-t·n~~ the 1'\t. Lmnellce Senway negotiations which took
more thllll (i0 Yetll'H.
l f even retiH•tely similat· del<I)'S oecnt· in bringing A.la~<lw's na t ural gas resource to other f.:ta te~, our :-i lltion \Yill experiencP necdlt':<H l!llff<'ring.
·we urgently r equest your s upport of tlte all-U.H. Jll'(>llosnl or El P1.1so. It is
our Otlinion tlwt. n \·ote for th+' tt·aHH-C:mntla liH~ i~ in the hest intHesh~ of
Canada to the detrimen t of the l:"nited Stat('s.
HOUEHT " ·· Fu: ~!I:'\0, Prc8idcllf.
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